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AIRCRAFT ANTENNA STUDY

For over fifteen years UTC has been the largest supplier of transformer components for military applications, to customer specifications. Listed below are a
number of types, to latest military specifications, which are now catalogued as
UTC stock items.

MINIATURE AUDIO UNITS...RCOF CASE
Type
No.
H-1

H-2
H-3

H-4
H-5
H-6

RCOF CASE

Length

1

Width.
Height
Mounting

25/64
61/64

113/32

11/8

Screws

4-40 FIL.
7/8 Dia.
1.5 oz.

Cutout
Unit Weight

H-7
H-8

H-9

H-10
H-11

Application
Mike, pickup, line to grid
Mike to grid
Single plate to single grid
Single plate to single grid,
DC in Pri.
Single plate to P.P. grids
Single plate to P.P. grids,
DC in Pri.
Single or P.P. plates to line
Mixing and matching
82/41:1 input to grid
10:1 single plate to single
grid
Reactor

MIL

Pri. Imp.

Type

Ohms

TF1A10YY

50,200 CT, 500 CT*

TF1A11YY
TF1A15YY

TF1A15YY

82

15,000
15,000

TF1A15YY

15,000
15,000

TF1A13YY

20,000 CT

TF1A16YY

TFIAIOYY

150/600
150/600

TF1A15YY

10,000

TF1A15YY

4

95 000 CT

0

95,000 split

4

150/600

4

600 CT
1 meg.
1 meg.

0
0
0

List
Price

50.10,000
250-8,000
50-10,000
200-10,000

-- 5
+21

$16.50
16.00
13.50
13.50

50-10,000
200-10,000

+

200-10,000
50-10,000
200-3,000 (4db.)
200-3,000 (4db.)

+21

+

6

+14
5

+11

+

8

+10
+10

12.00

30-20,000

+12

$20.00

8

100-20,000

+23

23.00

8

50-20,000

+23

21.00

30-20,000
8
BAL.

+19

20.00

TF1A15YY

15,000 split

80,000 split

0

TF1A15YY

15,000

80,000 split

H-22

TF1A13YY

15,000

H-23

P.P. plates to

multiple line

TFIA13YY

30,000 split

H-24

Reactor

450 Hys.-0 DC, 250 llys.-5 Ma. DC, 6000
65 Hys.-10 Ma. DC, 1500 ohms.

TF1A20YY

List
Price

Response
2db. (Cyc.)

Pri., MA

50/200,
125/500**
50/200,
125/500**

16.50
15.50
16.50
15.00

Max. level
dbm

Single plate to 2 grids, can
also be used for P.P. plates
Single plate to P.P. grids,
DC in Pri.
Single plate to multiple line

DC

15.50
16.00

CASE

in

3hms

1

Max. level
dbm

Response
(Cyc.)

± 2db.

UNITS.*RC-50
Sec. Imp.

H-21

1

0

Ohms

H-20

Length
Width
Height
Mounting
Screws
Cutout
Unit Weight

0

50

Pri. Imp.

Application

No.

5/8
1 5/8
2 5/16
15/16
#6-32

50.000
135.000
60.000
60,000

MIL
Type

Type

CASE

DC in

Pri., MA

300 Henries -0 DC, 50 Henries -3 Ma. DC, 6,000 Ohms.

TF1A20YY

COMPACT AUDIO

RC -50

See. Imp.
Chms

ohms...

15.00

1/2 Dia.
8 oz.

SUBMINIATURE AUDIO UNITS...SM CASE
Type
No.
H-30
H-31

H-32
SM CASE

11/16
1/2
29/32

Length

Width
Height

4-40 FIL.

Screw
Unit Weight

ratings ore

listed in standard manner.
a

H-34
H-35

Input to grid
Single plate to single grid,
3:1
Single plate to line
Single plate to low
impedance
Single plate to low
impedance
Reactor

MIL

Pri. Imp.

Type

Ohms

50***

TF1A10YY
TF1A15YY

10,000

TF1A13YY
TF1A13YY

30,000

TF1A13YY 100,000

Sec. Imp.
Ohms

Price

150-10,000
300-10,000

+13
+13

$13.00
13.00

Response

62,500
9C,000

0

200

3

50

1

300-10,000
300-10,000

+13
+15

13.00
13.00

60

.5

300-10,000

+

13.00

10,000****

TF1A20YY

transformer with

a 15,000 ohm primary impedance can operate from a tube
representing a source imped-

0

6

11.00

100 Henries-0 DC, 50 -fenries-1 Ma. DC, 4,400 ohms.

* 200 ohm termination can be used for 150 ohms or 250 ohms, 500 oim termination can be used for 600 ohms.
200 ohm termination can be used for 150 ohms or 250 ohms, 125/E00 ohm termination can be used for 150/600 ohms.
*** can be used with higher source impedances, with corresponding reduction in frequency range. With 200 ohm source,
loaded response is -4 db. at 300 cycles.
secondary impedance becomes 250,000 ohms
1.5 Ma. DC.
25,000 ohm primary impedance
****can be used for 500 ohm load

**

...

...

...

ance of 7700 ohms, etc. In
addition, transformers can be
used

List

Max. level
dbm

in

DC

Pri., MA zt 2db. (Cyc.)

8 oz.

The impedance

Obviously,

H-33

Application

'or applications differ-

ing considerably from those
shown, keeping in mind that
impedance ratio is constant.
Lower source impedance will
improve response and level
higher source imratings
pedance will reduce frequency
ronge and level rating.

!44-

...

1

5

0
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Electrostatic technique employs large parallel plates and potential -dividing wires
AIRCRAFT ANTENNA STUDY
COVER
to establish uniform field around model at Stanford Research Institute (see p 156)
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Top-level news, trends and market interpretations

98

ELECTRONIC DRUMS, by Harry Stockman
Electromechanical system takes the work out of playing drums

100

NEW TRANSISTORS GIVE IMPROVED PERFORMANCE, by J. A. Morton
Present status of current types and what to expect in the future

INDUSTRIAL MAGNETRONS FOR DIELECTRIC HEATING, by Richard

104

Nelson

B.

High -power magnetron oscillators and associated control circuits for 915 -mc and 2,450 -mc bands

110

IMPROVING TV SYSTEM TRANSIENT RESPONSE, by John Ruston
Slight changes in transmitters can bring better pictures to existing receivers
SELECTIVE ERASURE OF MAGNETIC TAPE CROSSTALK, by Robert Herr and Robert A. vonBehren
Use of weak erasing field during playback suppresses signals transferred from layer to layer during tape storage

114

NONSYNCHRONOUS PULSE MULTIPLEX SYSTEM, by Andrew L. Hopper

116

Navel

system of pulse -amplitude modulation eliminates sync pulse

VIBRATION RECORDER TESTS ARMY PACKAGING, by J. A. Sargeant and

R. D.

121

Campbell

Relates cause and effect in damage by simultaneous recording of nine accelerations

HALF -WAVE MAGNETIC SERVO AMPLIFIER, by Carroll W. Lufcy, A. E. Schmid and
Circuit saves size, weight and cost of parts and offers usual magnetic amplifier advantages

P.

W. Barnhart

FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH, by Wilford R. Glasscock and Norman J.
New medical development permits brain waves and heart patterns to be transmitted from moving patient

RADIOELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH

124

Holter 126

REGENERATING COMPOSITE VIDEO SIGNALS, by Robert Betts
Television signals from remote pickups or transcontinental relays are standardized before local transmission

130

BRIDGE OSCILLATOR HAS LINEAR TUNING, by Abe Hershler and Benson. Carlin
Wide frequency range is obtained from simple R -L bridge circuit

134

GATED AMPLIFIER WAVE ANALYZER, by V. Ronald Nelson

136

Components of complex waveforms are determined throughout audio spectrum

DECOMMUTATING PULSE TELEMETRY, by W. H. Chester and W.

P.

140

Klemens

Counter system automatically demodulates pulse -amplitude modulation

ELECTRONIC ANALOG COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS,

by

144

DeWitt H. Pickens

Discusses basic electronic analogs for summation, integration and differentiation

148

AIR BREAKDOWN CHART FOR RADAR PULSES (Reference Sheet), by Harold A. Wheeler
Chart gives approximate breakdown voltage in radar pulse circuits at various frequencies and pressures
97
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No. 2 is a special type
of Magslip used for the solution of
trigonometrical problems, such as the conversion of polar to Cartesian coordinates.
Each stator phase is energized in accordance
with an applied computing voltage. No
power is taken from this source, energization
being obtained by means of an amplifier and
a second (feedback) stator winding. The rotor
voltages are proportional to the exciting
voltages and to the sine and cosine
of the angle between the stator
and rotor electrical axes. The
error does not exceed 0.1%.
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FIGURES OF THE MONTH
Year
Ago

Latest
Month

Previous
Month

Year
Ago

PRODUCTION

(Source: NBC Research Dept.)

May'51
339,132
581,557
164,171
603,534

Apr. '52

322,878
462,167
110,529
275,250

May'52
309,375-p
404,515-p
128,351-p
215,478-p

(Source: Licensee figures)
Apr. '51
Television sets, units...
285,498
Electric radio sets, units
485,970
Battery sets, units....
136,981
Auto sets, units
1,057,484
Television sets, value... $49,061,450
Electric radio sets, value $11,222,433
Battery sets, value....
$2,592,267
Auto sets, value
$26,076,566

Mar. '52

Apr. '52

370,905
380,846
68,339
204,990
$62,988,663
$7,963,825
$1,332,640
$5,912,217

349,015
354,518
82,873
235,651
$58,872,294
$8,594,861
$1,495,919
$6,700,718

Portable sets
Auto sets

May'51
34,074,356
23,768,898
8,113,122
261,353
1,930,983
229,250

Apr. '52
26,247,258
15,334,092
6,095,641
3,257,119
1,560,406
270,781

May '52
23,636,484
15,807,449
4,178,292
2,433,605
1,217,138
247,724

BROADCAST STATIONS
TV
TV
TV

Stations on Air....
Stns CPs-not on air
Stns -Applications..

AM
AM
AM

Stations on Air...
Stns CPs-not on air
Stns -Applications.

FM
FM
FM

Stations on Air...
Stns CPs-not on air
Stns -Applications.

June'52

June '51
107

May '52

108

108

2

0

0

415

541

716

2,281
104
270

2,352
66
323

2,355
65
323

699

630

629

10
10

17
10

19
9

NETWORK BILLINGS
(Source: Pub. Info. Bureau)

AM/FM-ABS
AM/FM-CBS
AM/FM-MBS
AM/FM-NBC
TV-ABC
TV -CBS

TV-DuMont
TV -NBC

(Source: FCC)
Aeronautical
Marine
Police, fire, etc.
Industrial
Land Transportation
Amateur
Citizens Radio
Disaster
Experimental

June '52
17,627,300
16,656,500
3,005,000
1,200,000
1,160,000

May'51
33,462
29,258
8,970
9,145
4,197
91,558
527

Apr. '52

May '52

32,147
35,116
10,787
12,766
4,886
108,648
971

32,852
35,476
10,965
13,056
4,966
110,931

2

31

476
818

349
942

65
357

Common carrier

RECEIVING TUBE SALES

(Source: FCC)

May'52
17,290,800
16,352,300
2,970,000
1,185, 000
1,155, 000

June '51
12,769,300
10,821,000
2,390,000
933,000
930,000

Sets in Use -total
Sets in Use-netw'k conn.
Sets in Use -New York.
Sets in Use -Los Angeles
Sets in Use-Chicago..

COMMUNICATION AUTHORIZATIONS

RECEIVER SALES

(Source: RIMA)
Receiv. tubes, total units
Receiving tubes, new sets
Rec. tubes, replacement
Receiving tubes gov't..
Receiving tubes, export.
Picture tubes, to mfrs..

Latest
Month

TV AUDIENCE

RECEIVER
(Source: RIMA)
Television sets
Home Radio sets

Previous
Month

May'51
$2,991,227
$6,745,098
$1,510,818
$5,329,752
$1,385,901
$3,066,249
$622,646

$4,946,338

Apr. '52

$3,244,146
$4,943,400
$1,677,748
$4,078,593
$1,686,583
$5,641,831
$738,926
$6,946,751

'52
$3,323,092
$4,989,424
$1,820,521
$3,861,882
$1,501,148
$5,602,634
$775,063
$6,822,982

1,1'5
'370

EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS
(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics)
Prod. workers, electronic
Prod. wkrs., radio, etc..
Av. wkly. earnings, elect.
Av. wkly. earnings, radio
Av. weekly hours, elect.
Av. weekly hours, radio.

Apr. '51

Mar. '52

261,500
171,100
$60.60
$56.74
41.0
40.1

273,300-r
170,900-r
$64.86-r
$60.72-r
41.0
40.4

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
(Source: Standard and Poor's)
Radio-TV & Electronics
Radio Broadcasters ...

June '51
226.5
211.9

May '52

(Source: NEMA)
Dielectric Heating
Induction Heating

....
.

Year
Ago

Previous

Quarter

1st '51
$520,000
$4,270,000

-

June '52
288.9
276.7

281.8
273.9

Quarterly Figures

INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT ORDERS

Apr. '52
268,300-p
168,000-p
$63.75-p
$59.47-p
40.3-p
39.7-p

Latest
Quarter

4th '51
$560,000
$3,400,000

$2,400,000

1st '51
$6,550,000
$2,230,000
$410,000

4th '51
$14,300,000
$3,170,000
$400,000

1st '52
$11,320,000
$3,100,000
$500,000

$1,400,000

$6,670,000

$8,460,000

-

ELECTRONICS

May

1st '52
$150,000

INDUSTRIAL TUBE SALES
(Source: NEMA)
Vacuum (non -receiving)
Gas or vapor
Phototubes
Magnetrons and velocity
modulation tubes

p -provisional; r -revised; e -estimated

4
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FCC Grants 18

1952

New TV Construction Permits

Denver's KFEL breaks tape for
new applicants with tests on
channel 2 July 19

for would-be telecasters came to an end Friday, July
11, as the FCC granted 18 construction permits; 13 in the uhf band.
FOUR LEAN YEARS

Thirteen construction permits

were granted in group A priority
areas, currently receiving service
from cities 40 miles or more distant ;
while five CP's were issued for priority B areas now receiving local
service. FCC recently acquired a
$300,000 appropriation.

Otherwise, 64 contested applications were designated for hearing
while 25 applications were dismissed either because the application had remained unamended since
the lifting of the freeze or because
the application was incomplete or
otherwise defective.
During the meeting, applications

were considered strictly in order of
the FCC's city -by -city priority list.
New applications continue to deluge the Commission. During the
week ending July 12 there were 84
new applications filed. Total filings
now are approaching 600 of which
nearly 200 are for uhf assignments.
KFEL began tests in July, and
KVOD will follow by mid August.

New TV CP's -

GROUP A

City

Channel

Denver, Colo.

2

9

Portland, Ore.
Springfield-

Holyoke, Mass.

Youngstown, Ohio

Flint, Mich.
Spokane, Wash.
Austin, Texas

Licensee
Eugene P. O'Fallon Inc.

(KFEL)

Colorado TV Corp.
(KVOD)

26

Empire Coil Co.

27

27

Empire Coil Co.
(WXEL)
Hampton -Hampshire
Corp. (WHYN)
Springfield TV
Broadcasting Co.
Vindicator Pub. Co.
(WFMJ)
WKBN Broadcasting

28

Trans -America TV

55

61
73

4
6
7

18

(WXEL, Cleveland)

Corp.

Corp.
KXLY-TV Co.
KHQ Inc.
Texas Broadcasting Cs.
(KTBC)
Capital City TV Co.

GROUP B

Bridgeport, Conn.

43

Southern Conn. and
Long Island TV Co.

(WICC)
New Britain, Conn. 30 New Britain

Broadcasting Co.

New Bedford, Mass. 28

York, Pa.

49
43

(WKNB)
E. Anthony and Sons
(WNBH)
Helm Coal Co.
(WNOW)

Susquehanna
Broadcasting Co.
(WSBA)

Backlog Nears

$5 -Billion Mark
Electronics industry reports
over half its equipment output
earmarked for defense
OFFICE OF NAVAL MATERIAL figures
gathered for the Department of
Defense reveal a January 1, 1952
backlog 'of undelivered electronic
equipment orders totaling $4,972,100,000,

of

which

$824,100,000

'Going Up' Via Atomic Electronics
Experimental radioactive elevator buttons which control leveling to within 0.05 of an inch are checked with a Geiger counter.
When an elevator is signalled, the buttons, located at each floor, pass energy through 0.005 -inch slits in their lead cases to a
modified counter on the car and trigger electronic control mechanisms. Automatic timing equipment (right) is located at the top
of the elevator shaft
ELECTRONICS

-
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represents subcontracts.
There has been some backlog
reduction since that date.
Military production will take an
estimated 53.3 -percent bite out of
this year's electronic -equipment
output. Last year's production,
military and civilian, totaled $3,-

FEDERAL- 39%
(IN OPERATION

1%

(UNDER CONSTRUCTION 38%)

818,200,000.

Survey-The

survey upon which
the above figures are based covered
409 manufacturers, of which 278
were `small', with less than 500
employees. Component and piecepart makers were not included.
Small companies reported proportionally more military business
than did large firms. Percentage
wise, small companies outstripped
large firms 65.2 to 52.2.
Subcontracts for military equipment comprised 16 percent of large company backlog, while that of
small concerns is approximately
23.3 percent.
Sixty-eight companies said all
their business was now military;
28 reported no military business.
Applications for certificates of necessity have been filed by 132 companies.

New

ILS

IMPROVED

Transmitters

glide slope transmitters

are replacing the old war surplus
transmitters in CAA's Instrument
Landing System (ILS) as rapidly
as they can be manufactured.
The new transmitters will go into
98 domestic airports now using ILS
and about 75 additional ones where
ILS is scheduled. Installed in duplicate for standby service, they will
increase the usable range of the
glide slope 'from 10 to 30 miles.
An improved monitoring system
is being installed with the new
transmitters. Independent receivers continuously sample the output
of the transmitter. If it changes in
path width, path angle, or signal
level, red lights flash and bells ring
in the control tower. The traffic
controller can then immediately
switch to the standby transmitter.
Cost of the new electronic equipment is approximately $7,500 for
each location.
6

OPERATION I%
R1

ATION

1%

PHILO -15%
(UNDER CONSTRUCTION
10%)
(IN OPERATION

GENERAL ELECTRIC
(UNDER CONSTRUCTION 18%)

Six companies slice $12 million melon, as

.

Pipeline Microwave Blooms
Potential market is barely
scratched as microwave links
gird nation
furnishing communications along gas and
oil pipelines, represents a capital
outlay of nearly $12 million. Microwave today links 3,074 miles of oil
and natural gas pipeline. An additional 7,140 miles are approaching
completion.
Two systems, Mid -Valley and
Texas -Illinois, each extending
nearly 1,000 miles, are in daily operation. Four systems now under
construction will also stretch 1,000
miles or more. These include the 1,840 -mile Transcontinental Gas system, Michigan -Wisconsin, Texas Eastern, and Trunkline Gas.
MICROWAVE RADIO RELAY,

Potential

Market-Microwave

systems provide communications
for less than four percent of all
operating gas and oil pipelines.
There are 161,151 miles of oil pipeline, the American Petroleum institute reports, while there are 117,-

000 miles of natural gas pipeline,
according to an American Gas As-

sociation estimate.
The chart shows how six manufacturers of complete microwave
packages have so far served the
pipeline market. Federal Telephone
and Radio leads in total orders but
few Federal pipeline microwave
systems are in operation. Motorola,
second in total business, leads in
systems in operation.
Slow starters, aware of the vast
potential market in this field, may
be holding back to benefit from the
often costly experiences of microwave pathfinders.

-

Economic Features Pipeline
communications experts, after carefully eyeing long-distance telephone
tolls, conclude that any right-ofway company that requires four or
more private lines may well consider installing private communications facilities. Initial cost of a
microwave system, $800 to $1,500
per mile, roughly equals that of
(Continued on page 8)
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STILL ANOTHER SYLVANIA

`-

IRONIC TUBE PLANT

Sylvania Magnetrons
ge_e:.:_

...

Type

Second new plant in New England area to

produce magnetrons and special purpose tubes
Again Sylvania prepares for
new advances in electronics
production with the announcement of plans for a third Electronics Division plant.
Located at Newton, Massachusetts, this up-to-the-minute
manufacturing unit will include in -line-exhaust equipment devoted to manufacture
of Sylvania Magnetrons for

fixed -frequency
X -band type

ing high quality electronic tubes

for military and commercial
use where top performance is
needed.
For information on Sylvania
tubes for use from 1000 mc.
up, write for Microwave Package H-4 which includes catalog
material on Sylvania Magnetrons, TR and ATR Tubes, Hydrogen Thyratrons, Microwave

use.

Crystals, Rocket Tubes and
Tunable Klystrons. Write Dept.

This new plant represents
one more step in Sylvania's
long-range program of provid-

Products Inc., 1740 Broadway,
New York 19, N. Y.

microwave radar equipment

2J42-A

low -power

6027-Similar to 2J42 with
higher power
output

41 Type

-

Type 4J50
ye
High -power X band magnetron

E-2608, Sylvania Electric
Type 4J78High-power X band magnetron

Type 4J52-Low
power X -band

1e

magnetron
IECTRONIC DEVICES. ROW TUBES; TELEVISION PICIURE TUBLi, ELECTRONIC TEST ELIIPMENI; FILIO
CENT TUBES,

ELECTRONICS

-

FIXTURES. SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES;
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unfortunately void of electronic
business machines. At present government agencies are the only quantity buyers, but large mail-order
houses, insurance companies, banks
and publishing houses are catching
on

fast.
Most research is being directed

10,214 miles of pipeline microwave relay girds nation

a wire line. Microwave, however,
does not require easements as does
a pole line, it uses less hard -to -get
copper, and avoids maintenance
headaches arising from ice and

windstorm.

Potential microwave users in the
pipeline clan have been concerned
because of the Bell System's policy
regarding interconnection of telephone company facilities and private communications
systems.
Latest word is that Bell will generally permit interconnection with

telephone - company - owned PBX's
for calls along the right-of-way.
Toll and exchange connection, however, will not be provided.
This means that the private
microwave user will not have to
supply an extra telephone for every
desk to carry on company business
along the right-of-way. However,
an oil man in Chicago still cannot
legally call up the little woman in
Houston, using the oil company's
microwave system to save longdistance toll.

Electronic Clerks: Fact or Fancy?

chines the simple concepts of reading and writing.
As a result, they have become
widely accepted in scientific laboratories, where the math problems are
complex and the amount of information involved is small, but in business offices, where the situation is
the reverse, electronic computers
have yet to prove their worth in all
but the most special cases.

ing tube devices for doing clerical
work that now occupies the time
of 16 percent of the country's working population.
Electronic Computer Corp., of
Brooklyn, is nearing completion of
a 1,000 -tube machine to service a
weekly magazine subscription list.
It prints 750,000 up-to-date labels
for mailing and makes an average
of 20,000 corrections in stored information each week.
Potter Instruments will soon unveil a random-access memory device
which, in conjunction with the already introduced 5,000 -wpm typewriter (ELECTRONICS, May 1952)
and a new input keyboard, will provide a completely automatic electronic business machine of extraordinary flexibility and capacity.

What's New-Many companies
are currently engaged in develop-

Looking Ahead
Drawing
boards are full, but offices are still

Computer -type business machines are fast and accurate,
but high cost discourages
large-scale use
ELECTRONIC

computers can readily

taught to solve extremely complicated mathematical problems, but
be

no really simple method has yet
been devised for teaching these ma-

8

-

toward improved memory and input
and output devices. The almost
universally -used IBM card has limitations. Magnetic tapes are capable of storing large amounts of information, but with present-day
techniques it is difficult and time
consuming to jump from one end
of a long tape to the other.
With the cost of human labor
constantly rising, and companies
like Remington Rand, IBM and
Burroughs constantly working to
reduce the cost of electronic office
machines, a fairly optomistic prediction for the future can be made.
When the breakeven point is
reached, the electron tube should be
as commonplace in the business office as the filing cabinet is today.

Londoners View
Gaite Parisienne
Different picture standards
fail to impede international
television
INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION became

a reality this month when

British

and French viewers witnessed a
week-long series of bilingual programs originating in Paris between
July 8 and 14. Although cross channel television was first tried in
August 1950, this latest test marks
the first time two national systems
have been completely interconnected.
A similar international hook-up
is planned to carry next year's coronation ceremonies from London.
At this time the network may also
include Holland, West Germany,
Belgium and Italy.

Technical Problems-Converting the French 819 -line picture to
the British 405 -line picture posed a
(Continued on page 10)
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20,000 -Volt Molded Ceramic Capacitors
Molded in moisture resistant, non-flammable thermosetting plastic, these
new Sprague Type 700C Ceramic Capacitors offer exceptional reliability and
economy as filters for TV receivers and C -R instrument high -voltage supplies.
Standard capacitance is 500 mmf. and the units are conservatively rated for
operation at 20,000 volts d -c. Write on letterhead for Engineering Bulletin 606.

Extended Capacitance Ranges for
Precision Circuitry
These new Sprague-Herlec Precision Tubular Ceramic Capacitors make it
possible to control the capacitance tolerance of exacting 500, 1000 and 1500
V. d -c precision circuits within ± 1%. Temperature coefficient tolerances
may be reduced to as little as ± 10 parts in a million!
A logical development of the design first popularized in Sprague-Herlec cup
ceramics, they greatly extend the capacitance range available to designers.
"Q" , and capacitance stability are high and the units have excellent retrace
characteristics. Hermetically sealed in metal tubes, they operate over the range
om -55°C. to +85°C. Bulletin 607 sent on letterhead request to Sprague
tric Company, 35 Marshall SL, North Adams, Mass. or to the wholly
Sprague subsidiary, The Herlec Corp., 422 N. 5th St., Milwaukee 3, Wis.

ELECTRONICS

-
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FRANCO -BRITISH
TV MICROWAVE RELAY
LON DON

..
WROTHAMI1/4`

°a

DOVER

..

SQP`S

LILLE

PERONNE

PERMANENT

-- TEMPORARY

terconnecting systems using either
the American 525 -line picture or the
625 -line picture favored in several
European countries. London viewers report picture quality compared
favorably with regular BBC remotes.

'4/1/4

-

same system can be used when in-

VILLERSCOTTERETS

PARIS

technical problem solved by scanning, with a 405 -line camera, the
picture on an 819 -line receiver.
The receiver incorporates, for
this purpose, a picture tube having
a long-persistence phosphor. The

-

Microwave Relay
The map
shows the Paris -London microwave
radio relay. Temporary links connected London with the permanent
Paris -Lille installation. Conversion
of television signals to British
standards was accomplished at
Cassel.
The Franco-British test renewed
speculation concerning trans -Atlantic television. Suggested schemes
envision a radio -relay system using
either a chain of high-flying planes
or of shore stations located in the
Faroe Islands, Iceland, Greenland,
Baffin Land and Labrador. Either
system, however, would cost upwards of $50 million.

High -Frequency Transistors Coming
Developmental point -contact
type opens new fields of ap-

plication
IN THE SHORT TIME since the discovery of transistor action, many
technical advances have been made.
The so-called 'junction' type
quickly followed the point-contact
type. Probably second in importance only to the announcement of
the junction transistor is the recent
news that point-contact transistors
can be made to oscillate at frequencies in the 100 to 200-megacycle band.

Significance-Early transistors
had been publicized as capable of
oscillating at 50 megacycles. With
operation extended well above 50
megacycles, the transistor is now
able to keep company with the
tube in new areas of application.
According to B. N. Slade, transistor engineer of the RCA Tube
Department in Harrison, N. J.,
there is a definite correlation between spacing of the contact
points of a transistor and fre10

quency response. In general, the
closer the spacing, the higher the
frequency. Less widely realized,
however, is the fact that frequency
response as well as stability of a
transistor is determined largely by
resistivity of the germanium.
Different combinations of spacing and resistivity enable engineers to design transistors with a
wide range of operational characteristics. One combination recently resulted in a transistor oscillating stably at 225 megacycles.

Study Army's Use Of
Electronics In Korea
GROUP of prominent industrialists
and scientists has just completed
a three -weeks tour of Korea studying problems involved in the Army's
utilization of electronics. Their
report is expected to give industry
and government a better idea of
how more effective electronic equipment, of maximum reliability, can
be built for battlefield use.

A

Controls
On Engineer Salaries
U.S. Lifts

NATION'S 400,000 engineers
employed in a professional capacity
are among millions of workers
brought out from under wage and
salary controls by amendments to
the Defense Production Act effec-

THE

tive July 1.
The Salary Stabilization Board
has issued an interpretation, deengineer'.
fining 'professional
Qualifications include holding a
college degree or license to practice.

Non-engineers-SSB warns that
technicians, no matter how highly
skilled, advisers on sales promotion, business methods and operations are not to be considered engineers. Nor are persons simply
designated as engineers, such as
stationary, maintenance, sales,
management or administrative enchemist,
Physicists,
gineers.
mathematicians and others in
scientific fields are not classified
as professional engineers either,
even though their work may be
closely related to engineering.

Set Manufacturers Eye

Growing Hi-Fi Market
Increasing public demand attracts more radio companies;
some continue wary
of Stromberg Carlson, Hallicrafters and Pilot in
the high-fidelity field is causing
other manufacturers to take a
closer look at the market. It is
reported that General Electric will
also introduce a new line of hi-fi
equipment this year.
INCREASED INTEREST

High Interest-Companies pushing for highly specialized hi-fi business list several reasons for their
Stromberg -Carlson says
action.
that current public interest is
'tremendous.' New York dealers report annual sales increases of 60
(Continued on page 14)
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There are 9 features of
Ceramic Trimmers essential to

modern
electronic
design

r

and only CENTRALAB has all
FOR PROOF, SEE NEXT TWO

9

PAGES0

Yes...Centralab offers you
for always specifying

are unusually compact. They have the special quality of
maintaining stability under vibration
lightweight rotor is always in balance under heavy
CENTRALAB MINIATURE CERAMIC TRIMMERS

-

CRL

spring pressure. Full capacity range is obtained in
180° rotation. Rotor makes contact on optically
ground flat surface, insuring smoothest possible
action under adjustment. Write for Bulletin EP -16.

9

good reasons
Miniature Ceramic Trimmers

Check these Centralab Miniature Ceramic Trimmer advantages:

-

-

the smallest yet produced by Centralab.
That means the smallest size available
anywhere.
MOISTURE -RESISTANT ceramic body for complete imperviousness to moisture. Ilolds moisture absorbtion to 0.007% or less.
MORE RUGGED
unmatched ability to withstand temperatures
normally encountered in electrical apparatus.
PHENOLIC MOLDED CASE insulates unit electrically
protects
working parts from damage. Seals out dust, dirt, moisture.
CHOICE OF MOUNTING
base -mounted trimmer easily attaches
SMALLEST TRIMMERS

-

-

-

CHOOSE CERAMIC CAPACITORS

to chassis. Unit model terminal -mounts to coil or board.
WIDE RANGE OF CAPACITY

-

from 2.5-7 mmf to 8-50 mmf.

SMOOTH LINEAR TRIMMING provides easy adjustment and precise alignment when balancing sensitive circuits.
EXCELLENT ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

-

vdcw and 1000 vdct. Power factor 0.2% at
ACCEPTED FOR MILITARY'APPLICATION

tions of JAN -C-81.

from the WIDEST LINE AVAILABLE

-

Voltage rating 500
1 megacycle.

meet applicable por-

... ANYWHERE

eit,

ef494,
HI-KAP TUBULAR CERAMIC CAPACIavailable from 1 mmf to 10,000
mmf. Ideal for use in r.f. by-pass and

-

TUBULAR CERAMIC CAPACITCRS

TORS

TCZ show no capacitance change over
wide temperature range. Type TCN special ceramic body varies capacitance with
temperature. Write for Bulletin 42-18.

audio-coupling applications. For details,

write for Bulletin 42-3.

CERAMIC DISC HI-KAP CAPACITORS hold
thickness to a minimum. Make possible
very high capacity in extremely small
size. Used in HF by-pass and coupling.
For details, write for Bulletin 42-4R.

TV HI -VO-KAPS are the standard

Type

BC

high voltage capacitors for the TV industry.
Capacitance: 500 mmf, 10 KV, 20 KV and
30

HIGH VOLTAGE CERAMIC CL.PACITORS.
5 to 500 mmf, -iKV to 40

working. Write for 42-10R.

FEED -THROUGH CERAMIC CAPACITORS-smallest made.., widest range obtainable with general temperature -compensating characteristics. 10 to
3000 mmf, 500 vdcw. Bulletin EP -15.

KV D.C. working. Ideal for portable or

mobile equipment and high -voltage, high frequency gear. Bulletin 42-102.

MOM MI5

C.

EYELET -MOUNTED

Capacitance:

BOOMI

KV D.

ME MI MMUS»

MOE

UM BMOC MS UM MS OM

CENTRALAB, A Division of Globe -Union Inc.
914 East Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

A Division of Globe -Union Inc.
914 EAST KEEFE AVENUE

MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.

Please send me the Technical Bulletins on Ceramic
Capacitors as checked:

EP -16
42-3

D

42-18
42-10R

Name
Address
Company

Title

42-4R

D 42-102

D

EP -15

IMO

WM

IMO
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percent in the past two years and
dealers elsewhere report demand
for `custom' sound equipment outrunning their ability to make immediate delivery.
Hallicrafters noted the growing
demand for hi-fi last year when
they found that their shortwave
receivers were being used as hi-fi
system components. As a result, a
full line of high-fidelity amplifiers
was introduced at the recent Audio
Fair in Chicago.
Pilot, too, found public demand
growing and is now selling a line
of amplifiers, tuners and pre -amplifiers on a national basis.

Market Potential-It has been
estimated that there are now about
500,000 hi-fi enthusiasts in the
U. S. Manufacturers say that most
of them are located around the so
called `cultural centers' of the country, such as New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles. As much as 25
percent of the total 1951 national

sales volume of about $14 million
was probably done in the New York
area. Total national sales volume
this year is expected to reach at
least $15 million.

Future

Outlook-Some proponents feel that hi-fi systems will
eventually replace standard radio
combinations, which continue to
lose ground to television. They say
that television combinations cannot
meet the needs of the growing
number of fidelity -conscious people
and still remain competitive in
price.
Even RTMA recently noted the
tendency of manufacturers to order
larger and heavier loud speakers.
They also predict that before long
the hi-fi market will become a more
important market factor.
But many manufacturers are still
wary. Some remember the unprofitable experience of standard -set
manufacturers who entered and
soon left the field a few years ago.

Industry Proposes
New Spare -Parts Code
Urges military to delegate
spare -parts selection power to

contractors
OUTCOME of current confabs between industrial and military leaders over procurement of spare parts
for concurrent delivery with electronic equipment may be appointment of a joint military -industry
committee to prepare uniform
spare-parts policies for the three
services.

Industry's Gripe-Concerned over
the collective black -eye handed the
industry by equipment malfunctioning due to lack of spare parts, industry representatives generally indict the military for impeding concurrent delivery through contract
red tape.
Industry men suggest five alternate spare -parts procurement plans :
Precontract selection by government-In repeat -production contracts, the parts required would be
spelled -out specifically in the original contract.
Selection of equipment spares by
contractor-In first -run contracts,
the contractor would supply with
the equipment those parts peculiar
to it. Stock spares, designated by
the government, would be furnished
later.
Selection of all spares by contractor-Where all spares must be
delivered with the equipment, the
contractor would take full responsibility for choosing and procuring
the needed parts.
Selection of all spares by government-This method, similar to that
now in use, would be used only
with the understanding that concurrent delivery of equipment and
spare parts is not promised.
Industry representatives have

Tiny Antennas Read Dot Braille
Duplicating machine demonstrated in London senses words dotted in Brailled
sheet and makes corresponding holes in tope that then serves as a stencil.
Printer that uses solid plastic ink then reodily creates new copies for the blind.
Dots shift phase of 30 -mc signal emitted by tiny antennas. Phositron tube in
each sensing head detects shifts and sends appropriate signals to perforator
14

stipulated that the proposed spareparts regulations provide for government review when the contractor
has power of initial selection, subject, however, to compensation of
the contractor following either a
(Continued on page 16)
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SHOCK RESISTANCE
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YOU NEED THESE

ENGINEERING REPORTS
"Designing for Shock Resistance" sets forth the principles
used by the Navy Department in design of shock -proof

equipment for shipboard applications. Published in "Machine Design" Dec. 1950 Jan. 1951.
"Shock Testing of Airborne Electronic Equipment" describes
the characteristics of shock and tells how shock testing
machines are used. A paper presented at the Dayton Airborne Electronics Conference, 1951; later reprinted in
"T el e-Tech".
"How to Evaluate Shock Tests" tells how mechanical structures respond to shock and shows how such response can
be evaluated under controlled test conditions. Originally
published in "Machine Design" December 1951.
These Barry reports are part of the complete service we offer
in handling shock and vibration problems. When you have an
isolation problem, call the nearest Barry representative, or
ask our field engineering service to help you.
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change -order or partial contract

termination.
Industry men further urge that
design changes in spares be
negotiated simultaneously with
equipment design changes, that
spare -parts paperwork be greatly
simplified in the interests of economy and efficiency and that the
proposed regulations be devoid of
contractual aspects.

Navy Receivers

Fail Tropics Test

Jungle moisture and fungus
affect components even when
specially treated

ponent replacement, complete realignment, or both. Excluding
vacuum tubes, power units, resistors, potentiometers, and mica capacitors were the principal sources
of trouble.

manufacturers.
Since military departments maintain substantial stocks of standard
component parts and have adequate
means to determine useage rates, a

a four-year study of
Navy communications receivers in
a tropical jungle indicates that
none of the equipment studied is
capable of giving prolonged, dependable service under tropical conditions. Navy scientists found no
evidence to indicate that use of
fungicidal varnish either prolonged
the life or increased the reliability
of treated equipment.
Eighteen receivers were tested
by the Office of Naval Research
at the laboratory's tropical exposure station in Panama. Eight
receivers were uncoated while the
other ten were treated with moisture and fungus-proofing varnish.
Only two of the eighteen receivers survived forty-four months
of exposure without requiring com-

possible solution to a deadlock
might be to exclude standard parts
from provisioning chores and permit the contractor to select those
spare parts peculiar to the equipment.

TV Tube Trend Still Far From Stable

Military reaction-Some Pentagon brass take a dim view of industry's proposals, feeling that
contractors might seize upon the
proposed ground -rule changes to
pad contracts and furnish spare
parts derived from sweeping-up the
floor.
Industry has attempted to allay
these fears by pointing out the
integrity and technical competence
of known electronic equipment

REPORT on

Status of tv tube production
not affected by expected expansion in cobalt output
cobalt recovery process developed by Chemical Construction
Corporation, which promises to expand cobalt supplies in the near
future, will have little immediate
effect in determining trends in
NEW

picture -tube focus methods.
According to major tube manufacturers, even with present short
cobalt supplies magnetic -focus tube
production still leads electrostatic
output by about 3 to 1.

Eye -Size X -Ray Tube
Used for irradiating a transplanted
cornea, this 4.5 by 1.4 -cm X-ray tube
developed by Philips is said to be the
smallest ever made. Gold coating inside the beryllium window is the anode
and layer in which X-rays ore generated by a variable 25 -kw generator.

The tube may be useful industrially
for checking defects in very light
metals
16

Conservation-At the beginning
of the Korean War, tube manufacturers stepped up conservation

methods for critical metals and
started production of electrostatic focus tubes saving about 5 ounces
of Alnico -5 on each tv set made.
(ELECTRONICS, April, 1951, p 85)
But shortages due to expected in-

-

SigDesign Recommendations
nificant recommendations include
the elimination of fungus -susceptible materials such as natural -fiber
cable lacings, cotton insulation,
cellulosic plastics, and vinyls containing susceptible plasticizers; development of flexible glass -to -plastic
bonding cements or non -welling
plastics for meter cases and tube
sockets.
Because ferrous parts rust severely, particularly on areas where
condensed moisture can accumulate,
such parts should be thoroughly
protected. Conventional pigmented
finishes, in addition to cadmium
plating or other surface treatment,
are recommended.

creases in defense production have
not materialized to the extent anticipated. This, coupled with the
general decrease in tv sales during
the past year, has made conservation less urgent.
Other factors too, have conditioned the expected trend to
electrostatic focus. As one tube
manufacturer put it, "We are in a
buyer's market now and have to
produce what our customers want.
Right now, most of them want
magnetic-focus tubes."

Opinion-Of six leading tv -set
producers, four use magnetic focus
almost exclusively in their new receivers. They indicate that one of
the reasons for the continued use of
the magnetic -focus tube, is that
they are more familiar with it and
prefer it as long as adequate materials are available.
Most tube and set manufacturers
(Continued on page 18)
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DOESN'T
Instruments of war must be unerringly
dependable, and every part used in their

construction must contribute to this standard.
That is why El-Menco Capacitors have won
such wide recognition in their particular held

..

.

Because of their margin of extra wide safety

factor they are absolutely reliable.

For higher capacity values, which require extreme temperature and time stabilization, there are no substitutes for ElMenco Silvered Mica Capacitors. El-Menco Capacitors are

made in all capacities and voltages in accordance with

military specifications.

From the smallest to the

largest each is paramount
in the performance field.

Write on your business letterhead
for catalog and samples.

Jobbers and distributors are requested to write for
information to Arco Electeonics, inc., 103 Lafayette
St., New York, N. Y.
Sole Agent for Jobbers
and Distributors in U. S. and Canada.

-

MOLDED MICA

1-nlenc
CAPACITORS

OMICA TRIMMER

Radio and Television Manufacturers, Domestic and Foreign, Communicate Direct With

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., INC.
ELECTRON ICS
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think that the present status of
magnetic and electrostatic -focus
tube production is not likely to remain stable. A wholesale shift to
electrostatic focus could take place
almost overnight if increased conservation were necessary or if further technical and competitive developments take place. Until such
factors develop, the magnetic-focus
picture tube will predominate.

Potentiometer Makers
Plan Standardization
precision potentiometer
industry is developing a standardization program to facilitate quanGROWING

tity production of such components.
First steps are directed toward
standardizing physical dimensions
and mechanical accuracies where it

is felt that selections can now be
made to satisfy 70 to 80 percent of
the users. Plans for standardizing
terminology and definitions which
will permit all manufacturers and
users to converse on a common
basis are also in progress.
Groups representing the military
and other users are at work on the
program but completion is not expected for several months.

What's Behind the Figures-TV Audience
Sixth of a series outlining background of statistics printed
in "Figures of the Month"
THE SIXTH listing on the monthly
statistics page (p 4), under the

heading TV Audience is a count of
television receivers actually in use,
as compiled by the Sales Planning
and Research staff of the NBC TV
Network. The figures represent the
receiver count as of the first of the
month indicated at the top of each
column.
The accompanying chart, which
shows the trend of the tv audience
from October 1950 to the present,
shows a steady increase in the total
count, despite the limitation imposed by the freeze on new tv sta-

tions.
The number of sets served by
stations having network connections has paralleled the total count,
with a notable sharp increase be°~ tween
August and September of

How Good

Is

Press dispatch datelined Seoul, April 6, listed UN air
losses in the Korean campaign as
622 exclusive of naval aircraft.
Of this total, 490 planes were lost
to ground fire.
World War II air losses due to
ground fire seldom exceeded three
18

TV AUDIENCE- BY MONTHS

ing of the transcontinental microwave relay, which added nearly two
million receivers to the network.

Saturation-One

evidence

;B

6

of

saturation is the set count in New
York City, now three million strong.
Early in 1951 sets in use in this city
were increasing at the rate of
nearly 100,000 per month. After
the summer doldrums, the rate
picked up again to about 80,000 per
month at the end of 1951, but is
now only 40,000 per month.
An interesting comparison is that
between Chicago and Los Angeles.
Chicago and its suburbs, with a
population roughly 50 percent
greater than Los Angeles and suburbs, has fewer tv sets than Los
Angeles (1,160,000 vs 1,200,000 in
June, 1952.
This may possibly be explained
by the greater choice of programs
in Los Angeles, which has seven
outlets to Chicago's four.

ALL TV SETS
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As of June there were 94,000 sets
estimated in use in Canada and
Mexico not tallied in the NBC
totals. These included 55,000 sets
in Canada served by Buffalo, 36,000
in Canada served by Detroit, and
2,500 in Matamoros, Mexico.

Russian Radar?

Indications are that the
Soviets possess quantities
of effective equipment
AN Associated

1951. This coincided with the open-

percent of total losses. Although
the entire increase cannot be
definitely credited to assistance
from Soviet radar equipment
neither can the 80 percent loss to
ground -fire be attritbuted solely
to North Korean and Chinese
marksmanship.

-

Four Design Sources
Soviet
electronic equipment obviously derives from four sources: (1) native Russian developments, (2)

study of British and American
equipment prototypes furnished
under the lend-lease program, (3)
developments based upon captured
German equipment and the work
of German scientists captured by
Russian forces, and finally, (4)
purchase of commercially available equipment adaptable to military use.
A study of Russian technical
(Continued on page 20)
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This is only one of the many beauty spots that make New Hampshire an outstanding vacation
land in America. Here you can find the answer to vacation yearnings .... seashore or mountains
... lakes, rivers or streams ... hunting, fishing, golf ... or just plain "resting", New Hampshire offers
them all, together with modern conveniences.
Also in New Hampshire is the Marion Electrical Instrument Company located in one of the
historic Amoskeag Mill buildings in Manchester. Not far from Boston (Mass.), on your way to the
White Mountains, Manchester offers excellent slop -over facilities. To customers and friends alike
we say this summer mix business with pleasure
vacation in New Hampshire and be sure fo
visit us at Marion and see how fine instruments are made.

-

-

...

marion meters
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

MANUFACTURERS

OF

RUGGEDIZED,

HERMETICALLY SEALED AND

STANDARD PANEL INSTRUMENTS

books and magazine indicates that
the technology of both radar and
television are well understood by
Soviet scientists. In fact, characteristically, they claim to have developéd the art some 50 years ago.

Photographs showing tv factory
interiors are indistinguishable
from those of our own factories.
It is no stretch of credibility to
presume these production lines
are perhaps paralleled by others
turning out electronic -warfare devices. Specifically, Russian technical literature deals at length
with magnetrons, acorn tubes and
other high -frequency components
that provide the building blocks
for microwave ranging equipment.
Ape Anglo-American Russian
radar engineering texts carefully
avoid reference to operational
Soviet equipment or to electronic
equipment of Russian design. Discussion is confined mainly to British and American equipment.
Early -warning and land -warfare equipment described is of the
early British type, while naval
radar follows American pattern.

Instruction -Manual Writing
Is Big

Business

Four percent of the cost of new
electronic equipment goes in to
the preparation of manuals

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TECHNICAL
WRITING FIRMS

METROPOL

:E

424%

technical instruction books
METROPOL'TON WASHINGTON
11.9%
for the armed services is big business. Just how big, military people
LOS ANGELES 10.1%
aren't saying, but men who should
know guesstimate that 4 percent of
DETROIT 8.5%
the total cost of new military electronic equipment is represented by
BOSTON 6.8%
preparation cost of the operating
and servicing manual to accomPHILADELPHIA -CAMDEN AREA 5.0%
pany the equipment.
111
Material procurement contracts
CHICAGO 3.4%
let by all three services generally
require the manufacturer to be reALL OTHER AREAS 11.9%
sponsible in some degree for preparation of manuals. At present, most
prime contractors do their own entered the field during the last
technical writing. This is because war. Many top men in the newer
contracts placed during the initial concerns got their start with one
phase of rearmament went chiefly outfit that during World War II
to large manufacturers maintaining established technical writing as a
their own writers. However, even full-time business. Most of the
the big boys find it necessary to call larger firms have some well -estabin outside talent for illustrating lished peacetime stock-in -trade.
Publishers, printers, advertising
and art -layout chores.
PHOTOTUBE YEARLY SALES
men and consulting engineers have
2,000 Per page invaded the field. Recently two of
¡Preparation Costs
costs for military manual prepara- the largest electronic manufacturESTIMATE
1,800
tion run between $70 and $125. ing firms have begun to accept out1,600
Costs vary considerably with the side work for their technical writcomplexity of the equipment, the ing departments.
1,400
DOLL ARC - ->
availability of necessary technical
Personnelwise, the largest writ1,200
data, and with engineering changes ing firms employ from 100 to 250
ó
made during production. The latter men, while most smaller outfits a
¿ 1,000
N
factor is especially important since staff of under 25.
ó
800
contracts often contain a continuing
Geographically, the metropolitan
requirement for manual revision to New York area encompasses the
600
UNITSreflect the latest equipment design bulk of the technical -writing busi400
changes.
ness. Several Detroit firms, long
One rule of thumb for estimating
200
engaged in writing for the automomanual preparation cost is to allow tive industry, have recently turned
o
'47
'48
'52
'49
'50 '51
$100 for each electron tube in the their talents to the electronics field.
equipment.
SOURCE NEMA
Navy-The three-way split in
Writing Services-A survey of 58 Navy electronics procurement cartechnical writing services experi- ries over to technical instruction
Phototube Sales Rise
enced in government work reveals books. The bulk of land -based and
that large, well -established con- sea -going electronic equipment is
PHOTOTUBE dollar sales volume has
tripled since World War II and is cerns handle most of the business, procured by the Bureau of Ships.
expected to reach $1.9 million by although there is plenty of inci- The Bureau of Aeronautics takes
dental work to sustain a multitude care of airborne electronic equipthe end of this year.
Equipment manufacturers were of small firms.
ment, while certain special equipAbout one-third of the writing ment such as fire-control radar
the leading customers during the
firms listed in Dun and Bradstreet
(Continuéd on page 22)
first quarter of 1952.
WRITING

D.C.

-

-
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POWER

mich

r__AMPLIFIER

y}

O.5

t

PUSf

3

SIT

OUTPUT

AMP

ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER

sE..o

inportant, neu features

\
Input stages of the
amplifier are shock
mounted to reduce
microphonics.

811111.11

tNE DAYPN COMPANY

The amplifier
is completely

`
\

shielded to prevent
hum pick-up.

The New Doyen Electronic
for completely
detailed
catalog data.

The power supply is

completely shielded to
prevent hum radiation
in adjacent equipment.

Voltmeter, Type 170-A

is a superior, portable instrument, ideal for general laboratory
and production use, It is built with typical Daven precision to
measure ac urately A.C. sinusoidal voltages over a frequency
range from 10 to 250,000 cycles and a voltage range from .001

to 100 volts.

e

Large, easy -to -read, illuminated, meter scale on which all.
readings may be made.
Accuracy ± 2% over entire frequency range.
Output ack and separate volume control for using Voltmeter
as wide-range, high -gain amplifier.
Construdion permits readings independent of normal power
line var.ations.
Meter scale has both voltage and decibel ranges.

*

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

JDUSTRY
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comes under the Bureau of Ordnance.
Since every naval vessel must be

largely self-sufficient at sea, the
Bureau of Ships requires that a
single all-inclusive instruction manual accompany each item of equipment. The manufacturer of the
gear is responsible not only for
preparation of the book but for
printing and distribution as well.
Four handbooks are required for
each piece of airborne equipment,
namely: operator's handbook, servicing handbook, overhaul handbook
and illustrated parts breakdown.
Since these books are distributed
to activities and squadrons according to technical requirements, a
complete set of books is not needed
for each equipment. The Bureau of
Aeronautics, therefore, requires
only that the manufacturer furnish
reproducible copy and takes care of
printing and distribution itself.
The Bureau of Ordnance has no
hard-and-fast rule concerning instruction book procurement. Generally, in the case of fire -control
radar, the manufacturer furnishes
an instruction -book manuscript for
each equipment prototype. Bureau
officials, however, see definite advantages in having the instruction

book prepared by a "third party"
not' too intimately involved in the

capital of the Dominican Republic
in August and Caracas, Venezuela
equipment's technology.
plans to have its station operating
Air Force-The Air Material in November. In addition to MontCommand at Wright -Patterson Air real and Toronto, which expect to
Force Base is generally responsible be telecasting on a regular schedule
for buying and contract approval. by September, Hawaii is another
However, under a decentralized pro- market using U. S. tv standards
curement policy, each air -district that plans to have a station in
headquarters is responsible for pro- operation this year.
With these new markets opening
curement of equipment and books
from manufacturers located within this year and others in such countries as Peru, Uruguay, Columbia,
the district.
In general, the Air Force policy Puerto Rico, Chile and Guatemala
regarding instruction books is simi- expected-in the near future, the outlook for tv receiver marketing
lar to that of the navy's air arm.
abroad is promising.
Signal Corps-Most army electronic equipment comes under Signal Corps auspices. The Signal
Corps Publication Agency, Fort
Monmouth, N. J., has 245 men en- British Firm Announces
gaged in technical writing. The
Army prefers to have the manufac- 'Junior GCA' Radar
turer furnish reproducible copy AN INEXPENSIVE ground -control from which a technical manual may approach radar system will soon
be prepared.
be available to medium -size airIn certain instances, a manu- fields for around $28,000. The new
facturer's instruction book finds in- equipment uses ppi scan, has a
terim use as a technical manual. range of 15 to 20 miles. Takeoffs
However, when an equipment man- and landings at the rate of one
ual is destined for field or training every two minutes have been
use it is usually rewritten, printed achieved under instrument condiand distributed by the Signal Corps. tions, using an early model of the
equipment.
Flexibility is such that fast jet
aircraft can be slipped past slow flying transports while on their
final approaches. According to
manufacturer A. C. Cossor, airExport Problems-Exports are planes can be tracked easily to
not accomplished without difficulty. within s mile of touchdown, and
Manufacturers have found that weather minimums of 200 ft and
countries such as Mexico, Argentina i -mile visibility are considered
and Brazil increase import restric- safe.
tions as their own manufacturing
facilities develop. Now, the only
countries in the Western Hemisphere where complete U. S. tv re- Dry -Disk Rectifiers
ceivers are accepted without restriction are Cuba and Canada.
Invade New Markets
The solution for most U. S. tv
manufacturers is the establishment COPPER -OXIDE and selenium rectifiers, once considered useful only at
of assembly plants in foreign counpower
-line frequency, are being
tries, although even this is not beused
at
higher and higher frequening permitted by some governments.

TV Export Volume Increasing
Monthly shipments of tv sets
increase in first quarter. More
new markets expected this year
technical difficulties and
foreign trade restrictions, some
U. S. inventory -burdened tv producers are finding a profitable and
growing market abroad, especially
in countries of the Western HemiDESPITE

sphere.

Indicative of the growth of foreign tv sales is the fact that this
year U. S. tv sets exported rose
from 3,650 in January to 7,377 in
March for a quarterly total of
16,107 sets worth $3,053,598.
Leading markets for sets, according to Department of Commerce
figures, are Cuba, Mexico, Brazil
and Argentina.
22

Potential Markets-By the end
of 1952 it is expected that at least
five new areas operating with U. S.

standards will be active markets.
Station operation is expected in the

cies.

Applications are mostly in the
audio and low radio-frequency
ranges, up to 50 kilocycles. At least
one manufacturer, however, has
(Continued on page 24)
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7-700 Series

4-900 Series

2000 V (RMS)

1000 V (RMS)

5-900 Series
Disc size

11 D

1500 V (RMS)

2

Electrode treatment

L

64 D

Disc size

Disc size 64 D
Available 2 to 9 electrodes.

to 9 electrodes.
Electrode treatment L only.

Available

to 7 electrodes.
Electrode treatments
TH, FP, HT and L.

Available

only.

2

ee-Z` mie

FUSITE FAMILY
7-900 Series

e MULTIPLE TERMINALS

2000 V (RMS)
Disc size

64 D

1

2 to 9 electrodes.
Electrode treatments
TH, FP, HT, and L.

Available

Glass to Steel for a
True Fused Hermetic Seal
Protect Sensitive Electrical Components from
FUMES

MOISTURE

DIRT

CHANGING PRESSURES

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
materials - -

C.R. steel disc and steel

electrodes.

Interfused with glass.

finish - -

fused electro tin plate.

voltage test

--

see

pressure test

--

7-1300 Series
Disc size

12 pounds gauge.

insulation test - -

Electrode treatments

10,000 megohms

7-2300 Series

sudden thermal shock test - -

Disc size

dry ice to boiling water.

minal.

ó4

D

Available 10 to 13 electrodes.

after sclt water immersion.

individual ter-

2000 V (RMS)
1

TH

and HT.

2000 V (RMS)
1

8D

to 23 electrodes.
Electrode treatments TH and HT.

Available

11

Key to Electrode Treatment Available on These Terminals
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L

HTL
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ised dry disks as high as 10 mega-

Two -fifths of the workers are in
more routine jobs, such as class -C
assemblers, inspectors, wirers, coil
winders, solderers and janitors.

as detectors in communications equipment. The disadvantage
of low output at that frequency is
more than offset by reliability
under extreme vibration.

-Cycles,

Other Applications-In one electronic dictating machine, selenium
works well in an automatic volume -control circuit used to minimize `blasting.' Germanium diodes
formerly used varied greatly in
reverse resistance with change of
temperature. Selenium enjoys
considerably less drift with heating. Further advantage of this
characteristic is taken by another
company, using selenium rectifiers
as detectors in aircraft beacon
radio receivers subject to extremes
of temperature as well as vibration.

Instrument manufacturers are
rediscovering the stability of copper -oxide rectifiers and are using
them in audio, volume level and db
meters, where maintenance of calibration is an important factor.

Industrial TV Aids
Landing Aircraft

Their average hourly earnings are
below $1.30.
More than 38,000 routine assemblers, the largest single block of
workers, average $1.20 an hour.
Class -C wirers, next largest job
classification with 9,000 workers,

average $1.21.

Regional Rates-New England

Televising a foul -weather landing from
runway threshold at Washington National

Airport

lated with visual observations and
photoelectric measurements of the
air's optical density.
The tv system is operated by
WTTG engineers, using a DuMont
camera chain and remote truck with
a 5,700 -mc radio link to monitors
located on the weather observation
deck and in the control tower. Operational installations would probably use coaxial cable links.
Evaluation of the experiment so
far indicates that the system is
comparable to visual observation
with perhaps a 10 -percent safety
factor. In its present form the system is not useful at night.

Electronics Industry
INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION may find
widespread application as an air safety aid if experiments at Wash- Wages Average $1.36
ington National Airport prove sucHourly earnings range from
cessful.
Used to observe landings during $1.19 for solderers to $2.13 for
bad weather, a tv camera located
tool -and -die makers
at the runway threshold picks up
the plane as it drops out of the over- RADIO,
television and radar produccast, permitting control -tower per- tion
workers average $1.36 an hour,
sonnel to determine the pilot's slant according
height visibility. Similarly, runway wage studyto the latest industry
(November) made by
surface visibility may be deter- the Bureau
of Labor Statistics in
mined.
Washington.
Taking up where airport -surveilJob Categories Tool -and -die
lance radar and ground -control -approach systems leave off, landing t-v makers earn the top average
is the final link in all -electronic air hourly wage of $2.13, solderers the
lowest of $1.19. About one-fourth
navigation.
of the jobs fall within the "skilled"
Results Being Checked-The air- category and pay average wages of
port experiment is jointly spons- $1.80 or more an hour for class -A
ored by the U. S. Weather Bureau machine -tool operators, mainteand the Air Navigation Develop- nance electricians and machinists,
ment Board. Television slant - machine -tool set-up men,
and
height information is being corre - class -A testers and welders.

averages are below national averages for all job groups. Hourly
earnings for all production workers there average $1.16. The Great
Lakes and Pacific regions are well
above New England job rates.
Most of the plants studied were
on a 40 -hour-a -week work schedule. Typically, six or seven paid
holidays a year are granted. Most
plants give a week's paid vacation
after one year's service and more
than two -fifths of the workers get
two weeks after three years.

Tube Market Over
One Billion
out of every fifteen tv sets now
in use will need a new picture tube
by the end of this year, according
to GE.
About 1,100,000 picture tubes
worth $44,000,000 and 110,000,000
receiving tubes worth $220,000,000
will be sold for television and radio
replacement purposes in 1952.
More than 950,000,000 receiving
tubes are now operating in tv receivers and home and car radios.
This total is expected to pass the
one billion mark within the next
few weeks.
ONE

-

24

Cash Awards for
Educational TV
As AN INCENTIVE to establishment
of noncommercial educational tv
stations, Ben Abrams, president of
Emerson Radio and Phonograph
Corp., has announced a grant of
(Continued on page 26)
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Announcing Radio Receptor's new range of

Germanium Diodes

se-P

Keynoting sound design features and simplicity in construction,
the new Radio Receptor Germanium Diodes will give a maximum
of trouble -free operation even under the most adverse conditions.
Normally in diodes such as these, one side of the germanium
wafer is plated so that it may be soldered to the base ... but Radio
Receptor's improved production methods make it possible to omit
plating, thus eliminating possible flaking and improving quality.

ACTUAL SIZE

Interior vacuum impregnated with inert
wax for permanent

Pins for clip mount-

protection against

ing.

fumes and moisture.

Tinned wire.

Hexagon case prevents rolling and facilitates handling.

CODE NO.

MAXIMUM
CURRENT
AT 10 VOLTS

4.0
2.5

11452

4.0

1N63

4.0

REVERSE

-

Minimum DCcurrent in

IN65

*I

connection.

MINIMUM

11451

11164

strong permanent

CURRENT
AT 1 VOLT
FORWARD MA

1(448

i

Pigtails are crimped
in sturdy nickel pin
and welded for

2.5

MINIMUM
CURRENT
AT

MA

44 MC

SO

REVERSE MA

50

85

25

50

0.150

50

85

0.050

50

125

0.200

50

85

O

a

20

N69

5.0

0.050

0.850

40

75

IN70

3.0

30

125

1N75

2.0

-

0.300

125

t1N8l

3.0

0.010

-

50
30

50

0.025

0.050

plated.

INVERSE
PEAK
VOLTS

1.667

100

base. Wafer is not

flow

0.833

rectifier is

molded phenolic with
glass filler shows
direction et current

Germanium wafer
soldered direct to

MINIMUM

AVERAGE}
REC11RE0
CURRENT MA

VOLTS

Tapered case of

The distinctive tapered shape of the glass-filled
phenolic cartridge body indicates the direction of
current flow, while the hexagon form assures ease
of handling
Prevents rolling, especially when
the leads are cut off to permit mounting the diode

-

in clips.

Submit your germanium diode application
problems to us
We'll be glad to make recommendations without obligation!

....

JAN

approval pending.
tJAN approved.
;Average half wave rectified current at 60 CPS and 25° C. Consult
ratings at other conditions.

us

for

-

Germanium Transistors are coming!
SELETRON

&

GERMANIUM

DIVISION

... WATCH FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT SOON
RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC.
Since 1922 in Radio and Electronics
Soles Dept.: 251 W. 19th St., New York 11, N. Y.
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Factory: 84 N. 9th St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
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$106,000. Equal sums of $10,000
will go to each of the first ten such
stations to get a test pattern on the

air. State universities and municipally operated stations will not be
eligible for the awards.
At the same time, Mr. Abrams
proposed the formation of a cooperative organization that would inindustrialists,
clude educators,
artists and public leaders to further
the cause of educational tv. He set
as his goal a $5 million fund to help
fill the 242 channels allocated by
FCC for schools and colleges.

Home Radio-TVOutlook

Healthy for Decade
Serviceman requirements may

double; parts business triple by
end of 1961

with America's home
radio and television needs will take
a steadily increasing segment of the
electronics industry's personnel and
equipment-at least for the next ten
years, according to Sylvania's Fred
KEEPING UP

Mansfield.

Statistical analyses predict almost 50 million sets in use by the
end of 1961-an increase of three
times over today's figure. Radio
sets in use will increase from the
present 59 million to around 62
million during the same period.
Service and

Parts-To build,

sell, install and maintain this increasing number of sets, more men
and companies are expected to enter
the field, while those already involved will expand their efforts.
One serviceman can service 780
radio homes or 125 television
homes, according to Mansfield, or
he can install 250 television sets.
Accordingly, in ten years there
would be a need for more than twice
as many servicemen if service requirements remained essentially as

they are today.
In 1952 the radio-tv parts business is estimated at $500 million.
In the next four years this figure
may double, and by the end of 1961
parts business could pass the $1.5
billion mark.
26

MEETINGS
11-21: Congress of U.R.S.I. Sydney, Australia.
AUG. 12-15: 1952 APCO Conference, Hotel Whitcomb, San
Francisco, Calif.
AUG. 15-16: Emporium Section,
IRE, Annual Summer SemiAUG.

nar, Emporium, Pa.
AIEE Pacific General Meeting, Phoenix, Ariz.
AUG. 26-30: Australian IRE
Radio Engineering Convention, Sydney, Australia.
AUG. 27-29: Western Electronic
AUG. 10-22:

Show and Conference, Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach,
Calif.
AUG. 27 -SEPT. 6: British National Radio Show, Earls
Court, London.
SEPT. 5-7: Fourth Preconference
ISA Instrument Maintenance
Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio.
SEPT. 8-10: American Standards
Association, Third National
Standardization Conference,
Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago, Ill.
SEPT. 8-12: National Instrument
Exhibit,
and
Conference
Cleveland, Ohio.
SEPT. 10-12: Convocation of the
Centennial of Engineering,
Congress Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
SEPT. 20: Cedar Rapids Section,
IRE, Communications Conference, Roosevelt Hotel, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
SEPT. 22-25: NEDA Third Annual Convention and Manufacturers' Conference, Ambassador, Atlantic City, N. J.

Eighth Annual
National Electronic Cgnference and Exhibition,' Hotel
Sherman, Chicago, Ill.

SEPT. 29-OCT. 4:

Business Briefs
Signal Corps Aviation Center
recently set up at Fort Monmouth,
N. J. to work closely with the Electronic Warfare Center and Signal
Corps Engineering Labs in this section, will study and develop the use
of microwave and vhf radio relay in
helicopters and the use of television, communications and navigational equipment in aircraft.
Since the outbreak of the Korean
incident, the production of military
electronics equipment has increased
seven times, according to John R.
Steelman, defense mobilizer; 95
percent of the items currently being
produced were put into production
since the opening of hostilities in
June 1950.

1-3: Canadian Electrical
Manufacturers Association,
General Brock Hotel, Niagara
Falls, Ont.
OCT. 6-8: NAED, Fall Meeting
OCT.

of the Pacific Zone, Hotel del
Coronado, Coronado, Calif.
OCT. 13-17: AIEE, Fall General
Meeting, New Orleans, La.
OCT. 20-22: Radio Fall Meeting,
RTMA Engineering Department, Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
OCT. 20-24: National Metals
Show, Philadelphia Auditorium, Philadelphia, Pa.
OCT. 26-29: NAED, Meeting of
Board of Governors, Grove
Park Inn, Asheville, N. C.
OCT. 28-30: AIEE Middle Eastern District Meeting, Commodore Perry Hotel, Toledo,
Ohio.
Nov. 5-7: Sixteenth Annual
Time and Motion Study and
Management Clinic, Sheraton
'Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Nov. 10-13: NEMA, Haddon
Hall, Atlantic City, N. J.
Nov. 10-30: International Radio
and Electronics Exhibition,
Bombay, India.
Nov. 17-18: AIEE, Technicjl
Conference on Recording and
Controlling Instruments, Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Nov. 19: American Standards
Association, 34th Annual
Meeting, Waldorf Astoria,
N. Y.

Joint AIEEIRE Conference on High Frequency Measurement, Washington, D. C.

JAN. 14-16, 1953:.

Gun -Type high -frequency heater
is being used experimentally for
glueing wallboard to building studs,

eliminating the conventional nails.

Proposals from contractors for
simplifying the design of electronic
equipment are being sought by the
Electronics Design and Development Division of the Bureau of
Ships.

West German Radio and Television Exhibition in Duesseldorf
has been postponed until Feb. 8,
1953 because the North-West German Broadcasting Company does
not expect to be telecasting regularly until that time. However, the
German Radio Industry will exhibit
at the German Industrial Fair, in
Berlin, August 22 to 31, 1952.
August, 1952
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CAPACITOit DEVELOP

in 1952

OFILM*

The development of Mylar** polyester film by
hemists and its adaptation as a capacitor dielectric
by Aerovox engineers, presents challenging potentialities
in the field of electronic: capacitors.

Du Pont

Known as Aerolene Capacitors, these latest components permit
higher operating temperatures without corresponding increase
in size, as well as unusually high insulation resistance.
Both gains mean much to the designers of tomorrow's
fantastic weapons and again to peaceful electronic applications.
Thus in 1952 Aerovox auspiciously embarks upon its
fourth decade of capacitor craftsmanship.
'Aeronox Trade Mark

**Du Pont Trade Mark
for polyester film
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keeping communications ON THE BEAM

JK STABILIZED
H-17 CRYSTAL

the JK
FD -12

CRYSTALS FOR THE CRITICAL
The small, compact H-17 is designated
as a military type crystal for its use in
mobile units common to the military.
Frequency range: 200 kc to 100 mc.
Hermetically sealed holders; wiremounted, silver-plated crystals.

FREQUENCY AND
MONITOR MODULATION
Monitors 21ny four frequencies
anywhere between 25 mc and
175 mc, checking both frequency dc-iation and amount
of modu ation. Keeps the
"beam"os allocation; guarantees more solid coverage, tool

fea,eaooHoe taeeh Awwrr/NairrténGuee!
Dawn or dusk, it doesn't matter. These heroes of the
high wires arrive to stop power trouble before it starts.
Their "nose for disaster" is in the service truck, in the
mobile radio unit which often relies on JK crystals and
monitors to keep their assigned radio frequency on
the beam!

THE JAMES KNIGHTS COMPANY
SANDWICH 3, ILLINOIS
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ELECTRONICS

HASERVES

NATIONAL DEFENSE

Whenever Electronics Lend Ears to the Fleet
Among the countless contributions which electronic engineers are making to our armed services, high importance
must be placed on long-range eyes and ears for the fleet . , .
...not only in increasing the deadliness of its own undersea
craft., but equally in protecting its surface vessels from enemy
submarines. And throughout the field of electronics, high
importance is likewise placed on the dependable long life
and rigid adherance to specifications found in Ht -Q components. Among the countless ceramic
units carrying the Hi -Q trademark,
you'll find disc s pacitors of by-pass
and temperature compensating types
...tubulars, plates and plate assemblies
...new high voltage capacitors in many
styles,,.. Trimmers, wire -wound resistors
and chokes. You'll find, too, that Ht-Q

engineers are your hest source for
specially designed components to meet
your specialized, individual needs.

Hi -Q PLATZES AND PLATE ASSEMBLIES
Hi -Q Plate Capacitors can be produced in

single and multiple units in an unlimited
range of capacities np to guaranteed minimum values of 33,000 mmf per square inch.
The number of capacities on a multiple unit
is limited only by the K of the material and
the physical size. In Hi -Q Plate Assemblies
(printed circuits) the number of combinations of condensors and resistors which can
be incorporated on a single unit is virtually
endless... again, limited only by the K of the
material and physical size.

AFROVQX
AEROVOX

CORPORATION
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
Export,

41 E.

42rd

ELECTRONiCS

It. N.w York
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17, N.
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THE KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT

CORPORATION-designers,

developers and manufacturers of precise, dependable instruments in the fields of:
Aircraft Instruments and Controls
Miniature AC Motors for Indicating and Remote
Control Applications
Optical Parts and Optical Devices
Radio Communications
and Navigation Equipment
While current facilities of our laboratories and plants are geared to production for National Defense,
the planning divisions of Kollsman are ever active. And versatile Kollsman research engineers
stand ready to assist America's scientists in the solution of instrumentation and control problems.

M

am

MI» ea

piSMgH

\

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
ELMHURST, NEW YORK

p
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SUeS,OIARr OF

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA

COIL PRODUCTS CO. INC.
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TOUGH FOR ROUGH GOINos?
-

Wilkor, the first licensee under Western Electric patents to produce carbon deposited precision resistors, takes another step
forward. Wilkor now offers hermetically -sealed Carbofilm
Resistors, 'the first fully -protected precision resistors available
on a production basis.

SPICI1CATION!.
Hermetically sealed.
end seals, pigtail

Metal sosa.
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Primarily intended for circuits calling for the accuracy and
stability of wire -wound resistors, yet with the compactness of
carbon or composition -element resistors. Excellent for measuring -instrument applications; in test and lab equipment; in oscillography and other critical electronic circuits; in electronic
computers and allied techniques; and now, in the encased,
hermetically -sealed construction, particularly in applications
where resistance values must be critically maintained over long
service life, regardless of climatic conditions.
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Literature on request. Let us collaborate in your precision -resistor requirements.

*Trade Mark

AEROVOX

rORPORArN

CORPORATION
NEW BEDFORD MASS.

Expert:

41 E.

42nd St., 4ew Y*nS 17, N. Y.
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Everything you need in standard terminal lugs
. or made to your own specifications!
e e

C.T.C. has exactly the types and

...

or
sizes of terminal lugs you want
will quickly make them to your specifications in any production quantity.
Very likely you'll find what you're
looking for in the broad C.T.C. line of
standard terminals. There are 28 different types, each available in varied

shank lengths.
C.T.C. standard terminals are of
silver plated brass, coated with water
dip lacquer to keep them chemically
clean for soldering.
In addition, combination screw and
solder terminals are available in 3
sizes, and a complete line of phenolic or
ceramic terminals can be furnished.
All materials, processes and finishes
meet applicable government specifica32

tions. Finishes include hot tinned,
electro-tin, cadmium plate or gold
plate on special order. In the event

standard terminals don't meet your
needs, C.T.C. offers a special consulting
service to solve your solder terminal
problems without extra cost or obligation.

For all specifications and prices,
write to Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 437 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38, Mass. West Coast Manufacturers contact: E. V. Roberts, 5068
West Washington Blvd., Los Angeles
16 and 988 Market Street, San Francisco, California.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC
CORPORATION
custom or standard ... the guaranteed components
See our listing in Eiectroeüa Buyers' Guide
August, 1952
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for transformerless receivers
for "direct drive" deflection circuits
11

11

see

other side for additional information

DAMPER DIODE
Unique ceramic sleeve of aluminum
oxide, fired to extreme hardness,

completely isolates the cathode from
the heater wire. Maximum heat
transfer is obtained with fullest
insulation protection.

doubles heater -to -cathode
insulation rating
eliminates external damper
tube transformer
no top cap-simplified wiring
conserves critical materials

Coated unipotential cathode
Outline drawing
RMA #9-11
Base
RMA #B6-48
Maximum diameter
Maximum overall length
Maximum seated height

lowers manufacturing costs

Mounting position

T-9
Short intermediate shell octal 6 -pin
Bulb

1-9/32"
3-5/16"

2-/"

RMA basing

Pin connections
Pin 1-no connection
Pin
connection
Pin 3-cathode

Pin
Pin
Pin

2-no

...sere
ere is a new TUNG-SOL tube designed for use in
television horizontal frequency damper service,
which is one of the most important and timely engineering developments ever to come out of any
electronic laboratory.
It is a single, indirectly heated diode with the high
voltage insulation requirement removed from an external transformer and built into the tube itself.
A specially -designed ceramic sleeve completely isolates the heater from the cathode and other circuits.
The receiver designer can handle the damper tube
heater just as he does any other heater in the receiver. Normal "warm-up" time is achieved since most
of the ceramic insulator body is cut away and yet no
sacrifice is made in the insulating properties.
Heater -to -cathode insulation rating has been sharply
boosted from 2000 to 4000 volts (pulse rating) and
450 to 900 volts (D. C. rating), thus giving circuit
designers new and greater latitude.
Use of the TUNG-SOL 6AX4GT affords manufacturers the opportunity to conserve scarce materials and
to effect production economies with the promise of
improved set efficiency.

#4CG

5-plate

7-heater
8-heater
Any

(Interpreted according to RMA Standard M8-210)
Ratings
6.3 VOLTS
Heater voltage (ac or dc)
1.2 AMPS.
Heater current
900 VOLTS
Maximum heater -cathode voltage (heater negative).
Maximum peak heater -cathode voltage (heater negative) 4000 VOLTS
100 VOLTS
Maximum heater -cathode voltage (heater positive)
4000 VOLTS
Maximum peak inverse plate voltage
600 MA.
Maximum steady state peak plate current
Maximum transient peak plate current
3.0 AMPS.
Tube voltage drop (measured with tube conducting 250 ma )
32 VOLTS
125 MA.
Maximum dc plate current

Interelectrode Capacitance
7.5

Heater to cathode

µµf.

These are design center ratings. Because of the nature of the service for
which this tube is intended, it is important that these values not be exceeded by more than 10% under the most unfavorable operating

'*
*

#

*

conditions.
This rating is applicable where the duty cycle of the voltage pulse does
not exceed 15% of one scanning cycle, and its duration is limited to 10
micro -seconds.

rating applies to hot switching where transient duration does not
exceed 0.2 seconds.
This

This type is also

available with 12.6 Volts,

600 MA. heater and is designated 12AX4GT.

The TUNG-SOL engineering which has produced

TUNGSOL
ELECTRON TUBES

the 6AX4GT and the 12AX4GT is constantly at
work on a multitude of special electron tube developments for industry. Many exceptionally efficient
general and special purpose tubes have resulted.
Information about these and other types is available on request to TUNG-SOL Commercial Engineering Department.

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, New Jersey
Sales Offices:

Atlanta

Chicago

Culver City

Dallas

Denver

Detroit

Newark

Tubes
Tung -Sol makes All-Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose Electron
AUGUST, 1952
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SEAL TERMINALS

FLASH OVER VOCTMGE

Applicable oe MIL

mike -

meets.
Will withstand thermal shock, vibration, 'technical
straits, aid excessive pressures with vo impairment of the seal or other betting char-

acteristics,
undergo

E

-31W terminals are now being used at 1000 psi static oil pressure aid

5000

psi tests for two minutes,

L)

111E0 -N

OCTAL TYPE PLUG IN HEADERS

tents.

These units

eau

-

undergo

fr MIL

1L

.2 Presently being

are available with 2 to 10 pies.

wIth

io impainned

-

MULTIPLE PIN HEADERS
used on

These units

sustalued

vitiation, large

',dery minion

the cap or fuse luserted.

TERMINALS

re _re
New
091:11MI

tins

These

uieiticued above

FLASH OVER

VOLTE

6500V PINTO RIM

6500V PIN TONIC

SIL CERNE IC SEALS

N7.0

INDIviCHFAL TYPE IEMMINALS

E-4

They are applicable ou pressurized

-

aid gas filled compoieds.

Hi=

HERMETICALLY SEALED
The cables are hermetCABLES'
ically sealed at the plug co Dire to the paiel.

111i:0-

gEo_NII.

ROTARY WATERSEAL PANEL ASSEMBLIES

2

81 excellent five year customer hIstory

compoieits. They are available for 1/4" shafts
u

i

LINE

CORNS

-

WITH

ICALLY SEALED

PLUGS FOR

E o_N

.)GASKETS,
prose for
o

aid swith busblegs.

EUROPEAN

mil* seallig.

-

USE,

NERMET-

be

Molded

aid 300A together ml
all student plugs, sockets, aid lamp sockets of the above mettloied areas.
Our 200A

COIL FORMS, CRYSTAL CONTACTS,

aid ffeo-SII rubber

lilts.
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FLASHOVER

2500V

5500V

VCLTMGE

5500V

TEST DATA
The result of t -te Electrical Testing La,oratories
Inc., Report »330655. dated March 18, 1940, on
this material shows the follow ne:
Volume Re
"vity at 303 Volts d -c
Room. Tempera:u-e 25'C
R -1-I 30 percent
"

orn-ceoelloweter

Mr,g0h

free

Ike

ADAPTERS, U. S. TO EUROPEAN, AFRICAN, SOUTH AMERICAN
SOCKETS

,L.

Time lifts hue

These units are completely sealed at

METER, PANEL, COVER, ETC,

-

-

of gas filled pressurized

and for poteitionteters

plug aid are belog used of pressurized units,

o _s

2 TO 6

`16

=

;

fun-

-

to the seal or other characteristics.

dhoti

moisture with or

E 0-%

.IgtalL4L7125

Available for
111.,) FUSE HOJERS, HERMETICALLY SEALED
3-A6 and 4-AG fuses. Thesronits are completely sealed from

(111E0 -N

11

NI -I

caamiCrEllt

Applicable for MIL repilremeits.

MIL -T-27 traesformers.

can

2100 SERIES AVAILABLE

100C SERIES AVM LBLE
WITH 2 TO 10 TERMMALS

require-

lemperatore changes, and other strains without impairmeet to the seal er other
Dotal characteristics.
Available with eight and twelve pins.

OSO-%

111LTIPLE TYPE HEALERS

0.0
Applicable

PINT

6

6000V Plan:151w

al du

idyl Nib*

Factor

Cato31a,tt

6E .-yeles per

9.2e
I

melded Wedge
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1.4 a 10.

Eielectric Comstant and Dissipation Factor
litelecerii
DrssegOlovi

6.1

'seen/
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megacycle pea
.0455

5.32
coond

.28
inejacycles per second
0.20
1.1
Dielectr c Strength at 60 cycles
Von., per mil
70
Durometer Ave -age
80
5
Temperature -Rated as a Class A mteria: conserval vely
uts- to
reatigrade.
r he Flashover Voltage.s indscsaed were taken at
A temperature of 68
Fahrenkei., and 47% Relative H.amdity.
5.35

- -70'

ti>6.

We welcome your inquires on any phase
of design, development or production.

2 CORMIUSON AU. Juirt' CITY 4. N.J.
ELECTRONICS

-
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CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE: GASSNER & CLARK COMPANY
6319 North Clark St. Chicago 26, IlL
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BRINGS SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS

to Class "B" and Glass "H" transformer makers ...
FROM THIS

FROM THIS

TO THIS

Class

"B"

Class

saves up to 70%
in weight with
Quinterra Type 3

saves up to 50%

weight with
Quinterra Type
in

...

6

each using a

"H"

transformer maker

transformer maker

Above photograph courtesy
Chicago Transformer Di ,i qui Essex Wire Corp.

different type Quinterra® to meet his needs

THE two "before and after" photographs above do

more than show what manufacturers can do when
they employ Quinterra as layer insulation. They also
demonstrate that the manufacturer is not limited to
one type of this thin, flexible, purified asbestos
insulation. Any one of several types will help him
conserve materials, gain greater safety, raise overload limits, decrease rejects, lessen production costs,
and lengthen service life.
For Class "B" operations, he can choose Type 6
the twin -ply Quinterra treated with polyvinyl
acetate. It retains its dielectric strength of about
300 VPM at temperatures above the Class "B"
maximum of 130 C. Strongest of the Quinterras, it
is made by combining and calendering two layers
together into a dense, smooth -surfaced sheet. Its
excellent tensile and bursting strengths enable
assemblers to reach favorable production rates.

...

And it also provides a large square foot per dollar
coverage*.
For Class "H" operations or for high processing
and ambient temperatures, the manufacturer can
choose single -ply silicone -treated Quinterra Type 3.
Its dielectric strength of about 300 VPM is retained
ender continuous exposure to temperatures higher
than 180 C, the Class "H" maximum. It also has
good moisture -resistance, flexibility, and adequate
physical strength for many applications.
Each of these Quinterras is made of the same
highly purified asbestos base sheet that has the
and has a hole -free, closed
inherent dielectric
structure. They differ only in the saturant used and
in the number of plies. For further information and
samples of Quinterra, write to Johns -Manville, Box
60, New York 16, N. Y. No cost or obligation.

...

*Also true of its companion product, Quinterra Type 5, which is preferable
for applications where maximum mechanical strength is not required.

JONNSMAMVItI

Jul

_P
34
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You change chart speeds

NOW

simplified...

Recording

otentiometer
by WESTON
Maybe you seldom change chart speeds ... while other
users frequently do. But should the need arise, isn't
it best to have a flexible instrument
one quickly
adaptable for any requirement that comes along?

...

As shown above, the change is simple and quick
with the new WESTON Recording Potentiometer. No
multiplicity of gears involved ... no complicated gear
changes to make. This speed linkage permits quick
selection of 5 different speeds by simple screwdriver
adjustment. And these speeds can be doubled or quadrupled by quickly clinging only two gears.

WeN

WE STO N

This is just one of a dozen features that make this
the simplest, most flexible recorder ever offered. Changing ranges, installing charts, removing amplifier .. .
all are just as simple and quick! Combined, they cut
maintenance 'way down. And for accuracy and dependability ... they're assured by the name the instrument bears.
For full details, ask your local WESTON Representative, or write
WESTON Electrical Instrument
Corporation, 617 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.
manufacturers of Weston and Tag Instruments.
.

...

..

INDICATE

-

RECORD

-

-

CONTROL

Special

onnectors

These are just a few of the many different
connector assemblies designed and produced by
Ucinite to fill the varied and constantly changing requirements of our customers. Our engineers have had years of experience in designing
parts like these for volume production.

With complete facilities for producing stampings, turnings and molded parts
and
assembling and wiring them to your specifications . . . Ucinite is in a position to supply

...

almost any need in this field.

Through Ucinite, you can tap the resources
of the entire United -Carr organization. At your
command is all the specialized knowledge and
experience that United -Carr has gained through
working closely with the leading manufacturers
of aircraft, automobiles, appliances and furniture.
Contact your nearest Ucinite or United -Carr
representative or write for further information.

Specialists in

Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp.

36
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ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES,
RADIO AND AUTOMOTIVE
August, 1952
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from this tiny
DOT fastener

grew

a

world-Eamous

organization

that

serVeS

all industry with
FASTENERS

TAILOR-MADE
AND ALLIED DEVICES

IN VOLUME
QUANTITIES

DESIGNED BY

FASTENING

SPECIALISTS

TO FILL

YOUR SPECIFIC
NEEDS.

planning

United-Carr
Call your nearest

fepresentaiive before
ze. It is in
product cesicins crystal%

VNTE D,,;pRR
UNITED-CARR
ELECTRON TICS

-

FASTENER
August, 1952

CORP.,

MASS'
CAMgR'áDGE 42,

cg

::.

this all-important
the most
that you can make
services.
ti ve use of our special

FASTENERS
TAILOR-MADE

QUANTITIES
IN VOLUME
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Bradley
pioneering with rectifiers

Pioneering with rectifiers is our business. We welcome the new problems, the tough, unique requirements that others don't want to touch.
In fact, these are the types of rectifiers we like most to build.
We are geared for them, mentally and physically. Our production
facilities are actually an extension of our laboratory. Manufacturing and
quality control are engineering functions. Our exclusive vacuum process
for producing selenium and copper oxide rectifiers is a laboratory technique put on a production basis.
Rectifiers are key components. An assured way of getting the right
rectifier for your application is to let us make up the specifications. You
tell us the use requirements. We will submit specifications precisely
suited to your requirements and most likely much stiffer than any you
would draw up yourself. Your rectifiers will probably cost less, too.

-

SELENIUM AND COPPER

OXIDE RECTIFIERS

VACUUM -PROCESSED

for

PERFORMANCE AS RATED

SELF -GENERATING

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS

BRADLEY LABORATORIES, INC.
168 COLUMBUS AVENUE

38

NEW HAVEN

11, CONNECTICUT
August, 1952
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LLWEATHER JACK
OR OUTDOOR BUSS

These 15 KV. 2000 Ampere busses were built for outdoor sery
where space was limited. Therefore to meet this requirement. ea
conductor of 3" LP.S. (31h" O.D.) hard -drawn capper tubing w
covered with a smooth, tight sleeve of Natvar 400 tubing. 3" 1.I
Natvar tubing having a t/s" wall thickness was immersed in a dilati
solution before it was slipped over the conductor. The result is a en
Ring. uniform insulating jacket, that increases the insulation t,
dequately protect the bus From phase to phase short circuits in the
vent of heavy voltage surges. and at the same time safeguards life

!Q,zria4

Natvar Products
Varnished cambric-straight cut and bias
Varnished cable tape
Varnished canvas
Varnished duck
Varnished silk
Varnished special rayon
Varnished Fiberglas cloth
Silicone coated Fiberglas
Varnished papers
Slot insulation

Ddta Star Electric Company. Chicago. manufacturers of
high voltage switching equipment. build many types of metal enclosed busses of their own design, and also manufacture several
types to meet customer s own specifications.
Their close attention to details in designing, in selection of materials.
in assembling, and in testing before shipment has paid off in reducing costs of installation, and in dependable performance after
installation.
In the metal -enclosed busses built by Delta Star for the Department
of Water & Power, City of Los Angeles. Natvar 400 extruded plastic
tubing w used to insulate and protect the bus tubes because it is
easy to di ate and apply, and because when it shrinks, it provides a
snug jacket with uniformly good electrical and physical properties.
Natvar 400 tubing, tape, and other Natvar Ilexible electrical insulating materials are consistently uniform, no matter when or where
purchased. They are available either from your wholesaler's stocks
or direct from our own.

Varnished tubing and sleeving
Varnished identification markers

NATVAR CORPORATION

Lacquered tubing and sleeving
Extruded plastic tubing and tape

Extruded plastic identification markers

ORMERLE THE NATIONAL VARNISHED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
TELEPHONE

Ask for Catalog No. 22

RAHWAY 7-8800

201
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RANDOLPH AVENUE

CABLE ADDRESS

NATVAR: RAHWAY, N.

J.

WOODBRIDGE, NEW JERSEY
39

COMPLETE

miniature

FREQUENCY STANDARD
Acompact, complete, hermetically

-

sealed frequency standard, presenting these features:
1. JAN-ized construction throughout.
2.

SPACE -SAVING,
high.

dia. x

11/2"

ACTUAL
SIZE

41/2"

3. WEIGHT, approximately 10 ounces.
4. AVAILABLE in 400 and 500 cycles.
5. ACCURACY -.002% (15° to 35"C)
6. SHOCK -MOUNTED on Silicone
.

rubber.

7.

POWER REQUIRED

amps.

70 to 200 V.

-

at

1

6

to

Volts,
5

3

ma.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE,
SPECIFYING "TYPE 2007"
Also, manufacturers of frequency standards, multi frequency standards, chart -recording chronographs,
firing -cycle timers, the Watch -Master Watch Rate Recorder and other high -precision frequency and timing
instruments, controlled by our tuning -fork oscillators.

American
Time
Products,
¡nc.
Fifth
580

Avenue

New York 36, N.

Y.

MANUFACTURING UNDER PATENTS OF THE WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

40
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"WE WANT

A RELAY

THAT..."

That's the signal for ACTION at CLARE!
Almost simultaneously CLARE received requests not long ago from one of the world's
largest manufacturers of radio and television
equipment and from a nationwide broadcasting
system. They presented similar but not identical problems.
Both involved relays for switching circuits
carrying video frequencies present in the output of television cameras-frequencies ranging from almost zero to several million cycles.
The capacitance between one contact spring
and another, as well as between the contact
springs and the frame of the relay must be
extremely low. Available relays were too large
and cumbersome-a typical relay extant at
that time occupied 17 cubic inches-their
operate, release and transfer times were too
slow, and they were full of contact bounce.

These customers were familiar with the versa-

tility of the CLARE Type J Relay. They asked
us to try to adapt it for switching high -frequency currents. The Type J Video Relay was
the result of intelligent cooperation between
CLARE and the customers' engineers. It has
negligible contact bounce and is otherwise
superior to previous designs; and it occupies
only about 7 cubic inches. It proved to be
ideally suited to the needs of both customers,
and it is now in high demand.
Bringing relay problems to CLARE by leading
manufacturers has resulted in many outstanding relay developments. You, too, can save
time, money and often needless experiment
by contacting the nearest CLARE sales engineer. Call him today or write: C. P. Clare &
Co., 4719 West Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago 30,
Illinois. In Canada: Canadian Line Materials
Ltd., Toronto 13. Cable Address: CLARELAY.

First in the Industrial Field

High voltage areas of
TRION Electric Air Filters

are protected by

Let a

MIC20 SWITCH engineer

s`tzw you how you can

use MICRO Precision Switches
''as a principle of

MICRO Precision Switches

good design."

Close-up of safety screw and
safety switch assembly which

actuates MICRO precision
switch when screw is removed
from safety door of Trion
"Standard Package" Electric
Air Filter. Small photo shows

location of MICRO panel
mounting switch located at

rear of terminal board assembly.

Trion Electric Air Filter made by Trion,
rInc.Every
uses a MICRO precision switch to break primary circuits before access to high voltage areas is
possible. Thus the complete safety of maintenance,
operation and other personnel is assured.
Access is impossible while the equipment is in
operation. As the machine screw which holds the
door is unscrewed, it releases the switch plunger
and interrupts the power supply to the filter.

MICRO units were selected by Trion engineers because their operating position and operating travel
tolerances
can be held to very close tolerances
that cannot vary even after years of continuous use.
"Our choice of MICRO has proved very successful," says George F. Landgraf, vice president in

...

MICRO

charge of engineering.
This use of MICRO precision switches by Trion
engineers as an integral component of equipment
which must give dependable, unfailing, trouble -free
service is typical of the confidence design engineers
place in the faithful performance of these precise,
snap -action switches.

...

5 SWITCH

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS

MICRO Snap -Action Switches
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DIVISION 0

MINNEAPOLIS-HON
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The MICRO line consists of a wide variety
over
of different types, characteristics,
5000 in all
housings, mountings and actuators. MICRO field
engineers, fully experienced in precision switching
problems, will be glad t.o help you choose the switch
best fitted to meet your designs. Call the nearest
MICRO branch office for cooperation on YOUR
switching problem.

i

Honeywell Mercury Switches

'WELL REGULATOR

COMPANY

August, 1952
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l';xionsive cutting equipment, hand cutting jigs, electronically controlled annealers and other equipment, much
of it developed within our own organization,
results in high speed, precision production
of parts.
Cut and Annealed.

£ttJLte19

to

What do you expect when you order
a tubular part with a flare or flange at
one or both ends?

Certainly you expect that the over-all
dimensions of the part will be within
certain close tolerances. You expect
that the flange or flare will be the only
distortion in the tube. You want the
flange dimensions and the flare angle
to be within the limits established
in your specification. You must be
assured that the worked areas will be
free from cracks, pits and breaks. You
probably hope that the working has
not set up unrelieved stresses to
result in premature failure of the part.
When Superior supplies the part,
you get all you expect, want and
hope for.
This isn't a matter for boasting. The
ability to deliver flared and flanged

parts to meet these basic requirements
is just a part of our job, made possible
by our long experience and extensive,
highly -developed equipment for performing just such operations.

Flanging. Automatic Haring and flanging machines are combined in Superior's Electronics
Division with carefully trained production and
inspection personnel who know how to do a job
right and take the time to be sure.

The rest of our job is in the field of
advice, research and development
assistance and careful problem analysis to make sure that you have the
right metal or alloy for your purpose.

If you are a manufacturer or experimenter in electronics and have need
for a tubular part, whether it be a
simple cut and tumbled tube, a flared
or flanged part, rolled or bent, machined at either or both ends or
drilled in one or more places, tell us
about it. We can probably help you
and we're always glad to do so. Write
Superior Tube Company, 2500 Germantown Ave., Norristown, Penna.

Expanded. Here is a part almost ready for
delivery. Simple as it looks, it may well have

been the subject of a score of operations and at
every stage the prime consideration has been
the quality of the finished part.

This Belongs in Your Reference File

... Send

for it Today.

:
This reprint describes
the manufacturing of the cathode sleeve from the refining of the base metal;
includes the action of the small percentage impurities upon the vapor pressure,
sublimation rate of the nickel base; also future trends of cathode materials
are evaluated.

NICKEL ALLOYS FOR OXIDE -COATED CATHODES

SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY
ELECTRON ICS

-

August, 1952

All analyses .010' to ''/s" O.D.
Certain analyses (.035" max. wall) Up to 1'/s" O.D.

Electronic products for export through Driver-Harris Company, Harrison, New Jersey

j

Harrison 6-4800
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MILITARY

FOR

AIR, LANA AND

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS IN WHICH CP DEHYDRATORS PROVIDE

_

YEAR 'ROUND TROUBLE -FREE AUTOMATIC SERVICE:
Purging and pressurizing transmission lines, waveguides and associated

apparatus.
Pressurizing forge cavities and other radio and radar equipment
enclosures.
Fog prevention in precision optical systems.

Corrosion prevention in precise servo amplifier assemblies._

-

For raising and maintaining the power handling c-ap-acity of high voltage systems and apparatus and innumerable other similar applications.

CP DEHYDRATORS OFFER THE FOLLOWING UNIQUE FEATURES:
Low dewpoint

operating pressure up to 100 lbs. per square inch

fully automatic operation continuous duty performaACe low noise
level minimum vibration long service life with mifiimum maintenance

i

MANUFACTURERS OF COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LIS
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Designed

for every

Government
and Military

Application

CP dehydrators are readily adaptable to the critical requirements
of the Armed Forces. Standardized parts permit rapid assembly
of equipments suitable for practically any specialized need
at minimum cost and without prolonged delay. Over a decade of CP
experience in dehydrator design and manufacture insures
products of long life and dependable service with an absolute
minimum of maintenance. Inquiries are invited.

COMMUNICATION
COMPANY* Inc

PRODUCTS
MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY
Telephone: Freehold 8-1880

DIPOLE ANTENNAS, SWITCHES, Q -MAX LACQUER AND CEMENT

ELECTRON1C5

-August,

1952
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RauIandTubes give you
a prettier proFt picture

When you rely on Rauland picture tubes you get the benefit of
acknowledged leadership in picwhich
ture tube engineering
usually means that you'll be first
to know of the latest picture tube
improvements. Rauland research
has developed more picture tube
improvements in the past 5 years

customers get the break in announcing these firsts in their sets.

than any other picture tube

And finally, you get assurance
of customer satisfaction beyond

...

source. And naturally, Rauland

You get quality you can count

on, too. Rauland production
employs machines unique in the
industry-many of them designed by Rauland engineers and
built in Rauland's own plant.

P.

what any other line can give you.
Installation and adjustment of
sets in the field is faster and better with Rauland's patented Indicator Ion Trap. It gives the
surest known protection against
ion burn and shortened tube life.

Specify Rauland-deliver Rau-

land-and assure yourself

of

pleased dealers and consumers.

THE RAULAND CORPORATION
7

4245 N. KNOX AVENUE
46
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FROM STANDARD STOCK COMPONENTS
YOU CAN SIMPLIFY DESIGN
AND CUT
SPEED PRODUCTION
SERVICE COSTS

li
-

-

-

Double

O

Mounted

ALDEN

ORGANIZE CIRCUITS QUICKLY
Schematics of most electronic equipment can be
broken down into circuit blocks of logically
associated functions. These functional circuit
blocks can be mounted readily either in the Alden
"20" plug-in packages or Basic Chassis unit. Tube

sockets and associated components quickly lay
out on full scale Unit Planning Sheets for mounting on terminal cards. These special pre-punched,
multi -hole terminal cards have wide flexibility to
take an infinite variety of circuit variations. Both
sides of card can be used to obtain maximum
component density area. Using the Unit Planning
Sheets, functional circuit units are all planned in
one step.

Decade

BASIC
CHASSIS

Portable

GET EASY SUS -DIVISION
OF LABOR

Solder terminals and sockets quickly rivet to
Alden terminal card according to layout on Unit
Planning Sheet. Components snap into the special
Alden Miniature Terminals which hold them for
(No twisting or wrapping of leads
soldering
With all tube sockets and their assonecessary)
the
ciated components mounted on one card
wiring and soldering of circuits is an open, easy to -work sub -assembly operation.

-

-

CUT SERVICE AND

MAINTENANCE COSTS
IN FINAL EQUIPMENT
In field, shop, or office your equipment maintenance is reduced to 30 second changeovers.
Basic replacement elements are small enough in
weight and size to be shipped by parcel post

for repair.

IT'S AS SIMPLE AS THIS!

FOR SMALLER
Miniature Terminals

- 650

ALDEN "20"
PLUG-IN PACKAGES

Series

Terminal cards have been designed to accommodate tremendous number of circuit variations-to
make neat tube and component sub -assemblies with
a minimum of wiring and simplified assembly techniques. Special Alden Miniature Terminals are new
ratchet slot
and radical punch press configuration
holds various size component leads for soldering
no twisting of leads with pliers. Figure "eight"
shape accommodates cross wiring and buss leads.
so take a minTerminals are punch press parts
imum of solder, reduce solder time, eliminate danger
of cold solder joints.

-

Target Screws

These screws have concave head with arced notch
so power screw driver locates head quickly, no
danger of it slipping out and marring panel surface
yet same screw can be unfastened with coin in
order to hinge forward the front panel for servicing
and check in the field.

- -

-

mini

Here is a plug-in package unit using the abose
method of converting schematic into finished assembly quickly. Simply mount the completed terminal
card sub -assembly on the Alden "20" Non -Interadd cover
changeable base, dip solder the leads
In opor housing and handle and it's completed
eration, visual or instrument checks are easily made
if trouble occurs doubtful units are quickly
these units easily unplug and a compreisolated
hensive inspection made. Spare units can be plugged
in so equipment doesn't have to be inoperable while
repairs are in process.

--

- -

Relay

-

462MIN Series
Back Connectors
Alden Terminal Card System means minimum of
but even this cabling can be laid
inter -cabling
out easily and proceed as simple sub -assembly. Open
sided chassis construction makes cable easy to wire
to front panel, terminal cards and back connectors.
The Alden Back Connectors are units that can be
discretely positioned on the back of the chassis
isolating lines with incompatible voltages, currents,
or frequencies. This design insures accessible solder
terminals for soldering-avoids rat nests of congested conventional back connector wiring. Color
coded, the Alden back connectors provide beautiful
operational or service check points for all leads to
and from chassis.

-

-

--

Assembled
the Basic Chassis simplifies operation
Slashes service and maintenance
of equipment
time. Smooth, positive insertion and removal of the
chassis is provided by the Alden "Serve -A -Unit
Lock." A simple twist of the handle and the chassis
backs off with finger tip ease. It also pilots the chassis
securely locking it for operation
back into place
with the same facility.

-

WIDE VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS

-

Large manufacON AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
turers of aircraft equipment are using the Alden
Method of unit construction to simplify design and
save engineering time.

-

Hinged Front Panel Design

Recent large scale digital comON COMPUTERS
puter for Air Corps uses Alden '20" Plug-in Bases
and Sockets throughout. One of country's largest
manufacturers is building two large computers using
Alden "20" Plug in Packages.

Hinged front panel design of chassis allows rhea.
araa, indicator lights, lacks, etc. to be mounted on
panel as another easy -to -work subassembly. This
is wired
swung
panel attaches easily to chassis
up and fastened with Alden Target Screws.

Leading business
ON BUSINESS EQUIPMENT
machine manufacturers are designing with Alden
components for greater accessibility and ease of
servicing of their equipment.

-

-

}

"Serve -A -Unit Lock"

ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY

-

Open
Construction

"20" Rack and Chassis
Mounting Sockets

"20" Bose
Non -Interchangeable

Shielded ar
Construction

TO GET STARTED QUICKLY!
for these tremendously useful Labors:.
tory Work Kits and have them in your lab
for use on present equipment or immedi.
ately ready for next new project:
Send

Alden "20" Plug-in Packages $l0.00°
$$26.50*
Alden Basic Chassis
Terminal Card Mtg. System..... 11.50`
15.00
Basic Terminal Staking Tools
3.00*
#8 Target S Cop Captive Screws
4.50*
#29 Color Coded Back Connectors
or send for free booklet, "Basic Chassis and

Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

#4

#24
#25
#26

Components for Plug-in Unit Construction.

-

*Prices shown are for sample kits only
For production runs send us your schedule.,

127 North Main Street, Brockton, Massachusetts

BROWN ELECTROMETER
For measuring and recording currents as low as 10-15 amperes. High
accuracy provided through use of a null balance servo system alts
a -c amplifiers which eliminate drift common to d -c amplifiers. Used
to measure and record minute currents in ionization chambers and
wherever currents as low as a billionth of a microampere are encountered. The only such system that incorporates a recorder as an
integral part of the circuit.
Electrical Characteristics
Full Scale Current Ranges Available: 10-15
amperes with 1011 ohm resistor, and selector
switch adjustment for full scale or 10-12 or
10-n amperes. Using other resistors, full
scale current changes up to 10-7 amperes can
be supplied with selector switch adjustment
up to 10-5 amperes.
Input Resistor: loll ohms for most sensitive
current measurement. (Also supplied in
values down to 105 ohms.)
System Accuracy: Approximately 1 per cent
of scale.
Zero Drift: Should not exceed 0.3 millivolt
per day.

System Noise:

Approximately 5 microvolts.

Instrument Speed of Response: Available for

either 24, 12, or 4% seconds full scale.

Maximum Speed of Response Using 4%
Second Instrument Speed: 5 seconds for 90
per cent of change, with preamplifier located
at source.
Power Supply: 115 volts, 60 cycles. Also dry
cell supplied in instrument.
Power Requirements: 65

watts.

For further information, send for Data Sheet
No. 10.0-4.

FUNCTION PLOTTER
Can be advantageously employed wherever there is occasion to
depict graphically one variable as a function of another. It imparts
speed, accuracy and efficiency to the plotting of curves.

Special Instruments
BROWN EXTENDED RANGE PRECISION INDICATOR
Ideal for facilitating the measurement of a variable where it changes
throughout a wide range, and where precise evaluation and good
readability are vital factors. Incorporating extended scale with
automatic range changing operation, the instrument can be supplied
with from two to five ranges, calibrated in emf or the specific quantity
under measurement (i.e., pounds or tons of force or thrust, millivoltage, temperature, etc.).
For further information, send for Data Sheet No. 10.0-3.

DUPLEX TWO PEN RECORDER
Provides simultaneous measurements of practically any combination
of two independent variables (voltage, current, temperature, pressure,
etc.) on a single chart thereby facilitating comparisons of the two
variables. Has two separate measuring systems with associated pens.
Pens are entirely independent, and traverse the full eleven inches
of chart width without interfering with each other. Both measuring
circuits are standardized simultaneously by means of a push button.
Actuation and range of the circuits may be the same or totally
different.

NARROW SPAN RECORDERS
New narrow span potentiometer circuit makes possible precise
measurement of spans as low as 100 microvolts. Instruments embodying this new circuit (recorders and precision indicators) are
available as self-contained units requiring no pre -amplifier unit. The
instruments find ready use wherever accurate measurement of d -c
potentials of the order of microvolts is required. Potentials as low as
one microvolt can be precisely determined. Can be calibrated in
terms of temperature, emf, etc.
For further information, send for Data Sheet No. 10.0-8.

ElectroniK

NEW
HIGH SPEED RECORDER
Ideal for accurately measuring and recording rapidly changing
variables often found in research, engineering analyses and other
technical investigations. Develops a pen speed sufficiently high to
traverse its 11 -inch graduated chart in one second. Full scale signals
which vary as rapidly as 20 cycles per minute can be accurately
recorded. Signals with a peak -to-peak amplitude of 10% of scale can
be reproduced at variations up to 180 cycles per minute.
For further information, send for Data Sheet No. 10.0-7.

For further information, send for Data Sheet No. 10.0-6.
48
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BROWN CONVERTERS

May be used with any system requiring the conversion of low power d -c signals,
of the order of 100 microvolts, to 60 or 400 cycle alternating voltages. Output is
unaffected by atmospheric pressure changes. Special material in reed assembly
reduces pick-up of strays and transients to negligible proportion. Particularly
useful in applications requiring error voltage measurements or null detection.
Electrical Characteristics of 400 cycle Converters

Shielding: Shell and coil shield, both grounded
through pin No. 2.
Vibration Resistance: Output voltage will vary
less than 2 per cent, with rates of vibration from

Driving Coil Requirements: 18 volts, 94 milliamperes, 400 cycles -10 per cent.
Contact Rating: SPDT switching. Nominal
rating
volts to one microvolt. 1.0 milliampere; maximum power 100 microwatts.
Switching Action: Each contact closed 55 per
cent of each cycle. Contacts closed simultaneously 5 per cent of the time, twice each
cccle.
Symmetry: Within 5 per cent.
Lical Characteristics: Resistive or inductive.

-6

0 to 10 g (gravity).

Phase Shift: Output voltage differs from that of
driving voltage by 45 to 50 degrees.
Stray Pick-up: Electrostatic -2x10-10 volts per
ohm of input circuit impedance. Electromagnetic-2X10-5 volts, constant to 2X10-6 volts.
For further information, send for Data Sheet
No. 10.20-1.

BROWN SERVO AMPLIFIER SYSTEM

Comprises a converter (if the signal to be detected or measured is d -c); amplifier;
and balancing motor. Ideal for null detection and correction of error signals.
General characteristics are:
Amplifier
351921

*Input

I

I

Impedance Ohms

No.

400

I

I

Sensitivity,
Volts

I

2 x 10-6

I

Over -All
Voltage Gain

I

108

60 -Cycle
Output Current
0-12

I

60-Cycle
Output Voltage
0-154

0-154
0-12
*The amount of resistance in series with the input necessary to reduce the output voltage by one-half
7000

354547

4 x 106

0.5 x 10-6

with the input voltage maintained constant.
For further, information, send for Data Sheet No. 10.20-3.
An amplifier with added stage of amplification and greatly increased sensitivity is also available.
It produces motor drive from signals as low as 0.05 microvolt. Special features eliminate spurious signals resulting from thermal potentials and stray a -c pick-up.
Fcr further information, send for Data Sheet No. 10.20-4.

BROWN 60 -CYCLE BALANCING MOTOR

Totally enclosed and self-lubricated, ideal where positive positioning is required. Designed to have a tapered curve of speed versus voltage and, at the
same time, maintain high torque at low speeds.
27 RPM MOTOR

I

MAXIMUM
TORQUE

I

162 RPM MOTOR

I
I

I

MAXIMUM
POWER
POWER
REQUIREMENTS

54 RPM MOTOR

I

Approx.
Approx.
Approx.
19 inch-ounces
43 mch-ounces
85 inch-ounces
Approx. 8150 inch Approx. 67- inchApprox. 6300 inchozs. per minute at
minute
at
ozs.
per
ozs. per minute at
approx. 100 rpm.
approx. 30-32 rpm.
approx. 17-18 rpm.
Line field-approx 9.5 Watts. Amplifier field-approx. 4 Watts.

I

Total power-approx. 13.5 Watts
For further information, send for Data Sheet No. 10.20-2.

and components
for a variety of applications
These products are representative of the thousands of modifications of
the ElectroniK Potentiometer and the great numbers of Brown Electronic
Components which are being utilized as precision measuring devices and
as integral elements of various analytical systems. Perhaps your research
your
program can benefit from such specialized instrumentation .
inquiry is invited. MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO., Industrial Division, 4428 Wayne Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
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Write, today, for a copy of Research Bulletin No. 15-14
ELECTRON ICS
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Accelerate Research".
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"C"

CORES

for 9uièF

aelie/y
IN

PRODUCTION
QUANTITIES

... wound

from strip as thin as 0.00025"

Qua4
*

Arnold "C" Cores are made to
highly exacting standards of quality and uniformity. Physical di-

*

*
*

*
*

50

mensions are held to close tolerances, and each core is tested as
follows:
29 -gauge Silectron cut cores are
tested for watt loss and excitation
volt-amperes at 60 cycles, at a
peak flux density of 15 kg.
4 -mil cores are tested for watt loss
and excitation volt-amperes at 400
cycles, at a peak flux density of
15 kg.
2 -mil cores are tested fdr pulse
permeability at 2 microseconds,
400 pulses per second, at a peak
flux density of 10 kg.
1 -mil cores are tested for pulse
permeability at 0.25 microseconds,
1000 pulses per second, at a peak
flux density of 2500 gauss.
yq and 1/4 -mil core tests by special
arrangement with the customer.

Now available-"C" Cores made
from Silectron (oriented silicon
steel) thin -gauge strip to the
highest standards of quality.
Arnold is now producing these
cores in a full range of sizes wound
from 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2 and 4 -mil strip,
also 29 -gauge strip, with the entire
output scheduled for end use by the
U. S. Government. The oriented
silicon steel strip from which they
are wound is made to a tolerance of
plus nothing and minus mill tolerance, to assure designers and users
of the lowest core losses and the
highest quality in the respective
gauges. Butt joints are accurately
made to a high standard of preci-

sion, and careful processing of these
joints eliminates short-circuiting of
the laminations.
Cores with "RIBBED CONSTRUCTION"* can be supplied
where desirable.
Ultra thin -gauge oriented silicon
steel strip for Arnold "C" Cores is
rolled in our own plant on our new
micro -gauge 20 -high Sendzimir
cold -rolling mill. For the cores in
current production, standard tests
are conducted as noted in the box
at left-and special electrical tests
may be made to meet specific

operating conditions.
We invite your inquiries.

*Manufactured under license arrangements with Westinghouse Electr

c

Corp.

W&D 4211

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY 1
SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

General Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois
August, 1952
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BETTER FOR RADIO RELAY
- 8ecayse #5'impfer/

Federal

TM

(PULSE TIME MODULATION)

MICROWAVE
Streamlined Circuitry and Fewer Tubes
Provide Greater Economy and Dependability!

Pipelines, Utilities,
Railroads, Telephony,
FOR

Aviation, Highways...

SIMPLICITY... that's the basis for the greater efficiency, reliability and
economy of maintenance of Federal Pulse Time Modulation Microwave ... for
radio relay systems of any size, type or length ... over any terrain.
Through simpler equipment-requiring fewer tubes-Federal PTM successfully meets all needs of telephone, teleprinter, telemetering, remote and supervisory control, VHF mobile radio and other services ... for complete, simultaneous,
dependable, all-weather voice and signal facilities.
Get the facts about Federal PTM's system -wide superiority and proved perabout Federal's more than 20 years of experience in microwave
formance
engineering, planning and installation. Write today to Dept. H-713.

...

Federal PTM Delay Line
-"Heart of the System"*. illi
Remarkably compact and efficient...
has no tubes. Maintains absolute synchronization between channels ... provides non -shifting channel selection ...
eliminates crosstalk.

HEREare some of the Federal

multiplex elements that
demonstrate the Simplicity of
Design that makes Microwave
by Federal
PTM

-

"Microwave at its

Simplest
in the
Field!

BEST"

Federal
Federal PTM Pulse Generator
Supplies synchronizing pulse to delay line
for simple, automatic channel synchronization, eliminating elaborate individual
channel tuning provisions. Uses fetter
tubes ... greatly increases system dependability.

PTM

Modulator and Demodulator
Outstanding for minimum -tube design
and interchangeability. Plug-connected for
ready maintenance ... greater economy in
stocking of spare parts.

Federal PTM Pulse Restorer
valuable insurance factor in longer systems.
Automatically cuts in and converts repeater
into temporary terminal if adjacent repeater
fails ... maintains communication over remainder of system.
A

MICROWAVE MOVIE:

Be sure to see Federal's new 16 mm.
sound -color motion picture "Modern Communications With Microwave."
Prints shipped without charge for company or organization showings.
Write to: Film Distributing Dept.

l
Federal Telephone and Radio Corpora/lot!
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LABORA.
of
a
N.1
TORIES,

unit
Nutley,
IT&T's world-wide research and
engineering organization.

WIRE AND RADIO TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS DIVISION
100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. 0.

Exoort Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St.. N.Y.

ELECTRONICS
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New, fast -heating G -E iron weighs only 8% -oz.

Two ways

2.

E H'S

New G -E portable hi -pot tester is easy to operate.

to speed your production

Reach

hard -to -solder places
with this new thin -shank iron

Eliminate cages and barriers
with this new insulation tester

"As easy to use as a pencil," say operators who use
General Electric's new lightweight soldering iron.
Its thin, A -inch-diameter shank lets the % -inch
tip into places a regular iron can't touch. Operators
can solder more joints per minute-and with fewer
rejects-because the iron's lightness, balanced design
and comfortable handle all reduce fatigue.
Long-lasting G -E Calrod* heater provides quick
heat-recovery properties, gives plenty of heat for
uniformly strong soldered joints. Maintenance of this
60 -watt, 120 -volt iron is low because the long -life
Ironclad tip need not be filed or dressed. Send for
Bulletin GED-1583.

Now you can perform high -potential tests on your
equipment with minimum danger to personnel. That's
because the current output of General Electric's new
high -potential insulation tester is limited to 5 milliamperes-well below the "let go" value.
Testing time is cut, too-no need to set up cages,
barriers, or tape. Tester is portable, weighs only 22
lbs. Simply plug it into any 115 -volt a -c outlet and
start testing.
Line surges are virtually eliminated in output.
Flash-overs can't burn insulation. Neon light on
panel gives warning before insulation breaks down.
Output is adjustable from 0 to 3500 volts, with
test capacitance up to .006 muf. Bulletin GEC -700.

*Reg. Trade -mark

GENERAL
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TIMELY HIGHLIGHTS
ON G -E COMPONENTS

Four ways G -E selenium rectifiers

meet your d -c power requirements
Selenium rectifiers provide the electrical designer with versatile and flexible means of getting the right quantity
of d -c power. But not all selenium
rectifiers are alike. Here are four im-

portant "quality points" you'll find
in G -E units in comparison with competitive equipment:
1.
Lower forward resistance --for
higher output and cooler operationplus lower costs in other circuit com-

EQUIPMENT FOR
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS
Standard stack construction

A partial list of the thousands of items in
the complete G -E line. We'll tell you about
them each month on these pages.

ponents.
2. Less back leakage-for higher
efficiency as well as higher output.
3.
Cooler operation-the result of

the above characteristics-since there
is less heat to dissipate, less ventilation is needed.
4. Slower aging which extends expected life at rated output to over
60,000 hours.
And of course the G -E line is complete, to meet all your design needs.
For a complete refresher on rectifier
fundamentals, circuits, and applications, send for the new 28 -page G -E
booklet prepared to aid the design
engineer. Check Bulletin GET -2350.

Components
Meters and Instruments
Capacitors
Transformers
Pulse -forming networks
Delay lines

Tube -mounted construction

Reactors

*Thyrite
Motor -generator sets
Inductrols
Resistors

Weleelebeillelth

1-

Voltage Stabilizers
Fractional -hp motors

ginlinCt

Rectifiers

-
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Glass bushings
Dynamotors

*Reg. trade -mark of General Electric Co.

r

General Electric Company, Section C667-21
Schenectady 5, New York
Please send me the following bulletins:

Indicate:

'/ for reference only
X for planning

GEC -700

an immediate project

High -Potential Tester

Paper -Dielectric Capacitors
Current -Sensitive D -C Relays
GED-1583 Lightweight Soldering Iron
GET -2350 Selenium Rectifiers
GEC -809

G -E current sensitive d -c relays are
available with d -c pickup ratings in
steps from 4 to 1500 ma. They are

ELECTRONICS

Amplidynes
Amplistats
Terminal boards
Push buttons
Photovoltaic cells

Photoelectric recorders
Demagnetizers

Current -sensitive relays
stand severe vibrations

vibration and operate at rated current
through a wide range of altitudes. See
Bulletin GEC-834.

Selsyns
Relays

Soldering irons
Resistance -welding control
Current -limited high -potential tester
Insulation testers
Vacuum -tube voltmeter

simplify design problems

especially applicable to circuits using
limited power for energizing coils-as
in aircraft. Lightweight and corrosion proof, these relays withstand severe

Indicating lights
Control switches
Generators

Development and
Production Equipment

Miniature cell assemblies

Dual -rated capacitors

Meet your design needs, standardize,
and cut inventories with these G -E
fixed
paper -dielectric
capacitors.
Equally applicable to a -c and d -c,
they come in many case styles, with
ratings from 236 through 660 volts
a -c and 400 through 1500 volts d -c.
All units are treated with Pyranol*
and hermetically sealed to prevent
leakage or contamination. Check
Bulletin GEC -809.

Timers

GEC -834

Name
Company

City

State
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PUT IT IN WRITING WITH A BRUSH RECORDING

ANALYZER...

Checks dialing

on Micro -wade
and Carrier Current

Equipment
Brush Recording Analyzers save plotting
and testing time in applications everywhere.
Here, at a substation of the Bonneville

Power Administration,

a

Brush direct -

coupled dual channel amplifier and dual channel oscillograph record dialing pulses
for a maintenance check. The test immediately indicates any dialing troubles in the
system, and their nature. The Brush equipment is also used to check relay operation,
and has been found essential to keeping the
micro -wave system "on the air". Duplicate
Brush equipment is used to service communication facilities in each Bonneville
maintenance area.
MEASURES ELECTRICAL VARIABLES

... CHART AVAILABLE

Brush Direct -Coupled Amplifier fnr Rack Mounting,
Model BL -962.

This high gain, low -drift D -C amplifier is designed for mounting in a standard 19 -inch rack. Other Brush amplifiers and
oscillographs are being designed for rack mounting. When
used in conjunction with Brush direct -writing oscillographs,
amplifier can be used to make recordings of many types of
phenomena which previously required complicated intermediate equipment. Voltage gain gives one chart millimeter deflection per millivolt input. Frequency response is essentially
linear from D-C to 100 cycles per second. (Bulletin F-698)

For Bulletin 618 describing these instruments
write The Brush Development Co., Dept. K-33,
3405 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio.
Representatives located throughout the U. S.
In Canada: A. C. Wickman Limited, Toronto.
54

THE

INSTANTANEOUSLY

Direct -writing Two -Channel
Magnetic Oscillograph
Model BL -202

The Brush Magnetic Oscillograph, used with the proper Brush
Amplifier, makes a direct chart recording of voltage or current,
or of physical phenomena such as strain, pressure, acceleration,
torque, force, temperature, displacement and vibration. Either
direct inking or electric stylus models available. Gearshift
provides chart speeds of 5, 25, and 125 mm per second. An
auxiliary chart drive is available for speeds of 50, 250, and
1250 mm per hour. Accessory equipment provides event
markers where an accurate time base is required, or where
it is desirable to correlate'events. Photo shows two -channel
model for recording of two phenomena simultaneously.

outd

DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

Piezoelectric Crystals and Ceramics
Magnetic Recording
Acoustic Devices
Ultrasonics

Industrial

&
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ANNOUNCING
CONNECTORS

BLUE

ctio
extrntuct
and
I ssure
Lour insertion
eo
with high individual
Unique spring contact construction maintain8 positive contact
Wiping action
insurese
positiv
contact at all tintes

union

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION

VOLTAGE RATING 5 AMPS

RACK and PANEL TYPE
These new compact and lightweight connectors have been
designed by Amphenol's Engineering Department to meet the
demand for connectors that are easily mated even when out
of sight. They provide quick disconnect, with low insertion
and withdrawal requirements, for electronic sub-assemblies.
The rugged construction features high quality dielectric,
silver base plated contacts with gold plated finish and stainless steel mounting plates. Plug contacts are supported their
full length on the tough dielectric. The unique spring contact
construction is self-cleaning and maintains full contact at
all times! This same contact design makes it impossible to
overstress or fatigue the spring members. The contact terminals are designed to accommodate up to No. 16 stranded
conductors.
:QIQIIQIQI

hid.

1
WIN

1

IENtTN

1199991

01

A
BOUNIING

-C-

GENIEAS

CONTACTS
26-11
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26-90

16

GBDC
FINS

24

32

,

"A"

2.437

3.118

3.798

"B"
"C"

1.842

2.522

3.202

2.024

2.704

3.384

600 VOLTS

D. C. AT SEA LEVEL

150 VOLTS D. C. AT 60,000

FEET

ALTITUDE

These new Blue Ribbon Connectors are available in 8, 16,
and 32 contact sizes. Circuit switching or re-routing is
easily done by proper wiring between contacts and plug-in
member.
24

AMPHENOL 1-501 BLUE DIELECTRIC
This new dielectric, used in the Blue Ribbon Connectors, has
been developed by Amphenol to meet the demand for a new
and better dielectric. It easily meets the requirements of the
Army-Navy Specifications and is far superior to melamine.
This diallyl phthalate resin -based compound combines
nearly perfect dimensional stability with high insulation
resistance, a lifetime shrinkage of less than 0.3% and an arc
resistance exceeding 135 seconds on the standard ASTM test.
SPECIAL PURPOSE CONNECTORS
The Amphenol Blue Ribbon principle of low insertion and
withdrawal force can be adapted to many special types and
purposes. Pictured is a hermetically
sealed plug with an adapted 16 contact receptacle. Special round configurations with and without keying
shells are available. Mounting plates
are available for special applications
such as small complete circuit enclosures. The Amphenol Engineering
Department offers consulting service
in the designing of special purpose
Blue Ribbon Connectors.

Write Dept. 13B for a copy of the
four page Blue Ribbon Bulletin.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
1830 SOUTH 54th AVENUE
ELECTRON ICS
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CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS
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Serving up

TONS
of Vacuum

Melted

Metals

PRODUCTION on vacuum melted metals that was formerly measured
in pounds can now be measured in tons. Vacuum Metals' new expanded
facilities are capable of producing 5 tons per day of Gas Free High Purity
metals and alloys..

...

Vacuum melting techniques provide metals of higher purity
and
alloys held to closer composition tolerances than ever before achieved

Preparing samples of vacuum melted
metals for analysis.

HIGH PURITY METALS
HIGH VACUUM CASTING
SPECIAL ALLOYS
GF (Gas Free) METALS

56

commercially.
The unusual physical, chemical and electrical properties of these metals
have proved of particular value for applications such as electronic and
electrical parts, magnetic materials, bearing materials, diaphragms, instrument components, and Atomic Energy projects.
Metals now being vacuum melted include copper, nickel, iron, and
molybdenum. Further information will be furnished gladly on request.

VACUUM METALS CORPORATION
Subsidiary of National Research Corporation

70 MEMORIIAL DRIVE, CAMBRIDGE 42, MASSACHUSETTS

August, 1952
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JEWEL BEARINGS
Jewel bearing construction offers watch -like precision, a
high degree of shock resistance, and unusually low friction
coefficient.

PLATINUM WINDINGS
The non -corrosive characteristic of platinum allows a
light brush pressure to maintain efficient contact. This, in
turn, virtually eliminates brush friction. Platinum, too,
prolongs instrument life and assures dependability. One
of the outstanding features that make the Microtorque
a truly low torque instrument -quality potentiometer.

SPECIFICATIONS

f

LINEARITY:
0.5% of total resistance.
MAXIMUM OPERATING SPEED: 100 rpm.
ACCELERATION: Will withstand 50G steady

state

acceleration in best axis.

VIBRATION: Will withstand 0.06' double amplitude
sinusoidal vibration from 10 to 55 cps in best axis.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE: Will function mechanically
from -54° C. to + 71° C.

LOW TORQUE

MOMENT OF INERTIA: 2 x 10-b2 -in? (approx.)
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF RESISTANCE:
.0006/' C. Max.

POTENTIOMETER

Following

A Simple Solution to Remote Indicating

The Giannini Microtorque* is an extremely low
torque, instrument -quality potentiometer with an
electrical output proportional to the angular position
of the shaft. Its compact, light-weight, rugged and
dust -proof construction means flexibility in applications. It may be directly connected to altimeters,

RES. OHMS

temperature and pressure instruments; used in automatic flight equipment or in industrial laboratory
installations where remote indication is required.
The Microtorque* is designed to have an extremely
low starting torque and a negligible operating torque.
The low mass of the moving parts makes the
Microtorque* useful in those applications where an
extremely low moment of inertia is essential. The
Microtorque* is a proven instrument with proven
performance.
For information on this
and other fine instruments
write Dept. P. G. 1
MIGROTORQUE-T.M.

REG.
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Microtorques are available
quantities of six or less

from

stock

in

STARTING TURNS OF WIRE
TYPE2 TYPE 9 CURRENT" PRICE'''.
TORQUE
IN -07

250

.006

350

450

57

$45.00

1,000

.004

500

650

28

940.00

2,000

.004

700

750

20

940.00

5,000

.003

900

1200

14

940.00

10,000

.003

1.000

1300

10

$40.00

25,000

.003

1.000

1300

7

945.00

"Must be

de -rated for ambient temperature over 60° C.

...Prices apply to quantities of six or less. For quotation
quantities or specialtypes, please mite.

on larger

Above Microtorques' are available in the following two types:
Type 2: 270° + 10°
o° Electrical Rotation, Mechanical Rotation.
Limited by internal stops.

-

Type 9:354° Min. Electrical Rotation. Mecha nice Rotation.Continuous.
Brush does not short ends of coil.
I

Giannini also produces potentiometers of
various types, including non-linear functions, and tapped windings.

I

NSTRU

M

ENT -QUALITY

POTENTIOMETERS
G. M. GIANNINI & CO.. INC.

PASADENA

1,

CALIF. EAST ORANGE. NEW JERSEY
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bring facts
from scores of

show the output of any sensing element which
provides a calibratable d signal.
The maximum of 126 points per Indicator is
for measurement of thermocouples connected to
toggle switches on the instrument. Using rotary
or push button switches, the totals become 96 and
48 respectively. Push buttons are normally supplied with interlocks to assure one -at -a -time
operation, but when desired the interlocks can
be disconnected so that several switches may be
closed simultaneously, causing the instrument
to give the average of those points.
As many as 96 Thermohm electrical resistance
thermometers may be connected to the Indicator,
using either toggle or rotary switches. The number of points for load cells and other non -temperature-sensing elements depends on their requirements, but the Indicator can accommodate
more points than any other self-contained Indicator available today.
The equipment is described in our Catalog
ND46(1). Whether or not you require this information at present, we will be glad to send a
copy for reference. Address our nearest office,
or 4979 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.

sensing elements

The scientist or test engineer who has a Speedo max Model G Electronic Indicator at his disposal
is ready to save himself a lot of time and energy in
running tests at as many as 126 different locations.
A flick of the finger connects the desired sensing element to the Indicator ... the instrument's
calibrated drum whirls to the reading . . . the
drum stops dead still. The entire operation takes
only 4M seconds for consecutive readings at opposite ends of the scale. Minimum time for close together points is only a fraction of a second.
Logging speed depends only on the operator.
MANY CALIBRATIONS AVAILABLE

The condition most frequently measured with
these Indicators is temperature, with stress and
strain a close second. However, many other quantities suggest themselves, since the Indicator can

LEEDS
Jr!. Ad ND46-420(1)
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instruments

I

NORTHRUPfurnaces
CO.

automatic controls
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duroglass

is

fully tempered to

meet underwriters requirements for
available
television implosion plates
or flat.
formed
thickness,
in 7/32" or 1/4"

...

There is no finer tempered glass
for implosion plate use.

We invite your inquiries.

Chicago

diaIcomtuui,

2919 S. LaSalle StreetChicagoló, Illinois
Fabricators of precision glass parts for industry
ELECTRONICS
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SPECIFICATIONS-MODEL ST -2B
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Vertical Amplifier

DC- -010

400 kz, +0, -20%, not more than 50% down at 700 kc.
cycles to 400 kc, +0, -20%, not more than 50% down at 700 kc.
-20%. not more than 50% down at 700 kc.
Response independent of gain or attenuator setting.

AC- -10
Probe-

-2 cycles to 400 kc, +0,

Horizontal Amplifier
DC- -3 to 400 kc, +0, -20%, not more than 50% at 700 kc.
AC- -10 cycles :o 400 kc, +0, -20%, not more than 50% down at 700 kc.
Resporse independent of gain or attenuator setting
SENSITIVWfY
Vertical

-10 mv.
-28 mv.
AC-I5 mv.
DC -42 mv.

rms/inch
dc/inch
rms/inch
dc/inch
130 mv. rms/inch
AC

PRECISION
THAT

DC

Horizontal
Probe

Deflectioi Pates Direct
Verticsl

22 volts
25 volts

Horizoral

rms/inch
rms/inch

SWEEP

Range-Iriggerec or recurrent -2 cycles to

30 kc (may be extended downwards

by airing external capacity across panel jacks).
Sync- ±Internal, ±line and -Ext. (requires -.3 volts

ternal sync).

Sweep Expansion-At least

4

peak to peak for ex-

times tube diameter.

PHASE SWIFT-Negligible phase shift between amplifiers from 0 to 300 kc.

BLANKING-Z-axis blanking requires 20 volts peak to blank.
CALIBRATION-Seven voltages available by selector switch:
.1, .3, 1, 10, 30, 100 and 300 volts peak to peak

±15%.

DIRECT CONNECTIONS TO DEFLECTION PLATES-Availabjle
capacitors-internal positioning circuits still function.

through

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE -0° to 40° C.
POWER REQUIREMENTS -105-125 volts, 50/60 cycles power consumption
approximately 120 watts. (By a simple wiring change, may be operated from
210-250 volt line.)

Reliable General Electric Instruments
Offer Extreme Versatility in Lab and
Industrial Applications
STABILITY is the keynote of the ST-2B all-

purpose scope, shown in the picture above.
Designed to permit a choice of short, medium
or long persistence CR tubes, the unit incorporates identical direct coupled vertical and
horizontal amplifiers. Filaments and screens
on the first amplifier stages are regulated. Vertical selector switch allows choice of probe,
calibration, AC or DC inputs.
Across the board against 4 conventional

scopes, the General Electric ST -2B tests
superior in 11 different characteristics.
ST-2C -A 5 -inch
scope particularly use-

Type

ful where wide frequency response plus
portability are required.
Ideal for maintenance
of microwave installations and TV stations.
Low capacity input
probe
Z-axis input
calibration voltages provided
deflection plates available...hard

... ...

tube sweep.

60

...

Type ST -2 A-For general purpose use in labor-

atories. Excellent wide
frequency response for

TV receiver circuit
work and industrial
testing. Special features
include a DC vertical
amplifier to adapt the
equipment to a wide
range of applications.
Deflection pattern can
be expanded to several
times the diameter of
5 -inch tube.

August, 1952
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Germanium Diode Checker Type ST -12A
-A new G -E instrument for use in laboratories, quality control groups, service shops
-wherever there is need for checking the
static characteristics of diodes. Specifications
-POWER REQUIREMENTS: 105-125 volts,
50/60 !cycle, approximately 10 watts. FORWARD RANGES: Current -0.3, 1.2,6 and 12
milliamperes full scale. Voltage-. 3 and 1.2
volts full scale. INVERSE RANGES: Current
-60, 120, 300 and 1200 microamperes full
scale. Voltage -3, 12 and 120 volts full scale.

Other applications: general resistance
checker (10 ohms to 6 megohms) .. .

...

formaccurately -metered power supply
ing electrolytic capacitors and checking DC
leakage current.

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
PAYS BIG

DIVIDENDS
TV Channel Sweep Generator Type ST-11A
-Covers all 12 VHF television channels and is

designed primarily for TV receiver production
line testing. Simple to operate: one front -panel
control selects the sweep range and markers
simultaneously. On -off switch and side-band control switch are also on the front panel. Separate
picture and
crystal for each TV channel
audio carrier markers available simultaneously.
This instrument combines the characteristics
of General Electric's ST -4A Variable Permeability Sweep Generator and ST -5A Crystal Controlled Marker Generator.

...

Lti CHECK OFF THE FREE BULLETINS THAT YOU NEED
Type ST -12A
Diode Checker
Bulletin ECL-3

-2A Scope

ST
Type
Bulletin X52-127

r-1

Type ST -2B Scope
Bulletin ECL-4

r--1 Type ST -2C Scope
Bulletin X52-147
ST -11A

Type
Channel Sweep
Bulletin ECL-1

ri

Type ST -4A

Sweep Generator

Bulletin X52-014
Type ST -5A

Marker Generator
Bulletin X52-128

.GENERAL
ELECTRON ICS

-
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General Electric Company, Section 482
Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York
Please send me without charge the bulletins checked of left.
NAME.
COMPANY OR TITLE
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
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Only Speer has this

patented notch
...to anchor windings

securely

Want coil forms that practically guarantee your leads will be anchored
securely

?

Try Speer. Their rugged, well -made coil
forms possess patented notches_ at both
ends. These notches are designed so that
the leads of the coil may be wound
around and then fastened securely, with
a minimum of time and labor.
Speer coil forms are molded from mineral filled material, iron powder, or
metallic oxides, and have from two to
six terminals. Their effectiveness has
been proved by actual performance in
hundreds of circuits, under all types of
operating conditions.
See what they can do for you

9PEERrit
St.

Marys, Pennsylvania

A Subsidiary of Speer Carbon Co.
OTHER SUBSIDIARIES: Jeffers Electronics, Inc.

International Graphite

8,

Electrode Corp.

Other Speer Products for
the Electronics Industry
anodes
iron cores

fixed carbon resistors
battery carbon
graphite plates and rods
contacts
discs

brushes

also
ceramic capacitors capristors
high voltage condensers disccapacitors chokes
made by
Jeffers Electronics, Inc.

...

R. F.

Write today for
information on specifications

coils

SPEER

t--on1
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Why California comes to Brooklyn

for sheet metal fabrication
West Coast electronic manufacturers reach 3000 miles across the

country for Karp -fabricated cabinets because:

... they know Karp's experience with leaders-both large and
small-of the electronic industry qualifies Karp to solve their
problems in the design stage

... they

... economically, quickly, practically.

know they can often draw upon Karp's thousands of

existing dies

... to eliminate the need for much costly tooling.

... and most of all, they know that when their cabinets leave

the Karp plant, all dimensions are correct ... every hole is drilled
clean and positioned accurately ... the finish is perfect.

If you would like to learn how Karp methods can be applied to
your problems, write for complete details. Or, if you are on the
West Coast, August 27-29, be sure to visit our booth (No. 423) at
the Western Electronic Show, Long Beach, California.
Karp Metal Products Co., Inc., 215 63rd Street, Brooklyn 20, N. Y.

... This cabinet for Applied Electronics' 10 -watt
radiotelephone (bottom) had to be
rugged enough for small boat usage,
yet attractive enough to sell. The top
cabinet, specially designed for one of
Hewlett-Packard's Electronic Frequency counters, is low cost yet distinctive. And among other leading
West Coast electronic manufacturers,
Packard -Bell is a regular user of
Rugged yet attractive

cabinets built by Karp.

MOST COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR LARGE AND SMALL RUNS OF

CUSTOM-BUILT SHEET METAL FABRICATION
ENGINEERING + TOOLING + PRODUCTION + FINISHING AND ASSEMBLY

ELECTRONICS
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THEY'RE NEW...

AND THEY'RE THOMPSON TOO!
COAXIAL SWITCHES
designed, engineered, manufactured

by

e e e

(Thompson

Model CA -36, 1P3T manually -actuated RG -17/U
Coaxial Switch with electrical and mechanicak
interlock.

Model CA -26, 1P6T, 115 volt, 60 cycle,
AC motor -actuated Coaxial Switch for use
with RG -9/U cable.

EVERY INCREASE in the scope and tempo of electronics

Model CA -31, 2P2T Sensing or Lobing
Switch, 115 volt, 380-1000 cycle AC motor
actuator. Switching speed, 15-35 Rev/sec.
For use with RG -58/U cable.

creates new and stringent demands. Keeping abreast
through development and manufacture of a reliable line of special-purpose electronic equipment is the business of Thompson experimental laboratories and manufacturing plants.
Like many other Thompson electronic developments, the
three new coaxial switches illustrated were designed, engineered and manufactured to meet the rigid requirements of
modern microwave components and accessories. Complete
technical information is, of course, available upon request.
Whatever your problems may be-in coaxial switches, antennae, specialized test equipment or wave guide and coaxial
components and accessories-Thompson's experience proved research, development and production facilities at
both Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio are at your service.

fhompson tp Products, Inc.
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
64

2196 CLARKWOOD RD.

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO
August, 1952
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MESSAGE

A

TO

AMERICAN

INDUSTRY

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

Aid or Trade?
A CRISIS AHEAD

A

crisis in the foreign trade relations of the
United States is in the offing. It is a crisis
caused by:
1. Efforts of producers in friendly nations
to earn more dollars by increasing exports to the United States, and
2.

Efforts of industries in the United
States which would be hurt by competition from these imports to keep them
out.

This crisis is a threat to the effectiveness of
American leadership in the crucial effort to
build the nations of the free world into a strong
and unified group. It is the purpose of this
editorial to advocate a constructive approach
to the difficult situation that is developing.

Background of the Crisis
Most countries in the free world- with
American aid have managed to push their
outputs well above prewar levels. As they
have done so, they have been urged by our
highest government officials to increase their
exports to us. Sales in our market enable these
countries to earn dollars which they use in
turn to buy the products of America's farms
and factories. Thus, as they become self-supporting, the need of American aid is reduced.

-

But as these efforts to export more to the
United States have promised increasing success, competitive American producers have
become increasingly alarmed about what that
success might do to them. Consequently, they
are seeking more protection by appeals to
the U. S. Tariff Commission to recommend
higher import duties and by appeals to Congress for new laws to discourage imports.

-

Our Friends Protest
A year ago Congress answered one of these
appeals by imposing a quota on imports of
dairy products. Now, among many other legislative proposals being strenuously pressed is
a move to extend the scope of "Buy American"
legislation. A year ago the U. S. Tariff Commission had only four petitions for increased
import duties on its docket. Since then fourteen more petitions have been filed and others
are definitely on the way.
Faced by these mounting efforts to block the
sale of their products in the American market,
no less than eleven friendly nations, including
Great Britain, France, Italy, Canada, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Denmark, have filed
protests with our State Department. Through
many of the protests runs one refrain.
Although stated in diplomatic language, it
might be correctly paraphrased to say: "In

sending us aid you have made it very clear that
you want us to get on a self-supporting basis at
the earliest possible moment. But, when we
begin to make headway in that direction by
trying to sell you more of the things we are
equipped to produce, you start closing your
market to us." The threat of European resentment against the United States being stirred
up by this argument is obviously great.
At the same time there exist grounds for
special resentment in the United States against
certain prospective imports of European manufactured goods - those of machine tools, for
example. In part these will be produced with
machinery that has been sent to Europe as
part of our economic aid program. With absolutely no diplomatic language involved, the
argument, which will be extended much farther than the facts would justify, will run: "We
gave those people the equipment that they now
use to cut our throats!" This line of argument
will find response among workers as well as
employers in industries faced by more competition from imports. Labor, too, is keen for protection against more foreign competition.

Aid or Trade?
As between continuing direct economic aid
to Europe or accepting the imports that would
make those countries self-supporting, some
would prefer to continue the aid program.
They argue that the tax machinery of the federal government can spread the burden of aid
broadly, while we have no comparable machinery that can cushion the shock to individual industries, firms and communities that may
result from stepped-up imports of competitive
products.
As we see it, this position is untenable. It
would make rubbish of our Atlantic Charter
promise "... to further the enjoyment by all
States, great or small, victor or vanquished, of
access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the

raw materials of the world which are needed
for their economic prosperity." It would be
an admission that, for all our profession of
faith in competition and our opposition to

European cartels, we really don't believe in
competition.
U. S. Self -Interest

The people of this country have invested
billions of dollars and seven years of hard
work in the attempt to put our allies on a selfsupporting basis. If we keep their goods out by
raising trade barriers, we are directly defeating
our own purposes.
Also, in moving to protect some groups of
American producers we should be hurting
others. For many American producers the export market, which this year will take about
$14 billion of civilian goods, spells the difference between operating at capacity and closing
down 25% of their facilities. When we discourage imports we cut off dollar earnings by other
nations which are spent here to keep some of
our factories and farms going.
At the same time, it must be recognized that
certain American industries and their capacity
to maintain employment will be hurt by increased imports. Hence it becomes critically
important for the United States to formulate
a national program designed to help these industries and communities take up the shock.
There is no neat and simple prescription by
which this can be done, but several possibilities have been suggested. One on which there
is general agreement is that tariff reductions
should be gradual. To cushion their impact, the
government might well give preference on defense orders to industries and areas adversely
affected by an increased volume of imports.
Direct assistance to workers and companies in
shifting to different lines of business may be
worth consideration.
These are by no means all the possibilities.
They may not even be the best. But they do
serve to suggest the necessity for flexibility
and imagination in dealing with the growing
crisis in trade relations. Our ingenuity in developing new ideas to meet this crisis may well
be a decisive factor in our effort to weld the
free nations into a strong and durable alliance.

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.

new records

setting

Wherever you go there's PRESTO . .. out in front
in disc preference. To users of PRESTO discs the reason is
obvious ... these discs perform better. PRESTO performance is a
result of careful craftsmanship and quality control from the

meticulous preparation of the aluminum base right through to the final
inspection and packaging of each individual disc in the
world's most modern disc plant.

That's why the name
day by

your assurance of better disc quality, proven every
users in studios, stations and schools around the world.

PRESTO is

PRESTO

O

RECORDING CORPORATION

PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY

Export Division: 25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Canadian Division: Walter P. Downs, Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal

ORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF

PRECISION RECORDING EQUIPMENT AND DISCS

A DUAL

TR TUBE.

Type 1363A. Th..
electrically similar
two sections have a common wave guide wall and ] common gas fil'.
Used with short -slot hybrids.' the 8127 provi fie_ a F igh y compact
dt.plexer of utmost simplicity(, with excellent Fe ormance over the
band of 8500-9600 mc. with r.espect to both tra isrliss.ion and recepEach section of the BL27 is

tion characteristics.

1

'Proceedirg

D

L12 E.

Fe-eruar+, 1157, Pegr 18D

additional information
write for Technical
For

Bulletin T-19.

We invite your
inquiries regarding
ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
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.

oInac cnra bora toticei
INCORPORATED
MASSACHUSETTS

BEVERLY,

Catalog on request.

Write (an your corn-

pony letterhead)
Dept. C, BGMAC
Laboratories Inc.,
Beverly, Mass.
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DIODE FILTER

TRIODE PLATE
COUPLER

VERTICAL INTEGRATOR

GROUND

1403-01
1403-02
1403-03

1404-01
1404-02

1406-01
1406-02

1405-01

AUDIO OUTPUT CIRCUIT
t

GR D

POWER
OUTPUT
11,

TO VOLUME
CONTROL C 1

V.C.

GROUND

INPUT

MTH

1408-01

ERIE PRINTED

CIRCUITS

Wet e/ede adua.«ea yam;
Fewer soldered connections mean less
installation time.

One installation unit replaces several.
Fewer connections mean fewer wiring errors.
.

Circuit stability is improved through

simplification.
Lower costs for procurement and stock
maintenance.
Other material costs are decreased by
smaller size, lighter weight.

1408-02

Save Space ... Time ... Cost
and Improve Stability
Erie Resistor began the development of Printed
Circuits in 1940. Since then the advantages of Printed
Circuits have been amply demonstrated and Erie has
made important contributions in the field.
By bonding the complete or partial circuit to a
ceramic base plate, the work of several capacitors may
be combined in one installation unit. Erie Printed
Circuits have simplified design and production problems
for manufacturers of radio and television receivers,
hearing aids, and other electronic products, including
various military equipment requiring sub -miniaturization. Such products may be reduced in size, weight,
and cost, at the same time that they are made more
reliable in service.

5We /wifeed. Db..ic «
ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND

TORONTO, CANADA

Cliffside, N.J.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Chicago, Ill.
Detroit, Mich.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Cincinnati, Ohio

ELECTRONICS
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eperctLon cZecvrdo Show .. .

... Eimac

tubes are of the

highest electronic standards

AI RWAVS,INC.
PAN AM ERICAN -GRACE

Inc.

Eitel -McCullough,
Avenue
798 San Mateo
San Bruno, California
Gentlemen:

Eimac
records show that
Panagra operations
service for
of
hours
over 10,000
tubes have averaged
our daily, deluxe
us

in the ground

stations

serving

west coast
flights down the
of efficiency,
terms
in
Results
of South America.
proven
dependability have
economy, and all-around
electronic
highest
the
of
are
tubes
to us that Eimac

DC -6 El InterAmericano

standards.

Very truly yours,
{ohn

Assista

t

Supt.

Die

of communications

Pan American -Grace Airways, Inc., pioneer South
American airline has served the west coast countries
for 24 years. Find as Panagra has found that to
employ Eimac tubes is to employ the best.

-

Follow the Leaders to

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.
O,
CALIFORNIA
SAN
B

R

U

Export Agents: Fraxar

N

&

Hansen,

301

Clay St., San Francisco. California
322
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WALDES TRUARC RINGS REPLACE COTTER
SAVE

44%

PINS...

IN LABOR AND ASSEMBLY COSTS

! Flint wheel shaft in lighter assembly requires cotter pin,
ER PIN
washer. Difficulty in drilling perfect hole causes rejects. Assembly is slow, costly.

ARC WAY: Waldes Truarc "E" ring fits into groove in shaft; locks as.
sembly securely for life. Groove is quickly, easily cut... assembly is simple, speedy.

COMPARATIVE COSTS
Cotter Pin Way

Brown & Bigelow, St. Paul, Minn., saved
$6.95 per thousand units by incorporating Truarc Rings in the design for the

ever you use machined shoulders, bolts,
snap rings, cotter pins, there's a Truarc

REDI-FLAME compressed gas desk
lighter! In spite of greater initial cost
of Truarc Rings as against cotter pins,

holding parts together.
Waldes Truarc Rings are precision engineered ...quick and easy to assem-

they were able to cut machining and
assembly costs drastically-for an over-

ble and disassemble. They can be used
over and over again.
Find out what Truarc Rings can do
for you. Send your blueprints to Waldes
Truarc engineers for individual attention, without obligation.

all savings of 44 %!
Redesign with Waldes Truarc Rings
and you too will cut costs. Wherever

you have a fastening problem.. .wher-

\

(/

Ring designed to do a better job

For precision internal grooving and undercutting

SEND FOR NEW BULLETINS

ime

L

TRUARC
RETAINING RINGS
NEW YORK
1,

WALDES TRUARC RETAINING RINGS AND PLIERS ARE PROTECTED ST ONE ON YORE OF THE FOLLOWING
PATENTS: 2.382.947: 1.351.94e: 2.418.832: 2.420,821: 2.425.341: 2.430,785: 2,441.044:
2.435.145,
8,403,3110. 1.483.383; 2,487.802; 2.487.101; 2.431.304: 2,500,001 AND OTHER PATENTS
PENDING.

ELECTRONICS

-
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of

... Waldes

.48
.46
1.50
2.44

Labor

SPerM

Shaft

.35
Truarc ring 8.68

9.03

Labor

Shaft
10.22
Washer
.72
Assembly 9.28
20.22
TOTAL

Material

$22.66

Shaft

2.27

Assembly

4.41
6.68

TOTAL

$15.71

TOTAL SAVINGS WITH TRUARC RINGS:

$6.95 or 44%

Grooving Tool.

i

Name

REO. U. 6. PAT. OFF.

WALDES KOHINOOR, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY

Shaft
Cotter pin
Washer

Truarc Way

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., 47.16 Austel Place, L. I. C. 1, N. Y.
Please send engineering specifications and data on Waldes
Truarc Retaining Ring types checked below.
E084
Bulletin *5 Self-locking ring types
Bulletin *6 Ring types for taking up end -play
Bulletin *7 Ring types for radial assembly
Bulletin *8 Basic type rings
Send me information about the Woldes Grooving Tool.

ALDES

I

Material

SPerM

Title
Company
Business Address

City

Zone

State
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We put the ocean in a box...
a record of outstanding success.

In addition to the many complex

the limited confines of a box.

problems solved by Ford for the

Whatever the problem in intricate

Military Services there have been less

computing devices, no matter how

Company is usually considered first

complicated ones such as "bench -

simple or complex, Ford has the en-

to research, develop, design and pro-

testing" a top-classified mechanism

gineering "know-how" for its suc-

duce mechanical, hydraulic, electro-

by using input signals to simulate the

cessful solution. For 37 years, Ford

mechanical, and electronic instru-

motion of a ship on the open sea.

has pioneered in the field of nationally

ments and components for specialized

Ford produced these signals within

important automatic equipments with

military and industrial applications.

That

is why

Ford Instrument

If you are a qualified
engineer-either experienced on automatic equipment design or a recent
graduate-and are interested in your Tomorrows,

consider Ford today.
Write for information.

FORD INSTRUMENT
COMPANY
DIVISION OF

FORD

THE SPERRY CORPORATION

31-10 Thomson Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y.
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TEFLiN

;s

trademark of E. I. DuPont Co. for polytetrafluoroethylene. It is supplied by C -D -F in tapes and sheets,
both plain and fibre glass cloth supported.
a

HEAT RESISTANT
Teflon may be used continuously at
200°C. (392°F.); or for short periods at 250°C. (482°F.). Meets
A.I.E.E. Standards for Class H

U

electrical insulation.

i?FSISTAN?
A

Teflon products have practically

zero water absorption and are
unaffected by fungus, humidity and
temperature changes. It remains
pliable at -87.5°C. (-100°F.).
Teflon will not carbonize, but rather
will vaporize. When the arc is

extinguished, full insulation

is

restored.

CHEMICAL RESISTANT
Teflon is the most inert of all commercial thermoplastics and is not
affected by any known solvent.

C -D -F

THAT'S WHY

TEFLON TAPES AND SHEETS
THESE BIG ADVANTAGES
CAN OFFE
LINING SLOTS C -D -F sheets of fibre glass cloth
supported Teflon can be cold -formed into easily loaded
slot liners. Teflon is naturally slippery smooth, with plenty
of "snap back." High in dielectric strength, liners are rated
FOR

H insulation.
FOR WRAPPING CABLES C -D -F Teflon tapes are
tough, strong, and stretchable. Teflon can be supplied
unsupported, or combined with fibre glass fabrics in a
variety of widths and thicknesses. It is suitable for winding around sharp bends or odd shapes.
FOR CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL USES
Remember, Teflon is non -adhesive and chemically inert.
Bakers, food packagers, and pump manufacturers use it.
For applications requiring extreme electrical insulation
stability, high temperature or resistance to corrosion, C -D -F
unsupported and fibre glass cloth supported products can
do a job for you.

Class

C -1) -F's work with Teflon is really rolling! New applications are
being developed daily in our laboratories by specialists who are
devoting their entire time to improving and developing new Teflon
products. Start talking Teflon with the man from C -l) -F (sales offices
in principal cities)-he's a good man to know!

aerettae-.Iffle9deke efeee
GENERAL OFFICES:
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TYPE 252, JAN -R-19, Type RA20

watt, 117/64"
diameter variable
wirewound
resistor. Also
available with
other special
military features
not covered by
JAN -R-19.
Attached Switch
can be supplied.
2

RA20, JAN Shaft Type SD

50±10%
100±10%
250±10%
500±10%
1000±10%
1500±10%
2500±10%
5000±10%

CTS Part

W6929
X3497

RA20AISD500AK
RA20A1SD101AK
RA20A1SD251AK

W6931
W6932
W6933
W6934
W6935
W6936

RA20A1SD501AK
RA20A1SD102AK
RA20A1SD152AK
RA20A1SD252AK
RA20A1SD502AK
RA20A1SD103AK

X3496
L9388
M9879
X3498

RA20A2SD500AK
RA20A2SD101AK
RA20A2SD251AK
RA20A2SD501AK

X3499

RA20A2SD102AK
RA20A2SD152AK
RA20A2SD252AK
RA20A2SD502AK
RA20A2SD103AK

88079

TO,-606í10e%

RA20 High Torque, JAN Shaft Type SD

JAN -R-19 TYPE

CTS Part

Resistance

JAN -R-19 TYPE

M9809
L9103
L9104
H8979

TYPE 25, JAN -R-19, Type RA30 (May also be used as Type RA25)

watt, 117/32"
diameter variable
wirewound
resistor. Also
available with
other special
military features
not covered by
JAN -R-19.
Attached Switch
can be supplied.
4

RA30, JAN Shaft Type SD

Resistance

CTS Part
X3502
X3503
X3505
X3507
X3508
X3509

50±10%
100±10%
250±10%
500 ±10%
1000±10%
1500±10%
2500±10%
5000±10%
10,000±10%
15,000±10%

RA30 High Torque, JAN Shaft Type SD

JAN -R-19 TYPE

CTS Part
W2837

RA30AISD500AK
RA30A1SD101AK
RA30A1SD251AK
RA30AISD501AK
RA30A1SD102AK
RA30A15D152AK
RA30A1SD252AK
RA30A1SD502AK
RA30A1SD103AK
RA30A1SD153AK

X3511
Q1409
X3513
X3514

IAN -R-12 TYPE

RA30A2SD500AK
RA30A2SD101AK

X3504

RA30A2SD251AK
RA30A2SD501AK
RA30A2SD102AK
RA30A2SD152AK
RA30A2SD252AK
RA30A2SD502AK
RA30A2SD103AK
RA30A2SD153AK

X3506
M7566
S2444
X3510
52736
X3512
R1561

L9I07

Immediate delivery from stock
JAN -R-94

AND

JAN -R-19

TYPE

MILITARY VARIABLE RESISTORS

Preference given to orders carrying military contract
number and DO.rating. Other JAN items or special
items with or without associated switches can be
fabricated to your specifications. Please give complete
details on your requirements including electrical
and mechanical specifications.

types

UNPRECEDENTED PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

IN CANADA

REPRESENTATIVES

Meredith E Co.
Streetsville, Ontario

Henry E. Sanders
John B. McClatchy Bldg.
69th & Market SL
Upper Darby, Penna.
Phone: Flanders 2-4420

Designed for use in military equipment subject to
extreme temperature and humidity ranges including
jet and other planes, guided missiles, tanks, ships
and submarines, telemetering, microwave, portable
or mobile equipment and all other military
communications.
For further information, write for Stock Sheet No. 162

W. S.

C. C.

SOUTH AMERICA
lose Luis Pontet
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Montevideo, Uruguay
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Sao Paulo. Brazil

Harmon Company

1638 So. La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles 35, Calif.

Phone: Bradshaw 2-3321

OTHER EXPORT

John A. Green Co.
6815 Oriole Drive
Dallas 9, Texas

Sylvan Ginsburg
8 West 40th Street
New York 18, N. Y.

CATALOG-Describes

NEW 38 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED

Electrical and Mechanical characteristics,
Special Features and Constructions of a complete
line of variable resistors for military and
civilian use. Includes dimensional drawings of
each resistor. Write today for your copy.

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY
C

viol

o%2

specialists in precision mass production of variable resistors
FOUNDED 1896

-woo,"
,lo'I /25SCREW

JIIIiÌno
SHAFT TYPES

I

3

DRIVER

ON

STOCK CONTROLS

/25""s.00i "

SLOT
.040-L.003" WIDE
64 r.oro ' DEEP

-J -32P - NEF-2
AVAILABLE

ELKHART, INDIANA

X

-32P. -NEF-2
THD

MOUNTING HARDWARE ASSEMBLED
HEX
MOUNT/NG NUT

j

LOCK NUT 'I" HEX a é
LOCK WASHER N/9/4A

/

--

me.

MOUNT/NG HARDWARE ASSEMBLED
HEX u
MOUNTING NUT
LOCK WASHCR M/9/4A

-

z

TYPE

CTS Part

Resistance

250±10%
500±10%
1000±10%
2500±10%
5000±10%
10,000±10%
25,000±10%
50,000±10%
100,000±10%
250,000±10%
500,000±10%
1 Meg±20%
2.5 Meg±25%

65

watt 70° C, q"
diameter

Locking Bushing

CTS Part
CTS Shaft Type RE
X3516
X3517
X3518
X3519
X3520
X3521
X3522
X3523
X3524
X3525
X3526
X3527
X3528

CTS Shaft Type LT -2
X3530

.,..

7Ynflturizedt

X3531
X3532
X3533

variable
composition
resistor.

X3534
X3535
X3536

``

tt(0

X3537
X3538
X3539
X3540
X3541

X3542

TYPE 95, JAN -R-94, Type RV4
JAN -R-94
TYPE RV4
JAN Shaft Type SD
RV4ATSDIO1A
RV4ATSD251A
RV4ATSD501A
RV4ATSD1O2A
RV4ATSD252A
RV4ATSD502A
RV4ATSDIO3A
RV4ATSD253A
RV4ATSD503A
RV4ATSDIO4A
RV4ATSD254A
RV4ATSD504A
RV4ATSD105B
RV4ATSD255B
RV4ATSD505B

Resistance

100±10%
250±10%
500±10%
1000±10%
2500±10%
5000±10%
10,000±10%
25,000±10%
50,000±10%
100,000±10%
250,000±10%
500,000±10%
1 Meg±20%
2.5 Meg ±20%
5

Meg±20%

JAN -R-94
TYPE RV4

2 watt 70°C, 11/4"
diameter variable
composition
resistor. Also
available with
other special
military features
not covered by
JAN -R-94.
Attached Switch
can be supplied.

CTS Part
Non -JAN Locking Bushing
CTS Shaft Type LT -1
W3160

JAN Shaft Type RJ
RV4ATR1101A
RV4ATR1251A

W3161
W3162
W3166
W3163
W3164
W3167
W3168
W3169
W3170
W3171
W3172
W3173
W3165
W3159

RV4AT111501A
RV4ATR1102A

RV4ATR1252A
RV4ATRJ502A
RV4ATRJ103A
RV4ATRJ253A
RV4ATRJ503A
RV4ATRJ104A
RV4ATR1254A
RV4ATRJ504A
RV4ATRJ105B
RV4ATRJ255B
RV4ATRJ505B

iligtCj(

TYPE 45, JAN -R-94, Type RV2

Resistance

CTS Part
A5876
A5877
A5878
A5879
A5880
A5881
A5882
A5883
A5884
A5885
A5886
A5887
A5888
A5889

100±10%
250±10%
500*10%
1000±10%
2500±10%
5000±10%
10,000±10%
25,000±10%
50,000±10%
100,000±10%
250,000±10%
500,000±10%
1 Meg±20%
2.5 Meg±20%

Vt watt, 15/lsr/
diameter variable
composition
resistor. Also
available with
other special
military features
not covered by
JAN -R-94.
Attached Switch
can be supplied.

CTS Part
Non-JAN Locking Bushing
CTS Shaft Type LT -I
A5922
A5923
A5924
A5925
A5926
A5927
A5928
A5929
A5930
A5931
A5932
A5933
A5934
A5935

RV2, JAN Shaft Type SD
JAN -R-94 TYPE
RV2ATSD101A
RV2ATSD251A
RV2ATSD501A
RV2ATSD102A
RV2ATSD252A
RV2ATSD502A
RV2ATSD103A
RV2ATSD253A
RV2ATSD503A
RV2ATSD104A
RV2ATSD254A
RV2ATSD504A
RV2ATSD105B
RV2ATSD255B

TYPE 35, JAN -R-94, Type RV3

CTS Part

100±10%
250±10%
500±10%
1000±10%
2500±10%
5000±10%
10,000±10%
25,000±10%
50,000±10%
100,000±10%
250.000±10%
500.000±10%
1 Meg±20%
2.5 Meg±20%
5 Meg±20%

A5861
A5862
A5863
A5864
A5865
A5866
A5867
A5868
A5869
A5870
A5871
A5872
A5873
A5874
A587S

JAN -R-94 TYPE

RV3ATSD101A
RV3ATSD251A
RV3ATSD501A
RV3ATSDIO2A
RV3ATSD252A
RV3ATSD502A
RV3ATSD103A
RV3ATSD253A
RV3ATSD503A
RV3ATSDIO4A
RV3ATSD254A
RV3ATSD504A
RV3ATSD105B
RV3ATSD255B
RV3ATSD505B

watt, 11/2"
diameter variable
composition
resistor. Also
available with
other special
military features
not covered by
JAN -R-94.
Attached Switch
can be supplied.

CTS Part
Non -JAN Locking Bushing
CTS Shaft Type LT -I

fiV.J, JAN Shaft Type SD

iioslsi+uice

A5907
A5908
A5909
A5910
A5911
A5912
A5913
A5914
A5915
A5916
A5917
A5918
A5919
A5920
A5921

JAN SHAFT TYPE RJ

JAN SHAFT TYPE SD

CTS SHAFT TYPE
LOCKING BUSH/NG

2.50" t.00i

"

--150-t.00i

SCREW DR/VEER
1u

1

1111111111111'11luuulu

'-32P-NEF-2

3

o

250"
ay/

SLOT
.047- .00s" W/DE x
.063"'6.1á. DEEP
THD.

8
MOUNT/NG HARDWARE ASSEMBLED
MOUNT/NG NUT ,f "HEX -n
"
LOCK WASHER '/9.20A

..

1.-32P - NEF

2

THD.

'

-SCREW DR/VER
SLOT
047".t cos WIDE x
.063''ó0ö` DEEP

g -32P -NEF-2

THO.

-1

MOUNTING HARDWARE ASSEMBLED
MOUNT/NG NUT
HEK x
LOCK WASHER #/.9 OA

b

z

MOUNTING HARDWARE ASSEMBLED
MOUNTING NUT
1/EX . x

z

LOCK NUT
HEX.
3,2
LOOK WASHER »1920A

Only Mepco precision resistors
give you all seven features

MEPCO
74

I

N

C.,

O
©

Crossover wire insulated from each winding by 2000v.

©

Reversed and balanced PI -windings for low inductance, with
use of only the finest resistance alloys.

O

Impregnated with approved fungus, moisture and salt waterproofing compounds.

©

JAN approved non-hydroscopic steatite bobbin, specially
treated prior to winding in order to provide additional protection for fine enameled wire.

O
O

Protective fungi resistant acetate label.

insulation

(patented).

Special metal molded connecting feature, which bonds end
of winding and terminal in a non -corrosive and mechanically
secure manner-no solder or flux used.

Rigid hot solder coated brass terminals for easier soldering.

M O

R

R

I

S

T

O W

N,

NEW

JERSEY
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weaks can be expensive

ØHOW SLOW?
lt1

years

20 years

30 years

Leak Deector Model 24-101A detects, locates

and measures any leak down to the almost unbelievably
minute range where it would require 31 years for one
cubic centimetár of gas to escape.

HOW EXPENSIVE?
IF YOU are working with critical processes or equipment
such as hermetically sealed instruments or glass-to -metal
seals required in television camera tube assembly, then
you know very slow leaks can be costly. In many of these
low-volume, low-pressure applications this mass spectrometer type leak detector is the only instrument sensitive enough for the job.
This instrument is also ideal for less critical workchecking industrial vacuum equipment, high pressure
cylinders, compressors moving on an assembly line,
valves, welded and soldered joints. Write for Bulletin
CEC 1801.

Consolidated Engineering
CORPORATION
300 North Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena 8, California
Sales and Service through CEC INSTRUMENTS, INC.,
a subsidiary with offices in: Pasadena, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Dallas.

ELECTRONICS
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MICROMANOMETER,

analytical
instruments
for science
and industry

MODEL 23-105

pro-

vides precise absolute pressure measurements in the micron range (0.1 to 150

microns) without knowledge of the composition of the gas. This remarkable
property enables the instrument to satisfy many critical requirements in scientific and industrial vacuum applications.
Pressure changes of a fraction of a
micron can now be determined.
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REVOLUTIONARY
Resistance

Wire

COILING MACHINE
with
Synchronized
Rolling Action

-.....it(Sk(A-
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As producers of the world famous "Nichrome"* and other outstanding
electric heating and resistance alloys, Driver -Harris engineers are interested in obtaining application results commensurate with the exceptional
advantages their alloys afford. Therefore they have developed a new coiling
machine which eliminates wire coiling faults-especially coil irregularity
due to work -hardened areas produced during coil formation.

This new machine is the result of knowledge accumulated during forty
years of close association with wire coiling problems. Its revolutionary
principle of operation-the synchronized rolling action of all coiling partsresults in vastly improved performance over that of any other type machine.

Aq,t
,
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Note even spacing between turns of
stretched coils.

Product of long study and a thorough knowledge of the requirements of
the industry, this Driver -Harris unit(1) handles the full range of resistance wire coiling normally required, close or
open winding (and can be adapted for twin wire coiling);
(2) cuts coil ends clean on all sizes, close or open wound;
(3) maintains resistance accuracy of cut coils at all times by photo -electric
control (variation not exceeding ± 1%);
(4) affords the lowest operational and maintenance costs of any comparable
coiling machine.

Coil ends lie fat. No burring or
twisting of wire.

Standard Model coils #20 to #36 B & S gauge wire. Units for other gauges
built to order. Send for illustrated Bulletin C-52, giving full information.

Driver-Harris Company

*T.M. Reg. O.S. Pat. Oa,
?Patent Peodfae

HARRISON, NEW JERSEY
ORANCuESt Chicago, ONrole,,_ Cleveland, Los Aste Son Francpoa
MAKERS OF THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRIC HEATING, RESISTANCE, AND ELECTRONIC ALLOYS IN THE WORLD
76
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increase its usefulness
to the engineer
100,000 word auxiliary

magnetic tape memory

tape auxiliary
memory can be used with the CADAC
102-A. This unit is automatically accessible for reading from and writing
on magnetic tape which stores 100,000
words. A multiplicity of these magnetic
tape units can be coupled to the
CADAC 102-A if more than 100,000
words of auxiliary storage is desired.
Two commands-"read from" and
"write on"- are available to the programmer for auxiliary storage use. A
third command "block search" may be
used to start a tape unit searching for
a specific address on the tape. While
searching proceeds, the computer can
carry out other commands.
Computer can be filled
automatically
A Flexowriter electric typewriter can
be used for automatic read in and read
out. Standard programs and problems
.can be stored on paper tape.
Decimal filling and printing
The new input-output number system
of the CADAC 102-A enables it to
accept and print decimal digits, with
programmed conversion to and from
binary numbers. The octal number system can still be used for filling and
printing if desired.
IBM punched card input-output
Number and command information
can be read into the CADAC 102-A
from IBM punched cards. Output from
the computer can operate an IBM card
punch. Both of these operations are
automatic upon command of the computer.
A block search magnetic

a small, low-cost, electronic digital general

purpose computer with 4 important new features

3adically new circuit techniques used in the CADAC 102-A make
possible a small, extremely reliable, digital general purpose
computer capable of solving any problem that can be put into
numerical form. It uses a conventional three -address
command with one instruction and three addresses per word, and
has a full set of commands-including addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, shift, compare, over-flow, extract, print
decimal, print octal, block search, tape read, tape write, card
punch, and card read-available for use by the programmer. It is
mounted on casters for mobility, and requires no special floor or
ceiling installation for either power or ventilation.
The CADAC 102, predecessor of the 102-A recently delivered
to the Air Force, has been operated for more than 170 hours
over a three month period, with only three machine failures.
We would be happy to send you complete, detailed information
and prices on the CADAC 102-A. Simply write to the Director
of Applications:

NEW LEASING PLAN
NOW AVAILABLE

The CADAC 102-A can be

purchased outright, or
leased with the option to
buy any time during the first
two years. A complete parts
and service warranty, in-

cluding both preventive
and special maintenance
will be included with
if

lease

desired.

rA.Iltietlie./' Research
CORPORATION OF CALIFORNIA
3348
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SEGUNDO BLVD.... HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA...OSBORNE 5-1171
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ADLAKE RELAYS AT WORK
One of a series of advertisements on specific ADLAKE applications

For Proved Dependability

conditions

Under a

AEROCOM TRANSMITTERS USE

lake RELAYS
When the "ceiling is zero"-when
fog, rain or sleet pulls visibility

pitting and sticking, and their

sturdy construction armors them
or
then aeronautical transmitters impact. And most important of all
must not fail. Their reliability they require no maintenance, for
under all conditions makes ADLAKE they are hermetically sealed against
Mercury Relays the choice of dust, dirt and moisture.
Aerocom, leading electronic manufacturer of 3090 Douglas Road, Get th a full story on the part ADLAKE
Miami 33, Florida.
Relays can play in your business!
Write The Adams & Westlake
ADLAKE Relays are designed and
Company, 1107 N. Michigan,
meet
the
most
exacting
built to
Indiana. No obligation,
requirements. Their mercury -to - Elkhart,
mercury contact prevents burning, of course.
down and runs flying risks

up- against outside vibration

EVERY ADLAKE RELAY GIVES YOU THESE ADVANTAGES:

HERMETICALLY SEALED-dust,

dirt, moisture, oxidation and temperature

changes can't interfere with operation.
MERCURY -TO -MERCURY CONTACT-prevents burning, pitting and sticking.
SILENT AND CHATTERLESS ABSOLUTELY SAFE REQUIRES NO MAINTENANCE
Model 446, 350 Watt, 4 channel, 6 frequency
transmitter (Al, A3), manufactured by Aerocom.
Frequency range from 2.5 to 24 Mcs. Stability
.003% using CR -18/U crystals. Operates on
any stable voltage from 200 to 250 volts, 50/60
cycles, single phase. This transmitter uses three
ADLAKE Relays.

THE

Adams & Westlake

95,`year

....
t

COMPANY

of

ban.pormrion
ond budding

New York Chicago
Established 1857 ELKHART, INDIANA
Mercury Relays
ADLAKE
Sealed
of
Hermetically
Manufacturers
78
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Fungus -resistant plastic tape
harnesses wiring on this D.O.
Insulation rot is no problem on this Defense Order at
The Austin Company's Special Devices Division, New
York, N. Y. "Scotch" Electrical Tape No. 20 meets all
military specifications for this special harnessing jobdoesn't cause "cold flow" of the plastic jacketed wires like
ordinary harnessing materials. And this tough plastic
tape resists oil, moisture and acids, too.
Dozens of different "Scotch" Electrical Tapes are now
available to help you meet D.O. specifications, or to solve
practically any insulating or harnessing problem. There
are tapes with thermosetting adhesives, high temperature
tapes and films; tapes for high frequency insulationyou name it!
For complete information write Minnesota Mining &
Mfg. Co., Dept ES-82,St. Paul 6, Minn. Do it today!

REG.

U.S.

PAT. OFF.

SCOTCH
BRAND

ELECTRICAL
TAPES

The term "Scotch" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for the more than 200 pressure -sensitive adhesive tapes made in U.S.A. by
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn.-also makers of "Scotch" Sound Recording Tape, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating.
"Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety -Walk" Non -slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "GM" Adhesives. General Export: 270 Park Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: London, Ont., Can.
ELECTRON ICS
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CUT

90%

OF RADIO AND TV SET SOLDERING WITH

Cut costs! Use Sylvania stamped circuits and dipped
solder sockets in your radio and television sets. Eliminate expensive hand -wiring
the danger of wrong
connections and cold soldering joints.
Sylvania engineers are ready to develop stamped circuits for your TV Tuners and TV IF Amplifiers. Or
prepare loop antennas for your radios
completely

...

...

prefabricated panels with stamped wiring, and special
sockets and terminals for hot dip soldering for all your
electronic equipment. Sylvania socket terminals and
components are electrically connected to the circuit in
one single soldering operation!
For complete details write to: Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., Dept. A-1008, Warren, Pa.

Figure 1. The complete wiring of this 8 -tube
Electronic circuit was die stamped in one
operation. Its 90 connections soldered in another.

Figure 2. This is the reverse side of stamped
circuit shown in figure 1. Both sides of the
circuit were stamped in one operation.

Figure 4. Television IF Amplifiers are of high,
uniform quality. These stamped inductances
have no variation with heat change, and have
a relatively high "Q".

Figure 3. Sylvania Loop Antennas have wide
acceptance and are surprisingly low in cost.
They assure better reception.

SYLVANIA
v

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

1740

Broadway, New York 19, N. Y:

RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS; ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT TUBES,
FIXTURES, SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES; LICHT BULBS;

80
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toVacuum Processing

Stokes Microvac Pumps...are

miL
High volumetric and mechanical
efficiency make these famous pumps
economical and reliable units in
any vacuum system.
Capacities of Stokes Microvac Pumps
run from 15 to 500 cfm ... pressures
to 10 microns absolute. Power
consumption is low and the top -mounted
motor contributes to compact design
requiring minimum floor space.

Lubrication of the four moving parts
(including the exhaust valve of corrosion resistant Teflon) is fully automatic.
There are no stuffing -boxes or grease fittings, and no packing.

Parts are precision -finished, standard and
interchangeable. Freedom from wear
assures years of trouble -proof service.
ypical installation of Stokes Vacuum Pump

Stokes is the only manufacturer of
equipment for complete vacuum systems, including
Microvac mechanical pumps, oil diffusion pumps,
McLeod Gages and Vacuum Valves.

Send for new Vacuum Calculator for rapid
slide - rule calculations. Includes standard
ABCD log scale. Also send for Catalog 700,,
"Stokes Microvac Pumps for High Vacuum
with copious reference material.

Consult with Stokes on the application of vacuum
to rotary exhaust machines, house vacuum systems,
vacuum impregnation, vacuum furnaces, vacuum
metallizing, and to other purposes for which
vacuum deserves exploration.

i

STOKES MAKES

Plastics Molding Presses,

Industrial Tabletting
and Powder Metal Presses,

Pharmaceutical Equipment,

STOKES

Vacuum Processing Equipment,
High Vacuum Pumps and Gages,
Special Machinery

F.

ELECTRON ICS
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J. STOKES MACHINE COMPANY.

5547 TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPHIA 20, PA.
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How these JEFFERS

tubular ceramic
capacitors

can help you!

Other Jeffers Products
ceramic capacitors
disc capacitors
high voltage condensers
capristors
R. F.

Coils

Other Speer Products
for the Electronics Industry
anodes
cores

contacts
resistors
iron
brushes
molded
notched* coil forms
battery carbon
graphite plates and rods
*Patented
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Need reliable tubular ceramic capacitors that will
deliver the circuit characteristics you want ...
every time?
If you do, investigate Jeffers capacitors. Hundreds of
users have found they can count on these units to give
the maximum in efficient performance.
Reason? Their dependability results from unusual care
in production. At Jeffers every step of manufacture is
conducted in our own plant. Jeffers ceramic experts
mix and make their own ceramic materials ... fire it in
their own kilns. Other Jeffers specialists see that
molding, testing and inspecting is carried out according
to precise specifications.
Couple this care in manufacture with Jeffers well-known
ability in electronic design and you can easily see why
Jeffers tubular ceramic capacitors are commonly called
"best of their 2ine."
Write today for our specification sheets.

discs

JEFFERS

ID
ELECTRONICS

Jeffers Electronics Division
Speer Carbon Co.
Du Bois, Pennsylvania
Other Divisions: Speer Resistor

International Graphite & Electrode
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LABORATORY for ELECTRONICS, 1 NC.
Research, Engineering
and Production of Precision
Electronic Equipment

Engineering
Representatives:
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Gerald B. Miller Company
302 4 West Central Avenue
Albuquerque 3-1998

MODEL 401 OSCILLOSCOPE
high gain, wide band, versatile, general purpose instrument
for precise, quantitative studies of
pulse waveforms, transients and
other high or low speed electrical
phenomena.

Alexandria, Virginia
W. A. Brown & Associates
3834 Mt. Vernon Avenue
Overlook 6100
Atlanta, Georgia

-a

W. A. Brown & Associates
1570 Northside Drive
Vernon 5395
Boston 15, Mass.
Walter T. Hannigan Company
43 Leon Street
Garrison 7-2650

For complete information Ask
for Bulletin 052

Chicago 45, Illinois
Hugh Marsland & Company
6405 N. California Avenue

MODEL 101 MAGNETOMETER
Accurately measures magnetic field strength using

Ambassador 2-1555

Cleveland 15, Ohio
M. P. Odell Company

the principle of nuclear

2536 Euclid Avenue
Prospect 1-6171

resonance.

Dallas 1, Texas

For complete information
Ask for Bulletin M52

J. Y. Schoonmaker Co.
2011-13 Cedar Springs
Sterling 3335

Dayton 6, Ohio

M. P. Odell Company
2676 Salem Avenue
Oregon 4441

MERCURY DELAY LINES

Used for storage of information,
comparison of two sets of information, correlations and sequential timing devices, they are the

Hollywood 28, California

smallest, most compact lines

H. M. Richardson & Company
2210 Foshay Tower
Geneva 4078

Gerald B. Miller
1540 N. Highland Avenue
Hollywood 9-6305

Minneapolis 2, Minnesota

available.

For complete information Ask for Bulletin MDL51
MODEL 802 STABLE MICROWAVE OSCILLATC
Provides a highly stable source
of microwave signals, suitable
for use as a laboratory standard.
Features a direct reading frequency dial, sine wave modulation input and self-contained
power supply.

New York 23, New York

Land- C -Air Sales Company
1819 Broadway
Plaza 7-7747

R

San Francisco 3, California
Gerald B. Miller Company
1355 Market Street, Space 280D
Klondike 2-2311

Wichita, Kansas

George E. Harris & Company
306 Lulu, P. O. Box 3005
Telephone 62-2731

Phone or write your representative

i/I. LAB

for complete information on
LFE electronic equipment.

ELÉCTROINI1CS, INC.
PRECISION ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

ELEC'RONICS
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CSCILLOSCOPES

MAGNETOMETERS

COMPUTERS

75 PITTS STREET BOSTON
MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS

14, MASS.

MERCURY DELAY LINES
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The Triumph Manufacturing Co.

"Galley duty in the Navy requires
a motor control as rugged
as the machine"
say Sheldon B. Storer (right) and
Samuel T. Bryant (left), Sheldon
Storer & Associates, Cincinnati, Ohio,
representatives, Ward Leonard Electric Company.

This Triumph vertical "kitchen" machine is used by the
Navy for everything from mixing dough to cutting Frenchfried potatoes, grinding coffee, sharpening cutlery.
Such machines are operated by a wide variety of people
wherever naval vessels or installations are found and it is essential to keep them in operation with a minimum of down -time.
In order to meet exacting Navy standards, Triumph consulted
Ward Leonard for a motor control. Because of their long experience and excellent record in the production and development
of Navy controls of many types, Triumph was assured that
Ward Leonard could supply them with sturdy, trouble -free
equipment which would match the construction of their ruggedly built machines.
The Ward Leonard controllers used by Triumph vary depending on whether the power supply is a -c or d -c. For d -c applications they are Ward Leonard, Bulletin 4556, across -the -line
starters, magnetic type, continuous duty, semi -automatic operation with overload and low voltage protection, drip -proof
enclosure and spraytight pushbutton station; Bulletin 4651 is the
equivalent for a-c applications.
Complete operating and maintenance instruction books were
supplied the Navy as a result of the team work of William Leuze,
chief engineer of Triumph, and Samuel Bryant of Ward Leonard.
Ward Leonard field engineers are always ready to work with
you to solve your electrical control problems. When your production demands exact engineering, quality manufacturing, prompt,
efficient handling and shipping, call on Ward Leonard.

WARD LEONARD
WARD LEONARD

LIOF
84

ELECTRIC COMPANY
MOUNT VERNON,
R «tie- E
Ceme iwe i02
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DISTRICT OFFICES

AND REPRESENTATIVES
Atlanta

S, Georgia

C.

Baltimore 18, Md.
Charlotte 1, N.

James L. Highsmith

C.

Sheldon Storer and Assoc.
The Ambos -Jones Co.

Brance-Krachy Co., Inc.

2, Colorado

Mark

Detroit 21, Michigan
QUALITY, Frank

DePaola, chemist, studies samples microscopically for grain and crystal structure.

MAGNETIC OVERLOAD RELAYS are

tested for

tripping time by Anthony J. Bellútta before

they are installed on motor control panels.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.

Houston 1, Texas

Bronce-Krachy Co.. Inc.

Kansas City 2, Mo.

Maury E. Bettis Co.

Knoxville, Tennessee

John

Los Angeles 13, Calif.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.

Electron Engineering Co.

Philadephia 2, Pa.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.

Pittsburgh 16, Pa.

W. A.

Roanoke, Virginia

SOLENOID STARTERS are

-

From PT Boats to Battle Wagons
Ward Leonard Designs Controls to Meet
Exacting Specifications
At sea, electrical controls or components must meet exacting service conditions involving mechanical shock,
vibration, salt spray, plus pitch and roll.
The Ward Leonard control line includes devices designed especially for
Navy, Coast Guard and Marine use, as
well as the well-known industrial control line. For example, Ward Leonard
makes pushbutton stations for the Navy
and Marine applications, and a comprehensive line of commercial pushbutton stations. This holds true for a
great variety of components.

Ward Leonard frequently builds special control items which involve contac-

tors, starters, rheostats, relays, resistors,
and other major electric components.
Ward Leonard controls are of unit
construction. Each component is manu-

factured and tested independently.

These components are then combined
and mounted to suit customer's exact
requirements.
Consult Ward Leonard on the extreme flexibility and adaptability of
Ward Leonard controls and components to meet your special needs.

linnet.

Lynn H. Morris

Rochester 7, N. Y.

Wnrd Leonard Electric Co.

St. Louis 10, Mo.

Word Leonard Electric Co.

Leonard M. Slusser

Salt Lake City 1, Utah
A -C

Pettyjohn

Marvin H. Kirkeby

New Orleans 13, La.

being assembled in Ward Leonard's plant
in Mount Vernon, New York.

G.

E. E. Terkel)

Newark 2, N. J.

COMPONENTS OF

Mueller

Hartford 6, Conn.

Minneapolis S, Minn.

undergoes a
careful wiring check by Donald A. Parsons
of Ward Leonard's Test Department.

G.

Jesse W. Eakins Co.

Memphis 3, Tenn.

AN A -C MOTOR CONTROLLER

Co.

Cincinnati 2, Ohio

0

METAL

i

Ward Leonard Electric Co.

Cleveland 14, Ohio

HIGH

Co.

Chicago 4, Illinois

Corpus Christi, Texas

TO INSURE

1. Rogers and Associates

Darling Electric

San

Trance-Krachy Co., Inc

Antonio, Texas

San Francisco 3, Calif.

L. F. Church Co.

Seattle 4, Wash.

Northwestern Agencies, Inc.

Tucson, Arizona

Central Station Equipment Co.

Washington S, D.

Federal Engineering Co., Inc.

C.

CANADA
Edmonton, Alta.

D. M. Fraser,

Ltd.

Halifax,

N. S.

D. M. Fraser,

Ltd.

Montreal 25,

P. Q.

D. M. Fraser,

Ltd.

Toronto 1, Ont.

D. M. Fraser,

Ltd.

D. M. Fraser,

Ltd.

Vancouver,

B. C.

Winnipeg, Man.

D. M. Fraser, Ltd.

EXPORT
New York 4, N. Y.

I

Ad. Auriema, Inc.

Ward Leonard's coin.
engineering textbook, "Handbook of
Power Resistors," $3.
per copy.

};,d;plete
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iITCHLLL

electrical insulation

R1-IL111113

headquarters

mhaglas* taies
HIGH

TENSILE
STRENGTH

GREAT

DIMENSIONAL
STABILITY

MOISTURE
OVERLOAD
EXCESSIVE HEAT
ACID

DIRT

RESISTANCE

* woven of FIBERGLAS
a e

to provide the ultimate in electrical insulation
MIRAGLAS TAPES are available in a wide variety of widths, thicknesses and styles, for practically

every electrical insulation requirement where high dimensional stability and tensile strength are desired.
Continuous filament MIRAGLAS TAPES are supplied in thicknesses ranging from .003" to .015" and in
widths from is" to 11/2". Medium weave tapes, for machine taping, range in thicknesses from .005' to
.015" while tight weave tapes for manual taping, range in thicknesses from .003" to .007" only.
Staple fiber tapes in thicknesses from .010" to .025" and widths from I/2" to 11/2" are also available for
applications where space is not a primary consideration or where a more resilient wrapper is wanted.

Wr

t

fnr

n

ropy of the MIRAGLAS
.

,

.

TAPE BULLETIff
also for a ,:lefE TEST SAMPLE

IWIITCHEA,höIRAND INSULATION
51

MURRAY ÿTREE,

,

Orllandf 7-9264

COMPANY, INC.
1411+K

YORK 7, N. Y.

AO&
A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTi: FIBERGLAS VARNISHED TUBING; TAPE AND CLOTH
FRICTION
INSULATING PAPERS AND TWINES
CAB_E FILLING AND POTHEAD COMPOUNDS
TAPE AND SPLICE
FIBERGLAS SATURATED SLEEVING
ASBESTOS
TRANSFORMER COMPOUNDS
SLEEVING AND TAPE VARNISHED CAMBRIC CLOTH AND TAPE MICA PLATE, TAPE, PAPER, CLOTH,
TUBING FIBERGLAS BRAIDED SLEEVING COTTON TAPES, WEBBINGS AND SLEEVINGS IMPREGINSULATING VARNISHES OF ALL TYPES
NATED VARNISH TUBING
EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING
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Important News For

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS
General Electric offers you Expanded
Application Engineering Service
HERE'S a way to improve the design
of your radio -phonograph products
and beat rising costs-without increasing your overhead.

cycles. Stylus pressure for all types of
records is low-only 6 to 8 grams.

The extensive research and engineering facilities of Electronics Park are
yours to call upon for consultation or
help in the following fields:

LOUDSPEAKERS-Choose from 19 G -E
types sized from 4 to 12 inches. These
include 6 sizes of round speakers, plus
a special 6 x 9 oval for auto radio use.
Remember too, that the G-E 1201 and
1203 are the only high fidelity speakers

STYLI-G-E single
and dual units, diamond or sapphire* tipped for every recording or broadcast application, can be suited to your
product requirements. The startlingly
different G -E "Golden Treasure" cartridge, now in quantity production,
features a dual wide -range diamond
and sapphire stylus that reproduces an
exceptional tone range of 30 to 15,000

commercially available in production
quantities at moderate prices. Of course,
all G -E speakers have Alnico 5 magnets and the aluminum voice coil.
Our application engineers are prepared to discuss with your designers
ways in which G. E. can be of service to
you. Just phone or wire us. Meanwhile,
check the coupon below for latest
catalogs listing audio components.

CARTRIDGES AND

'Some sapphires are synthetic.

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
5324

General Electric Company, Section 482
Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York
Please send me the General Electric catalogs or bulletins checked.
Phono Accessory

Catalog

New Wide -Range
Stylus Bulletin

Loudspeaker

Catalog

NAME
COMPANY OR TITLE
ADDRESS
CITY

ELECTRONICS
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Time and Time Aguin...
emu t
I

Or

MtFTP-

SINCE 1884

á

The Direct Reader
shown was made by
Baird Associates and

includes Precision
Timers by Standard.

STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME Helps Attain High
Degree of Quality Control at AMERICAN BRASS
the split second is often essential .
Hours, days are cut to a mere 300 seconds at
The American Brass Company, Waterbury,
Conn.... where this Direct Reading
Spectrometer completely analyzes
an electric furnace charge
of molten metal before
it is even poured.
SPLITTING

THE STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME COMPANY
97 LOGAN STREET
PRECISION TIMERS
E8

CHRONO -TACHOMETERS

SPRINGFIELD 2, MASSACHUSETTS
LABORATORY PANELS

PIPELINE

NETWORK

ANALYZERS

August, 1952-ELECTRONICS

THE TERM "GUIDED MISSILE" TO THE UNINITIATED USUALLY
INDICATES AN AIRBORNE PILOTLESS PLANE DEVICE. HOWEVER,
TO THE WELL INFORMED, THIS CONNOTES MANY OTHER POSSIBLE FORMS OF MISSILES; SOME OF WHICH ARE PHYSICAL
FEALITIES AND SOME DRAWING BOARD PROJECTS.
NOT ALL OF THESE "CONTROLLED FLIGHT" DEVICES HAVE
SPECIFIC USES AS ATTACK MISSILES. MANY ARE VALUABLE
RESEARCH AIDS IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF AIRCRAFT UNDER EXTREME OPERATING CONDITIONS. (TELE M ETERING).
THE ENGINEERS WHO DESIGN THE CONTROL APPARATUS FOR
MISSILES KNOW THAT IN ORDER TO ANTICIPATE THEIR EXACT
BEHAVIOUR EVERY TIME AND THE SELECTIVE CIRCUITS AND
FALTERS USED MUST BE UP TO THE HIGH STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE FOR WHICH BURNELL'S TOROIDS AND FILTERS ARE
SO WELL KNOWN.
THE NATURAL RESULT OF THIS REPUTATION IS THAT MANY
THOUSANDS OF OUR PRODUCTS ARE IN SOME WAY PLAYING
THEIR PART IN KEEPING THE MILITARY ELECTRONIC PROGRAM "ON TARGET."

-

-3".

luriiIt44
tIMtt 1"`:

J01111117
g`1I,
».

",

(Jt

YONKEFS
DCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS
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TDAF

Time Delay Timers are designed for application on circuit
controls where a time delay is required between the closing of
one circuit and the predetermined closing or opening of
another.
Series TDAF and Series TDAB Time Delay Timers are built
to stand abuse, and afford the dependable, consistent operation
which modern industrial applications demand.
These timers are designed to handle time cycles up to 3
hours. They employ an external, magnetically-operated clutch
that not only assures exceptional accuracy but permits instantaneous, automatic reset. Thus these timers are ideal for use
where rapid recycling is necessary.
OUTSTANDING FEATURES
Automatic, Instant Reset-As soon as the clutch is disengaged,
an internal spring brings the actuating arm back to its
reset position in a fraction of a second.
Time Setting Adjustment-Adjustment is accomplished by simply moving the black -button pointer to the time cycle
required. Quick, easy, accurate.
Dial-Dials of both series have large, easily read numerals.
SERIES TDAF TIMERS

for panel mounting. Terminal strip for electrical connections
located at back. 115 volt and 220 volt, A.C.-25, 50, and 60
cycles. (For time ranges, see chart.)

TDAB

SERIES TDAB TIMERS

wecs;MAt

nrtr

for surface mounting. Terminal strip for electrical connections
located at front, below dial. If required, can be supplied in
steel housing, as illustrated-eight knockouts for easy hook-up.
115 volt and 220 volt, A.C.-25, 50 and 60 cycles. (For time
ranges, see chart.)

tekrüR

TIME RANGES-Series TDAF and Series TDAB Timers
DIAL

CALIBRATION

30
60

Second
Second
Second
Second
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds

2

Minutes

Vic)

Y<

'h
I

2
5

15

MAXIMUM
TIME CYCLE
5

Seconds

15 Seconds

30 Seconds
60 Seconds

Minutes
Minutes
15 Minutes
30 Minutes
60 Minutes
3

5

3

Hours

For complete technical data request bulletin 39
TDAB (in

MANUFACTURERS OF THESE AND OTHER TIMERS AND CONTROLS
FOR INDUSTRY-Cam Timers
Manual Set Timers
Tandem

case)

Automatic Recycling Timers
Running Time Meters

Instantaneous Reset Timers

INDUSTRIAL

that Control
the Púlse Beat of industry

Timers

poi INDUSTRIAL TIMER CORPORATION
115 EDISON PLACE, NEWARK 5, N. J.
August,
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When

it

comes to

making a earira/4;if
in space...

Stackpole cup cores with their self-shielding
characteristic can be mounted close to the chassis
or any other metal part for maximum results in
extremely close quarters. In some instances, the
high Q circuits made possible through their use
permit reduction in the number of tubes needed.
Standard types include numerous shapes and
sizes, each available in a wide range of permeability possibilities. Highly specialized types
to meet the most critical specifications can be
engineered and produced from a broad background of experience in this exacting field.
Electronic Components Division

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Pa.

Other Stackpole core types include:
ALL STANDARD MOLDED IRON CORE TYPES, SIDE -MOLDED,
CHOKE COIL CORES, SLEEVE TYPES, THREADED TYPES and
COIL FORMS.

.

.

also Stackpole CERAMAG" CORES (FERRITES).

Write for Electronic Components Catalog RC-8

ELECTRON ICS
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INSULATING
WATER SYSTEMS
3
3

Iis

for cooling High -Power
Electron Tubes

For insulating the water system for water-cooled tubes, use of
Lapp porcelain obviates troubles arising from water contamination
and conductivity, sludging, and electrolytic attack of fittings.
Lapp porcelain, in pipe, coils and fittings is a completely
1 vitrified, non -porous ceramic, non -deteriorating and chemically
inert. It assures permanent cleanness and high resistance of
cooling water, eliminates need for frequent inspection, changing
of water or failure of the water system, provides positive
cooling for long tube life.

LAPP PORCELAIN PIPE Inside pipe diameters of
111

3%, 1, 1%, 1%, 2 and 3".
Available in straight pipe up to 60" lengths, 90° and 180° elbows,
and fittings. All connections are swivel -type. Stand off insulators
attach directly to bolts which hold pipe sections together.
Metal fittings are bronze, polished heavy chrome plated.

1

LAPP
PORCELAIN WATER COILS
Twin hole coils with inside

pipe diameters %, %, 1". Single hole
coils with inside pipe diameters %, 1f, 1%". Provide for
flow of cooling water from 2 to 90 gal. per min. Coils provided
with cast aluminum mounting bases, fittings, and three-foot
sections of lead pipe for attachment to coil terminals.

Write for complete description and specifications. Radio
Specialties Division, Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., Le Roy, N. Y.
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ORNSEN
REGULATES

AND CONTROLS

FREQUE CY

HIGH VOLTAGE

LOW VOLTAGE

HIGH CURRENT

OTHER
SORENSEN

ISOTRONIC PRODUCTS

LOW CURRENT

Model 2000S
SORENSEN ISOTRONIC AC LINE REGULATORS
ARE YOUR BEST CHOICE FOR PERFORMANCE PLUS ECONOMY

instruments
The man who
likes Sorensen AC Line Regulators
because of regulation accuracy, clean
waveform, insensitivity to frequency
fluctuation, load range.
The man who maintains instruments likes Sorensen AC Line Regulators because of circuit simplicity,
conservatively rated tubes (only 3
in all) , built-in ability to deliver

(low -voltage, high -current DC Supplies)

B.NOBATRONS

(high -voltage, low -current DC Supplies)

NOBATRON-RANGERS

(full-range -v triable DC Supplies).

FREQUENCY CHANGERS
SATURABLE CORE REACTORS
VARIABLE AUTO TRANSFORMERS

on end.
The man who I)aly> for instruments
likes Sorensen AC Line Regulators
because of reasonable price and the
fact that there are no extras for installation and special wiring.
The man who tic>ignt instruments
likes Sorensen AC Line Regulators
because they are ideal for incorporation as reliable components.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

INCLUDE:

NOBATRONS

trouble -free performance for months

Models available
(numbers indicate
VA capacities)
150S
250S
500S (-2S also)
1000S (-2S also)
2000S
3000S (-2S also)
5000S (2S also)
10000S (-2S also)
15000.2S

1001

95-130 VAC, 10,50-60n190-260 VAC in

Input

"2S" models

±5%; 230 VAC in "-2S" models
±0.1% against line or load

Output
Regulation
accuracy

115 VAC

Distortion

2%

P. F. range

Down to 0.7

Load range

0

-

3% maximum

to full load

Miscellaneous Models 1505, 250S, 500S, 1000S, 5000S, 10000S, and
15000.2S are self-contained. Cabinets available
for others.
Regulation accuracy 0.01%, load range 0 1000 VA, output 115 VAC
±5%, other characteristics similar to those given above.
*

SORENSEN

ISOTRONIC=Regulation and control of voltage,
current, power, and frequency by electronic means.

For Complete Information Write
SORENSEN
375 Fairfield Avenue

&

COMPANY, INC.

Stamford, Conn.

PROBLEMS:
Reduce Costs, Replace Scarce Metals, Get Higher Performance,

Simplify Brazing
GENERAL PLATE

Provided Solutions with
Composite Metals

PLATINUM
COPPER
General Plate reduced high platinum cost in an
electrode with platinum clad to copper.

General Plate replaced critical pickle in
radio tube parts with ALFER,R.

PRECIOUS METAL

¢
CO`"

General Plate
"Solder- Clad"

BASE METAL

metal simplified

contact brazing
of multiple leads
from a screen.

94

General Plate provided higher performance and longer wearing qualities in contact assemblies with TOP -LAY.

Manufacturers of many products ranging from
circuit breakers, radio tubes, temperature controls, electrical terminal conductors to carbide tipped tools have found the solution
to their problems with G eneral Plate Composite Metals.
No matter what your problem, it will pay you to consult with
General Plate. Their vast experience in cladding precious to base
metals, or base to base metals can overcome your problems...
often reduce costs.

platinum fabrication and refining, #720 manganese
age-hardenable-alloy. Write for information.

General Plate products include ... precious metals clad to base
metals, base metals clad to base metals, silver solders, composite
contacts, buttons and rivets, Truflex® thermostat metals, Alcuplate®,

GENERAL PLATE

Have You a Composite Metal Problem?
General Plate can solve it for you

& Controls Corporation
38 FOREST STREET, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Division of Metals
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-hp- 46A Connectors and Accessories

New -hp- 460B Fast -Pulse Amplifier

-hp- 460A Wide -Band Amplifier

SPECIFICATIONS
-hp-

UP TO 90 DB

460B FAST PULSE AMPLIFIEic

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Closely matches Gaussian curve. Hf 3 db point is approx. 140
mc. Lf 3 db point is approx. 50 kc into

MICROSECOND PULSES! RISE TIME .0026 µSEC!
125 -VOLT OPEN -CIRCUIT OUTPUT! GIVES OVER 100 MC

200 -ohm load.

MAXIMUM OUTPUT VOLTAGE: High bias, approx. 125 v. negative open circuit. Normal bias (linear amplification) approx.
peak into 200 -ohm load or 16 v.
peak open circuit, pos. or neg. pulses.
GAIN: Approx. 15 db into 200 -ohm load.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: Approx. 200 ohms.
RISE TIME: Approx. 0.0026 µsec.
DELAY: Approx. 0.016 µsec.
DUTY CYCLE: 0.10 max. for 125 v. output pulse.
LINEARITY PULSE OPERATION: See Figure 1.
MOUNTING: Relay rack. 51/4" x 19". 6" deep.
POWER SUPPLY: 115 v. 50/60 cps. 35 watts.
PRICE: $225.00 f.o.b. factory.
8

GAIN IN CASCADE! AMPLIFIES MILLI -

BANDWIDTH TO YOUR STANDARD OSCILLOSCOPE!

v.

-hp- 460A WIDE -BAND AMPLIFIER
(Specifications same as Model 4608 except:)
MAXIMUM OUTPUT VOLTAGE: Approx. 8 v.
peak open circuit; 4.75 v. peak into 200ohm load.
GAIN: Approx. 20 db with 200 -ohm load.
DELAY: Approx. 0.012 µsec.
PRICE: $185.00 f.o.b. factory.
-hp-hp- 46A -16A

46A ACCESSORIES
PATCH CORD

long. $18.50.

-hp- 46A -16B

PATCH CORD

- 200 -ohms,

2'

- 200 -ohms,

6'

Here at last

is complete instrumentation for true amplification of fast
pulses at high power levels sufficient to
operate scalers or counting meters, cathode ray tubes, or to give more than 100
mc band -width to your present oscilloscope. New -hp- 460B Fast -Pulse Amplifiers, in cascade with -hp- 460A
Wide -Band Amplifiers, amplify up to
125 volts, open circuit (limited duty
cycle) . This permits full deflection of
5XP cathode ray tubes, or 2 -inch deflection of 5CP tubes. Ultra -short rise time
of 0.0026 µsec, combined with zero
overshoot, insures distortion -free amplification of pulses faster than 0.01 iLsec.

New -hp-- 460B Amplifier, cascaded
with -hp- 460A provides linear amplification of 16 volts peak output and
pulse amplification of 125 volts output
(slight non -linearity). This combination provides maximum usefulness in
fast -pulse study for nuclear radiation
work, television or VHF research; for
increasing frequency range of your oscilloscope, or general wide -band laboratory amplification. In addition to the
above instrumentation, -hp- also offers
series 46A accessories-a complete set
of 200 ohm cables, adapters and fittings
for inter -connecting amplifiers or patching to oscilloscopes.

long. $25.50.

-hp- 46A -95A
-hp-hp-hp-

-hp-

-hp-hp-

PANEL JACK-For 200 -ohm cables, low capacitance. 11/8" dia. $7.50.
46A -95B CABLE PLUG-For 200 -ohm cables, low capacitance. $7.50.
812-52 CABLE -200-ohm cable in lengths
to specification. Per foot $1.75.
46A -95C 50 -OHM ADAPTOR Type N
connector for coupling 50 -ohm line into
-hp- amplifiers. $15.00.
46A -95D ADAPTOR-Bayonet sleeve for
connecting -hp-410A VTVM to output of
460A/B amplifiers. $15.00.
46A -95E CONNECTOR SLEEVE-Joins two
46A -95B CABLE PLUGS. $7.50.

so

-

46A -95F ADAPTOR-For connecting to
5XP CRT. $10.00.

-hp- 46A -95G ADAPTOR-For

connecting to
Tektronix type 511 oscilloscope. $12.50.
Data subject to change without notice.

b

a

25
I

s

PEAK VOLTS INPUT

Fig. 1:

Linearity of -hp- 4608 Fast -Pulse Amplifier

Fig. 2: (a) 0.01 µsec pulse through -hp -460B Amplifier
(b) 0.02 µsec pulse through 3 amplifiers in cascade

Get complete details. Write direct or see your -hp- sales representative.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
2177A Page Mill Road

Palo

Alto, California, U.S.A.

Sales Representatives in all principal cities

Export: Frozar & Hansen, Ltd.,

San Francisco, New

York, Los Angeles

MALLORY
electrolytic
capacitors
JAN C-62 types

For use in military electronic equipment, Mallory manufactures a
line of electrolytic capacitors which will meet the requirements of
Specification JAN C-62. Included in the Mallory line is the full
selection of standard case styles, ratings and characteristics required
under the specification.

Into these military -type capacitors go the same engineering know-how
and production craftsmanship which have made Mallory capacitors
the standard of quality in the radio and television industry.
Look to Mallory for all your capacitor needs
or for civilian applications.

P. R.

MALLORY 8 CO..Inc.

MALLORY
MALLORY
96

&

CO.,

... whether for military

New Folder Outlines
JAN Capacitor Types
A note folder, available on
retie -I, ronden.c- the
information on Iv Ire
designations of all electrolytic
capacitors covered by
JAN C-62, to convenient,
easy -to -read chart form.
It's an ideal reference for
everyone who specifies or uses
electrolytic capacitors.
Write to Mallory for
your copy today.

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH THESE PRODUCTS:
Electromechanical-Resistors

Electrochemical-Capacitors

Switches

Television Tuners

Rectifiers

Vibrators

Mercury Dry Batteries

Metallurgical-ContactsSpecial Metals and Ceramics Welding Materials

INC., INDIANAPOLIS. 6, INDIANA
August, 1952
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CROSS

TALK

...

TREND
Continued sluggish- phrase obviously leaves much to
ness of government orders is be desired in the way of precise
causing many manufacturers to description.
reexamine their civilian-market
Wiring alone can be readily
prospects. Recent easing of mate- identified by using the proper adrial restrictions permits increased jective telling how it is made, or
production. It may be, therefore, the whole new group of machine that moving merchandise rather made wiring boards, panels or
than building it will be the major chassis could be classified as
problem for the balance of the "mechanized" wiring. But when
year.
parts as well as wires are involved
One way to move merchandise is the phrase "mechanized circuits"
to increase sales pressure. Another falls short of ideal. For one thing,
is to bring merchandise within the conventional wiring or cabling and
reach of more people by simplify- parts can be combined by mechaniing design and thus reducing price. cal means, solder dipping or other
And there are signs that the sec- automatic assembly methods. For
ond method is being widely con- another, some embedment procsidered along with thé first, which esses are mechanized circuits in a
puts the engineer right in the driv- sense.
er's seat along with the salesman.
What should we call printed cirCommercial radar units stripped cuits when they are not actually
down to bare essentials have been printed ?
announced. Computers that won't
put out the cat but will perform a
few important functions are comCOLOR ... Several engineers ening along. In the test-equipment gaged in a high -echelon study of
field, particularly, examples of television recently had their eyes
simplified design have been seen in tested and turned out to be color
many a back room.
blind. This brings up a number of
questions that will have to be anWORDS . . . Wiring may be swered before polychrome pictures
printed, etched, stamped or de- progress much farther.
posited in a variety of ways. ComWill men designing transmitters
ponent parts used in conjunction and receivers have to take tests
with such wiring may be similarly similar to those given railroad enfabricated or may be of conven- gineers? Will factory people on
tional construction. Combinations final test periodically sort out bits
of wiring and parts are frequently of colored yarn and pretty beads?
called printed circuits, and this Will thousands of servicemen sud ELECTRONICS
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denly find themselves occupationally handicapped because they
don't know mauve from magenta?
And what about the consumer
whose specs are not color corrected?
We're going to rush right out
and get a checkup. We need new
cheaters because of the increasing
demands of our own occupation
anyway.

...

WEDDING
Motor -generator
sets scarcely classify as electronic
devices but when they are used to
heat metals by induction then they
are at least a bridesmaid.
The link is very close indeed in
experimental units now being designed for the machine -tool industry. Here m-g sets turning out
9,600 -cycle power are first used to
preheat parts and then tube -powered generators delivering 200 kilocycle power finish up the job.
In this application it is hard to
tell which is the bridesmaid and
which is the bride, a not uncommon condition in our field since
electronics works so closely with
so many other things.

ACHIEVEMENT ... Transistors
have definitely arrived. If anyone
needs any proof it is afforded by
the fact that the little germanium
jiggers were recently mentioned by
Chris Welkin, Planetser, nationally
syndicated comic -strip scientist.
97

FIG. 1-Simple circuit diagram for thyratron -controlled electromagnetic system (A) and grid control via hand -capacitance

bridge

(B)

2-Practical direct a -c type thyratron circuit free from
mechanical contacts. Thyratrons are connected in push-pull
arrangement
FIG.

Electronic Drums
Tube -timed drums can develop much higher beat rates, with beats having more abrupt
acoustical wavefronts than can be generated conventionally. Volleys of beats can be
repeated indefinitely with precision and without change in quality

of using a solenoidactuated plunger to obtain
drum beats have been developed.*
One system uses contacts on a
plunger with a single thyratron.
The other uses a pair of thyratrons
without plunger contacts. A coder
can repeat a volley of drum hits.
Several techniques are possible
for the input circuits. With the
system shown in Fig. 1A, the performer uses one, two or three fingers to operate a feather-light contact spring S to generate voltage
pulses. The pulses operate the output stage O driving the electromagnetic system LMP. Finger operation, although effortless in terms of
the driving power of the spring
contact S, is just as tiresome in the
long run as the conventional, manual drum -stick operation.
Figure 1B shows a hand -capacitance bridge CZ,Z..Z,E' used to
eliminate the work represented by
the driving power of the spring.
Moving one or more fingers in the
air causes unbalance of the bridge
and a pulse output to be imTWO WAYS

U.

S.

Patent Appl.

Nr. 191,550.
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By HARRY STOCK MAN
Stockman Electronics Research Co.
Waltham, Maas.

proved by pulse -shaping networks.
While 60 -cycle operation of the
bridge is possible with the impedances Z,Z, resistive and Z. capacitive, better results have been
obtained with 400 -cycle operation
and phase compensation.
Pulse Forming

The main problem in electronic
operation of a drum lies in the
forming of proper pulse-power output and the utilization of this output under high -efficiency conditions
in an oscillating electromechanical
system of required transient response.. This response should be
characterized by short rise and decay time and freedom from jitter,
overshoot and multiple hits.
There are two reasons for multiple hits on single pulses generated
via the switch S. One consists of
undesirable transient response and
the other of power -supply pulsations when a -c or poorly filtered d -c
is used.

The first experimental model
built consisted of a class -C, pushpull beam -tube circuit, which was
discarded because of insufficient
output. The second model at first
utilized one thyratron tube (2050
or 2D21) in the circuit shown in
Fig. 1 and yielded good efficiency
and sufficient output. In the accompanying photograph, the electromagnetic moving system can be
seen on top of the drum (it may be
mounted inside the drum) and the
electronic circuit chassis on the
bottom of the U-shaped wooden
rack, serving as support and transport case.
The electromechanical system in
Fig. lA consists of a solenoid L
surrounded by a bell -shaped laminated iron yoke M of about two
inches axial length, inside which a
plunger or laminated slug P, moves
axially. The design is similar to
that of a hypothetical field -coil -operated electrodynamic loudspeaker
in which the center, cylindrical core
would be free to move back and
forth in axial direction, sliding in
the concentric air gaps of the ends
of the cylindrical core.
August, 1952
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forcefully almost during the entire
ON stroke. The limit is set by the
heat dissipation in the coil L, causing it to burn out. Coil resistances
from 10 to 100 ohms were tried.
Due to the high peak power required by the unit, the power -supply
problem is somewhat difficult. Since
portable instruments are of interest,
power supplies utilizing such
sources will have to be designed.

Operator playing the electronic drum. The electromagnetic system is mounted
above the drum diaphragm

The black part of the slug in
Fig., 1A is laminated iron, the white

part is a brass extension carrying
the glove-skin -covered button that

hits the diaphragm or drum skin D.
The stroke is approximately inch.
The slug P is spring -loaded away
from the drum skin D and just
prior to the hit it breaks the contact Si, thus discontinuing the thyratron plate current.
Since the cathode potential restoration is determined by the time
constants R1C1, R,C, and that of the
moving system with the capacitor
C,, and since the contact S is only
closed a few hundredths of a
second, the thyratron will not fire
again when the slug approaches its
rest position away from the drum
skin. The design should be such
that one complete cycle of operation
has a period shorter than the interval between two sequential pulses
on the thyratron tube grid. Actually, the circuit elements R,C1, C,, C,
are included to show various ways
to influence the transient performance.
To be useful, the electromagnetic
system must have rather unconELECTRONICS
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ventional characteristics, particularly in view of the fact that the
power level approaches or exceeds
one kilowatt. The proper solution
in obtaining precise operation lies
basically in the adaptation of negative -feedback principles and essentially in the use of a servo -type
loop. Simple circuits in accordance
with this principle were tried on
the first hard vacuum -tube model
but were not found equally applicable to the thyratron model.

Damping Systems
Good results have been obtained
by applying nonlinear mechanical
damping to the moving system,
With electromagnetic transducers,
one method consists òf sidewise
spring loading of the moving slug
with the spring loading released by
the magnetic field. In the ON stroke,
the slug rides free in the well-oiled
airgaps, while in the OFF stroke,
the slug rides with high friction.
It stops dead against the rubber
cushion catching the slug at the end
of the OFF stroke.
By use of such methods, it
was possible to excite the magnet

Improved Version
A new circuit, Fig. 2, was developed to cut in half the uncertainty
of the starting time. With this circuit, one of the two push-pull plate connected tubes will fire each 120th
second. Since unfiltered a -c is used,
heavy and expensive power -supply
components are eliminated. The
entire power supply may consist of
a line transformer T. In both this
and the previous circuit, volume is
controlled by a series resistor R, of
a few hundred ohms in the electromagnet lead.
One of the most important features of the circuit in Fig. 2 is that
the switch in series with the electromagnetic system has been eliminated. The unfiltered a -c used
extinguishes the thyratrons repeatedly. This circuit has been used
with satisfactory results but the
accoustical power delivered by the
drum was too high for comfortable
listening in a living room.
For still larger outputs, needed to
operate large bass drums in concert
and dance halls, heavier types of
thyratrons may be inserted and a
heavier line transformer used. The
power drawn from the line may
then exceed that comfortably
handled by a 15 -amp house fuse.
One of the recorders, or coders,
used in the development work described, consists essentially of a
motor -driven drum with spokes
which close a switch momentarily
during rotation. When used as a
signal generator in laboratory experiments, this device produced and
repeated endlessly a volley of drum
hits.
More reliable recorders may be
built in form of magnetic wheels
or rings or may utilize reels of magnetic tape. The simplest arrangement is to use a conventional tape
recorder, followed by proper pulseshaping circuits.

New Transistors Give
By J. A. MORTON
Member of Technical Staff
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Murray Hill, N. J.

reliability and
designability have been major
FIG. 1-Type-A cartridge structure used
in earliest transistors
obstacles in the progress of tranpast
the
During
development.
sistor
two years, measurable progress has type A1,
will be used as a reference
been made in reducing these three for measuring results obtainable
unimproved
limitations through
now with new types under current
derstanding, new processes and development.
better germanium materials.
Physical operation of a type -A
The point-contact cartridge-type
point
-contact transistor is illuscutaway
transistor is shown in a
trated
in Fig. 2. Two rectifying
view in Fig. 1. This general con- metal
electrodes
press down upon
struction was used for all early the surface of a small
die of n -type
transistors. The characteristics of germanium; one electrode is lathe
a particular transistor, called
belled E for emitter the other C for
collector. A large -area ohmic contact to the underside of the die of
Table I-Reproducibility of Point - germanium is the base electrode B.
Contact Linear Characteristics
Rectifying properties of the emitter and collector electrodes are obtained as a result of the p -n barrier,
Range
Range
Element
(Sept 1949) (Sept 1951)
shown by dotted lines in Fig. 2, existing at the interface between the
small p -type inserts under each
±20%
4 to 1
a
point and the n -type bulk material.
±30%
7to1
r,
When the collector is biased in the
back direction with a moderately
±20%
3 to 1
r,
large negative voltage, the collector
±25%
7to1
ry
barrier has relatively high impedance. A small amount of reverse
current in the form of electrons
flows from the collector to the base
Table II-Characteristics of M1729 as shown by the small black circles.
If the emitter is biased in the forPoint -Contact Compared to M1752
ward direction with a few tenths of
Junction
a volt positive, a current of holes
(small open circles) is injected
M 1752
M 1729
Type
from the emitter region into the
n -type material. Under the influence
25
120
r,
of the field set up originally by the
initial collector electron current, the
250
75
ry
holes are swept along to the col5 X 10'
15,000
r,
lector. This action adds a controlled
0.95
increment of collector current. Be2.5
a
cause the holes have positive
REPRODUCIBILITY,

100

The M1689 bead -type point -contact transistor, progress in miniaturization

charges, they can lower the potential barrier to electron flow from
collector to base and allow several
electrons to flow in the collector
circuit for every hole entering the
collector barrier region.
The ratio of change in collector
current to change in emitter current for a fixed collector voltage is
the current gain a. Alpha may be
greater than unity in point -contact transistors. Voltage amplification is obtained also because the
collector current flows through a
high impedance when the emitter
current is injected through a low
impedance.
The point-contact transistor has
been miniaturized to contain only
its bare essentials. Several of the
current development types are
made in the bead form.

Junction Type
The n-p -n junction transistor is
shown in Fig. 3. A thin layer of
p -type germanium is formed in the

center of a bar of single -crystal
n -type germanium.
Ohmic nonrectifying contacts are
fastened to the three regions
as shown. The essential behavior
of point-contact and junction -type
transistors is similar in many
simple respects except for change
in conductivity type from p -n -p in
the point-contact to n -p -n in the
junction type.
If the collector junction is biased
in the reverse direction, Fig. 4, so
that electrode C is biased positively
August, 1952
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Improved Performance
Better manufacturing processes and germanium materials have provided greater reliability and reproducibility and improved frequency response. Higher power output
and better noise figure for high -sensitivity applications are properties of new types

with respect to electrode B, only a
small residual back current of holes
and electrons will diffuse across the
collector barrier as indicated. This
reverse current is very much
smaller and relatively independent
of the collector voltage because the
reverse impedance of such bulk carriers is so many times higher than
that of the barriers produced near
the surface in point -contact transistors.
If the emitter barrier is biased
in the forward direction (a few
tenths of a volt negative with respect to the base), a relatively large
forward current of electrons diffuses from the electron -rich n -type
emitter body across the reduced
emitter barrier into the base region. Practically all of the injected
emitter current can diffuse to the
collector barrier if the base region
is adequately thin so that the injected electrons do not recombine
in the p -type base region, either in
bulk or on the surface.
The injected emitter current is
swept through the collector barrier
field and collected as an increment
of controlled collector current. Very
high voltage amplification will result since the electrons are injected
through the low forward impedance
and collected through the high reverse impedance of bulk -type p-n
barriers.
No current gain is possible in the
simple bulk structure described and
the maximum attainable value of
alpha is unity. Because the bulk
barriers are so much better rectifiers than the point -surface barriers, the ratio of collector reverse
impedance to emitter forward impedance is many times greater. This
ELECTRONICS
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greater ratio offsets the point-contact higher alpha and the junction
unit may have much larger gain per

stage."'

Linear Characteristics

In describing reproducibility of

transistor characteristics for small signal linear applications, statistical averages and ranges for the
open -circuit impedances are given.
Such a state of control does exist
for most transistors under current
development. However, such was
not the case for old type -A units so
that ranges for commensurate fractions of the total family are given

for the old units.
A generalized 4 -pole network
representing the transistor is
shown in Fig. 5. Here the input
terminals are emitter -base and the
output terminals are collector -base.
The pair of linear equations shown
represent the linear relations between the incremental emitter and
collector voltages and currents over
a sufficiently small region of the
static characteristics.' The open circuit driving point and transfer
impedances of the transistor are the
coefficients of the equations. Any
one of a large number of equivalent
circuits serve to represent the equations. The T circuit shown in Fig.
6 is perhaps the most useful configuration. In this circuit r, represents the a -c forward impedance of
the emitter barrier, r, the a -c reverse impedance of the collector
barrier, rb the feedback impedance
of the bulk germanium common to
both, and a is the circuit current
gain representing carrier collection
and multiplication if any.
The circuit current gain a turns

out to be very nearly equal to the
current multiplication factor a of
the collector barrier, mentioned previously. Average values for the different elements are given in Fig. 6.
Table I gives the ranges of these
parameters for the type A as of
September 1949 and the control
limits for the same characteristics
for new point -contact transistors
now under development. The ranges
for September 1949 are taken about
the average values shown in Fig. 6
for the type -A transistor. The later
control limits apply `o many different types of point-contact tran-

FIG. 2-Schematic diagram of a point -

contact transistor

Table III-Reliability Status
Sept 1949 Sept 1951

Average
Life

>10,000
hours

Equivalent
Temperature

-1%

Shock

7

Vibration

7

Coefficient of r, per deg C

>70,000
hours

-3%

per deg C
>20,000 g

20-5,000

cps
negligible
to 100 g

101

sistors so that the present average
values of these equivalent circuit
elements depend upon the type of
transistor considered.
Table II shows the average values
of the characteristics of the M1729
point-contact video -amplifier transistor, bearing the closest resemblance to the older type -A transistor. For contrast, typical figures
for the M1752 junction transistor
currently in the developmental
stage are shown.
Transistors in the grounded -base
connection may be short-circuit unstable if a > 1 and r, is too large
because r, appears as a positive
feedback element.' The circuit user
of type -A units in 1949 had approximately a 50 -percent chance of obtaining a short-circuit unstable unit
from a large family of type -A units.
The M1729 transistor presently under development has all members of
its family unconditionally stable.
Large -Signal Characteristics

In switching and computing applications and other large -signal
uses, the transistor characteristics
must be controlled over a broad
range of variables from cutoff to
saturation.
One characteristic common to
practically all of the transistor
pulse -handling circuits examined to
date is the ability of the transistor
by virtue of its current gain to
present various types of two -state

negative resistance characteristics
at any one or all of its pairs of
terminals.

Reliability and Life
Table III is a comparison of reliability for transistors in 1949 and
1951. These estimates are based on
extrapolation of survival curves assuming that a known survival law
will continue to hold. For the test,
the transistors were operated as
class -A amplifiers and failure was
considered to be the time when the
class -A gain had fallen three db or
more below its starting value.
For the 1949 figures, the type -A
units had been in operation for
about 4,000 hours and extrapolation
predicted a half-life in excess of
10,000 hours. For the 1951 figures,
actual running time was approximately 20,000 hours, giving a more
reliable estimate somewhat in excess of 70,000 hours. The units under development now, made with
new materials and processes, should
be superior in life but it is too early
to extrapolate the data.

Temperature Effects
The collector impedance r, and
the current gain a of the transistor
are the most sensitive elements to
temperature variations. The other
elements are much less sensitive
over the range from -40 C to

+

80 C.

The r, of early type -A transistors

Tcble IV-Miniaturizaticn in Space
and Power Drain
Type A
Sept 1949

Sept 1951

1

Volume

50 in8

2,000

¡rill

1
i
600n8

Min collector
voltage for
class -A

30 v

Min collector
power for
class -A

50 mw

Class -A
efficiency
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20%

2v

New Types

Point M1689

Junction M1752
Point M1768, M1734

0.2 v

Junction M1752

2 mw

Point M1768

10 µw

Junction M1752

FIG. 3-Come --rents of the n -p -a Junc-

tion transistor
PRIMARY EMITTER

EMITTER

JUNCTION

CONTROLLED
ELECTRON
COLLECTOR
CURRENT
JUNCTION

B

SMALL RESIDUAL COLLECTOR
REVERSE CURRENT -NOT CONTROLLED BY EMITTER

FIG. 4- -Schematic diagram of a junc

tion transistor

fell off to about 20 to 30 percent of
its room temperature value when
the temperature was raised to
+ 80 C. Over the same temperature
range, alpha increased from 20 to
30 percent. This variation in r, has
been reduced by a factor of about
four for most current point-contact
types. Variations in the current

gain remain about what they were
in the older types.
In such linear applications as the
grounded -base amplifier, the gain
will stay essentially constant within
a db or two from
40 C to + 80 C.
The d -c collector current for fixed
emitter current and collector voltage will change at about the same
rate as r, (factor of four) in pulse
applications. Similar improvements
have been made for switching transistors.
It is believed that reliable operation in switching functions, at the
present time, may be obtained at
temperatures as high as + 70 C in
most applications and as high as
+ 80 C in others.
Temperature variation effects in
junction transistors are not yet well
established. It seems there will be
smaller variations in such parameters as alpha and r, than in the
point-contact type. Variations in
the direct current, especially
(collector current at zero emitter
current) are of the order of ten percent per degree C. However, I,, is
usually much less than the operating value of I,.

-

I,,,

35%

Point M1768, M1729

49%

Junction M1752
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The cartridge -type transistor, see
Table IV, has a volume of 1/50 cubic
inch. The M1689 bead -type point contact transistor under current
development occupies only about
1/2,000 cubic inch. The M1752
junction bead transistor has a volume of about 1/500 cubic inch
which may be reduced to the volume
of the bead -type point-contact transistor if necessary. Further size
reduction must come about in the
passive components of circuits.
This seems feasible because of low
voltages, low power drain and lower
equipment temperatures associated
with transistor circuitry.
Advances have been made in the
past two years in reducing the collector voltage and power required
for practical operation. In 1949, the
minimum collector voltage for
which the small -signal class -A gain
was still within three to six db of
its full value was about 30 volts.
Today, the M1768 and M1734 pointcontact transitors perform well
with collector voltages as low as
two to six volts even at relatively
high frequencies.
The M1752 junction transistor,
at collector voltages as low as 0.2 to
1.0 volt, can deliver useful gains.
Under these conditions, the minimum collector power may be as low
as two to ten mw for point -contact
and 10 to 100 p.w for junction types
in typical operation.
Efficiencies for class -A operation
have been raised to 30 to 35 percent
for point -contact and 49 percent out
of a possible 50 percent for junction
transistors. Efficiencies for class -B
and class -C are correspondingly
close to their theoretical limiting
values.

Performance
Table V compares the progress
made in several important performance figures of merit by development of several point -contact and
junction types during the past two
years. Reference is made to the
type -A transistor as of September

Table V-Performance Progress
Type A
Sept 1949

Sept 1951

Current gain a

5 x

50 x

Point, Junction

Single -stage
class -A gain

18 db

22 db
45 db

Point M1729, M1768
Junction M1752

Noise at 1,000 cps

60 db

45 db

Point M1768
Junction M1752

10

Frequency
response f,
Class -A power output

5

mc

0.5

w

as high as 50. The single -stage gain
of point -contact types M1768 and
ELECTRONICS
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7-10 mc
20-50 mc

Point M1729
Point M1734

2 w

Junction

Point M1698, M1689,

Switching
characteristics

none

good

Feedback resistance rb

250 ohms

70 ohms

Point M1729

20 to

Junction M1740

Light

Dark

photoçurrent
ratio

2

to

1

straight transmission
applications has been increased to
20 to 24 db and for the M1752 junction -type, the single-stage gain may
be as high as 45 to 50 db.
Point-contact devices have been
improved to have noise figures of
about 40 to 45 db for high -sensitivity low-noise applications. The
M1752 junction transistor has noise
figures in the 10 to 20 db range.
Noise figures are taken at 1,000
cycles and vary inversely with freM1729 for

quency.

Frequency response improvement
has been obtained so that for video
amplifiers up to about 10 mc, the
M1729 point-contact transistor has

FIG.

5-General linear transistor

M1734

1

a gain of about 18 to 20 db per stage.
The M1734 point -contact transistor
is under development for high -frequency oscillators and microsecond
pulse switching. This transistor has
been used in 24 -mc i -f amplifiers
with a gain of 18 tó 24 db per stage
and bandwidth of several megacycles. These transistors work well
as pulse generators and amplifiers
of one-half microsecond pulses with
collector voltage of six to eight volts
and 12 to 20 mw collector power per
stage. Amplitudes of four to five
volts out of a total collector voltage
of six volts and 0.01 to 0.02-p.sec
rise times are obtainable in the
amplified pulses.
Class-A power output has been
raised to two watts in junction
transistors by increasing the thermal dissipation limits and this ig
not the upper limit.
Junction -type phototransistors`
allow much greater output voltages
for the same light flux than do
point-contact -type phototransist-

ors.'
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Laboratory models of point-contact transistors for some switching
and transmission applications now
have useful values of current gain
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New Types

r.250 ohms

''250 ohms

y 20,000 ohms
FIG.

6-Equivalent T circuit and type -A
average element values
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of heating in a
cylindrical resonant cavity

1-Distribution

Pure -tungsten hot cathode with maxi mum heating power of 5 kw

Industrial Magnetrons
for Dielectric Heating
Heating at microwave frequencies can be much faster than at lower frequencies and the
bands at 915 me and 2,450 me minimize communications interference from leakage
radiation. Magnetron oscillators, their control circuits and industrial applications of the
tubes are discussed
By RICHARD B. NELSON*

General Electric Research Laboratory
Schenectady, New York

developments
several years ago reached the
stage where kilowatts of power
were available at frequencies of 10°
to 10r° cycles. It was soon evident
that many heretofore difficult or impossible jobs of dielectric heating
could be done easily at these microwave frequencies.
Fundamental to dielectric heating
is the relationship
P=27rfE10"X0.0885X10-12
(1)
where P = power in watts per cc
converted to heat in the dielectric,
f = frequency of alternating elecMICROWAVE TUBE

Now with Varian
Carlos, California.
104

Associates,

San

trie field, E = rms field strength in
volts per cm and E' = loss factor of
the dielectric.
The rate of heating for any
material is
dT
df

P

1

4.186C
C
0.0211 X 10-r2

27r

fE2É' X
(2)

where dT/dt = time rate of temperature rise in degrees C per sec
and C = specific heat of .material.
To increase the rate of heating a
given dielectric material, either the
field strength or the frequency may
be increased. The field strength is
easy to control but it can be increased only to the limit imposed by

arcing between the electrodes and
the work. The field strength at
which arcing occurs varies tremendously with different kinds of
materials.
Choice of Frequency
Referring to Eq. 2, the rate of
heating at constant voltage is proportional to frequency if the loss
factor does not change. In most
materials, the loss factor actually
rises with frequency in the useful
ranges. It would seem necessary
only to go to a high enough frequency to heat any material rapidly
with a voltage safely below the
breakdown point. There are, how August,

1952-
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be built to give as much power as is

needed: These are specialized tubes
in small production and they are
expensive. In view of the lack of
frequency assignments, it is doubtful if these frequencies will be used
much for heating.

Experimental plastic preheater. Radiation through the entrance and exit holes
in the cavity is reduced by quarter -wave chokes

At 915 mc, a rugged magnetron
oscillator is available to give 5 -kw
output. Experimental magnetrons
have been built to produce 50 kw in
this frequency range. At 2,450
mc, magnetrons are available from
the Raytheon Manufacturing Company giving up to 2 -kw output. At
higher frequencies, tubes suitable
for industrial use have not yet been
put on the market. They can be
made if a demand for them
develops.

Uniformity of Heating
Most of the materials to be

Complete and cut-away views of a water-cooled 915-mc magnetron with plate
dissipation rating of 3,000 watts

ever, limits on usable frequencies,
imposed by economic and physical

factors.
In the microwave region, it has
been found extremely difficult to
shield dielectric heating equipment
to reduce radiation below the allowable FCC maximum.

Heating apparatus must be essentially confined to the frequency
bands assigned for this service
where large amounts of stray radiation are permitted. These bands
are shown in the table.
ELECTRON ICS
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Center

Deviation

Quarter
wavelength

allowance (mc)

in air (in.)

heated with microwaves are relatively low-loss dielectrics. This
means that in the passage of an
electromagnetic wave through the
material, only a small part of the
energy in the wave is absorbed per
wavelength of travel. If it is desired to dissipate all the energy in
the wave in a piece of dielectric no
more than a few wavelengths long,
the wave must be reflected back and
forth through it many times. Interference of the reflected waves
sets up a standing -wave field pattern with maxima and minima of
field strength separated by one quarter wavelength.
The standing -wave pattern imposes definite restrictions on the
size of objects that may be heated
uniformly at a given frequency.
Consider the case of a cylindrical
resonant cavity excited with the
electric field parallel to the axis.
The electric field strength is
E =

E,. J.

(6.28 r/X)

(3)

Standard grid-controlled vacuum
tubes serve as efficient oscillators
up to the order of 100 mc. Their
wide use in communications has
made them highly developed and

where Em,. = maximum field (on
the axis), r = radial distance from
the axis and A = wavelength in the
material with which the resonator
is filled.
In Fig. 1 is plotted the variation
in E' derived from this equation.
The rate of heating, proportional to
E', is greater than 90 percent of its
maximum value inside a radius of

cheap.

0.07

Throughout the range of 100 to
900 mc, vacuum-tube oscillators can

In a practical case, such as heating a plastic preform, the dielectric

Frequency

(mc)

915
2,450
5,850
10,600
18,000

±
±
±

25
50
75

±100
±150

3.22
1.21
0.50
0.28
0.16

A.
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load is placed in the center of the
cavity where the field is high and

uniform. If the diameter of the
cavity is adjusted for resonance,
with a coaxial cylinder of dielectric,
the field in the dielectric will be
exactly the same as in a smaller
cavity completely filled with dielectric.
For a plastic material of dielectric constant 4.0
x

= xo/1/4 = 0.5x0

(4)

where A, = wavelength in free
space.
If the plastic cylinder has a diameter d such that its surface is
heated 90 percent as much as its
center

d=2 X0.07X0.5x.
At 915 mc,

A,

=

for the fields of a wave is given by
É

I.

E2

=

eta

E02

1/\/e or
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and developments have been concentrated at 915 mc. Tube development was started in 1945 with a 5 kw magnetron oscillator operating
at 1,040 mc. This tube was superseded by the type Z1492, operating
at 915 mc. This tube requires a
magnetic field of 1,400 gauss and
has a plate dissipation rating with
water cooling of 3,000 watts.
Construction of the 5 -kw magnetron is shown in Fig. 2. The filament is a helix of pure tungsten
wire, 0.400 in. in diameter. Surrounding it are 10 anodes on a
0.687-in. diameter circle, formed by
U-shaped loops of ?s -in. copper tub -

2-2

SECTION

GLASS

1/d

471-

penetration at 915 mc.
These examples indicate how, for
any type of load, consideration of
the wavelength in the material in
relation to the size of the piece
leads to the choice of frequency.
Present applications use the 2,450 mc band and the 915 -mc band. It
appears that these will remain the
most important in the microwave
region, even when tubes become
available for higher frequencies.
In the General Electric Company,
microwave heating investigations

ANODE
WATER

4a

In roast beef, p = 0.97 in. effective

(7)

has fallen to

__x

1

P

If the effective depth of penetration p of the wave is defined as that
depth at which the power density

da

= 0.9 in. is the maximum diameter
permitted.
This example illustrates the role
of standing -wave patterns in selecting frequencies. Another effect becomes important for very lossy
materials. Here the electromagnetic wave may lose its energy so
rapidly in its first passage into the
material that at the center of the
load the fields are too weak to produce enough heat. For example,
at 915 me roast beef has a dielectric
constant of 28 and a loss factor E"
= 5.6. The attenuation constant a

(6)

1/2where é = real part of dielectric
constant. The power density in the
wave is

(5)

12.9 in. and

initial surface value

of a 5 -kw

water-cooled magnetron
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PLATE CURRENT IN AMPERES
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4-Performance curves taken with transmission line
matched to load
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ing through which the cooling
water flows. This method of removing heat from the anodes gives
good dissipating ability and practically eliminates frequency drift
from thermal expansion of the
anode structure.
The ten resonant circuits of the
oscillator are formed by the anode
pipes themselves and the copper
tube shell connecting them at their
outer ends. At their inner ends, the
anode pipes are connected alternately by copper straps into two
sets of 5 anodes. The purpose of
these straps is to increase the frequency separation between the
resonant modes of the anode structure, so that the oscillation will
always take place in the desired
mode with alternate anodes 180 deg
out of phase. The resonant circuits
would be quite loosely coupled without the straps, with the resulting
resonant frequencies differing by
a few percent.
Coupling to Load
In the strapped structure, resonances of a laboratory tube were

at 1,063 mc, 2,110 mc, 3,040 mc,
3,750 mc, and up. This extreme
mode separation is not necessary
but it has proven very desirable in
dielectric heating. Where the load

impedance may change wildly, it is
nice to have insurance against oscillations jumping to another mode.
Referring again to Fig. 2, coupling of the anode tank circuits to
the load is provided by a copper
strap connected to one leg of one
anode pipe and leading through the
glass output seal to an external
coaxial line. The point of attachment to the anode pipe is determined to give the proper loading
of the oscillator when the transmission line is reflectionless.
The tube is mounted by sliding it
inside its solenoidal electromagnet.
As shown in Fig. 3, the magnet has
an iron shell which carries the flux.
Jumping a short gap formed by the
copper tube shell, the flux enters
the iron pole pieces inside the tube
and provides the magnetic field
parallel to the axis of anode and
cathode. As the tube is plugged
into its magnet, its output end
makes contact with the inner and
outer conductors of the transmission line. Air is blown in through
ELECTRON ICS
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5-Rieke diagram for a plate current of 1.0 amp and magnetic field of 1,200
gauss. Radial coordinate is the voltage reflection coefficient (scale marked in swr
in db) and azimuthal coordinate is phase angle of reflection coefficient (scale
marked in wavelengths displacement of standing wave minimum). Upper numbers
are wavelength (add 29,000 cm), dotted lines are constant -wavelength contours,
lower numbers are percent efficiency and solid lines are constant -efficiency
contours
FIG.

the inner conductor to cool the glass
seal, which itself undergoes dielectric heating.
Operating characteristics of a
magnetron are best shown by two
sets of curves. Figure 4 is a performance chart where contours of
magnetic field, output power and
efficiency are plotted on coordinates
of plate voltage and current. This
data is taken with the transmission
line matched to the load.
Figure 5 is a Rieke diagram
where for standard conditions of
plate current and magnetic field,
the efficiency and wavelength are
plotted on coordinates of reflection
coefficient of the load for waves
going down the transmission line.
Electromagnet Control
The magnetron is essentially a
diode, operated for convenience
with its anode grounded. The plate
power supply is between cathode
and ground. It is advantageous to
return the low -voltage end of this

supply to ground through the electromagnet, so the magnet is effectively in series with the plate current of the magnetron. The reason
for this is illustrated in Fig. 4. If
the magnetic field is constant, a
small change in plate voltage produces a large change in current and
output power. The dotted curve in
Fig. 6 shows this relation. Line voltage fluctuations can cause serious output variations.
When the plate current flows
through the electromagnet, an increase in plate voltage causes increased current to flow, raising the
magnetic field in proportion. Referring to Fig. 4, the plate voltage is
almost directly proportional to
magnetic field. The resultant effect
is that plate current becomes proportional to plate voltage. This
ohmic characteristic gives much
smaller variations of power with
plate voltage, as shown by the solid
curve in Fig. 6.
The series electromagnet also
107
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PLATE VOLTAGE IN KILOVOLTS

FIG.

6

-Effect

of

plate voltage on output
power

stabilizes the output power against
variations in load impedance. In
Fig. 7, power is plotted versus resistance of an ohmic load measured
in terms of
the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line
which it terminates. The power
curve with a series electromagnet is
more constant than with a fixed
magnetic field and either constant
voltage or constant current from
the plate supply. Judicious choice
of regulation characteristic of the
supply could help in this respect

Z

also.
One difficulty with the series electromagnet is that when the plate
voltage is first applied, the field is
zero. Under these conditions, the
magnetron will not start in its
proper mode, but will oscillate in a
high -frequency electronic mode at
a voltage too low for the proper
mode to take over. The remedy for
this trouble is to have a residual

magnetic field present before the
plate voltage is applied.
Figure 8 shows a rectifier circuit
that supplies starting field by
feeding current into the magnet in
parallel with the plate current. As
the plate current rises, the drop in
the magnet exceeds the rectifier
voltage and the rectifier stops feeding current.
The rectifier shown in Fig. 8 has
other uses. It provides a surge
path for the magnet current when
the plate supply is cut off, avoiding
excessive voltage rise due to the
inductance of the magnet.
Also, with the variable a -c supply
to the rectifier, it may be used as
an output power control that is
much cheaper than a plate power
108

supply with continuously variable
voltage. Leaving plate voltage
fixed, the d -c output voltage of the
rectifier is raised until it feeds
shunt current into the magnet. This
raises the magnetic field and reduces magnetron plate current. In
this way, complete and continuous
power control is obtained with a
small Variac.
One very important piece of circuitry is a device for keeping the
magnetron's filament at the proper
temperature. The filament receives
a considerable amount of energy
from bombardment by electrons
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The Z1492 cathode, running normally at 560 watts, would have
its life shortened by a factor of
seven by the addition of 155 watts
of back heating, so it is worth
while to compensate for it.
A regulating circuit, shown in
Fig. 10, compares the resistance
of the filament with a reference
resistor. As the filament temperature rises, its resistance increases.
This generates an error signal in
the servo circuit, which reduces
the heating current.
The circuit as shown will compensate for three -fourths of the
back -heating power in a Z1492
magnetron. More elaborate con-

with

better regulation

have been designed, but the circuit shown has the advantage of
simplicity and of failing safe. If
a tube loses conductivity, the magnetron filament becomes colder.
The Z1492 is designed to feed
into a 3t -in. coaxial transmissiòn
line of 53 ohms characteristic impedance. Lines with dielectric beads
supporting the center conductor
are not desirable, due to reflections from the beads and dielectric losses in them. Stub -supported
lines, having an inner conductor
11 in. in diameter and an outer
conductor with a 3.027-in. inside
diameter, have been used satisfactorily.

Magnetron Application
Experimental work on dielectric
heating at 915 me has been carried on by several departments
of the General Electric Company

--Rectifier circuit supplying starting field for electromagnet

that get into the r -f field in the
wrong phase and are accelerated,
as in a cyclotron. Most of these
electrons strike the cathode.
The back -heating power in a
Z1492 -type magnetron at 1,000 and
1,400 gauss is plotted as a function of output power in Fig. 9.
This data was taken with a load
matched to the output transmission line. The heating is also a
complicated function of load impedance, getting worse for unloaded conditions.
No device
capable of anticipating its amount
has been very satisfactory.

FIG. 9 Back heating of the cathode in
a 5 -kw magnetron with matched load
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and by other organizations. To
facilitate experiments, a number
of 5 -kw heater units have been
built and sold. This heater unit
contains a Z1492 magnetron, power
supplies, filament temperature regulator, triple -stub r -f impedance
matcher and directional couplers
to read directly the power in the
transmitted and reflected waves.
In use, matching the external load
to the oscillator is done by adjusting the two controls on the impedance matcher until the reflected
power meter reads zero.
In microwave heating, even more
than low -frequency heating, each
job presents a new problem in
coupling power to the load. One
example which has been studied
is the heating of precooked frozen
dinners. A specialized unit was
developed for this purpose by P. W.
Morse and H. E. Revercomb and
described by them in ELECTRONICS,
October 1947. It contains a resonant cavity, inside which the food
is rotated on a turntable to average
out the standing -wave pattern.
Another example of coupling
methods is in preheating of thermosetting plastics. Here the pieces
are small and uniform but a very
uniform temperature is required.
One method which has been used
is the resonant cavity shown in
Fig. 11. The transmission line is
coupled by an inductive loop to
the cavity, which is tuned to resonance by moving one side. The

FIG.

10-Constant-temperature filament
regulator circuit
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plastic preform pellet is placed at
the center of the cavity in the
region of most uniform field. A
support of nonlossy dielectric
prevents burning at the points of
contact with the metal walls. In
this cavity, fed with 915 -mc power,
phenolic plastics can be preheated
to a molding temperature of 190
C in one second.
One of the photographs in this
article shows an experimental
plastic preheater. In this machine,
preform pellets are fed through
a resonant cavity on an endless
belt, emerging at molding temperature. Quarter - wave chokes
reduce radiation through the entrance and exit holes in the cavity.
High -Power Magnetron
Experimental magnetrons have
been built to give up to 50-kw output at 1,000 mc. Fig. 12 shows
a cut -open view of a tube which
was developed as part of a Signal
Corps contract. Similar tubes may
be built to a degree of ruggedness
and reliability suitable for industrial dielectric heating.
This magnetron operates at
about 14 kv, with a magnetic field
of 1,500 gauss. Plate efficiency is
from 50 to 60 percent.
At the high -power level, it is
desirable to use waveguides for
transmission lines. The magnetron
output is designed to couple directly into the waveguide by a
quarter -wave antenna penetrating
the guide. Surrounding the antenna is a ceramic dome, which
forms the vacuum seal. The ceramic material, a high -alumina
vitreous body known as Aluminite,
will stand much higher powers
than glass.
The anode structure, capable of
dissipating 80 kw consists of 16
anodes 3i -in. long by 1 -in. wide,
each carrying cooling water.
The limit on power in these c-w
magnetrons is in the cathode, where
back -heating is severe. Experiments were carried on with watercooled cathodes coated with good
secondary -emitting materials. With
a secondary electron yield ratio
of three to one, the back -bombarding electrons generate enough
secondary emission to sustain oscillations. A small thermionic cathode
is used as a starter.

FIG. 12-Cut-away

view of a 14 -kv
magnetron with magnetic field of 1,500

gauss

With these cathodes, power out-

put of 50 kw was obtained, but
the life was measured in tens of
hours. The secondary emitting surfaces consisted of active metals
such as magnesium and beryllium
oxidized to a depth of a few hundred Angstroms. In operating the
tube, residual gases are ionized
by the high density of electrons
between cathode and anode. These
positive ions bombard the cathode,
and are believed to sputter off
the oxide layer, leaving a clean
metal surface which has a low
secondary yield.
Thermionic cathodes coated with
thoria were tried, such as the one
in the cut -open tube of Fig. 12.
Powers around 30 kw were obtained, limited by cathode -to-anode
breakdown. These cathodes should
have very long life.
A husky pure -tungsten hot cathode required a heating power
of 5 kw. With it, outputs of 35
kw were reached, limited by back
heating of the cathode exceeding
its total power requirement. The
conclusion from these high -power
tube tests is that a good 30 -kw
oscillator at 1,000 mc is now realizable.
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Improving TV System
DUMMY
LOAD

By JOHN RUSTON
Television Transmitter Div.
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
Clifton, 1V. J.
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FIG. 1-Experimental system used to determine tv system characteristics

IN STANDARDIZING the

transient

response of the various parts of
the television broadcast system a
difficulty arose concerning that of
the carrier-frequency system linking the transmitter to the receiver.
Doubt arose as to whether it was
possible to obtain an acceptable
transient response within the
framework of the present broadcast
transmission standards. Accordingly, an investigation was made
of the system between the modulator in the transmitter and the final
detector in the receiver.

Experimental System
To measure the transient responses of systems having a wide
variety of characteristics, an experimental system was set up as
shown in Fig. 1. A carrier-frequency signal is amplitude -modulated by a square wave and fed to
a linear amplifier that raises the
power level to about 100 watts. The
signal goes through a passive, lin-

ear, minimum -phase -shift network
representing the r -f circuits of
the transmitter. A sample of the

transmitter output is coupled
through a similar kind of network
representing the carrier -frequency
110

circuits of the receiver and is then
fed directly to the vertical deflection
plates of a cathode-ray oscilloscope.
The system is carefully adjusted
so that the envelope of the signal
fed to the input of the transmitter
network is a substantially undistorted square wave of very short
rise time.
Any transient distortion introduced by the transmitter and
receiver networks can then be
assessed by observing the square wave envelope of the signal displayed by the oscilloscope. Transient response of any specific sys_

transmission characteristics.
It has been shown that the
transient response of any system is
dependent upon its amplitude -frequency characteristic and its phase
characteristic. However, in the
carrier frequency circuits of nearly
all practical television systems, the
phase characteristic is uniquely determined by the amplitude-frequency characteristic, since simple
minimum -phase-shift networks are
used almost exclusively. This is
also true in the experimental system. Hence as far as transient
response is concerned, the experimental system will accurately simulate almost any practical system
having the same amplitude -frequency response.

Standard System
Having established a method of
measurement, it is appropriate to
consider first the transient response
of the system defined by the stand -

What The Author Found
A television system that rigidly adheres to the present standard characteristics has
so much inherent transient distortion that it can be considered unacceptable.
Existing practical systems have transmission characteristics with a more gradual
slope in the region of the carrier frequency. This results in improved transient
response, but distortion is still objectionable. It cannot be substantially reduced by
correction in the video circuits.

Transient distortion can be largely eliminated by modifying the transmission characteristic to the step type described. By a suitable change in the present transmitter
and receiver standards, compatibility with existing receivers could be obtained
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Transient Response
Studies of existing standards indicate that a transmitter with characteristics only slightly
different from those specified by FCC and RTMA will pass essentially undistorted square
waves for any practical modulation factor when used with a receiver having a step -type
amplitude characteristic
ards for television broadcasting.
Figure 2 shows the transmission amplitude characteristics for this
system. The frequencies are shown
relative to the carrier frequency so
that the curves will apply to any
channel and receiver intermediate
frequency.
The overall system characteristic,
shown in Fig. 2C, is obtained by
combining the familiar standard
characteristics for the transmitter
(A) and receiver (B) as shown. It
is noteworthy that the system response is determined primarily by
the receiver.
However, when considering system response the individual transmitter and receiver characteristics are of no particular concern
except as they affect the overall
characteristic.
To measure the transient response of the standard system, the
experimental system was adjusted
to have an overall transmission
amplitude characteristic as nearly
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(A)

and output envelope wave(B) and (C)

forms for varying degrees of modulation

as possible like that of Fig. 2C. The
results are shown in Fig. 3. It is
seen that except in the region of
high -frequency cutoff the measured
curve is everywhere within 5 percent of the standard shown by the
dotted line. It was found that approaching any closer to the standard did not have any marked effect
on the transient response.
When the carrier signal with
square -wave modulation was fed
into the system, the modulation
factor was first adjusted so that the
square wave represented abrupt
transitions between the white and
black levels of a standard television
signal, that is, 12.5 percent and 75
percent respectively of the nominal

sync peak level. This was called
full modulation and corresponds to
a modulation factor of 0.714. It is
apparent that with this full modulation a given degree of square wave distortion will be more noticeable in a received picture than it
would be for lower modulation factors when the square wave represents transition between points
closer together on the gray scale.
The output signal from the system as displayed by the oscilloscope
is shown in Fig. 3B. For clarity
only the shape of the envelope
is shown. The actual display is,
of course, a complete amplitudemodulated wave having an envelope
of this shape. The output wave is
111

so distorted as to bear little resemblance to the input wave, which consisted essentially of abrupt transitions from black to white and from
white to black.
One very noticeable effect is the
marked difference in shape of the
two transitions. This indicates a

nonlinear type of distortion which
it is practically impossible to correct inasmuch as it varies with
the type of waveform being transmitted.
When the modulation factor is
reduced to about 0.25 or lower, the
nonlinear distortion is no longer
present as shown by the waveform
in Fig. 3C. The distortion remaining in this waveform could be corrected by means of phase -shifting

networks in the video circuits of
the system. However, it will be
shown later that such phase correction would make the distortion
at full modulation even worse.

ble while still maintaining adequate
attenuation at the adjacent sound
frequency of -1.5 mc. The slope
is substantially less than that of
the standard shown by the dotted

Modified System
Distortion in the order of that
shown in Fig. 3 is unavoidable with
any system whose transmission
amplitude characteristic is adjusted
to conform to the standard. Since
practical systems currently in use
do not, in general, exhibit so much
transient distortion it can only be
assumed that they fortunately do
not conform to the standard.
Figure 4 shows a characteristic
in which the slope near the carrier

line. This curve approximates that
of an average receiver, which has
been aligned to have a characteristic of the general standard form

has been reduced as much as possi-
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resultant square waves for varying degrees
and (C) phase corrected (B) and (D)

(A)

20

(D)

of

modulation

without going to great lengths to
obtain rigid compliance with the
standard.
The square -wave outputs obtained with this system are shown
in Fig. 5. Waveforms (A) and
(C) show that the transient distortion is appreciably reduced, but it
can still be considered objectionable.

It was mentioned previously
that the distortion present at low
modulation can be corrected in the
video circuits of the system. The
addition of a suitable phase -shifting network in the modulator input
does largely remove the distortion
as shown by the waveform at (D).
But at full modulation, the phase
correction makes the distortion, if
anything, somewhat worse as shown
by the waveform at (B). The
reason is that the phase correction
tends to compensate for undershoot
and smear that are not present in
the white -to-black transition. This
results in an extensive overshoot at
the black level.
Improved System
The results obtained so far indicate that objectionable transient
distortion is unavoidable with a
system of the general standard
form. It would therefore seem
worth-while to investigate the possibility of obtaining an improved
transient response by making some
major change in the system transmission characteristic.
The nonlinear type of distortion
evident at full modulation is caused
by the quadrature component produced when the relative amplitudes
of the carrier and sidebands are
changed asymmetrically. Distortion
still present at low modulation results principally from nonlinearity
of the phase characteristic, particularly in the region of the carrier
frequency.
August,
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It is rather difficult to do this
in the r -f circuits of the system,
but fortunately it is possible to
obtain at least part of the desired
shape by suitably modifying the re -

FIG.
tic

Hence, the requirements for an
improved transient response are
a more linear phase characteristic
and a transmission amplitude characteristic that is more nearly

symmetrical about the carrier
frequency.
These requirements are satisfied
by the step type of transmission
characteristic shown in Fig. 6. The
ideal curve shown by the dotted
line is symmetrical about the carrier from the lower edge of the
channel up to +1.25 mc. Above this
frequency the response necessarily
increases two -fold to compensate
for the loss of the lower sideband.
Consideration of the general relationship between amplitude -frequency and phase characteristics indicates that this type of amplitude
characteristic should also give a
more linear phase characteristic
than the standard.
When the experimental system is
adjusted to have a transmission
characteristic as close as possible
to the ideal, the measured characteristic is as shown by the full
line, and the output square wave is
as shown at (B). The square wave
is remarkably free from distortion.
The quadrature component has been
reduced to such an extent that the
difference between the two transitions is less than 5 percent. The
improvement in linearity of phase
characteristic is so great that there
is no detectable undershoot or
smear. Furthermore, the waveform is substantially the same for
any modulation factor up to the
maximum of 0.714.
In order to obtain this improved
transient response, it is necessary
ELECTRON ICS
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but the lower sideband response is
shaped to match the video network
that has been included in the
receiver.
The response of the carrier-frequency circuits of the receiver is
also substantially flat, with the
response maintained as far as possible into the lower sideband region;
that is, down to about -1 mc. It
then cuts off sharply to obtain about
45 db attenuation at the adjacent
sound frequency. The overall
square -wave response of the system
(C) is again substantially free
from distortion for any modulation
factor up to the maximum of 0.714.
Similar to Standard
It will be noted that the transmitter characteristic differs very
little from the present standard.
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FIG. 7-Amplitude-correcting network
for use at video -frequency level

sponse of the system video circuits.
For instance, the two-fold increase
in response above +1.25 mc could
be obtained by including a suitable
network in the video circuit of the
receiver. The system r-f response
would then be flat in the upper side band region and the lower sideband
response would be shaped to match
that of the video network.
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Video Network
A suitable network for this purpose is shown in Fig. 7. This network has a constant resistive input
impedance and could be used as the
detector load or video amplifier load
in a receiver.
The response shown at (B)
has the desired two -fold increase
at the higher frequencies. When

the experimental system was suitably modified to include this network in the receiver output, the
results shown in Fig. 8 were
obtained.
The transmitter characteristic
is flat over most of the passband

The lower sideband response starts
sloping off closer to the carrier but
the actual amplitude-frequency response is still within the limits
specified by the FCC and RTMA.
Such a transmitter would then provide substantially the same service
to present receivers as that from
existing transmitters. However,
by carefully controlling the transmitter lower sideband a considerably improved transient response
could be obtained from receivers adjusted for this modified transmission characteristic.
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Selective Erasure of
Methods of minimizing layer-to -layer transfer of signals in magnetic tape recordings
during storage are analyzed. Best results are obtained by using weak erasing field during
playback to suppress level of cross -talk without appreciably attenuating desired signal
IN MAGNETIC RECORDING, the
tendency of one layer of tape
to be magnetized by the field of the
layer of tape against which it is
wound has been studied empirically.'" In two papérs" dealing
with theory and experiment, a
method has been outlined for reducing the layer -to -layer transferred
signal by a process of selective
erasure. The present study is concerned with this process.
It has been shown° that the ease
with which a recording can be
erased is a function of the bias
current used in recording it. The
greater the bias current, the more
difficult is the recording to erase.
A signal which is recorded by layer to-layer transfer is essentially a recording which has been made with
zero bias current and might be expected to be easier to erase than the
recorded material. With certain
limitations, this is found to be the
case.
Erasure Tests

Tests were made by recording
reference signals on every sixth
layer of a roll of freshly demagnetized tape. After various times of
storage they were reproduced to get
the level of the two layers adjacent
to the recorded one. In tests of this
type it is necessary to standardize
carefully many factors that affect
cross -talk, including bias level, use
or absence of bias in unrecorded
layers, time of wind (and rewind, if
used), temperature, tape tension
and other factors'`. In reproducing, an erase head was arranged to
provide variable fields from zero up
to those which completely erased,
so that the relative effects of weak
erasure on recorded and unwanted
signals could be measured.
It was found, as expected, that
the unwanted cross-talk signals
were more easily erased than the
114

recorded signals. A small erase
current (about iu the normal one)
would reduce cross -talk signals by
6 or 8 db without any effect on the
recorded signal, or the cross -talk
could be reduced 10 or 12 db while
only reducing the recorded signal

are important in recorded material,
the best selective erasure head is
one that gives most low -frequency
erasure and least high-frequency
erasure.
To test this, signals were recorded as above except that a high1 db.
frequency tone was also recorded.
This tone was used to determine the
Effect of Frequency
frequency selectivity of the erasing
These measurements were made process on recorded signals. After
on a single frequency but the storing the recorded roll for 16
problem for program material is hours at 65 C, the tape was submore complex, because the ease of jected to selective erasure fields of
erasing signals with most heads varying intensity from three
varies with frequency. Further- sources: an Ampex recording head
more, this dependence upon fre- with 0.001 -in. gap; an Ampex erase
quency is different for different head with 0.020 -in, gap; a 50 -turn
head geometries. If the partial solenoid
in. long,
in. inside
erasure is done by a recording head diameter and 1i in. outside diamwith a short gap, the field gradients eter, having a substantially uniform
near the gap are large, and short 60 -cps field directed along the
wavelengths are much more easily length of the tape. The results are
erased than long ones.
summarized in Fig. 1.
A typical erase head with longer
It was found that for a given regap produces a more uniform field duction of the printed signal, the
through the thickness of the tape. 1-kc signal was reduced by about
A large air-core solenoid can be arthe same amount in all three cases.
ranged to give a nearly perfectly However, the high -frequency reuniform field if the tape is run corded signal was affected to a
through it. (Such solenoids are not much greater extent and it was in
practical for erasing recordings but this respect that the three methods
can be arranged easily to give the differed markedly. The solenoid
fields
necessary for selective produced the least deterioration of
erasure.) Since short wavelengths the high -frequency signal, followed
are not important in cross -talk but closely by the erase head, with the
recording head running a very poor
third. While the solenoid appears
to be the most desirable means for
REDUCING CROSS -TALK
selective erasure, practical considAvoid excessive peak record levels.
erations such as overheating, stray
Store reel in cool place, away from
fields and cumbersome tape threadstray magnetic fields.
ing through the solenoid will probCheck recorder to make sure no
ably prevent its widespread use.
stray fields affect tape in the supply
The quantitative laboratory data
or take-up positions.
Rewind the recorded tape occasionin Fig. 1 are restricted to pure
ally, especially during the first few
tones. They are also for particular
months of storage.
heads and recording bias; results
If necessary, use selective erasure
will vary somewhat for other exto reduce cross -talk magnetization
while reproducing
periments. As is often the case,
the most satisfying proof of the
August, 1952
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Magnetic Tape Cross -Talk
By ROBERT HERR and ROBERT A. von BEHREN
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.
St. Paul, Minnesota

usefulness of the technique is in
tests of program material. In this
sort of test, the following observations have been made.
The conditions for detectable
cross -talk in actual program material are rather restrictive, so that it
is rather infrequently encountered.
Barring the occurrence of magnetic
fields or high temperatures, printed
signals are in the range of 50 to 60
db below the signal level even after
a few years storage. This requires
the complete absence of signal
and a very low noise level in
order to permit detection of the
transfer. One procedure which aggravates the transfer effect is to
commence a recording on a thoroughly erased tape in the middle of
a loud program passage. Upon
subsequent reproduction of this
tape, the alert listener is almost
certain to be forewarned of the impending affront to his eardrums.
In these cases, selective erasure can
be utilized to reduce the transfer
to the point of insignificance if not
inaudibility.
Effect of Rewinding
The effect of selective erasure
upon the transferred signal is not
permanent, inasmuch as a new
transfer signal is started as soon
as the tape is rewound. The print
level will again rise as the tape is
stored, but should the tape be unwound at any time, the cycle will be
interrupted. For this reason tapes
which are frequently replayed
would be expected to give less
trouble than those which are stored
undisturbed. Subsequent erasures
using the same device and the same
field intensity will restore the transfer signal to approximately the
same level as did the first erasure.
The program will suffer some deterioration during the first selective
erasure, but the identical process
ELECTRONICS
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can be repeated any number of
times without resulting in any
additional change in the program.
Therefore, if the erase level is carefully monitored, it may be desirable
to use selective erasure as a routine
procedure whenever tapes are
played back. In this case, the
equalizers can be adjusted to restore
the slight high -frequency loss in
the process.

Practical Considerations
Unlike some conceivable methods
for the control of layer -to -layer
transfer, the selective erasure process is a very practical one. For
example, in a conventional type of
recorder, it is only necessary to
arrange that the bias or erase supply is operated at a suitably reduced
power instead of being turned off
during the playback operation. Depending upon how generously designed the normal erase current is,
the value used for selective erasure
the normal
may be from e to
current. The possible variations
in switching technique to accomplish this are large in number
but need not be complex. It is
necessary that the high -frequency
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supply operate during reproduction,
so the method is not applicable to
some types of home recorders, as
for example, those where the oscillator tube is used as the power output tube in reproduction. However,
it is expected that this technique
would never be required except for
high-quality professional recordings. The use of selective erasure
on any professional recorder would
present no problem. Patents on the
use of selective erasure have been
applied for.
One limitation to the application
of this selective erasure is in the
nature of the magnetic tape which
is used. On some magnetic recording tapes, the recording becomes
more difficult to erase with time of
storage. On such tapes, selective
erasure may only be effectively used
for a short time after recording.
Since serious levels of transfer generally occur only after considerable
storage times, this means that the
process is nearly worthless with
such tapes. The data in this paper
were taken with "Scotch" sound
recording tape No. 111 and are
typical of the results which can be
obtained with this tape and comparable tapes and films made from the
same magnetic oxide. The process
is relatively useless with tapes
made from other oxides by the
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. Among other domestic and
foreign tapes of different types a
wide range of behavior from good
to poor in this respect will be found.
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FIG. 1-Effect of selective erasure fields
produced in three ways, when using
15-kc recorded signal. With 1-kc signals,
all three erasing devices give the same

results, represented by uppermost curve
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Nonsynchronous Pulse
Voice transmitters use one frequency simultaneously but no synchronizing pulse
is necessary, although time -division multiplexing is used. Random samples from each transmitter
are tagged for identification at proper receiver. System is applicable to rural telephony
and

moving -vehicle communication
By ANDREW L. HOPPER
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
Murray Hill, N. J.
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I

(H)
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Receiver recognizer selects
pulse groups from transmitter 1
by their unique spacing (H).
Anomalous pulse groups caused
by interference between transmitter outputs (H' and H") are
rejected by all receivers.
Step wave (I) is obtained when
amplitude -modulated pulses are

integrated by the storage
(J)
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capacitor.
Low-pass filter reforms original audio wave (J).
Some
distortion is caused by missing
pulses. Dashed lines show undistorted output

INDEPENDENT

speech

transmitters using a time -division multiplex system that employs
random sampling may transmit
simultaneously over a single broadband carrier. From a sample of its
input, each transmitter sends a
group pulses into the common
medium. This pulse group is coded
at the transmitter so that it may be
accepted by the proper receiver. Interferences between transmitters
are reduced by sampling at irregular internals. No synchronizing
pulse is required and the transmitters need not be interconnected.
A possible application of the system to rural telephony is shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of a number of
subscriber stations with directive
antennas pointed at a central omnidirectional repeater. Each subscriber transmits on a common frequency.
Subscriber transmitter
powers are adjusted so that the repeater receives all signals at approximately the same level. The
repeater amplifies the received sigAugust,
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2-System block diagram shows how receiver recognizer distinguishes between transmitter outputs by code delay introduced
between pulse pairs

nal pulses, changes frequency and

reradiates omnidirectionally.
The system provides both for
talking and automatic switching.
Each subscriber is assigned a pulse code group to which his transmitter
and receiver will revert when the
hook is down. When a certain party
is dialed, the caller's transmitter
emits pulse groups corresponding to
the number dialed. When the called
party answers, both parties talk
using the pulse -code group of the
called party.
The system may also be used for
communication between moving
vehicles and ships. Here syn-

chronous time -division multiplex
seems ruled out because of a number
of paths of changing delay involved.
Likewise, frequency-division multiplex may be difficult because of the
excessive linearity requirements
that it imposes on the repeaters.

Nonsynchronous System
Each transmitter consists of five
major units as illustrated in Fig. 2.
When the audio input is sufficient
to operate the voice relay, the random pulser supplies a train of irregularly spaced enabling pulses to
the grid of the sampler. Meanwhile,
the audio input is applied to the

sampler cathode. The output of the
sampler, a train of irregularly
spaced, amplitude -modulated pulses
is passed through the pulse shaper
to the coder. Here each sampling
pulse is changed into two equal and
opposite pulses separated by a constant delay as determined by the
position of the code switch on a
ten-microsecond delay line. This
code delay identifies the pulse group
as having originated in a particular
transmitter after it is transmitted
through the common medium.
At the receiving end, the recognizer continuously monitors the
wave train from the common

Same delay line is used for both transmitter coder and receiver recognizer
ELECTRONICS
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FIG. 5-Compensating capacitors help
achieve phase -linearity in delay line

medium as it travels down the delay line. Each time a pulse group
separated by the proper delay code
appears, the receiver gate operates
passing the information pulse to the
storage capacitor. The storage capacitor holds its charge for each
operation of the gate. The resulting
step waveform is passed to the lowpass filter where the original audio
waveform is reconstructed.
Random Pulser

The random pulser is shown in
Fig. 3. It uses a 2D21 thyratron as
noise source to permit generating
randomly-spaced pulses. The noise
is amplified by a 6J6 then fed to
118

the grid of a blocking oscillator.
Because the amplitude of the output
of this stage varies considerably
with repetition rate it is necessary
to add a one-shot multivibrator that
has a minimum of amplitude modulation in its output. After differentiating and clipping, randomly spaced pulses of constant amplitude
are available to the sampler grid.
Audio input is connected to the
cathode of the sampler and also to
a voice -operated relay through an
amplifier. When there is no audio
input the relay is released biasing
the grid of the one-shot multi vibrator beyond cutoff so that only
during talk spurts are the random
pulses sent to the sampler grid and
thence to the common medium. This
increases channel capacity by having the transmitter turned off during silent intervals in conversation.
Delay Line

The same delay line is used in
both transmitter and receiver. As
shown in the photograph, the line
consists of a continuously wound
solenoid approximately 20 inches
long having a total delay of approximately 10 microseconds and a characteristic impedance of 248 ohms.
Taps are located approximately
inch (1 microsecond) apart. The
attenuation and phase characteristics of the line are shown in Fig.
4. The line is about 3 db down
at one megacycle with linear phase
up to about 1.4 megacycles. To
achieve the phase linearity shown in
Fig. 4 it is necessary to use compensating capacitors in addition to
the ordinary low-pass elements. As
shown in Fig. 5 capacitors C, are
bridged between adjacent taps and
C, between alternate taps.

tions of this filter are tuned to
resonate at 1.4 and 1.7 mc. The
output of the filter B is a jagged
wave due to the filter's transmitting
frequencies beyond cutoff. By passing this wave through four sections
of delay line these irregularities are
smoothed out as shown at C.
Further passage of the wave down
the delay line results in additional
overshoots and undershoots. The
wave shape at the end of the line is
shown at D.
Corresponding to the desirable
pulse shown at C, the attenuation
characteristic of the filter plus four
sections of delay line is shown in
Fig. 7. There is seen to be little
deviation from the ideal Gaussian
cutoff. The approximate bandwidth
of the experimental system is about
0.5 megacycle corresponding to
pulses about 2 microseconds long at
the base.
Recognizer

The recognizer must enable the
receiver gate only when the proper
code is received. This is done as
shown in Fig. 8 by sampling the
voltage amplitudes at four points
along the receiver delay line : A, B,
C and D. The transmission delay
between taps A and C or B and D
must be the same as the interpulse
spacing Ti of the desired pulse pair.
It is assumed that the desired wave
(1) has traveled down the delay line
(2) to the position shown by the
correlation of (1) and (2). At this
instant voltages could be measured

B+
14 MC

17MC

O
B

A

DELAY LINE

Pulse Shaper

Pulses delivered to the common
medium must be shaped so as to be
as nearly noninterfering as possible. Hairpin pulses with no preceding or succeeding overshoots or
undershoots would be ideal but
would require infinite bandwidth.
Figure 6 shows the filtering used
and the resulting pulse shapes. The
sampler plate pulse A is about 0.4
microsecond long at the base. This
pulse is fed to a two -section constant -resistance filter. The sec-

3AMPLER

(A) SAMPLER PLATE PULSE (B) FILTER OUTPUT

-V-- -V--

(C)4 SECT

OF DELAY LINE

(0)40 SECT
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6-Pulse shaper smooths pulses
to

forestall pulse interference
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at taps A, B,

l

C and D, corresponding to wave amplitudes A, B, C and
D shown directly above. The voltages so measured may now be compared in bridge resistance networks. At the instant shown by the
correlation of (1) and (2) the voltages are related as shown in Fig.
8B at the upper right.
If all four voltages are zero none
of the diodes conducts and no pulses
are fed to the grids of differential
amplifier G7. When zero voltage is
fed into both inputs of this amplifier its output voltage will be zero
as at a point X in the wave.
Point X satisfies the requirement
that all four voltages are equal but
we must also insure that they are
not all zero, that is that some pulses
are present. This is done by a fifth
tap on the line that provides an enabling pulse to G. of the mixer.
These voltages coincide on the grids
of the mixer to produce a short
pulse out of the recognizer to operate the gate.

Gate Circuit

The gate circuit is shown in
simplified form in Fig. 9. A sample
from a tap on the delay line is fed
through a cathode follower to the
gate input. The gate is of the
double -diode type driven by transformer Ti having balanced secondary windings and biased in the con-

ventional manner. If the gate were
driven directly from the recognizer
output the gate operating pulses

NO SYNC PULSES
Multiplexing, or putting

a number of speech channels on a

single broad -band carrier

is accomplished by two general methods:
(1) Frequency division, in which the band is divided into discrete frequency bands

corresponding to the several intelligence channels.
(2) Time division, in which the entire band is used for each channel with only one
channel using it at any instant.
In time -division systems such as pulse -amplitude modulation (pam), pulse -code
modulation (pcm), and pulse -position modulation (ppm) speech channels are sampled
at different times and pulses corresponding to these channels sent over the common
medium and reformed into speech waves at the receiving end.
Existing systems sample the speech channels at regular intervals and in the same
order. This requires a synchronizing pulse and the speech transmitters must be

interconnected.
The system described makes use of random sampling. The speech channels are
sampled at irregular intervals. No synchronizing pulses are needed and the transmitters
need not be interconnected.

would vary in amplitude as shown
at A owing to modulation and

cause a loss of high-frequency response. Smaller values cause the
steps to slope more and increase distortion due to random sampling. A
compromise value of 300 ppp.f was
found most satisfactory. The need
for a 10-megohm back resistance
dictates the choice of 6AL5 diodes
for the gate.
The response of the low-pass
filter and the overall audio characteristic of the system is shown in
Fig. 10. The difference in the
curves results from incomplete
charging of the storage capacitor.

100 to 250 microseconds (allowing

Signal -to -Noise Ratio
The results of 1,000 cps signal-tonoise measurements at the output
of the system are shown in Fig. 11

marginal conditions of interference.
To avoid distortion, this pulse is
regenerated by a one-shot multi vibrator producing pulses of constant amplitude. This avoids noise
from partial or marginal operations
of the gate.
To avoid distortion the storage
capacitor should fully charge and
hold its charge indefinitely for each
operation of the gate. Since the
gate is operated for only microsecond and may be unoperated for
and a missed
sample) a compromise value of C
must be used. The larger values of
C make the step wave flatter but

for randomness
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FIG. 8-Recognizer opens receiver gate
only when pulse pairs separated by
proper delay code are received. Pulse
train is sampled at five points along
delay line
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in which noise plus distortion is
plotted as a function of total output.
Tests were made both with and
without an interfering transmitter.
To obtain noise -plus -distortion
readings, the 1,000 -cycle signal was
fed around the complete system
from input to output with proper
attenuation and phase shift to cancel the signal at the output.
Noise and distortion increase
with the signal when both transmitters are operating. This behavior is to be expected when the
effect of missing samples is considered. As shown in Fig. 11, maximum
signal -to -background -noise
ratio is about 42 db. However,
maximum signal-to-noise plus distortion ratio at high levels is only
about 20 db.

from its own tape recorder while
the receiver was arranged to accept
signals from either one or the other.
In general the operation of the
second transmitter did not interfere
with intelligibilty at normal talking
levels although the transmission
was judged to be below toll quality.
The loss -of-sample distortion causes
a certain rasping quality of speech.
When more interfering transmitters are stimulated, distortion
becomes progressively worse as expected. It appears that speech intelligibility would still be tolerable
with between five and eight active.
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The proposed system has a number of attractive features: the number of distinct assignments that
can be made in a given channel is
limited only by the video delay incorporated in receivers and transmitters; repeaters need not be
linear to avoid crosstalk and for
some forms of modulation nonlinear
or even limiting repeaters can be
used ; and crosstalk is unintelligible
noise proportional to signal amplitude.
Since each subscriber is assigned
a specific number or pulse-code
group to which his transmitter and
receiver both automatically revert

Listening tests were conducted in
which each transmitter was fed
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multiples of 8 kc. Each simulated
added transmitter degrades the signal -to -background -noise ratio by
roughly 3 db. Thus with five simulated interfering transmitters this
ratio drops from 42 db to about 30

T

o
cz

interfering transmtters.

Interference Effects
A rough idea of the interfering
effects of a number of transmitters
is obtained by driving the interfering one at rates that are various
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11-Overall system signal-to-noise
characteristics

when the hook is down, the system
provides inherently for both talking
and automatic switching. However,
among the several subscribers at
distant exchanges, there need be
one or more operators to provide
communication between local exchanges.
The system has one outstanding
disadvantage. It is not economical
of channel capacity with respect to
the number of simultaneous transmissions that it can handle as contrasted with the large amount of
distinct and always available channel assignments than can be made
with a synchronous system.

Conclusion
Experiments show that the quality of speech transmission is below
toll system standards. In general,
such a system might be useful
where transmission of intelligence
rather than high quality speech is
of primary interest.
J. R. Pierce originally proposed
and analyzed the principles of this
system. In developing the system
experimentally, the author was
assisted by J. L. Wenger.
August, 1952
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Vibration Recorder
Tests Army Packaging
In studies of shocks transmitted to a packaged article, nine accelerations are measured
simultaneously and data recorded on magnetic tape that is played back slowly for chart
recording. Pulse -width modulation system avoids distortion due to tape inhomogeneities

By J. A. SARGEANT

and

Engineer Research and Development Labs.
Fort Belvoir, Va.

experiments to correlate cause and
effect in damage to packaged articles are being conducted at the
packaging development laboratory,
Engineer Research and Development Laboratories, Fort Belvoir,
Va. These experiments require the
recording and analysis of forces
transmitted to the contents of packages submitted to controlled shocks
or vibrations. The forces are detected by electronic accelerometers
located at various points of interest
and their outputs remotely recorded
for subsequent analysis.
Requirements for associated recording equipment are unusually
stringent in an effort to reproduce
faithfully data from several accelerometers and to have the records
available for analysis in the shortest possible time following the experiment. The E.R.D.L. packaging
branch assembled the specifications for recording equipment and
turned the problem over to Reed
Research Inc., Washington, D. C.
for development and fabrication.
The shock and vibration recorder,
shown in the photograph, simultaneously records nine accelerations
and one set of timing signals. The
frequency response of the data
channels extends from 2 to 500 cps
and full-scale acceleration is ±
CAREFULLY CONTROLLED

80 g.

Figure

1

ELECTRON ICS

is a block diagram illus-

-
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R. D. CAMPBELL
Reed Research, Inc.
Washington, D. C.

trating the operation of the equipment. Output data are recorded by
direct -writing oscillographs, without recourse to photographic techniques. Since these oscillographs
cannot record the desired frequency

range directly, the data are first
recorded on magnetic tape, which is
then played back at one tenth its
original speed ; thus reducing all
frequency components of the data
to Ile original frequency.
This feature effectively increases
frequency response of the oscillo -

graph tenfold and gives a corresponding increase in time scale on
the chart paper. A ten-minute
test on the acceleration table therefore requires an hour for recording.
To achieve this time scale directly,
however, would require a chart
speed of 50 inches per second which
is impractical for multiple-channel
chart paper.
A precise method for magnetic tape recording is necessary in order
that the data be uncontaminated in
the recording and playing back

Instrument container with accelerometers attached mounted for acceleration -table
test. Table connects to vibration recorder housed in shelter, left
121

from each of nine accelerometers in
the form of an a -m voltage wave.
Nine separate record modulator amplifier channels convert this
energy into a pulse-width modulated signal with a pulse repetition
frequency of 5,000 pps.
Each modulation channel terminates in a separate record -playback
head located in the control console.
Tape speed while recording is 60
inches per second.

Magnetic -Tape Recording

Vibration recorder shelter. From left to right, major components are: record modulator -amplifier; magnetic -tape recorder; playback demodulator -amplifier; and strip chart recorder
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FIG. 1-Block diagram shows how system frequency response is extended using
tape recorder to play back data at reduced speed

processes. This precision requirement excludes ordinary amplitude
and frequency-modulation methods.
The former is unsuccessful because
of occasional clumps of particles in
the tape coating whose ability to retain magnetism may be 20 to 50
percent below average. Frequency modulation methods likewise introduce error since variation in tape
speed appears, in magnified form,
as a shift in the base line.
Pulse -Width Modulation
Pulse -width modulation is used.
This technique consists of recording square waves whose period is
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constant but whose ratio of on to
off time is varied by the signal.
Thus, zero input is represented in
Fig. 2A by a symmetrical square
wave. Full-scale positive modulation, Fig. 2S, is represented by a
square wave on 75 percent of the
time and off 25 percent. Similarly,
full-scale negative modulation is
represented in Fig. 2C by a square
wave on 25 percent of the time and
off 75 percent. Figure 2D shows
how demodulation restores the
original a -m waveform.
The record modulator -amplifier
circuit is shown schematically in
Fig. 3. Intelligence is received

The pwm signals are impressed
upon magnetic tape as magnetized
areas of alternate polarity. On playback, a different wave shape is obtained but the original square wave
is capable of reconstruction by con-

ventional circuitry. Similarly, variable amplitude of the recovered signal is of no importance. The tape
is played back at 6 inches per
second. Nine sparking stylii record
the channel outputs on current -sensitive Teledeltos paper. Chart
speed is variable from 0.5 to 5
inches per second.
It can be shown that variation in
tape speed introduces only second order errors. The reconstructed
square wave is passed through a
low-pass filter whose output is the
average value of the square wave.
This average value cannot depend
upon tape speed as long as variations are slow compared with pulse repetition frequency. It is evident
that this average value must represent the original modulation.
The accelerometers are attached
to significant points of the container to be tested. The accelerometer used here is a grounded -grid
5734 triode with movable anode. As
acceleration increases, so does the
plate -to-cathode voltage gradient
causing a proportional increase in
plate current. A signal is developed
across the grid resistor of the
cathode -follower mixer, shown in
Fig. 3, wherein a voltage -rate -of change of approximately 1.52 my
represents 1 g acceleration.
The pulse train from the 5-kc
blocking oscillator is applied to the
opposite grid of the twin -triode
cathode follower. The output of the
mixer is coupled to the input of
the cathode -coupled multivibrator.
Dwelling time of the multivibrator
is adjusted by the zero -set potenti August,
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tube, the output of which is a
square wave having a movable leading edge and corresponding to the
output waveform of the record
multivibrator. This waveform is
applied to a push-pull driver -demodulator stage wherein most of
the 500 -cps carrier component is
removed
The two -stage frequency-compensated d -c amplifier provides low frequency gain with an essentially
flat response from d -c to above 50
cps. A cathode -follower output tube
drives the stylus motor of the
channel strip -chart recorder.
The linearity of the combined
modulation and demodulation process is on the order of one percent.
Frequency response extends well

illustrate
2 ---Typical waveforms
pulse -width modulation technique

FIG.

ometer in the mixer grid circuit.
The blocking oscillator pulse produces a positive output pulse from
the multivibrator every 200 microseconds. In the absence of any
input from the accelerometer, the
output is a positive square wave
of constant period. However, the
signal from the accelerometer varies the bias on the multivibrator
input grid and, correspondingly,
the width of the output pulse.

beyond 500 cps and square waves at
200 cps are quite recognizable on
playback. The system resolves a
square wave with a double overshoot
two percent of maximum amplitude
and a rise time of 0.7 millisecond.
Signals due to tape noise have been
reduced to about 50 spurious pulses
per mile of tape. Throughout the
remainder of the tape the signal to
noise ratio is approximately 200
to 1.
In later models of this equipment,
frequency response to 2,000 cps is

achieved by using a recording tape
speed of 60 inches per second and a
playback speed of 3 inches per
second. Data is reproduced faithfully on a strip -chart recorder
whose response is only 100 cps.
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Half -Wave Magnetic
By CARROLL W. LUFCY,

A. E. SCHMID

Program Leader

Project Leader

and

P. W. BARNHART
Project Leader

Magnetics Division, U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland

Compact size of amplifier is evidence of half -wave circuit economy. Amplifier
shown drives 5 -watt servo motor

for instrument servo systems are
currently undergoing considerable
investigation. The recently perfected half -wave version shows
promise for applications where a
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

minimum speed of response, as well
as reliability, long life, and ruggedness normally associated with magnetic amplifiers, are important.
At first it was thought that the
output of the half-wave circuit
would be unsuitable for driving the
two-phase motors generally used in
servo systems. This was disproved
experimentally; a typical two-phase
induction motor will produce at
least half torque on a half -wave circuit, and much more if capacitors
are used across the motor windings
to tune them to the fundamental
frequency.
The basic circuit found most useful for this application is shown
in Fig. 1. The bridge configuration
This article is based on a paper delivered at the 'Summer General Meeting of
the Meal The conference paper will appear in the AIRE Transactions.
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eliminates the need for a center tapped return on the transformer
secondary. As shown, two sets of
windings appear on a single core,
so that one stage requires but one
pair of cores.
Either Xi and X. or X. and Xs
could be removed from the circuit.
However, all four rectifiers are included to eliminate completely any
possibility for circulating currents
in any leg or section of the bridge.

lar hysteresis loops, this power is
quite small.
The bridge power windings are
active only when the a -c line polarity is such that point X is positive. During this half cycle the flux
in both cores is carried up the BH
curve to saturation. At the end of
this half cycle a large percentage of
residual flux remains. During the
succeeding half cycle, when no current flows in the power windings,
the zero signal operating flux level
is set as determined by the values
of R, and R2. Each core may be set
independently to ensure balance.
The use of separate reference windings, rather than using shunted rectifiers and allowing reverse current
to flow through the power windings,
permits higher gains.
In this circuit no response-improving resistance is needed in the
control circuit since transients cannot exist over a complete operating
cycle. When amplifiers are cascaded, the output of one is connected
directly to the input of the next
with no passive elements required.

Flux Level Setting
One distinct advantage of the
half -wave circuit arrangement is
that during the half cycle when the

power winding circuit is inactive,
it has negligible effect on the control windings, thus permitting setting of flux levels with relative ease
during these half cycles by the
reference windings connected across
the a -c line. The control winding
need only furnish the incremental
power required to override the
reference winding and shift the
flux along the magnetization curve.

For materials exhibiting rectangu-

l-Basic circuit shows use of
bridge configuration to eliminate need
for center tap transformer
FIG.
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Servo Amplifier
Circuit has possibilities for application in automatic feedback controls 'where reliability
of operation and extreme ruggedness are important. Complete details of economical
half-wave 60 -cps and 400 -cps magnetic servo amplifiers are given

C,
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16K
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a certain minimum input impedance, which is desirable where
synchro components are used for
error detection in a servo system.
The capacitor C: around the input
resistor of the 60 -cps amplifier adjusts the phase to obtain slightly
better performance.
The cores used are all tape-wound
toroids made of 50 -percent iron, 50 percent nickel grain -oriented material having a very rectangular
hysteresis loop. Each core bears
two power windings, a reference
winding and a control winding. Core
and winding specifications for a
two -stage amplifier are shown in
Table I.
The 60 -cps amplifier was designed
to operate a Ford Instrument Company 5 -watt low-inertia servo
motor, presenting an impedance of
about 250 ohms to the amplifier.

The 400 -cycle amplifier operated a
U. S. Navy, Bureau of Ordnance
MK 16 Mod O servo motor with an
impedance of 365 ohms.
The two amplifiers described
were tested on typical closed-loop
servo systems. Stabilization was
provided by a tachometer generator
mechanically linked to the motors,
the tachometer signal being fed
back as an error signal.
Highest available slewing rates
are 550 and 1,000 deg per sec for
the 60- and 400 -cycle versions respectively. Voltage gains are 12
(60 -cycle) and 20 (400 -cycle),
while respective static errors
amount to less than 0.1 and 0.01
degrees. Following rate for the 60 cycle system is 1 deg per 60 deg
per sec, while that for the 400 cycle servo is 1 deg per 200 deg

per sec.

1,000

FIG. 2-Complete circuit showing parts
values for 60 -cps and 400 -cps (in parentheses) two -stage magnetic servo amplifiers

Table I-Core and Coil Data for 60 -cps and 400 -cps
Magnetic Servo Amplifiers
--jw{-

The circuit has been used in both
60- and 400 -cycle applications to obtain performance superior to that
obtainable with conventional fullwave circuitry. The over-all time
response of a two -stage amplifier is
H cycle (1 cycle for the first stage,
and one half for each succeeding
stage). In comparison to conventional full -wave circuitry, the number of parts required is about half,
with resultant savings in cost, size
and weight.
Cores and Windings
Figure 2 shows the complete circuit with values for 60 -cycle operation and 400 -cycle operation in
parentheses. The resistance R, in
series with the input circuit ensures
ELECTRON ICS
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Core Material: Orthonol (50% Ni 50% Fe
allo-, grain oriented, dry hydrogen anneal)

D

60 Cycles

Input

400 Cycles

Input

Output

Output

Core Dimensions
d (inches).
D (inches).
W (inches).

Tape Thickness (inches)

-

1.00
1.25
0.25

1.25
1.75
1.00

1.00
1.25
0.25

1.25
1.75
0.375

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.002

Winding Dat

Turns
Power
Reference
Control

2,000
500
100

Wire
Size
33
36
36

Turns
1,500
500
25

Wire
Size
30
34
28

Turns
500
50
300

Wire
Size
28
31
36

Turns
850
50
10

Wire
Size
29
31
22
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Radioelectroencephalograph
portable has already been shown
and the instrument has been given
the name radioelectroencephalograph (abbreviated REEG). The
present REEG is an improved
model from the standpoint of performance, portability and comfort.
It can also be used as a radioelectrocardiograph (abbreviated RECG)
for remote observation of heart potentials, as well as for the remote
recording of pulse rates.
In the study of muscle action
other than heart, the unit operates
as a radioelectromyograph (abbreviated REMG). For exclusive use
as an RECG or REMG, the electronics of the instrument can be simplified with consequent additional reduction in size and weight and with
improved performance.

Subject wearing complete two-unit radioelectroencephalograph (REEG), with
voltage amplifier on left shoulder and transparent plastic-encased transmitter on
right shoulder. The three leads coming from top of amplifier go to electrodes on

scalp

ITI fIE

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH

(abbreviated EEG) is a clinical
instrument for amplifying and recording the low -frequency alternating potentials which appear at
points on the surface of the animal
scalp as a result of electrical activity in the underlying cortical mass.
These so-called brain -waves vary
irregularly in frequency and amplitude in the range from about 6 to
50 cycles per second and from about
10 to 100 µv respectively. The subject usually reclines quietly in
a shielded room and leads from various scalp regions are switched, in
turn, to the amplifier input. The
electric leads prevent the subject
from engaging in such normal activity as walking around while the
record is being made. The researcher is therefore somewhat
limited in the scope of his possible
investigations.
The present instrument is the re126

sult of an attempt to remove the
restrictions imposed by wires between subject and equipment. The
feasibility of utilizing radio broadcasting and of making the amplifying and transmitting equipment

Examples of brain -wave patterns obtained from REEG system, for walking
subject with eyes open (low -amplitude
pattern) and with eyes closed (highamplitude pattern)

Portable Section
The portable section of the REEG
consists of an electrode system, a
high -gain voltage amplifier in one
rectangular case, and a modulator
stage, f -m oscillator, antenna system and power supply in another
case. The two cases fit conveniently into suitcoat pockets or
pockets of the usual laboratory
jacket. These units can also be
fastened directly to the body under
the clothing with paper masking
tape, or clipped or pinned to the
clothing at points most suited to the

Example of heart -potential pattern obtained with equipment connected as
radioelectrocardiograph (RECG), with
center electrode at sterno-xiphoid junction on chest and other electrodes two
inches to right and left. This location
gives minimum interference from signals
generated by working muscles. Timing
voltage and plastic grid overlay are

superimposed on pattern
August, 1952
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for Medical Research
Patient carries portable f-m transmitter while walking or exercising, for broadcasting
brain waves, heart potentials, muscle potentials or pulse rate to receiver and cathode-ray
viewer in laboratory. Used for clinical and laboratory research
By WILFORD

R.

GLASSCOCK and NORMAN J. HOLIER

Medical Physics Laboratory
The Hotter Research Foundation, Inc.
Helena, Montana

particular physical activity of the
subject at the time.
Separation of the amplifier from
the r -f section results in better performance and enables the weight
to be reduced because the transmitter does not require shielding or

of the center lead is connected electrically to the center conductor at
the electrode end and all three
shields are connected electrically at
the pinjacks.

tudes of unwanted signals appearing at the amplifier input.
For humans, flattened drops of
solder 5 to 7 mm in diameter form
the electrodes proper. Three are
needed, as the amplifier is pushpull with the middle connection
grounded. A drop of commercial
EEG paste is applied to the skin at
the point of application and rubbed
briefly with the flat side of the electrode. The electrodes are held in
place by collodion, or any other
standard method can be used.
The leads from the electrodes are
light-weight, flexible shielded wire
described commercially as grid
wire. The conductor is multiple strand fine copper, rubber and/or
fabric insulated, surrounded by
metal braid and an outside protective covering. The leads terminate
in small male pinjacks. The shield

shock mounting. Radiation directly
from the tank circuit of the r -f section enables the antenna to be dispensed with at short ranges, with
consequent greater stability of
operation while the subject is
active. The amplifier case is therefore of stainless steel and the oscillator case of transparent plastic,
molded to fit interior components.

Electrode System
Electrode leads should be kept
physically symmetrical with the
center ground lead insofar as possible, to help equalize the ampli-

Amplifier
The amplifier circuit, shown in
Fig. 1, is a high -gain RC -coupled
voltage amplifier with push-pull
input and single -ended output. The
light steel chassis is floated in carefully shaped sponge rubber inside a
light stainless steel case with snapon cover. The exterior of the shell
is covered with flock to minimize
artifacts caused by the subject
touching the case, as well as for
appearance.
The frequency range for a REEG
or RECG amplifier needs to extend
as close to zero as possible. Brain
waves are principally in the range
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from about 6 to 50 cps, but some
applications require a greater range.
A push-pull amplifier with two
gain controls gives better rejection
of stray 60 -cps in -phase signals and
those generated by motion through
the earth's magnetic field.
The output stage is somewhat unconventional; it performs the functions of cancelling in-phase signals,
adding some gain and providing
single -ended output. One CK522AX
operates as a triode and controls
the IR drop in the common 1,500 ohm cathode resistor of the stage in
response to the signal at the output
of one side of the second voltage
gain stage of the amplifier. The
other side of the second gain stage
feeds the grid of the CK522AX
which is operated as a pentode.
The overall response of the entire
REEG from amplifier input to observing system, including the radio
link, is shown in Fig. 2 for three
different input conditions. With
each of these successively larger inputs, the gain was reduced to approximately that used in actual
practice.
I

I

o

óloo

I

LOW -AMPLITUDE BRAIN WAVES

ENTLY WORKING

MUSCLES

90
Bo
á,

HEART MUSCL E POTENTIALS

70

60

100
FREQUENCY IN CPS

10

1,000

2 --Overall
frequency response
curves for three different gain settings

FIG.

of the REEG

DOUBLE CONVERTER

The modulator and r -f stages
with interstage shielding are
mounted on a brass chassis in a
formed plastic case. The low power
requirements permit the use of subminiature tubes for modulator and
oscillator. The modulator is a
CK518 operating as a variable reactance in parallel with the plate of
a single CK5677 tuned -plate tuned grid r-f oscillator with 90° phase
shift accomplished by a tuned
circuit at the grid of the reactance
tube, loosely coupled to the oscillator tank. The reactance grid tank
is tuned by coil spacing. A carrier
frequency of about 104 me minimizes signal variations at the receiver arising from any standingwave patterns in the laboratory,
and allows the use of small components. Small frequency adjustments are made by bending the
tank coils to change the ratio of the
diameter to length and thereby
change the inductance.
A single 1.5 -volt flashlight cell
operates the filaments of both tubes
in parallel. One 67.5 -volt cell supplies B power for both tubes and,
with suitable decoupling, power for
the amplifier through a lead between the two units. More than
four hours of continuous duty and
considerably more with intermittent duty is possible with this small
power supply, which is readily replaced when needed. As the B battery voltage drops, r-f oscillation
ceases before the amplifier is
affected; this avoids recording signals which might be faulty as a

I -F AMP

I-F

AMP

DISC

.:::::,

r

.

.

6AG5

Receiver Section
The receiving antenna is a 300 ohm folded dipole tuned to the carrier frequency. It may be used
near the receiver, placed in another
room with the subject, or mounted
outside a window for following outof-door exercises.
The receiver circuit, given in
Fig. 3, is a conventional f-m unit
through the r -f and i -f stages but
with modified discriminator and
audio stages. In use, the r-f stage
is tuned to the transmitter carrier.
The transmitter has fixed tuning.
Two 6AG5 pentodes form a double
conversion system in which the 6C4
triode oscillator operates at onehalf signal frequency minus 5.35
me to provide a 10.7 -mc i -f signal.
Two 6BA6 pentodes furnish the i -f
gain to drive the 6AL5 ratio de-

SW

4,700 001

TO 300 -OHM
FOLDED DIPOLE

result of decreasing amplifier performance.
For most uses, the transmitter
antenna system consists of nothing
more than the plate tank of the
CK568AX. An antenna is indicated
in the circuit of Fig. 1 to indicate
radiation from this unit, but no
wire projects from the tank.
Reception is adequate with this
method to a range of about 50
feet, which is sufficient for most
purposes. An antenna wire sewn
in the sleeve or coat can be coupled
to the oscillator for greater range,
but with the disadvantage that the
subject cannot be as active physically without introducing extraneous signals.
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FIG. 3-Receiving and observing system of the REEG. The a-f amplifier delivers a signal output of several volts to the viewing section
at the right, using a special long -persistence cathode-ray oscilloscope with a plate camera
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Pulse rate changes during normal human activity, as calculated and plotted from curves obtained with RECG equipment. Subject
shows good recovery time back to his normal from the 130 rate arising from exercise

tector, with limiting. This in turn
drives a 6C4 triode having adjustable gain, with circuit elements
chosen to give the desired a -f
response.
Amplitude modulation by the
portable transmitter itself has been
satisfactorily minimized; however,
some amplitude modulation can
exist at the receiving antenna due
to a shifting standing wave pattern as the subject moves about a
room. This type of amplitude modulation falls within the frequency
response of some of the signals being studied and below the frequency
at which a normally sized capacitor
in the ratio detector circuit can control amplitude fluctuations. In
addition, large changes in signal
strength at the receiving antenna
can occur due to the relatively large
changes in transmission distances
involved in practice.
Ranges used can be anywhere
from one foot to over 100 feet or
about two orders of magnitude. The
signal over such range differences
will vary in an even greater ratio,
hence some form of limiting action
is needed. This has been achieved
by the simple substitution of a 4k volt dry battery in the position of
the usual 10 -uf capacitor in the discriminator circuit. Limiting action
is shown in Fig. 4, which also
shows the additional advantage of

rapid falling off of output signal at
too-low values of received signal.
This is an advantage because the
observer can then tell when the
subject is in a dead spot, being
aided in this by the large increase
in receiver noise, with the result
that the record will not be misinterpreted as an abnormally low amplitude brain wave.
The type 9GP7 cathode-ray tube
ELECTRONICS
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of the REEG receiver has a magnetic sweep and long -persistence

screen. An x-axis linear sweep, adjustable from about 0.5 to 30 cps,
enables brain waves and cardiograms to be observed conveniently,
and also contains a single -sweep
feature. The long -persistence screen
permits studying a single trace for
at least a minute in a semidarkened
room or photographing it after it
has been inspected, thus saving film
when recording unpredictable patterns. Since the slowly moving
spot on the 9GP7 screen covers such
a small area per second, the tube is
operated at only 1,000 v which is
ith its rated voltage. This low
anode voltage also has the advantage that less magnetic deflection power is required.
Viewer and Recorder

grid overlay on the face of the
tube provides reference lines
for time on the x-axis and voltage
amplitude on the y-axis. The grid
lines are illuminated so that they
are recordable by photography but
without illuminating the screen
where they would otherwise produce an undesirable glow. This
is accomplished by forming a
6 X 6 X l -in. piece of plastic
to the curved surface of the c -r
tube, scribing lines on the back surface and partially filling them with
white paint, then completing the
filling with black paint. Light is
introduced into the plastic by flashlight lamps inserted into frosted
holes at the lower edge. Edges of
the clear plastic are painted black.
RECG's can be utilized to provide
a record of heart pulse rates where
the pulse rate alone and not the
form of the RECG is of interest.
To convert the RECG signals to a
A
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form suitable for pulse recording
the signal is differentiated and
amplified, then rectified, with a
1N34 diode to give a simple positive
wide peak which actuates a pen on
a moving -chart recorder.
This work was financed, as a public service, by the Holter Research
Foundation, a non-profit Montana
corporation. The authors are also
indebted to Professor J. A. Gengerelli of the University of California
at Los Angeles for his many valuable suggestions during the course
of the present development.
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Regenerating Composite
Video Signals
Hum, d -c surge, poor low -frequency content and sync compression on incoming television
signals from network or remote pickup must be standardized before local broadcast transmission. Stabilizing amplifier under control of local operator corrects single faults or
combinations of several

in Fig. 1, the equipment comprises
two main channels; the video amplifier and the sync amplifier. This
unit is a device for expanding the
sync portion of a composite video
signal and clamping during the
sync back porch interval. Such
clamping will restore low -frequency
response and eliminate low -frequency transients despite any sync tip modulation.
The degree of sync expansion is
sufficient to provide standard output with as little as 17 percent sync
on the input signal. Percentage of
sync content in the output signal is
adjustable. For varying composite
video inputs, the unit will maintain
a constant sync level in the output.
The stabilizing amplifier is rack mounted with a remote control panel for quick

adjustment by operator

By

ROBERT BETTS
Project Engineer

Transmitter Division
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
Clifton, N. J.

personnel in tele vision stations are often faced
with the problem of having to use

1

ECHNICAL

drastically deteriorated, nonstandard composite video signals from a
network or remote pickup. These
signals may contain noise, hum, or
spikes and video in the sync region.
Presented at the 6th annual broadcast
engineering conference (NARTB) at Chicago, Ill., Mar. 31, 1952.
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The sync portion may be compressed, the high or low -frequency
content may be poor or sync pulses
may even be missing. A means
must be provided to improve this
deteriorated signal in order that the
transmitter output be compatible
with FCC requirements.
A so-called stabilizing amplifier
has been developed that regenerates
such degraded signals. As shown

Functional Arrangement
The video channel (upper half of
drawing) has two stages of amplification and a cathode follower
whose grid is clamped. This signal
is then clipped and amplified in
the next stage where either local
or remote sync may be added
through the sync insertion tube.
The next stage is a cathode follower
that drives two identical output
stages to give one signal for the
transmitter or network and one for
monitoring purposes.
The sync channel (lower half of
Fig. 1) has one stage of amplification followed by a sync separator
and two additional stages of amplification. At this point, part of the
signal feeds the sync insertion tube.
August,
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FIG. 1-Simplified schematic diagram of television video stabilizing amplifier

Another portion feeds a cathode
follower to provide a negative remote composite sync signal for use
in synchronizing local and remote
equipment. The third portion feeds
a differentiating circuit coupled to
a selective stage that amplifies only
the part of the differentiated signal
corresponding to the trailing edge
of the sync pulses. This signal
drives another amplifier whose output is two clamp drive pulses
of equal amplitude but opposite
polarity.

Circuit Details
The simplified schematic of the
stabilizing amplifier shows that the
input is terminated in 75 ohms for
use with coaxial cable. A 5 -to-1 attenuation switch and a potentiometer constitute the gain control for
the video channel. The sync channel input depends only on the position of the attenuation switch.
The first two tubes in the video
channel V1 and V. are shunt -peaked
ELECTRONICS
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video amplifiers. The grid of the
V6, a 6AH6 triode -connected pentode, is clamped during
the back porch of the sync by a
4 -diode bridge clamp. This action
is shown in more detail in Fig. 2A.
Clamping is necessary to keep the
blanking or black level constant so
that the sync -clipping level adjusted
in the next stage will remain constant regardless of the video content of the signal.
The black negative composite
video signal that appears at the
cathode of V, is fed through a
series negative clipper circuit detailed in Fig. 2B. A 1N54A ger-

next tube,

Table

I-Sync Switch and Clamp
Switch Combinations

Sync
Clamp
Switch
Switch
(1) Local
Local
(2) Local
Remote
(3) Clamp Local
(4) Clamp Remote

Sync
Inserted
Local
Local
Local
Remote

Clamp
Drive
Local
Remote
Local
Remote

manium diode is employed as the
variable level clipper. The adjustable bias for the diode is supplied
from the cathode resistor on V6,
a 6AG5 whose cathode current is
adjusted by means of screen -voltage
variation.
This method of biasing presents
a low d -c source impedance that prevents the bias from changing with
varying signal amplitude. The
amplitude of the signal at this point
is large enough to minimize the
effect of the crystal nonlinearity at
small positive voltages. Therefore,
there is at most a 2 percent loss of
setup. The clipped signal is fed
to V,, a 6AH6 shunt-peaked video
amplifier that also employs some
cathode peaking, indicated in Fig.
2C.

Regenerated -Sync Insertion

j

The plate load of this tube is
common to the sync -insertion amplifier V a 6AG5. The sync-expand

potentiometer provides a variable
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of the input signal. The output
signal is pure composite negative
sync. A portion of this signal is
fed to a 6J6 cathode follower, Vis,
whose negative composite -sync output is used for synchronization of
local and remote equipment.
A second portion is available for
sync insertion in the video channel
through the sync switch. A third
portion is differentiated by the R -C
grid -coupling network that feeds the
next tube, V,n, a clamp -pulse amplifier. This is shown in Fig. 2E. The
tube is a 6J6 dual triode whose first
half, V,B,,, is biased so that it only
amplifies the positive portion of the
differentiated sync pulses. These
positive signals correspond to the
trailing edges of the sync pulses.
The second half of V,,B amplifies
these pulses and feeds them to the
clamp -drive tube, Vim, a parallel -connected 6J6. Equal plate and cathode -load resistors furnish clamp drive pulses from the plate and

cathode of equal amplitude but
opposite polarity.

8.2K
100K

Operational Combinations

WAVEFORMS IN TIME

0

C-

CUTOFF

AVERAGE
SIGNAL

LEVEL

(E)

FIG.

2-Individual circuit elements

(F)

of Fig.

1

discussed in text

bias to control the amount of sync ishes a standard RTMA 1.4 -volt
signal above the cutoff point on the composite black negative video siggrid of V,. The rise time of this nal across a 75 -ohm termination.
sync is excellent because only a
The first tube in the sync channel,
small portion of the sync is used to V,,, a 6AH6 pentode, amplifies and
obtain the required amplitude at the inverts the composite black negaplate of V,. Therefore, on the plate tive video input signal. The second
of V. will appear a composite black tube, V15, a 6BA6 pentode, is grid
positive video signal whose video leak biased. On account of the grid
amplitude is adjusted by the video- d -c restoring action and the large
channel gain control and whose sync -positive signal amplitude apsync amplitude is adjusted by the pearing at its grid, this tube comsync -expand control described presses and clips the video or negaabove. Each is independent of the tive portion of the signal. The gain
other.
characteristic of the tube is conThis composite signal is applied trolled by variation of its screen
to the grid of a cathode follower voltage.
that drives two output stages, one
The third tube, V,7, is a 6J6 dual of which is shown at Fig. 2D. It triode connected as a two -stage
consists of two 6AQ5's connected in voltage amplifier. These tubes are
parallel whose plates are a -c coupled overdriven as a result of the large
to a source termination of 75 ohms. grid -signal amplitude and therefore
Each of these output stages furn- clip the positive and negative peaks
132

By placing the clamp switch in
the local position,
is disabled and
V,a energized. Thus, local sync may
be used to drive the clamp and also
to feed the sync insertion tube V,.
There are four combinations of the
sync and clamp switches. Of the
four possible combinations, there
are only three that are different as
indicated in Table I. With these
three combinations, however, much
signal improvement res[iltg,

Types of Degradation

There are several faults possible
with an incoming network or remote signal. These faults may appear individually or in combinations. Some of the more common
shown in Fig. 3 are hum, d -c surge,
poor low -frequency content, and
sync compression. The action of
the clamp in the video channel will
overcome the first three difficulties
despite any sync -tip modulation because the clamping occurs during
the back -porch interval. The signal
may now have the sync portion removed by clipping at the desired
level.
As explained previously, either
remote or local sync may now be in August, 1952
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lation and biases the tube near or
beyond cutoff.
The resulting signal on the plate
of V,5 and the grid of Vi; is shown
in Fig. 4C. This signal amplitude
is large enough to overdrive V17 and
thus its output is clipped in the
manner shown by the dotted lines
in D. The final result is a clean
composite sync signal with improved rise time and no modulation.
This unit will operate well with signal-to-noise ratios as low as 5 -to -1,
or sync to video ratio of 17 percent.
Signals containing sync with
poor rise time are improved in
much the same manner. The amplification and clipping improve the
rise time of the pulse. In addition,
when the sync is added to the video,
it is done as shown in Fig. 2F. The
average signal level is moved in relation to cutoff by the bias or sync expand control. Only 25 to 30 percent of the signal is necessary to
give the proper amplitude at the
plate for addition to the video signal. This greatly increases the rise
time of the output sync. Sync output rise times as low as 0.05 microsecond have been measured with
inputs of the order of 0.50 micro-

serted to any desired degree, thus
overcoming sync -compression difficulties with the remote-input signal. If it has been chosen to add
local sync, it is necessary that the
local and remote sync signals be
synchronized. This is accomplished
by sync -co-ordinating equipment
driven with the negative remote
composite sync signal available
from this unit.
Through use of long lines and
microwave links the incoming network signal has often lost most
of its setup. This too may be improved by adding local negative
mixed blanking at the sync input
terminal instead of local sync. This
type of operation also requires
synchronization of local and remote
equipment.
The control formerly used for
sync expansion may now be used to
vary the setup. Output signal from
the unit would be a black negative
video signal with variable setup but
without sync. Used in this manner,
the unit would be operating as a
remote sync stripper and local sync
could be added in some subsequent
piece of equipment such as mixer line amplifier or switching gear.
Other signal conditions which

second.
FIG. 4- Operation
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of incom-

sync -channel
spiking

of
of

may be improved with this unit
are : video in the sync region, noisy
signal, poor sync rise time, and
missing sync pulses. The video in
the sync region may be removed
by the clipping circuit, and local or
remote sync can be added in the
sync insertion stage.
For a noisy signal or one with
spiking extending into the sync region, the operation of the unit
would be similar to that described.
Original sync would be clipped and
standard RTMA sync pulses added.
An explanation of the operation of
the sync channel in the presence of
noise or spiking is shown in Fig. 4.
Signal A is the input signal applied to the grid of V14. That shown
at B is the amplified inverted
signal appearing at the grid of V,.,.
As mentioned before, the grid -leak
bias and the d -c restoring action of
the V,5 grid -cathode circuit tends to
keep the sync tips near ground
potential regardless of signal modu-

Loss of Remote Sync

When the remote sync generator
functions erratically in such a manner that there are missing sync
pulses or sporadic sync breakdown,
it becomes necessary if not imperative to add local sync. For clamp
operation and synchronization of
local and remote equipment, a few
missing sync pulses do not cause a
serious situation. It is possible
then to clamp and synchronize with
the remote sync pulses and insert
local sync for the output signal.
The frequency response of the
video amplifier in this unit is down
1 db at 7.5 mc and down 6 db at
10 mc. The inputs are 0.5 to 2.0
volts peak -to -peak composite black
negative video into 75 ohms and 3.5
to 8.0 volts peak -to -peak negative
sync or blanking into 75 ohms. Outputs are two standard RTMA 1.4 volt peak -to-peak black negative
composite video signals across 75
ohms, and 1.5 volts of negative remote sync across 75 ohms or 10
volts unterminated.
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Bridge Oscillator
High frequency stability and good output waveshape are provided by R -L oscillator. Tunes
linearly over the range from 1,000 to 500,000 cycles by means of a simple frequency

control and
By ABE HERSHLER

and

a

vernier

BENSON CARLIN

Senior Electronic Engineer
Chief Engineer
Electro -Marine Manufacturing Corp.
New York. N. Y.

oscillators are
simple in design, capable of
almost pure sinusoidal output and
able to cover wide frequency
ranges. Such units have been designed to generate frequencies
which cover the audio, ultrasonic
and low radio -frequency spectra
with excellent waveform and stability of output frequency and amplitude'. Components required for the
construction of such units are inexpensive and easily obtained and
need not be of particular tolerance.
Basically, a bridge oscillator is a
broad -band amplifier whose input
and output terminals are the terminals of a frequency -selective bridge
network.
The function of the bridge network is to compare a degenerative
and a regenerative alternating voltage on the basis of frequency selection, allowing regeneration only at
the frequency for which the bridge
is balanced. All other frequencies
are attenuated. The types of
bridges to be used in conventional
units have been discussed extensively elsewhere."
One of the basic problems of most
oscillators is the fact that the frequency dial is nonlinear and often
is compressed at particular sections
of the scale. When it is necessary
for the frequency dial to be linear,
specially constructed variable caBRIDGE -TYPE

pacitors are required.
In the bridge described herein all
the features of typical bridge oscillators are retained, together with a
unique characteristic which allows
the choice of practically. any tuning
curve, one of which is perfectly
linear. The controls are two in
134

number; one varies the frequency
rapidly, while the other is a linear
vernier at any point in the range.
The diagram of Fig. 1 shows the
basic configuration of the R -L type
oscillator. The frequency -dependent components are confined to the
positive feedback loop.
Oscillation takes place when the
regenerative voltage is equal to or
slightly greater than the degenerative voltage and the phase relations
are correct. The phase and amplitude characteristics of the bridge
are plotted in Fig. 2. These characteristics compare favorably with
other bridge oscillators. Greater
selectivity is obtainable with certain bridge -network equivalents but
at the expense of more involved
controls and with no possibility of
simple linearity.
If losses in the two bridge inductances are considered, assuming the
inductances are operated well below
their resonant frequencies and are
therefore substantially independent
of frequency, the bridge relationships may be written
2
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=
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-
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cordance with Eq. 1 to at least 0.5
percent as indicated as long as the
Q's of the inductors used are equal
or greater than 10. Such inductors
are easily attainable in practice
without special expedients.
Equation i indicates the novel
characteristic of this type of bridge
oscillator and may be termed the
oscillator law. Consideration of
this statement shows that frequency is linear with resistance, as
shown in Fig. 3, in those cases
where the values of the resistance in
the two arms are the same. One
August, 1952
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Has Linear Tuning
Ì

result is a vernier type of oscillator,
simple and accurate with no involved calibration necessary.
Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram for such a unit in which a
dual -inductance switch controls the
frequency ranges. The dual linear
potentiometers or decade boxes control variations within each range
which are entirely linear.
The two fixed matched resistors
R, employed in the arms of the
bridge are used to fix the lower
limit of frequency. With accurate
inductors and potentiometers or decade resistance boxes, the unit is
capable of a high degree of
accuracy. No calibration curve is
needed. The unit is checked against
any single external standard frequency within its range of
operation. The linear law then
establishes all other generated
frequencies.
It is sometimes desirable to have
the oscillator tune in a nonlinear
manner, but which follows some
arbitrary curve. In such a case, the
expression which governs the action
of the oscillator is given as
to at least

Ce-

if

QL

and

Q2

>

percent

10

also
L2 Ra

R2

Ri

LI (Rs -I- rt)

+

L2

(Rs

+ r2)

Typical oscillator construction. Tuning unit and amplifier have separate chassis

The same bridge circuit as shown
may still be used, but the resistors
will no longer be the same. Either
one fixed and one variable resistor
may be used, or two resistors of
unequal values may be varied to

control the frequency. Further
variations of the linearity are possible by fixing either of the inductances and varying the other, or by
varying unequal inductances or at
an unequal rate.
The oscillator is economical and
simple to construct and adjust.
Values for R and L are not given,
since they are a function of the
frequency desired, and may be computed easily from the basic relationships. The unit shown in the
photograph covered the range from

The dual
inductive range used was 500 to 20
mh. The dual potentiometer was
1,000 to 500,000 cycles.

50,000 ohms.
A three -watt lamp R2 is used as
a means of amplitude control but
the unit seems to have negligible

amplitude variation without this
expedient. A frequency stability
better than 0.01 percent was obtained without any precautions. In
a ten-hour continuous run at ten
kc, the drift was better than 10 cps.
At output levels of the order of 10
volts or lower, the output is very
nearly a pure sine wave. At higher
outputs, between 10 and 150 volts,
the waveform is distorted in accordance with the particular characteristics of the amplifier used.
The only precautions observed in
the construction of the oscillator
were that of shielding the amplifier
and the tuning unit. In general, it
is only necessary that the inductors
be shielded from each other.
Several methods of varying the
inductors were tried and step switching and slug -tuning methods
were successful. There are a number of linear potentiometers on the
market with a variety of tolerances.
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Rear view shows use

of

broadcast -type variable capacitors for setting frequency

of wave analysis have been devised. Most
of these possess one or more of the
following disadvantages : the equipment required is quite elaborate and
expensive; the frequency and amplitude of low-frequency components
MANY METHODS

are not determined accurately; the
frequency range is limited; the impedance offered by the instrument
is not constant; tuning is not sharp
resulting from low -Q circuits; the
equipment is not readily portable.
A research program was launched
to investigate the possibility of
using a gated amplifier as a method
of wave analysis which possesses
none of the above mentioned disadvantages. The successful result of
this investigation is the analyzer
described herein.
Theory Review

If a sine wave is applied to the input of a gated amplifier and if the
input wave and the gate are in
phase, the output will have the form
indicated in Fig. 1A.
The output meter will read the
average value of this function.
However, if their frequencies are
very slightly different, their relative phase will be slowly changing.
In this case, shortly after the time
of Fig. 1A, the output will be of the
136

form shown in Fig. 1B.
Again the meter reads the average of this waveform; the average
here being somewhat less than that
of Fig. 1A. Still later, the waveform will be as shown in Fig. 1C.
The meter reading has dropped
to zero which is the average of this
waveform. Some time later, the
waveform will be as shown in
Fig. 1D.
The meter now reads a maximum
in the opposite direction from the
direction of Fig. 1A.
As the phase changes, the meter
reading varies from a maximum in
one direction to a maximum in the
opposite direction and back again.
The frequency of this movement is
equal to the difference between the
gate frequency and the input frequency. However, because the
meter has a certain amount of inertia, it is able to respond only if
the difference frequency is of the
order of a few cycles per second.
With this arrangement it would
seem that a nonsinusidal wave
could be analyzed by varying the
frequency of the gate and noting
the frequency at which beats
occur. The appearance of beats
should indicate the presence of a
frequency component in the complex wave equal to the gate fre-

quency with amplitude proportional
to the amplitude of the beats.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram
of the analyzer.
The circuit consists of three
parts : a gating pulse generator, an
input attenuator and amplifier, and
an amplifier which is turned alternately on and off (gated) by the
square wave.
The circuit used for generating
the gating pulse for the amplifier
is a square-wave generator. Most
of the square -wave generators in-

vestigated for this purpose were
far more elaborate than was desired. Various forms of multivibrators were tried. The circuit
finally chosen was a symmetrical
multivibrator with zero grid return
as described by Terman.
The multivibrator uses resistance
capacitance elements for tuning. As
shown in Fig. 3, its frequency varies inversely with values of C and R.
Because variable capacitors such as
are used in radio receivers have a
capacitance ratio slightly larger
than 10 to 1, and because of their
availability, standard two -gang capacitors of about 500-uuf maximum
capacitance for each section are
used as the frequency control. A
range -changing switch changes R
values in such a manner as to obtain
frequency multiplying factors of 2,
10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000. The frequency for any setting of the two
controls is then the product of the
dial reading and the multiplying
switch reading.
Complete Circuit

Referring to Fig. 3, V2 and V2,
together with their associated circuits, constitute a symmetrical multivibrator. The variable capacitors
provide a means of attaining a variable -frequency square wave, while a
August, 1952
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Wave Analyzer
Direct -reading instrument quantitatively determines components of complex waveforms
in the audio -frequency range. Accuracy is good, especially at low audio frequencies, and
distortion introduced by instrument is less than one percent

choice of resistors make possible
several ranges of frequency. The
plate resistors were chosen as small
as possible to improve the square
waveform and yet retain sufficient
amplitude (60 volts peak to peak)
to utilize the square wave as a gate.
This square wave is fed to the
grid of a cathode follower V whose
function is to isolate the multi vibrator from the circuits which
follow. The gain here is approxi-

potential of 25 volts which cuts
them off. When V, is cut off, the
cathodes of V5 and V, are 57 volts

mately unity.
The output square wave from the
cathode of V, is coupled to the
SQUARE WAVE terminals, in the
event it is desired to use the instrument as a square -wave generator,
and to the grid of V,. This grid is
biased at 45 volts positive. The
tube is alternately switched on and
off by the square wave. Because V
V, and V, have a common cathode
resistor, the potential on the cathodes of V, and V, is high when
V, is conducting and low when V,
is cut off.
The grids of V, and V, are biased
at 50 volts positive potential. When
V, is conducting, the cathodes of V5
and V are 75 volts positive, giving
these tubes a negative grid -cathode

1-Curves show output of gated
amplifier for sinewave input at various
phase angles
FIG.
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FIG. 2-Block diagram of stages in the

wave analyzer

positive, giving them a net negative
bias of 7 volts which allows them
to conduct.
The gating action of V, causes
the plate voltages of V, and V, to
rise and fall together between 280
and 200 volts when conducting.
Under these conditions, the reading
of meter M5 is zero.
Cathode follower V, isolates the
meter tubes from the input. Its
cathode resistor is chosen to give
7 volts bias with a gain of about
0.8, allowing a peak -to -peak swing
on the input of about 17 volts.
The input attenuator is a conventional potential divider presenting a constant impedance of one and
a half megohms, thereby minimizing loading effects upon the signal
voltage source.
The output of V, is fed to the
grid of V which is alternately conducting and nonconducting.
If the input frequency coincides
with the frequency of the gate, and
if their phase difference is zero, the
waveform on the plate of V appears as in Fig. 4A. At the same
time, the waveform on the plate of
V is that of Fig. 4B because V, and
V. have a common cathode resistor:
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frequency which appears at low
frequencies.
+280v

Performance
+200V

To check performance, signals of

amplitude and various frequencies were applied to the input.
The meter reading was flat from
10 to about 30,000 cps. Above 30,000 cps, tuning is so sharp that
amplitude measurements are very
difficult. Below 10 cps, amplitude
readings decrease sharply.
For frequencies of 10, 60, 400,
1,000 and 10,000 cps, various voltages from 0.1 volt to 300 volts were
applied to the input. The meter
reading was linear and correct over
this range provided the proper attenuation was applied to prevent
meter deflections of over 30 units.
Deflections above 30 ma draw too
much current from the plates of V6
and V0, resulting in loss of gain and
nonlinear meter deflections.
The wave shape of the gating
pulse was observed on the cathode
of V3 at frequencies ranging from
2 to 100,000 cps. The wave shape
was excellent up to frequencies of
about 10,000 cps. At this point, the
corners of the square wave began to
round off. However, the square
wave is able to operate effectively as
a gate, even though rounded, because its amplitude is larger than is
necessary to switch the meter tubes.
Amplitude readings for the various components should be taken
with a beat frequency of about 1
ers. An amplitude reading taken
with zero beat frequency will be
in error because the reading of the
output meter is a function of the
relative phase of the gate frequency
and the particular component frequency being studied as well as be 3 -volts

='LATE OF

V6

íC1

PLATE

(DI

PLATE

OF V6

+280V

(81

PLATE OF

+200v

V5

PHASE DIFFERENCE= 0 DEGREES

FIG.

PHASE DIFFERENCE= 180 DEGREES

4-Oscillograms show waveforms

and the voltage between the plates
of tubes V. and V. results in pulses
of current through M, which reads
the average d -c voltage difference.
This reading is proportional to the
amplitude of that component of the
input signal whose frequency coincides with the gate frequency.
If the phase difference is 180 degrees, the voltage waveforms are as
pictured in 4C and 4D and the
meter reads a maximum in the opposite direction. The slow changing of the phase difference results
In the modulation of the meter by
the difference frequency.
Any steady deflection present in
the meter with no input, may be
balanced out by the ZERO ADJUST

potentiometer.

Stability
The frequency of the multi vibrator is a function of the mu
of V, and V, so these tubes must be
matched. Symmetry of the square
wave was achieved by inserting a

THIRD HARMONIC

OF V5

on plztes of meter tubes

milliammeter in the plate circuit of
each tube and adjusting the value
of the grid resistors until the two
meters read the same value of average plate current for each tube, indicating that off -times are equal.
A regulated power supply must
be used because the frequency of
the multivibrator is a function of
its plate voltage.

Calibration
The dial is calibrated in cycles
per second. Frequency calibration
curves need be used only if great
accuracy in reading the frequency
is desired.
The meter M, is calibrated in
volts by using an input of known
frequency and amplitude, and adjusting the potentiometer (CALIBRATION ADJUST) in series with the
meter.
At frequencies below 25 cps,
operation was improved by shunting the meter with a 4-1,.f capacitor.
This capacitor filters out the gate

(81

FIFTH HARMONIC

(C1

SEVENTH HARMONIC

FIG. 5-Oscillograms of meter tube plate waveforms for odd harmonics
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ing a function of that component's
amplitude.
Operation
Suppose a sine wave with a frequency of 600 cps is applied to the
input. The operator begins to
search, starting at the high frequency end of the spectrum. The
meter reading is zero until the gate
frequency approaches, within a few
cps, the frequency of the sine wave.
Further searching will reduce the
difference frequency to 1 cps. The
meter reading varies from a maximum in one direction to a maximum
in the other direction as the phase
of the gate and the input vary from
zero to 180 degrees. Figure 4A
shows the waveform present at the
plate V. when the two frequencies
are equal with zero phase difference.
As the operator continues to
search the remaining lower. portion
of the frequency spectrum, a reading is obtained at 200 cps, although
600 cps is being applied to the input. This reading is one-third that
of the reading obtained at 600 cps.
Figure 5A shows the waveform
present at the plate of V. when the
gate frequency is one-third that of
the input frequency with zero phase
difference. Under these conditions,
the meter should and does give an
average d -c reading of one-third the
value obtained previously.
Figures 5B and 5C show that
similar readings will be obtained at
gate frequencies which are one-fifth
and one-seventh that of the input
with amplitudes correspondingly
decreased. Figures 6A, 6B and 6C
show that the even harmonics of
the gate frequency result in an
average d -c reading of zero. Here-

FIG.
ELECTRONICS
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one-third of the 3 volts of the third
harmonic. However, an operator
with some experience and technique
is able to analyze a complex wave
quite adequately.
Future work might be done on
the design of an additional circuit
which would eliminate the odd har-

in lies the peculiarity of the instrument. It does pass the odd

harmonics, although at increasingly
decreased amplitudes (Fig. 7).
For a complex wave composed of
frequencies such that the lowest
frequency present is higher than
one-third of the highest frequency
present, the instrument, within the
limits of its frequency and sensitivity ranges, analyzes the wave
completely and accurately, determining the frequency and amplitude of each component. Such a
wave might be one composed of
these frequencies : 1,200, 1,150,
1,000, 875, 600 and 483 cps. Another
example might be a wave made up
of frequency components of 11,180,
9,350, 5,000 and 4,019 cps.
To examine a wave composed of
the following frequencies and amplitudes : 1,000 cps at 10 volts, 2,000
cps at 5 volts and 3,000 cps at 3
volts, the operator begins at the
high -frequency end. At a dial
setting of 3,000 cps the meter reads
3 volts. At 2,000, it reads 5 volts.
But at 1,000, it reads 11 voltsall 10 volts of the fundamental plus

monics.
The fact that the input to the
meter tube cannot exceed about five
volts rms naturally limits the sensitivity of the instrument. For all
attenuator positions, frequency
components whose strength is about
1 percent of the strongest component present can be detected and
measured.
Frequencies as close together as
5 cps can be separated and their
amplitudes measured.
Distortion introduced by the instrument including intermodulation
distortion is under 1 percent.
The writer wishes to express his
indebtedness to Professor Frank
Walz and Mr. David Stacy, Research Physicist, both of the staff
of the University of Colorado

Physics Department.
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Decommutating
Automatic decommutator separates up to 27 intelligence channels which are time -division.
multiplexed using pulse -amplitude modulation on a single f -m/f-m subcarrier. All common telemetering commutation rates may be accomodated. System conserves bandwidth
and increases intelligence -handling capacity
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27 -channel

automatic decommutator for
pulse -amplitude modulated telemetry

Four -channel separator incorporates four basic information gates and common
power supply

By W. H. CHESTER and W. P. KLEMENS
Development Engineers
Bendix Aviation Corporation
Pacific Division Development Laboratories
Burbank, Calif.
INCREASED
INTELLIGENCE -HANDLING capacity and bandwidth

economy are achieved in f -m/f -m
telemetry by time -division multiplexing one or more of the individual f-m subcarriers. Figure 1
illustrates a typical subcarrier
waveform for commutation systems
that employ pulse -amplitude modulation of the individual intelligence
channels. The commutation rates
listed in Table I have been established by the Research and Development Board committee on guided
missiles and are compatible with
conventional electronic separation
techniques.
The Bendix THC-1 electronic
decommutator shown in the photograph, is designed to handle the
140

two commutator configurations and
several rates, which are finding continually wider application. Frontpanel switches permit rapid adjustment to either a system employing
15 intelligence channels at commutator speeds of 5, 10 or 25 revolutions per second, or 27 intelligence
channels at 2.5, 5 or 10 revolutions
per second.
The decommutator simplifies data
reduction since each intelligence
channel, after separation and conversion, may be recorded on a
separate oscillograph trace as an
essentially continuous indication.
Presentation of the individual channels on panel meters provides a
valuable simultaneous indication of
measured phenomena. A typical

input signal with corresponding
decommutated output signals is
shown in Fig. 2.
The input signal to the decommutator is the output from a sub carrier discriminator in a standard
f -m/f -m telemetering receiving station. The discriminator serves to
demodulate the frequency -modulated subcarrier and produce an
output signal proportional to, and
of the same form as, the signal that
was employed to modulate the sub carrier oscillator in the airborne
telemeter. The waveform is essentially as shown in Fig. 1 except that
the keyed subcarrier frequencies
have been converted to changes in
direct -current level.
Figure 3 presents a functional
August, 1952
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each frame. The gate -input circuit
consists of a pair of 6AL5 diodes
connected back-to-back to minimize
contact potential and also to pass
signals of either polarity. A simplified gate schematic is shown in Fig.
4.

Information gate is basic building brock

block diagram of decommutator
operation. The unseparated information pulse train is applied
through a balanced low-pass filter
to the input of a balanced, direct coupled information amplifier. Circuitry of the d -c amplifier is
conventional. Two amplifier stages
drive a cathode -follower output.
Heavy inverse feedback is utilized
from the output to the cathodes of
the input stage, insuring amplifier
stability and reducing the effective
output impedance to approximately
twenty ohms. The information amplifier feeds twenty-eight paralleled
information gates.
Several factors dictated the use
of balanced circuitry in the information channels of the decommutator rather than single -ended circuitry requiring fewer components.
First, nearly all discriminators
employed for subcarrier demodulation use balanced -output circuitry.
ELECTRON ICS
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Conversion to single -ended operation would reduce long-time stability by permitting variations of
average current in the discriminator output tubes to appear as a
system error. Second, the trend
toward programs of longer duration
made the inherent stability of pushpull amplifiers a desirable feature
for the decommutator itself. Third,
much of the control and recording
equipment available to military
facilities at present employs balanced circuitry.

Information Gates
Information gates are normally
closed, and are opened by triggering
pulses from associated counter
stages. These triggering pulses are
coincident in time with the leading
edge of the information pulses.
Therefore, information gates are
opened, in sequence, to receive the
same channel information pulse

During the gate -closed period,
the diodes are cut off due to the
voltage developed across the diode load resistors by current flow
through the bias tubes. During the
gate-open period, the bias tubes are
prevented from conducting by the
control tube, and information is
passed through the diodes to storage circuits.
The storage circuits cause the
output to be maintained at a level
proportional to the informationpulse amplitude until the gate is
again opened by the same channelopening pulse in the next frame.
Nominal output of each information gate is
5 milliamperes into
a 330 -ohm load for band -edge -toband -edge deflection of the subcarrier oscillator. A high -impedance,
single -ended output is also provided
from each gate. Linear output simplifies data reduction.
The storage circuit consists of
a capacitor in the grid circuit of a
specially designed cathode follower
that meets the requirements of long
time -constant and stability under
essentially open -grid operating conditions. Gates are closed before the
termination of the information
pulse by a triggering voltage developed in the control unit, insuring
that gate output is clamped at
nearly peak value of the information pulse.

Counter Circuitry
The problem of channel -synchronizing or counter circuitry, was
coupled closely with system flexi-

Table I-RDB Standard
Commutation Rates
Samples
Number of Commuta- per Second
tion Rate (Including
Channels
Synchronito be
Cycles
zation)
Commutated per Sec
15
15
15

27
27
27

5

10
25

2.5
5

10

90
180
4.50

75
150
300
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FIG. 1-Research and Development Board standard wave-forms
for pulse-amplitude modulation of an f-m subcarrier. Maximum signal represents 7.5-percent deviation from subcarrier center fre-

quency

bility. A tumble open -loop counter,
consisting of a series of Eccles Jordan trigger circuits, each providing sequential trigger pulses,
was chosen. This type of counter
has the advantage of expansion to
any number of stages without the
use of feedback or complex matrices.

Four such stages are included
in each four -channel separator assembly and these groups of four
counters are interconnected by
isolating amplifiers. All counter
stages are reset at the end of each
information frame, or commutator
revolution, by a master synchronization pulse. The choice of a
tumble counter also simplified cabinet wiring since each counter stage
is close to its associated information gate. The choice of four channels per separator unit was indicated by the divisibility of most
commutator configurations by four,
resulting usually in a spare channel
in the decommutator.
In the decommutator control unit,
positive -going information pulses
at the output of the filter are applied to the control amplifier. Series
diode limiters equalize pulse amplitudes, and a unique negative -feedback loop clamps the base line of
the information wavetrain to a
reference voltage. Output of the
final stage of the amplifier, an
Eccles -Jordan trigger circuit, is
coincident with the original information pulse train, and is used to
actuate the remaining control circuits.
Stepping -Pulse Generator

The stepping -pulse generator consists of a univibrator that delivers
output spikes coincident with the
leading edge of each information

^

11

_n____11

n
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OUTPUT SIGNAL
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REFERENCE
LEVEL
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INFORMATION CHANNEL 2

2-Typical decommutator waveforms illustrate action

original

intelligence -carrying waveform
sample pulses

pulse. This positive pulse is transferred through an isolating cathode
follower to an amplifier in each separator unit in use. Amplified and
inverted, the pulse is then applied
as common drive to the counter
string, serving to synchronize information channels. Output trigger
pulses from individual counter
stages are fed through cathode followers and act to open the associated information gates. Up to seven
of these cathode followers can be
connected in parallel, by external
patch cords, to trigger a single in-

formation gate, thereby increasing
the frequency -response capability
of an individual channel. The six
bypassed information gates are
inoperative under this condition.

Gate-Closing Pulses
Gate -closing pulses are generated
by a univibrator used as a delay
circuit. It is forced into its unstable position by the leading edge
of the control -amplifier output
pulses. Upon return to the stable
state, its positive output is differentiated and applied to all gates,
serving to close the single open
gate. The delay period is chosen by

switching timing capacitors.
Forced reset of the counter is
utilized to insure that the decommutator is synchronized with the
airborne equipment at the beginning of every frame. A pulse selector circuit transforms the master synchronization pulse, which
is five times the width of an individual information pulse, into an
inverted sawtooth. This waveform
is then differentiated and amplified.
The resultant reset pulse, coincident
with the trailing edge of the master
pulse, is applied to all reset grids
of the counter.

of stor-

2

shows

reconstructed

from

age circuit. Output signal from information channel

Reliability of the decommutation
equipment is increased by the pulse
synthesizer, which injects a substitute pulse to the stepping -pulse
generator to replace a missing information pulse, and thereby maintains decommutator synchronization with the airborne commutator.
Output of the synthesizer is gated
so that with all information pulses
present, no synthetic pulses are
supplied to the equipment. If it
were not for the synthesizer, all
channels following a missing pulse
would be recorded on the wrong
receiving channel because the
counter would not have been
stepped one count for the missing
pulse. The synthesizer consists of
a voltage -controlled multivibrator,
a combination phase -comparator
and gating circuit, and a gate that
is normally closed to prevent signal
output. Up to five consecutive
pulses may be replaced accurately
by the synthesizer. Replacement of
a much larger number is possible if
the airborne commutator has speed
stability and freedom from jitter.
System Layout

Standardization and operating
convenience were achieved by dividing the equipment into a number
of plug-in assemblies. Input filters,
amplifiers, control and synchronization circuitry are included in the
THS-1 decommutator control unit.
This unit also contains the master
rate-e-ntrol switch and system -test
circuitry.
Trigger pulses for control of individual information gates are generated in a number of THK-1
four -channel separator units. Each
separator unit provides plug-in
mounting for four information
gates. A self-contained, regulated
August, 1952
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power supply furnishes power required by the separator and the
four information gates. The number of four -channel units employed
with any individual system is dictated by the system channel requirements.
Separating the trigger circuitry
from the information gates simplified the technical problems of multiple opening of an individual gate
within each frame, or commutator
revolution. This feature provides
an excellent means for monitoring
a function that cannot be placed on
a separate subcarrier channel but
requires higher frequency response
than is available with one sample
per revolution. Separation of the
trigger stages from the gates also
simplifies the problem of bringing
the trigger signals out to a patch
bay on the four -channel separator.
The trigger signals may be cross
connected by patch cords between
units with up to seven trigger signals being fed to a single gate.

Design Features
Removal of pulse circuitry from
each individual information gate,
and the use of several integral
power supplies are a new approach
to the problem of system flexibility.
The design engineer who must
anticipate expanding program requirements can acquire, in the beginning, a 15 -channel system, expand the equipment after a few
months to the 27 -channel system
and eventually procure a system
that may have in excess of 40 chan-

nels. The new configuration eliminates the need for power supplies

with inconveniently high capacity.
Units are plugged into a standard
cabinet for the 15 -channel system.
Addition of a standard cabinet and
units expands the system up to 32
channels, and more cabinets and
units may be added if larger systems are adopted.
Four THG-1 information gates
shown in the photograph plug into
each separator. The configuration
provides one spare for either the
15 or 27 -channel system. The spare
is maintained in operating condition with heaters on. Panel meters
on the gates provide an indication
proportional to the measured function.
Other units are the dual regulated power supply, which furnishes power for the decommutator
control unit, and centrifugal blower
units for cooling. The quiet operation afforded by the centrifugal
blowers enables the system operator
to perform normally the many functions during an operation without
a distracting high ambient noise
level that can contribute to mistakes.

Test Circuitry
Test condition for the equipment
is obtained upon the removal of input signal. With no signal applied
to the decommutator, the pulse synthesizer supplies stepping pulses to
the counter, but does not actuate
the gate -closing generator nor the
reset circuit. Counter outputs both
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open and close the information
gates. The constant operation of
circuits such as the counter stages
and the information -gate control
tubes helps prevent cathode deterioration, a common trouble with
counter -type circuitry.

Under test conditions, two additional counters, normally inoperative with signal input, complete the
counter chain. The output of the
second of these counters is used to
reset the counter every counter
cycle. With the equipment in this
condition, the power supplies and
information amplifier may be adjusted, and the information gates
balanced. The only operating adjustments consist of setting output
levels and recorder calibration.
Test cathode followers are included in the control unit, with input and output-circuit jacks available on the front panel. Strategically chosen test points are available
on two ten -position test switches
for oscilloscope observation. Provisions are included to mix waveforms, thus permitting pulse phase
comparisons with single -beam oscilloscopes.

-r
INNFORMATION

1I

INTEGRATED
INFORMATION
OUTPUT

INFORMATION CHANNEL PULSES
(FROM INFORMATION AMPLIFIER

Tests indicate that the decommutation equipment should introduce an error of less than 1 percent.
The frequency response is normally
considered to be approximately one
fifth the frame rate, (rps of the
commutator)
The response can
be increased to almost one half the
frame rate by employing integration filters and slight circuit modification, but such response is seldom
required for commutated functions.
Coordination of layout and mechanical design was contributed by
C. P. Wiggins and R. A. Hanson.
R. E. Cunningham solved the difficult pulse and timing-circuit prob.

lems.
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Electronic Analog
Application of electronic analog computers to systems study and analysis is described.
Author shows derivation of electronic analog for processes of summation, integration
and differentiation. Solution is shown for a typical closed -loop system
systems study or analysis
resolves itself into the problem of obtaining the response
equation of the system and then
solving the equation for the particular set of circumstances inANY

volved.

The prime use of the electronic
analog computer is to obtain this
solution of the response equation. The analogy involved is a
mathematical one wherein an electronic analog is set up to perform
the actual mathematical operations
indicated by the solution to the
equation.
The heart of the electronic analog
computer is a d -c amplifier with
specified characteristics. The design of such amplifiers and the
difficulties encountered therein have
been the subject of many articles
which are readily available for reference. Since the performance of
the amplifier in an electronic analog
computer is of a particular type
that can be obtained through the
familiar methods of amplifier technique, the design of such an amplifier will not be discussed herein.
It will suffice to discuss only the
requirements of the amplifier insofar as they affect its operation as
a computing mechanism.
Primarily the amplifier must

By DEWITT H. PICKENS
Belmont Radio Corp.
Chicago, Ill.

have sufficiently flat frequency response to cover the range of frequencies encountered in the functions which result in the solution
to the equation. The second requirement is that there can be no
flow of current in the input stage
to the amplifier. Perhaps the most
important requirement of the amplifier is that it have a high gain
in the frequency range in which
it is used. The direct result of
low gain in the amplifier is error
in the solution. The minimum gain
that can be tolerated is dependent
upon the accuracy requirement of
the solution to the system under

investigation.
Basic Computer Element
Figure 1A is a functional diagram of a d -c amplifier used to
form the basic element in the
analog computer. It is from this
element that all operations are performed. The element is formed by
using a d -c amplifier with a gain
of K and a feedback impedance Z2.
The input signal to be operated
upon is introduced through a series

impedance

Figure

1B is an equivalent cir-

BACKGROUND
Electronic analog computers were born of necessity to fill man's
need for a machine to do the mathematics involved in certain scientific investigations. They currently find widest application in making systems studies and analysis of servomechanisms and related

equipment.
This article summarizes the fundamental operating principles
involved for readers who are not presently engaged in computer
design or operation
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cuit from which the following voltage equations are obtained:
ei=I1Z1+e1
(1)
=

e

e =

I2 Z2

+

e,,

(3)

K

Solving Eq.

Il =

(2)

eo

Zl let

for the current

1

- ei)

:

(4)

Recalling the requirement that the
input stage of the amplifier draw
no current, it is seen that 1, must
equal I2. Substituting Eq. 4 for
72 and Eq. 3 for e, in Eq. 2 the
following results:
e,

Zl Le.

K

J

+ e,

(5)

Rearranging terms in Eq. 5:
e,

r
I

ZZK

+

K

-

1

J

=

Z,

ei

(6)

If the amplifier has the required
gain, the term involving K will
be very much smaller than unity.
Hence Eq. 6 can be reduced.
e,

_

-

Zl

(71

ei

Equation 7 is the characteristic
expression for the output as a function of the input to the computer
element. By proper choice of the
input and feedback impedances, the
element can be made to perform
the required mathematical operations in the solution of linear differential equations. The expression is independent of the gain of
the amplifier as long as those terms
involving the gain are very much
less than one. Examination of Eq.
6 will show that for these terms
to disappear from the characteristic equation, the value of K must
be very large. Experience has
shown that as long as the gain of
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the amplifier is over 10,000 the
error introduced is negligible as
compared with normal instrumentation errors.
Summation

Figure 2A shows the method of
using the basic element to obtain
the sum of several quantities. For
this purpose, the input and feedback impedances are pure resistance. An analysis of this circuit
will result in the following expression for the output:
se,=-Zº[-i'--u

+ZIs +Zs
ZIT

]

Integration
The quadrature method of solving differential equations where
the variables are separable involves
direct integration; hence, the most
used element in the electronic analog computer is the one used for
integration. Figure 2B shows the
integrating element of the analog
computer in which the input impedance is pure resistance and the
feedback impedance is capacitive.
By applying Eq. 7 to this circuit,
the following expression for the
output is obtained :
1

jm RC e'

(9)

To show that this expression represents the integral of the input
to the computing element, it is
necessary to digress from the present topic and discuss operational
methods used in systems analyses.
In the solution of linear differELECTRONICS-August, 1952

with

equations

constant

coefficients, the method using La -

Place transforms reduces mathematical complexity. Here, an operator p replaces the differential
equation by an algebraic one involving p. In using this method,
an integral in the differential equation will appear as a term involving 1/p in the algebraic equation.
In this algebraic equation, the operator p can be replaced by Jo) to
obtain the steady state condition
for sinusoidal excitation.
Consider the voltage drop across
a capacitor C which has a current
i flowing through it. Then

(8)

In some instances, it may be desired to subtract one or more quantities in the same operation that
is used to obtain a sum. In this
case, it is necessary to insert an
additional summing circuit to
change the sign of those quantities
to be subtracted. If the feedback
and input resistances are of equal
magnitude, the output will differ
from the input only in sign.

--

ential

=

Putting Eq.
form form:
E° (p)

idt

c

e

='22

I2-Y
I

e

e

D -C
AMPLIFIER

(K)

P

á

FIG. 1-Basic analog computer element
consists of an input impedance, a d-c
amplifier and some form of feedback
loop

(10)

10 into LaPlace

trans-

= C, I (11)

(11)

Now, replacing p by jw we find that
the voltage takes the form
E, (jo) =

C

I

(jo,)

=

- jX° I

(12)

Neglecting any mathematical rigor,
it will be sufficient to say that the
appearance of the term 1/ jo> indicates that an integration has been
performed. Applying this to Eq.
9, we find the output of the integrating element :
e°

RC

e*

dt

(13)

In any operation involving integration, the need for representing the constant of integration
becomes evident. Since the constant
of integration is the initial value
of the variable in the analog computer, it is established by placing
an initial charge on the capacitor
such that a voltage equal to the
initial value, in phase and in magnitude, appears at the output of
the integrating element prior to
the application of the input. Figure
2B illustrates this process wherein
capacitor C has been initially
charged with a voltage E, such

FIG. 2-Fundamental processes in ana
log computing are (A) summation. (B)
integration and (C) differentiation

that an initial voltage E, appears
at the output of .the element. In
this case, the response equation
for the element results.
e,

=

-

RC

dt

E.

(14)

Differentiation
Figure 2C shows the computing
element used as a differentiating
circuit. In this case the input impedance is a capacitor and the feedback impedance is a resistance.
Applying Eq. 7 we find the response
of this element :

e,=-jwRCe;

(15)

In a manner similar to that used
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FIG. 3--Closed-loop servo system and its differential equation

in the case of integration, it can
be shown that the appearance of
jto indicates that differentiation has
been performed. Hence Eq. 15 reduces to

e,=

- RC --

(16)

In many cases of systems analysis differentiation is required in
order that the analog perform in
accordance with the components
used in the actual system. An example of this is the process of
error rate damping used in certain
closed -loop systems. In this case,
a particular transducer is required
to respond to a signal which is
proportional to the rate of change
of an error between the input and
output. An electronic analog of
such a system would involve the
use of a differentiating element in
the synthesis of the error -rate
transducer. Another important use
of the differentiating element is
the case of compensating networks
which are used to improve the
phase characteristics of systems.
Such networks often involve a p
term in their transfer function
which requires a differentiating
element in the analog.
General Characteristic
With the basic element so far
described, it is possible to set up
146

an analog of systems whose response can be described by a linear
differential equation whose coefficients are independent of the variables in the system. In addition
to the basic computing elements,
there are generally certain other
elements required. In many cases
it is desired to place limits on the

magnitude that certain variables
may assume. For this purpose limiters, generally of the diode type,
are provided whereby the voltage
at any point in the analog may be
limited to the desired value.
In systems analysis, the response
of the system to prescribed forms
of excitation is often desired.
When this input is sinusoidal, the
problem of excitation is easily answered by the use of oscillators
to obtain the forcing functions. For
more complex types of forcing functions, it is necessary to generate the
prescribed form. A method that is
commonly used, if the mathematical form of the function is known,
is one which sets up a differential
equation whose solution is the required forcing function. This equation is then set up on a portion
of the computer and the solution
used as the required forcing function. For example, it is often required to excite the system by a
signal whose magnitude varies di-

rectly with time, the so-called ramp
function. To obtain this, an equation is set up on the computers,
the solution to which provides a
linear magnitude -time variation
with a slope of A. The solution of
this equation is the function
y = At.
The electronic analog computer
has been extended to include certain nonlinear operations such as
multiplication of variables. These
extensions require the use of mechanisms which will multiply and
divide. In most cases, these operations are performed by servo type mechanisms of a mechanical
nature rather than electronic circuits. As in any mechanical system, the speed of computation is
no longer negligible; hence, the
frequencies at which these elements
may be used are greatly limited.
The subject of servo -type computers
will not be dealt with here.

Closed -Loop System
Figure 3 is a diagram of a hypothetical closed -loop system which
illustrates very clearly how the electronic analog computer facilitates
the study of such a system. In this
system, it is desired to displace
the angular position of a motor
by a voltage system. Aside from
the inherent inertia of the motor
August, 1952
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and the damping in the system,
the components which make up the
entire system are those which tend
to minimize the magnitude and
time-lag errors in the system. In
order that the output displacement
9, be directly proportional to the
magnitude of the input voltage E,
the output is compared with the
input through the feedback transducer. This transducer converts
the angular output to a proportional voltage which is compared
with the input voltage in the subtraction amplifier. If at any time,
the output differs from the input,
an error signal e will drive the
motor until such time as the output
is equal to the input and the error
signal is reduced to zero.
The response of the system is
given by the following differential
equation:
E: = K,

B,

+ J

dt2

+

f

dt

(17)

In order that the performance of
the system may be studied, it is
necessary to solve this equation,
in which case the output will appear as a function of time for various types of input signals. To
apply the electronic analog computer to the solution of this equation, it is necessary to rearrange
the equation by equating the highELECTRONICS
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of

closed -loop system shown in Fig.

est order derivative in the equation
to the remaining terms :
d29,

K,,,

dt2

J

f

J

de,
dt

E;

Km K,

J

(18)

Starting with the highest order
derivative, which is the second derivative in this example, the equation is set up on the computer by
successive integration of the highest-order derivative. Figure 4
shows the analog solution for the
example system and represents the
solution for Eq. 18. In amplifiers
1 and 2, the second derivative has
been integrated to obtain the first
derivative and the variable output
of the system. The magnitudes
of the impedances in the individual
integrating elements have been
chosen so that the variables have
been multiplied by the constants
required by Eq. 18. Having integrated successively to obtain the
variable, it is only necessary to
combine the required terms with
the input signal to satisfy the
original equation.
In Fig. 4, this is done in amplifier 6; since the output of amplifier
6 now represents the entire righthand portion of Eq. 18, it is used
to form the input to the first integrating element.

3

The entire analog has now been
set up and the output O. may be
studied by applying the required
input signals at the point shown
in Fig. 4. In order that O, appear
with a positive sign and in its
true magnitude, amplifiers 3 and
4 have been added. In obtaining
quantitative results, it is necessary
to adjust the scale factors used
throughout the systems, as set up
on the computer, in such a manner
that the desired quantities are of
sufficient magnitude to be measured without excessive instrumentation error. Another important
consideration in establishing the
scale factors is the capabilities of
the d -c amplifiers. Adjustment in
scale factors may be required in
order that the amplifiers are not
overloaded since such overloading
will result in considerable error.
Conclusion
While the electronic analog computer is a very important time saving instrument, it is not capable
of doing the entire job. The system
must be studied and its response
equation obtained before the computer will be of any service. As
in the case of all man-made devices, it does not experiment nor
does it think. It is merely a tool
in the hands of the user.
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Air Breakdown Chart
for Radar Pulses
Chart gives approximate breakdown voltage between conductors in air in the three
major frequency ranges that are related to the mean free path of electrons in air.
Chief use is design of high -voltage pulse circuit components for radar installations
of high -power pulses in
radar depends on the dielectric strength of air. The

By HAROLD A. WHEELER

USE

Wheeler Laboratories
Great Neck, N. Y.

design of equipment to handle
these pulses should be based on
estimates of the breakdown voltage in the air gaps between conductors. The various configurations of the conductor contours
make such estimates difficult, but
a few simple rules and the accompanying chart are a great help.
The primary purpose of the
chart is to show the variation of
breakdown voltage with frequency. Breakdown by an alternating voltage is an effect of
cumulative ionization by collision
during successive cycles of alternation. At high frequencies,
such that the electrons and ions
oscillate in the field without
reaching the electrodes, the free
charges accumulate until the
ionization and recombination
rates reach equilibrium.
At low frequencies, such that
the electrons and ions would
oscillate further than the distance between electrodes, the
free charges are partially collected during each cycle and
hence do not accumulate. Consequently the breakdown gradient is greater at lower frequencies. Likewise, the breakdown
gradient is greater in smaller
distances, which also facilitate
the clean-up. These effects are
summarized by the three curves
on the chart.
The transition between the
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medium-frequency and high -frequency curves occurs at certain
frequencies and pressures, as indicated for a few cases that have
been tested. At high frequencies
the gradient is constant (2.9 kv
per mm at one atmosphere pres-

sure).
Transition Frequencies
If the distance is of the order
of 1,000 times the mean free path
of electrons in the air, this
transition between middle and
lower curves occurs at frequencies of the order of 100 mc, as
shown on the chart. This relation is independent of the pressure, although the value of the
mean free path is inversely proportional to the pressure. In
other words, the product of pressure times distance is proportional to the ratio of distance
over mean free path. This is the
reason why a single family of
curves is valid over a great range
of pressure and distance.
The transition between the
upper and middle curves (not
shown) occurs at frequencies
about.1/100th as great, since the
velocity of ions is less than that
of electrons in about this ratio,
and their mean free path is
nearly the same.

In either case, the transition
occurs at a value of pressure times -distance which is inversely
proportional to the frequency.

Uniform Gradient
The simplest case for computation and formulation is a uniform
voltage gradient between parallel plane conductors. Ordinary
configurations have a'peak gradient greater than the average, so
the maximum gradient may be
taken as a criterion of breakdown over a certain distance.
This is valid at high frequencies;
at lower frequencies the correct
criterion is somewhere between
the maximum and the average
gradient, usually closer to the
maximum.
A uniform gradient causes no
corona, just a well-defined spark.
A maximum gradient much
greater than the average gradient causes corona below the
sparking voltage, which expedites the final breakdown when
the voltage is increased to that
point. At high frequencies, it
is even possible to have a breakdown (ball of fire) in a limited
space separated from the electrodes.
At low frequencies, there can
be no spark in a gas at a voltage
less than a certain value (about
0.3 kv in air), because the electrons are collected before they
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At high frequencies, this rule
fails because most of the elec(Continued on p 150)
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...QUANTITY PRODUCTION OF
LOW LOSS MICA COMPONENTS...
QUICKLY! A most modern molding unit, conpletey
eng nee--ng

equipped and skillfully operated under experienced
supervision ... a distinctive feature in the production of STANCARD
electronic components by CINCH. An adequate and uneq_aled
has adfacility for quantity production and prompt delivery
vanced CINCH to the foremost as a producer of low lo!s Mica
components.
CINCH constantly demonstrates ability to hold tolerances on Mica
to meet the most exacting requirements in small
moldings . .
metal plastic assemblies for components of higher qua ity materiels
held to closer tolerances.

...

.

Cinch Electronic Components are available at
leading jobbers
everywhere.

-

CONSULT CINCH
CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

it Breakdown Chart for Radar Pulses (continued)
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Chart giving breakdown voltage in air between parallel planes. For atmospheric pressure, horizontal scale represents distance in millimeters between the plane electrodes

trons oscillate without reaching
an electrode.

Experimental Basis
The chart is based on a steady
alternating voltage (unmodulated c -w) . Short pulses of direct voltage (of the order of one
microsecond) occurring at much
longer intervals (of the order
of one millisecond) stop before
equilibrium is reached, so their
breakdown voltage is naturally
somewhat greater than that of a
steady direct voltage, the highest
curve on the chart. Such short
pulses of high -frequency voltage
have been presumed to show a
similar tendency relative to the
lowest curve, and there is some
experimental evidence to this
effect.

The chart is valid at lower

150

pressures, provided that the distance is many times the mean
free path of electrons, which is
true over the range plotted.
In general, there is a scarcity
of reliable experimental evidence either to support or to
contradict these curves. It is
expected that they will be verified
under controlled conditions by
providing some continuous supply of electrons. This supply
may come from corona or other
localized discharge, ultra-violet
rays, x-rays or gamma rays, but
hardly from thermal agitation
at ambient temperatures common
in electronics equipment (usually
under 100C). Therefore a somewhat higher breakdown voltage
may be fairly certain if such
sources are precluded by design.
This is especially true of short

pulses such as mentioned above.
However, cosmic rays arrive
about once per hour per square
millimeter, and cannot be stopped by reasonable shielding.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
M. J. Druyvesteyn and F. M. Penning, Electrical Discharges in Gases,
Review of Modern Physics, p 87, April
1940 (d -c curves p 114).
J. A. Pim, The Electrical Breakdown
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H. A. Wheeler, Breakdown Voltage
in Air at High Frequencies, Wheeler
Lab. Report .116, May 2, 1950 (chart
for all frequencies).
W. A. Prowse, The Initiation of
Breakdown in Gases Subject to High Frequency Fields, Jour. Brit. I.R.E.,
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J. P. Molnar, Conduction Phenomena in Gases, Elec Eng., p 1071, Dec.
1950 (simple theory of breakdown at
d-c and high frequencies).
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If

TINY PRECIOUS METAL CONTACTS
ARE A TOUGH
ASSEMBLY
PROBLEM...
t1
Lä

C.`

e

Look to Mallory for economical production
The assembling of tiny contacts of platinum, palladium or
other precious metals no longer need bottleneck your production
or push manufacturing costs out of line. Through modern
tape -welding techniques, Mallory is mass-producing millions of
assemblies like those illustrated here, and at low cost!
This process employs a tape of contact material-either solid,
or bi-metallic with a facing of a few thousandths of precious
metal. The tape is fed into a machine that shapes the contact,
welds it in place and ejects the assembly-as a continuous,
automatic operation.

This process reduces costs and improves performance because it
eliminates individual handling, less precious metal is required
and the welded assembly provides excellent conductivity and
physical strength.

Expect More...
Get More From Mallory
Whether your electrical contacts are large or small, Mallory
can produce them for you to the highest quality standardsand at the right price.
Your own organization is freed of all problems of purchasing,
stocking and fabrication of contact materials and subassemblies. And you benefit by Mallory's single responsibility for the
complete job ... extending from raw materials to final inspection.

Write or call Mallory today about your contact requirements.
In Canada, made and sold by
Johnson Manhey & Mallory, Ltd..
110 Industry St., Toronto M,Ontario

MALLORYP.

R. MALLORY

Electrical Contacts and Contact Assemblies
EL

CO..Inc.

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH THESE PRODUCTS:
Electromechanical-Resistors

Switches

Television Tuners

Vibrators

Electrochemical-Capacitors Rectifiers

Mercury Dry Batteries
Metallurgical-ContactsSpecial Metals and Ceramics Welding Materials
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sound signals to homes
in Great Britain has been a major
development over the past 25 years
and there are presently more than
a million subscribers to the service.
Most of the operating companies
distribute the programs at audio
frequencies and provide two, three
or four programs.
Since the signal is conveyed from
the BBC studio to the listener entirely by wire, there is no interfer-

Quality of reproduction is
superior to that obtained from the
most expensive wireless set, while
the weekly charge for the service
is about 30 cents at the present rate
ence.

of exchange.
In 1946, when the BBC again
started its high-definition tv service
in London, the resources of Broadcast Relay Service Ltd. (Rediffusion) became manifest by the
provision of a vision service to sup -

Television sound signals at audio frequency are passed to this control room
for monitoring and redistribution over the feeders
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Wire Distribution of TV and Sound Signals
BY H.

New Products

plement its sound service. Initially,
this was confined to blocks of flats
where a single antenna, suitably
sited in the best position on the
roof, fed the received signals to a
wide-band amplifier having an approximately uniform gain of 55 db.
Bandwidth was three me either side
of the Alexandra Palace tv station
frequency of 45 me working on 405 line definition, 25 pictures per
second with double sideband. From
an output matching pad, semi airspaced polythene insulated coaxial
cables linked up any flat to the system through junction boxes, incorporating 40 or 20 -db loss pads.
Signal Level

The system was designed so that
the input voltage to any receiver
along the cable did not exceed 7.5
mv and was never less than 0.75 mv.
The tenants' own standard tv receivers were used or, alternatively,
Rediffusion supplied them for an
all -in weekly rental which included
free maintenance. Using a high quality coaxial cable, the attenuation from the feeder itself plus the
receiver insertion loss limited the
length to approximately 450 yards.
With an average block of flats, it
was found that each feeder could
provide a wired tv service at carrier frequency to between 40 and 50
flats and, although there was no
practical limit to the actual number
of feeders installed, it was preferable not to feed more than five
coaxial cables from each wide -band
amplifier.
The present BBC tv plan in Great
August; 1952
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Q X Checker
A

TYPE I/O A

production testing instrument with

laboratory accuracy under
factory conditions

Rapid and accurate comparison of inductors and capacitors
to known standards.

Sturdy, simple, easily operated
by factory personnel.

Offers quick comparison between supplier and user.
SPECIFICATIONS

OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY RANGE: 100 kilocycles to 25 megacycles
in six ranges, using plug-in coils or inductors as follows:

COIL TESTING

TYPE NO.

Coils are compared by resonating them in the low -loss
tuned circuit of the QX-Checker to a frequency which
is generally in or near the operating range of the coil.
The inductance and Q comparison is thus made under

conditions of actual operation. Resonance is indicated
by a meter which reads directly the relative Q of the
tested coil in percentage relation to the standard coil.
The dial of the vernier condenser employed indicates
the difference in inductance between the standard and
test coils. Reasonably accurate readings may be made
of inductances differing from the standard by about
0.1 per cent. The scale is provided with a writing surface on which any limits may be marked in pencil.
Such marks can be erased and new limits added.
Scales may be readily replaced.
CONDENSER TESTING

Condensers are checked by comparing a test condenser
to a standard condenser. For condenser tests, accessory
coil 112-A22 is required. The QX-Checker is resonated
with the standard condenser connected, and with the
vernier set at zero. Test condensers are substituted for
the standard and resonated with the vernier which
indicates directly the difference in capacitance, expressed in uuf, between test condenser and standard.
Relative loss of the condensers is indicated by the
meter reading at resonance.

111-A
111-A

1

4

111-Al2
*111-A22
*111-A27
111-A36

----

FREQUENCY RANGE
10
4
1.5

500
300
100

25 megacycles
10 megacycles
4 megacycles

1500 kilocycles
900 kilocycles
300 kilocycles

ACCURACY OF FREQUENCY CALIBRATION: Approximately

f 3%

RANGE OF COIL CHECKS: Coils having inductance ranging between
1 microhenry and 10 millihenries may be checked or matched.

t

ACCURACY OF COIL CHECKS: For Q = 100 or more
May be checked against standard to within
0.1

L

above 10 uh.

tot 0.2%.

RANGE OF CONDENSER CHECKS: The capacitance values of condensers ranging between 1 or 2 mmf and 1000 mmf may be checked
against the standard by the direct substitution method with an
accuracy of a few tenths of one mmf if the Q of the condensers is high.

INDICATING SYSTEM: Large diameter Q indicating meter, with well
expanded 31/4 inch scale. The double-range 5 inch vernier tond
scale contains direct -reading calibration in micro-microfarads. The
two ranges are plus or minus 5 and plus or minus 50 micro-micro farads.
VOLTMETER: The Q voltmeter is self-contained. Specially designed

for high accuracy over long period of time. Calibrations practically
independent of normal line voltage fluctuations.

50-60 cycle. Also 200-250 volt, 50
cycle. Power consumption approximately 50 watts.

POWER SUPPLY: 100-125 volt,

PRICE:

$340.00 FOB Boonton, N.J.
"Coils normally supplied-these coils or any other two
may be selected at no charge.

BOONTO
BOONTON
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characteristics of this cable are subject to wide variations. These variations may be reduced by metallic
screening by lapping helically a thin
copper or aluminum tape over the
cable before finally sheathing it
with polythene. Without this screen
stabilizer, the attenuation due to
rain and dirt may vary by as much
as 100 percent. Using two star

For testing the performance of feeders
on vision carrier frequencies, an automatic sweeping signal generator is used

Britain is limited to the provision
of a single program for the whole
population. The five main highpowered tv transmitting stations
use carriers of 45 me (double side band), 51.75, 56.75, 61.75 and 66.75
me (asymmetric sideband) with the
sound carrier in each case 3.5-mc
lower. It is necessary to convert
these carriers to a standard i -f so
that identical amplifiers and receivers can be used throughout the
wired towns and also to increase
substantially the length of cable
used before signal attenuation
necessitates insertion of a repeater.
Intermediate Frequency

At present, certain technical considerations make it preferable to
use an intermediate carrier frequency of the order of 9 to 12 me
and the subscriber to the system is
given the choice of one vision
program with its accompanying
sound plus three other sound
programs, all the sound signals distributed being at audio frequency.
The scheme is capable of having a
second vision channel added later.
Transmission
As mentioned earlier, there is a
widespread sound relay service
operating in Great Britain and the
natural method for a vision relay
on the score of convenience and
economy is to devise a method that
can be combined with the existing

audio network technique. Star
quad cables, polythene insulated,
are employed for modern relay
feeders but, at the high frequencies
necessary for the vision signal, the
154

quad cables, one screened and one
unscreened, it is possible to relay
four audio programs with the
vision program intermediate carrier superimposed on one pair in
the screened cable.
The antenna is sited in an area
of low interference level and, by
using tall masts and suitable directional arrays of high gain, a
good signal-to-noise ratio is secured. When the antenna is located
in a fringe area, the signal received
by the antenna is fed into a wide band low -noise preamplifier.
Reception
A master vision receiver accepts
the antenna or preamplified signal
and, after amplification, converts it
to the required distribution frequency and shapes it to standard
asymmetric characteristics. The
sound signal can be derived at the
same site by direct reception or by
line if more convenient but, in any
case, it is made available at the
central distribution station for
monitoring and general retransmis-

sion at audio frequency. The vision
signal is fed to the same point over
low -loss screened coaxial cable.
Where the field strength of a tv
signal is quite unsatisfactory, a station some miles away from the relay
area can be used and a microwave
link employed to retransmit the
desired programs to the central station, which will then house the
master vision receiver for con-

version and amplification.
Subscriber's Equipment
The vision side of the subscrib-

er's apparatus consists of a trf unit
suitable for the carrier frequency
employed and covering the necessary bandwidth. The sensitivity is
approximately 0.5 my and following
this unit are the usual detector,
video amplifier, scanning circuits
and power supplies.
As mentioned earlier, the sound
is transmitted at audio frequency
and fed through to the loudspeaker
at a level suitable for direct operation. This speaker is integral with
the cabinet housing the vision
chassis. A sound volume control is
provided together with a program
selector switch, giving the subscriber a choice of three separate
audio programs or the combined
vision and sound program. This
last named program is fed over one
pair of the screened star quad cable,
a filter separating the h -f and audio
signals.

Tick -Tack -Toe Computer
BY E. M. MCCORMICK

West Riverside, Calif.

THIS PAPER shows how a certain

ma t r i x

of manually -operated
switches alone is sufficient to solve
the logical problem of playing the
game of tick-tack-toe. Having a
machine capable of playing this
child's game is not in itself necessarily useful but some of the concepts in its design may be applicable
to more useful devices.
Basically, as shown in Fig. 1, this
special-purpose logical computer
consists of 18 lights (nine "X's"
and nine "O's") in the display, a
filament transformer voltage source
to operate the pilot lamps in the

FIG.

1-Basic block diagram

of the tick-

tack-toe machine

display and between these two the
switch matrix which operates the
lights. The switches in this network not only indicate what has
been played but also decide in a
logical manner what the machine
response should be.
There are nine main switches in
this device. Each corresponds to
one of the nine possible places one
August, 1952
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Now available

versions

in

The Al Series

...TINY 10 -turn Helipots
with BIG performance
In all airborne and many other modern electronics applications for precision potentiometers, miniaturization, light weight and circuit simplification are
key objectives. And you get these features-and morein Helipot's new AJ Models ... compact potentiometers the diameter of a penny, yet with 12 times the
resolution of conventional potentiometers of the same
diameter. Announced only a few months ago, the original AJ has proven so popular that it is now made in
two versions to meet the requirements of its many
users-the original AJ mounting with a threaded bushing ... and the new AJS mounting for servo applications. Also, the AJS is available in two bearing
arrangements AJS with sleeve bearings, and the
AJSP with ball bearings.

-

All units have these important features

(Lett)
Model AJ
Bushing Mounting

SMALL SIZE-LIGHT WEIGHT: All AJ Models
are only 3/4' in diameter (small as a penny)
13/4" long-weigh 1.0 oz. They require a

minimum of valuable panel space!

(Right)
Model AJS
Servo Mounting

HIGH PRECISION-CIRCUIT SIMPLICITY: On
many applications an AJ Series will replace

two conventional potentiometers, providing
both wide range and fine adjustment in one

..

.

unit. The 18" slide wire gives a resolution
of 1/3000 in a 100 ohm unit -1/6500 in a
50,000 ohm unit!
RELIABILITY: The AJ models are rugged
and simple-built to close tolerances with
careful quality control. Their performance
and reliability reflect the usual high standards of Helipot quality.

Advanced Construction

For light weight, unusual compactness, high accuracy and resolution, coupled
with utmost reliability, investigate the AJ series ...
All types have bearings at each end of the shaft to assure precise alignment
and linearity at all times.
h Either single or double shaft extensions can be provided to meet individual
needs ... also, ball or sleeve bearings, special shaft lengths, fiats, screwdriver
slots, etc.
By means of a unique Helipot welding technique, tap
made to only ONE turn of the resistance winding, and
virtually any desired point on the resistance element.
New improved terminals are rigidly anchored in place
and coil failures due to fatigue. These anchor -locked
both at the taps and at the coil ends.

Al
CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS
Number of turns

lo

Power rating

2 watts

Coil length

18"

Mechanical rotation

3600°

Electrical rotation

3600°

Resistance ranges

100 ohms to 50,000 ohms

Resistance tolerance

±

+
+

12°
12°

-0°
-0°

5.0%

Linearity tolerances:
All values
5000 ohms and above

Below 5000 ohms

±

0.5% (standard)

±
±

0.1%
0.25%

Starting torque

0.75 oz. In.

Net weight

1.0 oz.
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connections can be
can be provided at
to prevent twisting
terminals are used

Meet Rigid
Helipot Standards
Helipot-world's largest manufacturer of precision potentiometershas built an enviable reputation for its high design and construction standards, and the AJ models meet these standards in every way.
The resistance elements are made of precision -drawn alloys, accurately
wound by special machines on a heat -dissipating copper core.
Each coil is individually tested, then permanently anchored in grooves
precision -machined into the case. Slider contacts are of long-lived Paliney
alloy for low contact resistance and low thermal e.m.f.... and all terminals
are silver plated and insulated from ground to pass 1,000 volt breakdown test.
In spite of light weight and compact design, all AJ models are built throughout
for long life and rugged service. Potentiometer life varies with each application, of
course, depending upon rotation speed, temperature, atmospheric dust, etc. But laboratory
tests show that under proper conditions, all of the AJ series have a life expectancy in
excess of one million cycles each!
Get

THE

full details from your nearest Helipot representative-or write direct!

Helipot CORPORATION
South Pasadena 2., California

Field Offices: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Rochester, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis,
Los Angeles, Seattle, Dallas and Fort Myers, Florida. In Canada: Cossor Ltd., Toronto and
Halifax. Export Agents: Frathom Co., New York 18, New York.
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VOLTAGE DIVIDER
(13 STEPS OF 3.3 MEG)

I

52"

DROPPING
RESISTORS

30KV
MAX

electrostatic field is
produced between the plates
of a large parallel -plate capacitor
made in the form of a cube
shown in the cover photograph
and the accompanying drawing.
Fringing field effects are prevented in this Stanford Research
Institute system by means of the
wires shown. Each wire is made
AUNIFORM

to assume the potential it would
have if the capacitor plates were
infinitely large by connecting it
to an appropriate point on a resistance voltage divider.
Although the field configuration outside the cube is quite
complex, the internal field is uniform except for localized distor-

tions near the individual wires.
An insulating shaft of laminated
plastic passes through the field
as shown to support the aircraft
model under test.
Values of the equivalent area
of an antenna, measured using
electrostatic techniques, may be
used to determine the low -frequency radiation pattern, receiving sensitivity and radiation resistance of the antenna. Antenna
capacitance must be evaluated
separately.

can play. A switch thrown to the
left will cause an "O" to appear in
that place in the display indicating
that the machine has played there.
A switch turned to the right produces an "X" to record the machine opponent's play. A switch in

the normal (center) position indicates that neither player occupies
that spot.
Playing Procedure
The person playing the machine
starts by turning the switch corresponding to his desired first play to
the right. An "X" appears at that
place in the display.
After a few seconds an "O" appears in the area where the machine
desires to play. It is then necessary
SWITCH POSITION NUMBERS
2

TPUT

INPUT
2
2 3
4 5 6
1

3

789
LIGHTS IN DISPLAY--

FIG.
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LOSE

2
Details of one of the eight sections of the defensive circuit

FIG.

3-Switching arrangements for the
counter circuit

to manually throw the switch corresponding to that area to the left
to record this move. If this is not
done, the next play of the opponent
would cause the machine not only
to forget its last play but also to be
confused and forget whose turn it
is to play. The only means the
machine has for knowing what or
when to play is on the basis of the
position of the nine switches.

After recording the machine
response, the opponent plays again
and the process is repeated until
the game has reached some logical
conclusion.
The machine's operation is errorless. If the person playing the machine knows as much about the
game as the machine, all games will

FIG.

4

Details for the
circuit

any number"

draws. If the machine's
opponent makes an error, the
machine will take the advantage to
win. As a concession to human
nature, a few errors in the machine
response have been deliberately
wired into the circuit and are optionally available by throwing a
switch from INVINCIBLE to VULNERABLE.
Knowing these weaknesses
one can beat the machine.
In its present form, the device
can indicate only one response each
time it plays. It will always play
the same game for a given set of
opponent plays.
There is an average of 30 individual three -position switches on
the nine main switches or 270 individual switches in the network.
be

Detailed Circuits
The inhibitor circuit is merely
an extension of the principle of the
commonly used two-way switch.
Here, however, the output voltage
is on or off depending on whether
an odd or even number of the nine
main switches have been operated.
It determines when it is the
machine's turn to play.
The offensive and defensive circuits are quite similar and the basic
arrangement of each is indicated
by analyzing the defensive circuit.
This is shown in Fig. 2. This circuit determines for each of the
eight possible combinations whether
two of the three have been played
by the opponent and whether the
third is not occupied. If both conditions are met, then the voltage
applied to the input is diverted to

operate the lamp which indicates
the correct response. For examp'e,
if switches corresponding to spaces
1 and 2 are turned to the right and
switch 3 is in the unplayed position,
the input voltage is applied to the
lamp which produces the "O" in the
August,
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1t//zer& QUALITY
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(continued)

space corresponding to 3.
If both of these conditions are
not met the voltage is diverted directly to the input of the next of
the eight defensive circuits. Any
position being occupied by the
machine is sufficient to do this. If
all three switches are turned to the
right, then the machine has lost.
The counter circuit is shown in
Fig. 3. Here the input voltage is
available at one of the three outputs depending on the number of
the main switches which are to the
right, that is, are played by the
opponent. Unoccupied or machine occupied positions are not counted.
The "any number" circuit is
shown in Fig. 4. Note that the draw
light is operated only after all nine
positions are occupied.
The special instruction part of

FIG. 5-Portion of special instruction sec
Lion of

rite for lirrl
and tlrraJlg
dr,u o,r S n°
Hearing is .'

packed fr11 of advanced
A1MPEX features including

Series

400

CONSOLE
MMI LA CLC%IKM%
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Convenient push button control
permits remote operation.

Accessibility to ( very part permits
time saving inspection while operating.

Built-in preamplifier for
microphone or bridging.

6VecrVKaunon

Redwood City, California

switch matrix

the network is illustrated by the
circuit which determines the machine's response to the opponent's
first play when the machine is playing second. This is given in Fig. 5.
Note that if the opponent's play has
been 2 then the response is 3; if 6
then 9; if 8 then 7; if 4 then 1; if 5
then 3; but if none of these then
the response is 5. If the first opponent play was 1, 3, 7, or 9 (that
is, any of the corner positions) then
the response by default is 5.
Delay

Since the only information regiired by the computer is the position of the nine main switches, the
response is available as soon as the
opponent's play is recorded. However, again as a concession to
human -nature, the response is purposely delayed by a delay circuit.
This is merely for effect. Humans do not like to play a machine
'jj
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PHOTOGRAPHY HELPS A COSMOTRON KEEP PROTONS IN LINE
A peak

power of 21,000 KVA creates the magnetic

field in the cosmotron now being tested at Brook-

haven National Laboratory. Protons whirl through
the field of a giant doughnut -shaped magnet, over 60
feet in diameter. At every point of the protons' path
along the circular quadrants and at all times during
the second while the magnetic field is rising to its top
value, the configuration of this field must be held
within certain limits, or the protons will collide with
the walls and be lost.
This monster magnet is built of laminations of
steel sheets, 8 feet high, 12 in a 5.7 -ton bundle, 288
bundles in all. Each bundle had to be carefully matched
to its neighbors to give the utmost overall uniformity
of magnetic parameters.
Photography provided a practical solution to the
matching problem. The magnetic phenomena of each

PHOTORECORDING

... an

block were displayed on a cathode-ray oscillograph
and photographed with a Kodak 35 camera. Five
months and 8,000 oscillograms later (the shutter
didn't fail once), a complete set of photographs like
those seen here of the characteristics of each block
made it possible to determine the position of each one
in the magnet ring, to insure the most satisfactory
magnetic field.
Quantitative records-full of detail, quickly made,
available for reference whenever needed-are photography's contribution in a great many kinds of
scientific and engineering jobs. Kodak makes a large
variety of films and papers for them. Drop us a line,
and we'll send you a complimentary copy of a new
booklet that helps you make the best selection among
them. Eastman Kodak Company, Industrial Photographic Division, Rochester 4, N. Y.

important function of photography

r

s

1RADE.MARK.

DOUBLE BARREL

Advertising
Advertising men agree-to do a complete advertising job you need the
double effect of both Display Advertising and Direct Mail.
Display Advertising keeps your
name before the public and builds
prestige.
Direct Mail supplements your Display Advertising. It pin -points your
message right to the executive you
want to reach-the person who buys
or influences the purchases.

More and more companies are constantly increasing their use of Direct
Mail because it does a job that no
other form of advertising will do.

what are

"home-made''

coils costing you?

"Home-made coils cost us far too much", you'll say
when you balance all the costs, wasted time and materials,
production delays and excessive rejects against
Clippard production -engineered coils.
Clippard specialists have made a career of coil and subassembly work ... quickly turn out runs of 1,000..
10,000... 1,000,000 or more units using specially
designed high-speed equipment
of laboratory accuracy.
For you, as for many of the nation's leading
electronic and electrical manufacturers, they'll whip
production delays, hasten delivery dates, cut costs.
Often, Clippard works out design
improvements that save money, critical
materials and valuable time.
Devote your production facilities to more
profitable work. Turn your coil winding and
sub -assembly jobs over to Clippard. Savings will be
greater than you thought possible.
WRITE TODAY,
describing your requirements.

PRODUCTION TESTING

Resistors and Condensers?
Send for catalog sheets describing Clippard PR -5 Resistance Comparator and
PC -4

Capacitance Comparator. Each
will soon earn its keep in your plant by
allowing unskilled operators to check
more than 30 components per minute
with laboratory accuracy.

Ct;pp 8f'
INSTRUMENT LABORATORY INC.
7350-90

(aloud,

Road

Cincinnati 24,

MANUFACTURERS OF

R. F.

Ohio

COILS

AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

McGraw-Hill has a special Direct
Mail Service that permits the use of
McGraw-Hill lists for mailings. Our
names give complete coverage in all
the industries served by McGrawHill publications-gives your message
the undivided personal attention of
the top-notch executives in the industrial firms. They put you in direct
touch with the men who make policy
decisions..

In view of present day difficulties
in maintaining your own mailing
lists, our efficient personalized service is particularly important in securing the comprehensive market
coverage you need and want.
Ask for more detailed information
today. You'll be surprised at the low
over-all cost and the tested effective.
neu of these hand-picked selections.

H
Mc CRAW -HILL
DIRECT

MAIL LIST SERVICE

Dept. A

McGRAW-HILL
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
330 West 42nd Street
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

Phone JAckson 4261
160
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High frequency tube socket of/Du Pont "TEFLON"

,

Tube socket manufactured
by the
United States Gasket Co.,
Camden, N. J.

pl4.u.S.o.!

Q

30vó ¿i1

O!!.

fr7©paorap

Better Things for Better Living
through Chemistry

...

Polychemicals
DEPARTMENT

PLASTICS
ELECTRONICS

-

August, 7952

CHEMICALS

retains dielectric properties in
high or low ambient temperatures
...maintains frequency stability
Engineers designing a tube socket for high frequency installation needed an insulating material
that would meet the conditions imposed by high
or low ambient temperatures and frequency stability. The only material to fill the bill was Du Pont
"Teflon"* tetrafluoroethylene resin. It makes possible a socket that meets TRMA and JAN specifications.
"Teflon" has a loss factor of less than 0.0005
and a dielectric constant of 2.0 from 60 cycles to
30,000 megacycles. These properties remain stable
for long periods of service in temperatures ranging
from 110°F. to 500°F., and are not affected by
extreme humidities, corrosive atmospheres or fungi.
"Teflon" does not carbonize under an arc discharge. It is noninflammable and under ASTM
tests has a water -absorption rating of 0.0%.
Tough, resilient "Teflon" withstands vibration
and shock. And it is chemically inert ... has absolutely no reaction with oil, organic or inorganic
acids, alkalis and solvents.
Perhaps the valuable dielectric and physical
characteristics of Du Pont "Teflon" can help you
improve or develop a product. For further infor*Reg. U. S. Pat. OIt.
mation, write:

-

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
Polychemicals Department; District Offices:
350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.
7 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago 3, III.
845 E. 60th Street, Los Angeles 1, Calif.
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which indicates its answer immediately, when they require time to
think about a play.
The cost of the parts in this
device was about $30.

Producing BariumTitanate Transducers
for
ultrasonic -ranging equipment may
replace both piezoelectric materials
such as quartz, rochelle salts, and
synthetic crystals and critical magnetostrictive materials such as
nickel and Permalloy.
Scientists at Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa., are
now investigating application of
barium-titanate transducers to airborne underwater -sound gear. The
material is especially useful since
transducer elements can be formed
in any desired shape to produce custom-made radiation patterns. This
is a welcome contrast to the problems presented in growing and
cutting piezoelectric crystal transducers.
It is anticipated that bariumtitanate transducers will also find
application in phonograph pick-ups,
microphones, speakers, dielectric
amplifiers, capacitor dielectrics and
possibly as frequency -determining
elements. In contrast to scarce
magnetostrictive materials, barium
titanate is mined in quantity in
Canada. The raw powder, finely
ground but containing some ferrous impurities is available at
about 20 cents a pound.
BARIUM-TITANATE TRANSDUCERS

Use This Handy

Guide When Inquiring About
Tubes for Particular Equipment
Applications. It Will Enable
Our Engineers to Make Best

Recommendations.
CHECK OR

1.

INSERT CORRECT VALUES

CLASSIFICATION

Triode
Tetrode
Pentode

..

_

_..

Mercury Thyratron
Inert Gas Thyratron

Special Purpose

Other

High Vacuum Rectifier
Mercury Rectifier
Gas Rectifier

..

2. PROPOSED APPLICATION

Amplifier
Oscillator
Modulator
Doubler
Rectification
Control
Other

....

_.

Class

B

Class C

Pulse

.,..

Class AB,

Telephony
Telegraphy

Class AB2

FM

3. CONDITIONS OF USAGE
Filament Voltage
Screen Current
Suppressor Voltage
Filament Current
Suppressor Current
Plate Voltage
_.
Plate Current

Amplification Factor

Grid Voltage
Grid Current
Screen Voltage

Plate Dissipation

4

Forced Air

Other

Ceramic

Metal

7. MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
Vibration
Bump
OPERATING POSITION

Horizontal

Other

Vertical

8. ALTITUDE REQUIREMENTS

9. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

10.

QUANTITIES OF ABOVE TUBES REQUIRED

Annually
11.

Semi-annually

Monthly

COMMERCIAL SPECIFICATIONS
JAN SPECIFICATIONS

NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
AIR CORPS SPECIFICATIONS
12.

Water

Etc.

Glass

Power Output
Maximum Frequency

COOLING
Convection Air

Metal

6. ENVELOPE

FM Telephony

Continuous Duty
Intermittent Duty

REQUIRED

5. BASE
Glass
Phenolic
Mica -Filled

ANY ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Manufacture
In the manufacture of barium-

* TRANSMITTING
* RECTIFIER

*
*

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC

As always, Taylor is producing tubes of superior quality
and outstanding performance. The Taylor Representative
nearest you is ready and willing to discuss your particu1Jr requirements. Coll on him for information any time.

TAYLOR TUBES INC., 2312-18 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO 47, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.
560 King St., W., Toronto 2-B
Cable: ATRADCO
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transducers, the raw
powder is first sifted through an 80 mesh screen and a small amount of
lead titanate added to improve final

titanate

PHYSICAL SIZE

Export: Royal National Company
75 West St., New York 6, N. Y.
Cable: NATVARNCO

transducer characteristics. Water
is added together with an electrolyte to act as a deflocculant, preventing formation of lumps due to
static charge. The wet mixture is
ball -mired to a fine consistancy. A
magnetic filter is used to remove
ferrous impurities introduced in
powder -grinding processes. The
mixture is evacuated to prevent
formation of air bubbles. Slip castings are made using desired molds.
When forms are extruded, the mixAugust,
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THE 5IMPSON
MODEL 260
VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER
OUTSELLS ALL OTHERS
COMBINED BECAUSE
covers all ranges necessary for Radio and TV set testing
includes the Simpson 50 Microampere Meter Movement
known the world over for its ruggedness
c no bulky harness wiring, thus eliminating all intercircuit leakage at this high sensitivity
D molded recesses for resistors, batteries, etc.
E
easy battery replacement
covered resistors to prevent shorts and protect against dust
and moisture
all components-including case and panels-are specially designed and completely tooled for maximum utility...not
merely assembled from stock parts
A
B

F

ranges
20,000 Ohms per Volt DC,
1,000 Ohms per Volt AC
Volts, AC and DC: 2.5, 10, 50,
250, 1000, 5000
Output: 2.5, 10, 50, 250, 1000
Milliamperes, DC: 10, 100, 500
Microamperes, DC: 100

Amperes, DC 10
Decibels (5 ranges):
-12 to +55 DB
Ohms: 0-2000 (12 ohms
center), 0-200,000 (1200 ohms
center), 0-20 megohms
(120,000 ohms center)

prices
Model 260 $38.95; With Roll
Top $46.90. Complete with
test leads and operator's
manual. 25,000 volt DC Probe
for use with Model 260, $9.95.

Simpson Ltstruments That Star Accurate Are Available From

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Illinois

.

Phone: COlumbus 1-122)

In Canada: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont.
/URTON BROWNE ADVERTISINO

All Leading Electronic Distributors

HIGH SPEED POTENTIOMETER RECORDER

More Information/Sec.
TWENTY READINGS/SEC.
TEN CHANNELS-TWICE/SEC.

HIGH ACCURACY
10-50 OR 100MV INPUTS

PRINTED OUTPUT-NO DELAY

HIGH IMPEDANCE INPUT
NO DARK ROOM
NO FILM READING

gete04ude

WRITE FOR
BULLETIN C -39-O

under vibration
under strain
in limited space

617 SO. OLIVE STREET

LOS ANGELES 14, CALIF.

for fine adjustment

.

...

in inaccessible places
in small sizes

J needing strength

in compact design
power
for maximum holding
,

,

THE RALPH M. PARSONS COMPANY

MICROWAVE RESISTORS
TELEWAVE

.. for fastening thin pieces
e

e

e

TYPE

use genuine

ALLEN Q

3

I/16"1 1/16'-!

T
(¡)
\1__

H EAD
Re,i.tor Film

socket screws and keys
Class 31fìt,

T

Power measurement at any

R RESISTORS employ noble
metal film deposits on specially

TYPE

WARNING
10.3'1

Alkn1rPe

,A.,

selected heat resistant glass.
FILM THICKNESS offers negligible
skin effect, at microwave frequencies.
POWER CAPACITY of I/4 watt provides high power handling ability.
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE is ideally
suited to impedance matching in standard coaxial line and waveguides.
FINISH. Coated with a special silicone
varíe h `o protect the film.

s revsAlle

eecessorilpolo

AI

e)

Need screws

Ilk?"

44ÿ'Othis
`°

black

cod silver

is

lez

-

Sold only thru leading

INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS

ALLEN

MANUFACTURING COMPA Y
Hartford 2, Connecticut, U. S. A.
L._
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,,ed Electrode

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

quality controlled

uniformity and strength, wide
range of standard sizes.

9O

R

frequency
Matched terminations for wave.
guides or coaxial lines
Resistive power pickup loops
RF pads or attenuators
Dummy loads
Temperature measurements
t
Impedance matching.

SPECIFICATIONS
Resistance: 50 ohms standard, other
values on request.
Tolerance: 5% or 10%

Wattage:

1/4

watt

continuous duty

at 25°C

Size: I/16 inch diem.

x 3/16 inch long
Terminals: Tinned sections 1/16 inch
long
1/16 inch
Film Length: Type R-063
Type R-093
3/32 inch
Temperature Coefficient:
approx. 0.0019 ohms/ohm/°C..
Power Sensitivity: Approx. 10 ohms/

--

watt

TELEWAVE LABORATORIES, INC.
100

Metropolitan Ave.

Brooklyn 11, New York
August, 1952
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EFFICIENT IN TEMPERATURES

FROM

-85°

500°

TO

F.

R-

VARGLAS SILICONE
Electrical Insulating Tubing and Sleeving
MEETS MIL -I-3190 CLASS

"H"

SPECIFICATIONS

A combination of Varglas Sleeving made with continuous

filament glass yarns and Silicone High Temperature Resin.
Varglas Silicone is the only Class "H" insulation with these
features:
FLEXIBLE from 500° to -85° F in some grades.
RESISTANT to flame, moisture and fungus, abrasion,

acids, mild alkalies.
DIELECTRIC PROTECTION up to 7,000 volts depending on grade.
AVAILABLE IN 10 COLORS, where required at no
extra cost.

lek

In

an

Sidditiolicone

stoleevourngi

gular
of,
and tulibing

we also make Varglre as Siliconene

treated tying cord and lead wire.

v

CORPORATION
Makers of
Electrical Insulating
and Sleeving
'
e

308 N. Jay St., Rome, N.
ELECTRONICS

-
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\Winchester
S1eCtroníCs
INCORPOR ATED

c
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(continued)

ing process is somewhat different.
The hollow -cylinder forms are
fired in electric furnaces at 2,600 to
2,700 F. After firing, electrodes
are formed on the inner and outer
surfaces of the hollow cylinder.
The cylinder ends are masked and
the ceramic tube dipped in a mixture of finely ground silver and
bismuth in an acetone vehicle. The
cylinder is again fired, this time at
1,500 F to fix the electrode coatings.
After the metallic electrodes are
fired on, leads are attached and the

MS9

(9 -Pin Tube Socket)

PHOTOS

AND DIAGRAMS

ARE SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

MS7
MS7 mounts in 5/8' dia. chassis opening;
two t/e" mounting holes on 7/e" centers.

White -cedar sonar test tank at NADC
is used in calibration of barium-titanate
transducers

FUNGUS -RESISTANT, mineral
filled, molded melamine body for high
insulation, high arc resistance and mechanical strength.

MONOBLOC * CONSTRUCTION
to eliminate unnecessary creepage paths,
moisture and dust pockets.
MS9

PRECISION MACHINED socket
contacts made from spring temper phosphor bronze bar stock assure constant electrical contact under severe conditions of
acceleration, shock and vibration. They
are gold plated over silver for consistent
contact resistance, for prevention of corrosion and for ease of soldering.

CADMIUM PLATED metal shield
base for "J" slot type shields for rigidity

and mounting strength.
*'Trade Mark

MS9 mounts in 3/4" din. chassis opening;

two Ve" mounting holes on It/e" centers.

WINCHESTER
ELECTRONICS
INCORPORATED

GLENBROOK, CONN., U.S.A.
West Coast Branch:
1729 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD,

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA

WRITE OR WIRE TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS
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ceramic cylinder is now a capacitor
having a dielectric constant of 1,300
to 1,500 and a plate -to-plate d -c resistance of 50 to 100 kilomegohms.
For transducer applications, the
tube must now be polarized to make
it behave in a piezoelectric manner.
During polarization, crystals are
formed in which the central titanium atom is displaced. To accomplish this, the barium-titanate
cylinder is immersed in a dielectric
bath, usually mineral oil, and the
temperature is raised above the curing point. This is the temperature
at which the cubical crystals form.
Above this temperature, the barium-titanate crystals assume a hexagonal form. Curing point for the
barium-lead titanate mixture is
135 C while for pure barium ti -

tanate it is 119

C.

A d -c voltage stress of 65,000
volts per inch thickness is applied
August,
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'The permanent maglet material that
energy product averaging 51,4
million BH maz or more, with 51/2 million
teed.
offers an

Whether your problem is new design or
product improvement, take advantage of the
greater energy product INDIANA HYFLUX
Alnico V offers!
These exclusive, new, super strength permanent magnets mean lower production costs,
more compact design and higher efficiency
for your products.
What's more, INDIANA HYFLUX

--

with its 16% greater energy product
costs not a penny more than regular Alnico V!
Here's still another bonus you'll enjoy!
THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS
COMPANY, world's largest producer of
permanent magnets, offers free of charge its
wealth of experience and "know-how" that
has developed more than 30,000 permanent
magnet applications.

-

Let INDIANA engineers help you with
your design problems. They can supply
many types and sizes of
out of stock
INDIANA HYFLUX Alnico V for your
experiments, can suggest those best suited
to your product.
INDIANA is the only manufacturer furnishing all commercial grades of permanent
magnet alloys. You have a choice of cast,
sintered, formed or ductile materials.

-

Why delay

-

INDIANA

write or phone

today. Ask

for Catalog No. 11A-5 that
describes stock experimental

magnets.

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
VALPARAISO, INDIANA

ELECTRONICS

-
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Sales Offices Coast to Coast
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T V broadcasters!

I>
Ktnvon

AN OSCILLOSCOPE WITH THE NECESSARY FEATURES
FOR PROPER MAINTENANCE AND ADJUSTMENT OF TV
TRANSMITTING AND STUDIO EQUIPMENT

HERE IS

5" flat faced
4kv

with
poten-

constant impedance vertical input atten7 step

CRT

accelerating

I

tial.

-

Illuminated

centimeter
light
scribed graticule
filter
extra graticule
scribed for modulation
measurement included,

-

ac -dc switch.

Vertical gain control.
11 position input selector.
Square wave amplitude
zero to 50v
calibrator
3%
in seven ranges
accuracy
duty cycle
variable from 1% to

- -

-

99%.

generator-

turn horizontal position
control.
3

for timing sync pulses.
Calibrated
dials.

time

sweep

Sweep delay-zero to 25
milliseconds on all sweep
speeds.

ing and sync pulses.

-

position trigger selector
built-in sync separator.
10

60 cycle sweep
tude control.

AND SPECIAL
APPLICATIONS

-

examination of equalizsweep

FOR STANDARD

Field selector switch
permits switching to either field of the frame.

¡

3x and 10x sweep magnifier. Permits detailed

7 position
selector.

11>

uator.

Grouped CRT controls
focus, intensity, and astigmatism.
Time mark

TRANSFORMERS

time

ampli-

60

cycle

sweep

For more than 25 years,
Kenyon has led the field in

phase

producing premium quality
transformers. These rugged
units are (1) engineered to

control.

laboratory oscilloscope with
many specialized television features. A completely new sweep magnifier expands the image to left and right of center, to either 3 times or
10 times normal width-provides you with a minutely detailed
display of sync and equalizing pulses. The variable sweep delay
circuit provides a zero to 25 millisecond delay. Delayed sweeps, triggered by any line sync pulse throughout the picture, are available
through the entire sweep range of 0.01 sec/cm to 0.1 µsec/ cm. Field
selector lets you switch from one field of the frame to the other at will.
The TEKTRONIX Type 524-D is a precision

--

Sweep Range

Vertical Sensitivity
0.15 v/cm
dc to 10 me
0.015 v/cm
2 cps to 10 me

-

Transient Response
Risetime

0.04

Modulates trace brightness, pips
µsec, 0.1 µsec, 0.05 ;sec,
spaced
or 200 pips per television line
1

Signal Delay
0.25 µsec

trouble -free operation (3) meet
all Army -Navy specifications.

1K
KENYON TRANSFORMERS FOR

0.01 sec/cm to 0.1 µsec/cm
continuously variable, accurate
within 5% of full scale

Internal Time Mark Generator

1ssec

specific requirements (2)
manufactured for long,

A N Applications
Radar
Broadcast
Atomic Energy Equipment
Special Machinery
Automatic Controls
J

Experimental Laboratories

Regulation

Vertical Deflection

All dc voltages electronically

More than 6 cm undistorted

regulated

TEKTRONIX TYPE 524-D TELEVISION OSCILLOSCOPE

1K

$1180 f.o.b. Portland, Oregon

TEKTRONIX, Inc.

P.
168

O. Box 831A, Portland 7, Oregon

Cable: TEKTRONIX

Write for details

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.
840 Barry Street, New York 59, N. Y.
August, 1952
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STOP ELECTRICAL

HARDENING OF THE ARTERIES
WITH

BH"1 151 "
-

BH "1151" is a remarkable new electrical insulation that provides permanent flexibility and high dielectric
strength at Class H temperatures. It
combines braided Fiberglas and Silicone
Rubber
and never grows old.

resists
BH "1151" is fungus resistant
inorganic acids, alkalis and most organic
solvents
meets all NEMA specifications for Class H insulations.

BH "1151" permits continuous operation of electrical equipment through a
temperature range of -90°F. to 400°
without insulation failure. 15 minutes
exposure at 600°F. has no apparent

-

-

effect.

BH "1151" suffers no dielectric breakdown from handling, installation or
operational stresses
takes a bend. It
will not crack or craze.

-

-

BH "1151" is the electrical insulation
you are looking for if you want low to
high temperature flexibility-protection
protection against
from heat aging
vibration failure.

BH "1151" is available in colors; in
coils, 36 inch lengths, or cut to individual specifications. Send for production
testing samples and data sheet now.
Address Dept. E-8

Bentley, Harris Manufacturing Co.
Conshohocken, Pa.

BH
BH

SLiEVIÍ4GS

Non -Fraying Fiberglas Sleevings are made by an exclusive Bentley, Harris process (U. S. Pat. No.

ELECTRON ICS
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2393530). "Fiberglas"

is Reg. TM of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
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let WILLIAMS help you
apply ferric oxides to
the manufacture

of your

ferries
You'll be well repaid by getting the facts
on a special group of Pure Ferric Oxides,
developed by Williams especially for use in
the manufacture of ferrites.

Williams Ferric Oxides analyze better than 99%
FeO:. They contain a minimum of impurities.
They are available in a broad range of particle
sizes and shapes. Among them, we're certain
you'll find one that's "just right" for your requirements. The proper application of Ferric Oxides to
the manufacture of Ferrites is our specialty. So
write today, stating your requirements. We'll
gladly send samples for test. Chances are good
that our Ferric Oxide "Know How" can save
you considerable time and money. Address
Dept. 25, C. K. Williams & Co., Easton, Pa.

1,4

COLORS & PIGMENTS
C.
Easton, Pa.

K. WILLIAMS & CO.
East St. Louis, Ill.

Emeryville, Cal.

We also produce IRN Magnetic Iron powders
for the Electronic Core Industry, the Magnetic Tape
Recording Industry and others. Write for complete
technical information.

P. S.
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between the electrodes and the temperature is allowed to fall below the
curing point. Cubical crystals form
as though the high -voltage stress
were the normal state of affairs.
The voltage is then slowly removed
and the hollow cylinder of barium
titanate behaves as a piezoelectric
transducer with a Q of 200. Ceramic casting and extruding techniques present the only limitations
as to the size and shape of transducers that can be manufactured in
this manner. Hollow cylinders up to
15 inches in length present no
problem.
Calibration

At NADC, barium-titanate transducers used in underwater sound
applications are carefully calibrated
to determine the effect of frequency
and orientation on their radiation
patterns. To accomplish this, a
white -cedar test tank, 20 feet in diameter and 14 feet high has been
constructed as well as a special
sonar test set.
The test set consists of a transmitter of 50 watts peak pulse power,
a specially gated receiver and an indicator which provides a continuous
measurement of pulse amplitude.
The frequency range of the equipment is -± one db from 2 to 100 kc.
A linear range of sound power
measurement may be obtained over
35 db. Pulse repetition frequency
is variable from 0.8 to 80 pps. Both
pulse width and receiver gate delay
are independantly variable from
0.001 to 0.1 second.

It is possible with this test set to
examine and measure only the portion of the received pulse that interests the experimenter. Thus the
only variables influencing transducer calibration measurements are
frequency and orientation. Indicator output is independant of pulse
rise time and transients, reverberrations and transmitter pulse feedback. The indicator depends upon
capacitors charging through a diode
and will hold its reading until
cleared, indication is 2 db down one
minute after a single pulse.
Selective indication is achieved
by a variable -length receiver -gating
pulse initiated by a variable -length
multi vibrator pulse which is in turn
initiated by the out -going trans August, 1952
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Our Blue Ribbon Resistor-designed in 1939-was the
first flat or strip resistor in the field. And now, though
there are others of similar type, the Hardwick, Hindle
Blue Ribbon still holds first place-and is still winning
"blue ribbons," and such comments as quoted above.
Although its basic design is the same, recent improvements assure you "the finest flat resistor made."
Our crazeless gray enamel completely eliminates
the disastrous crazing which results in failure of the
resistive element due to moisture penetration from
humidity, salt and other severe atmospheric conditions
-thus giving greater dielectric strength.
The aluminum thru-bar, in contact with the internal
surface of the ceramic core, distributes the heat more
uniformly along its entire length-than conventional
tubular resistors.
The studs-corrosion and rust resistant-are peened
to serve as mounting supports and also to permit the
stacking of two or more units when space need be
saved. And our unique method of fastening the tube to
the thru-bar prevents loosening under vibration.
As compared to the conventional tubular resistor
Blue Ribbons give you:

1. Higher wattage rating per unit space requirement.
2. Reduction in space behind the panel or mounting surface.
3. Sturdy but simple mounting, either single or
stacked.
4. Lighter weight.
5. Lower induction.
Our Blue Ribbons are designed for and manufactured
in accordance with JAN -R -26A specifications.
Send for our catalogue, showing these and other
Hardwick, Hindle resistors of distinction.

HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC.
Rheostats and Resistors
Subsidiary of

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY
Established

-
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of quality

The moré

For more than
ELECTRONICS

1886

NEWARK 5, N. J.

a

quarter of

a

century
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FOR YOUR PANEL

Available from stoc.

A

NOVEL and UNIQUE

CIRCUIT INDICATOR

DESIGNED FOR NE-51 NEON LAMP

For 110 or 220

volt circuits

The required resistor is

an integral part of this assembly

3.

-"built-in."

DEPENDABLE
LOW IN COST

RUGGED
8

PATENTED: No. 2,421,321

Cot. No. 521308-997

WILL YOU TRY A SAMPLE?
Write on your company letterhead. We will act at once.
No charge, of course.

"The World
Hermetica

SEND FOR THE 192 PAGE HANDBOOK OF PILOT LIGHTS
Among our thousands of Pilot Light Assemblies there is one)

Smallest

which will fit your special conditions. Many are especial
made and approved for military use. We pride ourselves
on prompt deliveries-any quantity.

Transformer"

ASK FOR OUR APPLICATION ENGINEERING SERVICE
Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights

Miniaturization has become increasingly important in the design of all
types of electronic equipment. Us.
of improved core materials and be
ter winding techniques in our JA
series permits these great reductions in size and weight of low level
audio transformers. TRIAD JAF Trans.
formers, as listed below, are "the
world's smallest hermetically sealed
transformers." All have 45 db. shield-

The DIAL LIGHT COMPANY of AMERICA
900 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

YOUR
OWN

[ Ci.&t

53455$

KiT

Primary

Secondary

Req.

List

TELEVISION

Resp.

Price

;ENER:.TOR

JAF-1

600/250/50

1AF-2

600/250/50 250000

300.3000

15.30

1AF3

600/250/50 60000 C.T,

100.10000

15.30

JAF-11

15000

50000

100-10000

13.60

JAF-12

15000

60000 C.T.

100-10000 14.50

'111F13

15000

95000 C.T.

350-5000

JAF-21

15000

600/250/50

100-10000 14.50

JAF22

100-I0000$14.50

50000

TUBE CI IECKER
KIT

$2gso

e
.

'Weatddit
Impedance

elk

dcat4det

ing and are available in MIL standard
AF case as shown above. Carried as
stock items at all Triad jobbers.
Type
No.

SPRING 7.1300

.4"..
reeatt-4

Heathkjts are completely engineered instruments
supplied unassembled. Every kit goes
together smoothly and easily. All drill.
ing, punching, and painting has alréady been done for you.
It's easy and fun to build a Heathkit. All parts arc furnished and are of
highest quality for years of trouble free, dependable operation.
Save money by constructing your
own. All expensive wiring and assembly costs are completely eliminated.

KIT

53qso

15.30

15000

600/250/50 350.5000

JAF23

20000 CA.

600/250/50

100-10000 15.30

Detailed construction manual

JAF.31

500/250/50 600/250/50 100-10000 14.50

shows clearly where each wire and
part goes and tells exactly bow to
build the kir. Write for free catalog.

11.60

JAF101 50 h.-1 Ma.
Maximum levei +10 dbm.
except JAF-1, 2 and 3 (0 dbm.

14.50

it L

PUSH.PULL...5'
OSCILLOSCOPE

DC in primary..

feat4lt

Write for Catalog TR -52E

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER

TRANSFORMER

MFG. CO.

Plant, general Offices: 4055 Redwood Ave.
Venice Area, Los Angeles,

17013

Adddrá;a correspondence to:
Las Angeles 34, Calif
Gex

at/((r

CAI.
KIT

KIT

HEATH
COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR 14,
MICHIGAN

EXPORT AGENT
INTERNATIONAL CORP.
13 E. 40th St.
NEW TORN CITY 051

ROCKE

$13.50
August, 1952
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An automatic heat treat machine. Production is about 3 times that possible
with manual methods while quality is held within very close limits.

CRUCIBLE

ALNICO
MAGNETS

KEEP COSTS DOWN ... through
automatic production that gives quality control
Alnico magnets have been getting smaller and lighter, thanks to production techniques in use at Crucible. Automatic machinery cuts the
possibility of human error to a minimum, so rejections are low. This
helps to maintain stable price levels in the face of rising material and
Iabor costs. At the same time, Crucible's rigid inspection standards
and attention to quality have developed a magnet with the highest gap
flux per unit weight of any on the market.
Today, Crucible can offer lighter, magnetically stronger Alnico
magnets because of these automatic production techniques developed
over the sixteen years that we have been producing the Alnico alloys.
And behind our familiarity with permanent magnets lies more than
52 years' experience with specialty steelmaking. Let us advise you
on your magnet problem.

CRUCIBLE
523.ea,e

first

name in special purpose steels

PERMANENT ALNICO MAGNETS

CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA, GENERAL SALES OFFICES, OLIVER BUILDING, PITTSBURGH 30, FA.
STAINLESS
REX HIGH SPEED
TOOL
ALLOY
MACHINERY
SPECIAL PURPOSE STEELS
ELECTRONICS-August,

1952
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(continued)

mitter pulse. To assure indication
of pulse amplitude that is independent of pulse repetition frequency,
an indicator -clearing
pulse discharges the capacitors 2
sec before the receiver is gated
to pass the desired

SAYE
PARTS on
Remote Control
Applications

Data -Displaying Cathode Ray Tube
BY JOSEPH T. MCNANEY

Senior Electronics Engineer
Electronics and Guidance Section
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.
San Diego, California

use...

S.S.WHITE FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
Just compare the simplicity of the flexible shaft control
shown above, with the combination of rods, bevel gears
and bearings that would otherwise have to be used. The
savings in parts is obvious. What's more, the flexible shaft
is less complicated, needs no alignment, is easier to install
and gives you more freedom in mounting the coupled
parts where desired to provide better and more convenient
operation.
Design simplification and parts reduction are important
advantages you gain by using S.S.White flexible shafts
on your remote control applications. In fact, these simple,
one-piece mechanical elements are just about the simplest,
most economical way there is of providing a smooth,
responsive control linkage between two parts.
Our engineers will be glad to cooperate with you in selecting and applying flexible shafts to your needs. Take advantage of their help-it entails no obligation and can save you
plenty of valuable time and trouble.
SEND FOR THIS

echo.-J. M. C.

SPECIAL TYPES of cathode ray tubes
known as charactrons are designed
and constructed to meet many needs
of important military and industrial communication applications.
Currently, they are being developed
for several computer read-out applications.
The main difference between
these special tubes and the conventional crt is the use of a beam forming matrix located between the
electron gun and fluorescent screen,
Fig. 1. The matrix contains character -shaped openings through
which the electron beam is directed.
When the beam is changed in crosssection to the shape of a predetermined character, it is deflected
toward a desired point on the screen
from which the character may be
read or photographed. The matrix
character arrangements shown in
Fig. 2 lend themselves to tubes used
in analog data converters. The arrangement shown in Fig. 3 is more
useful for message -receiving applications.
The tubes use electrostatic deflection plates for selection of char -

256 -PAGE FLEXIBLE SHAFT HANDBOOK

CONTROL

POTENTIALS

INTENSITY, GRIS

It has full details on flexible shaft selection and

HORIZ
SELECT.- -

application. A copy will be sent if you request it

VERT DEFLECT.

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

DENTAL. MFG. CO.

DEFLECT

GUN.

on your business letterhead.

THEczdy

VERT SELECT.
- -HORIZ

Dept.

E,

SELECTPLATES

'SECOND
ANODE

10 East 40th St.

NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

Western District Office
174

Times Building, Long Beach, California

FIG. 1--Schematic-mechanical drawing
of the special cathode ray tube
August, 1952
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012
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.570
.765
1.516
Part

1531---

eramic-metal part shown with tuba-.lotions is also available with pins.

SUB
SUB
,.

SUB-miniature HERMETICALLY SEALED RELAY ENCLOSURE

produced in 10 DAYS from modified EXISTING TOOLS.

Write for your FREE copy of
Hermetic's colorful, informative,
new brochure, the most complete presentation ever offered
on hermetic seals.

Hermetic was called upon to develop a sub -miniature relay
enclosure in a matter of weeks and came up with a solution
in exactly 10 working days, by utilizing existing tooling and
modifying one of its standard parts. This points up the
unusually wide range of Hermetic's production and its ability
to adapt it to particular problems, no matter how difficult.
Naturally, the customer was saved a considerable amount of
time and money and was able to meet a deadline with ease.
Because the solution of this problem is characteristic of
Hermetic's ability to serve you, contact the one and only
dependable source of supply, and be sure that your
problems will be solved, too.

Visit Hermetic's booth #418 at the Western Electronic Show and Convention,
Long Beach, Cal., August 27, 28 and 29.

Hermetic Seal Product
FIRST AND FOREMOST IN MINIATURIZATION

ELECTRONICS
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Save research time
and effort on

always dependable, uniform

ELECTRONIC
PROBLEMS IN

base -material quality in

COMMUNICATIONS
This new Markus and

MOSINEE

Forest Fibres!

Leluff book helps you do
It gives you easy access to essential information on many imporIt.

recent developments in radio communication, radio broadcasting,
and
radar.
In the same convenient style as their other
books, the authors have
selected 252 outstanding
articles from recent (a
sues of Electronics
then condensed, classified, and indexed them
for your easy reference.
The result is a reference book that will save you hours of duplicative research-giving you circuits, equations,
charts, nomographs, and other job data on 15
major electronics fields.
tant

television,

-

As a base material for many parts

of vital

importance to electronics and the electrical

goods industry, MOSINEE forest fibres
assure you of consistent uniformity of

electrical, physical and mechanical characteristics, true to your specifications.

Just Published

ELECTRONICS FOR
COMMUNICATION
ENGINEERS
Edited by JOHN MARKUS and VIN ZELUFF

Associate Editors, Electronics

624 pages, hundreds of illustrations, $10.00

This compact volume presents important

work of other engineers, making it practical
and economical to begin a new problem where

That's why manufacturers in the fields of
electronics and electrical goods know

others have left off-rather than starting from
scratch. Its 252 articles contain a wealth of
design equations, charts, nomographs, tables,
etc. Eecause of its authoritative and detailed
coverage, every article has permanent reference value-each contributes to a book that
will more than pay its own way In your reference library.

MOSINEE in terms of its being "more

16 CHAPTERS
COVER

than paper". For dependable base materials,

amplifiers

consult MOSINEE "Fibrologists"

. . .

experienced and qualified to cooperate in

problems of base materials.

antennas

audio
cathode-ray tubes
components
electronic music

filters
measurements
microwaves
oscillators
power supplies
propagation
pulses
receivers
transmission linen
transmitters

Full coverage of

k

electronic music

A helpful feature is the
chapter on Electronic Music,
a relatively new branch of
electronics that is growing
rapidly more important today. Compiled here are 10
articles giving information
on both commercial and
custom-built electronic organs.
Much of the material
In the audio section supplements the basic articles on
electronic musio, since the
audio amplifier is an essential part of every electronic organ.
Radar and television
circuit developments are
treated and explained in
each appropriate chapter.
rather than being grouped
In a separate chapter.

SEE THIS BOOK 10 DAYS FREE

MOSINEE PAPER MILLS COMPANY
MOSINEE, WISCONSIN

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., NYC 36
Send me Markus and Zehlif's ELECTRONICS FOR
COMMUNICATION ENGINEERS for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will remit
$10.00, plus few cents for delivery, or return book
postpaid. (We pay for delivery if you remit with
coupon; same return privilege.)

(PRINT)

Name

MOSINEE
makes fibres work for industry

Address
City

Zone

State

Company

Position

FL -S-52
This offer applies to U. S. only
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MIGH STABILITY

RESISTORS

E

FOR CRITICAL ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS

Scientifical y wound-precision-built

Highly sta 2le under adverse temperature
and atmospheric conditions

power and precision wire -wound
resistors give you maximum stability in
I -T -E

PRECISION
RESISTORS

High quality
rnotic precisionm internal wire alloys
are used
stresses
sire
Hates hot
wrn to

critical electronic applications. Here's why:

óestr

effects

edit'

POWER
vibrati

Purest

t¡on
assures
Hat
res
nates

RESISTORS

highly

resistance resistantto
het, foundations
ion
wires
shock,
tied
are
to
hot
and
uniformlywoundand
required) spots. Vitreous
present shore
surface
d
enamel
ith
and

sare

prvidalaeouérepellntr
heat-dissipation m
(organic,
qualities.

high stability, Advancedproductionods
long life.
fixed
Adjust
resistors:
5-200
resistors:
Oval resistors:
watts
10.200
watts
rule resistors:30-75
12-200 s
S
resistors:
tandard tolerance:
built to
+10%.

of saltscs s o//ngep
mo¡stur

Stn

/oHnd

RS

free

"é l
ms.

e, and
ogin
inst
Utolas
9
accuracy.
s all
resistor
Pbh eric
process Prior
Critical
to
E
quality
whit
control
elimiLightweight-ightwa¡ght
s
h do
high
Surpass
for
precision
Surpass g
R-93
and MILoperation
fro
uP to l25
0 l
C.
A specs.
watts, m
ohms - 10
Standard
megohms

n

tolerance.
tolerances down
to

+p0%
S

Available
in specified

WattsSPecial

and less
made

For detailed informationget in touch with your nearest
-T -E representative. Or, write
direct to:
I

-T -E Resistor Division
1924 Hamilton Street
Philadelphia 30, Penna.
I

1

specify

"fi RESISTORS
I
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-T -E CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY

RESISTOR DIVISION

PHILADELPHIA 30, PA.
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acters in the matrix and either electrostatic or electromagnetic systems
for placement of character presentations on the screen of the tube.
Message characters may be selected
from the matrix and oriented on the
screen as visual intelligence by using the proper sequence of applied
deflection voltages. Messages may
be printed on the screen at a rate of
10,000 characters per second.

TIME DELAY RELAYS

CIRCUIT RECLOSING RELAYS

RUNNING TIME METERS

(continued)

Operation
To operate the tube, the focusing
voltage is adjusted so that the electron beam produces a comparatively
large spot of light instead of the
usual highly focused spot. Diameter of the beam at the matrix is
just large enough to cover an opening in the matrix. By adjustment
of the accelerating voltage, effective
beyond the matrix position in the
tube, an electron microscope effect
is produced to cast an enlarged
shadow of the matrix opening on
the screen.
The application of the tube and
the type of control signal to be used
determine the particular order in
which the characters are laid out
in the matrix. Referring again to

0

1

2

4

3

6

5

7

8

9

A new series of highest quality, rigidly tested
instruments enclosed in hermetically sealed containers of
approved type to meet military and civilian
requirements. These instruments are compact,

dependable in every way and designed for efficient
performance under specified conditions of altitude,
acceleration, inclination, vibration, humidity, salt
spray, dust, fungus, etc. They are typical examples
of advanced Cramer Time Control Engineering
to meet Industry's constantly expanding needs.
Write for special Bulletin No. 4000A.

ute R.

W. CRAMER CO., INc.
BOX 3. CENTERBROOK, CONN.

`Builders of dependable timing devices Jor more than 25 years.
RESET TIMERS
CYCLE TIMERS
TIME DELAY RELAYS
INTERVAL TIMERS
PERCENTAGE TIMERS
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
RUNNING TIME METERS

PULSE TIMERS

FIG.

0

4

8

1

5

9

2

E,

+

3

7

-

2 -Two possible matrix layouts for
use in analog data converters
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Designed for Application

Mu Metal Shields
The James Millen Mfg. Co. Inc. has for many
years specialized in the production of magnetic
metal cathode ray tube shields for the entire
electronics industry, supplying magnetic metal
shields to manufacturing companies, laboratories and research organizations. Stock shields
are immediately available for all of the more
popular sizes and types of cathode ray tubes as
well as bezels for 2", 3" and 5" size tubes.

IA ES MILLEN
[vIAIN OFFICE

Many production problems, however, make desirable special shields designed in conjunction
with the specialized requirement of the basic
apparatus. Herewith, are illustrated a number
of such custom built shields. Our custom design
and fabrication department is at the service of
our customers for the development and manufacture of magnetic metal shields of either nicoloi or mumetal for such specialized applications.

m;
JJ

MFG.

-
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PROVEN DEPENDABLE QUALITY

ontji oneitts

POPULAR

NATIONAL
KNOBS
Clear, functional, chrome -and plastic styling and sturdy
construction make these the most

popular knobs of their type ever
produced. All fit 1/4" shafts. For
commercial applications, they can be
supplied in special colors and with

special calibrations. Write for

drawings and prices.

VEEE'X
Sectional Tower
MOST ECONOMICAL FOR
MICROWAVE

TV

FM

COMMUNICATIONS

RADAR

MULTI -BAND

TANK
ASSEMBLIES
The unique MB -150 high -power
and MB -40L low -power multi -band
tank assemblies will tune all bands
from 80 to 10 meters with a
single 180° rotation of the capacitor
without changing coils. The MB -150
is intended for use in plate tank
circuits having an input up to
150 watts. It is ideal for a pair of
807's, 809's or a single 829 B.
The MB -40L may be used in the
grid circuits of tubes employing
the MB -150L in the plate circuit.
Will handle 40 watts if link

Actual photograph of VEE-D-X
Sectional Tower installation showing 152 MC ground -plane antenna
suited for ground -to -plane, ship -to shore, and mobile communications.
THE LaPOINTE-PLASCOMOLD CORP.

kept loaded. Write for
specifications and prices.

is

ROCKVILLE, CONNECTICUT

Write ior drawings
NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.
M
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International

ghee eded
POWER RECTIFIERS
Ratings up to 250 KW
Efficiency to 87%Power Factor 95%

STANDARD CELL SIZES
B

O

l'G'xl'/.'
IX'xlh'

O

D

O

O

O

H

3'x3'

436'x4'/.'

6'

61/4", 71/4'

Photo -Electric Cells
Self-Generating Type
Output up to 600 microamperes
at 100 foot-candles illumination
and 100 ohms external resistance.

Over 500,000 KW, DC
Power, is operated with International
Selenium Rectifiers. A recent month's production included Rectifiers to
supply 40 microamperes, 1,000 volts, and Rectifiers with a capacity of 140,000
amperes, 14 volts. Designed and built to meet Government Specifications.
Manufactured for temperatures up to 100° C ambient -100% humidity. Owned
and managed by Engineers who are specialists in the design and
manufacture of Selenium Rectifiers. Submit your problems for analysis and
we will be glad to offer our recommendations.

Hermetically Sealed Rectifiers

Cartridge Type-up to 60 ma.,
9,000 volts per cartridge.

High -Voltage Rectifiers
Cartridge Type-up to 60 ma.,
9,000 volts per cartridge.

Miniature Rectifiers
From 65 to 1,000 ma.

C
GENERAL OFFICES:
1521 E. Grand Ave.

Segundo, Calif.
Phone El Segundo 1890
El

CHICAGO BRANCH OFFICE:
205 W. Wacker Dr.

Franklin 2-3889

ELECTRONICS
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I

-Changer

(continued)

ELECTRONS AT WORK

Phonomotor

3 -Speed

new design
new simplicity
new low cost

t

First with the belt -type 3 -speed motor

... first with the turret -type 3 -speed
motor ... General Industries again leads
the field with this novel

3 -speed

motor.

Developed for one of General Industries'
good customers, and field proven over a
period of time, this 3 -speed motor as
illustrated has a stepped shaft and shifting
idler wheel arrangement. Model illustrated currently being supplied to well-

known record -changer manufacturer,
with special construction for customer's
own application.

Tube under test with electronic circuits
designed for use in a high-speed printer

Fig. 3, this layout lends itself to
message receivers employing a five
or six -digit binary code signal. The
order of potentials necessary to deflect an electron beam over the
matrix area is given by the scale of
voltages shown. For example, the
selection of letter "C" requires
a vertical voltage of 10 volts and a
horizontal voltage of 60 volts.
In the process of writing a message on the screen of the tube,
essentially three separate deflections of the electron beam occur.
The first deflection selects a character, the second compensates for
the different positions of the characters in the matrix and the third
directs the beam to a desired spot
on the screen.
Printing arrangements set up for
the tube involve a process of transferring the messages on the screen
of the tube to ordinary paper by
means of a dry printing process
such as Xerography. Time required
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All Sand, Direct Reading

SPECTRUM ANALYZER
10 MC to 21.000 MC
The Model LSA is the result
of years of research and development. It provides a simple and direct means of rapid
and accurate measurement
and spectral display of an rf
signal.

Outstanding Features:
Continuous tuning.
One tuning control.
5 KC resolution at all frequencigs.
250 KC to 25 MC display
at all frequencies.

Tuning dial frequency accuracy 1 percent.
No Klystron modes to set.

Broadband

supplied from

attenuators
1

to 12 KMC.

Frequency marker for

measuring differences 0-25
MC.

Only four tuning units re-

quired to cover entire
range.

Microwave components use
latest design non -contacting shorts for long mechanical life.
Maximum frequency coverage per dollar invested.
5 inch CRT display.

Model LSA
The instrument consists of

the following units:
Model LTU -1 RF Tuning
Unit -10 to 1000 MC.
Model LTU -2 RF Tuning
Unit -940 to 4500 MC.
Model LTU -3 RF Tuning
Unit -4460 to 16,520 MC.

Model LTU -4 RF Tuning
Unit -15,000 to 21,000 MC.
Model LDU-1 Spectrum

Model SIJ

to 12.4 kmc

Polarad's Broad Band Microwave Attenuator is intended
for use as an external attenuator in microwave measure-

Features:
Continuously variable
attenuation.
Stub tuned. 50 ohm impedance.
Waveguide beyond cut-

off attenuator.

MICROWAVE

SIGNAL SOURCES
Models SS.li, SSL, SSS, SSM, SSX
634 MC to 11,000 MC

r'or use as a reliable source
of microwave energy in trans -

PRECISION

LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTS

Display Unit.

Model LPU-1 Power Unit.
Model LKU-1 Klystron

BROAD BAND MICROWAVE ATTENUATOR
4 kmc

po/arad

ments with signal sources,
receivers and for power measurements. Its useful frequency
range is from 4000 mc to
12,400 mc. Model SIJ can be
used as a standard calibrated
attenuator or to couple a
small amount of energy from
a high level source for circuit
protection, or for monitoring
and for measurement purposes without introducing discontinuities or to insure rf
circuit isolation.
By its use a Polarad Microwave Signal Source or a laboratory oscillator is converted
into a signal generator.
mission loss measurements,
standing wave determination, etc. Unidial Control
for accuracy and ease of
operation. Direct reading
(no mode charts to consult). Frequency determination accurate to l
through use of present calibration and temperature
compensated klystrons.
Five Microwave Signal
Sources are available to
cover the frequency range
from 634 MC to 11,000
MC. Units ruggedly constructed; mounted on aluminum castings to insure
mechanical stability. Kly-

stron reflector voltage

automatically tracked with
tuning of the klystron cavity to provide unidial control. Signal sources
supplied complete
with klystron.

Y.

Power Unit.

WIDE BAND VIDEO AMPLIFIER
Model VT 10 CPS to 20 MC
Designed for use as an oscilloscope deflection amplifier for the measurement and viewing of pulses of
short duration and rise time. Excellent for TV, both
black and white and color applications.

Features:
Flat frequency response

from 10 cps to 20 mc ±1.5
db.

Uniform time delay of 02
microseconds.
Gain of 50 db.

Frequency compensated
high impedance attenuator
calibrated in
from 0-50.

10 db

steps

Fine attenuator covers a

range

10 db

Model VT

Phase linear with fre-

quency over entire band.

FREQUENCY MARKER
Model FM-L
950 mc to 2,040 mc
Polarad's Frequency Marker,'
Model FM -L, provides accurate
frequency determination to

within 10 kc over the frequency
range 940 to 2020 mc.
The Frequency Marker produces
calibration signals at precisely.
determined frequencies and these
signals may be displayed and
compared with an unknown rf
signal, whose frequency can then
be accurately measured.

Features:
Frequency standard accurate to one part in los.
Frequency determination accurate to ±10 kc.
Ten mc, 1 mc, and interpolation markers available.
Markers throughout entire frequency range, 940
mc to 2040 mc.

100 METROPOLITAN AVE., BROOKLYN 11, N. Y.

STagg 2-3464

Precise

1000

mechanical concentricity

you want to measure true RMS:

high electrical accuracy

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

and

regardless of waveform

without loading the source
without fear of instrument burnout
without sluggish pointer response
over

a

d

wide range of frequencies

under steady state or transient conditions

with

a

rugged, portable instrument

4/'
YOU

NEED THE

eel"
No. VC5 (.5 to S mmt.)

Quartz Dielectric

DIOTRON

No. VC71

t1

to 10 mmf.)

Quartz Dielectric

No. VC17G (.5 to 12 moll.)

Class Dielectric

POWER LEVEL METER
The Reed DIOTRON power level meter,
built around the novel thermal feedback circuit described in the July 1950
issue of "Electronics", is the only
RMS indicator which combines accrrrracy with convenience. The DIOTRON,
basically an RMS voltmeter with a
linear scale in watts is ideal for direct
steady state measurement of signal and noise over a band of
frequencies extending from audio thru video. The unusually fast
response of the circuit, which permits oscilloscopic observation
of transients too rapid for the pointer to follow, gives the
DIOTRON a monopoly in direct measurement of pulsed power.
SPECIFICATIONS
LINE VOLTAGE REQUIREMENT
INPUT IMPEDANCE
INPUT CABLE CAPACITY
EXTERNAL INPUT TERMINATION
FREQUENCY RANGE

105-125 V., 50-60 c/s., 50 watts
1 megohm shunted by 25 mmfd (approx.)
50 mmfd (approx.)
600 ohms shunted by 25 mmfd (approx.)
50 c/s. to 10 Mc/s. (measured at input socket)

INDICATION

Depends only on RMS value of applied voltage.
20 milliseconds for frequencies above 1 Kc/s
±2% of full scale voltage.
Linear
1 mw, 10 mw, 100 mw, 1 watt, 10 watts
into 600 ohms
Square law
0.75 V, 2.4 V, 7.5 V, 24.0 V, and 75 volts
For oscilloscopic examination. Full

RESPONSE TIME

OVERALL ACCURACY
POWER SCALE
POWER LEVEL RANGES
VOLTAGE SCALE
VOLTAGE RANGES
OUTPUT JACK

INTERNAL OVERLOAD POINT
METER PROTECTION
SIZE

scale= +0.75 V.
Peak signals of four times full scale reading
(RMS) do not cause internal overloading
Overvoltage protection up to 100 times full scale
6" x 7" x 12", Gray baked -on crackle
finished metal with carrying handle.
$420.00 F.O.B. WASH., D.

PRICE
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1048 POTOMAC STREET, N. W.

//44

variable trimmer

capacitors
Compare. these Outstanding Features
One-piece spring loaded piston and screw
made of special invar alloy having extremely low temperature coefficient of expansion.
Silver band fused to exterior of precision
drawn quartz or glass tube serves as stationary electrode.
Piston dimensional accuracy is held to

tolerance maintaining minimum air
gap between piston and cylinder wall.
Approximately zero temperature coefficient for quartz and ±50 P.P.M. per de-

Close

gree C. for glass units.
"Q" rating of over 1000 at 1 mc.
Dielectric strength equals 1000 volts DC
at sea level pressure and 500 volts at 3.4
inches of mercury.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

DEcatur 7000

'

10,000 megohms insulation resistance
minimum.
Operating temperatures, -55 C. to +125
C. with glass dielectric. And -55 C. to
+-200 C. with quartz dielectric.
Over 100 megohms moisture resistance
after 24 hours exposure to 95% humidity
at room temperature.

Write for

Form No. 199

C.

To order, or for further information, write or phone

44.J

Piston type

JFD Mfg. Co.
Brooklyn 4
BEnsonhurst 6-9200

ws.

41011.

world's largest manufacturer
of TV antennas a accessories
August, 1952
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DYNAMOTORS, INVERTERS, MOTOR GENERATORS

Designed to meet the EXACT Requirements of Each Application!

Whenever DC is available,
Bendix will tailor a complete

power supply or motor from standard,
mechanical parts to provide the exact voltage-either AC or DC-called for by your equipment.

-

-

DYNAMOTORS essentially DC transformers
will
supply one, two, or three DC outputs for direct application to electronic circuits. Radio filterirg and voltage
regulation are available. Compact, efficient units can
be provided with outputs of 10 to 500 watts.

-

INVERTERS
will produce an AC output for supplying transformer -type power supplies or operating power

for servos, synchros, etc. Standard models to work
from 28 volts and deliver 115 volts, 400 cycles, single
or three phase are available in ratings up to 2500 VA.

Frequency and voltage are closely
regulated in all models.
MOTOR GENERATORS-are available
for furnishing combinations of DC and AC
a -id for various special requirements.
MOTORS for performing mechanical functions are
designed by Bendix engineers for the most efficient
utilization of space and power.
YOUR POWER SUPPLY PROBLEM will receive
p-ompt engineering attention at Bendix. Please send a
complete description of the performance required and
the condition under which the supply must work. You
will be answered with detailed information and specific
recommendations for the most practical solution to
your problem.

-

BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
RED

BANK DIVISION

EATONTOWN, NEW JERSEY
Export Sales: Bendix International Division, 72 Fifth ,Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS-August, 1952
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

for

LOS GATOS

conversion

into

codes

of

printer characters may be less
than 100 microseconds per character.

Electronics Measures
Human Respiration
human respiration is accomplished by
the polyneumograph shown in block
diagram form in Fig. 1. Developed
by the staff of the University of
Washington's psychology department in connection with the Air
Force arctic-aeromedical research
project, the device provides a written record both of instantaneous air
flow as well as expired volume of
air integrated over periods of one
minute. Provision is also made for
sampling and chemically analyzing
the expired gases.
Expired air is carried through
a unidirectional mask and heat exchanger to a laminer -flow, screen
orifice. An increasing rate of flow
through this flowmeter results in a
pressure drop which is measured by
the pressure transducer. This device consists of a balanced capacitance bridge composed of two moveable diaphragms and three fixed
plates. This arrangement effectively balances out accelerational
effects in gas flow.
Output of the 3,000 -cps oscillator is applied to the capacitance
bridge and hence to a linear, diode bridge demodulator. A portion of
the oscillator output is tapped off
ELECTRONICS MEASUREMENT of

the
Los Catos Type 254 Triode

with tantalum anode. Plate
dissipation is 75 watts.

BLACK &

Addition of Sintercote anode
raises rating to 125 watts. Operating life more than doubles.

ANOTHER PLUS for the traditional nine -plus lives of
Los Gatos electron tubes. Development by Lewis and
Kaufman engineers of the exclusive new Sintercote blackbody anode surface gives you tubes with much more
than twice their former service lives.

SINTERCOTE consists of finely -divided particles having
a high spectral emissivity-several times that of a bright
surface. Result: Increased plate dissipation. In addition,
Sintercote is a strong getter which keeps Los Gatos tubes
hard throughout their lives; protects cathodes against ion
bombardment. Result : Increased life.

Get further details from your regional Los Gatos field engineering representative, or write:

EXHAUST
PERSON
UNDER

TEST

-

UNI DIRECT
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3,000
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OUTPUT
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CHESTER
fia,keed--filaseicett

WIRES and CABLES
..

WIRES
JAN -C-16

80-90 105

SRRF *

g/,

SRIR*

y

WL*

APPROVED WIRES*

C

SHIELDED

and CABLES
WIRES a

..o
WIRES
TELEVISION LEAD-IN

More and more-engineers,

COMMUNICATION WIRES
and CABLES

COAXIAL CABLE
WIRES

INSTRRMENj
WIRES and CABLES TO SPECIFICATION

* Solid Colors or Spiral

enrhudzittf

Marking

says

designers, production men and
purchasing officials have come to
regard Plasticord and Plasticote
Wires and Cables by Chester as
the standard of comparison. This
is because every inch of these
dependable insulated conductors
is made to conform to exacting
quality controls that assure long
service life, and performance as
specified by the factory. That's
the reason electrical men, everywhere, look for the Chester
trademark when they're looking
for the best!

Our new catalog is a complete guide to
plastic insulated wire and cable for every
purpose. Write for a copy of this impor
tant data compilation for your files today.

CHESTER
CHESTER,

`*

CABLE COREA
NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY WIRES AND CABLES FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT
ELECTRONICS

-
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A PRIMER OF
ELECTRONICS AND
RADIANT ENERGY

clear explanations of electProvides
Ironies and radiant energy-what they
are and what they do for us in our daily
life. Explains how electronics, protons,
neutrons, and other composite -energy
particles behave-as well as how
radiant energy concerned with their
release is used. Shows how radio
and TV, light and heat, ultraviolet and infrared rays, X
rays, etc., work ... and how
they are produced and
controlled. Includes explanations of electric
current, magnetism,
radio circuits and
tubes, fluorescent
lamps, etc. By Don
P. Caverly, Commercial Eng'r., Sylvania
El ec. Prod., Inc. 2nd
Ed., 343 pp., 175
illus., $5.50

1

HARMONICS, SIDEBANDS
AND TRANSIENTS IN
COMMUNICATION
ENGINEERING
As Studied by Fourier and Laplace

Analysis

authoritative reference on comma 2An
ntcation-engineering analysis. Deals
Fourier, and

not only with the Laplace,
Taylor analyses but also with their application to all important phases of electrical
harmonic
communications. Shows how
and transient analysis are applied to radio, radar, television, and nuclear elec-

tronic problems; fully treats sideband
theory. Considers both the mathematical
and engineering viewpoints throughout.
By C. Louis Cuccia.

...WHEN YOU BUY

Eniv.r.4,56 RCApp,g'.
D
273 illus., $9.00
Bebs..

illLa

FILTERS

RADIO

ANTENNA
ENGINEERING

RESPONSE CURVES and cases may look alike, but component
quality and internal construction are the things that determine

dependability-in

a filter, and in the associated

on designing both

guidance
3 Provides
receiving and transmitting antennas
used In point-to-point, ground -to -air,asand
in
military communications-as welldesigns
broadcasting. Includes advanced
suggested by very -high -frequency and
ultra -high -frequency techniques, emphasizing their growing importance. Largely deals with custom-built antennas up to

equipment.

TO BE SURE components are the best, Lenkurt presses its own
cores, winds the coils, and subjects all parts to the most rigorous checks possible.

IN A LENKURT FILTER, parts are firmly fastened to sturdy
headers, connections made to rigid terminal boards. Units are
impregnated, cased, and/or hermetically sealed as required.

LENKURT FILTERS are engineered and built to your most exacting specifications on delivery schedules to meet any quantity
need by Lenkurt Electric Company-largest independent manufacturers of telephone toll transmission equipment.

30

SHORT-WAVE RADIATION PHENOMENA
hundreds of facts, formulas, and
4Gives
numerical examples to provide a

thorough understanding of modern and
classical wave -propagation concepts. Intensive treatment in 2 volumes explains
and shows application of every frequency
sec., to
-from those of about 30 megs. inperpractical
the highest radio frequencies
use. By August Hund, McGraw -11111 Radio
Communications Series, 2 vols. (not sold
separately). 1382 pp., 97
tables, $94 Illus., $20.00
(available on terms.)
10 -DAY

TRIAL

A-ÑILL

Cuecia-HARMONICS,
TRANS. IN COMM. ENG.. $9.00
Laport-RADIO ANT. ENG.. $9.00
AVE
Hund-SHO
aT.We $511RADIAT`0 É $ 0.00
(Print
2.

(7 3.

D

LENKURT ELECTRIC

4.

I

Name
Address
City
Company

SALES COMPANY
1

FREE

McG
McGraw-Hill Book Co..
330 W. 42nd St., NYC 36
10 days' examifor
below
checked
me
book(s)
Send
nation on approval. In 10 days I will remit for
hook(s) I keep, plus few cents delivery, and return
unwanted books postpaid. (We pay delivery if
you remit with this coupon-same return privilege.)
&
OF
1. Caverly-PRIMER
E $E 5TRONICS
RNE
C

San Carlos

megs. Shows how to choose a site, how

to choose a working frequency, how to
measure soll conductivity, etc. By Edmund A. Laport, Chief Ewer., RCA Int.
Div., 563 pp., 386 Illus., $9.00

California

Position

Zone

....

State

This offer applies to U. S. only.

FL -8-52

t.
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Best News In Years!
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for winding aleof these coils, accurately!
External Controls Reduce Set -Up
Time and Speed Up Your
Production
Do your winding schedules call for both
long and short runs ... for a wide variety
of coil sizes?

If so, this modern Leesona® No. 108
Coil Winder was made to order for you.
Even a trainee can set it up in a matter of
minutes. Select gearing for wire size, ad gust winding length and turns per layer
with only four finger-tip controls. Set the
counter and speed control
and start
winding. Nothing could be simpler!

...

You get accurate coils, too . . .
even with #44 wire. Leadscrew traverse
and quick reversing clutch provide more
positive control of wire layer and prevent
crossed turns. Manual -feed paper shelf is
adjustable up and down, in and out for
more accurate insertion. Indicators help
operators time paper feeding accurately
even at high speeds.

Other new features speed up lead and

tap preparation, marking and arbor

0

transfer.
Bulletin 108-A describes all the ways
this versatile Leesona No. 108 Coil
Winder improves coil quality and increases production. Write for it today.

award winner in the 11th Annual Product Design
Competition sponsored by "Electrical Manufacturing," meets the demand for a modern
manual paper feed machine for winding paper insulated coils in multiple or "stick" form.
It winds coils from #20 to #44 (A.W.G.) in coil lengths from 1/4 in. to 35/8 in., in diameters,
up to 5 in. round or square.
LEESONA NO. 108 COIL WINDER,

UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY
P.

0. Box 1605, Providence

1, R. I.
23B.1.4

For

winding coils in quantity

use

Universal Winding Machines

accurately
ELECTRON ICS
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(continued)

the output cathode follower and also
applied to the demodulator. Detector output is likewise taken off
a cathode follower. In the tidalflow recording channel, this voltage
is applied to a four -stage, direct coupled, d -c amplifier and hence to
a recording potentiometer.
The one -minute integrating circuit resembles the tidal -flow circuit
except for the long -time -constant,
R -C integrating network which
sums up the tidal rate of flow over
successive one-minute intervals.
For further details see "Electronic Polyneumograph" by A. C.
Young and others, published by the
Air Material Command, Wright Patterson A.F.B..

Economical TV Linearity
Test Generator
BY FRANK J. BURRIS
San Francisco, Calif.

metallic connection to
the receiver under test is required
with the television linearity test
generator described herein. Output
lead connections from the tester are
placed close to the i -f tubes of the
receiver when making adjustments.
This procedure is possible because
the output test oscillator is modulated for both the horizontal and
vertical bar patterns on the i -f
band. The fundamental covers frequencies from 20 to 27 me and the
second harmonic is suitable for receivers in the 40 -mc i -f band.
A dpdt switch is incorporated in
the tester for selection of either the
horizontal or vertical pattern. No
variable control of the output of the
device is required since the gain
may be conveniently controlled in
the receiver or by the placement of
the pickup lead.
Other features of the instrument
include stable operation, ease of adjustment and low cost. Even if
all the components are procured
new, the total cost should not exceed
ten dollars.
Referring to the schematic diagram of Fig. 1, the bar generator is
composed primarily of a Hartley
shunt -fed oscillator consisting of V1
operating through the cathode tapped coil L, or L_, depending upon
the position of S. For horizontal
NO DIRECT

The new

G -R

Type 1183-T T -V Station Monitor

meets all of the requirements of the FCC, including those
recently established for offset operation. This instrument
the first UHF Monitor-is another example of the pioneering
in engineering, design and workmanship which has characterized G -R monitoring equipment since the beginning of
broadcasting. Stability, accuracy, ease of operation and maintenance, dependability and long life are optimum. The G -R
trademark guarantees trouble-free operation with a minimum
of maintenance.

-

Prices: Type 1183-T T -V Station Monitor -from $2435 to $2535
depending on frequency bands

w

I

(continued)
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FEATURES

patterns, it has been found advantageous to use at least 12 or 13 bars.

*

Continuous indication of percentage
modulation and frequency deviation of aural
terminals for reand visual transmitters
mote metering.

To obtain the horizontal effect,

the bar generator must oscillate at
a stiffly blocked frequency of about
13 x 60 or 780 cps. Unless the
oscillator is well blocked, the bar
edges will present a sine -wave diffusion shading characteristic instead of the clear and sharp narrow
lines which are more desirable. The
blocking action requires that the
grid of V, must be heavily discharged on each pulse so that the
plate current will remain at zero for
considerable time out of each cycle.
Use of heavy feedback and a large
coupling capacitor allows this
action.
Since 1.12 may be one of the cheapest models of a -f push-pull output
transformers, the one-to-one feedback ratio of the primary section
can be adjusted through the size of
the grid -coupling capacitor and
gridleak to vary the number of pattern bars. The voice -coil secondary
may be disregarded unless a source
of audio signal is needed for other
test purposes. In general, the
larger the coupling capacitor or the
greater the value of gridleak, the
fewer the number of horizontal
bars.
The bar generator must have
good stability because when testing
a receiver by this means, both the
receiver vertical and horizontal
sync circuits receive their timing
control from the bar generator.
This applies to most linearity generators. A voltage -regulator tube
V is placed in shunt with the plate current supply to the generator to
keep the oscillator stable.
The vertical bar section of the

*
*

High-fidelity audio output for distortion
and noise -level measurements, and for audio
monitoring residual noise level is down
65 db or better for 25 kc deviation.

Sensitivity I volt, or better, on high impedance input; 500 mw or less on low, for
both aural and visual inputs.

*

Excellent signal-to-noise ratio through
channel 83.

*

Separate heater inputs allow direct connection of crystal oven to station standby power.

*

Counter -type discriminator linear to better than 0.1% for ± 100 kc range, permitting
accurate distortion measurements and center -frequency indications reliable even with
heavy modulation.

*

New Cabinet arranged for maximum
heat dissipation and easy removal for
servicing.

Large-scale illuminated meter continuously indicates frequency deviation of
aural transmitter in terms of highly
stable crystal oscillator. Zero correction for crystal oscillator easily accessible from panel, to compensate for longtime drift.

Continuous indication of frequency deviation of visual transmitter in terms of
same master crystal is provided by this
large-scale meter. Overall stability is
(0.5 parts per million + 100 cycles) for
10 days.

Y

5ouú F

60

'-A

MODULATION
OLE.OLxtNAt

RAO{1C0.

Lz
ALL

HEATERS

1

-

51

-

*

,0

.

-

Highly stable temperature -controlled masstability ±0.5 parts
ter crystal oscillator
output
per million for 10 days, or better
level read on panel meter.

t0

TO

-

*

Cz-

11

-

Overmodulation alarm for aural transmitter
lamp flashes when modulation exceeds predetermined level.

50

b

-

Modulation in both percentage and db
is indicated continuously on this meter..
Panel switch selects either peak, or both
peaks simultaneously. Meter ballistics
meet FCC requirements.

20J20

Write for the 1183-T

T

-V MONITOR

u0V

K=X1,000

47

3.9

GENERAL RADIO Company

K

FIG. 1-Schematic diagram of the linea
ity test generator for tv adjustment

275 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

-

90

Weil Slre.I

NEW YORK 6

920

0.

Michigan Ave. CHICAGO

5

1000 N.

Seward

SI. LOS ANGELES 38

Since 1915-Designers and Manufacturers
of Electronic Test Equipment

AK

Elul

etin

For cooperative engineering

on cable problems

When Vii#eísc
Unfriiportant

Its control is anybody's job. But when it involves an
intricate problem, the concern that may be depended upon
to correctly solve it is the

A. W.

Haydon Company

Thoroughly experienced timing engineers assure prompt, accurate
solutions to the most difficult of proposed applications.

Y

1,e

... call on

QSUAYDON

WRITE FOR CATALOG

2 3

5

WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT

CAROL CABLE
Through detailed analysis of your
product requirements, Carol Cable
engineers can often recommend wire,
cable and wiring assemblies that
improve product performance and
reduce costs.
Carol products are manufactured
under closest laboratory control in a
complete wire mill. Facilities
cover all wire -making operations,
from drawing of wire to formulation
of insulating materials. This close
integration assures efficient service
to yoq ... and dependable performance of Carol products. Let's work
together on your applications; write
to us today!

COMPANY
NORTH ELM STREET

Design and Manufacture of Electrical Timing Devices

eraer

ae

r

CoveS

eSeo<<

.

2 out of 3

Engineers Prefer
IJRCESS BATTERIES
NO WONDER Burgess is the

first source for industrial
dry batteries. Burgess long -life
epeAgiability and uniform,

ghlevel peformance are

acked by me a years of engineering know-how" than any

other batteries. The mainte-

nance of highest quality always
is the reason why 2 out of 3 engineers prefer Burgess ... by independent survey.
Check for your local source of supply or write now!
WRITE FOR ENGINEERING MANUAL AND CHECK

SHEET-No obligation. By return mail you will receive the FREE Engineering Manual listing the com-

plete line of Burgess Batteries together with detailed
specifications; also the Burgess "Check Sheet" on
which you may outline your battery requirements in
the event that the battery you need has not already
been developed. Address:

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
(DEPT. E-8) FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
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"SEE YOU AT

THE

POLLS!"
"SEE

YO_U

AT THE

POLLS!"

AT THE

POLLS!"

"SEE YOU

AT

(\t-

THE POLLS!'Ñ
Nobody knows for sure how it started-this line about "See you at the Polls!"
we're hearing all over these days.
Best explanation seems to be that it came from that state candidate out
west.... His opponent in a debate got all riled up and challenged him to fight
it out in the alley.
But he said-"I'll settle this the AMERICAN way-I'll see you at
the polls!" And the audience picked up the chant.
Now everybody's saying it-and on Nov. 4 everybody will be doing it!

"SEE YOU AT THE POLLS!"

rf,

_"SEE

YOU
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EAD ENGINEERING

Model

No.

Frame No. 100

Fl4GZL

SPECIFICATIONS
A.C. Single phase capacitor or 3 phase squirrel cage motor.
Reversible rotation
Induction or synchronous
115V or
220V
60 or 400 cycles
1/15 H.P. to 1/3 H.P. 900
RPM to 12,000 RPM
Continuous or intermittent duty
Meets military specifications for corrosion resistance, fungusproof, humidity, shock and vibration.

Motor can be furnished totally enclosed or open, with
terminals or connectors as required. Can be mounted for
operation in any position. Will function efficiently in
ambient temperatures up to 71°C.

APPLICATIONS
Driving fans, blowers, pumps, generators and antennas.
Solving special problems

routine at

E

AD

If your problem involves rotating electrical equipment,
bring it to EAD. Our completely staffed organization will
modify one of our standard units or design and produce
a special unit to meet your most exacting requirements.

EASTERN AIR DEVICES, INC.
585 DEAN

194

32 plain enamelled wire, wound on
a wooden bobbin 1* in. in diameter

and i -in. long together with a
100-µµf fixed capacitor in shunt
with a 50-µµf variable.
Bearing in mind what was stated
previously concerning oscillator
stability and its effect upon pattern
design, it become apparent that the

A small fractional H.P. all-purpose electric motor completely
waterproof and capable of instant operation even after long
periods of submersion in sea water. Another example of
EAD's engineering know-how!

is

generator utilizes the same Hartley oscillator principle with the same
tube V,, gridleak and plate load as
formerly. By means of S2, the tank
circuit L, may be inserted into the
oscillator. This speeds up the oscillator to allow about 19 vertical bars
over the raster. In this case the
oscillator frequency will be about
19 x 30 x 525/1,000 or 299.25 kc.
A tank circuit suitable for this frequency, with ample blocking interval, may consist of a center -tapped
inductance coil of 400 turns of No.

STREET, BROOKLYN

17,

NEW YORK

vertical bar -pattern generator must
be stable to even a higher degree.
For the purpose of closely adjusting
the oscillator, the shaft of C2, or
the knob of the tuning slug if such
a type coil is used, is extended
through the panel for ease of
adjustment.
With the addition of the simple
power supply, the generator might
be considered available for duty at
this point by taking a tap off the
oscillator output of Vl directly to
the video amplifier input of the
receiver. Extended facility may be
realized by adding an output oscillator circuit consisting of the dual
triode V. which functions as
another shunt-fed Hartley oscillator
at i -f, cross -bar modulated and isolated from the the load by means of
the grounded -grid cathode -coupled
section of V2.
For the oscillator portion of V2,
the tank circuit consists of 20 turns
of No. 32 plain enamelled wire,
wound on one of the 15s -in. slug tuned forms such as found in conventional tv intermediate amplifier
transformers. If the tuning capacitor Cs of 50 µµf is not used in the
circuit and the tuning range is covered by means of the slug only, the
slug control should be extended
through the panel for ease of adjustment to the i -f of the receiver.
It is advantageous to use the
capacitor with a broadly-calibrated
dial on the control panel because the
i -f can be set more quickly.
This
August, 1952
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IMEGNANT
makes good capacitors better

by permitting higher
operating voltages
-therm impregnated capacitors are now available
in production quantities. E -there, is a unique new
impregnating material developed and compounded
by Sangamo. E -therm impregnated capacitors
far exceed the requirements of JAN Specifications.
E -therm possesses exceptionally high thermal
stability and superior electrical characteristics.
E -therm impregnated capacitors mean-higher
operating temperatures-lower power factor-higher
resistance-longer life.
E

berm
DEVELOPED BY SANGAMO

d

Operating temperature 125°C

-therm is another example of advanced Sangamo
engineering. Continued research and development
of new products enables Sangamo to meet the
E

existing and future needs of the electronic industry.
For additional information about E -therm, write
for Engineering Bulletin No. 104.

...c/aotwe

T.nseuro.Firoui

ur9axo

PAPERMICA SILVER ELECTROLTTIC
CAPACITORS

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
MARION, ILLINOIS
ELECTRONICS
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REXOLITE
(FORMERLY

G.

E.

1422
/LxTOLITE

1422)

mother
in the TIC Series of Precision Potentiometers
The RVP3-S4 50db logarithmic Potentiometer with an essentially constant resolution is a standard Non -Linear Precision
Potentiometer in the TIC line.
FUNCTION

WIPER

50db logarithmic,

Dual Paliney Contact for long wear.
Light Torque, positive electrical
connection.
Rotational life: 500,000 cycles in
each direction at 30 rpm or less.

15000, ±5%,

defined with
external resistance of 47.4 ohms.
Resistance Ratio 316.2 to

1

Accuracy: Constant Fractional ±2
Temp. Coef:.00002 parts /degree C.

PLASTIC

Better
6

THE

F. INSUTATION

Of

BECAUSE
electrical
outstanding
erties
machinability
superior t resistance
high
al stabilityinitial
low
dimension
and extremely

COst

Rexolite 1422 has been specifically
designed and developed to meet
the growing need for a lightweight
low cost U. H. F. insulating

-material.

Rexolite 1922 is available for im-

mediate delivery as centerless
ground rod in any diameter up to
1". Also cast in larger diameter
rods and sheets.
Meets JAN-P-77 and MIL -P -77A spec-

ifications.
The unusual chemical inertness and
physical properties of Rexolite 1422
allow its use where other materials
fail.
For use in: connectors. coaxial connectors. waveguide, antennas, leads
and spacers, spreaders end air
wound coil supports, coil form;,.

BASE
3" diameter, precision machined
aluminum finished with corrosive resistant Black Alumilite

LSILVER

-

OVERTRAVEL

precisely fixes electrical rotation
to 320; mechanical rotation limited
by stops
slider stops on silver
at each end of resistance element.

-

SLIP RINGSInlaid Coin Silver
double brushes
for low contact resistance.

TIC standard potentiometers have the same built-in precision and craftsmanship normally found only in custom-built products. Research, engineering
and design facilities for special constructions and non-linear or linear functions
are an integral part of TIC services. Submit your potentiometer problem,
whether the need is for standard or custom design.

Write today

for technical
bulletins and
samples. Our engineering staff is always at your dis-

Engineering Representatives
Cleveland, Ohio
PRospect 1-6171
Am Prior, Ontario
Am Prior 400
Chicago, Ill.
UPtown 8-1141
New York, N. Y.
MUrray Hill 8-5858
Rochester, N. Y.
Monroe 3143
Cambridge, Mass.
ELiot 4-1751
Canaan, Conn.
Canaan 649
Hollywood, Cal.
H011ywood 9-6305
Dayton, Ohio
Michigan 8721
Dallas, Texas
Dixon 9918

- ---

----

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP.
533 Main Street. Acton, Massachusetts, Telephone: Acton 600
196

aMh

posal.

Manufacturers of Non -strip wire, High Temperature Electrical Tubing and other extruded plastic
products.

THE REX CORPORATION
LANDSDOWNE STREET
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.
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Photographic comparison of the new G

-E

Drawn -oval capacitors (in color) and the conventional units they replace, showing savings in size.

New General Electric Capacitor
is Smaller, 10 to 20% Lower in Price
If you're using fixed paper -dielectric capacitors with case styles CP53
These

fixed

paper -dielectric

hermetically -sealed capacitors

offer:
Reduced costs -1O to 20%

Savings in size and weight
Double -rolled seams

Drawn -steel cases
Savings in critical materials

and CP70 in ratings from 1 to 10 muf, 600 to 1500 volts d -c or 330 to 660
volts a-c-these Drawn -oval units offer you improved reliability in addition to an opportunity for reducing the size, weight and cost of the electrical equipment you manufacture.
In the new Drawn -oval capacitors, we get minimum seam length by
using drawn-steel cases, attaching the capacitor covers with a double rolled seam of proven reliability. This construction results in a lighter,
yet stronger capacitor. Actual savings in size and weight vary with case
style and rating but they can amount to as much as 30%.
This new construction has enabled us to increase output while
eliminating some critical materials. The resulting savings are passed on
to you in the form of shorter shipments and lower prices. Prices average
10 to 20% lower than standard capacitors, again depending upon case
style and, of course, quantity ordered.
For more information on the new G -E Drawn-oval capacitors, their
ratings, dimensions and prices, see your local G -E apparatus sales representative or write for Bulletin GEA -5777. Address Section 407-311,
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

-
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(continued)

arrangement also allows a quick receiver i -f checkup since the bars
may be brought out at maximum intensity at the optimum of any particular frequency adjustment. The
oscillator tank circuit should be adjusted to cover a fundamental range
of about 19 to 27 mc. The second
harmonic of the lower frequency
will accommodate the receivers having 40 -me i -f bands.
The fourth and final element of
the instrument consists of the
power supply comprising a midget
power transformer, a 65 -ma selenium rectifier with protective resistor R, and the filter consisting of
Ra and the dual capacitor C,.

VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES

Two -Tube Square -Law

Detector

BY DAVID M. GOODMAN

Engineering Research Division
New York University
New York, New York

Compact! Only 43Ás" overall
Light! Weigh only 51/2 oz.
Continuously variable speeds over a
wide range
Knob, lever, push -rod or gear control
(Lever control illustrated)
Operate in any

Rotation in either direction
Coaxial shafts for in -line construction
Ball -bearings throughout
Completely sealed
Permanently lubricated for trouble -free
high/low temperature service
position

Write for Bulletin 99

FIXED RATIO
SPEED

CHANGERS
(Gear Type)

...

Only 1.050" diameter!
Anti -backlash units
virtually zero
Single section weighs only 3 oz.
backlash in either direction
STANDARD ratios from 10:9 to 531,441:1!
Completely sealed
Hobbed gears for smooth, precision running
Permanently lubricated
Mount in any position

SS

Write for Bulletin 100
-

MO MO

BM

MI

MBIll IMIM

1111311

- tills

MINIATURE COMBINATION FIXED AND VARIABLE SPEED CHANGERS
For applications requiring variable speed at a reduced nominal output speed,
combinations of Metron Variable Speed Drives and Fixed Ratio Speed Changers
are available in compact, integral units. Ask for Technical Data, or write

giving your requirements for prompt engineering recommendations and prices.

METRON INSTRUMENT COMPANY

440 Lincoln Street

Denver 9, Colorado

ilin111111PMAKERS
BOILr'

BY
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PRECISION MEASUREMENT

measurement is
acute in the field of electronics.
One fundamental problem which
has existed for many years is the
measurement of nonsinusoidal
waveforms.
The only description of a non sinusoidal waveform that is entirely
correct would be an instantaneous
plot of amplitude versus time. In
the case of a recurrent waveform
the problem is simplified to the extent that the graph need only represent one cycle of the wave. In the
case of a nonperiodic waveform the
development of an instantaneous
picture can only be used under very
limited circumstances. For general
application, such a picture is quite
unsatisfactory from a practical
THE PROBLEM of

viewpoint.
To overcome this difficulty the
concept of root-mean -square values
was adopted which equates the heating power in an a -c circuit to that
in a d -c circuit. This concept has
its difficulties too, in that the averaging period over which the wave
is investigated has a considerable
bearing on the indication.
The application of vacuum-tube
circuits for the measurement of
rms quantities has been attempted
many times and has met with
partial success in the past. By
proper choice of operating potenAugust, 1952
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131,1gg G00,
FUSE..

THE ONE SOURCE FOR

ANY

From 1/500 Amp. Up

BUSS offers the most complete line
of fuses for Television...Radio...Radar...
Instruments ...Controls ... Avionics...
in standard types and dual -element
(slow blowing) types.
By using BUSS as your one source
for fuses you simplify your buying,
stock handling and records.
Every BUSS Fuse is Electronically Tested
in a sensitive device that rejects any

...

fuse that is not correctly calibrated,
properly constructed and right in all
physical dimensions. This means every
BUSS Fuse is a good one.

Manufacturers and servicemen
throughout the country have learned that
they can rely on BUSS fuses for dependable protection.
If

You Have a Special Protection Problem

...

let a BUSS engineer help you. He has
at his command the world's largest fuse

research laboratory and the world's
largest fuse production capacity.

-

MI MR

11115

a

BUSSMANN Mfg. Co. (Division of McGraw Electric Co.)
University at Jefferson. St. Louis 7, Mo.
Please send me bulletin SFB containing complete facts on
BUSS small dimension fuses and fuse holders.

seid

e044

Title

FOR MORE

FACTS...

Company

August, 1952
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Name

BUSSMANN MFG. CO. Divi¡roa McGraw Electric Company.
University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.
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DESIGN ENGINEERS
TECHNICAL WRITERS

RA"NOBLU///
ELECTRICAL
...

CUSTOM BUILT

ENCLOSURES

...

One unit
or hundreds
KIRK & BLUM has the men, experience and equipment to fabricate any sheet metal enclosurecubicles, cabinets or control panels-to exacting specifications.
We specialize in custom-built parts and assemblies of sheet
steel, light plate, stainless, aluminum, monel and other alloys in
gauges to t/º ".

...

Write now for more detailed information
and your copy of
the latest KIRK & BLUM Electrical Enclosures Catalog ... profusely illustrated. For prompt quotation, send your prints to the
KIRK & BLUM MFG. CO., 3211 Forrer St., Cincinnati 9, O.

uE

eo l O

O

..

DESIGN DRAFTSMEN
PHYSICISTS

Westinghouse
offers you
SECURITY AND

OPPORTUNITY
EE's and ME's with over 3 years
experience
a number of excellent
positions are now available in our
Electronic & X-ray and Air -Arm
Divisions for work on:

...

Broadcast Transmitters
Power Line Carrier
Communication Equipment
Railroad Radio
Radio Frequency Heating
Medical and Industrial X-ray
Commercial Radar
Balancing Equipment
Military Radar (ship, ground,

airborne)
Military Transmitters
Specialized Electronic
Equipment
Fire Control Systems
Automatic Pilots
Guided Missiles

Check These Outstanding Benefits:

Top pay, ideal working conditions, advancement on merit,
graduate study opportunities,
employee scholarships, paid relocation expenses, Baltimore location.
Send resume of experience and edu-

Manager of Industrial
Relations, Westinghouse Electric Corp., 2519 Wilkens Ave.,
Baltimore 3, Md.
cation to:

Control Desks
Cubicles
Electrical Cabinets and Enclosures
Outdoor Electrical Enclosures
Instrument Panels
Control Panels
Transformer Tanks
Test Stands
Switch Gear Housings
Louvres

rBium

If you are using your greatest skill
in a defense industry, do not apply.

YOU CAN BE

SURE...IF ITS

Westinghouse

METAL FABRICATION

200
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CLEVELITE'

and

COSMALITE'

LAMINATED PHENOLIC TUBING

A GRADE FOR EVERY NEED!

are more than ever

before-the first choice

in the electronic

and

electrical industries.

Diameters-wall thicknesses and

(lengths

to

meet regular

or

special adaptations.
IN RADIO AND TELEVISION their use is almost universal. They
low dielectric loss is suitable for ultra high frequency applications.

excellent

...

CLEVELITE and COSMALITE
are essential.

brush holders, and many similar force -fit applications requiring

IN

and

Wherever high dielectric strength, low moisture absorption, physical strength, low loss and good machineability are of prime
importance
the combined electrical and physical properties of

ELECTRIC MOTORS for armature shaft spacers, insulators.

machining, Clevelite

low cost

service!

have high insulation Resistance and (low moisture absorption. Their

IN

They combine proven performance with

is

particularly suitable.

RELAYS, CONTROLS,

IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE!

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS, the various

grades of Clevelite Phenolic Tubing have special properties that

Tell

us your needs.

guarantee complete satisfaction.
Reg. U. S.

rat.

Off.

Ø(CLEVELAND
CONTAINER4
6201 BARBERTON AVE.
CLEVELAND 2, OHIO
Why Pay Mare'

Fart
Ca11

best

.

PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES at Plymouth, Wkc., Chicago, Detroit, OBdensbury, N.Y., Amesbury, N. J.
ABRASIVE DIVISION at Cleveland, Ohio
CANADIAN PLANT. Th. CMvaland Container, Canada, Ltd., Prescott, OnfaAa

C-EEtAND'
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REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK AREA R

T.

MURRAY, 604 CENTRAL AVE. EAST ORANGE, N. J.

NEW ENGLAND

R.

CHICAGO AREA

PLASTIC TURING SALES, 5215 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE. CHICAGO

S.

PETTIGREW B CO., 62 LA SALLE RD, WEST HARTFORD, CONN.
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CANNON

(continued)

2000
I-

PLUG ACCESSORIES

U

á

for the "AN" Series

N I,600
w

wI,200
EXPERIMENTAL

j 800
ao

u 2 400
00

12
4
8
RMS INPUT VOLTAGE SQUARED
2
3
RMS INPUT VOLTAGE

0

16

FIG. 1-Characteristic of the square -law
RIGID CONDUIT
ßN3053

detector

FERRULE

CONDUIT

COUPLING

NUT

..

ßN3054

BOWER
ÁN3055

CONDUIT

COUPLING

ARUM

CABLE CLAMP ÁN3057

CABLE CLAMP

tials and by suitable choice of
screen degeneration, it has been
possible to develop a square -law
detector with a useful operating
range of nine volts peak -to -peak in
the grid circuit of a 6AH6 vacuum
tube. A brief description of the
theory follows.
By definition

AN3057A

9m

sip

=

sep

Then
CONDUIT COUPLING

f9m dea+Apo
ea

ßN3058

tP

=

0

90° CONDUIT
3063
NANOUPLING
BOX CONNECTOR

AN3064

which expresses the plate current
of a vacuum tube as a function of
the transconductance and applied
signal about an operating point ipo.
If over the operating range

then
9m

=

9mo

+ keo

CONI UIT COUPLING LOCKNUT
AHAOEA

keó

2p=

CONDUIT COUPLING ADAPTER
STRAIGHT

AN3D68

2120

ip
DUMMY

RECEPTACLE

DUST

=

CAP NO. 2299

k A2

4
W

2po.

k A2
4

sin 2wt

ipo.

For a multiple signal input

NO.2245
JUNCTION SNELL

Here is the answer to a frequent question we
receive from people everywhere. Yes, Cannon
does make a complete line of accessories to be
used in conjunction with the AN Series of connectors. Complete engineering data on each of
these is given in the Cannon AN Bulletin, available on request.

CANNON ELECTRIC
Since 1915
Factories in Los Angeles, Toronto, New Haven, Benton Harbor. Lcpresentatives in principal cities. Address inquiries to Cannon Electric
Company, Dept.H-120,P. O. Box 75, Lincoln Heights Station, Los
Angeles 31, California.

202

+

A sin wt

9mo

NO. 2112

ANGLE

+

2

For an input
ea=A sin cot

JUNCTION SHELL
ND.

9ma eao

ea=L
AN3ä1

Ai sin wit

2=1

BONDING RING

the plate current is
ip

=

9mo

E

Ai sin wit

i=1
n

n

4

TELESCOPING

GLAND BUSKING

+

E Aí2+4 E

i=1

i=1

k

sin 2 wit

(Ai sin wit

ANOTAD

+

+

i$9=1
Ajsin (et)

+ ipo

This last equation requires interpretation. The first, or repeat term,
represents the fundamental curAugust, 1952
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Another New hjJ-V,j,4Re!ay!

10 TO 20

AMPERE CAPACITY

TO

RESPONDS

1

CYCLE

THROW
1

10

5 POLE,

DOUBLE

Sets a New High in
Performance, Efficiency and Economy!
The new Phil-trol Type 33 Relay is another triumph of
Phillips designing and engineering. It is an important
addition to the complete line of Phil-trol Relays that
enables you to select the type practically tailor-made for
your particular needs.
The Type 33 Phil-trol Relay is of single coil design and
box shape construction. Armature and frame construction of a type that affords fast action in both operation
and release. Contacts are quickly and easily pressure adjusted by means of screws. The Type 33 is available for
either a.c. or d.c. operation (33 AC or 33 QA). The constant of operate and release times has qualified this relay
for many applications such as are found in timing circuits.

Mounting Holes
N.C. Threads
be furnished
with elastic stop
nuts)
4

46-32
(can

OTHER PHIL-TROL RELAYS:

Write for detailed Data Sheet and
copy of latest Phil-trol Relay Catalog

Telephone
Type 2QA

PHILLIPS CONTROL CORPORATION
84

W

JEFFERSON Si

JOLIET,

OFFICES IN PRINCIPA( CITIES

ELECTRONICS
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Miniature Telephone
Type 4QA

Power Relay
Type 27QA

ILL

Hermetically Sealed

Hermetically Sealed

Type 20366-1

Type 40015
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NOW AVAILABLL
ON EASY TERMS
Save trouble, time,
and money with the
aid of this practical
RADIO ENGINEER INC

help...

HERE la a handy veluto.
great deal
embracing
needed refer
face material covering all
fields and aspects of radio
engineering
concise, dependable- arranged in easy to -get -at foray.
What the Standard Handbook. Marks' Handbook, and
others are in their respective
fields, Henney's Handbook is
Presents R A DIO
In the radio field
PRINCIPLES, STAN
And now this new Fourth
and PRAC
DARDS,
Edition is available:
TICES for the dewith new data on the physiral
mathematical, psychosigner, cngineer, and
logical, and acoustical bases
radio technician
In
which
all
electrical
,ommunicatlon exists
m the means of transmitcing and utilizing energy In
he very high frequency portions of the radio spectrum
with completely rewritten sections on radio communt
,ation, inductance, radio -frequency amplifiers. modulation and detection, electron tubes, receiving systems.
adio aids to aviation, and many other subjects.
with revision throughout to make the book as useful
vs possible in modern orer,ce.
of euustau,uy

-

New 4th Edition

RADIO ENGINEERING

HANDBOOK
Keith Kenney, Editor -in -Chief
Consulting Editor of Electronics
1187 pages, 8 z 9, 1038 Illustrations,
IN

810

this book ranges from fundamentals to die
mission of newest circuits, amplifiers, power supply
iysteme, short-wave systems, etc. Frequency modulation,
levelopments in television and aircraft radio, and other
tpplications are covered. The book abounds in circuit
liagrams, tables, charts, formulas. design equations and
lata. The circuits described quantitatively are those In
use today, or soon to be widely used.
In

scope,

RADIO

get-

-

ENGINEERING

SPECIAL OFFER

Stancor is, of course, one of the world's largest
producers of special design transformers for use in
all types of electronic equipment.
In addition, Stancor has the most complete stock
line in the industry for use in your prototypes or lab
equipment. If you need one or a hundred transformers in a hurry, you can probably find the type you
need in the Stancor catalogued line. They are quickly
available through the Stancor parts distributor in
your locality.
The new 24 page Stancor catalog lists 475 transformer and related components. Ask your Stancor
distributor for a FREE copy, or write us directly.

When you receive
copy of Hennes a RADIO
ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK you can
look over the book for

days before deciding whether or not to
buy lt. Then, If you
decide to keep the
book, YOU can pay for
it In easy monthly
terms-$4.00 at the
end of 10 days, and
$3.00 per month until
balance 1s paid.
10

ELSTON

AVENUE, CHICAGO

18,

answers to your problems In
design and practice.
Not only the radio technician, but every man Interested In the design or manufacture of radio or television
transmitters and receivers,
and apparatus utilizing vacuum tubes and photocells.
will find this Improved handbook a helpful. day-to-dav
guide.

THIS BOOK

10 DAYS FREE
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18

JUST PUBLISHED!

ILLINOIS

Send me Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK for 10
days' examination on approval.
If t find the book satisfactory, I will send you
04.00 to 10 days, plus a few cents for delivery.
and 03.0g a month until 010.00 has been paid.
Otherwise I will return the book postpaid.
Name
Address
i'Ity
Company
Posit
This offer applies to U. S. only.
I

204

you

I. 1197 pages of carefully se.
lected, accurate data-charts.
diagrams.
tables, circuits,
formulas.
2. 23 sections covering all the
most needed subjects for en.
gineers and radio technicians.
from fundamentals to specialized applications.
3. Every section prepared bs
one or more specialists, to aa.
aura you dependable. expert

SEE

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3578

HANDBOOK
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ALLIED'S
NEW

50

G

Approved by U.S.A.F.
Spec. MIL -R -5757A

Sub -Miniature

Relays

Developed specifically to meet the rigid requirements of
U.S.A.F. Spec. MIL -R -5757A, the new Allied line of subminiature double throw relays includes the MH-18 (6 -Pole).
Contacts are
the MH-12 (4 -pole), and MH-6 (2 -pole).
rated at 2 amps resistive or 1 amp inductive at 28 volts D.C.
The high performance of these relays has been achieved
in an extremely compact, unitized construction and parallels
the most recent advances in airborne equipment design.

For detailed specifications
and drawings of these new relays,
write for Bulletin 1002

ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC. 2 EAST END AVE., NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

AL
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(continued)

rent components which are normally
used in signal amplification. The
third term represents the second -

harmonic distortion generated from
each signal component. The fifth
term i, represents the d -c operating point. The second and fourth
terms, in which we are interested,
will be explained.
The second term is a direct current proportional to the summation
of the square of the individual voltage inputs. A nonsinusoidal wave
shape expressed in terms of its
Fourier components has a root mean -square value
Erma

=

1

2

1/Al 2

+ A22 +

.

.

.

A,,2

The change in d -c plate current
in a tube operating under the conditions specified is directly proportional to E,m,2. A properly calibrated meter will indicate a d -c

\\

phabubº is revolutionizing methods for detecting and measuring
nuclear particle radiation.
This multiplier

\

I

f//

ENSTIVlTY- io times
better than a Geiger Counter!
FOR low-level detection of gamma rays
in scintillation counters, RCA.5819 is at
least 10 times more sensitive than a Geiger
Counter! Amplification values are extraordinarily high. Service life is extremely

plate -current change proportional
to the square of the rms input
voltage. This calibration can also
be in terms of power if the impedance level of the circuit is
known. The fourth term in the
equation represents the product of
the individual input waves and by
trigonometric expansion yields side band frequencies equal to the sum
and difference of all the input
terms. It is this property of a
square-law detector which makes it
ideally suitable for modulation and
demodulation purposes.
The experimental results are
plotted in Fig. 1. The circuit from
which this data was obtained is
shown in Fig. 2. The measurements
were made at audio frequencies
since, except for input loading, the
applied frequency has no effect on
the readings. The extent of the
linearity, and hence the error as a
function of magnitude of the ap-

long (multiplier phototubes, unlike

Your RCA Tube Distributor can supply you

with RCA multiplier phototubes-and RCA
phototubes of all types. He's practically
right around the corner from you. For fast,
friendly service ... call him!

Geiger -counter tubes, are not limited to a
specific number of "counts").
RCA-5819 is readily adaptable to all
types of counting and allied applications
formerly requiring the use of GeigerCounters-is well suited for many other applications involving detection and measurement of nuclear particle radiation.
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FIG.

2-Test circuit

for obtaining the
square -law characteristic
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For Aviation and Electronics
Tell us the type of wire or cable you need

- the chances are excellent that it

is

one of

our regular production numbers. If it isn't already in our extensive line, we will desi'n
the wire especially for you. We have had long experience in coining up with the right
answers in wire and cable for mcuny leading manufacturers in the fields of aviation and

electronics. Try us. You Specify

- We Supply'!

Ask us for our new complete catalog. We'll gladly send you a copy.

RHODE ISLAND INSULATED WIRE CO., Inc.
CRANSTON, RHODE ISLAND

50 BURNHAM AVENUE
Notional Sales Offres: 624
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Aerophysicists,
Designers,
Engineers

The

fines t
reproduction
comes from
North American encourages advanced
thinking, because they know looking
ahead is the only way to maintain leadership in the aviation industry. That's
why North American needs men of
vision. If you like hard thinking and
would like to work for a company that
will make the most of your ideas, you'll
find real career opportunities at North
American. North American offers you

FAIRCHILD
MODEL 126 TAPE RECORDERS

many extra benefits, too.

North American Extras
Whatever you put on tape, you can count on
the finest reproduction from the Fairchild
Model 126 Magnetic Tape Recorder. It is
quality designed for a long, useful life
.
for year -in, year -out accuracy and minimum
maintenance. That means its final cost is
substantially less than other professional
recorders. These exclusive Fairchild features explain why.

..

Highest signal-to-noise
ratio of any tape recorder-permits
recording with lowest possible distortion and dubbing or transfer without degradation of quality.
EXCLUSIVE

Pic -Sync Attachmentoptional feature. Corrects for tape
stretch and shrinkage. Provides absolute timing required for lip synchronous sound on tape with motion
pictures and TV programs.
EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE

Syncroll Drive insures
exactly synchronous tape speed from
start to finish. Comes up to stable
speed faster. Gives you accurate timing of program and on -pitch reproduction. Splice tape from remote
sections of roll when required-no
change in pitch.
Oversize Capstan, 11/4"
diameter with 180° tape wrap, eliminates tape slippage, giving better
timing accuracy.

EXCLUSIVE

Automatic Framing

Control-available with Pic-Syncbrings the recorder into "frame"

with movie projector or second tape
machine when both are started from
standstill, regardless of differences
in starting times. Also ideal for
editing.

EXCLUSIVE

Dynamic Reel Braking
insures smooth stops. No friction
brakes to wear out.
EXCLUSIVE

Remember, invest in a
Fairchild and you have
tomorrow's recorder
today
at lowest
overall cost. Send for
bulletin T11, giving
complete data.

...

FR 132
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Salaries commensurate with ability and
experience Paid vacations A growing organization Complete employee
service program Cost of living bonuses Six paid holidays a year Finest facilities and equipment Excellent
opportunities for advancement Group
insurance including family plan Sick

leave time off

Transportation and

moving allowances Employees Credit
Union
Educational refund program
Low-cost group health (including
family) and accident and life insurance
A company 24 years young.

Write Today
Please write us for complete information on career opportunities at North
American. Include a summary of your
education, background and experience.

/S

YOUR FIELD

usrEo NERE ?

Airborne Electronic Equipment
Equipment Flight Tests
Precision Instruments
Automatic Controls
Propulsion Systems
Servo -Mechanisms
Airframe Studies
Radar Devices
Instrumentation
Micro Wave Techniques
Metallurgical
Electroplating
Engineering Planning

NORTH AMERICAN

AVIATION, INC.

IRICHII/lil EQU/PMENT

"Q

154th
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STREET &

7th AVENUE _ WHITESTONE, NEW YORK

Aerophysics, Electro -Mechanical Research
Division
Dept. 3, Personnel Section,
12214 Lakewood Blvd., Downey, California

North American Has Built More Airplanes
Than Any Other Company In The World
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Araldite* Bonding, Casting and Coating Resins developed
simplifying manufacturing methods,
improving product efficiency, and opening new fields of
product development. You will want to know more about them.
by Ciba Research are

LARGEST

Permanent, trouble free
Slip Ring Assemblies are
perfected with ,ARALDITE Resins
Wire leads are securely imbedded in ARALDITE RESINS.
Hard silver concentric rings are plated to this precisely
machined one-piece plastic form making rings integral
part of complete unit in which "specs" are met with degree
of accuracy never before achieved in production, for all
sizes and quantities.
(Coutesy Electro-Tec Corp.)

TRANSFORMER
CASTING

made with
ARALDITE

RESINS!
This current transformer
cast in Araldite Resins is
12 feet high
30 inches

...

at widest dimension .. .
and the resin used weighs
approximately 2600
pounds!

(Courtesy
Maschinenfabrik
Oerlikon)

SEND THIS COUPON

...

or write us on
your company letterhead . . . for complete technical dala on the physical
properties and recommended procedures
for the successful use of Araldite Resins
for your own fabricating needs.

r

CIBA COMPANY INC.

E

PLASTICS
DIV [SION

627 Greenwich St., New York 14, N. Y.
(In Canada: Ciba Co. Ltd., Cibo Bldg., Montreal)
Please send me Ciba Plastics Technical Bulletins

*Reg. U.S. Pot. Off.

BONDING

-J
*BONDING *CASTING
ELECTRONICS
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Lowest

4goufic/;7:the Beckman

EASE COMPUTER

Priced
Computer
in the
Quality
Field !

Features These Components:

Ten Channel Operational Amplifier
and Power Supply Performs summation,
sign reversal, multiplication by a con-

stant, or integration.

Two Channel Function Generator
Transforms input voltage functions into arbitrary output voltage functions
by fitting twenty-two line segments to
the curve desired.

Typical Low Priced BECKMAN EASE
Installation showing 20 channel operational amplifier and
power supply, 2 -channel function
generator, 3 -channel function multiplier, typical variable component
and over -voltage panel, 30 -channel
problem board.
COMPUTER

Function Multiplier Extends operation
to multiplication of two dependent
variables, solution of non-linear equations and linear equations with variable coefficients-for example, two
dependent variables.
Removable problem booms plug into
receptacle housing which includes
problem components available in
standard or custom arrangements.
Basic 10 -channel amplifier and power
supply unit, the heart of any analog
computer, can be, purchased for little
more than $1000. Additional 10 channel units and other special components offered at correspondingly low
prices.

The New EASE Computer, manufactured by Beckman Instruments, Inc.,
is specifically designed to meet the growing demand for an Analog Computer
which is low in cost and yet flexible enough to be successfully utilized by design

engineers in every industrial, military, research and educational group working on
problems of dynamics.
EASE* Computers are already effecting tremendous savings of time and
money in a number of varied applications. A leading manufacturer of jet aircraft
is using the Beckman EASE Computer as a flight simulator to prove design still on
the drawing board. Several engineering and research organizations have found the
computer indispensable in the study of guided missiles. And the Automatic Factory
of Tomorrow may soon become a reality as universities throughout the country
study the problem of "fully automatic control" with the aid of such computers.
By far the lowest priced quality instrument in the field, the Beckman EASE
Computer is the ideal equipment for use as an equation solver, simulator or tester.
The unitized design employing compact rack -mounted components permits the
user to select a custom computer which meets his particular requirements.
Write for detailed literature which describes the EASE Computer and its
applications in greater detail. Ask for Data File 17-59.
'Electronic Analog Simulating Equipment
Special Products Division
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS

control modern industries

BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC.
SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
Factory Service Branches: New

BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS
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plied signal, is apparent from Fig. 1
in the case of a single sine -wave
signal.
In the case of a nonsinusoidal signal, the error will be a function of
the peak-to-rms ratio as well as the
wave shape of the applied signal.
The dynamic range is limited by the
maximum permissable error on the
high side and by the circuit sensitivity on the low end of the scale.
The sensitivity in turn is governed
by the random d -c plate current
drift present in the circuit.
Results obtained in this experiment indicate that a full-scale
voltage sensitivity of 0.85 volt
would be a suitable compromise requiring only occasional zero -set
adjustment. This would allow for
the instrument to average signals
with a peak-to-rms ratio of 15 db
with a maximum error of -10

percent.
Three interesting points remain
to be considered. First, the two tube circuit was required to balance
out a large portion of the direct current drift. This was done at the
expense of decreased sensitivity inasmuch as only one-half the platecurrent change of the active stage
is passed through the d -c meter.
It is also necessary to operate the
stage at fixed bias. It would therefore be appropriate to use cathode
bias whose value would be maintained constant through the use of
a d -c feedback amplifier. This
would essentially double the sensitivity of the circuit and at the same
time afford a means of controlling
the response time of the power
meter. This modified circuit would
have a sensitivity of approximately
0.5 volt and would accurately average 20 -db peaks.
Experimental results indicate
that the grid can be driven positive
with no serious permanent effect.
However, it was noticed and it is
natural to expect as a result of the
grid-heating effects, that a positive
grid signal would tend to increase
the d -c plate -current drifts. This
can be remedied by clipping at the
input grid at approximately the
zero bias level through appropriate
use of crystal diodes.
Because of the simplicity of the
input circuit it is possible to broadband the circuit over a considerable
August, 1952
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ELEU1gffAL STEEL

Reduce Core Losses
Lower Core Dimensions

IN

llIGll-F1tEtTEIY EQITtPIE%T

Lessen Core Weight
Save on Copper

Armco Thin Electrical Steels are supplied with directional magnetic properties to suit the job. Armco
TRAN -COR T (7 and 5 mils thick) has good permeability in all directions; TRAN -COR T -O (4 mils and

lighter) is an "oriented" type with best permeability
in the direction of rolling; TRAN -COR T-O -S (4 mils)
is a super-oriented type with even greater permeability in the rolling direction at very high induction.

5 and 4 Mil Thicknesses
(400 to 2000 cycles)

2 and 1 Mil Thicknesses
(2000 cycles and higher)

400 -Cycle Power Transformers
400 -Cycle Motors and

Pulse Transformers
High Repetition Rate Charging
Reactors

7,

Where Armco
Thin Electrical Steels
are used

Converters
Television Deflection Yokes
Horizontal- and Vertical -Sweep
Television Transformers
Magnetic Amplifiers
Plate and Filament Transformers
Filter Chokes
Swinging Chokes

Here are a few parts in which the
different thicknesses of Armco Thin
Electrical Steels are used:

Intermediate Frequency
Transformers
Blocking Oscillator -Type
Pulse Transformers
Timing Pulse Generators
Impulse Storing and Memory
Devices

Charging Reactors
Timing Pulse Generators

Write for Booklet
For complete design information on these grades
write us for the 32 -page booklet, "Armco Thin Electrical Steels." Included are curves that show at a
glance the possible operating induction for a given
frequency, and enable designers to make a preliminary selection of a suitable lamination thickness
when either core loss or excitation is a limiting design factor. Final determination of electrical characteristics can then be made from the curves on the
individual thicknesses.

ARMCO STEEL CORPORATION
3672 Curtis Street, Middletown, Ohio
Plants and District Offices from coast to coast

Export: The Armco International Corporation
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Accessibility
UNLIMITED ...
with

GRANT

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

SLIDES

(continued)

frequency range. Actually this
last point is of considerable consequence inasmuch as an extended
bandwidth is necessary in any system which is required to pass signals with a large peak-to-rms ratio.
In summarizing, it should be
mentioned that the underlying
theory behind this development is
nit new. Circuit applications of
this theory in the past have suffered shortcomings of one form or
another. With the advent of hightransconductance tubes, the chances
for satisfactory circuit performance
have steadily improved. Here described is a pair of 6AH6's which
can be used in a single -ended circuit to provide square -law operation
over a nine -volt swing in the grid
region. This is especially important
in the measurement of noise spectrums, speech signals and multiplexed circuits.

Precision Raster
Sweep Oscillograph
BY H. B. STEINHAUSER
Photo shows Raydist navigation, tracking and surveying system master station
where components are installed in vertical position, using Grant Slides at top and
bottom of rack. Developed by Hastings Instrument Co., Inc., Hampton, Va.

Grant No. 363 Slide applicable where unit is desired
to slide fully out of chassis and tilt for servicing of
parts otherwise inaccessible. Capacity: 100Ibs.'pair.
Telescoping, 3 section slide with ball bearing action.

Aluminum with steel ball spacers.
There is a Grant Slide to meet every requirement...

whether to tilt a unit

a

total of 180 degrees, lock unit

in closed, open or pivoted position or

meet load requirements from 25 to
2,000 lbs.

- call upon, depend upon -

Grant, the foremost name in Sliding
Devices!

-rielemeg none
Write Electronic Design Division for Complete Catalogue

GRANT PULLEY
31-87
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& H'DW'E. CO.

Whitestone Parkway, Flushing,

L. I.

v,,

Slxli /Pwm

Instrument Division

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
Clifton, New Jersey
PAPER describes a raster
sweep oscillograph designed specifically to reproduce transient electronic information in such form as
to allow the time -voltage variations
to be analyzed with precision. Its

THIS

applications embrace measurements
of rise time, length, decay time and
spacing transient pulses. Any time
interval which can be represented
by two successive transient pulses
may be measured with a high degree of accuracy.
A raster sweep oscillograph differs from the conventional single
trace oscillograph in that a large
number of successive horizontal
traces are displayed on the screen
like lines on a sheet of ruled paper.
Figure 1 illustrates the raster obtained with this instrument.
To produce the raster, sawtooth
deflection voltages are required for
both the horizontal and vertical
axis. To enable measurements to
be made, a source of sharp accurate
marks is also needed. These marks
are applied to the grid of the
August, 1952-ELECTRONICS
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VARIAN
associates
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v..50
REFLEX
KLYSTRON
engineers designed the new -hp- Model
624A SHF Test Set they sought a signal source of dependable
uniformity, high stability under shock and temperature changes,
and smooth, chatter -free tuning. To meet these needs, they
selected the Varian V-50 reflex klystron.

WHEN HEWLETT-PACKARD

these characteristics are required in an x -band oscillator,
the V-50 merits your consideration. For applications involving
still greater shock and vibration, where single shaft tuning is
not required, the extremely rugged V-51 may be more suitable.

8.5-10.0 kmc

WHEREVER

klystrons are notable for integral -resonator construction; the exclusive Varian wideband mica -seal output window; extremely small space requirement; weight of only six
ounces; power output, without special matching transformers, of
25 to 65 milliwatts for the V-50, 75 to 260 mw for the V-51.
Both bolt directly, without adapters, to standard inch -by-half inch x -band waveguide.

BOTH THESE VARIAN

may be solved by one of these x -band
oscillators. Or, your requirements may be different. Many
Varian klystrons, for many different types of services, are in
production or development but cannot be publicized. Correspondence is invited concerning klystrons for your specific needs.

YOUR MICROWAVE PROBLEMS

eVARIAN associates
990 VARIAN STREET
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SAN CARLOS 1, CALIFORNIA

...smooth -tuning

-no

backlash

...dependably uniform

...temperature

and

shock -resistant

...simple to install

FIELD ENGINEERING

REPRESENTATIVES
IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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FIG. 1-Raster obtained with the in-

strument

Why put up with pliers that aren't exactly right
-pliers that may be costing you valuable production minutes? In the complete Klein line there is
a pair of pliers for every job in radio, TV or amplifier wiring. You'll find long nose pliers that
assure a tight grip even in confined space, keen
edged cutters, flat nose, duck bill-whatever you
need, and in a wide variety of sizes.
Klein Pliers are better pliers, too, each pair individually tested for proper balance and hand -fit.
Made by plier specialists with a reputation for
quality "Since 1857."
i'

7f

ASK YOUR SUPPLIER
Foreign Distributor: International Standard
Electric Corp., New York

This Klein Pocket Tool
Guide gives full information on all types and
sizes of Klein Pliers. A
copy will be sent wuhout
obligation.
"Since 1857"

BELMONT AVENUE, CHICAGO 18,
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cathode-ray tube and appear as
blanking spots on the trace. The
incoming video signals are applied
to the Y-axis and produce vertical
deflection as in a conventional
oscillograph.
If the horizontal sweep generator
is allowed to run continuously, the
horizontal sweeps are visible on the
screen only during the interval
when the trace is brightened by an
intensity gate generated by the
vertical sweep generator. Horizontal sweep speeds of five and ten N.sec
are available and the number of
horizontal sweeps in a raster may
be adjusted from 10 to 30 permitting measurements up to 300 tsec.
The marker frequency is switched
when the sweep speed is switched
so that five marks are always displayed on each horizontal sweep.
The vertical sweep may be initiated in several ways : internally
with repetition rates of approximately 50 and one cps, manually by
means of a push button on the front
panel, or externally by means of a
suitable pulse. Repetitive and manual triggering are generally used
only for setting up and making
adjustments.
The equipment is usually triggered by an external pulse and a
photograph taken of the single -shot
display. To obtain reading accuracy commensurate with the
measuring accuracy, the photo
negative may be enlarged to two
or three feet in width by projection
on a screen.
Figure 2 is a simplified block diagram of the equipment. A one -mc
temperature -regulated crystal, ac August, 1952
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ON THE"FRONT LINE"1N
COM M UPIICATIONS
The rich experience and vast facilities of Delc 3 Radio are again at the
service of the nation!
Delco Radio has a major part in the current rearmament program .. .
is currently producing advance -type radio equipment for many branches
of the military. Delco Radio products serve equally well in civilian
communications
in millions of passenger cars and trucks
in
untold numbers of homes. Yes, in peace as in war, Delco Radio is on
the front line in communications with on -time production of superior
products. See for yourself!

...

...

DELCO RADIO
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, KOKOMO, INDIANA

peg'
IN PRODUCTION

Delco Radio is the world's
largest builder of automobile radios
the leader
in production and assembly of component parts.

...
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IN ENGINEERING

Delco Radio developed
many of the most important
advances in automotive
radio ... has unsurpassed
experience in this field.

I

IN QUALITY

Every step in the manufac-

ture of Delco Radio products is closely supervised
to maintain high, uniform
product quality.

IN MANUFACTURING

Completely integrated for
efficient production, from
raw material to finished

product, Delco Radio

meets any customer need.
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(continued)

curate to ±0.0025 percent, is used
to control both the frequency of
the markers and the repetition rate
of the horizontal sweep generator.
The output of the crystal oscillator
is fed directly through a shaper

You can't beat
a soldered connection
for

electrical conductivity

and permanence!

SOLDERED connections eliminate loss of current, fire hazard, radio interference and excess
heat which result from loose, corroded, arcing
NON -SOLDERED connections.

For over 50 years experts have specified American Beauty Electric Soldering Irons. They know
American Beauty Irons are built to LAST
LONGER, OPERATE DEPENDABLY and BE
SERVICED QUICKLY.

tube to the marker generator for
producing marks at one N.sec intervals. Marks at two-1.sec intervals are obtained by dividing the
crystal output to 500 kc before
feeding it to the shaper and marker
generator.
The marker generator consists of
a ten -mc shock -excited oscillator
driven by the sawtooth output from
the shaper tube. A resistance
across the tuned circuit is adjusted
to damp out the shocked oscillations
after the first half cycle. Each
time the oscillator is shocked into
oscillation an output is obtained
consisting of one-half cycle of a
ten -me sine wave with a width of
0.05 p.sec. The marker amplifier
increases the amplitude and inverts
the marks to obtain the proper
polarity for application to the crt
grid. The problem of mixing the
marks and the intensity gate is
avoided by applying the marks to
the grid and the intensity gate to
the cathode of the crt.
The one -mc crystal -oscillator output is divided down to 200 kc for
initiating the five-p.sec horizontal
sweep and divided down to 100 kc
for initiating the ten-,.sec horizontal sweep. The horizontal sweep is
generated in a modified bootstrap
circuit. Linearity is maintained
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FIG. 2-Simplified block diagram of the

sweep oscillograph
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u HFß
for design und production applications

RCA WR -40A UHF Sweep -Marker Generator
NOW-for the UHF development and design laboratory-the new
RCA WR -40A combines sweep generator, marker, and calibrator
facilities in one compact, practical unit. Its versatility is unmatched
for testing UHF -TV tuners, converters, receivers, antennas, and
transmission lines in the 470-870 -Mc band.
CHECK THIS LIST

of Important Features:

If Center frequency of sweep oscillator is variable from 470 Mc to 890 Mc.
Operates on fundamental frequencies
without harmonics or beat notes.
Full 45 -Mc sweep width available
throughout the entire UHF band. "On"
or "Off" blanking is included.
I/

RCA WR -41A

UHF Sweep

Generator

The WR -41A provides a quick, economical
means of factory-testing UHF equipment with
high accuracy. The instrument incorporates the
same high -quality sweep oscillator as used in the
WR-40A. Since this unit is designed primarily
for production -line use, it employs four semi fixed absorption -type markers. These are built
inside the case, to prevent alteration of their
adjustment during normal use.

Sweep generator output impedance
ohms-output voltage across a
50 -ohm resistive load is 0.5 volt.
External pads to match 75 -ohm and
300 -ohm inputs are supplied.
is 50

5/

Amplitude variation of sweep

oscillator does not exceed 0.1 db/Mc.
t/ Marker oscillator, controllable in
amplitude, employs a hand -calibrated
dial and operates on fundamental frequency throughout the UHF band.
I/ Crystal calibrator provides 1 -Mc
and 10 -Mc check points throughout
entire UHF band.
t/ Marker amplitudes from hand -calibrated variable oscillator and crystal
calibrator remain constant over entire
oscilloscope pattern.

For complete technical details and prices on the WR -40A
and WR -41A UHF Sweep Generators, write RCA,
Commercial Engineering, Section HR 42, Harrison, N. J.
TMK

RADIO CORPORATION
TEST EQUIPMENT
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FIG.

ELECTRONIC THERMOPLASTIC

(continued)

3-Raster

of Fig. I with ten -mc
modulation applied

HOOK-UP WIRE
Got a particularly difficult electronic
insulation problem? We've got the answer! Call on PHALON

... you'll

dis-

cover that one of the PHALON line of

electronic hook-up, lead wires or fixture
wires will do the job

- and do it well.

PHALON electronic

hook-up wire

is

strong and tough, yet strips easily,

leaving clean conductors.
Get the complete PHALON story now!
A FEW TYPES OF
PHALON ELECTRONIC HOOK-UP WIRE

20 solid T.C., U.L.

approved for 80°C. and 105°C. ambient temperatures

22 7/30 T.C., U.S. Spec.

JANC76, types $8W.

$88F, 5811V

,«uev.,.,..::«18

16/30 T.C., vinyl insulation, glass braid

22 7/30 T.C.,

22 7/30 T.C.,

vinyl insulation, cotton braid

vinyl insulation, tinned copper shield

PHALO PLASTICS CORPORATION
CORNER OF COMMERCIAL ST.

WORCESTER

MASS.

Manufacturers of Thermopla+Gt Insulated Wire. (abler, Cord Sett and Tubing
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better than one percent between
marks and retrace time is only four
percent of the sweep cycle.
It is necessary when using repetitive vertical sweeping to have the
vertical sweep synchronized with
the horizontal to avoid vertical
movement or jitter of the raster.
This synchronization is achieved by
further dividing down the crystal oscillator frequency to approximately 50 and one cps and using it
for triggering the vertical -sweep
generator.
Frequency division is obtained
in large steps of approximately 40
to 1 and 100 to 1. The exact division ratio is unimportant so long
as the vertical -sweep generator is
locked in at some integral submultiple of the horizontal sweep rate.
The vertical -sweep generator is a
bootstrap circuit. A vertical -sweep
amplitude control serves to vary the
spacing between horizontal sweeps
from 0.1 to 0.3 inch.
For single-shot operation, a thyratron pulse generator is used
which may be triggered either manually by a push button located on
the front panel or externally by a
pulse fed in through the external
trigger jack. When the thyratron
is fired it generates a single pulse
which in turn triggers the vertical
sweep generator to give a single
vertical sweep. By using a thyratron in this circuit an automatic
lockout is obtained, since once the
thyratron has fired it cannot be
fired again until it has been reset
by depressing a reset button on the
front panel.
A variable -delay circuit has been
included to allow the insertion of
August, 1952
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MINIATURE
TOROID
INCUZTORS
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PULSE

INDICATOR
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No. 1150
UNIVERSAL BRIDGE

MODULATORS
No. 1030
LOW FREQUENCY

tl>111

"Q"
S.OG TUNED
DISCRIMINATORS

HIGH
FIDELITY
TRANSFORMERS
No. 1010

COMPARISON BRIDGE
FREEL"SEAL

TREATMENT
No. 1020B
MEGOH'4tMETER

FILTERS

No. 1180

NO. 1040 VOLTMETER

A.C. SUPPLY

100 volts in ive
ranges (.01, .1, 1, 10, and 1CC volts full scale).
ACCURACY: 2% on full scale on all five ranges, on

VOLTAGE RANGES: .001 volts to

e

ep

ID.

-

*EEa

Eáa

.e
®
°

°

-

-.,.:.c.

No. 1110A
INCREMENTAL
INDUCTANCE BRIDGE

sinusoidal voltages.

RANGES:
0 to 200,000 cycles, .1 db.
variation from 20 cycles, to 150,000 cycles; .50 db.
variation from 10 cycles ta 200,000 cycles.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: Egtivalent to 500,000 ohm resistance in parallel with a 1.5 :: IMF. condenser.
STABILITY: Effect of variceon in line voltage from
100 volts to 125 volts is 110. Effect in changes of tuses.
is less than .5%.
METER: 4" suppressed :era I MA meter protected
against over`lloads.
POWER SUPPLY: The ingru rent is entirely self-conFREQUENCY

tained and operates on 1DD-125 volts, 50-6C cycles.
Total consumption, 40 Watts..
DIMENSIONS: 47/e" High, 5s/8" Wide, 97/s" Long.
WEIGHT: 12 pounds.

No. 1170
D.C. SUPPLY

SEND FOR COMPLETE TRANSFORMER AND INSTRUMENT CATALOGS

FREED TRANSFORMER CO., INC
1722-B WEIRFIELD ST., BROOKLYN (RIDGWOOD) 27, N. Y.
EXPORT JI'VliS1ON:-458 BROADWAY

"geieC

N.Y.C. 13. N.Y.
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up to 150 p. sec of delay between the
vertical sweep trigger and the vertical sweep. This permits the entire raster to be delayed after the
initiating trigger. A panel switch
permits selection of the delayed or
undelayed raster. An intensified
strobe which occurs at the end of
the delay period is displayed on the

solve remo

control problems
many leading manufacturers !

rie

e

EDISON TELEVOICE
SWITCH
IS LEDEX ROTARY
SOLENOID OPERATED

MERGENTHALER USES
LEDEX SOLENOIDS TO
SIMPLIFY LINOTYPE
MACHINES

o

he dependable rotary
snap action of Ledex Rotary
Solenoids is at work doing
many remote control jobs in
many products. Six basic
models range in diameters
from 11/4" to 3 3/8 ", with

torque values from

1/4

undelayed raster and enables the
setting of the delay to be read. This
strobe is obtained by taking the
trigger from the delay amplifier,
sharpening and amplifying it, and
applying it to the cathode of the
crt. The delayed trigger is also
made available at a coaxial jack for
external use.
External video signals are fed in
via a coaxial jack through a
cathode -follower isolation stage and
coupled to one of the vertical deflection plates. Since a short video
pulse might possibly be lost in the
retrace period of the horizontal
sweep, provision has been made for
also feeding the signals to the vertical axis through a one-p.sec delay
cable and a phase -inverter isolation
stage. This produces an inverted
pulse exactly one p,sec after the
original. Since the delayed video
signals are inverted they may be
easily identified.
During development of the instrument it was necessary to make
frequent checks on the linearity and
retrace time of the horizontal
sweep. This was done by applying
a ten -me signal of approximate
sine -wave shape to one of the verti -

pound -inches to 50 pound inches. Various power linkages and types of mountings are available.
LEDEX MEANS COMPACTNESS, RUGGEDNESS
AND RELIABILITY TO THE AIR FORCE

Let Ledex Engineers
assist you in choosing rotary solenoids best suited
for your products. Write

for descriptive literature
today!

123 WEBSTER

STREET,

G

DAYTON 2, OHIO
External view
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YOUR FREE
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Stabelex "D"

taorlog
Capacitor Catalog

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER
CORPORATION
3343 N. Cal.eraia
Ars

tant
literature for

CWca9e

most imp

I., Rliaei..

V.8.í1,

may prove
of
new single piece
this year.

Curve #1110, shown at right, is of particular
interest and illustrates the long self time constant
of Stabelex "D". The time constant of the 10 MFD
capacitor illustrated on this curve is 200 days, or
4800 hours. This curve represents measurements
on capacitors allowed to stand at normal room
conditions of temperature and humidity. This,
therefore, represents the time constant of these
capacitors under normal conditions of operation.
Performance curves illustrating various characteristics of the Stabelex "D" Capacitor will appear in
this magazine each month.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 20° C. AFTER
THREE MINUTES CHARGE-900,000 megohm
microfarads
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 75° C.-78,000
megohm microfarads
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT -75° C.-In excess of 5 million megohm microfarads
CHANGE IN CAPACITANCE FROM 25° C. TO
-80° C; +0.76%
SELF TIME CONSTANT OF 10 MFD CAPACITOR -4800 hours
Q AT 50 KILOCYCLES -10,000
POWER FACTOR AT 1 KC-0.00025

SEND FOR CATALOG 1117 TODAY
After a long period of research, Industrial Condenser Corporation now offers to industry for the
first time the first of their family of Stabelex
capacitors, stabelex "D", which has been produced
for special applications for some time.
Complete information performance curves, characteristics, and suggested applications of the various types now available will be found in this catalog.
Mfrs. of OIL, WAX, ELECTROLYTIC, PLASTIC
ELECTRONICS
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INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORPORATION
3244 N. California Avenue
Chicago 18, Illinois, U.S.A.
Please
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Stabelex
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FREE
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"D" Capacitors.

new Catalog
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(continued)

cal deflection plates through a small

TARZIAN TUNER, Model TT -1

or 2 UHF inputs with
The Model TT -7 features 12 VHF channels plus
UHF power switching built in. Available for 41 mc. IF systems.
1

coupling capacitor.
The ten -mc test signal was obtained by frequency multiplication

from the crystal oscillator so that
the pattern would be synchronized
with and remain stationary on the
horizontal trace.
Figure 3 is a photograph of the
raster shown in Fig. 1 but with the
ten-mc modulation applied. By
counting the modulation cycles it
may be determined that the
forward -going part of each horizontal sweep is 4.8 N.sec long while
the retrace is 0.2 ;,.sec. The linearity is checked by measuring and
comparing the spacings between adjacent cycles of modulation across
the sweep. For perfect linearity,
the spacing should be the same between any two adjacent cycles anywhere on the sweep.
Credit is due Arthur Mahren for
his valuable contributions to the
circuit development of this instrument.

appropriate

(Can be supplied for 21 mc.
SPECIFICATIONS:
RF AMPLIFIER:
OSC. MIXER:
POWER SUPPLY:

GAIN:

NOISE FACTOR:

IMAGE REJECTION:
IF

REJECTION:

BALANCE:
VERNIER RANGE:
RF

IF

systems.)

Improving Electronic
System Reliability
6BQ7
6X8
135 volts at 10 ma.
250 volts at 14 ma.
6.3 volts at 0.85 amps.
f IF gridInto a 5 mc. 6 db
High channels 23 db min.
Low channels 26 db min.
As measured into a 3.0 to
f IF
3.5 mc.
9.5 db max. for high channels
8.0 db max. for low channels
40 db min. high channels
46 db min. low channels

-

50 db min.*
20 db min.
mc. min.
Plus or minus
Plus or minus 2 mc. max.
1

* Except channels 2-3 and 4 of 41 mc. tuners.

* In the UHF position, the tuner is changed to an amplifier for the UHF I.F.
Power is applied to the UHF tuner which may be either a FULL -RANGE
CONTINUOUS TUNER or a single channel UHF tuner. In either case, a
separate UHF antenna input is provided.

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.
Tuner Division
Bloomington, Indiana
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BY W. WAGENSEIL
Associate Head
Production Design Department
Radar Laboratories
Hughes Aircraft Company
Culver City, Calif.

EXAMINATION

of

over

200,000

failure reports on equipment in the
field showed that there was no outstanding cause of failure. It was
decided to establish a parts application section, staffed with competent
engineers selected to become
specialists in the various components. These engineers study
parts specifications at the time the
systems are designed.
As a direct result of the establishment of the parts application
section, the following examples have
proven worthwhile as reminders to
circuit and equipment designers.
The insulation resistance of any
capacitor is a function of the voltage across the capacitor. The
capacitance of high -K ceramic capacitors is a function of the voltage
impressed across them. Below ten
volts applied voltage, inserted -tab construction capacitors should not
be used since they may open. A
resistance may build up between
August, 1952-ELECTRONICS

to solve the shortage puzzle
1

replace key pieces with
thermosetting plastic laminate, has
already proved itself for such uses as terminal
blocks, panels, dials and many other applications.
The same qualities that make it adaptable to
these uses may also provide practical answers to
your material shortage problems
and perhaps
even bring you savings or improvements!
For example, you can obtain LAMIcoID in a wide
variety of forms and grades which are almost certain to possess the exact characteristics your product
LAMICOID, a

requires. This versatility is possible because LAMICOID is produced through the use of many different
fillers such as glass, nylon, fabric, paper, etc. with
a variety of resins.
LAMICo1D is supplied in standard sheets, rods and
tubes, or fabricated into parts to your specification.
We will be pleased to put our 58 years of experience
to work on your electrical insulation problems.
Send your blueprints and specifications today for a
prompt quotation.

...

*

MICA

®

High Dielectric Strength
Low Power Factor
Heat Resistance
Low Moisture Absorption
High Impact Resistance
Dimensional Stability
Light Weight
Tensile Strength
Resistance to Abrasion

949il
Schenectady

1,

COMPANY

New York

Offices in Principal Cities
LAMICOID (Laminated Plastic)

ELECTRONICS- August, 1952

MICANITE (Built-up Mica)

EMPIRE (Varnished Fabrics and Paper)

FABRICATED MICA
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11Skew
for

ANTENNA

VHF and UHF

television
The ANDREW "Skew" Antenna
is the only antenna which provides
a circular radiation pattern from
antenna elements placed around a
supporting structure which is
larger than a half wave -length
on a side! With the "Skew"
Antenna, it is possible to mount
a multiplicity of TV antennas
on the sides of tall buildings, on
the sides of existing towers
even towers which also support a
standard antenna on top. The
economy offered by a joint
operation of this type is obvious.
At present, the "Skew"
Antenna is custom built for
each installation and consequently general performance
specifications cannot be delineated. However, ANDREW
engineers will be glad to
discuss its application to
specific situations.

-

ANDREW four element "Skew"
Antenna on the conical end of the
mooring mast of the Empire State
building, used as auxiliary by
WJZ-TV. Lower on the mooring
mast, artist's sketch shows the 48
element ANDREW "Skew"
Antenna to be installed for WATV.

`Patents applied for

ANTENNA SPECIALISTS

CORPORATION

363 EAST 75TH STREET, CHICAGO

TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AMFMTVMICROWAVE
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
ANTENNA TUNING UNITS

224

.

ANTENNAS

DIRECTIONAL
TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

19

(continued)

the tab and the foil which will not
break down at applied voltages of
less than ten volts.
Acareful examination and study
should be made of any d -c paper
capacitors which have alternating
currents applied across them since
the voltage derating of a d -c capacitor is a function of the frequency
of the a -c applied.
During shipping or storage, parts
may be subjected to rather low
temperatures. C e r t a in wax-impregnated capacitors are permanently damaged after such treatment. Metallized capacitors should
not be used in high -impedance circuits because when they short
through a paper pin hole or impurity, there may not be enough current to burn out the shorts. Metallized paper capacitors should not be
used in pulse -sensitive circuits
where sparking inside the capacitor
may generate false pulses.
The difference in temperature
coefficients between different values
of deposited carbon resistors is so
great that they are nearly useless
for precision voltage -divider circuits used in military gear subject
to large temperature variations.

Hermetic Sealing
Parts that are not completely
hermetically sealed might best be
left open since tests show that
changes in humidity, temperature
and altitude may cause moisture to
collect in such parts. The more
commonly used potentiometers are
subject to this difficulty.
Circuits must be designed to accept the full JAN tube limits. It is
not difficult to obtain a JAN tube
which operates within limits narrower than those specified. But
when the equipment gets in production, a different manufacturer may
provide the tube. This factor may
result in the circuit not operating
because the second manufacturer's
limits are different from those
which the first manufacturer selected. Both limits are within the
range specified by JAN specifications.
When a 385 -volt capacitor is
needed, it is not necessary to specify a 600 -volt capacitor designed to
be operated at 900 volts. The parts
application engineer can give this
August, 1952
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MODERN INSTRUMENTATION

a/gel

4

STABILINE
,ofdAgsg.er

gep

RACK TYPE
IE31=1R

INSTANTANEOUS
ELECTRONIC

-

in shop processes -on test
You may have the best instrumentation in the laboratory
but the informaand inspection lines . . . you may collect the most concise data .
tion gathered is worthless unless it is dependably accurate.. The best instruments can

give true readings only when the source of voltage

is

..

constant.

There is no better way to maintain constant output voltage from a -c power lines than
v,.th a STABILINE Automatic Voltage Regulator type IE This completely electronic
device with no moving parts offers instantaneous correction of line voltage variation
waveform distortion not exceeding 3% excellent stabilization and regulation. Numerous types are available in a wide range of ratings to fulfill the needs of your particular
requirement.
Send today for complete information on STABILINE Automatic Voltage Regulator type
IE, and at the same time, ask about STABILINE type EM. Write to:

-

-

208 THURE AVE., BRISTOL, CONN. and ASK FOR SECO BULLETIN S351.

STABILINE AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS

THE

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC
BRISTOL,

CONNECTICUT

CO._s E
A'

l,

POWERSTAT VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

YARICELL

D

-C POWER SUPPLIES

VOLTBOX A -C POWER SUPPLIES
SUPERIOR 5 -WAY BINDING

POSTS

POWERSTAT LIGHT DIMMING EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONICS
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assurance because he has tested and
approved vendor's products against
purchase specifications.
All the characteristics of parts
are not necessarily controlled. This
is one of the things that engineers
seems to forget most rapidly. They
assume that all characteristics are

dCs06

an',"

TELEMETERING:

..++:
i

CHANNELS:
P

Present-day systems are so interdependent and complicated that
there is a tremendous temptation to
design with a soldering iron. The
designer trys to make his system
operate and prefers to forget details. The parts specialist remembers the details and looks for the
unexpected things that prevent production systems from operating in
the same manner as breadboard
systems.

AUTOMATICALLY
Fast Cueing of

SEPARATED:

Tape

Programs

WITH THE

BY JOHN B. LEDBETTER
F;7 pineer WKRC-TV
Cincinnati. Ohio

ELECTRONIC DECOMMUTATOR

the writer has found
it convenient or necessary to record
two or more separate programs
back-to-back on a single 30 -minute
Automatic separation for up to 27 information reel. This often happens when the
channels on one commutated subcarrier is now possible with this tape recorder is used on several
Bendix Model THC-1 Electronic Decommutator. The equipment successive spot or special -events
can be used with any standard FM/FM telemetering receiving shows. In many cases, one of these
programs (often the last one the
station.
Accuracy is such that the nominal error of the reel) will be scheduled for immediequipment is less than 1.0% and this will not be adversely affected ate use, with the others out of
order or rescheduled for later playby ambient temperatures between 20° and 110°F and relative
back.
humidity up to 80%.
Normally, it would be necessary
The decommutator is capable of separating 27 to run all or part of each reel in
information channels at 2.5, 5, or 10 revolutions per second order to cue in at the desired spot,
and 15 information channels at commutation speeds of 5, 10 or dub each program onto separate
reels. All this trouble can be
or 25 revolutions per second.
Major electronic assemblies of the equipment avoided simply by numbering a
are the decommutator control, four channel separators, informa- small tab of paper and attaching
tion gates, and the dual power supply. Nominal output is ±5.0 with a very small piece of Scotch
milliamperes into a 330 ohm load for band edge to band edge tape at the point where each program starts and ends. This can be
deflection.
done at the time each show is reComplete information on the equipment can be corded. The cueing of each
show
obtained by writing the manufacturer.
then resolves itself into throwing
the recorder switch to FAST
FORWARD and stopping at the proper
tab. This consumes only a fraction
of the usual set-up time and has
meant the difference between im8endi,! Aviation Corporation
mediate
playback or complete
NORYM MO({YM'OCO, CALK.
rescheduling.

-Poci is D;v/ 0
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Do you

recognize these
famous
movie stars?
In New York and other fashion centers, they keep dummies made to the
exact measurements of Hollywood stars.
When a star wants a new gown, she
calls her shop-and it's measured right
on her model
Then it's only a matter of hours
before the gown is in Hollywood. For
!

ELECTRONICS

-
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these style centers ship their fashions
the world's fastest way-via Air Express
Getting new fashions first is important to Hollywood stars. But it's even
more important to fashion buyers in
where a
stores all over the country
few days can mean the difference between profit and loss.
That's why stores (as well as stars)
get their fashions Air Express!
Whether your business is fashions or
factories, you can profit from regular
use of Air Express. Here's why:
IT'S FASTEST Air Express gets top
priority of all commercial shipping
services gives the fastest, most complete door-to-door pickup and delivery
service in all cities and principal towns
at no a tra cost.
IT'S DEPENDABLE-Air Express pro!

vides one -carrier responsibility all the
way and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE -Air Express service
costs less than you think, gives you
many profit -making opportunities.
Call your local agent of Air Express
Division, Railway Express Agency.
1952

- OUR

25TH YEAR.

-

-

A/I? TIPI?!88
GETS THERE FIRST
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Locking Adapter for Subminiature Tubes
TESTING of subminiature tubes is
greatly simplified if their thin flexible leads are temporarily attached
to a standard plug-in tube base.
Since some of the premium sub miniatures are given extremely
high vibration tests, heat runs and
severe electrical tests, firm connections to the leads are essential. So
important is this requirement that
before development of the locking
adapter, leads of each miniature
tube were inserted in the pins of an
empty octal base and soldered for
test purposes, then unsoldered after
completion of tests.
The locking adaptor, developed
by,, engineers of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., solves the problem so
perfectly that the adapter has been
placed in mass production for use

in all of this firm's plants and is
available to other manufacturers.
The adapter is made up of five
molded plastic parts, eight phosphor
bronze contact clips and one machine screw. The base is a standard
octal base, made from a revised
mold having cutouts for the tabs of
the molded plastic locking ring. A
cylindrical core which fits inside the

base has longitudinal slots located
directly over the base pins, into
which go the eight contact clips.
These are preformed to give a press
fit into the tube base pins. This is
tight enough to eliminate need for
soldering but the base pins are
dipped ,in solder anyway to round
off the ends for smoother insertion
in sockets.
The locking ring moves up and

Electrons At Work
New Products

258

Plants and People

310

New Books

318

Backtalk

340

152

i
down over bends in the contact
strips. When moved down toward
the base, it presses the strips firmly
against the tube leads, to give a
tight grip and good electrical con-

nection.
Holes in the cover plate are coned
outward to facilitate inserting the
tube leads in the adapter. With
practice, an operator can fan out
the leads of a subminiature and get
them into the right holes almost as
fast as if plugging in an ordinary
tube.
A molded raised dot on the cover
plate identifies the space between
pins 1 and 8, and the plate itself is
molded with different widths of
positioning lugs.

Stripping Enameled Wire
To REMOVE enamel insulation cleanly
from leads of magnetic amplifier
coils without nicking or otherwise
weakening the fine copper wire,
Keystone Products Co. in Union
City, N. J. uses a special wire strip-

Component parts of locking adapter. In background is an assembled adapter
with subminiature tube locked in position
228

per with rotating wire brushes,
made for the purpose by Newark
Brush Co. of Kenilworth, N. J.
The brushes are mounted one
above the other and belt -driven by
a i -hp motor ; the distance between
the brushes is adjustable to accommodate different sizes of wire, by
turning a knob that raises or lowers
the entire upper brush assembly.
The wire coil leads to be stripped
are inserted all at once in the opening located just between the
brushes. One slow movement in
and out cleans all the leads of the
August, 1952
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KESTER FLUX -CORE SOLDER
UNIFORM In Alloy
UNIFORM In Flux Content

Right down the line, spool after spool, Kester "44" Resin,
"Resin -Five" and Plastic Rosin -Core Solders offer these features of
uniformity so necessary to the best in soldering.
Alloy ... just the right amount of Tin and Lead, complying with your
specifications every time, and only the best metals used
Flux content ... not a single inch of the solder is without uniform
flux distribution ... and remember, only Kester can
give you that flexibility in core size or flux
content, more or less as needed, the
exact predetermined amount. Kester is
truly an engineered Solder.
!

Over 100,000 types
Kester Flux -Core Solder

Available

Kester meets all applicable Government Specifications.
Free Technical Manual-write for your copy of
"SOLDER and Soldering Technique."

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY

KESTER
SOLDER

4204 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 39
Newark 5, New Jersey Brantford, Canada

ELECTRONICS
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Double-Anvil Riveter
for Miniature Sockets
use of a sliding double
anvil on a single riveting machine,
miniature sockets can be riveted to
a television chassis just as fast and
just as well as with a more costly
dual -machine arrangement.
The operator positions the
chassis so each socket hole is over
an anvil pin, places a socket over
the anvil pins, slides the anvil to
one limit of movement and operates
THROUGH

All leads of this magnetic amplifier coil are cleanly stripped of enamel when
inserted in the opening. Wire brushes pull the enamel away from the operator:
this direction of rotation also serves to pull in flexible fine -wire leads so they get
stripped for the desired length

coil simultaneously.

A fan blade,
belt -driven by the motor,
creates a vacuum to pull the enamel
dust into a collecting drawer pro-

also

vided for the purpose under the machine. Edges of the drawer are
temporarily taped to prevent leakage of the fine dust.

Magnetic Parts -Lifter
anodes emerging from a baking oven are picked up and loaded
into tote boxes with a Multilift
Magnetic Separator, made by Multifinish Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich. In
the lifting position, a permanent
magnet in the tool attracts the
parts. Pulling up an inner handle
moves an internal shunt between
the magnet poles, reducing the external magnetic field sufficiently so
the parts drop off into the box.
TUBE

The lifter is used for this purpose
in the Emporium, Pa. plant of Sylvania Electric Products Inc. because
the parts are too hot to touch after
emerging from the 1,700 F oven.
Even if parts were cool enough,
touching with gloved or bare hands
could introduce grease or dirt that
neutralized the degreasing and baking operation. The lifter insures
cleanliness and permits using a
much shorter conveyor for cooling.
Addition of two -pin anvil makes single
riveting machine do work of dual machine

the press to feed and clinch one
tubular rivet, then slides the anvil
to the other limit of movement and
operates the press again to finish
the job. This technique is used in
the Television Receiver Division of
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Inc., in
East Paterson, N. J.

Spotlight for Welding
A LUCITE rod mounted on a Bausch
Lomb microscope substage projection lamp gives an intensely bright
beam of light at the electrodes of a

&

Lifting hot

230

anodes from moving woven -wire conveyor which runs through
baking oven

small welder, to facilitate welding
of getters and other small parts to
August,
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Specified. where Size,
Efficiency, Economy and
Weight are Important
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By utilizing Plastic Films which allow higher volt

per mil loading of capacitor dielectric, our pulse
forming networks are made in minimum sizes and weights.
Losses are considerably lower in comparison to
pulse forming networks using other types of dielectric.

Higher temperatures are permissible due to our
special dielectric and the use of silicone impregnants.
Other characteristics are long life, stable performance
at high temperatures, and ranges of voltages up to
60 KV. Highly functional designs make "CP" pulse
forming networks preferred where efficiency and
economy and small size are essential.
Send us your requirements and we will recommend and design a Pulse Forming Network to solve your need.
MANUFACTURERS
Glassmike Capacitors
Plasticon Capacitors
Hi volt Power Supplies
Pulse Forming Networks

ondenaer ldrodurtk Company

7517 North Clark Street

ELECTRONICS
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Philco
Regal

Western Auto

The value leaders
in Clock-Radios

Continental

Admiral

continue to be the
brands nipped
with

u

SESSIONS TIMERS
Because Sessions Timers are lower -priced than other
dependable makes, more and more clock -radio
manufacturers are offering buyers a better value
for their money.
Make any comparison. Take this initial price
advantage and add Sessions-quieter operation, unbeatable accuracy, and attractive styling, and you
have a total number of important features unmatched by any other clock -radio timer. For details write the Sessions Clock Company, Timer
Division, Dept. 48, Forestville, Connecticut.

Lucite rod on end of lamp housing bends
light beam to illuminate small parts

being welded

a

the electrode structure of miniature
and subminiature tubes. The projector contains a 21-cp auto lamp operated from a 6.3 -volt filament
transformer.
Being thermoplastic, the Lucite
rod is easily bent to the optimum
shape and position by heating with
an infrared lamp or hot plate after
the projector is mounted on the
bench. Aluminum foil is wrapped
around the rod to prevent loss of
light except at the end where desired. The rod is clamped to a metal
disk set into the opening of the
projector housing. This technique
for supplementing fluorescent table
lamps during assembly of small
parts is in use at the Emporium, Pa.
plant of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc.

Heat-Fusing Polystyrene
of a polystyrene sleeve over a
coil-spring connector for the plate
top cap of type 1B3 tubes, in place
of the more common molded plastic
top -cap connector, cut production
costs of the high -voltage power
supply for Tele -tone television receivers.
The sleeve came from an outside
vendor with one end sealed and a
hole punched for the top cap. On
USE

cL

Philco

Sears
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Heating open end of polystyrene sleeve
August, 1952
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SELECTIVE CALLING
DATA TRANSMISSION
AND SUPERVISORY CONTROL EQUIPMENT
For the past seven years The Hammarlund
Manufacturing Company has specialized in de-

signing and developing electronic control equipment. Based on this experience, and the knowledge gained from 42 years of communications
engineering and production, Hammarlund to-

day produces a standard line of equipment for
data transmission, supervisory control, telemetering, selective or group calling or signalling,
fault alarm and other similar applications. This
equipment is designed for use on microwave,
radio or wire circuits.

POINT TO POINT SIGNALLING
The Hammarlund Standard Duplex Signalling Unit consists of a tone
generator and receiver designed to operate over wire lines, telephone

or power line carrier, and radio or microwave communications circuits
for signalling, dialing, slow speed telemetering, supervisory controls or
other information. Transmitters and receivers are available for 33
frequency channels between 2000 and 6000 cps. This equipment is

being used by military and governmental agencies, pipeline and power
companies, railroads and other groups requiring remote on-off switching, continuous indication of operating conditions, and automatic detection of wire line or power source failures along their systems.
SELECTIVELY CALLING OR SIGNALLING
Hammarlund Selective Calling equipment, added to 2 -way radio systems used to control large fleets of vehicles, or distant fixed stations,
adds privacy, speed, safety, quietness and convenience to day -in-day out operations. By the push of a button the dispatcher within 0.8 of a
second selects the station which he wants to contact. Only the selected
operator or group of operators can receive the call. If the operator of
the car or station being called doesn't answer, an indicator lamp remains
lighted to show he was called. This simple equipment can be added to
any present installation, or incorporated in any type of installation
now projected.

PROTECTION THROUGH SUPERVISORY CONTROL
The Hammarlund "Multi -Gate" Remote Supervisory and Control
System is engineered to provide highly efficient, fully reliable operational controls of important remote equipment such as used by refineries, pipelines, utilities, railroads, civil defense and other commercial,
as well as military, groups. Because of a unique design by which a single
tone activates a receiver, which in turn will then accept a second tone
to operate a relay, this equipment can be used where disturbances on
connecting wire or radio Circuits make ordinary tone -operated remote
controls impractical. Up to 21 individual on -off functions can be
handled over a single circuit employing only 7 audio signalling tones.

Write Today For Detailed Information

«

HAMMARLUND
MORE THAN 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE COUNTS!
THE HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
NEW YORK 1, N. Y.
460 WEST 34th STREET

ELECTRONICS
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When you cannot see inside the product
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(continued)

Squeezing heat -softened plastic to form

seal

y

Method of using sleeve on 1B3 high voltage rectifier

it pays to look "inside" the manufacturer
Magnet wire cannot be judged by externals. Hidden manufacturing
variables quickly show up in the winding room . . . on the test rack
or out in the field.
Producing magnet wire of much better than usual quality
especially
in the finer gauges
is Wheeler's specialty. We invite users of this
product
whether large or small
to LOOK INSIDE WHEELER and
see for themselves what we have to offer. Briefly, here is what you

...

...

...

...

...

will find:

A division of The Sperry Corporation, with all that means
in background, up-to-the-minute facilities, excellent engineering

the horizontal output transformer
subassembly line, the sleeve was
pushed over the spring clip and the
open ends heated with an ordinary
soldering iron, then squeezed together quickly with long -nose pliers
to seal the sleeve in position.,

Panel -Holding Fixture
wood uprights mounted on
a wood base are used to hold a small
panel for the Signal Corps I-193
relay test set in a vertical position
for mounting of parts from both
sides in the East Newark, N. J.
plant of Utility Electronics. Parts
GROOVED

and precision manufacturing standards.
Production "under one roof" and under one control, from
copper wire drawing to final inspection.
Latest equipment for applying Formvar, Dipsol (liquid
Nylon) and other modern insulation coatings as well as all
types of natural and synthetic yarn insulation.
Complete specialized enameling department.
Comprehensive design engineering and manufacturing
facilities for production of wire wound components, from basic
coil to completed transformers and related equipment.
If you are looking for a Dependable source with better than ordinary
ability to help you, get in touch with us.

WHEELERAWOUND
MAGNET WIRE
AND WIRE

COMPONENTS

THE WHEELER INSULATED WIRE CO., INC., 1101 EAST AURORA ST., WATERBURY 20, CONN.

Division of The Sperry Corporation
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Simple wood fixture holds panel upright
for maximum convenience in mounting
parts on both sides
August, 1952
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... it pays to figure first ... instead of
afterward ... how Veeder-Root Counters can
profitably be built into your new products,
machines, or processes ... to build up sales
Yes

appeal and new markets.
Much easier to call in a Veeder-Root engineer now, than waiting until later, when your
design is in production.
Series

And remember that you can count on
Veeder-Root to help you, consistent with
defense commitments.

VEEDER-ROOT INCORPORATED
.'The Name That Counts.

HARTFORD 2, CONNECTICUT
Montreal 2, Canada
Greenville, S.C.
New York 19
Chicago 6, III.
Dundee, Scotland Offices and Agents in Principal Cities

1205

Magnetic Counter';,

Hand Tally

ELECTRONICS

-
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2-3 Convertible Pick
Counter For Textile Looms.
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READING
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are mounted with nuts and bolts,
and this fixture permits holding the
slotted head of the bolt with a
screwdriver on one side of the panel
while tightening the nut with a
spin -type socket wrench on the
other side.
The operator inserts a wood
block under the panel to raise it to
most convenient height in the vertical slides.

OF
7,zerese4icie4.

Reject Indicator Lamp

7,zerei.e«.c.e Ratios

Two lamps indicate the quality of
assembly -line work in Du Mont's
East Paterson, N. J. television receiver plant. When the amber lamp
is on, the reject rate is within
acceptable control limits. When the
red lamp is turned on by the line
foreman, the workers know that
their reject rate is too high.

Time .%site u1aIs
1'ocu

n

ze

uesaccy

Mea 444esstescts

WITH ACCURACIES TO .001%!
A MULTI -PURPOSE LABORATORY TOOL, the Berkeley Model 550
Universal Counter & Timer offers in a single instrument these time-

saving functions:

interval measurements from 10 microseconds to 1 second, with an accuracy of
10 microseconds.
2. High speed counting at rates to 100,000 counts per second
with an accuracy of ± 1 count.
3. Low frequency period measurements can be obtained with
au accuracy of ±10 microseconds.
1. Time

Plug-in Panels and Meters
For Test Sets
HIGH-SPEED production test sets for
locating shorts and gas in newly
manufactured tubes can be quickly
changed for another tube type at

DIRECT- READING digital presentation of information eliminates the
need for interpolation or conversion; relatively unskilled technical personnel can operate the unit.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS Frequency and frequency -ratio measurements; high-speed counting; tachometry; precise measurement of velocity, flow, pressure, temperature, viscosity; interval timing.

RANGE: 0 to 100,000 cycles per second; 10 microseconds to
ACCURACY: ±1 event; ±10 microseconds.

1

second.

STABILITY: Better than 1 part in 105.
117 volts -I-10%, 50-60 cycles; approximately 200 watts.

POWER REQUIREMENTS:

INPUT REQUIREMENTS: Events-Per -Unit -Time Channel: Any pos. wave, 0.2 v.
to 50 v. r.m.s.

ACCESSORY
SOCKET CONNECTION:

DIMENSIONS:
PANELS:
DISPLAY TIME:

TIME BASE:
FINISH:
NET WEIGHT:

PRICE:

Input impedance 0.05 mmf condenser in series with 250K potentiometer.
Time Interval Pulse Channel: Pos. or neg. pulses with a rise time of 1 v.
u sec. or better. Max. sensitivity 1 v. peak. Input 100K potentiometer.
Time Interval Photo -Wave Channel: Max. sensitivity 0.5 v. r.m.s. Pos.
or neg. waves. Input 270K to ground.
+300 volts regulated; 6.3 volts a.c.; contacts for remote start; photocell connection to Events -Per -Unit -Time input amplifier.
21" x 20" x 15" deep (approximate)
Double decked, each panel 19" x 83/4" standard relay rack size.
Continuously variable from 1 to 5 seconds.
Selectable 0.1, 1.0 and 10 seconds.
Hammertone blue -gray, baked enamel smooth finish.
Approximately 120 lbs.
$1200.00 f.o.b. factory.

G`r

For full information, please write for Bulletin 108

e
2200 WRIGHT AVENUE
236

RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA

Testing 6CD6G in universal shorts and
gas test set. Tube socket panel is held
down by locking latch at right, needed
for larger tubes. Coil spring makes top
cap connection

August, 1952
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Made Technical Ceramics
this typs to meet almost any quantity
and delivery requirements.

If you need ceramics similar to these, and you

A battery of these

need them in large quantities, we have the ca-

react' to seve you.
For large volume e-

capable of producing

quirements-a
of a million or over

pacity. This rotary press

1,800,000 units

a

is

rotcry presses

day and we have 4 large

-this is the most
ecor amical method

Tunnel kilns to insure adequate firing capacity.

of manufacture
in the industry.

For VOLUME PRODUCTION

...

SEE

US!

50TH YEAR

O

P

CERAMIC LEADERSHIP

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE
PHILADELPHIA, 1649 North Broad. St., Stevenson 4.2823
N
J., Mitchell 2-8159
OFFICES: METROPOLITAN AREA: 671 Broad St., Newark,
NEW ENGLAND, 1374 Massochesetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass., Kirkland 7.4498
Drive, Dallas 9, Dixon 9918
SOUTHWEST: John A. Green Co., 6815 Oriole
Sr. LOUIS,, 1123 Washington Ave., Garfield 4959
CHICAGO, 228 North LaSalle St., Central 6.1721
ANGELES, 5603 North Huntington Drive, Capitol 1.9114

LOS
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(continued)

YOUR PRODUC
largely determines the success, profits
and future of your company. Its market-

ability and acceptance may well be increased by modern, precision fastening.
You are invited to enlist Milford Rivet's

Design Engineering Service

without

Plug-in socket panel for tube under test.
Coil spring stretched between posts
back of socket makes connection to
shell of 6SQ7 for checking continuity to
No. 1 pin

obligation.

the Emporium, Pa. plant of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
through use of plug-in connections
instead of conventional permanent

test circuitry.
Three types of changes are made.
The socket for the tube under test
is mounted on a small insulating
panel having pins that plug into two
permanently connected 7 -pin sockets
in the test set. A complete file of
sockets for different tube types is
kept in racks on the production
floor, so that correct pin connections
for a particular tube are made automatically by inserting the correct
socket panel for that tube.
All meters on the test set have

MILFORD

e'er 7

..

err
-1w
ewr

.:

4 modern plants on

cin al

Industry's doorstep

'

110 .115

to expedite service of your needs for

grpriüzer.

QUALITY Tubular and Split Rivets, Rivet -

Setting Machines and Special Cold

-

Headed Fasteners.

1

the

i3

9

ILFORD

I

9

RIVET

&

MACHINE CO,,
R ack

855 Bridgeport Ave., MILFORD, CONN.
1106 W. River St., ELYRIA, O.
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806 Illinois Ave., AURORA, ILL.
26 Platt St., HATBORO, PA.

used for storing socket panels.
Some have a special top -cap connecting
lead or a shield -connecting spring
August, 1952
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pamma___
AERMETICALLY SEALED
mewlTRANSFORMERS

SOLA

MIL -T AND JAN PROJECTS

FOR USE O

The patented SOLA Constant Voltage
Principle provides the following advan-

a

tages over ordinary transformer design:
regulation within ± l% with total primary
variations as great as 30% . . . autofreematic, instantaneous regulation
dom from moving parts, maintenance and
self-protection
manual adjustments .
against short circuit. They are available
in a complete range of capacities and
special types (such as frequency compensated or with harmonic filter).

...

SOLA Constant Voltage Transformers were widely employed

during World War II wherever continuous precision performance of electrical and electronic units was mandatory. Typical
defense applications include: observation and fire -control,
radar, omni-directional ranges and other navigation aids,
X-ray equipment, flight and navigation trainers, and photoelectric devices.
Often the precise voltage input upon which a device's design
was predicated is not available. Yet, input voltage level must
continuously meet design requirements for satisfactory performance. You can guarantee optimum performance for your
unit by stabilizing input voltage with a SOLA Constant Voltage Transformer.

SOLA Constant Voltage
Transformers ore made

under one or more of
the following Patents:

2,143,745;

Today's complex electrical and electronic defense equipment
requires unfailing accuracy and dependability under extreme
conditions of humidity, heat, mechanical shock and other adverse conditions. To meet those needs SOLA voltage regulators
can be provided in hermetically sealed housings which conform to defense specifications for grades 1, 2 or 3 hermetic
sealing. Splash proof design housings are provided for large
units where hermetic sealing is not feasible.

2,212,198:

2,346,621

Typical types of

Hermetically
Sealed SOLA

Constant Voltage
Transformers

The engineers and sales representatives of the
SOLA Electric Company will be glad to discuss
the application of SOLA Constant Voltage Transformers to your specific requirements. Your phone
call or letter will receive our prompt attention.

reltare,er leiuj,

91111.111111111

TRANSFORMERS
Luminous Tube Signs
Series Lighting
Airport Lighting
Cold Cathode Lighting
fluorescent Lighting
'_ansformers for: Constant Voltage
SO, Illinois
Chicago
Street,
16th
4633
W.
COMPANY,
ELECTRIC
etc.
SOLA
Systems
Power Controls Signal
Burner Ignition
-Ra

X
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MEASURE
TENSION
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(continued)

at
a

glance

..

with
Apco Mossberg
Torque
Tools
THERE'S NO NEED for costly delays in testing and measuring
the final tension on assembly screws in precision -built electronic

equipment. Today, you can do the job quickly, accurately and at a
minimum cost
with Apco Mossberg Torque Screw Drivers.

...

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED for greater convenience, Apco Torque
Screw Drivers feature easy -to-read dials for accurate, instantaneous
measurements. Every Apco screw driver is easy to handle
simple

...

to operate

completely dependable. There are no springs or
intricate parts to get out of kilter. Each driver is equipped with a
.

.

.

standard Stanley tool holder to accommodate interchangeable bits

for tightening and testing torque on all types of screws
light plastic screws where precision tightening

is

-

including

an absolute necessity.

-

YOU'LL FIND that Apco Torque Screw Drivers are available in
a complete range of sizes
from the 0 to 6 inch ounce size for light
bench work to the 0 to 24 inch ounce models with large positive and
positive -negative dials for every job in the shop. Get the complete

Plugging meter into lest set

banana -plug terminals that fit into
jacks located behind panel holes.
This permits quiek changing of
meters when different ranges are
needed. Meters not in nse are stored
on a sloping plywood panel having
an individual cut-out hole for each
meter.
A plug-in patch panel, also using
banana plugs, serves to tie the correct d -c test voltages to the test
adapter socket. An ordinary drawer
handle on the panel makes insertion
and removal easy.
A coil spring permanently mount-

details on these and other Apco Mossberg Torque Tools for Industry
from your distributor or write direct. Apco Mossberg Co., 189 Lamb
Street, Attleboro, Mass., U. S. A.

IIPCO MOSSBERG CO.
ATTLEBORO,
240

MASS.

Meter -storing panel
August,
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MOLONEY eüC'f'CONL' CORES FOR

Better Performance
These wound cores of high permeability, cold -rolled, oriented steel are identical in design
and material with the cores used in the famous Moloney HiperCore Transformers. You get
greater flux carrying capacity and lower losses without increasing the core size.

Increased Production
Eliminates the need for stacking thus saving assembly costs. In all types of electronic transformers this saving in assembly time makes possible a greater accelerated production schedule.

Smaller Size
Cold -rolled silicon steel has higher permeability in the direction of the grain of the steel.
HiperCore design most advantageously utilizes this feature and therefore results in a smaller
mass without sacrificing performance.

Less

Weight
Up to 30% reductions in weight of the core and coil unit are obtained with HiperCore. This
can be reflected in the complete product with subsequent savings in material and assembly costs.

r.

A complete range of core sizes from to 12 mil for electronic
application is available for prompt shipment. Contact our St.
Louis office for information concerning delivery of cores which
meet your specifications.

MEE2-20

1

BETTER PERFORMANCE

MOLONEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers of Power Transformers Distribution
Transformers
Load Ratio Control Transformers
Step Voltage Regulators
Unit Substations
SALES OFFICES
ELECTRON ICS

-

IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

August, 1952
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GREATER
LESS

RELIABILITY

MAINTENANCE

FACTORIES AT ST. LOUIS, MO. AND TORONTO, ONT., CANADA
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from
any
point
of view

you'll do better
with
ARKWRIGI-F[±

Changing voltage patch panel in test
set. Switches and controls provide additional circuit changes that make test set
as nearly universal as possible

ed on an insulating post on the

test

set makes connections to top caps
of tubes automatically. When not
needed, this spring can be swung
out of the way.

Swaging Paper Capacitors
paper -and -foil units
for tubular paper capacitors are
swaged by holding them against a
metal cylinder that is rotating in a
bath of 650-C molten aluminum.
The rotating cylinder, belt -driven
by a motor, keeps sludge off the
ENDS of rolled

You'll find it easy to do better work with
Arkwright Tracing Cloth-and here are three
specific reasons why:
1 You can re -ink razor-sharp lines over any
erasure without "feathering" or "blobbing".
2 You're never slowed down by pinholes,
uneven yarns or other imperfections.
3 You can always count on clean,
clear reproduction-even years after
you make the drawing. Arkwright
Tracing Cloth is permanently
transparent-won't turn opaque,
brittle or paper -frayed with age.
They're important reasons for putting
your best work on Arkwright Tracing
Cloth. Like a sample? Write
Arkwright Finishing Co., Industrial
Trust Bldg., Providence, R. I.

ARKWRIGHT
AMERICA'S
2.z

TANDARD FOR OVER 30 YEARS

Holding uncased paper capacitor unit
against cylinder, rotating in molten
aluminum, to swage foil ends together
August, 1952
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M

THE FASTEST MOST ECONOMICAL WAY TO
APPLY TERMINALS TO WIRE IS TO USE
AMP AUTOMATIC MACHINES WITH
AMP PRE -INSULATED* CORROSION
PROOFED TERMINALS !
No capital

For hand foci crplication: AMP CERTI CRIMP* tools are gauged to ±.003" to
insure precision crimp. Tool and terminal are

dot and color matched. Jaws will not release
until proper crimping pressure has been reached.

investment for machinery

all kinds of electrical circuits.

In Canada: ONTARIO,

R. M. HUTCHESON, 10 Nordale Crescent, Hardington, P.O.
Toronto 15, Elgin 5647
QUEBEC, BRUCE C. WALLACE, 3275 Linton Boulevard, Apt. 9

Montreal, Belair 8345

ELECTRONICS-August, 1952

!

You can make as high as 1800 complete, uniform, INSULATED terminations
per hour. Connections are noise free,
vibration proof, give extreme resistance
to salt spray, and meet all other standards and approvals required for the most
simple or the most critical applications in

AIRCRAFT -MARINE PRODUCTS, INC.
2100 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, Penna.
243
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capacitor since the sludge does not
adhere to the smooth moving surface.
Exposed foil ends of the rolled
capacitor units are completely
swaged together and coated with
fresh aluminum in preparation for
soldering of end leads. The technique is used by Astron Corp. in
East Newark, N. J.

Vibration Test Setup
PREMIUM subminiature tubes are
given a 96 -hour vibration test at 21
g on a Syntron style 1774 paper jog-

Everything that goes into the making of DYNAPRENE
Flexible Cord is checked and tested for quality. Whitney
Blake is proud of the reputation for long life and hard
service that DYNAPRENE has earned. You can be sure
that this good reputation will be carefully safeguarded.

ger of the type used in printing
plants to line up paper sheets. The
tubes are first placed in holding
racks, each of which holds 12 tubes
in fuse clips.
Heater voltage is applied during
vibration by allowing heater leads
to project on opposite faces of the
insulating rack. Other leads go into
holes provided in the rack to keep
unconnected leads out of the way.
Each rack has a copper strip along
the entire length of one face. Racks
are stacked with all copper strips
down. The strips are connected in
parallel alternately by bringing one
end of each strip around onto the
other face and using a U-shaped
jumper on the other end, so that all

Only by using flexible cord of the finest quality can a
manufacturer be sure that his electrical products will
give completely satisfactory performance. It was to meet
manufacturers' demands for a better flexible cord that
the rugged neoprene compound used for DYNAPRENE
jackets was developed. DYNAPRENE is toLgh and long
lasting, it is extra flexible and unusually resistant to
those substances and conditions that play havoc with
rubber -jacketed cords. Safeguard your product's performance by specifying Whitney Blake DYNAPRENE
SO, SJO and SV -neoprene -jacketed type on your
next requisition.

WELL BUILT WIRES SINCE

(evB>

1

899

WHITNEY BLAKE CO.

NEW HAVEN 14, CONNECTICUT
244

Vibration -testing type 5900 premium
subminiature tubes a hundred at a time
in fixture resting on table of paper
jogger. Amplitude -measuring coil is at
right rear corner of table
August, 1952
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A

C -D probably has the answer to your electrolytic problem! Is it for a
motor? TV circuit? Photoflash? Micro -wave communications? If anybody has
the answer to your electrolytic problem, it's likely to be Cornell-Dubilier, the
greatest name in capacitors. Write for the complete catalog to: Dept. K-82,
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., General Offices, South Plainfield, New Jersey.

- DUBILIER
CORNELL
world's
largest manufacturers of capacitors

ANTENNAS

SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N. J.

ELECTRON ICS

-

NEW BEDFORD, WORCESTER AND CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

August, 1952

PROVIDENCE, R.

ROTATORS

I

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CAPACITORS

FUQUAY SPRINGS, N. C.

VIBRATORS

CONVERTERS

SUBSIDIARY, THE RADIART CORP., CLEVELAND, O.
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MARKEN
marks
them all
FROM ARTILLERY SHELLS

TO MEDICAL AMPULES
MASTERS OF MARKING-Since 1 91 1
Markem methods, machines, type and inks have been marking the
products of industry for forty years. Markem machines can mark up
to many thousands of pieces per hour. They make clear, durable imprints on flat, curved or irregular surfaces of paint, paper, wood, glass,
metal, leather, plastic, rubber, fabric, composition and pressure sensitive tapes. No special skill is needed for their operation. Legend and
color of imprint may be quickly and easily changed.

-

MAKE YOUR MARK WITH MARKEM
ask
When your products need marking for Identification, Control or Market
Markem. Submit your problem, together with a sample of the item to be
marked. Markem Machine Company, Keene 5, New Hampshire.

BETTER

ARIC//VGMS//VCE /9//

MODEL 300

VARIABLE
ELECTRONIC
FILTER

Tube -holding racks.

Phosphor bronze

heater -connecting strip is on one side of
rack only. Strip folds over end at left.
Short metal piece folded over end at
right serves to connect together the
strips on the two adjacent racks when

they are stacked

tube heaters are automatically connected in parallel when the racks
are stacked in a metal holding fixture. Knurled clamping wheels hold
the racks in position tightly to get
good heater connections and to insure transmission of vibration from
the jogger to all tubes.
At one corner of the vibrating
table is a permanent magnet, moving up and down inside a coil that
is bolted to the stationary base of
the jogger. Measurement of the a -c
voltage generated in this coil provides an easy means of checking the
amplitude of vibration, once coil
output has been correlated with

Two simple controls are all that are neces-

sary to operate the Model 300 Variable Elec-

tronic Filter. With the variable frequency dial and range switch

f

any cut-off frequency from 20 cps to 200 KC may be quickly and

accurately selected and reselected. With the range switch either
low-pass or high-pass filter action may be chosen.

In

either case

the rate of attenuation is 18 db per octave and the insertion loss
0 db. For higher rates of attenuation or continuous band pass

operation two or more sections can be cascaded.

Its low noise

level and flexibility bf operation make the Model 300 indispensable in geophysical and acoustic research, industrial noise
measurements, in the automotive and aircraft industries as well
as the radio broadcasting, recording and motion picture studio.

Write for further information today.

sKi
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SPECIFICATIONS
CUT-OFF RANGE
20 cps to 200 KG

ATTENUATION RATE
18

db per octave

SECTIONS
Single, can be high pass
and low pass

INSERTION LOSS
PASS BAND

0

db

LIMITS
cycles to

4

MC

NOISE LEVEL
80 db below

1

volt

2

SPENCER -KENNEDY LABORATORIES, INC.
181 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

Corner of paper -jogger table, showing
is
how
amplitude -measuring coil
mou-:tod
August, 1952
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WEBTON

MAINTENANCE COSTS!

MODEL

633

CLAMP VOLT -AMMETER

A -C

Current-five full scale ranges of 1000/
250/100/25/10 amperes, with range over-

lap for good readability. Measurements under 10 amperes readily obtained.
A -C

-

Voltage three self-contained ranges of
700/350/175 volts insure accurate reada-

bility, in the upper half of the scale. Instrument insulated for 750 volt service.

-

Isolated Voltage and Current with circuits
insulated from each other, instrument can
be connected to both voltage and current
sources at same time.
Convenient 6 position switch-easily operated
with gloved hand, a flick of the thumb selects any of the 5 current ranges, or the
Volts position.

Adjustable pointer stop-red stop facilitates
measuring starting current of motors.

Here's the instrument that produces big savings
by slicing hours off maintenance schedules ..
produces worth -while revenue by forestalling
costly repairs and shutdowns. Being so quick
and simple to use, scheduled maintenance
measurements are made more accurately .. .
and trouble -shooting is simple and sure. Built
to WESTON standards of safety, accuracy and
dependability. Also available for A -C Ampere
measurement only. Order through your local
representative, or write ... WESTON Electrical Instrument Corporation, 617 Frelinghuysen
Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey ... manufacturers of Weston and Tagliabue instruments.
.

ELECTRONICS

-
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

measured amplitudes of table movement. Frequency is constant at 120
cps for all tests, hence equivalent
gravity values are easily computed.
Testing is done in three different
planes, by turning over the tube holding fixture at 32 -hour intervals.
The technique is used for sampling
inspection at the Emporium, Pa.
plant of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc.

Testing Incoming Tubes
BY CURTIS R. SCHAFER
The Liquidometer Corp.
Long Island City, N. Y.

runs

IN THE MANUFACTURE of capaci-

Guaranteed
Terminal Performance
for AIRCRAFT

tance -type fuel gages for high-octane and JP series aircraft fuels,
customary statistical percentages of
deviations or failures in components cannot be tolerated. An
error in the weight of fuel indicated by the gage or its failure
can mean loss of an airplane and
its crew. For this reason, incoming tubes for fuel gages are given
thorough tests at Liquidometer
Corp. in production -type test setups
that minimize need for operator
judgment in making 100 -percent
tests of incoming shipments of
tubes.
The test circuit arrangement of
Fig. 1 is used for testing types

CUSTOM-MADE TRANSFORMERS
FOR RADAR, ELECTRONIC AND

MANY OTHER ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT APPLICATIONS:
PULSE
POWER
BIAS
AUDIO

CHOKE
FILAMENT

MODULATION
PHASE SHIFT
INDUCTOR
ISOLATION
STEPDOWN, ETC.

Hermetically sealed or
open framed airborne
units meet or surpass all
Military and Civilian
specifications. Complete
facilities for all IAN -tests.
Specialists in transforme
miniaturization for
aircraft application.
Designed for lightweight,
high altitude, vibration,
humidity, temperature,
etc. Competent
engineering, controlled
quality and skilled
workmanship.
Greatly expanded
facilities make possible
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

5751, 5814, 12AT7, 12AX7, 2101C,

0-I0

MA A -C

TUBES
UNDER

TEST

THORO

-.

T -22S92

PRESS
TO TEST

Model BK -1502 N Record/Reproduce
Heads, like all other Brush Magnetic
Recording Components, are the products
of Brush engineering leadership and
Brush skills in precision production.
Write us for help on your magnetic
recording problems. Your inquiries will
receive the attention of capable engineers.

Write for new, descriptive
Brochure containing detailed
information on GOBLIN
Transformers and facilities.

/
ELEC
A DIVISI

ti'
HE

ON-OFF

-

Manufacturers
Designers
of Electro -Magnetic Components
e

2921 WEST OLIVE ST., BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

248

THE

0.5A

UFATURING CO.
OSL1 WCORPORATION

The Brush Models BK-1502N Magnetic
Record/Reproduce Heads are precision
aligned, dual channel units. They are
designed so that they may be step mounted side -by -side to provide 4
channels of 1A" tape.
Individual channels are cast into
one integral block of especially
selected synthetic resin
All gaps in precise alignment
Mu metal shields between
individual channels
Individual channel width, 0.044"
Center to center spacing
between channels
0.125"
Gap width
0.0004"
Total inductance, 75 millihenrys
Total resistance
85 ohms
Special design features can be supplied to meet your requirements

.,115 V

400 CPS

gitadd
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

-UTC HP -122

3405 Perkins Ave.

Cleveland 14, Ohio

Piezoelectric Crystals and Ceramics

FIG. 1-Circuit arrangement for incoming -inspection test of voltage amplifier
tubes for airborne electronic equipment

Magnetic

Recording Equipment

Acoustic Devices

Industrial

Ultrasonics

& Research
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Radio -relay station at Evanston, Wyoming

atcher for lonesome places
Many of the Bell System's 107 radio
stations connecting New York and
San Francisco by microwave radio relay stand on hills and mountains
far from towns. Day after day, the
apparatus does its duty; no man
need be there to watch it. But when
trouble threatens, an alarm system
developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories alerts a testman in a town
perhaps a hundred miles away.
A bell rings. The testman sends
a signal which asks what is wrong.
A pattern of lights gives the answer
power interruption, an overheated tube, a blown fuse, a drop
in pressure of the dry air which

-a

Alarm -receiving bay in town. Lights on

a

chart report

keeps moisture out of the wave guide. At intervals the testman puts
the system through its paces to be
sure it is on guard.
Sometimes the testman can correct a trouble condition through
remote control, or the station may
cure itself-for example, by switching in an emergency power supply.
Sometimes the trouble can await the
next visit of a maintenance mansometimes he is dispatched at once.
This is one of the newest examples
of the way Bell Laboratories adds
value to your telephone system by
reducing maintenance costs and increasing reliability.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

on 42 separate conditions affecting service. Telephone

is to communicate with maintenance crews. Eleven

IMPROVING

alarm centers across the country cover all 107 radio relay stations. Stations too far ff the beaten trail for

CAREERS

wire connections signal by very high frequency radio.

TELEPHONE SERVICE

FOR CREATIVE

MEN

IN

FOR

SCIENTIFIC

AMERICA PROVIDES
AND TECHNICAL FIELDS.

(continued)
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2-Test circuit for measuring output of tube for given grid voltage

FIG.

tubes. The tubes
are tested as voltage amplifiers,
being required to exceed a stated
output current through a load resistance when a given input voltage is applied.
By a multiple socket arrangement, single triodes are tested in
pairs (one of the pair may be a
known good tube used as a standard). Dual triodes are tested by
cascading the two triode sections.
A Variac is used to control the voltage across the secondary of the
input transformer and the power
transformer; setting this voltage
automatically provides the correct
operating voltages throughout the
unit. Octal sockets are provided
to take the proper Sylvania adapt 5719 and 6112

MOLDED COIL FORMS
After years of development, the NATIONAL MOLDITE COMPANY
has engineered and built an automatic machine for making molded coil
forms held to the most exact dimensions for length and O.D. This new
machine is geared for high speed production, thus providing prompt
shipment on most popular sizes..
Here is another example of MOLDITE pioneering in order to
provide the radio, television, and communication industries with quality
engineered components.
Yes, look to MOLDITE for precision engineered magnetic iron cores,
RF filter cores, and now MOLDED COIL FORMS.
MOLDED COIL FORMS
FILTER CORES
MAGNETIC IRON CORES
THREADED CORES SLEEVE CORES CUP CORES

NATIONAL
Samples promptly

submitted upon request
for design, pre -production,
and test purposes
SEND FOR CATALOG 110

Robert T. Murray
614 Central Ave.
East Orange, N. J.

Jerry Colton Co.

2150 W. North Ave.
Chicgo 22, III.

COMPANY
Martin P. Andrews

Nett

Road

Fairetteville, N. Y.

PerlmuthColmati & Assoc.
1335 South Flower
Los Angeles, Cal.

Jose Leis Pontet

Cordoba 1412
Buenos Aires

Tube test setup using circuit of Fig. 2
250
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Rollpin serves as an
axle for the sparkwheel of a cigarette
lighter. No riveting or threading necessary ... faster assembly. Note flush,
clean fit.
AS A SHAFT

... Rollpin demonstrates its
ability to do away with precision tolerances, in this heating system damper
arm. Faster, cheaper and more satisfactory than usual assemblies.
AS A KEY

...

Rollpin is used here
to prevent rotation of a thrust bearAS A DOWEL

ing. No reaming, no special locking.
Easily removed. Lowest possible dowel
pin cost.

... in this application,
Rollpin is shown in a ratchet wrench
adaptor. With its light weight and
high shear strength, Rollpin functions
perfectly ... cuts assembly costs.
AS A STOP PIN

AS A CLEVIS PIN

... here Rollpin holds

firmly in devis, permits free action of
moving member. Rollpin application
above is with the plate of a home
workshop tool.

.
Rollpin replaces a set screw in pinning a gear to
a shaft. Assembly time is shorter, service life longer. Vibration -proof flush
fit. Easily removable.

AS A SIMPLE FASTENER

YOUR IMPORTANT FASTENING JOBS

are cheaper

t

.. . faster, with 00

Rollpin is a pressed -fit pin with chamfered
ends. It drives easily into holes drilled to normal tolerances, compressing as driven. No
reaming, no tapering, no extra assembly steps
required. Rollpin fits flush, locked in place
by the constant pressure it exerts against
the hole walls. Can be inserted with automatic press, or by hand-removable with a
drift or pin punch.
Rollpin is reusable again and again.

Elastic Stop Nuts with the famous red collar
are another ESNA product

TRADE

MARK4

MAIL COUPON TODAY. If your present operations or
plans include the above applications-or set screws, rivets,
hinge pins, cotter pins, pivot pins, taper pins-you can't
afford to be without complete details on Rollpin. Write nowfind out how much faster and cheaper Rollpin can do the job.

Section RI -821, Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America
2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, N. J.
Please send me the following free information
on ESNA self-locking fasteners:
Rollpin bulletin and sample Rol [pins
AN-ESNA conversion chart
Elastic Stop Nut Bulletin
Here is a drawing of our product.
What fastener do you recommend?
Name

Title

Firm
Street

City

ELECTRONICS

-
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STANDARD

MEASURING EQUIPMENT
Complete Frequency Coverage --14 kc to 1000mc

14kc to 250kc

(continued)

TECHNIQUES

ers for testing subminiature types.
A pin straightener is used by personnel of the incoming inspection
department to insure that the miniature types will not damage the
sockets in the test unit or in the
aircraft fuel gage equipment for
which the tubes are intended.
The somewhat similar test unit
in Fig. 2 is used to check types
6005, 6AQ5W, 5902 and 5639 tubes.
The output voltmeter measures the
actual power output delivered by
the tube for a given grid voltage.
The operator inserts the tube,
allows a minute or so warmup
time, presses the pushbutton and
notes the output power reading.

Commercial Equivalent of
AN,'URM-6.
Very low frequencies.

OF NM -20A
150kc to 25mc

Commercial Equivalent of AN/PRM-1.
Self-contained batteries. A.C. supply
optional. Includes standard broadcast
band, radio range, WWV, and communications frequencies.
FIG. 3-Simple test circuit for checking
6X4W ruggedized and 5641 Arinc rectifier tubes

VHF
15mc to 400mc

Commercial Equivalent of
TS -587/ U.
Frequency range includes
FM and TV Bands.

UHF NM - 50A
375mc to 1000mc

Commercial Equivalent of
AN/URM-17.
Frequency range includes Citizens
Band and UHF color TV Band.

These instruments comply with test equipment requirements of
such radio interference specifications as JAN -I -225a, ASA C63.2,
16E4(SHIPS), AN -I -24a, AN -I-42, AN -I -27a MIL -I-6722 and others.

STODDART AIRCRAFT RADIO CO.
6644

252

SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hillside 9294

The input signal voltmeter, when
correctly set by means of the Variac, insures the correct voltages
elsewhere in the unit.
For checking 6X4W and 5641
rectifiers, the circuit of Fig. 3 is
used. Correct operating voltages
are set with an input voltmeter
and Variac, and the total cathode
emission is measured with an 0-50
ma meter. Heater -to-cathode leakage, which should not exceed 10
microamperes in this circuit, is indicated on the microammeter. This
meter would be damaged by a
heater -to-cathode short or even excessive leakage, so two resistors and
a neon lamp are incorporated as a

protective circuit for the meter.
In operation, the microammeter
indicates actual leakage currents
up to 100 µa. If these currents
exceed that amount, the lamp fires
and shunts most of the current
around the meter. The only alternative would have been to place
August, 1952
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Save space and weight
Speed Assembly
Reduce Costs
Minimize Assembly errors

Soldered connections are reduced by 25%
to 80%, assemblies are lighter and more
compact, your production time is reduced

and better products are made when
Stupakoff Printed Circuits are used.
These sturdy, compact, accurately produced units combine resistors and
capacitors of precision values, in circuits
designed in accordance with the requirements of individual applications. One
Stupakoff Printed Circuit will replace

STUPAKOFF

many individual components, with consequent simplification of the assembly and
reduced costs.

Contains complete specifications of a number of

typical standard circuits
and detailed information on
the design and construction
of Stupakoff Printed Circuits. Ask for Bulletin 1151.

Products for Electrical and Electronic Applications

ASSEMBLIES-Metallized ceramic induction
coils and shafts; metallized plates for fixed
rigid assemblies; ceramic trimmer condensers.
CERAMICS-Precision-made ceramic products
for electrical and electronic applications, all
voltages, frequencies and temperatures.

CERAMIC DIELECTRICS-For by-pass, lead through, blocking, stand-off and trimmer applications. Temperature compensating Ceramic
Dielectrics and high K materials. Tubes, discs
and special shapes, plain or silvered.

STUPALITH-Will withstand extreme thermal
May be made to have zero, low -positive
or negative expansivities. Safely used at temperatures up to 2400° F.
shock.

SEALS, KOVAR-GLASS-Terminals, Lead-ins;
Stand-offs-for hermetically sealing and mechanical construction in radio, television, electronic and electrical apparatus. Single or

multiple terminal units, in a wide variety of
RESISTOR CERAMICS-Used for temperature
indicating or measuring equipment, for infrared light source and for heating elements.
Complete with terminals, in the form of rods,
tubes, discs, bars, rings, etc.

sizes and ratings.

KOVAR METAL-The ideal alloy for sealing
to hard glass. Used for making hermetic attachments. Available as rod, wire, sheet, foil-or
as cups, eyelets and other shapes.

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC & MFG. CO., Latrobe, Pennsylvania
ELECTRONICS

-
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has the "specials"

IN STOCK
"SPECIAL" FOR
AIRCRAFT
NO. HP3-140 Threecycle step-down
Pri:
phase 400

connected.
transformer Y -Y phase, 3 phase,
per
volts per
115 volts
Sec: 28.5
400 cycle. va capacity. "H" type
phase' 140
MIL -T-27
mounting; meetsspecifications.
Class
high.
Grade A,

l

a fuse in series with the meter.
Then, however, if a blown fuse
from a heater -cathode short was
undetected by the operator, all suc-

cessive tubes checked would indicate no heater -cathode leakage.
The magnitude of this leakage is
quite important to the proper functioning of the electronic fuel gage,
for the rectifier tubes are operated
with one side of the heater
grounded, which gives 150 v between heater and cathode.
Actual construction of all three
tube test units was done by Arthur
Hull.

1

Dimensions:21/4x2"/16x33/4

Mica -Sorting Fan
MICA WAFERS

for tubes are sorted

as to thickness by a blast of air
at the RCA Tube Department's

The HP3-140 unit is just one of many
"specials" regularly stocked in the CHICAGO New Equipment Line.
CHICAGO makes a practice of stocking "specials" that are
hard -to -get elsewhere. You'll find the answers to your transformer
needs for practically any of today's circuit requirements in
CHICAGO'S exclusive "Sealed -in -Steel" New Equipment Linein stock at leading electronic parts distributors. Whether your
transformers must pass the most rigid MIL -T-27 specifications or
are intended for average applications, it's wise to choose CHICAGO
"Sealed -in -Steel" units (the world's toughest) for that extra
margin of dependability under all operating conditions.

Harrison, N. J., plant. The punched
out wafers are fed onto a conveyor
belt that carries them to the top
of the sorting machine. As wafers
fall off the belt at the top, they
drop into a constant stream of air
produced by a powerful electric
fan. This air stream distributes
the falling micas according to their
weight and resistance to air, so
that only those with the proper

"Special" or "Standard" the world's toughest transformers
are in CHICAGO'S "Sealed -in -Steel" NEW EQUIPMENT LINE!
All CHICAGO "New Equipment" transformers

H -TYPE
Hermetic sealing meets
all MIL -T-27 specs.
Steel base cover is
deep -seal soldered into
case. Ceramic bushings.
Stud -mounted unit.
S -TYPE
Steel base cover fitted

with phenolic terminal

board. Convenient
numbered solder lug

terminals. Flange mounted unit.

Free"New Equipment"Catalog

C -TYPE

With

to"

feature one-piece drawn-steel cases-the
strongest, toughest, best -looking units you
can buy. The one-piece seamless design,
enclosing an electronically perfect
construction, provides the best possible
electrostatic and magnetic shielding, affording
complete protection against adverse
atmospheric conditions. For every application:
Power, Bias, Filament, Filter Reactor,
Audio (in 3 ranges), MIL -T-27, Step-downthere's a CHICAGO "Sealed -in -Steel" transformer,
available in a choice of 3 mountings.

color -coded

leads brought out

through fibre board

base cover. Lead ends
are stripped and tinned

for easy soldering.
Flange -mounted unit.

Get the full details on CHICAGO'S
New Equipment Line-covering
"Sealed -in -Steel" transformers
designed for every modern circuit
application. Write for your Free
copy of this important catalog today, or get it from your electronic

parts distributor.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 ADDISON
254

STREET

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

Loading mica spacers into hopper tha
distributes them over conveyor belt of
sorting machine
August, 1952
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complete answer

THE

TO

uhf

SOCKET PROBLEMS

-

id

410"
VHF SOCKETS

MYCALEX engineers designed these sockets to provide a coin
plete, yet economical, solution to UHF tube mounting problems.
Exhaustive tests have proven their mechanical excellence and
high electrical efficiency. The use of "MYCALEX 410" (injection molded glass -bonded mica) with its great dimensional stability permits a minimum amount of dielectric to be used in the
body structure. This plus other unique design features results in
extremely low inter-electrode capacitance. In addition to its other
advantages-high arc resistance, high dielectric strength, non porosity, etc., "MYCALEX 410" has very low dielectric loss at
all frequencies including UHF and thereby offers great advantage
over phenolic materials. "MYCALEX 410" operates continuously
in temperatures up to 650`F with practically no change in electrical properties or mechanical structure. Soldering operations
will not cause body distortion.

ELECTRICALLY

.

.

MECHANICAPÉY

!

DE

LOW INTER -ELE

CAPACITANCE
DIELECTRIC LOSS
VERY LOW

STRENGTH
HIGH DIELECTRIC

PERMANENT DIMENSIONAL
STABILITY

MYCALEX TUBE SOCKET CORPORATION
Under exclusive License of Mycalex Corporation of America

ä

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, N. Y. 20

NON -HYGROSCOPIC,

TROUBLE -FREE CONTACT TERMINALS!

DATA
INFORMATIVE
SHEETS AVAILABLE!

Contact terminals on these sockets are so designed that the effective
inductance from soldered connection to the tube base is no greater
than if the connection was made directly to the tube pin. Special
design results in high contact area pressure that effectively reduces
contact resistance. Contact terminals are secured in the body in a
manner that permits 90° bending of the tab without weakening.

set, together
Write for your complete
instant, easy
for
binder
with loose-leaf
request will
all
reference. Your
automf tic
prompt forwarding
-

ally assure
dota sheets and
subsequent Mycolex
on company
Write
catalog material.
letterhead please.

"MYCALEX 410" UHF Sockets, 7 or 9 pin, can be furnished mounted
in various standard saddle hardware-regular saddles (top or bottom
mounted), saddles with ground lugs, snap or JAN types, permitting the
use of radio tube shields.

MYCALEX CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents and Trade -Marks

Executive Offices:

ELECTRON ICS

-
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30

ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK

20

Plant & General Offices: CLIFTON, N. J.
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FOR CRITICAL JOBS

(continued)

dimensions are collected in the main
bin. Those that are too thick or
too thin fall into their respective
reject bins.

Electronic Attenuator
receivers while moving past the operator on a conveyor
is facilitated by use of electronic
attenuation at Philco. The technique keeps signal level at a low
constant level while trimmers are
peaked, eliminating need for turning down gain controls of signal
generators during i -f alignment.
The tone -modulated 455-kc signal
is fed directly to the stator of the
antenna section of the tuning gang
through a 0.1-µf capacitor in a connecting jig that can be fitted over
the tuning capacitor frame in one
easy motion. Voice -coil voltage of
a dummy loudspeaker is fed
through a diode rectifier to a d -c
voltmeter that is watched by the
operator while adjusting the six
i -f trimmers in turn to resonance.
The rectified voltage is also used to
control the bias voltages of a twostage r -f amplifier inserted between
the signal -cage line and the chassis
being aligned. Increasing voice
coil voltage thus gives greater negative bias on the amplifier, automatically attenuating the input
signal.
ALIGNMENT of

Series

R-

1

00

Hermetically
Sealed
Sub -Miniature

Aircraft

4PDT RELAYS
Operational Shock Resistance: 50 "G"
Plus (10-55 cycle vibration with .060"
total excursion)
Weight: 3.76 ounces
Cubic Displacement: 1.6 cubic inches

Designed for such applications as guided missiles, rockets, super -sonic and high altitude jet aircraft, fire control, radar, geophysical and computer
apparatus, Series R-100 Relays meet all requirements
of USAF Specification MIL -R -5757A . . . and far
surpass many of them.
Contact ratings through 7.5 A. resistive for
100,000 cycles (30 A. resistive for 100 cycles) at 30
V., D.C., or 115V., A.C. Series R-100 relays have run
successfully at 10 A. resistive for 100,000 cycles and
30 A. resistive for 100 cycles. Contact resistance at
the end of the tests was less than .030 ohms.

ROSIN -FUME FAN

Variations in basic specifications are available
to meet a wide variety of specific requirements including temperature ranges from -65° up to 200° C.
and coil resistances up to 35,000 ohms. Also available
for socket mounting.

Write for certified test data, telling us your application.
"Diamond H" Aircraft Switches
Built to Meet JAN -S-23 Specifications (ST40 and 42 A through
H) Are Now Available.
THE

HART MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

202 Bartholomew Ave., Hartford, Conn.

256

Fan running in reverse pulls soldering
fumes away from operator's nose at
each soldering position on CBS -Columbia television assembly line in Brooklyn. Simple hardware -cloth cage gives
more protection than ordinary fan
guard. Fan action can be reversed by
putting fan on motor shaft backward
or by rebending fan blades
August, 1952
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NEW EXPANDED
LINE

-ex

TYPE:

AAA -30W -HS
TYPE:

AAA -30W -HP

TYPE:

2:41

RR -60W -PP

LLISTANDARD
TYPE:
-,2

AAA-30W-SX

TYPE:

CCS-80W-XP

ronals

TYPE:

48 STANDARD TYPES NOW AVAILABLE

CCS-80W-HP

I

TYPE:

AA -40W -SP

SIMPLIFY YOUR DESIGN PROBLEMS,
SPEED DELIVERIES, REDUCE COSTS!

TO

4)0

TYPE:

C -80W -2/56P

/6 400/T/04/41 TYPES!

The increasingly popular E -I STANDARD
,*2
LINE of SEALED TERMINALS now includes
16 additional types making a total of 48
items that can be ordered direct from stock with
TYPE:
prompt delivery preassured. Our application
AB -60W -SS
engineers believe that this new expanded
group of standard items could readily solve the
majority of sealed terminal problems thereby
eliminating much of the time and expense
involved in custom design and production.
-jr
TYPE:
All 48 types are currently being specified
AB -60T -LX
in great numbers for an extremely wide
range of applications, thus users of these
types benefit by the additional economy
y
of large scale production. For complete
TYPE:
information covering all 48 types
ABS -40W -HH
write today for Bulletin 949-A.

TYPE:

C -75T -SS
-

...;

1111
4
'-'-ie

,

le

TYPE:

B -60W -SS

to

TYPE:

AB-60T-SX

TYPE:

--ABS-40W-XP
-de

E-I

.

.

.

'

YOUR HEADQUARTERS

TYPE:

ABS -40W -HP

FOR HERMETICALLY -SEALED

MULTIPLE HEADERS, OCTAL
PLUG -INS, TERMINALS, COLOR

CODED TERMINALS, END

'Age'

SEALS, etc. WRITE FOR CATALOGS.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES INC
44 SUMMER AVENUE, NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

ii

-4
41e

NEW PRODUCTS

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

featured in this issue:
Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN

Recently Developed Test Instruments, New Materials and Components and Controlled Characteristic Power Supplies Are
Described
Thirty-three Trade Bulletins Are Reviewed Under
Literature (p 295)

...

able through panel connectors, and
provision is made for connection to
a strip chart recorder.

Precision Power Supplies
JOHN

FLUKE

ENGINEERING

CO.,

P. O. Box 755, Springdale, Conn.
Series 400 precision d -c power supplies are especially designed to meet

nucleonic needs. Typical models are
the 400B and 400C, the former with
an output voltage from 1,000 to
5,000, and the latter from 500 to
1,500. Both are rated 1 ma and
hold their output voltages constant
to ± 0.01 percent short term, and
to ± 0.1 percent per day. Noise
and hum do not exceed 0.01 percent
of the lowest output voltage.

Page
Electrons At Work

152

Production Techniques

228

Plants and People

310

New Books

318

Backtalk

340

temperature range of -60 to +100
C. Type 1T1 measures
in. in diameter and i in. long. They are
currently available for output voltages of 20, 40, 60 and 80 v at
average output currents of 200 ;.ta
and 1.5 ma. Some of the uses for
these diodes are bias supplies,
sensitive relays, digital and analog
computers, hearing aids, electronic
organs and many compact airborne
:

Tubular Paper Capacitors
PYRAMID ELECTRIC CO., 1445

Hud-

son Blvd., North Bergen, N. J., is
producing a new type of molded

electronic equipments.

tubular paper capacitor, embodying
several extremely rugged characteristics. The "Imps" are molded of
thermosetting plastic which renders
the capacitor impervious to moisture and capable of operating at
temperatures ranging from -40 to
+ 100 C. Each section is noninductively wound, and is available in
capacitance values ranging from
0.00025 µf to 0.5 p.f in 200 and 400
volt ratings, and from 0.00025 !.f
to 0.25 of in a 600 -volt rating.

Recorder -Amplifier
RAHM INSTRUMENTS INC., 12 West
Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. Type

R03 -E6-1 is a multichannel system

Electrometer
SPECIAL INSTRUMENTS LABORATORY,
INC., 1003 Highland Ave., Knox-

ville, Tenn. Model 145 electrometer
is a-c operated and features direct
measurement on a panel meter of
d -c potentials from 0 to 150 mv.
Special modification to give full
scale deflection of 30 mv is available. Input impedance of 109, 1010,
10" or 10' ohms may be selected.
All useful circuit points are avail258

Selenium Diodes
INTERNATIONAL

RECTIFIER

CORP.,

1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo,
Calif., has developed a line of sub-

miniature selenium diodes designed
for stable operation in an ambient

providing 9 channels for direct recording of transient phenomena.
The instrument is suited for tele metering problems where in a 0 to
20 -cps flat frequency response is
re-quired. Three signal channels
utilizing a 40 -mm chart grid width
are provided. Five channels are
supplied for off -on functions and
one channel is assigned to an integral time pulse generator. Features of the instrument include a
stylus motor system which permits
operation in any plane, six -speed
semiautomatic chart drive and auto August, 1952
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Look into the
6AH6 Miniature TV Amplifier
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25 ma*

instantly See

its many advantages

What's more, despite these increased ratings the
inherent low grid current level of the 6AH6,
achieved by carefully controlled manufacture, still
permits the use of 1 megohm grid resistor in AC

As a result of extensive life tests and continued
excellent field performance of the 6AH6, cathode
current and screen dissipation ratings are now
increased. These new ratings are in line with the
increased picture tube drive conditions required
by trends to a larger and more brilliant picture.
Input
Coupling and
Sync. Polarity

Output
Volts

coupled video amplifiers.

*

Voltage

Max. Watts

Gain

Dissipation

P, P

New higher rating

No Sig.

(ma.)

(ma.)

Grid

Resistor
Ohms

Screen

Plate

0.6

3.2

39

20

13

5000

8

15

5000

DC-

66

DC+

100

25

0.4

3.2

270

-

100

25

0.6

3.2

39

20

21

1

meg.

AC+

]00

25

0.6

3.2

39

20

18

1

meg.

AC

All data taken with Screen voltage

22

o

Milth

150 and Plate load of 4000 ohms

with typical on -the -air television signals and average production tubes.

Receiving Tube
Newton, Mass., Chicago, Ill., Manta,
AELIABLE SUBMINIATURE AND MINIATURE TUBES

ELECTRONICS

Cathode Current
With Sig,

Cathode
Resistor
Ohms

-
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GERMANIUM DIODES ANO

a.,

òs Angeles, Calif.

TRANSISTORS

NUCLEONIC TUBES

excellence in eleolsosices
RECEIVING AND PICTURE TUBES

MICROWAVE TUBES

1;,

matit reroll mechanism. The complete unit is contained on a chassis
11

cision is not required, resistors can
be supplied with tolerances of 2 percent and 5 percent.

ee

in. x 18i in. x 114 in.

Adjustable Cup Cores
GENERAL CERAMICS AND STEATITE
CORP., Keasbey, N. J., announces a

new line of adjustable cup cores
made of high efficiency Ferramic

materials suitable for frequencies
from low audio up to 1500 me with
values to 300. Both core and
cover illustrated are notched on the
outside circumference. Angular
displacement of one piece with respect to the other will change the
effective permeability and therefore
the inductance of the coil through a
range of 20 percent. Sizes of these
cores range from 0.5 in. to 1.5 in.
with 11 variations available. Maximum inductance obtainable with
the larger size is approximately 20
henries. Complete dimensional and
other data will be supplied on
request.
Q

Recorder Console
AMPEX ELECTRIC CORP., Redwood

City, Calif., announces a new dual speed console for audio magnetic
recording. Features include all
pushbutton control and a built-in
microphone preamplifier. It has
15,000 -cps response at the 7i -in.
speed. At present two models are
available : the model 402 has halftrack heads, and model 403 utilizes

the full width of standard quarter inch tape. Complete details and
specifications are available for the
writing.

TV Receiver Tube
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC.,

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
A new high-perveance double triode

designed for vertical deflection and
oscillator service in tv receivers has
been announced. The type 6BX7GT
is 1sß in. in diameter, 31i in. long,
and 2i in. high when seated.
Electrical characteristics include :
heater volts, 6.3; heater current,
1.5 amperes; plate volts (each section), 250; plate current (each
section), 42 ma; plate resistance,
1,300
ohms; transconductance,
7,600 micromhos ; and amplification
factor, 10.

Deposited Carbon Resistors
DALE PRODUCTS,

Resistor
TELEWAVE LABORATORIES, INC., 100

Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
announces its type R resistor, a
stable, metal film on glass resistor,
for microwave applications. It is
ideal for power measurements, resistive pickup loops, pads, impedance matching, attenuators, in both
waveguide and coax. An application note is available describing
suggested uses of this resistor.
260

INC.,

Columbus,

Nebraska, are offering a line of
deposited carbon resistors in three
resistance ranges : 50 ohms to 5
megohms, 50 ohms to 10 megohms,
and 100 ohms to 50 megohms. Temperature coefficients vary only
slightly -140 to 500 parts per mil.
lion per deg C, depending upon
resistance. Voltage coefficient is
less than 0.002 percent per volt with
the average coefficient about 0.0012
percent. Resistors are supplied
with 1 -percent tolerance and are
calibrated at 25 deg. C. If such pre-

Miniature Potentiometers
AVION

INSTRUMENT

CORP.,

299

State Highway No. 17, Paramus,
N. J., is offering a line of precision
potentiometers of miniaturized
computing type, available as single
units or ganged assemblies. Series
N potentiometers cover linear windings and those nonlinear functions
which can be fitted by tapping and
shunting techniques. Series C incorporates a cam -corrector which
makes possible accurate fitting of
August, 1952
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AIRCRAFT MODEL

..

small, light and
shock resistant.

_

"MBE

k

moms mumm...

o_-your_

is an essen-

tial factor in any circuit
protection equipment. Yet,
only the hydraulic-magnetic
operating principle of
HEINEMANN Circuit Breakers allow you to select a
time delay response curve
fitted to the equipment or
circuit you are protecting.
Hydraulic -magnetic time
delay allows you to start
motors and light lamps .. .
tolerating the initial current
without sacrificinrush
ing protection of your equipment to any degree.
Choice of three time delay
curves are available in
HEINEMANN Circuit Breakers to meet your specific

circuitprotectionzneed
mar
PANELBOARD MODEL
compact and

...

economical.

...

GENERAL PURPOSE

...

rugged for
industrial service.

MODEL

TIME DELAY

MIA'

!

needs:
CURVE NO. 1-For motors, allo ws
the characteristic prolonged current
inrush period.
CURVE NO. 2-For mixed circuits of
lamps and motors.
CURVE NO. 3-For electronic equipment, permits high flash inrush but
then provides extremely sensitive
protection against overloads and
short circuits.
Only this hydraulic -magnetic principle gives you such positive performance under all conditions. HEINEMANN
Circuit Breakers always trip instantaneously at 10 times rated current .. .

regardless of ambient temperature.

Performance standards less than these
are a sacrifice of protection for your
equipment.

TIME DELAY is provided by a

hermetically sealed. hydraulic magnetic element. On small
overloads the delay is provided
while the movable core is
drawn toward the pole piece,
increasing magnetic flux to trip
the circuit breaker. On short circuits, the core is not a (actor
and tripping is instantaneous.

don't use heat

IM

'41

Send for Bulletin SW
HEINEMANN ELECTRIC CO.
97

PLUM ST., TRENTON 2, N. J.

... USE POWER

Between these extremes the delay is proportioned to the overload in occordance with
time delay curve selected.. -

r^1
trii

á

HEINEMANN Circuit Breakers... One, two and three pale ...IO milliamps to 100 amperes

ELECTRONICS

-
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SERIES

SERIES

4

SPDT

VERY

POSE SENSITIVE D.C.

D.C.

RELAY.

SENSITIVE

0.1 percent,

Balanced
armature and magnetic efficiency resist aircraft vibration on inputs as low as 5 milliwatis.
Withstands SOOg shock without damage. Pre-

Inexpensive balanced armature for
vibration resistance on aircraft at 50 milliwatt
adjustment. Sensitive enough for V-T operated
relay circuits; can be set to operate down to
10 milliwatts. Precision adjustments for pull -on
and drop -out. 2 amp. nominal contact rating.
Coil resistance up to 14,000 ohms.

If

an additional class of more difficult
functions. Both types may be
ganged separately or intermixed.
Accuracy for linear functions is ±

5

SPDT GENERAL PURRELAY.

percent.

adaptations: Built-in rectifier, two -coil differential operation, constant voltage temperature
compensation.

Att MM!se1

Seai

yea

SERIES

SERIES 41
SPDT

-

SENSITIVE

ttmi

me

con

6

MULTICIRCUIT POL.
ARIZED
SENSITIVE
RELAY.
Single or

double (differential)
windings. Resistance
up to 25,000 ohms
total. Contacts up to

RELAY

needing moderate precision and vibration
munity. Contact ratings up to 5 amps.
resistance to 14,000 ohms. A. C. sensitivity
ceeds 0.1 V. A. at 60 cps. Serviceable on
quencies from 16-400 cps.

4PDT, 5 amp. nomi-

-

nal rating. Balanced armature for strong vibration resistance. FORM X
Three Position or
Null Seeking. For automatic positioning or 2 Way process control. Sensitivity (depending on
contact complexity) from 10 to 100 milliwatts.
FORM Y

-

Biased (Spring Return). Use as an

ordinary sensitive relay if a complex contact
combination is needed. Responds only to one
polarity. Combines function of pilot relay and
contactor. Sensitivity same as Form X. FORM Z

imCoil

Crystal Microphone

-

ex-

THE TURNER CO., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Model 80 crystal microphone

Latching (permanent magnetic). Replaces
mechanical latch electrical reset relays, where
longer life and greater vibration resistance is

fre-

required. Sensitivity from 100 to 250 milliwatts.

E

rwe®no

for nonlinear, ± 0.25

cision adjustments. 2 amp, nominal contact rat*
ing. Coil resistance up to 16,000 ohms. Special

A.C.-D.C.
KEYING. Unusual characteristics at low
cost. Same D. C. sensitivity as Series 4 but less
flexibility of adjustment. Available with long
life and bounce -free contacts, it is suited to high
speed counting and keying. Mechanical life exceeds I0t operations. Good for plate circuits

az.

(continued)

rice me' rem low

tasairzrx

:ao,aceraze3

¢:sau.s».-,-gen
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eee
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as ma

features miniature styling and
versatility. Frequency response is
80 to 7,000 cps with sensitivity of
approximately 58 db below 1 volt
per dyne per sq. cm.

SERIES

7

SERIES
22

SPDT SENSITIVE HIGH SPEED
POLARIZED RELAY. Single or

multiple windings up to 14,000
ohms (single). Balanced armature. Nominal contact rating 2
amps. For repeating telegraphic signals at
speeds up to 250 WPM. Small in size and weight.
Hermetically sealed. Mechanical life exceeds
109 operations. FORMS X, Y and Z (see Type 6
above) available in Series 7. Sensitivities from
less than 1 to 10 milliwatts depending on form
and requirements. Form X is useful as the detecting element in positioning bridge circuits.

Miniaturized double-pole double -throw Direct
Current Sensitive (45 milliwatt) relay. 2 -amp
contact rating, coils up to 12,000 ohms. Hermetic seal enclosure only, inch square mounting space. Specially designed for highly stable
and precise operating adjustments, extreme immunity to vibration and to thermal and mechanical shock. Will operate under 50 g's sustained
acceleration if operating and releasing margins are increased.
1

i
Synchronous Brake
ALLARD

VARIETY

OF

ENCLOSURES
In

addition to the open

styles shown, SIGMA
Relays are available
with dust -proof or hermetically -sealed en
closures. Most types
are available
vailable for
either plug-in ur
permanent solde
lug connections.

Write for fully descriptive catalog.

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC., 62 Pearl Street, So. Braintree, Boston 85, Mass.
262

INSTRUMENT

CORP.,

30

Broad St., New York, N. Y. Developed for lightweight, airborne
instrumentation, the synchronous
brake supplies a means for controlling speed of a rotating device. Motive power is derived from a motor
running a little above the maximum
speed desired. The brake, interposed
between motor and load, is actuated
by signals of the desired frequency
from a vacuum -tube amplifier. The
brake mechanism is phase sensitive
and has no 180 -degree ambiguity.
Several devices each equipped with
August, 1952
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vote
'ç tekim
His
main duty is to travel the country and world
penetrating the plants, laboratories and management councils ... reporting back to you every
significant innovation in technology, selling tactics, management strategy. He functions as your
all -seeing, all -hearing, all -reporting business communications system.
THIS FELLOW

IS

TRAINED IN YOUR BUSINESS.

-

-

of the editorial staff of this magazine. For, obviously, no
one individual could ever accomplish such a vast
business news job. It's the result of many qualified men of diversified and specialized talentsTHE MAN WE MEAN

IS A COMPOSITE

AND, THERE'S ANOTHER SIDE TO THIS "COMPOSITE

another complete news service which complements the editorial section of this magazine
the advertising pages. It's been said that in a
business publication the editorial pages tell "how
they do it"-"they" being all the industry's front
line of innovators and improvers and the advertising pages tell "with what." Each issue unfolds an industrial exposition before you-giving
a ready panorama of up-to-date tools, materials,
equipment.
MAN,"

-

-

SUCH A "MAN" IS ON YOUR PAYROLL.

Be sure to

"listen" regularly and carefully to the practical
business information he gathers.

McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS
ELECTRONICS- August, 1952
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its own brake, can be driven at different speeds from a common shaft.

smaller than a suitcase

reputation of quaúty

for it iliiary
well a; civil application

as

Nylon Tip Jacks

COILS
FOR MLITARI', RADIO & -ELEVISIOF4"

E. F. JOHNSON Co., Waseca, Minn.,
announce their new line of Nylon
insulated tip jacks. Breakdown
rating is 11,000 v. Nominal capacitance to i -in. panel is 2.0 ¡lg. Silver
plated contacts, either phosphor
bronze or beryllium copper, are supplied. Accepting 0.081 -in. diameter
pins, engagement is positive insuring low contact resistance. Minimum withdrawal force is 1 lb. Integral solder terminals are hot tin
dipped.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC

MOTOR
ALTERNATOR
WEIGHT: Approx 125 lbs.
SIZE:

22" x 12" x 12"

Designed for production and

YOKES

laboratory high frequency
power supply requirements.

STRONG-SIMPLE-INDESTRUCTIBLE CONSTRUCTION-No deli-

FL,

Constant Current Supply

B: C{e

\V ESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CORP., 617 Frelinghuysen Ave.,

SHIELD CANS

ANTENNA COILS
OSCILLATOR COILS
HORIZONTAL SWEEP TRANSFORMERS
COMPRESSION TYPE MICA TRIMMERS

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
LOOP ANTENNAS
R.F. TUNERS

ideglarneer-,,
edwin i. guthman
15 s.

& co., inc.
throop st. chicago 7. . CH 3-1600

also attica, Indiana.. 394J

BURTON BROWNEADYERTIBURe

Newark 5, N. J. Model 50220 constant -current supply provides a
steady d -c source from an a -c line.
Designed primarily for use with
potentiometer indicators, recorders
and controllers, where automatic
standardization is not feasible or
where use of batteries is not desirable, it is also used with resistance
thermometers, strain gages or other
devices requiring a constant d -c
current. The standard unit is designed for a 10 -ma output at 1.4
v d -c and provides a current with
a high degree of stability to well
within the limitation of x-0.1 per -

cate moving parts, brushes or
springs to wear out or maintain.
Replaces single large, hard -to get H -F power supply serving
multiple purposes ... A bank
of these compact, flexible units
costs far less, provides individual portable power sources for
each project, avoids downtime
hazards of single unit!
Meets power supply requirements for AN -E-19 equipment.
Up to 1000 Watts single
phase 115V or up to 1800 Watts
three phase 115/200V. Input: 60
cycle AC.
Total harmonic content under 5%;
± 1% voltage regulation.
OUTPUT:

WRITE FOR DETAILS!

Larger capacities available.
4811

Telegraph Rd.

Los Angeles 22,

California

August,
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POPULATION -0

Even in the

most mote

areas,

wings aloft are guided on their way

t`

JIM

v

\

by Aerocom's new medium range Aerophare

Transmitter. This transmitter was designed) and built

to provide long, trouble -free service with no attendants
even where the total population is Zero.

...

AEROCOM'S
Dual Automatic
Package -Type Radio Beacon
for completely unattended service. This aerophare (illustrated)
con'ists of two 100 watt (or 50 watt) transmitters with keyer,
automatic transfer and antenna tuner. (Power needed 110 or 220
volt -50/60 cycles, 520 V.A. for 50 watt, 630 V.A. for 100 watt.)

-

415 kcs.: self-contained P.A. coil and
Frequency range 200
"plug-in" crystal oscillator coil cover entire range. (Self-excited
oscillator coils covering 200-290 and 290-415 kcs. are available.)
High level plate modulation of final amplifier is Lsed, giving 40%

tone modulation in 100 watt transmitter and 60% ii 50 watt model.
MicrDphone P -T switch interrupts tone, permitting voice operation.
This unit can be operated in air temperature range 0°C to
35°C to + 45°C using
43°C using 866A rectifiers, or from
3B25 rectifiers; humidity up to 95%.

-

F

The "stand-by" transmitter is selected when -nain transmitter
suffers loss (or low level) of carrier power or modulation. Audible indication in monitoring receiver tells which transmitter is in operation.

Unit is ruggedly constructed and conservatively rated, providing IDw operating and maintenance costs.

COM
P:,,.

ELECTRON ICS

-
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DON'T GAMBLE!

cent. Its special compensated feedback circuit allows a flat -current
characteristic over an input voltage
range of 80 to 140 v.

e

_

s

s,

bergtr'n
insulation.

crea5es

Check the

,etti

the

.,

of Class

super features

lea

of

SS

mproved thermal endurance
High dielectric strength
%/Excellent thermal conductivity
/Top tensile strength
1/Rot repellent
',Resists chemicals and acids
'/Good moisture resistance

Ferrite Core Kit
GRAYBURNE

CORP.,

103

Lafayette

St., New York 13, N. Y. Type FCK
Ferrite core kit consists of 27 various -sized cores which are well
adapted for experimentation in i -f,
r -f coils, solenoids, linearity, width
and other variable controls, and in
many electromechanical applications.

GLASS VAR is available in rolls, sheets and tape.

ELECTRO

TECHNICAL PRODUCTS
You will find these other Class "B" Electro
products tops in quality and performance

VARNISHED ASBESTOS CLOTH
VARNISHED QUINORGO ASBESTOS PAPER

QUIN -GLASS HI -TEMPERATURE INSULATION
Electrical equipment manufacturers are invited to use our Special
Service facilities. Write or phone and we'll be glad to help you
with your problem and send you technical data, samples, etc.

You may buy with confidence when you buy
ELECTRO -TECHNICAL PRODUCTS
DIVISION OF SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION

NUTLEY 10, NEW JERSEY
'T.
266

M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. by Owens Corning Fiberglas Corp.

A -C VTVM
MILLIVAC INSTRUMENT CORP., 444
Second St., Schenectady 6, N. Y.,

has announced a new low -frequency
voltmeter designed to satisfy both
linear and logarithmic scale requirements. The new dial used in
the MV-12A a -c voltmeter features
zero suppression of its linear voltage scale. This spreads the logarithmic decibel divisions sufficiently
to avoid congestion beyond a point
where accurate reading would be
difficult. Another feature of the
meter is its high sensitivity and
August, 1952
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your choice

of over

The extensive WORKSHOP chucks and dies are

now available to you

.

reflectors = "dishes"

.

.

to give you parabolic

- in

the widest range of

diameters and focal lengths in the industry.
Sizes range from 4" diameter, 1.26" focal

6.0Jz,

length, to 120" diameter, 35.8" focal length.

mcaivii-ree

WORKSHOP has slashed
"c ish" costs by perfecting

Modifications of standard sizes on request.

new stamping technique
that holds close
to erances. Now available
in 4 foot diameter,
18" focal length.
a

If you manufacture or experiment with

microwave, there

is an

economically priced

WORKSHOP reflector for you. Write for

+_.015" surface tolerance
1/8" thick 2S0 aluminum
rolled rim
supplied unfinished
Model 48-18-5T, only $40.00 each
f.o.b. Ashtabula, Ohio-quantity

complete listing of standard sizes.

prices on request.

WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES DIVISION
THE GABRIEL COMPANY

Endicott Street
Designers and Manufacturers of
ELECTRONICS- August, 1952

Norwood, Mass.
a

complete line of microwave antennas
267
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(continued)

wide voltage range (0.7

No. 637SS, AN3307-1

NO.

2PDT Hermetically Sealed,

p.v

to 1,000

Its frequency range is 20 cycles

to 250 kc.

Solder Terminal Type

etter

For

controls

r.

through better

ci)

Variable Inductance Coils

Hermetically

No. 637PS

NORTH HILLS ELECTRIC Co., Box

2PDT Hermetically Sealed,

Sealed Relays

Plug -In Type in Octal Plug

SPECIFY

427, Great Neck, N. Y., has announced a new series of variable
inductance coils covering the 2 -to 180 -µh range completely. Designed

for such applications as video peaking, r -f and i -f amplifiers and filter
networks, these coils feature compact plastic forms, four rugged
terminals (two of which may be
used as separate tiepoints), and
durable windings.

e most advanced hermetially sealed relays can best
e designed and produced by
a firm like Leach which pion.ered this field from the be-

No. 9031 SS

ing.
ere at Leach you will find
com r lete engineering, testing
gi

3PDT Hermetically Sealed,

Solder Terminal Type

and .roduction facilities to
help ou solve your relay
proble s in the electrical and
electro is fields.
The u surpassed dependam

,

bility of each Relays has

rc

been pro d by nearly four
decades of eadership in providing all t . es of relays for

maximum rerformance

Grid Winding Machine

under compe ive operating
conditions.
FOR BETTE

THROUGH BETT

KAHLE

CONTROLS
R

RELAYS

-Spe 'fy Leach

Performance characteristics for the
Relays illustrated above are as follows:
Contacts rated: 10 Amps.
Resistive and inductive at 29 VDC.
6 Amps.

Motor load at 29 VDC.

10 Amps. Resistive at 115 VAC, 400 cycles.
Coil 24-28 VDC.

5915 AVALON BOULEVARD

LOS ANGELES 3,

CALIFORNIA

Representatives in Principal Cities of the U.S. and Canada
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ENGINEERING

CO.,

1323

Seventh St., North Bergen, N. J.
Especially designed to produce
higher pitches, up to 500 turns per
in., this semiautomatic grid winder
is sturdily constructed for vibration -free operation and increased
durability. Provision is made for
variable pitch and for swaging the
side wires. Accurate stop and start
positioning is achieved by brake
motor and pushbutton control. The
pneumatic cutter rises and disappears automatically leaving the
work field clear for complete accessibility. Because the lead screw
nut is never disengaged grid wind August, 1952
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You'll find classmates-and a
Men from more than 120 top engineering schools are building rewarding
careers at Boeing. So chances are, you'd
be working with some of your classmates here. And you'd be a member
of an Engineering Division that has
earned world-wide renown for its trailblazing contributions to both military
and civil aviation.
If that's the kind of engineering
prestige you'd like to enjoy, look into
Boeing opportunities. This company
has been growing steadily for 35 years.
It provides the finest research facilities
in the industry. It offers you work on
such exciting projects as guided missiles and the fastest known bomber in

ELECTRONICS

-

future-at Boeing!

the world: the B-47 six -jet medium
bomber, as well as the still -classified
B-52 eight -jet heavy bomber.

There are opportunities at Boeing
for experienced and junior engineers in
all fields, for aircraft
DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

RESEARCH
PRODUCTION

TOOLING

also for servo -mechanism and electronics designers and analysts, and for
physicists and mathematicians with
advanced degrees.

You can work in Seattle, in the
Pacific Northwest, or in Wichita, Kansas. Boeing provides a generous moving and travel allowance, gives you

special training, and pays a good salary
that grows with you.
You'll be proud to say, "I'm a Boeing

engineer!"
Write today to the address below, or

use

the convenient coupon.

«7

P
JOHN C. SANDERS, Stan Engineer-Personnel
Dept. H-8
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash.
Engineering opportunities at Boeing interest me. Please send me further information.

Nome
Address

City and State

_a

BOE,A,
August, 1952
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ing is always in perfect register.
The machine is fully geared without the use of ratchet -pawl.

TIME DELAY RELAYS

400 CYCLE

TIMING

HAYDON
AT

MOTORS

TORRINGTON

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

20
25
INTERVAL
TIMERS
ELAPSED TIME

60 CYCLE
TIMING MOTORS

INDICATORS

rower Output Tester
AL DLECTItD ONIC3, I2:C , 32
GE'
W. 22nd St., New York 10, N. Y.
Model TS -4 power output test set

is designed to measure the useful
r -f power output of any vacuum -

TRIGGER -TRIP
TIME DELAY RELAYS
for

60 and 400

cycle A.C., also D.C.

tube oscillator, including miniature
and subminiature types, capable of
delivering 1 watt of power cr less.
It features variable filament and
regulated plate supplies, provision
for i.:se of an external r -f bridge
and a self-contained calibration cºrcuit. Dimensions are 28 in. high X.
21 in. wide X 15 in. deep.

5103 time delay relay is designed so that the
synchronous motor performs its true function as a time standard.
Switching work is accomplished by a relay coil, which, when
energized, triggers the load switch for release at the end of the
delay time. Hair trigger release point assures snap action.
The HAYDON*

HAYDON specializes in the manufacture of timing components
for standard applications and also in the design and mass production of custom -engineered timers for volume applications.
The basic element of all HAYDON timers is our own rugged industrial motor. This means that HAYDON timing devices can be
depended upon to give long, quiet operation. They are small
and compact and offer designers unusual latitude in that they
may be mounted and will operate in any position. For military
applications various motors are available either separately or
in many types of timers; HAYDON engineers will be pleased to
review your requirements and specifications.

COMPLETE INFORMATION
Write for literature you need: catalogs on motors or devices; bulletins
on D. C. motors, 400 cycle motors,
time delay relays.
*TRADEMARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE

HAYDON Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Subsidiary of GENERAL TIME CORPORATION

2432 ELM STREET

TORRINGTON
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CONNECTICUT

a

Multigenerator
PRECISE

DEVELOPMENT

CORP.,

Oceanside, N. Y., has announced the
model 635 -Universal a -f sine, square
and pulse generator, designed to
ascertain all audio and video
troubles. Among its attributes are:
Wien bridge oscillator; sine waves;
square waves; pulses variable -impedance output; voltage regulation
to insure a constant output;
cathode -follower output; minimum
overshoot and round -off through
30,000 cycles on square waves and
August, 1952
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perature Compensating
as well as By -Pass

are Rated at
1000 Working Volts!
o
o
H

o

.
z

;
--

P-100

NNNNNNN-

2-

33
80
150

220
330

470
750

N-1400

15- 50

N-2200

47-

9

16- 27
16- 27

28- 60
31- 60
31- 75

16- 30
16- 30

31- 75
41- 80
51-150
101-200
101-200

16- 30

21- 40
26- 50
51-100
76-100

75

-

-

75 MMF

76-110 MME

111-150 MME

75

76-110

111-150

75

76-110

111-150

75

111-150

76-100

76-110
101-140

76-100

101-140

141L190

61616161-

28- 60
28- 60

7/8 Dia.

3/4 Dia.

10- 30 MMF

MME

13- 27

2- 12 MMF
2- 15
2- 15
2- 15
2- 15
2- 15
2- 20
5- 25

NPO

5/8 Dia.

1/2 Dia.

5/16 Dia.

1/4 Dia.

TC

141-190

80-120

121-170

171-240

151-200

201-290

200-250

251-470

201-275

276-470

291-350
480-560
471-560

If the samples you need are not here

-

send for them.

SPECIFICATIONS
POWER FACTOR:

LESS THAN

.1%

WORKING VOLTAGE: 1000 VDC
P.100 14K
35K

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT: NPO

AT

TEST

1

MEGACYCLE

VOLTAGE: 2000 VDC

N-750 88K

N.2200

265K

N1400 165K

RMC DISCAPS

LEADS:

#22

TINNED COPPER (.026 DIA.)

LEAD LENGTH: 1/4" BODY

CODING: CAPACITY, TOLERANCE AND TC STAMPED ON DISC
INSULATION: DUREZ PHENOLIC-VACUUM WAXED

LEAKAGE RESISTANCE: INITIAL 7500 MEG OHMS
AFTER HUMIDITY 1000 MEG OHMS

BODY
TOLERANCES: +

I

1", 5/6" BODY

1

'/e",

'/x'

AND LARGER

%2"

5%, +10%, ± 20%

are Designed to Replace Tubular Ceramic and
Mica Condensers at LOWER COST
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND TECHNICAL DATA

RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATION

DISCAP
CERAMIC
CONDENSERS

GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, III.

FACTORIES AT CHICAGO, ILL. AND ATTICA, IND.
Two RMC Plants Devoted Exclusively to Ceramic Condensers
ELECTRONICS

-
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pulses; sine waves through 200,000
cycles; coaxial type fittings and
1.0 -percent ceramic resistors.

WORK POSITIONERS
SPEED PRODUCTION,
CUT COSTS
gives the worker a powerful third
hand ... holds work rigid in any desired position
. . . leaves two hands free to produce faster.
For one vital defense manufacturer POWRARM
units have cut production time on one subassembly
from twelve days to three. With POWRARM aid
another manufacturer now produces intricate
assemblies three times faster, at half the previous cost. He uses POWRARMS mounted on platforms which travel between stations on roller
skates.
POWRARM

Local Control Unit
Baltimore 4, Md.,
has introduced the MS -255A local
control unit that resembles an
ordinary telephone. The desk -type
control unit, which is a part of the
Command -Air series of mobile communication equipment, consists of
handset, loudspeaker, volume control, squelch control and channel
selector in the one unit. An added
feature is muting of the speaker to
provide for private conversation
when handset is removed from base.
BENDIX RADIO,

New, profitable applications for
are busting bottlenecks daily on
the nation's most efficient assembly lines.
A Wilton representative can quickly show
you how POWRARM on your assembly lines
can speed output, cut the cost of assembly,
reduce worker fatigue, and boost employee
POWRARM

morale.

On Production Lines
Holds Work at any angle in
Horizontal, Vertical or Co -axial Plane.

POWRARM
Speeds and Simplifies
Every Operation

Surface-Resistance Indicator
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Write for 32 page Catalog

... full facts on

POWRARM
and Wilton Vises, Too.

WILTON TOOL MFG. CO.
925 WRIGHTWOOD AVENUE
272

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

Co., Schenec-

tady 5, N. Y. The portable surface resistance indicator illustrated was
designed to help produce a better
resistance welding bond by providing a rapid and accurate measurement of the resistance between
pieces of metal to be welded. The
instrument supplies a simple check
on prewelding cleaning processes,
upon which surface resistance of
the metal depends. It consists of
two parts, a microhmmeter and a
sample holder. The unit has two
ranges: 0 to 200 and 0 to 2,000
microhms. The measured resistance is indicated directly in
August, 1952
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BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY

COPPER ALLOY BULLETIN
"B

geto t"

MILLS IN BRIDGEPORT, CONN. AND INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.-IN

CANADA: NORANDA COPPER AND BRASS LIMITED, MONTREAL

Item 3 is also difficult to make. It
has knurl on one end and a threaded
hole through the center. The milling
on the side is done as a secondary operation.
Jtem 4 is also an unusual job as it is
completely finished on the screw machine. In addition to knurling, the head
is also slotted.
Precision screw machine items require dependable quality brass rod for
maximum operating efficiency. Freedom from defects is one of the essentials. In Bridgeport mills, accuracy in
Precision -made automatic screw machine productsCourtesy Senese Manufacturing Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

Making Precision Quality
Screw Machine Items from Brass
Many companies shy away from
taking on an extremely "fussy" screw
machine job which calls for close tolerances and numerous gauge and visual inspections, although it may have
long run possibilities. However, if the
company decides to tackle it, and the
job is finally developed, the rewards
will more than pay for the long hours
spent in experimental work.
Among the essentials for successful
operation of precision jobs are:
company policy committed to
making precision quality. It must
be willing to set up an inspection
department with the necessarily
large investment in special gauges
and equipment.

1. A

2. Screw machines must be in per-

fect order. Although new machines are preferred, old ones will
serve if they are first properly rebuilt, then carefully maintained.
3.

Prompt notification to the operator if the work deviates even
slightly from specifications. A
trained inspector should sample
the work from the machine at
regular intervals. After putting
parts through the necessary gauging and visual inspections, he reports his findings to the operator.

ELECTRONICS

-
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Carbide tools are a "must" to maintain the close tolerance requirements
on long runs. "Fussy" jobs should be
run at moderate speeds and special
attention should be given to produce
a smooth, clean finish.
Items I & 2. The delay element illustrated here easily come under the
"fussy" classification. The delay holder
requires 17 gauge and 5 visual inspections while the primer holder must pass
23 gauge and 8 visual inspections.
All of the operations are made on
single spindle No. 00 Brown & Sharpe
machines with a spindle speed of about
3800 rpm. Deburring is done as a secondary operation.

gauge and smoothness of surface result
from the use of carbide drawing dies.
Straightness is also desirable; consequently the rods should be properly
stored if not immediately used.

Bridgeport's laboratory works
closely with metal fabricators. Although the standard free turning brass
rod alloy No. 6 (61% copper, 3.4%
lead, and remainder zinc) , meets about
90 per cent of requirements, certain
items may require a modification in
temper, or possibly a change in alloy.
For conditions requiring machining
plus some cold working operations
such as roll threading, knurling, forming or expanding too severe for Ledrite
standard, we supply Ledrite 2, Medium
Leaded (approximately 63% copper,
1.8% lead, remainder zinc). Naval
brass 24 (approximately 60% copper,
0.65% tin, remainder zinc) may be
required to resist sea -water corrosion.
This alloy can also be supplied with
0.6% lead (Alloy 28) or with 1.75%
lead (Alloy 29) without materially
affecting the corrosion resisting properties.
(8622)
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BALLANTINE
STILL THE FINEST
IN ELECTRONIC VOLTMETERS

(continued)

microhms on a linear 100 -division
scale. Voltage fluctuations in the
supply mains do not affect the reading.

Ballantine pioneered circuitry and manufacturing
integrity assure the maximum in

SENSITIVITY ACCURACY STABILITY
All models have a single

easy -to-read logarithmic
voltage scale and a uniform DB scale.

Spectrum Analyzer

The logarithmic scale assures the same accuracy at
all points on the scale.

POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORP., 100

Multipliers, decade amplifiers and shunts also
available to extend range

and usefulness of
voltmeters.
Each model may also be

used as

a

wide -band

amplifier.

MODEL

300
302B
Battery
O p erated

FREQUENCY RANGE
10 to

2

150,000 cycles

to 150,000 cycles

VOLTAGE RANGE
1

INPUT IMPEDANCE

1/2 meg. shunted

millivolt to

100 volts

by 30 mmfds.
2 megs. shunted by
8 mmfds. on high

100 microvolts to
100 volts

rangesandl5mmfds.
on low ranges

ACCURACY

PRICE

2% up to 100 KC
3% above 100 KC

$210.

3% from
Sto100,00Ucycles;
5% elsewhere

$225.

3%
5%

$280.

Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn 11,
N. Y., announces a new and improved all -band direct-reading spec turn analyzer, covering the frequency range from 10 mc to 21,000
mc. This range is covered by means
of four tuning units. Its features
include continuous unidial tuning
over the entire range with 5-kc
resolution at all frequencies. The
frequency can be read to an accuracy of 1 percent and dispersion is
independent of frequency and available from 250 kc to 25 mc. A frequency marker is provided to measure frequency differences from 0 to
25 mc. The microwave tuning units
use the latest design nonconducting
shorts to insure accurate resettability and long mechanical life.

Measures peak val-

ues of pulses as

short as

3

micro-

seconds with a repe-

305

tition rate as low as
20 per sec. Also
measures peak values for sine waves
from 10 to 150,000

millivolt to 1000
volts Peak to Peak

Model 302B

100 microvolts to
100 volts

Model 302B

1

Same as

on sine waves
on pulses

cps.

310A

314

10 cycles to
2

megacycles

15

cycles
to
y

6 megacycles

Same as

With probe, 1 millivolt to 1000 volts.
Without probe, 100

microvolts to
millivolt

1

3% below
5% above

1
1

MC
MC

$235.

With probe,11 megs.

shunted by6 mmfds. 3 %eacept5afu above
Without probe, l meg. 3 megacycles
shunted by 25 mmfds.

$265

Sampling Switch
APPLIED SCIENCE CORP., P.

0. Box

44, Princeton, N. J., has announced

For further information, write for catalog.

BALLANTINE LABORATORIES,
100 FANNY ROAD, BOONTON, NEW JERSEY
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a new type of sampling switch for
zero drift correction of d -c ampli-

INC.t[)

fiers in analog computers. Motordriven, the switch makes possible
the use of one a -c amplifier alone
for zero correction and gain imAugust, 1952
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Typical Keystone Magnetic Amplifier, open
unit. Also supplied hermetically sealed.

Keystone is noted for its specialization
in magnetic amplifiers. No standard
. . . rather we build magnetic
am.plifiers of all sizes, your design or
ours. We'll ship them right on schedule, open or hermetically sealed. If magnetic amplifiers for Servo systems are
your problem, we'll give your inquiry
prompt, intelligent attention. No obligation to consult our engineering department.

KEYSTONE PRODUCTS COMPANY
UNION CITY 2, N. J.
ELECTRONICS

- August,

1952
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(continued)

provement of as many as 30 d -c
computing amplifiers. The unit has
two poles with 60 contacts per pole
and the sampling rate is 3t rps. It
has intercontact resistance over
1,000 megohms. The design is compact for easy installation and
weighs only 7t lb including the
110-v 60 -cycle motor.

!fic n_cL.

Regulated Power Supply
OREGON ELECTRONIC MFG.

Co.,

2232

E. Burnside St., Portland 15, Ore.
Model D4 regulated power supply
provides two completely inde-

pendent outputs each continuously
variable frcm 0 to 400 v with 0.5 percent regulation at loads from 0
to 200 ma. The two outputs may
be paralleled to double the output
current or put in series to double
the output voltage. Also featured
are two continuously -variable bias
supplies of 0 to -150 v d -c stabilized. Ripple of all outputs in less
than 10 mv. Separate meters monitor output voltage and current of
each supply.

The Heiland A-500 recorder embodies
many features found only in much larger
instruments ... easy loading; four quick
change paper speeds; precision time lines;
trace identification; paper movement indicator; direct monitoring of galvanometer
light spots. Case dimensions 63/4" x 9%8" x
123/4". Weight 33 lbs. Paper width 4"-100'
long. Available for either 12 volt or 24
volt D.C. operation.

A-530

12

channels

An 8 volt battery pack provides self con-,
tained power source affording complete
portability and flexibility to the Heiland
A-401 Recorder. Other features are similar
to the A-500. Case dimensions with battery
pack 7" x 91/" x 121/4", without 41/4" x
91/2" x 121/4"; Weight with pack, 39 lbs.,
without, 22 lbs. 'Single speed. Paper width
2"- 100' long. Available for 12 volt or 24
volt D.C. operation without battery pack.

Multi -Contact Connectors
DE Jun AMsco CORP., 45-01 Northern Blvd., Long Island City, N. Y.,
has available a line of miniature precision multicontact connectors. The
contacts float in the plug and re-

A-401

6

channels

Accurate oscillograph records provide data for better product
design and performance. Heiland recorders are being widely
used for numerous aircraft, laboratory and industrial applications. Write today for Heiland catalog of recorders, galvanometers and associate equipment.
HEILAND RESEARCH CORPORATION
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130

E.

Fifrh Avenue, Denver, Colorado

ceptacle, thus insuring selfalignment of the individual contacts.
Polarization is unusually positive
making engagement possible only in
the proper position. These connectors are interchangeable with those
now being manufactured by other
companies. Features are a molded
body of Melamine per MIL -P-14 B
type MME ; socket contacts of
spring temper phosphor bronze
pin contacts brass silver plated,
gold flash. Voltage breakdown is
;

August, 1952
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NOW -an
for all
dipping,

degreasing
cleaning,

"

y.,4»70..1\.-.
AVIa\

...w.1
%lw"110

&

:

'+?1X11.

plating
operations

NESTS
TIERS

IT
IT

;
.lrlt.,+:

Z

1 - performs the same

functions as the
standard Nestier.

Nestiers nest to save space. Bails
prevent complete telescoping, eliminate
jamming or sticking. Tiered, bails lock
units to form rigid stack. Parts in all
units are visible and accessible from
either end.

mi

"i

.Z'"

e,

lei

The demand for a Nestier to fulfill the requirements
dipping operations has led to the design of this
new expanded metal basket.
Expanded metal sheet is actually more rigid than
an equal weight of solid steel plate or wire mesh.
Formed to the distinctive Nestier shape and equipped
with Nestier bails and runners, you have a unit which
retains not only its original strength but all of the
features which have made the Nestier outstanding.
This new Nestier, available in the two standard
Nestier sizes, is made of flattened expanded steel
mesh, electro -zinc plated, and is interchangeable with
the standard Nestier.
of all

SPECIFICATIONS

EVERY MATERIALS

HANDLING

ENGINEER

Mesh

Length

Width

Weight

No. 220 13-15

5/6" x 1"

225/8"

12h/2"

61b. 14 oz.

16-18

5/6" x 1"

181/16"

91/4"

4 lbs.

Gauge

NesTier

WILL WANT THIS
BULLETIN
Write for this brochure
describing the Nestier
System, including com-

plete information on

racks, trucks, conveyor
hangers and inserts.

Our service includes
complete engineering advice to systematize small
parts handling in your
plant.

No. 175
No.

5/16"

220-Cubic content -880.3 cu. in. Capacity -200 lbs. each.
bails will support maximum load of 600 lbs. or 3 tiers of

loaded units.
No. 175 - Cubic content -395.6 cu. in. Capacity- 100 lbs. each.
1/4" bails will support maximum load of 400 lbs. or 4 tiers of
loaded units.

NEOTIER
IT NESTS

ELECTRONICS
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FULL RANGE OF MIL -T-27

TR

;1 i

5FORERG

IT rms; current rating, 5 amperes; and contact size, No. 20

3,600

AWG wire.

HERMETICALLY
SEALED UNITS
NYT hermetically sealed transformers are available in all stand-

ard sizes to meet MIL -T-27 specifications, and especially designed

C -R

Tube

constructions for a wide variety of
military as well as civilian applica-

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Schenectady
5, N. Y., has announced development of a new c -r tube, type 7UP7,

tions. Designed and built to meet

for radar indicator service. It employs magnetic focus and magnetic
deflection and can be used as a replacement for the 7BP7 or the
7BP7-A. Use of a reflective aluminized screen reduces undesirable
screen charging, permitting more
accurate plotting directly from the
face of the tube. It also uses an
improved anode contact design
aimed at decreasing corona discharge permitting operation at
higher altitudes. A recessed small cavity cap has been used on the
anode contact instead of the conventional recessed small -ball cap.

the most exacting specifications.
Production facilities for quantity
production of all sizes.

the HORNET
HORNET transformers, pioneered
by NYT, are of open type construction, utilizing Class H insulating
materials. Approximately onefourth the size and weight of comparable Class A units. Filament
and plate supply transformers and
chokes. Units can be designed for
ambients up to 190 deg. C., altitudes up to 60,000 feet; power
ratings from 2VA to 5KVA.

POWER, AUDIO, FILAMENT
and PLATE TRANSFORMERS
REACTORS FILTERS

TV

RADIO

CHOKES

ELECTRONICS

Engineering and development facilities

NEW YORK
TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
ALPHA, NEW JERSEY
278

Electronic Voltmeter
BALLANTINE

LABORATORIES,

INC.,

Boonton, N. J. Model 314 electronic
voltmeter is a recent development
in the field of sensitive, accurate,
August, 1952
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PROBLEM:

ee

Ir0

perform vibration tests
to MIL -E-5272 specification.
To

SOLUTION:

The MB Model C-25

Vibration Exciter rated at 2500 lbs. force.

Shake testing gives a quick method of developing a product to withstand vibration. Such
testing is vital for military equipment and a
good idea for any product. To meet this need,
MB has applied its specialized vibration engineering to develop a range of shakers in various
ratings for testing everything from electron
tubes to airframes.
The big C-25 model illustrated develops
large "brute forces" to satisfy specification
MIL -E-5272. It has heavy duty capacity for a
wide range of work, including fatigue testing.
It features accurate, continuous control of
force and frequency. Its control panel is available with an automatic cycling system for specific cycling tests called for in the MIL -E-5272
specification.
One of the largest and most dependable electromagnetic shakers available, the C-25 model

-

Want

a

good example of the quality of vibration
engineering that has made MB "headquarters"
for products to isolate, control, reproduce, detect, or measure vibration. More information
on MB Vibration Exciters in Bulletin 1 -VE -5.

is a

Write us.

standard mount for vibration isolation in the special class?
With the Isomode* Type 17 Isolator, you not only conform to MIL -I5432 specification but also get an unusual degree of isolation efficiency.
It has equal spring rates in every direction. This means better control
of all modes of motion. For details on this mount, write to Dept. 5.
Trade Mark Reg. U.S: Pat. Off.

THEIIMANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

INC.

1060 STATE STREET, NEW HAVEN 11, CONN.

PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT TO CONTROL VIBRATION
ELECTRONICS

-
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TO REPRODUCE IT
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stable, wide -band electronic voltmeters and measures a -c voltages
from 100 l,.v to 1,000 v in the frequency range of 15 cycles to 6 mc.
Its accuracy of 3 percent up to 3
mc and 5 percent above is the same
at all points on the single logarithmic voltage scale. With its
probe, the input impedance is 6 p.i.f
shunted by 11 megohms and the
voltage range is 1 my to 1,000 v
in 6 decade ranges. Without its
probe it may be used to measure
down to 100 p.v but the input impedance is reduced to 22 p.p.f shunted
by 1.1 megohms. It may also be
used as a wide-band amplifier with
maximum gain of 60 db variable in
20 -db steps and flat within
db
from 100 cycles to 3 me and within
1 db from 50 cycles to 6 mc.

METHODE panel connectors, mass
produced to the most critical military
quality standards,offer substantial current carrying capacity for a multiplicity of conductors in compact
polarized arrangements of 11, 15 and 20 terminals. Insulator
blocks are type MFE low loss mica filled phenolic, per MIL -P -14A.
Silver plated plug pins of micro -machined brass alloy and
socket contacts of precision fabricated beryllium
copper feature easily wired solder dipped terminals. Small pins are .040" diameter
and large pins .093" diameter.

Part No.
&

Description

Terminals

F-811 Socket

2

Large,

9 Small

M-811 Plug

2

Large,

9 Small

F-815 Socket

3

Large, 12 Small

M-815 Plug

3

Large, 12 Small

F-820 Socket

4 Large, 16 Small

M-820 Plug

4

Large, 16 Small

Antenna -Amplifier
Combination

Mounting

Overall

Centers

Dimensions

.864"
.864"
1.188"
1.188"
1.620"
1.620"

/64"
1-11/64"

3/4" W x 1-11

L

x 3/4" H

3/4" W x

L

x 15 '1

3/4

" W

x

l- t/7

"

L

x 3/4

6"

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH CORP., 67 I road St.,
New York 4, N. Y. A high -gain
H

" H

1-1/2" Ix 15/16" H
1-15/16" L x 3/4" H
W x 1-15/16"
x 15/16" H

1/4"W

x

3/4" W x

3/4"

L

We invite your inquiries

METHODE

Manufacturing Corp.

2021 West Churchill Street

Chicago 47, Illinois

Geared to produce Plastic and Metal Electronic Components
280

antenna and high -power amplifier
combination designed to meet the
FCC specification of 316 -kw maximum effective radiated power for
channels 7-13 has been announced.
The antenna is the 16-bay triangular loop antenna with a radiated power gain of 17. It features
light weight and simple base structure, requires only one transmission
line and is supplied complete with
diplexer. The 25 -kw air-cooled
amplifier utilizes an extremely
stable grounded-grid, screen -type
circuit with a rated power gain of
August,
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Sample Precision Potentiometers

now available in 4 to 6 weeks
Better delivery than ever before of Fairchild Precision Potentiometers is the result of recently improved facilities and additions to personnel. Now
you can expect delivery of sample standard units
with windings to meet your requirements in 4 to 6
weeks after your final approved specifications are
received. The same reasonable prices prevail, too.

Enlargement and realignment of facilities

and personnel also enable us to start delivery of
production orders in 3 to 4 months after receipt
of your order.
Thus, when you look to Fairchild for your
precision - potentiometer requirements you get
products built to the highest standards of quality coupled with sound engineering help that
starts with your idea and carries through to final
delivery.

HOW PRECISION IS DESIGNED AND BUILT INTO FAIRCHILD POTENTIOMETERS
aluminum bar stock. Close tolerance of
this construction permits ganging up to
20 units on a single shaft with no eccentricity of the center cups, even though
only two bearings are used.

1. Shaft is centerless-ground from stainless steel to a tolerance of +0.0000,
-0.0002 in. which, together with precision -bored bearings, results in radial shaft
play of less than 0.0009 in.

4. Windings are custom-made by an exclusive technique. This, together with
precious metal alloy contacts results in
guaranteed accuracies of -±-0.59b linear
and ±1.0% non-linear in standard type
potentiometers. Higher accuracies (to
0.05%) are available in other types.

2. Mounting plate

has all critical surfaces
accurately machined at one setting to
insure shaft -to -mounting squareness of
0.001 in./in. and concentricity of shaft
to pilot bushing within 0.001 in. FIR.

3.

Housing is precision -machined from

DO YOU HAVE CONTROL PROBLEMS?
Fairchild Sample Laboratory engineers are available to
help you with potentiometer problems. To get the
benefit of their knowledge and experience write today,
giving complete details, to Potentiometer Division, Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, Park Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., New York, Department 140-29A
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db. Approximately 3.5 kw of
sync peak drive power is required
9

for full output.

MEASURE
FM

Unmodulated Carrier

Drawn -Oval Capacitors

THE

GENERAL ELECTRIC

SPEEDY WAY
Modulation Index 1.3

FM

DEVIATION METER

CO.,

Schenec-

tady 5, N. Y. Drawn -oval capacitors for electronic applications are
shown with the rectangular -styled
units which they will replace. The
new capacitors are stronger,
smaller and cost less than the rectangular units. The new units are
available in ratings of 600 to 1,500
v d -c, 330 to 660 v a -c and 2.0 p.f
to 10.0 uf.

TF934

1111r

Modulation Index 2.4
The Carrier

"Disappears"

For carriers in the range 2.5 to
200 megacycles, this ruggedized
deviation meter is ideal. With
crystal -standardized deviation
ranges of 5, 25 and 75 kilocycles, alternative high- and low-level buffered
inlets, visual checking for optimum tuning and level, together with
a separately buffered audio outle4 FM Deviation Meter TF 934
incorporates every desirable refinement. There are no critical tuned circuits
to drift and the overall demodulation distortion is less than 0.1 per cent.

MARCONI instruments
Specialists in Communication Test Equipment

23-25 BEAVER

STREET

NEW YORK

4

CANADA: CANADIAN MARCONI CO., MARCONI BUILDING, 2442 TRENTON AVENUE, MONTREAL
ENGLAND: Head Office: MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED ST. ALBANS HERTS.
Managing Agents in Export: MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED
MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND
LONDON
WC2
282

Wattmeter
KEITHLEY INSTRUMENTS, 3868 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

Model 109 electronic wattmeter employs an amplifier to drive the potential coil of a dynamometer wattmeter. Advantages include an input impedance of 500,000 ohms,

eliminating errors due to potential
coil current. A frequency response
of 20 to 3,0000 cps permits accurate
measurement at all power frequencies and their harmonics, of nonlinear circuits with harmonics, and
of low audio frequencies. Ranges of
300, 100, 30, 10, 3, 1, 0.3, 0.1 and
0.03 watts are provided, with fullscale accuracy within 2 percent.
Maximum permissible current is
1.0 ampere, with external shunts
August, 1952-ELECTRONICS
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LITTON INDUSTRIES NEWS
PRODUCTION EXHAUSTING TO VACUUM 5 x 10-8

WITH ALL -METAL LITTON OIL VAPOR PUMPS
under production
In applications ranging from laboratory research to high vacuum
requirements for
today's
meeting
are
Pumps
Vacuum
PB
Model
conditions, Litton
higher vacuum more swiftly obtained.
Precision-built Litton pumps are of
all -steel construction to eliminate glass
breakage, avoid loss of engineering and

production time and lengthen pump
life. Each unit is water-cooled to insure
complete independence of room temperature. Pump heaters are external

and mount with a simple clamp for easy
replacement. The nozzle assemblies
are of stainless steel of high chromium
content.

For evacuation problems such as organic distillation, etc., Model PB Pumps
may be used without accessories. For
other problems, a charcoal baffle system
with a 2 -inch side outlet is provided.
This baffle has an adapting ring and collar which can be soldered to 2 -inch tubing to form a manifold, or through a
metal -glass seal to a glass manifold.
Baffle systems are water-cooled, and
contain a charcoal cell with a built-in
heater and lead terminal. Heating voltage required is 18 volts.
An additional accessory is a high -vacuum valve which attaches to the charcoal baffle unit. This valve is available
with its own side outlet. It is sufficiently
tight so that a manifold may be let down
to atmosphere and a new tube sealed
on and roughed out by auxiliary pump
-while the Litton vapor pump is still

-

MOLECULAR LUBRICANT FOR USE
WITH MODEL PB VAPOR PUMPS

Litton Molecular Lubricant "C" (Molube
"C") is a highly refined petroleum product
with a narrow boiling range. It has a vapor
pressure of approximately 10-' mm. Hg. at
room temperature. In the presence of ionization, it will give an indicated pressure of
10-" mm. Hg. It is designed for use in Litton
Oil Vapor Vacuum Pumps and with antifriction bearings operating within dynamic
vacuum systems.

operating. This can materially increase
production speed by eliminating out gassing of baffles each time the system
is opened to atmosphere.

Boiler, charcoal baffles and high-vacuum valves are easily demountable for
cleaning. Units of the pumps are available individually so combinations may
be selected appropriate to the research
or production problem.

Prices, delivery information on request.

LITTON INDUSTRIES
U.S.A.

2477

SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA,

ELECTRONICS

-
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Specifications
Ultimate Vacuum under following conditions:

Pump and water baffle only, 1 x 10-6
mm. of Mercury (ion gauge indication).
2. Pump, water and charcoal baffles, -5 x
10-8 mm. of Mercury.
3. Pump, water, charcoal baffles and valve,
5 x 10-7 mm. of Mercury.
Speed (measured at 10 mm. of Mercury)
1. Pump only, at connecting inlet, 280
liters.
2. Pump and water baffle at inlet, 200
liters.
3. Pump, water and charcoal baffles,
straight through type, at inlet, 75-100
liters.
4. Pump, water and charcoal baffles,
and valves, straight through type, 5075 liters.
High vacuum inlet, top -33/s" ID., 31/2"
1.

OD.

High vacuum inlet, side -2" ID., 21/8" OD.
Forepump outlet -1" copper tubing.
Height of pump only -181/2".
Height of pumps complete with baffles and
valve -30".
Width, max. width at high vacuum outlet
-71/a".
Construction -pump stainless steel. Auxiliaries -steel, tin clad.
Weight of pump only, with mounting
brackets -161/2 pounds.
Weight completely assembled -33 pounds.
Cooling -water.
Amount of oil -6 ounces.
Recommended oil

-

Litton Molecular
Lubricant, Type
"C," 375 watts.

,.s.. Ni:
I

Nr

Silicone Pumping
Fluids, DC702, 400
watts.

i]0k

Silicone Pumping

Fluids, DC703, 425
watts.

Boiler heaters -

of

Voltage available,
230, 208 and 115
volts; power, 375
watts.

Charcoal baffle

heater -Voltage, 18
volts AC; power, 75
watts.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS

of:

Glassworking Lathes and Accessories,

Vertical SealingMachines,BurnerEquipment, Precision Spotwelders, Oil Vapor
Vacuum Pumps, Gloss Baking Ovens,
Vacuum Tubes and Tube Components,
Magnetrons, High Vacuum Molube Oil,
Microwave Equipment.
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GYROS

available for measurement 3.0, 10
and 30 ampere circuits.

Á

Designed, Developed, and
Produced by

ECLIPSE- PIONEER
Ferrite Rod Antennas
HEPPNER MFG. CO., Round Lake, Ill.,
has announced a new line of Ferrite rod antennas including the
following sizes : in. diameter x 8
in. long, 156 in. diameter x 8 in.
long,
in. diameter x 5 in. long
and
in. diameter x 7 in. long.
Inductances are held to ± 0.5 per
cent and matched to the set for
which they are intended. The antennas come without mountings or
with mountings to the specifications
desired.

Eclipse -Pioneer, one of the world's largest producers of Gyros,
has developed a series of direct reading and remote transmitting
Gyros for radar stabilization, navigation, remote compass, automatic pilot, and other similar airborne applications.
Typical of these Gyros is the type 14104, a two axis, gravity erected Vertical
Gyro Transmitter designed for use as a remote vertical reference where vertical
stabilization is required. The instrument is essentially an electrically driven,
vertical-seeking gyro with separate Atltosyn° transmitter pick -offs on the
pitch and bank axes. Sealed in an aluminum case, protection against environmental conditions is accomplished by means of a double "O" ring labyrinth
air tight seal. Signals are brought out on sealed headers (terminal panels)
and caging and uncaging is obtained thru D.C. solenoids. Provisions are incorporated within the case to reduce bank error encountered in turns. A
means of sensing turns is required in order to employ this feature.
*REG.

TRADE MARK OF BENDI% AVIATION

CORPORATION

PIONEER

LOOK FOR THE
NARK OF ARRUTO
REG. U. 5. PAT. OFF.

Specifications for Eclipse -Pioneer Gyro Type 14104
Dimensions: 61/4" diam., 6%" high
Weight: 614 lbs.
Operational limits: 360° in roll and pitch with controlled tumbling of the pitch axis at near 90°.
Erection device: A gravity sensitive erection system maintains the gyro in a vertical position to
within ±*k° of vertical.
Caging: From any position at full rotor speed in less than 45 seconds.

Power Requirements
Gyro rotor: 115 volts, 400 cycle, 3 phase, 25 VA
Gyro caging: 28 volts DC, 5 amperes.
Gyro turn error compensation: 115 volts, 400 cycle, Single phase 40 MA.
Plekoff excitation: 26 volts, 400 cycle, Single phase, 0.34 watts each.

Bank and Pitch Pickoff Information
Input voltage: (Nominal rotor excitation): 26 volts, 400 cycle, Single phase.
Input current: 50 milliamperes.
Stator output-max. (lins to line): 11.8 volte.
Input impedance (stator open) : 139 +J510 ohms.
Sensitivity: 220 millivolts x degree aine of
displacement angle.
Stator resistance-DC (line to line): 34 ohms.
Null voltage-max.: 70 millivolts.
Rotor resistance-DC: 48 ohms.
Phase shift (rotor te stator): 4°

For detailed information, write to Dept. C
ECLIPSE -PIONEER DIVISION
TETERBORO, NEW JERSEY

of
AVIATION CORPORATION

Export Sales: Bendix International Division, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N.
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Y.

Mercury-Vapor Detector
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Co.,

Schenec-

tady 5, N. Y. The type A completely redesigned portable mecuryvapor detector was developed for
indicating concentrations of mercury which could be harmful to industrial workers. The electronic
instrument is designed to give an
instantaneous indication of mercury vapor by resonant absorption
of ultraviolet energy. It will give
instant readings ranging from 0.01
to 3.0 mg of mercury per cubic
meter of air, and features greater
operational stability independent of
line voltage. This is possible because of an additional phototube
in a bridge -circuit which measures
the visible light, thus maintaining
the bridge balance although the line
voltage may vary. Accuracy for
August, 1952

-

ELECTRONICS

LECOID)

REVOLUTIONARY

DELAY LINES

For

100

further information, please write specifying:

ßS

delay

2/LS rise time
m

Required delay
Delay tolerance
Maximum rise time
Required impedance
Special features such as unusual temperature
range, available space, tapping, etc.

21/2" x 31/2 x 9.r
space

DECADE DELAY LINES
ELECOM decade delay lines are entirely new items of laboratory
equipment. Each line provides adjustment over a two decade range,
and as much as 1.1 milliseconds delay with excellent rise time is
obtainable in a single unit of relatively small size.

Specifications of other ELECOM components available. Please write.

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER CORPORATION
Designers and Manufacturers of Electronic Computers and Components

ELECTRONICS

-

OFFICES: 160 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK 13,
PLANT: 265 BUTLER ST., BROOKLYN 17, N.Y.
August, 1952
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determination is within

now in full production!

L-

5

per -

cent.

the

AIRPAX
Subminiature Resistors
THE DAVEN Co., 191 Central Ave.,
Newark 4, N. J., has available series
1166 and 1167 hermetically sealed,

MIDGET

wire -wound subminiature resistors.
They can be furnished with wire
leads or with solid terminals. Series
1166 is 1 in. long and ii in. in diameter; 1167 is 1i in. long and l3 in.
in.
in diameter. Each has leads
long. The units are available with
temperature coefficients as low as
20 parts per million per deg C. Tolerances as close as ±0.1 percent
can be supplied. The wattage for
series 1166 is 0.5; for 1167 it is 1
watt. The resistors meet all requirements of specification JAN -R93 for type RB51A.

CHOPPER

2

THE
CONTACTS

NEWEST

only, break
before make. Rated
at 100 volts, 2 ma.
SPDT

MOST

HERMETIC SEALING

REVOLUTIONARY

May be operated at full rating at any altitude or h umidity.
Won't be damaged by prolonged

DEVELOPMENT

exposure to humidity or salt spray.

PHASE ANGLE

IN MINIATURE

Contacts lag 65 °
behind driving sine wave. Dwell time 135

RESIDUAL NOISE

At

1

megohm

impedance, residual noise is less than 400
microvolts peak, measured from any contact to
ground.

CHOPPERS!

ACCELERATION

Operates under greater
than 50G, any plane. Will take over 500G, in certain
planes.

DRIVE

Now available only at 400 cycles, 6.3 volts,

max. coil voltage. Usual frequency range

TEMPERATURE

is

380 to 420 cycles.

Operates successfully between

Wgt.-1.2

miniature socket.
Length 1.812. Max. dia. .765.

100°C, not damaged by temperatures varying over those limits.

VIBRATION

Operates well under vibration of 10G, 10 to 55

cycles.

Repeated life tests by some of nation's major electronic and
aircraft concerns show a life expectancy in excess of 1,000 hours.

LIFE

AIRPAX
PRODUCTS

DESIGNERS

MIDDLE
286

COMPANY

RIVER,

oz.

Size-Fits 7 pin

70C to.

ENGINEERS
--

BALTIMORE 20,

MD.

Production Comparator
HERMAN HOSMER SCOTT, INC., 385
Putnam Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.

Repetitive measurements in production testing and research instrumentation are made faster and
more simply with the type 610-A
production comparator. The instrument directly reads the percentage
or db difference between two a -c
voltages. Thus test units can be
directly and continuously compared
with a single standard unit previ August, 7952

-

ELECTRON ICS

SUPER-DR/VE

GRID wINDER

FOR HIGHER PITCH PRECISION
TO

500

T. P. I.

AND OVER

I
I
THE PROBLEM:

I

to produce grids of higher
pitch and top precision at greater
speed
.
and, at the same
time, to cut labor and maintenance
.

I

I

.

costs.
I

THE

I
I

SOLUTION:

Kahle developed a grid
winder with extra heavy, oversize
parts to provide greatly increased
smoothness and sensitivity of operation. Vibration was cut to a new
low by carrying main and draw
spindles on extra large bearings, by
using flexible couplings and by replacing ratchet and pawl with gears.
Lubrication is fully automatic requiring nothing more than occasional
attention to the oil level.

I
I
I

HIGH SPEED AUTOMATIC
GRID WINDING MACHINE
I

I
I
I

I
Kahle specializes in equipment for manu-

facturing

sub -

miniature,

power and cathode-ray tubes.

miniature,

I
I

1979

Seal-EX

utom at le
Sealing
Exhaust Machine
H

I
I
I

I
I

NEW EXCLUSIVE FEATURES INCREASE PRODUCTION SPEED AND PRECISION
spool carriage rides in its own two bearings and is dynamically balanced
main and draw spindles are extra long; each mounted on two individual bearings
double -row precision bearings are pre -loaded, extra large, anti -friction

lubrication

is provided by the Bijur fully automatic system
mandrel head, draw spindle and cam shaft drives are sealed and run in an oil bath
lead screw and rut are never disengaged, assuring exact register at all times
exclusive gear and clutch arrangement operates instantly at a flick of the finger
pneumatic cutter rises, cuts and recedes automatically leaving mandrel
completely accessible
tension control of grid wire spool is a special hysteresis-magnetic brake
cutting, notching, peening knives are easily adjustable to micrometer precision
side wire (mica -stop) swaging
smooth leg gapping; constant and variable pitch
operates at 1000 rpm, both right and left hand
makes grids up to 7/s" diameter or width.

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE
SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES

I

1934

Automatic Bul

Making
Machine to:
round Sub Miniature bulb
(also availabl
for flat subminiature bulbs)
Ask about the
new Kahle Filament Tab Welding Machine.

I

I
I

I

NEW
BERGEN,
1(M1LE ENGINEERING
NORTH
STREET

CO.RSEY

1309A SEVENTH

Specialists in high-speed electronic tube machinery for over 40 years
ELECTRONICS

-August,

1952
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RESIN -IMPREGNATED RESIN -FILLED

for 125°C service

- without derating

ously tested by conventional means.
The comparator accuracy is ± 11

percent. Normal meter range is
± 40 percent, with a minimum detectable difference of ± 11 percent,
with a minimum detectable difference of ±1 1 percent, though both
range and sensitivity can be increased. Dimensions are 91 X 61
X 61 inches. Weights is 61 lb.

H -F Power Supply
AMERICAN ELECTRIC MOTORS, 4811

loge

DURATOR

CAPACITORS

Higher working temperatures at no increase in size are now
possible, with Tobe Durators. Features of these capacitors are:
125°C ratings in same space as 85°C
150°C operation for 20 hours without derating
Welded terminals with silicon insulators
Hermetically sealed metal cases in bathtub, deep -drawn,
and lock-squeeze -seam styles
Capacitance drift below 71/2% from 65°C to +125°C
65°C to +125°C
Power factor below 1.5% from
minimum voltage
at
Suitable as coupling capacitors

-

-

Telegraph Rd., Los Angeles 22,
Calif. A new 400 -cycle motor alternator, meeting AN -E-19 requirements for power supplies, offers
marked freedom from maintenance.
It utilizes no rotating coils, requires
no brushes or springs, is small in
size and unusually compact. Total
size measures approximately 22 in.
X 12 in. X 12 in., and weight is
approximately 125 Ib. Outputs are
furnished in wattages up to 1,000
for single phase or 1,800 for 3 phase. Owing to the shape of the
inductor, the skew of the inductor
laminations and other design considerations, a waveform of unusual
purity results. Less than 5 -percent
total harmonic content exists. Voltage regulation is ±1 percent. Output voltage is 115 v single phase :
115 or 200 v, 3 phase.

Write for data sheet listing available
ratings and sizes.

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN
CORPORATION
NORWOOD,
288

MASSACHUSETTS

Double Rheostats
REX RHEOSTAT CO., 3

Foxhurst Rd.,

Baldwin, N. Y. A group of double
rheostats is now available for 1,120,
August, 1952
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SUB -MINIATURE

WIDE -RANGE

1,560, and 2,000 -watt capacity. Two
tubes of the same length are
mounted between sturdy mounting
brackets, while only one slider
moves a double contact arm with
copper -graphite contact
double
brushes. These models have the
advantage of two ranges connecting
both tubes in series or in parallel.

for aircraft service

Laboratory Power Supply
Science Park, Evansville, Ind., has announced a new
SAGA, INC.,

portable Variac-controlled laboratory power supply. It has continuously variable voltage output, automatic reset, auxiliary circuit protection, positive or negative output,
excellent filtering and all necessary
switches and controls. The standard model operates from 105 to 12.5
v, 50 to 60 cycles, providing output
of 0 to 2,000 v at 1 ampere maximum, with overload trip selection
at 25, 50, 100, 500, 650, 800 and
L000 mils. Other voltages are
available on special order.

TOBE

FILTERETTE No. 1561-A

Effective protection from radio interference throughout the 150 kilo.
cycle to 400 megacycle range is afforded communications circuits,
signal circuits, and low -current power circuits by the sub -miniature
interference filter shown above.
Small size
only 1-1/8 x 1 x 11/16 inch
Light weight
only one ounce
Handles 3 amperes at 125 .volts, 0 - 400 c.p.s.
FEATURES
Hermetically sealed in bathtub case, with
glass -insulated solder -sealed terminals
Better than 40 db attenuation throughout
0.150 - 400 mc. range

...
...

Other miniature and subminiature filters can be furnished to meet the performance requirements of your
particular applications. Ask
us for filter engineering assistance with any problem.

10

ro

OBStandardized Coils
FUGLE-MILLER LABORATORIES, Metu-

chen, N. J., announces a new line of
ELECTRONICS

-

August, 1952

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN
CORPORATION
NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS
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NOW-

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
on stock

models of

HELIPOT

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
(both Multi -Turn and Single -Turn)
The demand for HELIPOT Precision Potentiometers to meet
the requirements of constantly expanding applications in the
electronic industry has been so great that our production simply
couldn't keep up. So some six months ago we stepped up our
expansion program ... doubled our plant space-trained additional personnel in our precision operations-and added many
new machines and testing facilities.
Today, HELIPOT capacity is approximately double that of
only six months ago ...
>

>

ADVANCED ENGINEERING
Our engineering facilities have
been increased so that we can
more promptly solve your indi-

VOLUME PRODUCTION
We can give you immediate delivery on most stock models of
HELIPOT single and multi -turn
potentiometers when ordered in

reasonable quantities!
In large quantities of stock items,
we can make rapid initial deliveries and maintain volume delivery schedules.

vidual potentiometer engineering
problems.
>

Special HELIPOTS to meet your
engineering specifications can also
be manufactured
in volume- to
meet your delivery requirements.

-

So whatever your need in precision potentiometers, bring
your problem to HELIPOT and get the benefit of the unequalled
"know-how," advanced engineering and volume -production facilities of the largest manufacturer of precision potentiometers.
HELIPOT's objective is to provide for you the same flexibility and
efficiency that you would expect from a division of your own
manufacturing operations.
Send for descriptive literature
on the HELIPOT potentiometers now in production!

t

THE H e l B p o
SOUTH PASADENA

CORPORATION
2. CALIFORNIA

FIELD OFFICES: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Rochester, Schenectady, Cleveland,
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis. Los Angeles, Seattle, Dallas and Fort Myers, Florida. In
Canada: Cossor Ltd., Toronto and Halifax. Export Agents: Frathoes Co., New York 18.

THE VICTOREEN
CONDENSER r -METER

SHIELDING
PROBLEMS

Three new models have been

added to Victoreen's regular line
of thimble chambers for use with

effectively and economically solved with

the Condenser

METEX

r -Meter.

These sup-

plement the previous models by

electronic "Weather Strips"

having

walls sufficiently

thick to

achieve electronic equilibrium for

radiation from one and two million
volt X-ray machines, cobalt 60,

Resilient... Conductive . . Compressible... Cohesive
From closures for cabinets to gas-

kets for waveguide couplings,

Metex Electronic Shielding assures lasting metal -to -metal contact to prevent leakage, without
the need for costly machining to
secure precise surface-to-surface
knitted,
contacts. Metal wire
gives
not woven or braided
Metex Electronic Strips and Gaskets that combination of conduc-

--

^i41i'

MOAK.
4,4

ï

tivity and resiliency which makes

them so effective and economical
for shielding.

,,-,

KNITTERS OF WIRE MESH FOR MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY

mum=

same careful manner as the red

precision thimbles used for many

,

4

#41.4

290

new models are calibrated in the

W4+rjr"«414;
h al,+

METAL TEXTILE CORPORATION
641 East First Avenue

25r; and Model 554, 250r. The

copy of "Metex Electronic
Weather Strips." Or outline your
specific shielding problem-it will
receive immediate attention.

i +,r f rf
*iY ++--`'4R +
+;r`+

the Model 552, 2.5r; Model 553,

For a more detailed picture of the
scope .5f utility of Metex Electronic Products, write for free

.:4

t3.14#,11

and radium. These chambers are

!

,

4+41

years

denser

with the Model

70 Con-

r -Meter.

Write Our Sales Department
for Bulletin 5043.

IyS

:tet.i:ut,
Roselle, N. J.

METEX

Aj

749fA"

5806 HOUGH AVE. CLEVELAND 3. OHIO

August, 1952
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standardized coils designed for radio, f -m and tv receivers. The coils
fit standard chassis punchings and
areas. Windings can be supplied
to meet exactly customers' requirements in all usual types including
r -f, i -f, discriminator, oscillator and
others. Overall dimensions are
23c in. x 4 in. x 4 in. including
terminals. Complete details will be
supplied on request.

MODEL 409
RECORDING OSCILLOGRAPH
FOR

VIBRATION, TEMPERATURE, STRESS, STRAIN ANALYSIS

Model 409 with
100 ft. Capacity Magazine

Extruded Plastic Tubing
IRVINGTON VARNISH AND INSULATOR
Co., 6 Argyle Terrace, Irvington

Model 409 with
50 ft. Capacity Magazine

N. J., has developed an extremely fine diameter extruded
plastic tubing for use on small and
miniature electrical and electronic
components. The tubing, 0.012 in.
i.d. x 0.012 in. wall in size, was
designed to meet the demands of
the expanding electronic industry
for a wire covering in miniature
motors, relays capacitor leads and
similar applications. Regardless of
its small diameter, all the physical
characteristics of the company's
regular Temflex 105 and Transflex
tubing are maintained. Samples
are available.

The Century Model 409 Oscillograph was designed for operation
under the most adverse conditions and more especially, where space

11,

and weight considerations are limited.

available on
the present market, yet it incorporates many features found in larger
oscillographs, such as trace identification, trace viewing, continuously
variable paper speeds and others. The Model 409 Oscillograph has
been tested and proven to record faithfully during accelerations in
excess of 20 g's. This makes it especially desirable for uses such an
missile launching, parachute seat ejection, fighter aircraft and torpedo
studies.
Write for Bulletin CGC -303 and CGC -301
This Oscillograph is the smallest and most compact unit

REGISTER and

1505 Race Street

Putnam Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
The 120-A equalizer preamplifier

Philadelphia, Pa.

August, 1952

CORPORATION

TULSA, OKLAHOMA

HERMON HOSMER SCOTT, INC., 385

-

YOUR country

GEOPHYSICAL

Equalizer Preamplifier

ELECTRONICS

VOTE-it's

238 Lafayette St.
Dayton, Ohio

EXPORT OFFICE:
149 Broadway, New York
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(--UnderstandMINIATURE SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES

TV Technology

Commutators and other Electro -Mechanical Components

fundamentals
circuits equipment

PRECISION MADE TO YOUR OWN SPECIFICATIONS

Here is the volume that
gives you working knowledge of the complete
television system-prepares you fully for technical work in designing
television systems-operating television equipment-or understanding
the details of receiving
equipment. Much has
been done in advancing
television technology in the past few yearsmuch more is to come. This book gives you the
essential grounding and the knowledge of today's practice that will equip you to take advantage of the opportunities ahead in this greet
field.

Just Published! 2nd Edition

Our Swiss methods and techniques are geared to
meet exacting requirements. We invite your inquiries.

COLLECTRON CORPORATION
216 EAST 45th STREET
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
MUrray Hill 2-8473

A'G'A

TELEVISION
ENGINEERING
By Donald G. Fink
Editor, Electronics; Vice Chairman,
National Television System Committee
721

pages, 512 illustrations, $8.50

This outstanding book meets the need for
grounding in the engineering and technical
fundamentals of television. The whole television process, from studio to receiver, is covered.
Aspects peculiar to television technology, such
as scanning and wave -form analysis, illumination and colorimetry, camera tubes and picture
tubes, are treated in detail, starting from first
principles. The principles of operation of television systems, in black -and -white and color,
are covered, and the book describes in detail
the design, operation, and use of television
equipment.

Brings you these new features:
COLOR TV:

AGASTAT

kofiortional

TIME DELAY

RELAY

A'G'A

STIMSONITE
REFLECTORS

,broforfional unit
Mush

double head

A'G'A
No;nllU//

remote
control
LIGHTING

ACA

AGASTAT_

TIME DELAY RELAY for every reQuirement
AV

DIVISION

OF

ELASTIC

STOP

Contains complete circuit diagrams, with tube types and component
values of nearly every item of equipment in the
television system, including sync -signal generator, cameras and camera controls for live pickup and film, and microwave relay transmitter
:Ind receiver.

EXAMINATION

330 W. 42 St., NYC 36
Send me Fink's TELEVISION ENGINEERING for
10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will
remit $8.50, plus few cents for delivery or return
took. We pay for delivery if you remit with this
coupon; same return privilege.)

(Print)

Name

Address

State

Zone.

Company

MARINE
LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT
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radiators

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS:

City

NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA

1027 NEWARK AVE., ELIZABETH 3 NEW JERSEY

-stagger tuning of i -f amplifiers
-intercarrier sound reception
-distributed amplification
-the
keyed clamp circuit
-offset carrier reduction of co -channel inter
ference
-tonal gradation correction amplifiers
-reaction type power supplies
-batwing and superturnstile transmitting

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,

AIRPORT

V

Explains many
NEW DEVELOPMENTS:

10 DAYS' FREE

button

AN

Two chapters devoted to color television
fundamentals and description of six color sys
t ems.

FL -8-5.

Position
This offer applies to U. S. only.
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provides versatile remote control
and compensation for music reproduction. The record -compensator
adjusts for virtually all recording
characteristics and levels. Treble
roll -off and bass turnover equalization is provided on 8 positions.
Combined with the equalization is
a 3 -position input -selector for tuner
and tv. Frequency response is flat
from 19 to 35,000 cps. The preamplifier is entirely d -c operated to
minimize hum. Tubes used are one
12AX7 and two 12AU7's.

we can make your
If you use parts like these (up to

Ceramic Capacitors
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC Co., 35

Marshall

St., North Adams, Mass. An optimum combination of high Q, capacitance stability and excellent retrace
characteristics is available in a new
precision metal -encased tubular ceramic capacitor. Types B20, B21,
B22 and B23 capacitors greatly ex-

tend the capacitance range available
to circuit designers in close -accuracy
ceramic capacitors at rated voltages
of 500, 1,000 and 1,500 v a -c. Their
extreme stability often makes possible a controlled capacitance tolerance within -±1 percent and
temperature coefficient tolerances
within ±10 ppm per deg. C. For
less critical applications, the usual
tolerance on temperature coefficient
is ±30 ppm or ±15 percent of
the nominal temperature coefficient,
whichever is greater.

OUR QUOTE IS LOWER BECAUSE NOBODY HAS
be able to
WHAT WE HAVE

To
produce our
famous Bead Chain to sell for pennies
per yard, we had to develop our own
our MULTIequipment and method
SWAGE Method.
Instead of turning and drilling small
parts from solid rod, or stamping and
forming them, this advanced method
automatically swages them from flat
stock into precision tubular forms, with
tight seams. By increasing the production rate many times, and eliminating

...

Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

A

new

binding post incorporates a female
sleeve connection in the post top to
accommodate insertion of a banana
plug. Standard cross drill is supplied in the stem for insertion of
wire ; the top screws tight to wire.
It is available in three types of
base: plain knurled; with dowel;
ELECTRONICS

-
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Our Bead Chain

MULTI -SWAGE Method permits parts
to be beaded, grooved, shouldered, and
of almost any metal. Generally, they
should not exceed %" dia. or 1 %"
length. Catalog shows many Standard
Items available in small quantity. Special
Designs must usually be ordered in lots
of a half-million or more, unless they
are frequently re -ordered.
GET COST COMPARISON, Send blueprint or
sample and quantity requirements. Our
engineers will return an eye-opener
on economy.

FOOT OR REST PINS
SHAFT BEARINGS

w BEAD CHAIN make it by the

MULTI -S WAGE
SHOULDER PINS
FGic PERMANENT
ATTACHMENTS

Stenton

WHAT WE CAN MAKE

TYPICAL USES

Universal Binding Post
HUGH H. EBY, INC., 4700

scrap, this saves a large part of the cost
by other methods.
FAMOUS USERS PROVE IT For years leading
manufacturers in the radio and electronics field have depended on us to cut
costs of millions of contact pins, terminals, jacks and sleeves. And, for
pinlike parts and variations of bushings
needed for mechanical purposes, we are
the money -saving supplier to scores of
prominent makers of toys, business machines, appliances, ventilators etc.

%" dia.

and to 1 %" length) in large quantities,
it is almost certain that we can show you
a big saving. And assure on -time deliveries to meet your pressing defense
work schedules. We have something
unique back of that claim ...

SPACERS
BETWEEN

r

METHOD
M -MI--

_-11111

FARTS
I

3

want this Catalog -Data Folder

The Bead Chain Manufacturing Co.
88 Mountain Grove St., Bridgeport, Conn.

S
Name, title.____
Company._

CONTACT PINS

TERMINALS

Address
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(ACME

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

Advertisers:
P...43.44

..

How about

ltsfe4,74.

the
Acme's extensive know-

NUCLEAR

how in the development of
Magnetic Amplifiers can provide you with the precise
component to fit your exact
requirement.

These

can be

field?

characteristics

supplied-

There are a good many advertisers using ELECTRONICS
who should also be advertising in
NUCLEONICS.

Power gains as high as 10 million

Carrier operating frequencies from 60 cps
to 100 kcs

Power output up to 20 watts
Input sensitivity to 0.10 microwatts
Write today for catalog page and
specification form in which you
can list your requirements.

ELECTRONICS, INC.
300 No. Lake Ave., Pasadena 4, Calif.

Particularly in instrumentation
and laboratory equipment, there
is a cross -over of use in the electronic and in the nuclear field.
But, there is very little crossover in the subscriber lists of the
matter of a
two publications
few percentage points.

-a

It is quite possible that you are
doing an effective presentation of
your products and abilities in this
excellent issue, but are missing
such presentation before one of
the fastest growing fields in the
country's history-the field of
atomic energy.

C4.PROOF

ACUUM TUBE

STAINERS
These retainers are used to secure Vacuum Tubes and to resist
side motion of Vacuum Tubes
used in radio equipment which
is subject to shock and vibrations. These retainers meet the
requirement of all JAN specifications. The insulated portion is
made of a melamine base Fibre
Glass Phenol which provides 300
volts insulation to ground and
withstands a temperature of
350 F. The insulated plate can
readily be fastened or released
by hand.

Available for envelope types T7, T8, MT8,

T9, T12, ST12, T12ZDI, ST14, S14, ST16,
T51/2, T61/2, MT -IC, ST19, T14, ST128CT-9.

JAMES IPPOLITO
401 CONCORD AVENUE,
294

Manufacturers of
Electronic Components

&

CO., INC.

The sales representatives of
ELECTRONICS are also the sales
representatives of NUCLEONICS.
They have much evidence pointing
to the opportunities in this great
NEW field. Ask them to show you
what your potentials can be.

NUCLEONICS
ABP

ABC

Publication
330 West 42nd St.

A McGraw-Hill

New York 36, N. Y.

BRONX 54, N. Y.
August,
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and with boss extending from bottom of base to provide insulation
through a metal panel, and flatted
to prevent rotation.

ook to
Regulated Power Supply
285 Columbus Ave.,
Boston 16, Mass. Model One 300-v
d -c regulated power supply is an
electronic laboratory instrument designed and constructed for longest
life and utmost reliability. Conservative load rating is 0 to 300 ma.
output voltage is manually adjustable over a ± 10 -percent range by
means of a precision bridge. Abundant filtering and a high -gain regulator produce an impedance level
below 0.1 ohm, with combined ripple
and jitter less than 0.5 mv. To
withstand impulse loads, the output
terminals are directly shunted by a
All trans15-p.p.f oil capacitor.
formers and inductors are hermetically sealed, all having grain oriented cores. Model One is for
either bench or rack usage, and
operates from the standard 50 -to -60
cycle, 115-v line.
EASTGAP Co.,

FLUO RO FLEX' -T

for

TEFLON'
with the
optimum performance
you're looking for
"Teflon" powder is converted into
Fluoroflex-T rod, sheet and tube under
rigid control, on specially designed
equipment, to develop optimum inertness and stability in this material. You
can be sure of ideal, low loss insulation
for uhf and microwave applications...
components which are impervious to
virtually every known chemical... and
serviceability through temperatures
from -90°F to +500°F.
Produced in uniform diameters,
Fluoroflex-T rods feed properly in
automatic screw machines without the
costly time and material waste of centerless grinding. Tubes are concentric
permitting easier boring and reaming. Parts are free from internal strain,
cracks, or porosity. This means fewer
rejects, longer service life.
Mail in the coupon for more data.

Literature
Oscillograph. General Electric
Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. Bulletin
GEC -580A deals with the type PM 18 oscillograph for simultaneous
recording of 2, 3 or 4 steady-state
or varying quantities. Included
are an illustrated description, a
list of typical applications, operation, prices and information on
optional accessories.

-

*Du Pont trade mark for its tetrafluoroethylene resin. tFluoroflex is a Resistofiex

Fuses. Littelfuse, Inc., 1865 Miner
St., Des Plaines, Ill., has published
a completely illustrated list price
sheet containing actual -sized drawings of 25 fuse types and blowing
characteristics. By matching the
blown fuse to the illustration one
can determine quickly the fuse
needed. A companion sheet accurately illustrates and prices various
assortments and kits as well as the
complete line of fuse mountings
for quick, sure identification.
High -Gain Corner Reflector. Product Development Co., Inc., 307
Bergen Ave., Kearny, N. J. Bulle ELECTRONICS
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registered trade mark for products made
from fluorocarbon resins.

RESISTOFLEX
ry
E 8
Belleville 9, N. J.
SEND NEW BULLETIN containing technical data and information on
Fluoroflex-T

RESISTOFLEX CORPORATION,

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY
ADDRESS

II
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RUGGEDIZED METERS
AVAILABLE

NOW
4

n

MILLIAMPERES

Built to meet Signal Corps
specifications MIL -M-10304,
JAN -I-6, MIL -M -6A
& SCL-3069.

zo

0

RUGGEDIZED

These meters are

manufactured in standard
11/2", 21/2", 31/2" and

9a2

41/º

"

sizes.

D.C. instruments available

AC CURRENT
ANYWHERE

HERMETICALLY SEALED

in microammeters,

milliammeters, ammeters
and voltmeters.

LITERATURE ON

REQUEST

ENVIRONMENT FREE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT by

PHAOSTRON CO.,

151

PASADENA AVE., SO. PASADENA, CAL.

II

ElFREQUENCY
I
FOR

111

STANDARD
AND HEAVY DUTY

INVERTERS
For Inverting D. C. to A C
Specially Designed for operating A. C.
Radios, Television Sets, Amplifiers, Address Systems, and Radio Test Equipment from D. C. Voltages in Vehicles,
Ships, Trains, Planes and
in D.C. Districts.

VNEW MODELS
NEW DESIGNS

NEW LITERATURE

III

ii

Is

Stability

ii

IN

III

Mobile

a

EQUIPMENT

.

.

.

mu

.
Il

¡
.

I
IIwith

make sure your crystals are made by Standard Piezo.
For years, our Crystals have been standard as original equipment
leading manufacturers and for replacement purposes by large
operators of mobile equipment.

I
94.

.

f

Precise,

Standard

accurate,

available for

ALL

Piezo

Crystals

are

types of mcbile communication

equipment.

111

.
111

i
i

for complete details.

...iii.MaiiiiMiiiiiiiii1
Request catalog

E

"A"

Battery Eliminators, DC -AC
Inverters. Auto Radio Vibratore

AMERICAN TELEVISION

Qt

r,,

t RADIO Co.

pars Scree F93/

SAINT PAUL I, MINNESOTA-U.S.A
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tin 252 covers a new high -gain
cavity-fed corner reflector for 360
to 420, 890 to 960 and 1,850 to 1,990
mc. The antennas described provide a substantial gain over conventional corner reflectors and
have a front -to -back ratio of better
than 20 db.

w)

hank

¡Ocat¡r

e s
d SPattec
Spratecee
etaPPn9
4<°r

Printed Circuits. The Formica
Co., Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati
32, Ohio, has available a 4 -page
folder describing its developments
in the field of printed circuits and
their advantages in many types of
electrical and electronic production. As illustrated in the brochure these printed circuits employ a photo -etch process on
foil -clad plastic laminates to convert a working drawing to a
working part.

Pressure -Sensitive Tapes. Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., 900
Fauquier St., St. Paul 6, Minn.
Two dozen Scotch brand pressure sensitive tapes that meet various
government specifications are described in a new 16-page manual.
The booklet contains 42 photographs and illustrations, and gives
complete data on tapes for packaging, holding, mending, masking,
sealing, mounting, protecting, insulating and splicing jobs. It also
lists 11 tapes for the construction
and maintenance of electrical and
electronic equipment, plus two
magnetic recording tapes for such
jobs as telemetering, computing
and industrial training programs.

THE

FIRST
GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN

WELD FASTENERS
PEM Self -Locating

Wideband Sweep Generator. Polytechnic Research and Development
Co., Inc., 55 Johnson St., Brooklyn
1, N. Y. Vol. 1, No. 1 of PRD Reports is a 4 -page article illustrating and describing, complete with
specifications and prices, the type
907 wideband sweep generator for
both vhf and uhf tv. The publication will be sent regularly upon application. Position and company
address should be included in the
request.

Weld Fasteners are "common-

sense engineered," based on the experience of hun-

dreds of users of weld fasteners.

They

will speed your assembly,

cut equipment and

labor costs and do a better fastening job, wherever
load carrying threads are required in thin metals
that may be welded.
Write for literature and samples for trial. Penn Engineering & Manufacturing Corp., Doylestown, Pa.

Tachometers. Metron Instrument
Co., 432 Lincoln St., Denver 9, Col.

Technical data sheet No. T4 describes the principle of operation
of hand, portable and fixed installation tachometers. The literature
ELECTRONICS
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INFORMATION
on positions at

NORTHROP

hot tin dipped

also
OLYMPIC

Fabricated cases
End shields
Channel frames

holes

.

.

.

... fabricated terminal

and vent

smooth, one-piece construction using

cold rolled steel

.

.

.

draw depths up to

21/2"

Mounting

... inside fit covers for easy hermetic sealing

brackets

in all sizes

.

.

.

Northrop Aircraft, Inc. is engaged
in vitally important projects in
scientific and engineering
development, in addition to aircraft
production. The program is
diversified, interesting and longrange. Exceptional opportunities
await qualified individuals.
The most responsible positions
will go to top -caliber engineers
and scientists. However, a number
of excellent positions exist for
capable, but less experienced,
engineers. Some examples of the
types of positions now open are:

available as stock sizes and

as special fabrications.

MJJ
P. O. BOX

7L

METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.

71A

PHILLIPSBURG, N. J.

ELECTRONIC PROJECT ENGINEERS...

71w«

can ThAe

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION

ENGINEERS...RADAR ENGINEERS...
FLIGHT -TEST ENGINEERS...
STRESS ENGINEERS...

AERO- AND THERMODYNAMICISTS...
SERVO -MECHANISTS

... POWER -PLANT

INSTALLATION DESIGNERS...
STRUCTURAL DESIGNERS...
ELECTRO -MECHANICAL DESIGNERS...

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION DESIGNERS.
ENCINAI I.'RING DR:AICING CHECKERS...

Qualified engineers and scientists
who wish to locate permanently in
Southern California are invited
to write for further information
regarding these interesting, longrange positions. Please include
an outline of your experience
and training.

Allowance for travel expenses.

-anddialt
XTALS
.un a ...o. n..amn

toutf

NORTHROP
AIRCRAFT, INC.

DX RADIO PRODUCTS CO.
47,
GENERAL OFFICES:

298

Address correspondence to
Director of Engineering,

2300 W ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO

1009 E. BROADWAY

ILL.
OP*

HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA
August, 1952
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contains simplified circuit diagrams
and pictures many available models.
The basic circuit and its advantages
are described in detail.

Instrument Amplifier. Keithley Instruments, 3868 Carnegie Ave.,
Cleveland 15, Ohio. An improved

instrument amplifier which greatly
increases the accuracy of oscilloscopes

and

vacuum -tube

volt-

meters is the subject of a new 4 page bulletin. The instrument described has an input impedance of
over 200 megohms shunted by 6.0
u.i.f; gains of 1.0, 10 and 100; and
frequency response from 5 to over
150,000 cps.

Sound -Survey Meter. General Radio Co., 275 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge 39, Mass. Volume 27
No. 11 of the "Experimenter" contains an 8 -page article on the type
1555-A sound -survey meter. The
article is well illustrated and gives
complete specifications and prices
for the unit described.

Rack and Panel Connectors. Hugh
H. Eby, Inc., 4700 Stenton Ave.,
Philadelphia, Pa., announces publication of an 8 -page data catalog
describing the company's line of
new compact connectors for electronic and aircraft use. Included
are dimensional drawings, and detailed description of male and
female rack and panel connectors
having 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 14, 15, 18 or
34 pins; miniature 5, 7 and 9 pin
connectors, and watertight and universal binding posts.
Decimal Counting Units. Berkeley
Scientific Corp., Richmond, Calif.
Construction, basic design, typical
applications and specifications for
a line of decimal counting units
are given in a recent four -page
folder. The units described are

direct -reading, electronic counters
capable of operating at speeds up
to 1,000,000 counts per second and
resolving paired pulses separated
by as little as 0.8 microsecond.
Capacitor Clip.

Prestole Corp.,

1345 Miami S., Toledo, Ohio. A

recent catalog bulletin deals with
a newly designed capacitor clip
that features a retaining tongue
ELECTRON ICS

-
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Electronic equipment manufactured by the Electronics Division
in Baltimore must meet rigid performance specifications. To evaluate this equipment under controlled atmospheric conditions, Westinghouse uses a Bowser Walk -In Room which will
simulate temperatures from -85° F. to +176° F., and relative humidity
from 20% to 95%. In addition, pressures found at altitudes up to
80,000 feet can be created. The entire test facility is operated and
controlled from a remote control station.
The complete room was designed, built and installed by Bowser.
This unit is an example of what Bowser can do to help anyone whose
products require testing, processing, or stabilized storage. Environmental
simulation units, as well as other

of Westinghouse Electric

Bowser equipment, can be

engineered to meet individual

PROGRESS REPORT
demand

requirements with unlimited

increasing
a
To meet the
test equipment,
Bowser
5,000
for
containing
new building
has just
floor space
sq. ft. of
facilities
been added to our
policy
carry on our
and to

specifications for size, temperature and humidity ranges and
peak altitude.
Why not take advantage of
Bowser's long continuous experience, the first and best in the
field. Our trained engineers are
available for consultation at your,
plant without obligation.

e

research,

of independentour eng inee
have doubled
staff.

-3ÿ. `2't`"K
4'

tt

r

7

BOWSER TECHNICAL REFRIGERATION, Terryville, Conn.

Send information on test equipment checked:

1/CHECK AND MAIL TODAY

High Temperature

BOWSER
TECHNICAL REFRIGERATION
DIVISION BOWSER INC.

TERRYVILLE

CONN.

Special Engineering

Name

Pos

Company
Street

City

L

Fungus Resistance

D Low Temperature
Rain and Sunshine
D Temperature Shock D Sand and Dust
Humidity
D Immersion
D Altitude
Explosion Proof
O Walk -In Rooms
D Vapor Tight

7one_State

8-5.4
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SERVOSCOPE®
Test analyzer for use in development and PRODUCTION of

SERVOMECHANISMS and
PROCESS CONTROLS. Measures

FREQUENCY RESPONSE, PHASE

to 20 CYCLES SINE
WAVE, SQUARE WAVE, MODULATED CARRIER, 50 to 800
SHIFT 0.1

CYCLES.

SERVOBOARD
A FLEXIBLE

SET

of PRECISION

mechanical parts for quickly
coupling motors, synchros, potentiometers to form assemblies of
Servo systems, regulators, com-

... for

applications requiring low electrical
noise, low and constant
contact drop, high current density and minimum wear.

putors.

SERVO
OF
DEPT.

CORPORATION
AMERICA
NEW HYDE PARK, N.Y.

E-8

ri
AI

EXTENSIVELY USED IN

SELSYNS

ROTATING THERMOCOUPLE and
STRAIN -GAGE CIRCUITS
ROTATING JOINTS
GUN -FIRE CONTROLS
DYNAMOTORS etc.

NEW
ELECTRIC

pRODYtTI M EWERS
"CS" and "Y"

Wide range of grades available for standard
and special applications.
Brush holders and coin silver slip rings available for use with Silver Graphalloy Brushes.

ELECTRIC

PRODUCTIMETERS

all electric
counting requirements

The answer to

OTHER GRAPHALLOY PRODUCTS:

...

..

.
Two Sizes
Two Companion Counters
Totally Enclosed
Long Life
Accurate
Hi -Speed

Oil -free self-lubricating

...

Bushings and Bearings, Oilfree Piston Rings, Seal Rings,
Thrust and Friction Washers,
Pump Vanes.

...

Speeds of 1000 counts per minute. Both

counters give maximum readability. De.
.
sign fits all mounting conditions
panel mounting or base mounting. Hardened steel working parts for long life
and dependability.
New type case for compactness,
.

Write us for Data Sheets and further information.
Outline your problem and we will apply our years of
accumulated experience toward its solution.

...

rigidity, and protection against dust and
moisture conditions. Operate accurately
over wide current fluctuations.

DURANT MANUFACTURING

CO.

112 Orange St.
1912 N. Buffum St.
Providence 3, R. I.
Milwaukee 1, Wis.
Representatives in Principal Cities

GRAPHITE METALLIZING
CORPORATION
1055 NEPPERHAN AV' NUE

300

YONKERS, N. Y.

Write for
Electrics
Bulletin

pRODVCTI M ETE RS
SINCE 1879

e44401

ceimeaudei
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NEW PRODUCTS

on each side that supports the clip
by gripping tightly to the mount-

ing surface, thus providing fatigue -free holding and longer life.
A fully'.,illustrated_description and.
specifications for the seven available sizes are given.

Wattmeter. Keithley Instruments,
3868 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland 15,
Ohio. A 2 -page bulletin deals with
the electronic wattmeter that is
especially useful where a high input impedance or sensitivity to
low -voltage and low -power circuits
is required. The publication contains detailed description, specifications and suggested uses, including transformer core loss and
copper -loss tests, measuring audio
power to speakers, and power
measurements at aircraft frequencies.

Miniature Terminals. Garde Mfg.
Co., 588 Eddy St., Providence 3,
R. I. A single-page bulletin describes and illustrates the company's miniature insulated FeedThru terminals with voltage
breakdown of 4,500 v rms, 60 cycle
test. Dimensional drawings and
chief features are included.
General Purpose Computer. Computer Research Corp., 3348 W. El
Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif.,
has issued a 6-page folder describing the chief features and functions of the CRC 102 general
purpose computer that solves any
type of arithmetic or mathematical
problem in which characteristics
can be expressed in numerical
form. A sample problem and its
solution are included.

When circuits demand
ACCURACY
STABILITY
ECONOMY

you'll choose 5(e-,t/ta carbon -coat

deposited carbon resistors
Yes-when your circuits demand precision resistors, you will want
accuracy and stability plus economy and small physical size. Your
first choice then is Electra Carbon -Coat Deposited Carbon Resistors.
Proved in hundreds of critical circuits by the world's leading electronic
manufacturers, Electra Deposited Carbon Resistors offer all these
advantages and more-you'll profit by investigating now!

± 1% offers values
from 5 ohms to 1.0 megohm.

watt resistor

Precision. ±- 1% tolerance is
the standard, but greater tolerances are furnished.
7 Physical Sizes ranging from
body sizes of 17/32" x 3/32"
in the 1/4 watt capacity to 2-1/4"
x 9/32" in the 2 watt capacity.
Wattage Capacity. Available in
and 2 watt capacity.
1/4, 1/2,
Stability. Temperature coefficient is negative with minimum
variation in extreme cycling.
Extreme Value Range from 3

Coatings and Sleeves. A variety
of special coatings and sleeves
available for virtually every
need.

Made to Your Specifications.
Electra manufactures to many

1

Electron Microscope. Radio Corp.
of America, Camden, N. J., has
issued a new brochure entitled
"The Electron Microscope at Work
in Industry." The booklet emphasizes only typical applications of
the electron microscope by industries in the automotive, chemical
processing, metal fabrication,
petroleum, rubber, food, drug, textile and radio and electric fields.
Ask for Form 2R8195.
Germanium Crystal Diode. Berkshire Laboratories, 506 Beaver
Pond Road, Lincoln, Mass., has
ELECTRON ICS
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ohms to 50 megohms. E.G.

MAIL THIS COUPON
TODAY!

/(4

special specifications.

Availability.

Because of Electra's
expanded manufacturing facilities and improved methods, fast
delivery to you is assured.

1/4

ELECTRA MFG. COMPANY
Kansas City 8, Mo.
2537 Madison
Please send Bulletin E-3 giving complete specifications and characteristics of Electra Carbon Coat Resistors.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

arbonbon-coatISION

RESISTORS

CITY

STATE

301
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published bulletin B-46 on the type
GCD-1 high back resistance germanium crystal diode for high and
low frequency rectification. The
units described are useful in computers and other electronic applications. The bulletin includes
specifications and price.
PYROFERRIC IRON CORES are sci-

entifically manufactured, under
strictest quality controls and rigid
maintenance of close electrical and
mechanical tolerances.
PYROFERRIC services are

available for

the engineering of your core production
requirements . . write for catalog 22,
which gives complete powdered iron
core information such as the manufacture of iron cores, their electrical properties, materials, design considerations,
standardization data, uses, and contains
other useful information.
.

Speaker Catalog. Oxford Electric
Corp., 3911 South Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill., has released a catalog containing complete information on a line of speakers including
the new Hi -Fidelity speakers and
speakers for auto, p -a, inter-com,
outdoor and radio and tv, portables and permanent -magnet and
electrodynamic applications. Illustrations of the various speakers
are included in the 3 -colored
catalog.

Variable Resistors. Chicago Telephone Supply Corp., Elkhart, Ind.
Complete details on 167 types of
military variable resistors are
given in Stock Sheet No. 162. Included are JAN -R-94 and JAN -R19 types and non -JAN controls.
Pages 2 and 3 list and describe the
167 types of controls available.
Six key controls are illustrated and
dimensional drawings of five shaft
types are given. Page 4 gives pertinent performance characteristics
in full detail.
V -T Electrometer. Keithley Instruments, 3868 Carnegie Ave.,

Cleveland 15, Ohio. Vacuum -tube
electrometer applications are discussed in a recent two -page article
reprint. The paper explains basic
advantages and features of the instrument, includes several circuit
schematic diagrams, and discusses
many measurements easily madeincluding accurate measurement
of potentials, currents, capacitance and resistance.

Electrical Wire and Cable. United
States Rubber Co., Rockefeller
Center, New York 20, N. Y., has
issued a 52-page engineering catalog on its line of electrical wires
and cables for the coal mining industry. The booklet includes complete performance and specification data on insulation and jacket
compounds, portable cords and
cables with a voltage rating up to
302
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YOU CHANGE

YOUR ADDRESS
sure to notify us at once,
so future copies of ELECTRONICS will be delivered promptly.
Be

Also make certain you have
advised your local Post Master
of your new address so other
important mail doesn't go

ULTRASONIC
USES

Ultrasonic Vibration Measurements
Harmonic Analysis
Cross Modulation Studies
Noise Investigations
Determining Transmission Characteristics of Lines and Filters
Monitoring Communications
Carrier Systems
Checking Interference, Spurious
Modulation, Porosities, Effects
of load changes, shock, humidity, component variations, etc.
upon frequency stability.
Tole metering
SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range: 2KC-300KC, stabilized linear scale
Scanning Width: Continuously variable
from 200KC to zero
Four Input Voltage Ranges: 0.05V.
to 50V. Full scale readings from 1
millivolt to 50 volts
Amplitude Scale: Linear and two
decade log
db.
Amplitude Accuracy: Within
Residual harmonics suppressed by at
least 50db.
Resolution: Continuously variable. 2KC
at maximum scanning width, 500
c.p.s. for scanning width below 8KC.
1

astray.
Both the Post Office and we
will thank you for your thought-

fulness. Mail the information
below to: Subscription Dept.,
ELECTRONICS, 330 W. 42nd
St., New York 36, N. Y.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

POI%MIC

EASY

FAST
MODEL

PANORAMIC
ULTRASONIC
ANALYZER
An invaluable new direct reading instrument
for simplifying ultrasonic investigations, the
SB -7 provides continuous high speed panoramic displays of the frequency, amplitude
and characteristics of signals between 2KC
and 300KC. The SB -7 allows simultaneous
observation of many signals within a band up
to 200KC wide. Special control features enable selection and highly detailed examination of narrower bands which may contain
signals separated by less than 500 c.p.s. SB -7
is unique in that it provides rapid indications
of random changes in energy distribution.
WRITE NOW for Complete Information. Price, Delivery
10 South Second Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y.

MOunt Vernon 4-3970

.>:.;:.;.,.,.

NOW! BECOME EXPERT AT

Radio -Television

New

IN
Name

Complete Self -Training Library in RADIO and TELEVISION
Prepared by Famous Experts-Starts From Scratch. Takes
You BY SIMPLE LOGICAL STEPS From Basic Theory to
Advanced Problems of Repair, Installation, Color TV, etc.
you can dos ANY Radio-TV plalned in over TWO THOUSAND
installation, service, or repair PAGES of step-by-step instruction
N11"
job like an expert; operate field- and over SIXTEEN HUNDRED
testing equipment;
understand "how -to -do -it" illustrations, cross problems of TV broadcasting, FM- section diagrams, etc. The review
AM transmission, etc. You questions and answers "nail down"
can step into a good -paying everything you learn. At -a -glance
iob-or start your own serv- "trouble -shooting" charts show
ice. business. And you can
how to diagnose instantly any radio
train yourself for your career or TV breakdown
and how to
AT HOME
. IN YOUR
repair it expertly and quickly.
SPARE TIME
with the
The library will pay for itself
McGraw-Hill Radio and TV many times over. It can help you
Servicing Library.
qualify for FCC's 1st -Class License test; gives an experienced
2296 Pages
technician more confidence, shows
1541 Illustrations

Address

Zone.... State

City

Company

Title

...

Old
Name

Gives you
you need

011

to knew

Foi

1V
FM and

Address

FCCs
in Ille

Zone.... State

City

Fit st -floss

New York 36, N. Y.
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license
exam

1V

330 W. 42nd St.

...

him new tricks.
The men who wrote this
complete 4 -volume library are
Send No Money
among the outstanding radio
and TV instructors in Amer- Mail coupon below to examine this
four -volume library
complete
ica today. They are practical shirt -sleeved techni- FREE for 10 days; then, while you
cians. They imow the ques- use it, send small monthly installtions you want answered. ments until the price of $19.95 is
Every detail is clearly ex - paid.

Fix

ELECTRONICS

4 EASY STEPS!

These 4 books can help you qualify
for FCC's New FM, TV 1st Class

FREE

Name

ESSENTIALS OF RADIO. 800 pages, 433 illus.

Address
375

TRIAL

COUPON

postpaid.

License Test.
ELEMENTS OF RADIO SERVICING. 475 oases,
illus.
BASIC TELEVISION. 592 pages, 415 illus.
TELEVISION SERVICING. 429 pages. 318 illus.

10 -DAY

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 36
end me McGraw-Hill's Radio and TV Servicing Library, 4 volumes, far 10 days' examination on
I will
books prove
5faM
rpm
remit $I1.95í in 10 days, andne $3.00 monthly until
519.95 is paid. Otherwise I will return books

zone

City

state

Company

Position

This off

r

plies to V.S.

l.. R- 52
on
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NEW PRODUCTS

Also included are complete data on shielded portable
cables, welding cables, mine power
cables and miscellaneous mine
equipment such as blasting wires
and mine telephone cable. Engineering data on splicing and
patching, current carrying capacities, conductor resistance temperature correction factors and formulas for determining amperes are
also given.
5,000 v.

Clipper Diode. Lewis and Kaufman, Inc., 50 El Rancho Ave., Los
Gatos, Calif. A new tube data
sheet describes the type 719A clipper diode. It illustrates the tube,
gives outline data with dimensions,
and lists the general electrical
characteristics. Operating curves
are supplied as follows: (1) for
pulse -current characteristics over
a voltage range from 0 to 2,000 v
and a current range from 0 to 20
amperes; (2) for plate -current
characteristics from 0 to 200 v
and 0 to 800 ma. Maximum ratings are included.

Fault Locator. Echo Electronics
3966 Peachtree-Dunwoody
Road, Atlanta 5, Ga. A four -page
folder gives an illustrated description, theory of operation, chief
features, specifications and price
of its new fault locator. The instrument discussed was especially
designed for measuring the distance to a fault on an open wire
Co.,

DON'T avFRcaoK
THE VALUE OF

EXTRUDED

circuit.

STEATITE
know that the value of extrusion
for greater mechanical strength,
where machining is a requisite,
is both elementary and common
knowledge. Yet, I am prompted
to emphasize its value and possibilities when applied to a product of private research, plus
proved superior quality at low
cost, such as "Lavite" Steatite.
The limited assortment of parts
shown here is a cross-section of
I

Ask for booklet giving
characteristic data on
all "Lavite" Ceramics
("Lavite" Steatites,

-"Lavite" Titanates,

"Lavite" Ferrites, and

others).
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daily production here at Steward's-size, shape and mechanical oddities are no problem
finish can be glazed or natural
but most important is the greater
uniformity and sharp definition
of edges on all cuts, made possible by the added structural
strength. And remember, Steward places no obligation on you
for recommendations. I am privvileged to suggest that you deal
with our engineers as if they
were on your own payroll. Send
in your specifications.

--

D. M. STEWARD

MANUFACTURING CO.
3604 Jerome Ave.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

Audio-Frequency Testers. D & R,
Ltd., 402 E. Gutierrez St., Santa
Barbara, Calif., has available a 4 page brochure illustrating and describing a line of audio -frequency
test equipment. Instruments covered include the model 1M3B intermodulation meter, model 2F
flutter meter, and model TD2A
tape distortion meter.

Tape Recorder. Tapemaster Inc.,
13 W. Hubbard St., Chicago 10, Ill.
Bulletin No. 102 illustrates and describes the tapeMaster portable
model PT -125 professional -quality
the
dual -speed tape recorder
models TH -25 and PA -1 dual -speed
transport mechanism and bias erase oscillator for custom installation-the model SA -13 portable

-
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Advertisers:

AIR JAWED ARTICULATED

R.F. CABLES

How about

the
FótoTt+ Re9dTi yde Mork.

NUCLEAR

LOW

äµ

THE LOWEST EVER
CAPACITANCE OR

field?

ATTENUATION

There are a good many advertisers using ELECTRONICS
who should also be advertising in
N UCLEONICS.

Afefewo

Particularly in instrumentation
and laboratory equipment, there
is a cross -over of use in the electronic and in the nuclear field.

CONTRACTOrtS To H.M. GOVERNMENT.
138A CROMWELL ROAD. LONDON SW.7 ENCLAN
CABLEJ."TR.4NJR/JD LONDON.

ArzDEL/wR/ESfORU.S.A.
Billed»ndollois .fetflementóy your cheek.

But, there is very little crossover in the subscriber lists of the
two publications-a matter of a
few percentage points.
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A
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LOW
CAPAC.

0.6 1.5

CAPAC.

0.36
0.88

HIGH POWER

FLEXIBLE

TTEN.

Types

me, Ohms. 00

C1
PC 1

10.2 132

OD"

7.3 150 2.5 0.36
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0.36
0.36

6.3 173 3.2
6.3 171 2.45 0.44
C 2
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5.4 197 1.9 0.64
C 3
C33 4.8 -220 2.4
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PHOTOCELL

CABLE

VERY LOW

.

SPECTRUM

ANALYZER

-

- Frequency
- Frequency
with

Model SA2OS

-

range, with S -band head
2400 to 3650 mc.

Model SA2OX

range,

NUCLEONICS

CD.

}"ThrIeOiV OFFERS

It is quite possible that you are
doing an effective presentation of
your products and abilities in this
excellent issue, but are missing
such presentation before one of
the fastest growing fields in the
country's history the field of
atomic energy.
The sales representatives of
ELECTRONICS are also the sales
representatives of NUCLEONICS.
They have much evidence pointing
to the opportunities in this great
NEW field. Ask them to show you
what your potentials can be.

db100. Km:
of`JOOAfu

A.1.

A34

Weare specio//y orgonjedfohand/e
,,,ddin°ct enquiries from orerseas an(

.

ATTEN. LOADG.
"APED'f.

8500

to

X -band head

9660 mc.

5 inch 'scope gives high visibility
Interchangeable RF heads extend range
Complete accessibility for adjustment or maintenance
Panel controls grouped for convenience of user
Stabilized IF amplifier holds long-term alignment
Full shielding by mu -metal tube shield and steel

case
Bezel accepts Dumont hood, filters, and camera
Heavy-duty power supply handles all 300 v.
reflex -klystron local oscillators

A complete engineering and manufacturing service in the design and production of electro -mechanical apparatus is available. Your needs in development of instrumentation, gyro -mechanisms, communication networks, filters,
servomechanisms, and electronic systems can be met by our plant, equipment, personnel and experience.

ARP

ARC

Publication
330 West 42nd St.

A McGraw-Hill

New York 36, N. Y.

FCTJ?ON, inc.
235 HIGH STREET. WALTHAM. MASSACHUSETTS
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NEW PRODUCTS

power amplifier and speaker for
use with the PT -125 or for other
applications. It gives details and
specifications on these new units,
points out their important features
and explains how they make highfidelity tape recording and playback available to everyone.

NEVAMAR®
speaks the

language

industrial
laminate users
understand
NEVAMAR industrial grade laminates are manufactured

by one of the nation's foremost producers of high-pressure

decorative laminates. This

is

immediate assurance of

engineering and manufacturing "know how"

.

.

.

the

ability gained from research and experience to produce
industrial grade laminates of superior quality and dependable performance. NEVAMAR

is

produced in many

grades to meet varying requirements. It meets or exceeds
the standards of the National Electrical

Manufacturers' Association. Would you
like to see samples?

r

vyMAMUfq

rwIIIIIIIIInllut,

NEMA
'Illlllllllllluw

"AfEMBEß

NATIONAL

ed1,?

Manufacturers of Nevamar Decorative and Industrial Laminates
°DENTON. MARYLAND
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SARAN

NEW YORK EMPIRE STATE BUILDING

FILAMENTS

Wynene Molded ProduclS

LOS ANGELES. 5252 EAST 37th STREET

Tubing Data. Reflin Co., 8525
Higuera, Culver City, Calif., has
issued a 4 -page brochure of engineering information on a new
lightweight, corrosion -resistant,
thermosetting plastic and Fibre glas -reinforced tubing for defense
and commercial applications. The
tubing described is claimed ideal
for underground conduits, fuel,
natural gas, irrigation or sanitary
lines, shipboard piping systems
and housings for airborne equipment and components.

Electrometers and Accessories.
Keithley Instruments, 3868 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio. A
new eight -page
bulletin on
vacuum -tube electrometers and
accessories describes the instruments in complete detail and gives
application diagrams of 17 basic
uses. These include potential
measurements to 200 IT, extreme
sensitivity in location and detection of static fields, current measurements to 10-14 ampere and resistance measurements up to 10's
ohms.

Resistor Catalog. Ward Leonard
Electric Co., Mount Vernon, N. Y.,
has issued catalog No. 15, a 64page publication illustrating and
describing a complete line of
Vitrohm power-type wire -wound
resistors for every use. Listed are
resistor ratings ranging from 5 to
550 w and resistance values from
0.04 ohm to 1.75 megohms. Full
details on terminals, mountings
and enclosures are given. Valuable technical information is presented, including selection and
application data with numerous
detailed charts and useful data
tables.
Ball Bearings. Miniature Precision Bearings, Inc., Keene, N. H.,
has issued a new catalog containing complete specifications on
August, 1952
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You Get

In Transformer Performance
when built by NOTHELFER

TUBE CLAMPS
Hold Tubes in Sockets

under all Vibration,

Impact and

Climatic

TOPS

The large transformer in the
picture is 300 KVA, 3 phase,
550V/42V, 60 cycle.
The
small one is .01 KVA, 1 phase,
440V /6V.

Conditions

83
VARIATIONS
FOR

Over 28 years experience in
the manufacture of specials
at cost that compares favorably with standard types.
Built-in quality proved by
years of actual use.

STANDARD

From 10 VA to 300 KVA
Dry -Type only. Both open

TUBES

and encased.

phase.

1. 2

to 400

15

and 3
cycles.
SEND FOR

8

PAGE BULLETIN, AND PRICE LIST

;

NOTHELFER

9

You can't shake, pull or rotate a tube
out of place when it's secured by a

Birtcher Tube Clamp. The tube is
there to stay. Made of Stainless Steel,
the Birtcher Tube Clamp is impervious to wear and weather.
BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMPS can
be used in the most confined spaces
of any compact electronic device.
Added stray capacity is kept at a
minimum. Weight of tube clamp is
negligible.
Millions of Birtcher Tube Clamps
are in use in all parts of the world.
They're recommended for all types
of tubes: glass or metal-chassis or
sub -chassis mounted.
THERE'S A BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMP
FOR EVERY STANDARD AND

MINIATURE TUBE!
Write for samples, catalogue and price lists.

THE BIRTCHER CORPORATION

4371 Valley Blvd.
Los Angeles 32, Calif.
ELECTRONICS
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WINDING LABORATORIES
ALBEMARLE AVE., TRENTON 3, N. J.

\ulIlIIIIIIlIuF
'MEMBER'

AIRBORNE
MOUNTING
BASES

Conform to
JAN -C -172A
SPECIFICATIONS
. , .

lilllilllmlb

NEMA

but are actually

made to exceed
AN -E-19 Drop
Test requirements
RUGGED PROTECTION

EQUIPMENT:

TYPE SR MOUNTING BASE

for VITAL

Finnflex

Mounts isolate vibration
and shock from Electronic.

Communication,

and Con-

trol Equipment. They offer
unimpaired efficiency from
-83' to ±250'F., "Selective
Action" friction dampening,
non-linear steel springs, and
other features. Wide range
of sizes and load ratings

VIBRATION

TYPE TPM VIBRATION ISOLATOR

available.

for Signal Corps Mobile Equipment and for Naval
Fire Control Units.

SHOCK MOUNTS

SPECIAL PROBLEMS:

ricatingShock

- regardless

VV

rn

V

V

and

Complete facilities for designing and fab-

and Vibration Mounts to order
size or weight of equipment mounted.

of

Specify FINNFLEX-for Ruggedness, Efficiency, and Economy.
Write for Catalog MB -110

T. R. FINN

&

COMPANY, Inc.

Specialists in Vibration Control

MOUNT S
JAN -C -172A
SPECIFICATIONS
To

and

TO ORDER

333 JACKSON AVENUE, NEW YORK 54, N. Y.
Phone: CYpress 2-4192-3-4
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NEW! o NEW! o NEW!

more than 120 different types and
sizes of miniature ball bearings.
In addition to the basic catalog

a lower priced

52B, additional engineering data

sheets covering load ratings, clearances, tolerances and bearing installations are available.

simpler
TOROIDAL WINDER
Priced well below other toroidal winders
Easily Adjusted to wind any segment or arc up
to 345°. Winds in layers, automatically reversing
at each extremity
Equipped with both automatic winding traverse and overriding pushbutton manual control on the same machine
Coil
Sizes Wound-as small as .187" finished -wound
inside diameter. Other winding heads can be supplied to produce larger coils where correspondingly larger finished -wound inside diameters
are permissible
Wire Sizes -5" shuttle easily
winds wire sizes 24 to 36. With care, same shuttle
winds wire sizes as fine as No. 41. Shuttle capacity is 1 ounce of wire. On special order, larger
or smaller shuttle and winding heads can be
Winding Speed-up to 800 turns per
supplied
minute Built-in lubrication. Entire machine is
lubricated simply by lifting one plunger.
machine is AVAILABLE IN LIMITED
When requesting further information. please specify 1) wire size. 2) number of turns,
3) core size and 4) finished inside diameter of your
windings on each core size. For your convenience, the
engineering department will supply a sample wound
to your specified inductance on a core supplied by you.
IMPORTANT-This
QUANTITIES

GEO.

(continued)

NEW BOOKS

ONLY.

STEVENS,.,., .:

Pulaski Road at Peterson
Chicago 30, Illinois
More Ceo. Stevens Coil Winding Equipment
is in use

than all other makes

COMBINED.

Instrument Amplifier. Keithley Instruments, 3868 Carnegie Ave.,
Cleveland 15, Ohio. An instrument
amplifier that greatly increases
the accuracy of oscilloscopes and
vacuum-tube voltmeters is the
subject of a new 4 -page bulletin.
The model 102 Phantom Repeater
described has an input impedance
of over 200 megohms shunted by
6.0 t.tµf gains of 1.0, 10 and 100;
and frequency response from 5 to
;

over 150,000 cps.

Capacitor Catalog.

Hammarlund

Mfg. Co., 460 W. 34th St., New
York 1, N. Y., has published a new
1952 capacitor catalog. The detailed and illustrated 2 -color, 12 page brochure includes complete
drawings and electrical and mechanical specifications covering a

broad selection of standard variable air capacitors.

Capacitor Catalog. Pyramid Electric Co., 1445 Hudson Blvd., North
Bergen, N. J. Catalog J-7 is a 32 page compilation of paper, electrolytic, oil -paper and metallized
paper capacitors. Specifications,
construction and engineering data,
sizes and prices on 18 different
types are included.

Electrical Fittings.
Buchanan
Electrical Products Corp., 225
Route 29, Hillside, N. J. Catalog 52
gives a 12 -page description of the
company's complete line of solder -

Frank Tatro
6022 No. Rogers Ave.
Chicago 30. Illinois

Insulation 6 Wires, Inc.
2240 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 21, California

REPRESENTATIVES

see the new

toroidal winder in operation

R. F. Staff & Co.
1213 W. 3rd Street
Cleveland 13, Ohio

Harco Equipment Company
2436 Ninth, St. NW
Washington 1, D. C.

and other Geo. Stevens machines for winding practically every type of coil at Insulation and
Wires Display Booth, Western Electronic Show and Conference. Aug. 27, 28, 29. Long Beach. Calif.
308

less wire connectors, cable and
conduit fittings and wiring devices. It contains illustrated descriptive information on pressure
connectors for solderless wire
splicing and terminating, Bushend
insulated conduit bushings, box
connectors for nonmetallic
sheathed cables, conduit locknuts
and molded terminal blocks. The
publication gives complete specifications, dimensional data, application instructions and ordering

information.
August, 1952
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NOW

CUTS COST

GRC

a really high-powered

AND TIME

RADIO
ENGINEERING
LIBRARY

Completely
automatic parts
delivered trimmed,
ready for use, in one
operation, with GRC's
speedy, specialized product.os facilities.
NYLON A SPECIALTY

INDIVIDUAL PARTS
No limit on smallness.
Intricacy and Dredision
-our unique feature.

-

INDIVIDUAL INSERTS
Automatic insert reed
permits wide variety
of yroduct possibilities.

Maximum Size:
long.
.1123 oz.-i' ,
NO

MINIMUM!

Special Offer on This

LOW MOLD COSTS
WRITE TODAY FOR
SAMPLES and PRICES

Complete Up -to-Date Set
These fine engineering books would
cost a total of $43.50 at our regular
single -copy prices, if you bought them one or two at a
time. Under this offer you can have the whole set at
once and we'll pass along the saving in handling In a
special low Library of only $37.50. In addition you
may spread this over several installment payments as
shown in the coupon below. Take advantage of these
convenient terms to add these helpful books to your working library right away.

Save

CONTINUOUS INSERTS
Small members accurately spaced on tape,
cord, wire, chain, etc.

$6.00!

5

100 Willow Ave., New York 54

o

Phone: MO 5-7400

volumes, 3,921 pages,

2,770 illustrations
FUNDAMENTALS Or VACUUM TUBES, 3rd

Eastman's
Ed.

Terman's

RADIO ENGINEERING,

PROVIDE DELAYS RANGING

3rd Ed.

Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING, 2nd Ed.
Hund's HIGH -FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS, gad Ed.
Henney's

RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK,

FROM

.4th Ed.

-

FEATURES:
Compensated for ambient temperature changes from -40° to 110° F ... Hermetically
sealed; not affected by altitude, moisture or other
climate changes ... Explosion -proof ... Octal radio
base
Compact, light, rugged, inexpensive .. .
Circuits available: SPST Normally Open;
SPST Normally Closed.
PROBLEM? Send for "Special Problem Sheet"

What this library gives you
These books cover circuit phenomena, tube theory, networks, measurements, and other subjects-give specialized
treatments of all fields of practical design and applications.
They are books of recognized position in the literaturebooks you will refer to and be referred to often. If you
are a practical designer, researcher, or engineer In any
field based on radio, you need these books for the help
they give in hundreds of problems throughout the whole
field of radio engineering.

...

t7

n

EXAMINATION

(;)

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C. 36
Send me RADIO ENGINEERING LIBRARY for 10 days'
examination on approval. In 10 days I will send
$7.50, plus few cents for delivery, and $6.00 monthly
until $37.50 is paid, or return books postpaid. (We
pay delivery if first payment accompanies this
coupon; Same return privilege.)

VARIES APPROX.

A

Company

Position

(This offer applies to U.S. only)
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Amperite

REGULATORS

are the simplest, lightest,
cheapest, and most compact method of obtaining
current or voltage regulation ... For currents of .060
to 6 Amps.... Hermetically sealed; not affected by

50%

Address

State

®

.111

vOLtACE OF 24V . WITH AMrERITE
m BATTERY 6 CHARGER: VOLTAGE VARIES

Name

Zone

20

1

(Print)

City

3O

,
''
to
4

10 DAYS FREE.

TO 120 SECONDS

1

I

;

Z%

altitude, ambient temperature, humidity.,
Write for 4 -page Illustrated Bulletin.

MPERITE CO.,inc., 561 Broadway, New York 12 , N. Y.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., W. Toronto
309
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OTHER DEPARTMENTS

featured in this issue:
Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN
Page

West Coast Manufacturers' Activities
from the west coast
reports the activities of four companies:
Hoffman Radio Corp. has established a wholly -owned subsidiary,
Hoffman Laboratories, Inc., which
will specialize in the electronics
field. The new subsidiary will be
housed in three plants -3761 South
Hill St. and 3716 South Grand Ave.
in Los Angeles, and 335 South Pasadena Ave., Pasadena, and will
operate as a separate corporate
entity.

of a new tv antenna particularly
suited for fringe area installations
and for insuring high gain on all
channels (2 through 13), has moved
from Los Angeles to a new enlarged
plant at 4313 W. Magnolia Blvd.,
Burbank, Calif.
Helipot Corp., South Pasadena,
Calif., has announced that it will
soon open a 15,000-sq ft factory
branch within the New York metropolitan area.

Coast Coil Co., Los Angeles, Calif.,
recently announced the opening of a
new plant for the manufacture of
toroidal coils and associated components. The engineering department is equipped to design filters,
inductors and magnetic amplifiers
to customer specifications. Facilities are available for baking, potting and coating to AN specifications.
Davis Electronics, manufacturers

NBS Reorganizes

RECENT news

Ordnance Development Division of the National Bureau of
Standards has been reorganized
into three new divisions and three
new division chiefs have been
designated. In addition an associate director for ordnance development has been appointed.
Wilbur S. Hinman, Jr., former
chief of the Ordnance Development
THE

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY MEMENTO

1,,,,,1,
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152

Production Techniques

228

New Products

258

New Books

318

Backtalk

340
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1,111

1
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1,1
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Division, was appointed to the
newly established position of associate director. He will coordinate
NBS work in the field of ordnance
research and development.
The NBS ordnance program is
concerned with research, development and engineering of electronic
ordnance devices-in particular,
proximity fuzes for a wide variety
of weapons. The Bureau serves as
a primary developmental facility
for the Army Ordnance Corps and
through that agency fulfills needs
of the Army, Navy and Air Force
for particular electronic ordnance
items.
The three divisions and their
chiefs are : Division 13, Ordnance
Development Program A, with M. G.
Domsitz as chief ; Division 16,
Ordnance Development Program B,
with Jacob Rabinow as chief ; and
Division 17, Ordnance Development
Program C, with Harold Goldberg
as chief.

California IRE Doings
professional groups from
the 7th IRE region will have technical papers read Aug. 27 to 29
when the 1952 Western Electronic
Show & Convention will be held in
the Long Beach, Calif., municipâl
auditorium. WCEMA and IRE
jointly operate the exhibits and the
speaking program.
The groups are : airborne electronics, antennas and propagation,
audio, broadcast and television receivers xbroadcast transmission
systems, circuit theory, electron devices, electronic computers, information theory, instrumentation,
TWELVE

R. L. Triplett, president of Triplett Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton, Ohio, receives

gold watch from his sales force, commemorating his fiftieth year in the electrical
measuring instrument industry. Making the presentation is E. K. Seyd, left, 20
year veteran of the Triplett sales organization. Looking on is A. D. Plamondon, Jr.,
president of The Indiana Steel Products Co., Valparaiso, Ind., and vice-president
of RTMA, of which Mr. Triplett is also a director
310
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LXEo RECORD

AUTO CHANCEN

Never before has there been a record
changer equal to the B.S.R. Monarch,
which without doubt gives tremendous
sales appeal to any instrument in which
it is mounted. It includes all features
demanded by the discriminating listener and has a styling and
colour that will blend with. any cabinet design.
Simplicity of design guarantees long life and trouble -free operation.
The controls consist of one knob only, no levers to adjust, no loose
fitments, no confusing adjustments for playing the increasingly popular
7" L.P. records.
A brilliant new three. diameter selector enables different diameter
records to be playçd automatically. The machine thinks for you by
automatically adjusting itself for all three diameters.
Quality of reproduction is unequalled due to the outstanding performance of the latest B.S.R. reversible pick-up cartridge with two
sapphire styli for standard and long playing records.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
*Automatically selects and plays 12", 10", and 7" records, mixed

in

any order at 331, 45, or 78 R.P.M.

11ONAR1'II

REGENT

*Changer automatically stops after last record, motor

is switched
off and pick-up is returned to rest position.
*Carefully designed to reduce moving parts to the very minimum,
giving long trouble -free life.
*New turn over pick-up has extended range up to 10,000 c.p.s. Self
compensated accurately for the L.P. lower frequencies with the
Turnover frequency at the correct point. Compliant enough to
take the lowest frequencies.
*Operates on 100/125-200/250 volts,
50 cycles, A.C. mains. Models available for 60 cycles A.C. mains.
Careful design allows us to deliver this

unrivalled unit anywhere in the world
at competitive prices.

149

U.S. Offices
Broadway, New York 6, N.Y.

MU 4
lL

Telephone Worth 4-4847

Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd., Old Hill, Staffs.
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radio telemetry and remote control.
Frederick Suffield of Manhattan
Beach, Calif., is chairman of the
papers committee.
During the three-day gathering,
the 7th IRE region will present its
Electronic Achievement Award to
an outstanding electronics man selected by secret ballot of the regional committee. John P. Day,
junior past chairman of the San
Diego Section, will be chairman of
the nominations committee.

NPA Personnel Changes
GEORGE W. HENYAN has resigned as
chief of the components branch of
the National Production Authority's Electronics Division, and returned to the General Electric Co.
as assistant to the general manager
of the Tube Department in Schenectady, N. Y.
J. A. Milling, who has been director of the Electronics Division
of the NPA, on leave from his post
as operating vice-president of RCA
Service Co., Inc., has resigned both
positions to become executive vicepresident and general manager of
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.,

be responsible for obtaining critical
materials for manufacturers of electronic components and end equipment and solving other production
problems. Through the Electronics
Production Board, representing all
defense agencies concerned with
procurement and production of electronic equipment, he will keep tabs
on the development and production
of military electronics, and initiate
action to prevent production losses

or delays.

J. A. Milling

AIEE Elects President

Indianapolis, Ind. He will be in ELECTION of Donald A. Quarles as
charge of the firm's expansion pro- 1952-53 president of the AIEE
gram in behalf of Photofact Publi- was recently announced at the Sumcations and allied enterprises in the mer General Meeting of the Instielectronics field.
tute in Minneapolis, Minn. He
Richards W. Cotton has been takes office as head of the society in
given a temporary leave of absence August.
from Philco Corp., where he has
Mr. Quarles is president of
been assistant to the president on Sandia Corp. at Albuquerque,
special assignments, to accept ap- N. M., and is a vice-president of
pointment as Chairman of Elec- Western Electric Co., N. Y. He is
tronics Production Hoard of the De- former vice-president of the Bell
fense Production Administration Telephone Laboratories.
and Director of the Electronics
Division of NPA. As Director of
NPA's Electronics Division he will Bogue Expands Facilities

NAVY POSITION SWITCH

To MEET the increased demand for
its products, Bogue Electric Mfg.
Co. is building a new plant, its third
in Paterson, N. J. The new structure will add 25,000 sq ft of floor

space.
The company is a major builder
of electric motors and generators,
selenium rectifiers, magnetic amplifiers and automatic industrial controls as well as electronic and electrical equipment for railway appli-

cations.

Six New Engineering
Appointments
AMERICAN RECTIFIER CORP.

Captain Willis H. Beltz, USN, (right) is greeted by Captain Frederick R. Furth, USN,
at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington. D. C. Captain Beltz becomes
Director of the NRL. He succeeds Captain Furth who in turn relieves Captain Beltz
as Assistant Chief of the Bureau of Ships for Electronics
312

of New
York City, manufacturers of large
industrial selenium rectifiers, has
announced the appointment of Samuel Heller as chief engineer.
Ultrasonic Corp., Cambridge,
Mass., has named William M. Pease
vice-president and director of engineering, and Paul Travers chief
engineer.
Stanley Kramer has been promoted from project engineer for
August, 7952
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NEW RIBBED DESIGN

stabilises core performance
Latest in a long line of transformer core advancements, ribbed design gives additional stability to the
inherent high level of Hipersil® Core performance.
Because this improvement adds to the mechanical
strength of the core, it minimizes the possibility of
springing the sections, thus keeps the matching etched
core surfaces in intimate contact. This assures the best
in a low -reluctance, low -loss butt joint. Ribbed cores
have the same sizes and tolerances as superseded
non -ribbed cores.
You can cut size, weight and assembly costs in all
types of electrical and electronic transformers with
Hipersil Cores. They combine highest permeability

ELECTRONICS
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with lowest losses in a wide range of sizes, for all
frequencies (1 through 12 mil cores). Greater flux carrying capacity, increased mechanical strength help
make them the best core on the market. For specific
information on how to apply them to your product,
write Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box
J-70629
868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

YOU CAN BE

SURE...IF

ITS

Westinghouse
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DEPENDABLE
1/2

the Radio Receptor Co. Inc.'s Communications Division to chief applications engineer of the company's
newly formed Germanium Products
Division. Also in the new division,
Herbert Friedman, after four years
with Columbia University as electronics development engineer, has
been appointed sales engineer.
S. H. Van Wambeck has joined
the Hammarlund Mfg. Co., designers and producers of variable capacitors, all -wave receivers and remote control equipment, as chief
engineer. He was previously di -

MICRO-SEOND TIMING

Y°11
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IN MEASURING:

VELOCITY
ACCELERATION
DETONATION

(continued)

PLANTS AND PEOPLE

8 MEGACYCLE

TIME

COUNTER-

DOPPLER

CHRONOGRAPH

FREQUENCIES
PULSE
CHARACTERISTICS;
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1

0000
g,00,
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AR1S
S. H. Van Wambeck

GREATER ACCURACY
The use of an 8 megacycle crystal time base pro ides the highest resolution

of time

measurement available in direct reading instruments.

COMPLETE DEPENDABILITY

rward 3 -stage binary
e conservative use of

highest degree of dependabilít , a straigh
counter is used at the 8 megacycle frequency permitting
decade counters at the lower frequencies.
To assure the

rector of research and enginering
for Knapp-Monarch Co. in St. Louis
and director of a U. S. Army Signal
Corps project, making studies of
special types of radio receiving
equipment.

DIRECT READING
second by
microsecond to
Digital registration ih'used to indicate time from
means of 6 Potter decades. Fractional parts of a microsecond are read from a
3 -stage binary counter which indicates in steps of is microsecond.

Companies Set Up
Separate Divisions

PROVED PERFORMANCE

FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORP., Jamaica, N. Y., has

1

1

of service in proving grounds and research centers give conclusive evidence that the simplified circuitry inherent in the. Potter Counter -Chronographs provides the Maximum reliability for critical timing applications.
Ten years

WIDE APPLICATION

There is a Potter Counter -Chronograph made for your specific application.... Highspeed digital recorders are available for permanent recording of measurements at
rates up to 150 per second.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND ENGINEERING DATA

POTTER INSTRUMENT COMPANY
OR
I

110

N

C

CUTTER MILL

O

R

ROAD,

A

P

GREAT

T

NECK,

E

NEW

D

YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF
PRESET INTERVAL GENERATORS
PREDETERMINED ELECTRONIC COUNTERS FREQUENCY TIME COUNTERS
HIGH SPEED PRINTING AND RECORDING, SHIFT REGISTERS, AND DATA HANDLING EQUIPMENT

SEE US

AT BOOTH 1101 WEST COAST

I. R.

E. SHOW

AND NATIONAL INSTRUMENT EXHIBIT, BOOTH 414, CLEVELAND
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announced the formation of a new
Potentiometer Division to be devoted exclusively to the development and manufacture of precision
potentiometers. The new division,
to be located in a recently acquired
building in Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.,
will provide completely integrated
facilities for engineering, production and sales.
The Gabriel Co. of Cleveland,
Ohio, recently established the Gabriel Laboratories as a separate division of the company. The Laboratories, formerly the engineering
department of the Workshop Associates Division, Needham, Mass.,
will serve as the research and
August, 1952
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ELECTRONIC

GLASS WORKING

EQUIPMENT

for

RADIO, TELEVISION

TUBES,

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS, GLASS LATHES for TELEVISION TUBE REPAIR
We make Transformers, Spot and Wire Butt Welders, Wire Cutting Machines and 50( Afier items,
indispensable in your production. Eisler Engineers are constantly developing dew Egaipment.
If
you prefer your own designs, let us build them for you. Write to Charles Eisler w ) has served
The Industry over 32 years.
eaoso`TUte BUtÄ 5TR1 TCHIhG t._ACNNE
Machines for small Radio Tubes of all kinds;
I.-P051TION
Ei ñ .P. TYPE
24 -Head Stem, 24 -Head

Sealing and 24 -Head
Exhaust Machines, Spot Welders, etc.

NEW

i

BRAZING
ALLOY

z

for VACUUM

TUBE

COMPONENTS

"NICORO"

WE MAKE MANY TYPES OF
TRANSFORMERS FOR THE

Alloy of Nickel,

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY

Copper and Gold
... our exclusive
development

//

,

$
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.,

I

Mrte

nc.

13th St.
Newark 3, N. J.

751

SUPERIOR FLOW

Sa.

CHARACTERISTICS

4,

MINIMUM
"LEAKERS"

PRIMARY BATTERIES

GREATER

for your Specialized Needs
DRY TYPES
78 Standard Industrial,

Laboratory and Government Types.

LAB-BILl

BATTERIES

STRENGTH

RESERVE TYPES

Water activated
"One Shot" Batteries.

Our engineers will design
and create to your requirements. Send us your
specifications.

pATA
WRITE FOR

FACTUALpRICES
AND

---

MAIL THIS COUPON

---

Your name

HI-DRIVE
MINIATURE

Firm

name

MOTOR
Address

Precision -built, low-cost,

battery-operated-

available for

WESTERN

Send for FREE Catalog

SPECIALTY BATTERY COMPANY
Subsidiary of the

State

delivery

now.

A

City

R FCii

Ray -O -Vac Company

GOLD & PLATINUM

WORKS

Smelters e Refiners

Manufacturers
589 BRYANT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 7, CALIF.

MADISON 10, WISCONSIN
ELECTRON ICS
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE

CUBIC'S

SIDED COVERAGE
,

I

1

j

PROVIDES YOU WITH THE
WORLD'S FINEST PRECISION

1

a
a
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ELECTRONIC
9
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MICROWAVE &
RADAR
COMPONENTS

INSTRUMENTS &
TEST EQUIPMENT

CUBIC MICROWAVE ENGINEERS-specialists in the

field since the inception of Radar in World War II
-start with electronic problems and ideas, and
convert them into the most accurate precision -built
electronic instruments and equipment! We welcome inquiries-not only in connection
with our rapidly developing list of products-as represented below-but on ideas,
problems, or design of microwave assemblies of your own specification you may
want developed and produced.

MICROWAVE
CALORIMETRIC
WATTMETER
... for lab and field use ... to
measure absolute microwave power.
Frequency Range: 2600 MC
to 26500 MC
Max. VSWR: 1.1
Max. Peak Power: 600 KW
portable

COAXIAL
CALORIMETRIC
WATTMETER
Frequency Range: 200 MC to 3000 MC-Max. VSWR: 1.5 over range-Max. Peak Power:
15/8" Coaxial rating

MICROWAVE (X -BAND)
PULSE MEASURING
WATTMETER
for measuring peak power of microwave
pulses from signal generators or radar systems.

ELECTRONIC

(continued)

development center for all Gabriel
divisions, both automotive and
electronic.

GE Expands in South
THE General Electric Co. recently

opened a new $6,000,000 electronic
tube plant near Oxford, three miles
south of Anniston, Ala. Total floor
space is more than 160,000 sq ft and
current employment is about 300.
By next year the plant will employ
an estimated 2,000 people in the
production of miniature glass re-

ceiving tubes for radio, television
and a wide variety of other communications and industrial equipment.
The plant marks another step in
GE expansion in the south. The
company has plants in Owensboro,
Louisville and Lexington, Ky., and
Jackson, Miss., and recently announced plans for a transformer
plant at Rome, Ga.
Besides the Anniston Tube
Works, six other GE tube manufacturing plants are in operation in
Owensboro, Ky. ; Tell City and
Huntingburg, Ind.; Schenectady,
Syracuse and Buffalo, N. Y.
Another plant in Scranton, Pa., is
being converted to tube production.

Westinghouse Names
Two Executives
ALLEN has been named
manager of manufacturing and Ricardo Muniz has been appointed
superintendent of manufacturing
at the Westinghouse Television Radio Division plant in Sunbury,

JAY M.

Pa.
Mr.

DIRECT-'

READING PHASE METER
Frequency Range: 20 te 50,000 cycles
0-360 degrees
Shown at left are a few of our
standard microwave components
available as catalog items. Special
purpose wave guide assemblies designed to customer's specs can also
be produced.

CORPieRis TION

SCOTT & CANON STS.

SAN DIEGO 6

CALIFORNIA

Devoted Exclusively to Electronics & Electronic Equipment

Allen, formerly superintendent of production, had previously held executive positions at
Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.,
RCA, Erie Resistor Corp. and
Stewart Warner Corp.
Mr. Muniz comes to this assignment from the Trad TV Corp.
where he was vice-president and
operations manager. He has previously held executive posts at
DuMont, Radio Navigational Instrument Corp. and Munston Mfg.
and Service Co.
The appointments are part of a
general staff reorganization and increase in the overall company expansion program in tv and radio.
August,
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NEW

TYPICAL PLOTTING
APPLICATIONS:

Current/Voltage
Lift/Drag

AUTOGRAF

general purpose, wide range, portable,
universal Xr(f)Y graphic recorder
a

Now you can expedite your research, development, and test programs with the AUTOGRAF
-a precision recorder that automatically plots
curves showing relationship between a dependent
and an independent variable. Through two rebalancing, servo -actuated recording axes, the
AUTOGRAF draws cartesian coordinate graphs
from any data that can be reduced to electrical
form. You save the time it would ordinarily take
to read meters, collate data, transfer data to grid,
draw in curves...The AUTOGRAF does all this
work for you, plotting the data simultaneously with occurrence of the phenomenon being
studied. Too, the AUTOGRAF draws related
curves in families as fast as input information can
be altered. Without any additional steps, once a
test is run, you have in hand a complete, accurate,
pen -and -ink graph, drawn on a standard 8I/2"x11"
sheet of paper, ready for study, file, notebook, or
reproduction.

Speed/Torque

SPECIFICATIONS: -Two independent servo-actuated reRecording speed,
cording axes: input free of ground.
Scales: from
both axes,
second for full scale travel.
0.5 millivolts up to 0-100 volts, both axes.
Full -range
zero set on either axis-plots data in any desired quadrant.
Sensitivity -200.000 ohms per volt, 5 microamperes
Size and weight: 13" x 13" x 10";
drain for full scale.
Self contained: operates from 115 volt 60 cycle
35 lbs.
line, 85 watts.

Magnetization

1

Frequency response
Analog computer output curves

Temperature/Pressure
Stress/Strain
Transistor and Diode
characteristics

YW4n WrkINq

Magnetic amplifier, input/output

Temperature/Activity
X=(f)Y

DI'e_U_

=MOSELEY-

WRITE'.

for
complete
L details
I
I

) FRANCIS L. MOSELEY
1136 N. LAS PALMAS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 38, CALIFORNIA

IN YOUR BUSINESS. His
main duty is to travel the country and world
penetrating the plants, laboratories and management councils
reporting back to you
every significant innovation in technology, selling tactics, management strategy. He functions
as your all seeing, all hearing, all -reporting
business communications system.
TRES FELLOW IS TRAINED

-

-

...

of the editorial staff of this magazine. For, obviously, no
one individual could ever accomplish such a
vast business news job. It's the result of many
qualified men of diversified and specialized
talents.
THE MAN WE MEAN IS A COMPOSITE

TRANSISTORS
In line with our

specialization in
wire for new applications, we produce wires of composition suitable
for the manufacture of Transistors;
including GALLIUM GOLD and
ANTIMONY GOLD. These alloys
have been made to fill a specific
need arising from new developments in this field.
Other wires we make regularly

AND, THERE'S ANOTHER SIDE TO THIS "COMPOSITE

another complete news service which
complements the editorial section of this magazine the advertising pages. It's been said that
in a business publication the editorial pages
tell "how they do it" "they" being all the
industry's front line of innovators and improvers-and the advertising pages tell "with what."
Each issue unfolds an industrial exposition before you giving a ready panorama of up-todate tools, materials, equipment.
MAN,"

-

-

-

SUCH A

"MAN"

IS ON YOUR PAYROLL.

for similar application are
PHOSPHOR BRONZE, bare or
electroplated, and PLATINUM
Alloys produced to meet rigid
specifications of tensile strength,
size and straightness.

Be sure to

"listen" regularly and carefully to the practical
business information he gathers.

M. LAAW-N/LL

Write for Latest

£st

of Products
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r
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CONTINENTAL

NEW BOOKS
Radio Antenna Engineering
BY EDMUND A. LAPORT. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1952, 563 pages, $9.00.

i

eJUR

Tins book is a practical treatment

POSITIVE POLARIZATION
FLOATING CONTACTS
PRECISION MACHINED CONTACTS
VIBRATION
PROOF
MINERAL FILLED MELAMINE BODY
FLAME RESISTANT
HI -DIELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL
STRENGTH

VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN
(Sea level normal
humidtiy)
3600 V. RMS
CURRENT RATING
5 AMPS
CONTACT SIZE
20 AWG wire
EFFECTIVE CREEPAGE
1/8 in.
MECHANICAL SPACING
5/64 in.

it provided
with positive polarization
and a Vibration Ring and
Spring with decent locking
action. Voltage breakdown
at Sea level normal humidity.
1600 V. RMS.
CATALOG WITH COMPLETE
DETAILS
AVAILABLE ON
Hexagonal type

-

-

REQUEST. TO DEPT.E-8

DedUR
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of antennas for frequencies up to
30 me and down to 30 kc. In addition to considering the antenna
problem proper, the author also
discusses the many other considerations which are directly related to
the radiating structure proper.
These considerations, which are
generally illustrated by concrete examples, include: coupling networks
and feed systems, ground systems,
problems of voltage breakdown on
wires and insulators, propagation
phenomena, methods of array construction and transmission line
problems.
The standard problems of radiation pattern analysis and determination of the input impedance of
antenna elements have not been
slighted, by any means. Methods
of designing arrays to produce
given coverage diagrams are discussed in detail. Computation of
the input impedance taking into
account the mutual impedance is
also discussed. Most of the design
formula have been given without
proof, since the book is intended to
help nonspecialists with some of the
ordinary antenna problems that occur in practice. This represents no
great omission since a substantial
number of books on antenna theory
and allied topics have appeared
within the past decade.
Mr. Laport's book consists of six
chapters, the first three of which
respectively treat 1-f antennas, m -f
broadcast antennas and h -f antennas. These chapters, which comprise the first two-thirds of the
book, are mainly concerned with the
antenna problem, although the associated topics have not been neglected. The last three chapters
respectively treat r -f transmission
lines, graphical synthesis of impedance -matching networks and
logarithmic potential theory. The
book closes with a collection of appendixes, half of which are a collection of numerical data useful in
antenna design.
The reviewer has only two minor

"o

Mechanism suspended by internal
live rubber ring mounts for maximum shock displacement and pro-

tection.
External live rubber grommet for
shock mounting with interlocking
part of front bezel eliminates glass
breakage and bezel distortion.
Water -tight seal to panel provided
by rubber grommet.
Glass to metal seal for perfect hermetic sealing.
Drawn steel case with heavy cadmium plate provides high degree
of magnetic shielding.
High-grade fusion seals for terminals and window glass withstand thermal shock of extreme
temperature changes.
Rugged glass -to -metal seal terminals withstand a 3000 volt breakdown test under extreme humidity
conditions.
Entire mechanism has complete
ruggedized construction for high
shock and vibration resistance.
Ranges from 250 microamperes to 8
milliamperes O.C. available for immediate delivery in 21/a" size. Other
ranges in 21/" and 31/z' being sub-

mitted for government approval.
A request on company letter-

head to Dept M-N will put you
on our mailing list, and bring
you BULLETIN 200E.

45-01 NORTHERN BOULEVARD,
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PRECISION POTENTIOMETER
CORNELL

PRECISION POTENTIOMETER,

an in-

strument of perfection and compact design incorporates many features:
Anodized Aluminum case, precision machined
from solid stock. Fully enclosed, from 5 to 200,000
ohms. Accuracy up to 0.1%. Linear or non-linear
resistance elements to meet your requirements.
Centerless ground stainless steel Ball -bearings at
each end. Paliney precious metal contact. Low
Torque oz inch. Long life in excess of one million
cycles. Silver plated Terminals. Accurate phasing
cf individual units. Ganging if desired. Also built
to individual specifications.
1

for electronics

CORNELL
PRECISION RESISTORS

Standard

&

Non -inductive

Fixed

In electronics
Wire -

Wound to Mill specifications. Accuracy 1%
to 0.1%.

CORNELL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Designers & Manufacturers Of
PRECISION RESISTORS. LINEAR & NONLINEAR PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS

40-33 MAIN AVENUE, DOUGLASTON, N. Y.
BAyside 4-2337

for insulation against heat,

flame, moisture and grounding
FRASIL. A

-

use

RE -

refined fibrous silica product,

applications are virtually unlim-

REFRASIL

Bulletin on request.

-

ited: An ideal insulation for power equipment

... electric

furnaces... soldering iron
heating elements ...electric heating mantles,
rheostats

muffle

...and

-

for thermocouple leaji wire

covering. If insulation is your problem
specify REFRASIL-the most versatile product

of its kind in use today in many industries.

IMPORTANT FEATURES

ELECTRIC INSTRUMENT & CONTROL HEADQUARTERS

YES, OFFIHESHflI SE1WICE
Electra -Tech maintains one of the largest and most complete stocks in the country of electrical meters, instru-

ments and industrial control equipment-representing
over 250 top lines.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Chemical resistance of pure silica
Resists temperatures up to 1800e F.

Low thermal conductivity

Fiber diameter .00020-.00040 in.
Specific heat .19

Thickness .14-.15 in.

Surface density .05 lb./sq. ft.

Yes, our warehouse is bulging with standard stocks of
Counters
Panel Meters
Transformers

Solenoids
Toggle Switches
Tachometers
Shunts (Electrical)
Thermometers
Meggers
Switchboard Meters
Thermostats
Solenoid Valves
Micro Switches
Rectifiers
Pyrometers
Photo Electric Equipment
Rheostats
Multimeters
Relays
Timers
Oscilloscopes
and Laboratory Standard Instruments

D
FOR SPEED

--

/J

Wire Code ROL
Teletype NY 1-2906
BArclay 7-4209
Phone

-

In addition, we manufacture and stock

Special Test Equipment
Electric Heating Units
Current Transformers
Pyrometers
Thermocouples
Rectifiers.

Our laboratory is available for repair work, resealing, recalibration
and special calibration of your electrical and industrial instruments.
Often months are saved by resealing and calibrating stock instruments to your specifications.

itBF/TAJf/L

,

Light and versatile, REE`RASIL
is supplied iri many forms, as
illustrated, to meet virtually
any insulation need.

BULK FIBER

CONSULTATION SERVICE

CLOTH

CORDAGE

SLEEVING

TAPE

BATT

Mail this ad with your letterhead to nearest Refiasil Representative for consultation
service at no charge.

-

WRITE OR CALL YOUR NEAREST REPRESENTATIVE:
EASTERN:
Fred W. Muhlenfeld
6659 Loch Hill Rd.

Boltimore 12. Md.
Volley 3135

TEXAS, OKLA, 8. KANSAS:
Thomson Engineering Service
708 Hemphill 5t.
fort Worth e, Texas
Fortune 5340

MIDWEST:
Burnie L. Weddle
3219 West 29th 5t.
Indionapolis 22, Ind.
Hickory 8685

CONSULT US ABOUT YOUR REQUIREMENTS
THE H. I. THOMPSON COMPANY

55 LISPENARD ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
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1729 CORDOVA STREET
LOS ANGELES 7, CALI5.
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Suppression of low -order harmonics in transmitters operating below
400 mc is the prime function of Model 844 Low Pass Filter. 40 db or more
attenuation of 2nd to 5th harmonics of transmitters operating between
225-400 mc is afforded. Insertion loss and VSWR are very low thruout the pass
band. Teflon insulation and rugged construction thruout assures reliability.
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FREQUENCY RANGE-pass band 0.400 mc.
Stop band 500-2000 mc.
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R

RANGE-

-

150

CONNECTORS-Type N. One male and one
female. Filter is reversible with equal results.
pass band-.3db or less
ATTENUATION
below 400 mc. Stop band-40db or more

-

watts maximum.

IMPEDANCE 50 ohms. VSWR better than 1.35
thru pass band.

- 51/e"

500 to 2000 mc.
H x 5" W x 1". Weight

BIRD

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS

-12

oz.

1800 EAST 3816 ST.
CLEVELAND 14,

ELECTRONIC CORP.
TERMALINE ÑTRUMENTS

OHIO
West Coast:
NEELY ENTERPRISES
HOLLYWOOD 46, CAL.

25 -Watt
Type RH -25

POWER
RESISTORS

50 -Watt
Type RH -50

EVERY DESIRABLE

CHARACTERISTIC
Smallest in size.
Sealed in Silicone.
100% impervious to moisture and salt spray.
Complete welded construction from terminal to
terminal.
Temperature coefficient 0.00002% per degree C.
Ranges from .05 Ohms to 55,000 Ohms, depending on type.
Tolerance .1%, .5%, 1%, 3%, and 5%.
RH Types-Silicone sealed in a die-cast, black
anodiiaed radiator finned housing and mounts
on sub-panel for maximum heat dissipation.
Prompt Delivery.
Let us quote on your immediate needs.
Phone, wire or write George Risk
Telephone 2139-2500 13th Street
For Price & Delivery
(Ws also manufacture deposited carbon resistors)

2 -Watt

Type RS-2

10 -Watt

Type RS -10

"DALOHM"
MINIATURE PRECISION
RESISTORS

MANUFACTURED IN
ACCORDANCE TO
JAN -R -26A Specifications
Characteristic G'

DALE PRODUCTS, INC.
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comments to make regarding this
text. The first is in connection with
the sections on the suppression of
the secondary lobes in broadside
arrays. Here, the author shows
how secondary lobes can be reduced
by pattern -splitting techniques and
also by the use of binominal current
distributions. However, no discussion is given of Dolph's theory of
current distributions that produce
the Tschebycheff type of pattern in
which the relationship between
beamwidth and side -lobe level has
been optimized. This technique has
proved quite useful in the design of
linear arrays at microwave frequencies and could well prove useful in designing high -frequency
curtain arrays. The second comment is with regard to the author's
preference for the rectangular
transmission line chart. In recent
years, the Smith chart type of
circle diagram has found essentially
universal acceptance for working
impedance problems so that a brief
discussion of its form and uses
would have been appropriate.
On the whole, the book does an
excellent job of treating its subject
and should be of great use to those
who are concerned with antenna
problems in the frequency range
below 30 mc. The book is well
organized and easy to read. Not
the least of the book's merits is its
large collection of photographs
showing the details of construction
of numerous antenna arrays and
transmission line systems.
Mr. Laport is to be commended
for having made available his
wealth of experience in practical
antenna design.-HENRY JASIK,
Assistant Supervising Engineer,
Antenna Section, Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Mineola, N. Y.

Electrical Measurements
FOREST K. HARRIS, National
Bureau of Standards. John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., 784 pages, $8.00, 1952.
ALTHOUGH numerous books on the
general subject of electrical measurements have been written in the
last few years, this volume by Dr.
Harris of the Bureau of Standards
appears to be outstanding in its
completeness in many respects. It
is the first book on electrical meas BY
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On the Frontiers of Design You'll Find
Micro Ground Miniature Ball Bearings

NUCLEAR

-1-- Where instrumentation and other delicate
ii.
mechanisms call for the last refinement in
saving weight, space and friction, the chances
are good that Micro bearings are part of the picture.
America's first and only fully ground miniature ball
bearing, Micro offers 85 sizes and types with 34" to
1/8" O.D. and in tolerance ranges of ABEC-5 and above.

field?

They provide all the precision advantages which are
possible only in a ground bearing, yet they actually cost
less than comparable unground miniatures.
Write for Technical Bulletin No. 50

There are a good many advertisers using ELECTRONICS
who should also be advertising in
NUCLEONICS.

Particularly in instrumentation
and laboratory equipment, there
is a cross -over of use in the electronic and in the nuclear field.
But, there is very little crossover in the subscriber lists of the
two publications
matter of a
few percentage points.

-a

It is quite possible that you are
doing an effective presentation of
your products and abilities in this
excellent issue, but are missing
such presentation before one of
the fastest growing fields in the
country's history the field of
atomic energy.

-

The sales representatives of
ELECTRONICS are also the sales
representatives of NUCLEONICS.
They have much evidence pointing
to the opportunities in this great
NEW field. Ask them to show you
what your potentials can be.

MICRO

New Hampshire
5

Main Street, Peterborough, N.

ALL TYPES OF
CONSTRUCTION

NOW

AVAILABLE
AT LOW COST

SUP CONSITAIORS'
MOLDED OR FABRICATED TYPES
FOR LOWEST POSSIBLE COST

Assemblies of these types can be supplied at low cost.
Quality is the highest in the industry. Dimensional
accuracy and other characteristics are excellent and
these units are highly recommended for instruments
such as synchros.
ONE

PIECE ELECTRO -PLATED
TYPES FOR EXTREME ACCURACY

Wherever extreme dimensional precision, accurate concentricity, and high dielectric qualities are
required the electro -deposition method is recommended ... the production of which is licensed
under an exclusive arrangement with the Electro
Tec Corporation. This well-known process is most
satisfactory for miniatures and sub -miniatures
down to .035" diameters.
ULTRA -MODERN, COST REDUCING, NEW PRODUC-

TION FACILITIES-The last word in plant, equipment and skilled personnel are grouped here to

APB

Publication
330 West 42nd St.

A McGraw-Hill

New York 36, N. Y.
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A NEW COMPLETE SERVICE ON

NUCLEONICS
ABC

Ball Bearings, Inc.

CALL, WRITE OR WIRE TODAY FOR
QUOTATIONS ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS

INSTRUMENT
CORP. OF AMERICA

provide fast delivery at
lowest unit cost.

BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA
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`' it's

32 Page
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a new pr
di.
BENDING MANUAL
by the originators of "Die -less Duplicating"
This instructive and authoritative booklet will quickly prove
itself indispensable wherever bending is done or is needed. It
brings you a veritable gold mine of tested, authentic bending
methods applicable to any rotary type bender. The proper
bending technique may frequently offer a new approach to
an old problem by simplifying product design and cutting
production costs.
The exact methods of producing various types of bends in a
wide range of materials are illustrated, step by step, with
over 90 diagrams and charts together with valuable
tooling suggestions.
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You'll want a copy . . .
Mail your request today.
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rently available instrument standards such as the American Standard
C39.1 for Electrical Indicating Instruments. There is considerable
discussion on this and other standards, and of parallel importance is
the discussion on how to write specifications for the instrumentation
required for any particular electrical project.
The first chapter on the art of
measurement appeals enormously
to this reviewer because of the very
pertinent discussion on accuracy
and experimental errors. The point
is well made that the order of accuracy of the several components
in the measuring system should be
the same; a low -accuracy link in the
chain may spoil the whole result,
but by the same token a too -precise
element requiring excessive manipulation leads to no greater accuracy
in the end. The discussion of random errors and root -mean-square
deviation, the so-called standard
deviation, is rarely found in books
of this type and an understanding
of this philosophy is most helpful.
The section on laboratory practices should be read by everyone
involved with laboratory work; anyone who has burned out an instrument or a circuit component will be
doubly interested in the pertinent
comments as to the use of protective
resistors, the order of making connections, applying potential and the
The chapter on electrical units is
excellent, giving some brief history
as to the basis of the International
Units used until a few years ago,
and the new Absolute Units with
their conversion factors from those
used previously. It is noted that
there is no discussion of any special
parameters commonly used in electronics and high -frequency work,
and the book thus appears to be
rather definitely limited to power
f requencies except as the extension
to high frequency may be made
directly.
Direct -current instruments are
discussed in great detail, starting
with galvanometers which are discussed through the various phases
of design and including the equations of motion, response time and
damping. There is a considerable
discussion of sensitivity limits,
August, 1952
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2 KW
VACUUM TUBE
BOMBARDER

DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT

ENGINEERS
Learn what

TURBO

Electrical and
Electronics
Insulating
M terials

Mica and Wire

can do tomorrow

INSULATION MATERIALS

are doing today

OR

INDUCTION
HEATING UNIT

and

Send For Your Copy of This Insulation

Materials, Wire and
Characteristics Manual

Wire

Markers

Here's how

If the harmful effects of oil, grease and
sunlight, alkalie fluids and acids are handicapping
your wiring work, be sure to investigate Turbo
products. They are designed and constructed
on an unusually different principle and offer
many advantages not found in other types
of wire and cable insulation materials.
This booklet on Turbonics includes

will assist you
in solving
Your
complicated

wiring system
and insulation
problems

installation

drawings, photographs, blueprints and descriptive
suggestions for future planning incorporating
new basic principles. You will benefit from the
improved "as rated" characteristics of modern
electrical and electronics insulating materials.
Engineering Dept. A
Write for your free copy

THE WILLIAM

BRA
willimenri<NO8

...

$650.

COPY TODAY

Dept.
Never before a value like this new 2 -KW
bench model "Bombarder" or high frequency induction heater . . . for saving
time and money in surface hardening,
brazing, soldering, annealing and many
other heat treating operations.

Simple

.

.

.

Easy to

Operate

..

E-8,

SPECIALISTS

MATERIAL

THE WILLIAM

INC.

SEND FOR YO

Wire Markers.

For Only

COMPANY,

C

For The Most Reliable Performance Be Sure
The BRAND Name IS ON All Your Electrical
& Electronic Insulating Materials, Wire, and

INSULATING

...

TURBONILS

SINCE

1920

BRAND AND -CO:, INC.

Willimantic, Connecticut,

U. S.

A., Telephone 3-1661

Extruded Tubing Glass Steering and Tubing
Wire Markers
Mica
Cambric Cloths, Tapes, Papers
Varnished Saturated Sleeving and Tubing

TURBO Insulated Wires

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

IN

PRINCIPAL CITIES

.

Economical Standardization

of
Unit Makes This New Low Price
Possible.

This compact induction heater saves
space, yet performs with high efficiency.
Operates from 220 -volt line.
Complete
with foot switch and one heating coil
made to customer's requirements.
Send
samples of work wanted.
We will advise time cycle required for your particular job. Cost, complete, only $650.
Immediate delivery from stock.

Scientific Electric Electronic Heaters are
made in the following ranges of Power:
-2 -31/x -5-71/z-10-121/ -15 -18 - 25 -40-6080-100-250K W.
1
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Specialists in SMALL quantities
of custom built transformers
DEVICES
from milliwatts
Each
to 50 KVA, single
Electron Transformer
or polyphaseis built to the
highest standards
designed and
of
manufactured to
quality and precision.
best meet your
There is no
exact requirements.
"second" grade
at Electron.

ELECT/IAN
1901 CLYBOURN AVENUE
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co.
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Another achievement in
potentiometer design by
world's largest manufacturer of precision potentiometers
HELIPOT,

e
The Tinytorque
Model TSingle-Turn Precision Potentiometer

The TINYTOBQUE combines an absolute minimum of operating torque
with smallest possible space and
weight requirements-plus high precision and rugged dependability.
Here are the highlights ...
ULTRA-LOW TORQUE: .015 in. oz.
standard starting torque. As low
as .005 in. oz. available in potentiometers with resistances of
from 10K. to 100K. ohms.
MINIATURE SIZE: '/e inch diameter
x 25/32 inch length!
FEATHERWEIGHT! Weighs only half
an ounce (0.56 ounce)
!

BALL BEARING CONSTRUCTION:

5/64

inch stainless steel shaft rotates
on two precision miniature ball
bearings, providing ultra -low
torque and great ruggedness!

Actual Size
Ideal for applications where space
and light weight are
vital-such as
guided missiles,

instrumentation,
aviation electronics,

etc.-the TINY-

rosnus is available
in resistance ranges
from 1000 to 100,000
ohms-power rating
'/z

watt-with close

resistance and
linearity tolerances.
Servo mountings,
single or double
shaft extensions,
ganged assemblies,
spot welded taps to
specifications, many
other features.

Write for complete details!

NllelipOt

THE
SOUTH PASADENA

2

CORPORATION
,CALIFORNIA

FIELD OFFICES: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Rochester, Schenectady, Cleveland,
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Loa Angeles, Seattle, Dallas and Fort Myers, Florida. In
Canada: Cossor Ltd., Toronto and Halifax. Export Agents: Frathom Co., New York 18.

ROLLING

"IMPROVED"
COMPOSITE
SHEET STOCK
to .005" thick

(±.0025")

x 4" wide

IMPROVED'S highly skilled craftsmen working with the most modern of
precision equipment are able to provide composite sheet, wire or tubing
stock for numerous industrial applications. Wouldn't you like to conserve
on nickel . . . have nickel only where you need it? Then you want
"IMPROVED" nickel clad to a mild form of steel. The particular surface
metal you require is permanently bound to the base metal. You'd be
amazed at the many different places where
Improved service can be applied. We invite
your inquiries.

The Home of IMPROVED Service
Rhode Island's largest manufacturer

of Laminated Metals.

The IMPROVED SEAMLESS WIRE COMPANY
INCORPORATED 1898

775 Eddy Street, Providence 5, Rhode Island
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along with several excellent tabulations of the sensitivities of galvanometers commercially available.
Proceeding with indicating instruments there is a discussion of
springs, bearings, scales and pointers and magnetic systems, all of
which may be of more interest to

the instrument manufacturer than
to the user who is rarely in a position to modify any such items in his
laboratory equipment. Nevertheless a general picture of what is involved may be of some value in a
better understanding of instrument
physiology.
The potentiometer (not a circular
rheostat!) is considered in great
detail and many types are shown
which are rarely seen in the modern
laboratory. This section of the
book, along with the discussion of
standard cells, is perhaps of more
use to those involved with instrument calibration and maintenance
than to the engineer with a pressing
problem in electronics. Nevertheless, the potentiometer approach to
measurement, effectively a balance
or substitution method, is a powerful approach and one which frequently can be used in r -f measurements where a thermoelement or a
bolometer can convert the end result into d -c phenomena.
The section on resistors, including decade boxes, is quite valuable
and there is a considerable discussion of the time constants of resistors which should be important in
resistance measurements at higher
frequencies. Bridge methods are
similarly discussed and again will
find considerable utility in all measurements since the bridge or balance approach to measurement is
most useful.
The section on magnets and magnet testing is particularly pertinent
today in view of recent advances in
magnetic materials. From the ferrites through the powdered and
sintered materials to the anisotropie
alnicos, the spread in magnetic testing requirements has enormously
broadened in recent years and this
section will be of value to those concerned with ferromagnetism from
the loudspeaker permanent magnet
to the tv fly -back transformer.
Basic a -c measurements of current, voltage and power are discussed in detail and it might be
August, 7952
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DOUBLE BARREL
ACCURATELY MEASURES

Advertising
Advertising men agree-to do a complete advertising job you need the
double effect of both Display Advertising and Direct Mail.

Display Advertising keeps your
name before the public and builds
prestige.

Direct Mail supplements your Display Advertising. It pin -points your
message right to the executive you
want to reach-the person who buys
or influences the purchases.
More and more companies are con-

stantly increasing their use of Direct
Mail because it does a job that no
other form of advertising will do.
McGraw-Hill has a special Direct
Mail Service that permits the use of
McGraw-Hill lists for mailings. Our
names give complete coverage in all
the industries served by McGrawHill publications-gives your message
the undivided personal attention of
the top-notch executives in the industrial firms. They put you in direct
touch with the men who make policy
decisions..

In view of present day difficulties
in maintaining your own mailing
lists, our efficient personalized service is particularly important in securing the comprehensive market
coverage you need and want.
Ask for more detailed information
today. You'll be surprised at the low
over-all cost and the tested effectiveness of these hand-picked selections.

other
uses
Measure
acceleration
and velocity.
Trigger or
syr chronize
cathode ray
oscillograph
sweep circuits,
angular position
indicator (shaft or
fly-wheel),
re'erence marker
(degrees, position
or dead center).
Indicate RPM,
operations,
cycles or.
motion at
rates in excess
of 20,000 per
second when
used with
e'ectranic
counters.

Rate of Acceleration or Motion
UP TO 20,000 PER SECOND

WITHOUT CONTACT

Model 3010 U. S. Pat. 2396703
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NEW

IMPULSE GENERATOR

raUeM(,r

111CrrON1(

Small low cost electromagnet=s pick-up amplifies electrical
impulses for counti.ig recurring operations, revolutions,
sequences, cycles or motions. It produces a voltage output
proportional to the object's rate of speed. And may be
actuated by the displacement or vibration of any magnetic
material in the field of the pick-up. Such as a slot or keyway in the rim of a wheel or shaft, the teeth in a gear or
any magnetic part on a moving body. Consult Our Engineers
on Your Particular Problem.
Write for Bulletin MP 552 Today!

PRODUCTS

ELECTRO

4501 -Eu North Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

LABORATORIES

In Canada: ATLAS RADIO CORP. LTD., Toronto

IN -RES -CO

TYPES CX X
WIRE WOUND

BXt

RESISTORS

,' -another

IN -RES -CO

SEALED IN MOLDED BAKELITE

IN -RES -CO
TYPE CX

PLUS LIGHTWEIGHT

w3E

Mc GRAW-H ILL
DIRECT

MAIL LIST SERVICE

McGRAW-HILL
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
330 West 42nd Street

The dependable resistive elements
that combine positive sealing with the
important advantage of lightweight.
Molded Bakelite core reduces weight
by one-half compared to ceramics.
Positive seal effectively protects the
winding against harmful climatic conditions. Additional IN -RES -CO fea
tures include long life stability, hard
soldered connections to terminals and
extra -sturdy, vibration proof terminal
leads. Both CX and BX Resistors
include space -saving terminal supported axial terminals of tinned wire.
ASK FOR THE NEW
RESISTOR HANDBOOK Conta,ns complete dota on
resistors for every purpose
and rhea recommended

oppl,cot'ons

Please

make request on corn
pony letterhead

NEW YORK ''8, N. Y.
APPLICATION -DESIGNED RESISTORS FOR
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RESISTOR

IN -RES -CO
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RESISTOR

INSTRUMENT
RESISTORS CO.
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AVENUE
ELECTRONICS
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UNION
NEW JERSEY
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Outstanding
Additions To The
Switchcraft Line
Of Components
NEW "TELEVER SWITCH"
A unique design Telephone Type Lever Switch of rela-

tively light construction with the ruggedness of structural "T-Beam" frame construction. For applications
requiring dependable switching. Standard circuits in
both 2 & 3 position actuators, either type locking or
non -locking. Special circuits available.

NEW "ADAPTERS"
Real time savers. Provide convenient interchange of
equipment between various wiring devices.
No. 332 (illustrated) Standard Phone Jack input to
Female Microphone Connector output. No. 334, similar, with Phono Jack Connector input.
No. 342 Dual-purpose binding post/Banana Jack
input to Phone Plug Output.
No. 346 Tip Jack input to Phone Plug output.
No. 336 Phone Jack input to Phono Plug Connector
output. No. 338, similar, except Microphone Connector
input.
No. 344 Phono Jack Connector input to Phone
Plug output.
No. 338 Male Microphone Connector input to Phono
Plug Connector output.

-

-

V1!NAIIC.A`i'r
rINC.-z

These and many other

New Components will be
found in the Switchcraft

catalog for 1952. -Send
for your copy of catalog
No. S-52 today.
1328 N. Halsted St.,
Chicago 22, III.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE: Atlas Radio Corporation Ltd., 560 King Street,
Toronto 2B, Canada. Phone Waverly 4761.

W.,

MAGNET, RESISTANCE
and ALLOY WIRE
Small space factor

High dielectric

Unaffected by chemicals
or corrosive atmosphere

Excellent flexibility and
abrasion resistance

Capable of withstanding
250° centigrade

Sizes: 10 through 50
A.W.G.

Send for NEW Warren Wire Specification 1001

WARREN WIRE CO.
POWNAL

VERMONT

Producers of Nylon, Plain Enamel and
Served Magnet Wire, Tinned and Bare
Copper Wire.
*Du Pont trademark for Polytetrafluoroethylene Enamel
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pointed out that these measurements have been extended into the
higher power frequencies approaching the audio spectrum to a very
considerable degree in the last
decade. The use of 400 cycles in
aircraft has required new instruments and instrument circuit designs as compared with the 60-cycle
instruments of some years ago
which had large errors above 200
cycles, and reference is made to the
methods used to attain the improved
results. In a similar vein, the recent improvements in instrument
transformers are considered; using
the various nickel alloy cores,
enormously improved results are
obtained and the newer transformers will also function well and accurately in many instances into the
audio band.
While the discussion of oscillo graphs is reasonably complete and
includes a discussion of the modern
scope with a set of typical Lissajous
figures, the section on electronic instruments is limited to some fourteen pages. This seems unfortunate
in view of the rather enormous utility of electronic gear in the measurement art and it might well be
that an additional chapter showing
the detailed use of amplifying and
detecting techniques derived from
the vacuum tube would be well
worthwhile.
In general, however, Dr. Harris
has written an outstanding book on
the subject of electrical measurements ; no errors of fact have been
located. The manuscript having
been based on a great deal of prior
work, it seems likely that the book
can be used as a reference for many
years to come.-JOHN H. MILLER,
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Electric Transmission Lines
BY HUGH HILDRETH SKILLING.

Mc-

Graw-Hill Book Company, New York,
1951, 438 pages, $6.50.
IN THE preface of his new book concerning transmission line theory,
Dr. Skilling indicates that it is intended as an introduction to the
field and states "
the purpose of
this book is to give as much on cir-

...

cuits with distributed constants,
and their practical applications, as
August, 1952
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Transformers

specification designed

CANVAS

MINIATURE
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AMPLIFIERS
TRANSMITTERS

E

LIGHTWEIGHTFOR `

These units were developed to meet the demands of a
growing miniaturization program. Despite their small
size they are designed to work at an ODB level with
full frequency response.

MICRO -MINIATURE

FOR HEARING AIDS
TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS

Providing the ultimate in miniaturization, these Microminiature transformers are the tiniest commercial units

available.

BG -44

BAGS-CW

BG

Also available for ultra -miniature requirements are
open frame units. Double Epoxy resin impregnation
provides thorough protection from adverse climatic
conditions.

Bag

CASES -Power, Audio, Pulse and Reactor
FAMILIES- AF, AG, AH, AJ
On special order standard stock miniatures can be

BAGS

MIL TYPES

CARBINE CLIP BAGS
TOOL ROLLS-BAGS & CASES

for

supplied to meet Military requirements and are given
the necessary tests as pre -described for MIL -T-27.

f

Radio Equipment

Electronic Equipment
Radar Equipment

For descriptions of complete stock items and prices

C. R. DANIELS, INC.

"A."

CREST LABORATORIES, INC.

DANIELS, MD.
New York 6, N.

75 West St
549 W. Randolph St

write for catalog

Whitehall Building

Chicago 6,

:

Far Rockaway, N. Y.

another ARROW special
Ircde-Mork

RV4A
JAN -R-94 Type

M. S. C.
(Mass Spectrometer Checked)

RARE GASES
HELIUM

ARGON

-

XENON

Rare Gases are mass spectrometer checked to assure you gases of

LINDE

known purity and uniformly high
quality, Available in commercial size
cylinders and glass bulbs.
the world's largest producer of
gases derived from the atmosphere,
can meet your individual needs of purLINDE,

ity...volume ... mixture ... containers...
LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION CARBIDE

AND CARBON CORPORATION

rn-fg

The term "Linde" is a registered trade -mark
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

-

Resistance

JAN -R-94 Type

RV4ATRJ101A
100 ohms*
RV4ATRJ251A
250 ohms*
RV4ATRJ501A
500 ohms*
1000 ohms*
RV4ATRJ102A
RV4ATRJ252A
2500 ohms*
RV4ATRJ502A
5000 ohms*
10,000 ohms*
RV4ATRJ103A
RV4ATR1253A
25,000 ohms*
RV4ATRJ503A
50,000 ohms*
RV4ATRJ104A
100,000 ohms*
RV4ATRJ254A
250,000 ohms*
RV4ATRJ504A
500,000 ohms*
RV4ATR11058
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PANEL METERS
by SUPREME

is needed by all electrical engineers.
but it is not intended to train

...

the specialist." The treatment as
evolved by Dr. Skilling progresses
significantly toward that ambitious
goal. Dr. Skilling presents the subject in the same lucid and logical
style which characterizes his other
books.

Every year more and more manufacturers are using Supreme meters as initial equipment in hundreds of electrical and electronic devices. Quality built in every respect
with many outstanding features such as EFFICIENT ALNICO BAR MAGNETSELECTED PIVOTS AND JEWELS-DOUBLE
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION-HIGH
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Available in a variety of sizes and types with or without special dials. Write Supreme
today about your meter needs. Requests for prices
and delivery given prompt attention.
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ear
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SUPREME, INC.

Type
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MISSISSIPPI

2A TAP SWITCHES
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1

or 2 MILLIOHMS!

These high quality switches
with up to 24 contacts were
specifically developed to meet
the need for rugged precision
instrument switches that have

longer operating life and
are economical components
in competitively priced
electronic instruments
and military equipment.

Write for Technical
Bulletin No. 28.

Exclusive Canadian Dist.
RCA Victor Ltd.
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Chapters 1 through 8 discuss the
theory of transmission lines starting from the simplified high-frequency, low -loss point -of-view; thus
the student is introduced to the
unfamiliar world of distributed
constant circuits in the familiar
environment of trigonometric functions. After a discussion of traveling and standing waves, the treatment is generalized, using complex
hyperbolic functions, to include the
line with loss. A discussion of line
parameters (characteristic impedance, propagation constant, etc),
line constants (inductance, capacitance, effective resistance, etc), and
artificial lines completes the theoretical section.
Chapters 9 through 13 consider
application of the theory to 1-f
power lines, m-f telephone lines, h-f
radio lines, and uhf wave guides. It
is stressed that the behavior of each
of these is best specified by different forms of the equations, and the
srecialized analysis techniques applicable to each are described. The
different characteristics of lines
associated with their operating frequency are matters that few engineers appreciate. The treatment
here is gratifying.
The theory of wave guides is approached as an extension of transmission line concepts with hardly
a mention of Maxwell's equations.
The ideas of phase and group velocity, cut-off phenomenon, reactive
and resistive attenuation, etc, are
derived from the suitably modified
line equations. The matters of
higher modes, reactive obstacles,
terminations, and coax -to -wave guide couplings are discussed somewhat heuristically. Chapter 10 is
an introduction to filter theory
from the traditional point of view.
The final chapter, Chapter 14, discusses transient waves of arbitrary

PBOX 1485
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form traveling on periodic structures. Single and multiple reflections and the transition to steady August, 1952
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Precision glass grinding
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Sapphire rtylit

7 Spruce Street, Waltham 54, Mass.
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state behavior are considered.
The viewpoint taken in this book
is one which fundamentally separates transmission line theory from
electromagnetic field theory. There
are, of course, other approaches to
the subject which some will consider preferable and more basic.
On the other hand, their opinion
will not be shared, perhaps, by their
students, who will be striving for
an intuitive grasp of the subject.
This matter is one which must be
decided according to the desires and
objectives of the prospective user.
Similarly, there will be those who
desire to change the emphasis, as

for recently calling the

attention of industry to the sub-

stantial growth of UNILECTRIC'S volume in your
advertising in Business Week, Advertising Age, Advertising Agency, Printers' Ink and Sales Management,
and by direct mail.
Your featuring of our company in your folder of
"Examples of Successful Business Paper Advertising"
is deeply appreciated. We will strive to maintain the
precision standards and cost saving features of UNILECTRIC WIRING SYSTEMS responsible for the
progress that called forth your generous comments.

UNITED MANUFACTURING & SERVICE CO.
409 South 6th St., Milwaukee 4, Wis.
*Copies of the McGraw-Hill report are available on request. Send today for this additional evidence that UNILECTRIC WIRING SYSTEMS
will reduce yoar product wiring costs
and improve your products.
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placed by Dr. Skilling, on various
subjects. For example, although
inherent in the treatment of traveling waves, there is no mention of
the important use of lines for
delaying and storing electrical signals. Also, the treatment of distortionless lines starts from the seeminzly arbitrary condition, r/g =1/c,
rather than from the perhaps more
logical requirement of flat amplitude and linear phase response.
This latter condition is the requirement for facsimile transmission
through any network. Such criticisms, however, must be considered
as secondary when the overall objective of conveying to the students
an understanding of transmission
lines in considered. In that, Dr.
Skilling succeeds admirably.
WINSTON E. Kocx, Director of
Acoustics Research, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Murray Hill Labo-

ratory.

The Desien of
Switching Circuits

These ball and socket bushings of STAR Lavolain, BY WILLIAM KEISTER, ALISTAIR E.
a steatite ceramic, are the best high temperature RITCHIE AND SETH H. WASHBURN,
Bell Telephone Laboratories. D. Van
bare wire insulation you can buy. They are high in Nostrand
Co., Inc. New York, 1952,
dielectric and mechanical strength-and, when 556 pages, $8.00.
joined, provide great flexibility. They are stocked THE field of switching circuits and
and immediately available in 13 sizes with open- its application to data processing
ings from .056 to .400 inches. Send for samples machines has developed rapidly in
and full information.
the last few years, but there has
been very little information published on the techniques of organizing the elementary switching
circuits into the complex arrangements required in these applica/COMPANY
PORCE
tions. This, one of the first books
N.J.
TRENTON,
MUIRHEAD
49
AVENUE
concerned with a systematic treatAugust, 1952
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ment of the subject, is an exposition of the principles of the logical
design of relay circuits as developed
by members of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Its treatment of the
time sequential properties of these
circuits is the first published presentation of this subject known to
the reviewer. Part of the book is
concerned with an extension of the
techniques to electronic switching
circuits employing gas tubes,
vacuum tubes and semiconductor
devices.

Here at Coto -Coil...
... the

Impregnating Department applies the final protective
coating to precision -made Coto Coils. Each coil is pre -heated,
impregFinished coil
immersed in varnish and drained . . . sometimes 3 or 4
nated with varnish
coating
times. The varnish finish, baked in these modern ovens, not
only provides a hard, durable outer surface but completely fills all voids within the
coil, resulting in a solid, pocket -free mass. Such modern production facilities, plus
35 years of experience, combine to make Coto Coils the first choice for engineered
coils. Coto -Coil Company, 65 Pavilion Avenue, Providence 5, R. I.
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Transient Electric Currents
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One
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S. E.

depart-

for complete specifications.

D. W. ONAN & SONS INC.
7029 University Ave.,

of relay circuits used in telephone
systems. It presents a large amount
of design information which forms
the basis of the "inspection" techniques used by the experienced designer. An attempt at development
of a mathematical theory of switching circuits is made with a description of Shannon's treatment of the
Boolean algebra of relay circuits.
The algebra is introduced in terms
of a sort of physical analogy between relays and logic. The notation and operations of the algebra
are presented before any mathematical definition of the symbols is
made. In the chapter on electronic
switching circuits, the algebra is
applied without mentioning what
properties of the circuits are identified with the binary digit values
of the algebraic -letter symbols, except for an implication that activation of a terminal has something to
do with the mathematics. This
vagueness must make the presentation confusing to the beginner as
well as lacking in rigor.-ELDRED C.
NELSON, Head, Computer Systems

Department, Hughes Aircraft Co.,

p1nt.

Units rec,,uire
a minimurnkof attention; will run
continuously if necessary.,;P`roved
dependable in hundred of instalstart and stop

For the most part, this book is
a description of the logical properties of relays and several classes

Minneapolis 14, Minn.

""wiTetleffl

2nd ed., 1952, 361 pages, $6.00.
THIS book is written at an undergraduate level, for engineering
students taking a first course in

transients or for engineers desiring
a home refresher course. Classical
methods for solving transient problems are used in the first nine chapters. Transformation methods are
August, 1952
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presented in the last chapter.
The theory of transient voltage
drops and of current and energy
flow in a network are presented in
great detail. A reader with a working knowledge of differential and
integral calculus should follow the
developments readily. Practical examples, introduced from time to
time, indicate the utility of the
material and the importance of
transients.
The first two chapters consider
the RL and RC series circuit. The
operator p is introduced and a
method for solving transient problems is standardized, thereby obtaining four readily remembered
rules that can be applied to the
above types of circuits to obtain a
solution easily.
Chapter three discusses first -and
second -order differential equations
and their solutions. The fourth
chapter considers the series RLC
circuit for underdamped, critically
damped and overdamped conditions.
Simultaneous solutions for first and second-order differential equations are discussed in chapter five,
which treats simple networks.
Chapter six discusses the transient
current in series RL, RC and RLC
circuits when a sinusoidal driving
voltage is applied. A few pages
are devoted to transient currents
in a network when a nonsinusoidal
periodic or a nonsinusoidal non periodic (other than a step -function) driving voltage is applied.
The seventh chapter discusses
transient currents in coupled resonant circuits. This chapter is an
extension (for a particular case)
of the fourth chapter with regard
to the simultaneous solution of
second -order differential equations.
Transient currents in circuits with
variable parameters are discussed
in chapter eight. Two methods of
solution are presented for simple
RL and RLC circuits in which the
inductance is a function of current.
Transmission lines are considered in chapter nine. Differential
equations for a transmission line
are developed and their solution is
shown to lead to a voltage (or current) that is a function of position
and time; that is, a traveling wave.
Reflections are treated for the case
of a d -c step -function driving volt August, 1952-ELECTRONICS
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water tight and pressure proof types to JAI
specifications.
Remler Company Ltd.

$ e9 /9/1

2101

Bryant St.

San Francisco IO, Calif.

PIONEERS IN ELECTRONICS AND PLASTICS
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Try Remler for Service -Tested
"Hard -to -Get" Components
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paper

assure

TUBES

age. This chapter avoids the
mathematical complexity of other
texts on elementary transmission line theory.
Chapter ten introduces the reader
to the transformation method. The
Fourier -series transform is then
discussed and the Laplacian transform is introduced by analogy to
the Fourier -series transform.
Occasionally material elsewhere
in the book is referred to incorrectly. For illustration, on page
173 reference is made to an example
in Section 19; actually the example
is in Section 18. The reader will
find that if he understands the text,
the continuity is not disturbed and
the correct material can be easily
found and verified.
Although this
review has
stressed the mathematical aspects
of the book, it should be pointed out
that the physical descriptions are
complete and that, when necessary,
the mathematical steps taken to
reach a particular expression are
fully described.
The first two-thirds of the book
can be considered a first course in
transients. The last part of the
book, especially chapter ten, should
prove most interesting to engineers
dealing with transients.-WALTER
J. DAUKSHER, Engineer, Airborne
Instruments Laboratory, Mineola,

New York.

Materials Technology for
Electron Tubes
Reinhold Publishing Co., New York, N. Y., 1951,
493 pages, $10.00.
BY WALTER H. KOHL.

With all materials thoroughly tested by up-to-date laboratory equipment,
you can be sure every Precision Paper Tube meets or exceeds the highest
standards. This means you get better heat-dissipation, greater resistance
to moisture and better insulation. Also, spiral winding and die -forming
under pressure provide up to 20% more strength with lighter weightgreater coil winding space, as well!
Made to your specifications of finest dielectric Kraft, Fish Paper,
Cellulose Acetate or combinations-in round, square, oval, rectangular,
or any shape, length, ID or OD.

Also Mfrs. of PRECISION BOBBINS

'

r

te/

-Write today for free sam- y///
ple and New Mandrel
List of over 1000 sizes. re

11

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO.
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2041 W. Charleston St.,
Chicago 47, III.
Plant No. Two, 79 Chapel St., Hartford, Conn.

since Espe and Knoll published their classic work sixteen
years ago, tube development engineers have hoped for a similar
authoritative book in the English
language. This book is the first
attempt to fill this need. The purpose, according to its preface, is
"to present the physical characteristics of the solids used in the fabrication of vacuum tubes and to
describe some of the processes for
the application of these materials."
The book contains a great deal of
well -indexed information hitherto
not available in a single source and
is to be especially commended for
its excellent and complete bibliogEVER
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ENGINEERS DEPEND UPON

PRECISION
POTENTIOMETERS
SINUSOIDAL TYPE

urRw

for

RF INTERFERENCE

SUPPRESSION FILTERS

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE
B-36 BOMBER

IA-++-

RL -11C
RL 14-MS

RL 11-C

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS

f 1%
%

16,000 ± 10%
Approx. 85%
360°
4.75 oz.

Total resistance
Percent resistance within brush circle

Angle of rotation
Weight
Torque (Approximate)

35,400
99 ±
360°

1.8 lbs.
2 oz. in.
80 Ni 20 Li

5 oz. in.

80 Ni 20 Cr
4°

Wire

Resolution
Angular accuracy
Amplitude accuracy

2°

f5°

±.6°

t.6%

t.8%

350
60 rpm
200,000 cycles

150
60 rpm
350,000 cycles

Maximum volts across winding
Maximum speed
Expected Life

Minor variations
RL -11C unit, RL-14MS unit is approximately twice as large.
of these standard designs, available on special order, permit operation at high rotational
speeds with some loss of accuracy but, with a substantial increase in expected life. Sine and
cosine voltages are produced simultaneously. Resistances other than those shown above are

Illustration shows

available within certain limits.
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS SEND FOR BULLETIN

aa...

etie4
yNeMP

rl

F -68-A

THE GAMEWELL COMPANY
NEWTON UPPER FALLS 64, MASSACHUSETTS

SPECIFIED

ON

AIRCRAFT, GUIDED MISSILES,

SIGNAL CORPS, ORDNANCE

AND NAVAL EQUIPMENT
FILTRON'S experienced RF Interference Suppression engineers are available for the measuring, testing, and
filter design for your equipment. The

Production and Engineering needs.
From .002" dia, to .125" dia. Radio
tube parts-Stampings-Drawings
Modern facilities, high -production
equipment.

modern shielded laboratories are

equipped to measure RF Interference
from 14 KC to 1000 MC, in accordance with military specifications.
FILTRON'S engineers have more than
700 standard filters available, or will
design a unit to meet your size, weight,
mounting, voltage and current requirements.

Metal Crystal Holder Parts
Send sketch or print for quotation.
PIX MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
24A Bedford St., Newark 3, N. J.

FILTRON'S

YOUR PRODUCTS HERMETICALLY SEALED
Meet Military
Specifications
Insure

reliability

Unexcelled high

altitude operation

Provide permanent
protection from
dust and corrosive

SEALING CORPORATION

RE

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION FILTERS FOR:

Mete,,

aynemotors

Poorer Plants

Generators
inverters

Aetetors
Gasoline

Electronic
Controls

es

humidity effects

99 E. Hawthorne Ave.
Valley Stream, L. I., N. Y.
Tilden 4-6300

capacitor manufacturing

and coil winding divisions, metal
fabrication shop and metal stamping
departments are exclusively producing the highest quality components
for FILTRON'S RF Interference filters.

atmospheres
Forever free from

Our engineers will design suitable enclosures
for your electronic parts. We assemble
and
seal your units in dry air or inert
gas. All
assemblies are evacuated and 10014
leak
tested by the Veeco Mass Spectrometer.
Write for complete information.
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IS

THE MAJORITY OF MODERN

WIRE FORMING
SPECIALISTS
Precision Parts to meet your

GENERAL HERMETIC

FILTRON

sales Rí

Engines

Inr.lerte,s p.eAssie, w..r.etnt

Send for our LATEST CATALOG
on your company letterhead

CO., INC.

THE

FLUSHING,

LONG

ISLAND, N.

Y.

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS
OF RF INTERFERENCE FILTERS
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THERE IS
OR BETTER

NO FASTER

WAY TO MAKE TEST

CONNECTIONS THAN OFFERED BY
THE SIMPLIFIED GRAYHILL PANEL
MOUNT, SPRING PRONG CLIP AND
THE GRAYHILL FULLY INSULATED,

TIGHT -GRIP TEST CLIP.
Ask for Samples.

Panel

Mount
Type
No. 2-0

ys_a

Insulated
Alligator Type
No. 16-1-Block
No. 16-2-Red

4522 West Madison Street

Chicago 24, Illinois

and CRYSTAL DIODE
TEST

INSTRUMENTS

Laboratory and Production Types
T -D SERIES

INSTRUMENTS

A.C. transistor measurements of "a" and terminal impedances
D.C. measurements of both transistor and diode characteristics

Sufficient metering and bias control circuits for rapid tests
Internal calibration and precision components for reliable data
Flexible panel controls for wide selection of test conditions
Units completely self-contained, power supplies optional
INSTRUMENTS
Specifically designed for germanium diode laboratory and quality control
tests
Includes diode curve plotter for oscilloscope presentation of forward
and reverse voltage -current characteristics

D SERIES

Production instruments designed for minimum
maintenance, maximum protection, adaptability
to future requirements and rapid procedures.
INQUIRIES FOR SPECIAL TEST INSTRUMENTS INVITED.

TELETRONICS LABORATORYINc.
WESTBURY, L. I., N. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS
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AND PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENT

raphy. However, on the one hand
it contains much material which is
irrelevant to tube design and construction while, on the other hand,
it omits or slights other material of
prime importance. For example,
most of the copper alloys and most
of the solders mentioned contain
metals of high vapor pressure and
could, therefore, not be used inside
vacuum tubes. The tabulation of
refractory minerals includes many
that are rare and are not commercially available. Although much
space is given to porcelain and magnetic ferrites, neither finds use as
internal parts of tubes. No mention
is made of phosphors so important
to cathode-ray tubes nor of chrome copper alloys so important to receiving tubes.
Glass, ceramics and soldering are
covered in adequate detail. Other
matters such as metals, getters,
processing operation and emission,
if one may judge by the space given
to them, received rather limited
treatment. For example, the chapter on emission is devoted primarily
to the thoriated-tungsten filament
and the L -cathode, with little mention of the very important oxide coated cathode.
In all, this is not a book for the
inexperienced reader but rather one
which requires considerable judgement to evaluate the material presented and to choose from it. Although the book suffers from the
faults common to first efforts, it
does contain much which the tube
engineer will find valuable, including an especially complete and useful bibliography.-STAN UMBREIT,
Tube Department, Radio Corporation of America, Harrison, N. J.
THUMBNAIL REVIEWS
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 2nd edition. By Robert P.
Ward. Prentice -Hall, 416 pages, 1952. For
a first course ; uses MKS units throughout.
VADE-MECUM, 1952. P. H. Brans, Antwerp, Belgium, 416 pages, $5.50, 1962.
Now divided into two volumes, this 9th
edition of a world-wide list of tubes contains only receiving and transmitting
tubes; the 10th edition, yet to be published, will list picture tubes, phototubes,
crystal diodes, klystrons, etc.
ATOMS, SPECTRES, MATERIERE. By
Yvette Cauchois. Albin Michel, Paris, 640
pages, 119 figures, 1,800 francs. A paperbound text on the structure of matter,
in French. According to the publisher's
blurb, "l'ensemble est agreable a lire" and
a glance through the volume indicates that
this is, indeed, true.
August, 1952
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Robinson pump installation at LaPointe-Plascomold

ROBINSON
Metering Pump
accurately meters

PLASTISO12

The LaPointe-Plascomold Corporation, producer of electronic
components, installed a Robinson
Metering Pump to increase production of their "Mighty Match" television divider networks. The pump
not only reduced unit costs, but
ejected *Plastisol so accurately that

Forcibly ejects

fluid comunds_not
a gravity
dispenser
P
Controls heat
thermo.
statically
Change discharge

idly without
tools

still greater economies.

R educes

STORAGE SYSTEMS

-

Ejects fast

a change in design was madeaffording a saving in material and

MAGNETIC DRUM
ERA Magnetic Drum Storage Systems have
established a record of operational dependability.
For a typical example of the design details
which contribute to dependable system operation, take a closer look at one of the more than
200 ERA magnetic heads installed in the model
1101A1 drum pictured above. This head, which
incorporates reading and recording windings
on a single core, is capable of reading or recording more than 120,000 magnetic marks per
second. A differential -thread mounting feature
facilitates precise adjustment of head -to -drum
spacing and maintains
the head setting during
all normal conditions
of shipment or use. In
ERA systems, the nom-

ra

unit

skilled opefptorcostsneededno

This versatile production tool
may solve some of your problems.
Write for further information today!

Adaptable to an
y p ro
technique

duction

Registered Trade Name

J

WA°oca..

°A0B, NSO

.

P.O. Box

47

NUTLET 10, NEW JERSEY
Telephone NUtley 2-4510-

95 PARK AVE.

inal head -to -drum

MIL -P-7788

spacing is 0.002 inches,
thus minimizing the
possibility of damage
to the drum surface
and making the signal
voltage relatively insensitive to slight var-

SPECIFICATION

drum spacing normally

iations in head -to -

AN -P-89
19

in operation.
Proven dependability, large storage capacity, alterable yet non-volatile storage, and
high speed are characteristics which make ERA
Magnetic Drum Storage Systems the optimum
choice for many high-speed data -handling
problems.
ERA's experienced engineers will be pleased
to assist you in the application of ERA Magnetic Drum Storage Systems to your particular
system requirements.
encountered

O

_

z

PANELS -DIALS -ETC.

G)

BODNAR INDUSTRIES,

4

It-

INC.

m

RAILROAD AVE., NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y.

Write today

for

FACILITIES
INSPECTION AT SOURCE'

COMPLETE TESTING
FOR

'GOVERNMENT

FS

descriptive
brochure

tiynI

MICROMETER HEAD
oz the L/ectron[e9 Jncaujtty

714rdeel
LARGE, LEGIBLE, EASY TO READ CALIBRATIONS, PLUS
THREAD

JAMMING, ARE FEATURES FOUND IN

FS

A

THIMBLE STOP TO PREVENT

1902 WEST

MICROMETER HEADS WHICH HELP

BULLETIN

ON

FS

MICROMETER

HEADS, OBTAINABLE

ON

P.

0. BOX 66, EATONTOWN,
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DEPARTMENT E-2

REQUEST.

3

FREQUENCY STANDARDS
TELEPHONE ASBURY PARK 1-1018

MINNEHAHA AVENUE

ST. PAUL 4, MINNESOTA

ENGINEERS SPEED UP THEIR WORK. THESE AND MANY OTHER FEATURES ARE DESCRIBED

IN THE NEW

Met

Digital Computers Data -Handling Systems
Magnetic Storage Systems Instruments
Analog Magnetic Recording Systems
Communications Equipment
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NEW WIDE BAND D.C. AMPLIFIER

BACKTALK

MODEL 120
A precision instrument designed for use as a preamplifier in conjunction with an oscilloscope, vacuum tube voltmeter or other instruments.

SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Within +
D.C. and 100,000 cycles per second.

1

article
Needed
be

differential amplifier.

DEAR

INPUT IMPEDANCE: One Megohm shunted by approximately 15mmf in each channel.

Medicine"
Feb. 1952)

(ELEC-

SIR:

written as a result
of your very stimulating article in
the February issue of ELECTRONICS.
It has long been my hope to make
some useful contribution to the field
of medical instrumentation. This
goal exists for me because, like
many engineers, I have been largely
occupied in the last ten years by
various phases of weapon making
and I yearn to apply the same efforts to some positive good.
I have previously studied the possibility of applying electronics to
such jobs as simplifying the presentation of some of the information
that is now available with the electrocardiograph. It seems reasonable to presume that if heart malfunctions can be heard with a
stethoscope the same variations can
be made visible and thus subject to
THIS LETTER is

DUAL INPUT ATTENUATOR: One to one, 10 to
one, 100 to one and "off" positions in each channel immediately adjustable.

OUTPUT CONNECTION: Push-pull or single ended.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Less than 50 Ohms single
ended or 100 Ohms push-pull.
HUM AND NOISE LEVEL: Below 40 microvolts
referred to input.
LOW DRIFT due to regulated heater voltage in
input stage.
approximately

In

TRONICS, p 82,

used for single ended and push-pull signals or as a

MOUNTING: Metal cabinet
wide by 7" high by 11" deep.

letters to Dr.
regarding his
"Electronics Engineering

a small sample of
Herman I. Kantor

db between

GAIN: Approximately 100.
INPUT CONNECTION: Double channel, can

Medical Electronics
THE FOLLOWING are abstracts from

7"

Write for descriptive literature on the Model 120 D.C. Amplifier and other Furst laboratory instruments including Regulated
Power Supplies.

FURST ELECTRONICS
Chicago 25, Illinois

3324 W. Lawrence Avenue,

HYCOR

quantitative interpretation.
As a nonmedical man and since
enlist the interest of my family doctor I have
been at a loss as to where to turn
for advice.
I have been unable to

th e NSW

DONALD V. RICHARDSON
Glenwood Landing, N. Y.

set'

Decade -Inductor units
-

INDUCTOR units are
HYCOR DECADE
indispensable for design and experimentation work on audio filters.
The units are available in four ranges up
to 10 henries. Units may be used individually or all four may be connected in
series to obtain 11.11 henries in 1 millihenry steps.
Toroid coils are used to obtain high "Q",
stability and low pickup from external
fields. Inductance accuracy is 2%.
Send for bulletin D-2

HYCOR COMPANY, INC.
11423 VANOWEN STREET,

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

SUnset 3-3860

Manufacturers of Toroid Inductors, Decade Inductor Instruments,

Wave Filters, Resistive Networks, and Precision Resistors
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DEAR PROF. KANTOR:
I HAVE just
read your

interesting
article in ELECTRONICS where you
so daringly use statements like
"pseudo science" and "art of medicine." I am an electronics engineer
and the manager of a factory which
produces medical electronics instruments. Some time ago we made a
trial run of 20 chronaximeters, for
which I had accumulated the electronic specifications out of American, English, French, Italian and
German handbooks on physiotherapy. These 20 units were sent to
20 outstanding neurologists at various institutions all over the U. S.free of charge for examination, application and comments. The result
was a huge correspondence without
August,

1952-
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Nicest Ohms
In The

OPHAR

Business...

... That's

J1,

what we
package!
Maybe you
call the
packages
`resistors'
but they're
really only
containers
for ohms.
Ohms-we've got millions
of 'em. All kinds! Persnickety, specialist ohms.
Delicate, sensitive ohms.
Rough-and-ready, work-

_---WAXES
I

t

t

-''-COMPOUNDS
Zophar Waxes, resins and compounds to impregnate,
dip, seal, embed, or pot electronic and electrical equipment or components of all types; radio, television, etc.
Cold flows from 100°F. to 285°F.
Special waxes non -cracking at

horse ohms. And ohms that

beat the be -junior out of
JAN Specs.
What sort of ohms do you
need? It's a megohm to a
micro -farad we have them.
Just write us.

Compounds meeting Government specifications plain
or fungus resistant.

Let us help you with your engineering problems.
IOPHAR MILLS

\t r

SEg

Nr

ñ

0

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE
403 North Broad Street
Philadelphia 8, Pa.

CO.

ZOPHAR MILLS,

YEARS
xP[RtfF

Recorder Converters

I

li1l,
iimlliñl

ú

2646 N. Maplewood Ave., Chicago 47

Inductor alternators

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

MAIL COUPON FOR CATALOGS

VULCAN

formation on Carter Rotary Power Supplies.
Nam

Magmotors
August, 1952

I

Please send catalogs containing complete in-

DANVERS 10, MASS

-

Genemotors

Carter DC to AC Converters, Dynamotors, Genemotors,
Magmotors, and Inductor Alternators (inverters) are
made in a wide variety of types and capacities adaptable to communications, laboratory, and industrial applications, of many kinds. Widely used in aircraft,
marine, and mobile radio, geophysical instruments,
laboratory work, ignition, timing and many other uses.

ELECTRIC COMPANY

ELECTRONICS

INC.

112-130 26th Street,
Brooklyn 32, N. Y.

Dynamotors

11
,;>;;I>I1,li

-76°F.

'Trod. Mark
Registered

City

I
1

Address
State
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BACKTALK

NEW
Experimental
Special

TYPE:

-

Feed-thru, factory assembled
to 16 terminals. Designed to
1

accommodate your standard

CURTIS
Type "FTB"

BLOCKS
Write for literature on

-

other Curtis Blocks
or,
for quick reference, consult our condensed catalog in the McGraw-Hill

Electrical Catalog for
Production Engineers.

banana type plug.
TERMINALS:

Combination banana plug jack
and solder connection. Also
available with banana plug
jack and screw connection.
Separately insulated, held permanently in metal strip. Banana
plugs are not furnished with
Type "FTB" Terminal Blocks.
RATED:

(continued)

any positive comments, very few
negative comments, but mainly enquiries regarding application and
necessity of these instruments. Two
"scientists" phoned me to say that
these instruments were too easy to
operate and would therefore annihilate the importance of specialists!!!
This and previous personal experience plus your article lead me to
believe that during the few" thousand years of medical experiments
with that same old object, the human being,' very little has changed
so far. However, in less than a
hundred years electronics has been
speeded up by international cooperation of, for example, radio
amateurs who had the urge to read
everything printed about a subject
and who communicated and compared their simple results with each
other.
MARK M. SIERA

300 volts between terminals of
opposite polarity and to ground.
20 amps. (conservative).

Forest Hills. New York
DEAR SIR:

3203 NORTH 33rd

STREET

MILWAUKEE

16,

WISCONSIN

I WAS very much interested in your
article on medical electronics in the
February issue of ELECTRONICS. I

have been looking around for some
spare-time projects, but unfortunately, I have absolutely no connections in the medical profession.
Could you suggest someone in this
part of the country whom I could
interview and thereby get a fuller
grasp of the problems involved? A
small independent laboratory such
as mine would find it necessary to
work in close cooperation with one
or more hospitals, I would think.
ARTHUR S. KRAMER

Cedar Grove, New Jersey
Lengths from 1/2' to 30"
Inside Perimeters, .450" to 25"

PARAMOUNT Paper Tubes facilitate coil winding-insure coil accuracy and stability. Proved
by use, they have become standard with leading
manufacturers of electrical, radio and electronic
products. Here you are sure to obtain the exact
size and shape you need for coil forms and other
uses ... from stock arbors, or specially engineered to your specifications. Hi-Dielectric. Hi Strength. Kraft, Fish Paper, Red Rope, or any
combination, wound on automatic machines.
Tolerances plus or minus .002" Also Shellac
Bonded Kraft Paper Tubes for absolute moisture resistance.

(Editor's Note: Most of the other letters
received by Dr. Kantor, regarding his
article, praised him for taking his stand
and all correspondence from electronics
engineers expressed eagerness for additional information about the needs of
medicine. We have already made arrangements for several medical electronics articles to be published in the near future
to meet the overwhelming demand expressed by our readers as a result of Dr.
Kantor's article and Backtalk letter. The
following is a sample of letters illustrating the effect of Dr. Kantor's article as
expressed in letters directed to this office.)

Congratulations Doctor
DEAR SIRS:

Crosstalk item entitled,
"Medicos" (ELECTRONICS, p 97,
May 1952) has aroused my curiosity. Your assertion that any article that draws about 10 letters

YouR

PARAMOUNT PAPER TUBE CORP.
616 LAFAYETTE ST., FORT WAYNE, IND.
/Mfrs. of Paper Tubing for the Electrical Industry Since 1931
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development
and production_

1/4//lade by

&gineers Joy

Gngineers

METALLURGISTS
BASE, RARE AND PRECIOUS

METALS AND ALLOYS

SMALL UNITS
SMALL SIZES
CLOSE TOLERANCES

Nickel alloy, filament wire and
ribbon: flat, grooved, crowned.

MOM
CORD SETS;

Grid wire electroplated.

Alloys for special requirements,
bare or enamelled.

Available in rubber, neoprene and plastic
Tailored to your needs ... quality controlled from
start to finish...deadly enemies of CORDelirium!
You make the electronic products and we will
supply the dependable connecting parts.

Further details upon request.

Also

"NOFLAME-COR"

The Television Hookup Wire

METALS CORPORATION
228 East 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y.
MUrray Hill 7-1594

CORNISH WIRE CO.,
50 Church

New York 7, N. Y.

Street,

Here's Why it Pays You ...
to Read the Advertising

ultra -sonic
DELAY LINES
40 db or
Completely cased

Spurious signals

better

...

with B N C connectors or to
customer's specs... Maximum
precision and stability

.. Complete facilities for
ultrasonic research and
development.

The advertising is a rich source of valuable information. In this
magazine it offers you ideas and products that may well apply
advantageously to your business.
Every issue is a catalog of goods, materials, and services
quickly available to you - just for the reading.

-

Leaders in business and industry turn to the advertising
because they've discovered it helps them run their businesses
more' profitably.
When you read all the ads in this magazine, the chances are
good that you'll get a lead that will materially help you do a
better job. For example, you may find a specific piece of equipment that will be a profitable time-saver. Or a tool that will
increase worker efficiency. That's why it pays to read the advertising. It's good business.

HEADQUARTERS FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION

v

37 Talcott
West

Road

Hartford

ELECTRONICS

-

10, Conn.
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PHASE SHIFT
Measurement
front

5Okc-2Omc
THE

AIRMEC PHASE MEASURING EQUIPMENT TYPE RX. 103 is
unique in being the only instrument at present manufactured commercially for the measurement of both phase shift and gain over the entire
frequency range 50 kc-20 mc. It is absolutely invaluable in the design,
development and production testing of feedback repeaters, amplifiers, filters,
equalizers and all types of four terminal networks.

The unit is only one of the extensive range of Airmec electronic
equipments which are available in the United States at short delivery.

Full details of this or any other instrument will be sent immediately
upon request.

AIRMFC
LABORATORIES LIMITED

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
HIGH WYCOMBE
ENGLAND
Cables: Airmec, High Wycombe

MOLDED

RESISTORS
-arsitIrrigises-

i7fL-uilCatt.t.
Resides.

Of particular interest to all who need

HIGH VALUE RANGE
10 to 10,000,000 MEGOHMS

65X

Actual Size

STANDARD RANGE
1000

OHMS

TO 9

MEGOHMS

Used extensively in commercial equipment including radio, telephone, telegraph, sound pictures, television, etc.
Also in a variety of U. S. Navy
equipment.

,

This unusual range of high value resistors
was developed to meet the needs of scientific and industrial control, measuring and
laboratory equipment-and of high voltage
applications.

SEND FOR

BULLETIN 4906
It gives details of both

the
Value
construction, characteristics, dimensions, etc.Copy with Price
List mailed on request.
Standard and High
resistors, including

OfflIVIL &WC. CO.
Western District Office
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ticles is, in my humble opinion, that
most articles are mainly spectacular and shall we say of the pedantic.
Such articles are of specific importance to but a minor percentage of
readers, though perhaps this percentage is at some particular instant a very important one.
As soon as you publish an article
that has an appeal for 25 percent
of your readers, it will draw attention and the writer of such an
article will, as I personally know
from experience, find that he has
landed a bigger fish than his line
can cope with.
May I therefore offer my congratulations to Dr. Kantor, and also
to your discerning staff responsible
for once again including something
of both interest and importance
among the humdrum of academicals
and involved technical specialties.
JAMES R. CORNELIUS
Cornelius Electronic Instruments
Coventry, England
(Editor's Note: From our experience It
is difficult to predict reader interests in
our field. An extensive survey conducted
a few years ago, revealed many interesting, and some surprising, facts about subscribers' likes and dislikes. Our selection
of articles is based on such survey information and spot checks in the field. Comments from subscribers on this subject
are always welcome and will help guide
us toward making a more useful ELECTRONICS. )

DEAR SIRS:

stability in all climates

TYPE

requesting further information
rates high is not surprising.
The reason that so few letters
are received by authors of most ar-

Interprofessional Meeting

resistors with inherent low noise level
and good

(continued)

O11YIO/ON
Dept.

R, 10 East 40th Sf.

NEW

YORK

16,

N. Y.

Times Building, Long Beach, California

THIS REFERS to the Backtalk letter
written by Dr. Herman I. Kantor
that appeared in the June 1952 is-

sue of ELECTRONICS (p 332). As he
points out, many electronics engineers are eager to apply their
knowledge to medical problems.
I don't know if the IRE has a
committee on medical electronics.
(See Editor's Note at the end of
this letter.) I would like to see a
program set up wherein some
recognized group of engineers
would meet regularly with some
recognized group of doctors, under
joint sponsorship of the American
Medical Association and of some
other organization in our field, such
as the IRE.
The goal, I believe, should be
formally only the transmission of
information relative to problems
August, 1952
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ATTON-

AcGUYER

international
instruments

For over 33 years P-M has been a dependable source for small
metal stampings. An extensive modern plant, complete equipment,
specialized engineering experience and toolmaking skill combine

at P-M to produce stamped metal parts accurately, economically,
promptly. Moderate die charges. Modern facilities for large volume
production. Special stamping problems are gladly accepted; recommendations for the most efficient and economical solutions are made
promptly. Send prints for your next stamping job to P -M.

TERMINALS for ELECTRIC WIRES
Being long experienced specialists in the terminal field, we have
dies to produce over 400 different kinds of separate terminals, and
every modern facility to meet your standard or special requirements. We also provide terminals in continuous form, supplied on
reels, with machine for attaching and soldering tandem terminals
to wires in one continuous operation. Send for folder.

THE IDEAL SOURCE FOR
PRECISION -ENGINEERED

PATTONMacGUYER COMPANY
201

CHAPMAN STREET. PROVIDENCE

1 "and

5, R. I.

Type 404 ADVANCETRON PHASE
METER

z"

100 kc to zero cps
Any symmetrical or unsymmetrical waveform

FEATURES
I. No amplitude adjustment

Direct indication of phase
lead or lag
3. 100 kc to zero cps
4. Equal accuracy for any
symmetrical or unsym2.

5.

metrical waveform
Good sensitivity

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency: External indicator -100 kc to zero cps.
Panel meter -100 kc to 0.05 cps.
Range: 36, 90, 180, and 360 degrees full scale, phase lead
or lag.
Input voltage: 0.5 to 50 volts from zero cps to 10 kc, then
the lower limit increases slowly up to 1 volt at 100
kc; better sensitivity can be obtained through
panel adjustment.
Accuracy: ±1% or one degree from zero cps to 10 kc,
then increases slowly up to 4% or four degrees
at 100 kc with external indicator; an additional
error of ±1.5% at any operating frequency
with panel meter.
Waveform: Any symmetrical or unsymmetrical periodic
waveform does not affect the accuracy of the
instrument.

ADVANCE ELECTRONICS CO.
P. O. Box 394, Passaic, N. J.

PANEL

METERS

VU METERS

ILLUMINATED METERS

MULTITESTE

RS

FOR AIRCRAFT, GUIDED MISSILES, ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT, COMMUNICATIONS INSTRUMENTATION AND INDUSTRY

International Instruments specializes exclusively
in miniature and sub -miniature electrical instruments. This ideal of doing one thing well is your
assurance that in all phases of manufacture
each meter is extensively tested and inspected
to maintain rigid standards of quality and per-

formance.

International Instruments incorporates exclusive
features of quality and construction that provide
operation comparable to larger sized models
your guarantee of full-time serviceability under
all conditions.
The miniature and sub -miniature meters are
especially adaptable for use as test instruments
built into an installation. A switching arrangement allows the check-out of various circuits and
eliminates the necessity of portable testers.
Engineering data sheets for standard models
special scales, ranges and
sent on request
other modifications can be provided to meet
your specifications. Consult our engineering department giving details. Just write:
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without

to you

problems
NOW available
costly sub -contracting

See-PARTS`

FOR THE PROTECTION
TYPE

OF ON -BOARD

REPAIR PARTS

better service Your

To
Mneed
be

Stock standard
SPARES, REPAIR
BOXES,
PARTSRT

with

for Spvicecati
-Parts Boxes we
them on a mass

PUBLISHED PRICES!

ELECTRONICS
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PRODUCTS
DOLIN METALAVE., BROOKLYN 16,
319 LEXINGTON

...

have put

line.
strict accordance
production
Military Specifications. and price Chart
Write ¿or Size

19 STOCK SIZES AT

r

international
instruments

INC.
N. Y.

I

P

O.

BOX

NCORPORATED

2954, NEW HAVEN 15, CONN.
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MACDONALD

Proportional
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
The THYRATRON Control allows PROPORTIONAL regulation of
output power to electrically heated furnaces. Instead of turning
current on -and -off, or adjusting the time of application of full
power, the power level is continually monitored in accordance
with the furnace demand. In this way the number of expansions
and contractions of the heated elements is greatly reduced, increasing heater element life. The controller operates proportionally from a resistance thermometer, and thus insures maximum
sensitivity of control.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Resistance Thermometer Actuated
Controls up to 71/2 amperes (a 220V
Standard Ranges: -55 to 200 C; 0-1000 F; 0-1000°C
Controls to 0.1 C (0.01 C or better with improved furnaces)
`

W. S. MACDONALD CO., INC.
University Road

Massachusetts

Cambridge

Double Barrel Advertising
-

Advertising men agree to do a complete advertising job you need the
double effect of both Display Advertising and Direct Mail.
Display Advertising keeps your name before the public and builds prestige.
Direct Mail supplements your Display Advertising. It pin -points your
message right to the executive you want to reach-the person who buys or
influences the purchases.
More and more companies are constantly increasing their use of Direct
Mail because it does a job that no other form of advertising will do.
McGraw-Hill has a special Direct Mail Service that permits the use of
McGraw-Hill lists for mailings. Our names give complete coverage in all the
industries served by McGraw-Hill publications gives your message the
undivided personal attention of the top-notch executives in the industrial
firms. They put you in direct touch with the men.who make policy decisions.
In view of present day difficulties in maintaining your own mailing lists, our efficient personalized service is particularly important in securing
the comprehensive market coverage you need and
want.
Ask for more detailed information today. You'll
be surprised at the low over-all cost and the
tested effectiveness of these hand-picked selections.

-

Mc

CRAW -HILL

DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West' 42nd Street, New York 36, N.
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and their solution. Suitable publishing of problems such as Dr.
Kantor refers to, after screening
by the electronics committee and
conversion to terms conducive to
attack by electronics development
engineers, would get the information before the people best
equipped to handle it. I venture to
say that, if large laboratories are
too busy these days to attack the
problems themselves, then small
groups of men, in their spare time,
will do the job for the medical industry, for the electronics industry,
for humanity and for themselves.
With large medical and biological
research laboratories in existence,
as they are now, I know of one specific case (and there must be
more), where physicists and electronics men are so directly responsible to and are so directly controlled
by the doctors who are unaware of
the capabilities of the electronic
and physical approach, that really
significant work has yet to emerge
from the combination. Giving the
electronics boys complete freedom
(as they would have to have if they
tackled the jobs voluntarily, even
on their own time) will help to
avoid this situation.
In any case, I volunteer to serve
on a committee, (as senior member
of the IRE and a member of the
American Physical Society I imagine I qualify) and I think I could
find time to perform individual effort at design if required. Your
comments will be appreciated.
,

WILLIAM B. LURIE

Fleetwood Lahoratorie.'
Bron.Trille, N. 1".

(Editor's Note: There is a professional
group within the Institute of Radio Engineers for Medical Electronics, but it is in
a formative stage at the present time.
Plans are being made for special meetings
and symposiums at the National IRE Conferences. Requests for further information should be directed to the present
chairman of the group, Mr. L. H. Montgomery, University School of Medicine,
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.,
or direct to the IRE.)

Flat But Not Dull
DEAR SIRS:

THE LETTER by Mr.

Walter E. Sell -

man in Backtalk of the June, 1952
issue of ELECTRONICS contains a
statement which is indicative of a
false impression to which many
have fallen prey over the years. Unfortunately some of these are numAugust, 1952
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VAW

MICO
Precision Apparatus
UHF

METERS

COAXIAL WAVEMETERS

MODEL 101
SUPERSONIC FREQUENCY
RANGE 20 cps to 200,000 cps

MODEL 102
LOW POWER FACTOR
RANGE 20 cps to 20,000 cps

FOR MEASUREMENT

of VOLTS

MODEL 101

2-75

433...20 to
501... 4 to

MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL

402A..
402B..

2
2

75

Centimeters

20 Centimeters

to 10 Centimeters
to 10 Centimeters

(Reaction Type)

MICO INSTRUMENT CO.
16E TROWBRIDGE ST., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

MODEL 102
READS WATTS AT FULL SCALE AT BOTH 10°4,
AND UNITY POWER FACTORS.
MEGOHM..
INPUT IMPEDANCE:
POWER RANGE: FULL SCALE, 225 uW to IB KW.
VOLTAGE RANGE: FULL SCALE 1.5V to 600V.
CURRENT RANGE: FULL SCALE, .0015A to 306.
1

--

Our Engineers will be happy to discuss the applisateen of the VAW Meter to solve your particular
problem. Write Dept. E42. Literature available
en request.

WRITE
WIRE
PHONE

J

WATTS

n Cables
in Iron Cores
in Transformers
Copper, Core and Impedances
in Classes A, B, C
Amplifier Inputs and Outputs
at Aircraft Upper
Power Frequencies
in Underwater Sound Equip mee
in Loud Speakers
in Synchro, Motor, and
General Servo Circuitry
in Carrier Current Equip.
elect
in Complex Waveforms
in Circuit Analysis, both Linear and Non-linear
in Sound and
(Noise Analysis
These are but a few of the nearly
unlimited applications of the VAW meters.

100 TAX' to 9 Kw.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: I MEGOHM.
VOLTAGE RANGE: FULL SCALE 0.IV to 300V.
CURRENT RANGE: FULL SCALE .001 to 30A.
POWER RANGE:

CENTIMETER
RANGE

AMPS

FOR POWER and LOSS MEASUREMENTS

JOHN FLUKE ENGINEERING COMPANY
depresented by

-

.

.

P. O. BOX 755
SPRINGDALE, CONN.
BURLINGAME ASSOC., New York, Boston,
Wash., D. C.; HUGH MARSLAND, Chicago;
GERALD B. MILLER CO., Hollywood; M. P.
ODELL, Cleveland, Dayton; JAMES L. KEARNS,
Portland, Ore.; EARL LIPSCOMB ASSOC.,
Dallas, Houston.

-

Registered Trademark

E1ECTRÓNICALLY REGULATED

INCREASED
INSUTA TION
BETTER
CONNECTIONS

LABORATORY
POWER SUPPLIES

JONES BARRIER

Terminal Strips
Leakage path

roducts of
Science"
The Runzel Lalb oratoryinsurr
that every inch of
Runzel wire, cord
and cable is
noroughly tested before shipping.
Your wiring needs in hook-up.
lead-in, shielded wire and curds,
speaker cords and all types of insulated wire products. in almost
endless variety of colors, sizes and
specifications, are available from
:his centrally located plant.

.,
tit.,,,.
I't:1

WRITE FOR
SAMPLES

el
lP

l211

I'F'

I

^+..,......
,

& WIRE CO.
47's3 Montrose Avenue
Chicago 41, Illinois

RUNZEL
ELECTRONICS
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in-

between terminals.

Ne. Z W

Binder head screws
and terminals brass,

.

BENCH MODEL 50

STABLE

nickel plated. Insulation, molded
bakelite.

DE' _NUABLE
AQERATELY
w
Terand
Solder Terminals
Screw Terminal above,
Panel with Solder Terminal below.For every
need.

Showm

Screw

minals-Screw

-

0

Catalog No.

18

lists complete line. Send for your copy.

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION
COrrOtnriUv

CINCH MANUSAC1uRIwG

.klll'A(:()

suRsImAt

OF

:I

I

!NU!!!

UNitraCaRt CASIINft COrP

INPUT: 105-125 VAC, 50-60c
OUTPUT #1: 0-500 VDC at
500 ma regulated

s210EC
No. b14246

Six series meet every requirement: No. 140,
5-40 screws; No. 141, 6-32 screws; No. 142,
8-32 screws; No. 150, 10-32 screws; No. 151.
12-32 screws; No. 152,'Y4-28 screws.

-

CORD

is

creased-direct shorts
from frayed terminal
wires prevented by
bakelite barriers placed

#2: 0-50 VDC,
0-200 VDC Bias Output.
OUTPUT #3: 6.3 VAC at
OUTPUT

ALSO
A' ILABLe

5A unregulated

s ,.NDAPO
AL

TINNG

MOEL

504i

PAEL SIZE
to " x 19"

MP' 11 lei á"

OUTPUT #4: 6.3 VAC at
5A unregulated
RIPPLE OUTPUT: Less than
8

millivolts rms

For complete

information write for Bulletin

E

LAMBDA ELECTRONIC
OR AT 10

CORP
CORONA

NEW YOR
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"Just tell them they

bered among the engineering profession. Mr. Sellman, while citing
various reasons for the admittedly
poor sound quality of network programs as mentioned in a previous
editorial in the March, 1952 issue
of ELECTRONICS discussing the
"flat, dull" tone of radio networks,
made the statement "One of the
limitations, of course, is the 5,000 cycle limit on a -m broadcast trans-

CAN'T AFFORD TO USE
ANYTHING ELSE

.

(continued)

BACKTALK

.. "

That's Joe Gibbons speaking. We were
talking about how to make people realize
what a terrific thing this new

mitters."

JELLIFF ALLOY 1000 RESISTANCE WIRE
really is, and that's the way he summed it up. And even when you
make allowances for a saiesnián's natural enthusiasm, he's pretty near
right. Just look at some of the important data:
Resistivity 1000 ohms/cmf
Tensile strength 165,000 psiTC of Resistance 20 ppmCoefficent of Expansion 13.9

THE C. 0.

JELLIFF

ppm-

MANUFACTURING

Corrosion Resistance equal to the
best nickel-chromiumsWinds fast and solders easilyLots more ohms in lots less space.

CORPORATION
SOUTHPORT, CONN.

See what we mean? For the whole story,
write for Bulletin 17.

i

i

SIMPLE OR COMPLEX
We make them all, ranging from 2- and 3 -electrode crystal
holder bases and standard octal headers, to 14- and 18-terminal
headers for sealed Transformer and Relay applications
with a
wide selection of styles and sizes in our series of basic designs.
SPECIAL DESIGNS
We also manufacture Sealed Headers and Terminals to meet
special requirements, and will be glad to quote upon receiving
your specifications.

i

-

-

COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES
We have facilities for handling the complete assembly of many
units
including wiring, evacuating and pressure -filling enclosures.

- -

NEW CATALOG

Just off the press, a new Hermaseal catalog, with descriptions
and specifications of some of our standard Sealed Headers and
Terminals. Write for your copy today!

mosea
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THE HERMASEAL CO,

Inc.

Elkhart 10, Indiana

We a -m broadcasters have enough
difficulty sneaking our little signals
into the far corners of our claimed
coverage areas amid all the interference of an overcrowded band
without being saddled with an upper limit of 5,000 cycles in our
transmitters. The "flat" truth of
the matter is that a -m broadcast
transmitters are not limited to a
frequency response of 5,000 cycles.
The false impression that they are,
possibly stems from the fact that
since a -m broadcast frequencies are
separated by 10,000 cycles, to broadcast any sound intelligence containing frequencies higher than 5,000
cycles would result in sidebands
spilling over into an adjacent channel. But standard a -m braodcast
stations are not licensed by the
FCC on adjacent channels in the
same local area. The FCC Standards of Good Engineering Practice

contain a requirement that "the
audio frequency transmitting characteristics of the equipment from
the microphone terminals . . . to
the antenna output does not depart more than 2 decibels from that
at 1,000 cycles between 100 and
5,000 cycles." However, this requirement does not place an upper
limit of 5,000 cycles upon the transmitting equipment. In fact, the
FCC does not place any upper limit
on a -m broadcast transmitters except to say that "in the event interference is caused to other stations
by modulating frequencies in excess
of 7,500 cycles . . . the licensee
shall install equipment or make
adjustments which limit the emissions to within this band or to such
an extent above 7,500 cycles as to
reduce the interference to where it
is no longer objectionable." In the
absence of such interference no
upper limit exists from a legal
standpoint. In passing it might be
added that the FCC Standards do
August, 1952
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PANELS OF ANY DIMENSIONS IN

YOUR OWN SHOP

Our Ohms Travel

with the

In The Best Circuits
You'll find them in the most
costly and intricate electronic
and avionic equipment-and
in scads of everyday applications, too.
For at IRC we package ohms for
nearly every use. You can have
them as finicky, as friendly, as
versatile or as varied as you
wish. All are packaged in resistors that are reliable in every
respect. Rigid quality control
makes them so.
The ohms you need are ready
right now! You can get them
without delay. Just let us know
the kind and quantity you want.

PORTABLE MODEL 1-S

Send for Booklets
I

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE

-S

H-29

CO.

403 North Broad Street
Philadelphia 8, Pa.

-portable model
-heavy duty model
29

NEW HERMES, Inc.

13-19 University Place, N.Y. 3
CANADA: 359 St. James St., Montreal

CHALLENGING
POSITIONS in
NEW

YORK-NEW MEXICO
CALIFORNIA

ON
GUIDED MISSILES
for

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS
Assignments on antennas, wave guides,
radomes, instrumentation, telemetering, radar, gyroscopes, servomechanisms, autopilots, computors, circuits,
components and system design, production design, transformer design and
packaging and general electronics.

The only portable machine which
reproduces 15 sizes from one
master alphabet.
The only one with

adjustable

NEW HERMES, Inc.

P. O. Box

1

Buffalo 5, N. Y.
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Self -centering

holding vise for

nameplates.

13-19 University Place, N.Y. 3, N.Y.

In Canada: 359 St. James St., Montreal
World's Largest Manufacturer of Portable Engraving Machines

FOR QUALITY

SPECIFY

QUANTITY- QUICKLY
RADIO FREQUENCY
CONNECTORS
Dage specializes in the manufacture
of the finest in Type BNC, Type N and
special radio frequency connectors.
Your requirements for radio frequency

Write to Mgr., Eng. Personnel

NDE[L(

copy holding slides for multiline
engraving in one set-up.

UG-19B/U

UG-21 B¡

UG-22B/U

UG-18B/U

UALITY
UANTITY
UICKLY

U

connectors will be met quickly and efficiently by Dage. All Dage connectors
are manufactured in strict accordance
with military specifications. Write Dage
today. AA,

DAGE ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
67 North Second Street

Beech Grove, Indiano
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SPECIALISTS IN

Silver, Cadmium & Zinc
Barrel Plating

ror unmounted culls
MODEL 101C
BULLETIN 42
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF.

WAL Kt E RECORDALL

Processes

PLATING CO.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., INC.

1790 FIRST AV. N.Y.C.

112 BROADWAY

EN 9.1222

Dept

Aluminum,

SODERING

I.

New, modern machinery. Forward
your specs and
prints for prompt

receivers-test equipment
transmitters-controls
sub -assemblies

2, Md.

TELETRONICS LABORATORY,

Complete Manufacturing Facilities
20

INC. Chicago 31, III.

SUB -CONTRACTING
MILITARY and COMMERCIAL

Maryland Precision Instrument Co.
Balto.

B. ALLEN CO.

6751 Bryn Mawr Ave.

estimates.
MUlberry 4789

3, N. Y.

BRAZING 8 WELDING

Stainless Steel

E. Lanvale St.

E-8 NEW YORK

flaxt6

Screw Machine Products

12

RécóRöÉë`Pen"ñiñc <

Continuous, permanent, indexed recording, up to 4
hrs.. only 3c hr. Instantaneous, permanent playback.
Picks up sound up to 60 ft liecorda conferences, lectures, dictation, 2 -way phone & sales talks; while
walking, riding or flying. Records in closed briefcase
with "hidden mike"! Write for Detailed Literature.

Government Specifications
Government Certified

Brass,

11

'.KARTRON

Iridite and Cronak

from

,ll

Shorted Turn Indicator
yr

EVEREADY

I

o,Jl,Ilnlll I,ilnll,lllsll,
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ELECTRO PLATING

To

I

Westbury,

Years Production Knowhow

L.

I., N. Y.

INC.

Westbury 7-1028

MICROMETER FREQUENCY METER

ELECTROACUSTIC G.m.b.H.

Measures center frequency of any number
of transmitters, AM or FM, 0.1 to 175
MC., 0.0025,, accuracy. Price $220.00.

Westring 425-429, Kiel, W. Germany
Electronic Research, Development &

Production-Prime & Subcontracting
Highly qualified staff specializing in
Underwater Sound Engineering (Sonar,
etc.), Radio Communication (HF, VHF'
Radar, etc.), & Air Sound Equipment.
Interested in cooperating with U. S.
electronics firms in development work,
licensed manufacture and representation
In Europe; willing license own patents in
U.S.A. (Radar, Sonar Underwater Sounding, Ships Radio).

(ccntinued)
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LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.

require a -m broadcasting equipment to be capable of at least 85 to
95 percent modulation at 7,500
cycles with not more than 7.5 percent harmonic distortion.
In the interest of reducing such
sideband interference most manufacturers of broadcast transmitters
include in their design a low-pass
audio filter, or other means, whose
purpose it is to present a rapid attenuation of audio frequencies
above 10,000 cycles, and the frequency response of the transmitting equipment is therefore not seriously impaired over the audio
band of 50 to 10,000 cycles. Several
standard a -m stations broadcast
signals having substantially flat response out to 15,000 cycles. These
facts may come as a surprise to
many who have never troubled to
equip themselves with a good a -m
receiver with a wide band-pass i -f
section and a creditable audio amplifier and speaker. In fact, while
listening with such a receiver to
the station at which the writer is
chief engineer, the principal technical faults of our a -m broadcasting
will be found to be the ever-present
small dynamic range and susceptibility to atmospherics. The real reason for the seeming poor frequency
response of a -m broadcasting stations airing "non -network" programs will often be found in the
narrow band-pass and poor audio
sections of the millions of "$39.95
and equivalent" a-m receivers studding the U.S.A.
ELMER TROUTMAN

BRADENTON, FLORIDA

Chief Engineer, WIRC

hickory.

Research & Development

of Electronic Equipment

U. S. Rep.:

Single or Medium Quantities

Graph Paper Available

American and Foreign Enterprises, Inc.

MICHEL MANUFACTURING CO.

DEAR SIRS:

521

Fifth Avenue

227 North Water St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin

New York 17, N. Y.

EISLERManufactures

SPOT WELDERS,
TELEVISION TUBE

Complete Equipment for:

Electric, for

th, to

250 KVA.

GLASS WORKING EQUIPMENT.
TRANSFORMERS, Special and Standard Types.
INCANDESCENT LAMP Manufacturing Equipment.
FLUORESCENT TUBE Manufacturing Equipment.
NEON SIGN MAKERS EQUIPMENT.
Vacuum Pumps, etc.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT,

WET GLASS SLICING and Cutting machines for Laboratory 'use.
EISLER ENGINEERING CO., Inc. 751 So. 13th St., Newark 3, N. I.

This CONTACTS Section
supplements other advertising in this issue with these additional
announcements of products essential to efficient and economical production and maintenance. Make a habit of checking this page, each issue.
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N. C.

IN M. W. Scheldorf's recent article, "Antenna Gain by Graphical
Means" (ELECTRONICS, p 144, Mar.
1952), three special types of graph
paper were illustrated in Fig. 3,
4 and 5.
These graph sheets are available
for purchase from Andrew. Type
numbers are as follows:
Fig. 3 K-13901
Fig. 4 K-13902
Fig. 5 K-13900

J. F.

IVIOYNIHAN

Allclrclr Corporation
Chicago, Illinota
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC.
Murray G. Crosby & Staff
Radio - Electronic
Research Development & Manufacturing
Communications, FM & TV
Robbins Lane, Hicksville, N. Y.
Hicksville 3-3191
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DUBROW DEVELOPMENT CO.

-

-M

Quality Electronic Equipment
High St.
Burlington. N. J.
Burlington 3-0446

EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN
& GRIER, INC.
Consulting Engineers

330 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

R. W. HODGSON
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS SPECIALIZING IN ELECTRONICS. NUCLEONICS.
INSTRUMENTATION, SERVOMECHANISMS &
CYBERNETICS
Office -6600 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
All Mail to Box 874, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
GLadstone 9680

of Electronic and Stroboscopic Equipment
Specialists in High -Speed Photography
160 Brookline Avenue,
Boston 15, Mass.

R. W. HODGSON
PATENT AGENT SPECIALIZING
IN ELECTRONICS
Registered to Practice Before the U. S. &
Foreign Patent Offices
Office-6800 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38. Calif.
All Mall to Box 874, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
GLadstone 9680

Eldico of New York Inc.

HOGAN LABORATORIES, INC.

Pioneers of Television Interference Elimination from
Transmitters, Induction Heaters, Diathermy and
etc.

John V. L. Hogan, Pres.
Applied Research, Development, Engineering
Est. 1929. Electronics, Optics, Mechanisms, Facsimile Communication, Digital Computers, Electro sensitive recording media. Instrumentation.
155 Perry Street, New York 14.
Chelsea 2-7855

Research, Development and Manufacture

Donald J. S. Marten & Engineering Staff
44-31 Douglaston Pkwy
Douglaston. N .Y.
Bayside 9-8686

FRANK J. EPSTEIN
Registered Patent Agent
General Patent Practice
Specializing in
Radio, Radar and TV Electronics
837 So. Sycamore Ave.,
Los Angeles 36. Calif.

Whitney

9317

ERCO RADIO
LABORATORIES, INC.
Radio Communications Equipment
Engineering - Design - Development - Production
Pioneers in Frequency Shift Telegraph
Garden City
Long Island
New York

HARRIS GALLAY
Consultant
MICROWAVE AND

PULSE TECILNIQUES
BE lleville 2-4237

60

Perry St., Belleville 9, N. J.

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN INC.
Products

& Mfg. Development
ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC
HYDRAULIC - MECHANICAL
One Continental 1111
Glen Cove, N. Y.
Glen Cove 4-1922

ELECTRONICS

-
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Television, Pulse Techniques, Video
Amplifiers, Phasing Networks,
Industrial Appliances
Affiliated with
MANAGEMENT-TRAINING ASSOCIATES
3308 -14th St., N. W.
Washington 19, D. C.

put the solution of your problems up
to a specialized Consultant whose professional card appears on this page.
His broad experience may save you
months of costly experimentation.

Designers & Manufacturers of
Data Recording Instruments

Design

Consulting Engineer

SHORT

Engineering that "Counts"

Chicago 40.

ALBERT PREISMAN

IS

DATA ENGINEERS, INC.

4608 Ravenswood Ave.,

WHEN
TIME

JOSEPH RACKER COMPANY
Radar Consultants & Editors
Technical Mamuals
Research and Development
140 Nassau Street.
New York 38, N.
Worth 4-1463

W. C. ROBINETTE CO.
MOTRON DEADBEAT 511011 GAIN SERVOS
Speed control of any Prime Mover 1/2% to .001'
average. Electric Transmissions a,y to 50 HP plus
controls-Zero droop-No load to full load.
802 Fair Oaks Ave.
South Pasadena. Calif.
Py 11594

SKINNER, HARLAN AND IRELAND, INC.

Consulting Engineers
Specializing In Magnetic Materials and
Their Application
Office

Engineers

and Laboratory

Indianapolis

7,

Indiana

THE TECHNICAL
MATERIEL CORPORATION
Communications Consultants
121

THE KULJIAN CORPORATION
Consultants

Y.

Systems Engineering
General Offices and Laboratory
Spencer Place, Mamaroneck. N. Y.

TELECHROME, INC.
Electronic Design Specialist

Constructors

Electronic Control
Specialists
Utility
Industrial
Chemical
1200 N. Broad St.,
Phila. 21. Pa.

COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
Flying Spot Scanners, Color Synthe.izers. K,y,;
Monitors, Oscilloscopes and Related Apparats.
J. R. Popkin-Clurman. Pres. & Ch. Fear.
88 Merrick ltd.
Amityville, L. I.. N. T.

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION

HARRIS A. THOMPSON

Research & Manufacturing Engineers
Harry W. Houck
Jerry B. Minter
John M. van Beuren
Specialists In the Design and
Development of Electronic Test Instruments
Boonton, N. J.

Eugene Mittelmann, E.E., Ph.D.
Consulting Engineer & Physicist
High Fregneney Heating-Industrial Electronics
Applied Physics and Mathematics
549 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago 6. III.
State 2-8021

NIAGARA ELECTRON LABORATORIES
CONSULTATION - DESIGN - CONSTRUCTION
MFG. TILE THERMOCAP RELAY
Specializing in solution of problems of electronic
and electro -physical instrumentation for the research of analytical laboratory. Industrial plant
problems also invited.
Andover, New York Cable Address: NIATRONL.U'

Microwave Electronic Radar
Electro -Mechanical
Consulting
MFG. & DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS
2525 Penn., Boulder, Colorado,
Phone 1202\C

WHEELER LABORATORIES, INC.
Consulting-Research-Development

It-F Circuits-Lines---Antennas
Microwave Components-Test Equipment
Harold A. Wheeler and Engineering Staff
Great Neck, N. Y.
treat Neck 2-7805

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, INC.
Research

-

Design

-

Development

Electro-Chemical Generators of Energy
105

Chambers Street

WOrth 2-3534, 35,

36

New York 7, N. Y.
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CLASSIFIED

EMPLOYMENT

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES

s

.

ADVERTISING

EQUIPMENT-USED or RESALE

POSITIONS OPEN

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

I

Location

I

KANSAS CITY,

MO.

Electronic & Mechanical
Engineers

& PHYSICISTS
OUR STEADILY EXPANDING LABORATORY OPERATIONS
ASSURE PERMANENT POSITIONS AND UNEXCELLED
OPPORTUNITY FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH IN

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
GUIDED MISSILES

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS: Must have considerable development experience In radio transmitting and receiving equipment. Ability to fill
position of Senior Project Engineer s requisite.
MECHANICAL ENGINEER: Must have development experience in mechanical design of electronic or similar precise equipment. Practical
and theoretical knowledge of materials, finishes,
sheet metal, and machine shop design are basic
requirements. Position is one of considerable
responsibility.
SALARY: Open.
These positions are permanent.
Write stating educational and professional history
direct to:
Jay V. Wilcox, President
WILCOX ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
Kansas City 1, Mo.
1400 Chestnut St.
Dependable communicated since 1931

TELEVISION
ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
SOLID STATE PHYSICS
VACUUM TUBES
RADAR
ADDRESS

INQUIRIES TO

CAPEHART FARNSWORTH CORP.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

REPLIES (Boa No.): Addreas to office nearest you
NEW YORK: 330 W. 42nd St. (36)
CHICAGO: 520 N. Michigan Ave. (11)
S.4N FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (4)

POSITIONS VACANT

INTERESTING OPPORTUNITY. Long established Ohio professional engineering organization requires ingenious B.S. for design and
development of electronic circuits for industrial
clients. 0-6 years experience. Salary and bonus
plan. P-4714, Electronics.
WANTED-GRADUATE electrical engineer for
work in Connecticut. A man having approximately 3 years experience in design of transformers or electrical machinery could qualify.
Salary commensurate with ability. The Superior Electric Company, Bristol, Connecticut.
POSITIONS WANTED

TRANSFORMER & COIL

DIRECT to DRAKE
ALL YOUR
EMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS

DESIGN ENGINEER

International Coverage

company, well financed,
looking for an executive type who
has a thorough background in the
design and manufacturing processes for all types of coil windings
and transformers. The man we are
looking for should be making at
least $10,000.00 per year now. Our
employees know of this advertise-

GUARANTEES
CLIENT and CANDIDATE
MAXIMUM SELECTION

Small

ment.
P-4758, Electronics
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y.

SAN FRANCISCO OPPORTUNITY
FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
in sales promotion work for industrial adv.
agency. Writing ability required and sales
sense important.
P-4627, Electronics
68 Post St., San Francisco 4, Calif.

352

your needs or experience.
will receive our prompt and confidential attention.
A

brief letter telling

Manager

DRAKE PERSONNEL
Chicago 2, III.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER desires Foreign
position, married-several years experience in
research, development, design of electronic
circuity -radar advanced degree. PW-4619.

Electronics.

us

ERIC MOORE,

Suite 1009

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, electronics, degrees, age 40, 10 years chemical experience,
first class phone license, Sigma Xi, available
Immediately. PW-4691, Electronics.

7

W. Madison St.
Financial 6-2100

SALES ENGINEER

SELLING OPPORTUNITY
SALES REPRESENTATIVE Engineers are
seeking additional lines in electronics and allied Melds. Metropolitan N. Y. location. Organization offers over 20 years experience in
field. RA -4191, Electronics.

"SEARCHLIGHT"

Old established Toronto firm in radio and

electronics industry requires the services
of a sales engineer, with college degree in
Communications Engineering or Electronics,
to handle one of the world's leading lines
of laboratory test equipment. Should have
at least two or three years practical engineering experience. Must have ability to
meet and handle people. Permanent position. Live in Toronto, but willing to travel
throughout Canada. Please submit all
pertinent information, including salary
required to:
SW-4736, Electronics
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y.

IS

Opportunity Advertising
-to help you get what you want.
-to help you sell what you no
longer need.

Take Advantage Of It
For Every Business Want

"Think

SEARCHLIGHT FIRST"

August,

1952-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

RESEARCH
AND

DEVELOPMENT
forge the KEY to America's future in the AIR
take YOUR place . . . with GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT
The continued and steady growth of established research and development projects

presents a number of unusual opportunities for outstanding and experienced men.

DESIGNERS

ENGINEERS

SCIENTISTS

Positions are available in our organization for qualified personnel in the following

fields:

Electrical Systems
Circuit Analysis
Analog Computers
Servomechanisms
Test Equipment

Structures

Aerodynamics
Applied Mathematics
Electronics
Physics

Stress Analysis
Flight Test

Missile Design
Dynamics
Microwaves

Openings also exist for welding engineers, civil engineers, and mechanical engineers with experience in metals fabrication; and for personnel with ability and
experience in technical editing, art, and motion pictures.
Positions are available. at several levels, and inquiries are also invited from recent
graduates. Salaries are based on education, ability, and experience. Liberal salary,
vacation, insurance, and retirement plans are yours if you qualify.

If YOU are interested in a secure future, write, giving full details, to
Mr. C. G. Jones, Salary Personnel Department.

G01)01j¡EAR

GOOD;

EAR

AIRCRAFT
GOODYEAR
ELECTRONICS

-

AIRCRAFT
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CORPORATION,

1210

Massillon

Road,

Akron

15,

Ohio
353

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

MAKE THIS YOUR HOME
FOR IMPORTANT WORK
UNDER IDEAL CONDITIONS

ENGINEERS
ELECTRONIC
and

Electro -Mechanical
TV RECEIVER DESIGN ENGINEERS
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
FIELD ENGINEERS
TEST & INSPECTION ENGINEERS
LAB. TECHNICIANS

MAKE
YOUR MOVE
IN THE

NEEDED TO WORK ON: Radar, G.C.A., Mobile Radio,
Auto Radio, Airborne Communication & Navigation
Equipment, Television, Antennas, Microwave Equipment, Servo Mechanisms, Guided Missiles and Test
Equipment Design.
YOU BENEFIT AT BENDIX RADIO: from high wages,
a modern, air-conditioned plant, paid vacations and
holidays, group insurance and a good chance for
advancement.
Housing immediately available in the beautiful suburban
and country areas that surround the Bendix Radio plant.

RIGHT
DIRECTION
POSITIONS THAT POINT TO
A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE!

Minimum Requirements
Four years' experience in advanced research and development on Radar Systems,

Computers, Wave Guide and Antennas,
Servo -mechanisms, Pulse Techniques Gyroscopic Equipment and Related Fields.

If

your skills are now being
a vital defense

fully utilized in

Write, Wire or phone
MR.

E.

O. COLE, DEPT. J.

industry, please do not apply.

73endil7?adio

DIVISION OF BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

BALTIMORE -4, MD. Phone: TOWSON 2200

. h.

»,ofae laildd Yineat

f ledz iuc fquufiencast

SALES ENGINEER

Kindly send resume and salary requirements to

The

CORPORATION
460 W. 34th St. New York 1, N. Y.

STAVID
ENGINEERING, INC.
has openings for

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS

Please forward your personal

MECHANICAL

DIGITAL COMPUTERS

ENGINEERS
PRECISION TIMING

INSTRUMENTS

AUTOMATIC MACHINE CONTROL

-

-

Well -established
company

and

expanding

Please send resume of education and
experience to Sales Manager.

354

POTTER

INSTRUMENT
115

knowledge of Search and Fire
Systems;
Servo
Mechanisms,
Weapons, Microwave,
Antenna and Antenna Mounts, etc.
Mechanical Engineer should have experience in packaging of Electronic
Equipment to Gov't specifications including design of complex cabinets,
shock mount and sway brace structures, Servo Mechanisms.
Positions are available in Field Service
and Technical Writing.
Liberal personnel benefits including life,
sickness and accident insurance, and a
worthwhile pension system. Paid holidays
and vacations.

Control
Special

Excellent opportunity for a man with
electronic background, mechanical aptitude, and IMAGINATION.

Personnel Supervisor
Field Eng. Div.

Instrument Corp.
215 East 91st St.
New York, 28, N. Y.

Experience in Design and Development of Radar and Sonar
necessary.
Broad

FLYING TYPEWRITER

experience record to:

Reeves

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

DATA HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Former Field Engineers
We urgently need men with electronic background, and preferably
radar or computer experience, to
supervise, instruct and assist in
installation-maintenance of electronic equipment.
Excellent starting salary during
factory training, plus overtime
premium in field. Substantial insurance program.
Domestic &
overseas assignments available.
Salary will be commensurate with
experience.

Graduate

AUTOMATIC CLERICAL SYSTEM

ATTENTION !

W. L. MAXSON

COMPANY

Cutter Mill Road,

Great Neck, N. Y.

Personnel Office
200 W. Seventh St.
Plainfield, N. J.
Telephone Plainfield 6-4806

August, 1952
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You'll find more

career Opportunities
at

RCA
RCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO WORK

UNUSUAL career-building openings

await experienced
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

At RCA you receive recognition for
your accomplishments. You work in
close collaboration with distinguished
scientists and engineers. You enjoy
highest professional recognition among
your colleagues. You have unexcelled
facilities for creative work. The surroundings in which you work are pleasant and stimulating. You and your
family enjoy outstanding employee
benefits. Opportunities are excellent for
advancement in position and income.
Unlike "feast -or -famine" businesses,
RCA has forged ahead regardless of
war or depression.

...

..

.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS .. .
COMMUNICATION ENGINEERS..

ENGINEERS...
PHYSICISTS...
and METALLURGISTS
COMPUTER

Positions open offer lifelong career
opportunities to men who expect
more from their work than is provided by an ordinary engineering
assignment.

Immediate Openings in
DEVELOPMENT

RESEARCH

DESIGN

APPLICATION

in the following fields:
SERVO MECHANISMS
MISSILE GUIDANCE
TRANSFORMERS AND COILS
ELECTRON TUBES
TELEVISION
NAVIGATION AIDS

RADAR

ANALOG COMPUTERS

TECHNICAL SALES
FIELD SERVICE
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC

COMMUNICATIONS

Send a complete résumé
of your education and experience.
Personal interviews

arranged in your city.

Send résumé to:
Mr. ROBERT E. McQUISTON, Manager
Specialized Employment Division,
Dept. 46H
Radio Corporation of America
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

eiak

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ELECTRONICS

-
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ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS
CHEMISTS
METALLURGISTS
edockie, a 9eacce,

re'elueveoxepst

Gat%

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Through the opportunity to work with leading

...

scientists on important advanced projects
through
continued advancement possibilities . . . and the
stability of association with a company whose products are vital to American defense, industrial and
consumer needs, you can be more certain of a
future of satisfaction and achievement.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
for
Challenging Opportunity in

ATOMIC ENERGY
Tracerlab, Inc., the foremost commercial
firm in the development of peacetime ap-

plications of atomic energy and electronic
instrumentation for measuring radioactivity seeks an outstanding Electronic Engineer to take complete responsibility for a
group of major projects.
Position requires a B.S. in Electronic Engineering, with an M.S. preferred. Minimum of 5 years industrial experience.
Familiarity with applications and limitations of manual and machine tools used
in sheet metal work, good knowledge of
drafting practice and complete understanding of electronic test equipment necessary.

Unparalleled opportunities await the
qualified applicant. Salary commensurate
with training and experience. Please send
resume to:

Industrial Relations Department

TRACERLAB, INC.

DEPARTMENT HEAD

Positions are now open in Advanced
Development, Design, Field Service, and
Technical Writing in connection with:
MILITARY RADIO & RADAR
MOBILE COMMUNICATION
MULTIPLEX MICROWAVE
COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
TELEVISION, TUBES & ANTENNAS

Prominent well -established aircraft

and/or experience in electronics industry necessary.
Do not apply, please, if your best skills
are being used for vital defense work.

head an expanding electronics organiza-

tion.

Must have at least ten years ex-

perience in airborne electronics, five of

Send detailed resume of background and

recent photograph to

Y.
520 N.

ELECTR

NIC ENGINEERS

Mechanical Designers for Research
and Engineering
To work in the

design and development of new electronic equipment. Excellent
working and living conditions, good salaries and exceptional employee benefits.
Write, giving full details including education and experience. Personal interviews
will be arranged.

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
Main & K Sts., Dayton 9, Ohio

356

Advanced degree pre-

ferred. Position reports to chief engineer.

ELECTRIC
.

ing opportunity to a person qualified to

and development.

ELECTRONICS PARK

N

and

which should be in missile or radar design

Please send resume fo:
Dept. 82-E, Technical Personnel

SYRACUSE,

Missile
Electronics
missile manufacturer offers an outstand-

Bachelor's or advanced degrees in Electrical or Mechanical
Engineering, Physics, Metallurgy, or Physical Chemistry

GENERAL

Boston 10, Mass.

130 High Street

P-4684, Electronics
Michigan Ave., Chicago

11,

Ill.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
ALL GRADES
Small electronic research and development laboratory, located 8 miles outside
of Washington, D. C., has several openings for junior and senior electronic engineers. Degree essential. Varied projects
include analog computers, servo mechanisms, special test equipment, etc. Liberal
salaries dependent upon experience.

THE DAVIES LABORATORIES
Incorporated
4705 Queensbury Road, Riverdale,Maryland

August, 1952
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_An invitation to

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
McDONNELL AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION
Offers attractive opportunities to
engineers experienced in the misIf technological imsiles field.
pact and challenge to ability are
features you look for in an assignment, study these classifications
and "square off."

SENIOR and JUNIOR
ENGINEERS for:
Package Design
Microwave Design

and

Development
Radar Design and Development
Auto -Pilot Design and
Development
Instrumentation Development
Control Systems
Servomechanism Design
and Development
Analysis and
Systems
Synthesis
Fire Control Computation
and Development
Reeves Electronic Analogue Computers
Aircraft Antenna and Radome Design
Laboratory Testing and
Evaluation

ENGIN EER
LOCATE IN THE

t
R

ATOMIC
WEAPONS
INSTALLATION
Electrical
Engineers, Physicists, and Mathematicians. A
variety of positions in research, development and
production open for men with Bachelors or
advanced degrees with or without applicable
experience.

Mechanical Engineers, Electronics and

These are permanent positions with Sandia
Corporation, a subsidiary of the Western Electric
Company, which operates the Laboratory under
contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. The
Laboratory offers excellent working conditions and;
liberal employee benefits, including paid vacations, sickness benefits, group life insurance an
a contributory retirement plan.

Albuquerque, center of a metropolitan area o
150,000, is located in the Rio Grande Valley, on
mile above sea level. The "Heart of the Land of
Enchantment," Albuquerque lies at the foot of
the Sandia Mountains which rise to 11,000 feet.
Cosmopolitan shopping centers, scenic beauty,
historic interest, year 'round sports, and sunny,
mild, dry climate make Albuquerque an ideal
home. New residents experience little difficulty in
obtaining adequate housing in the Albuquerque,
area.
Make application to the
PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT DIVISION

CONTACT:
TECHNICAL

PLACEMENT

McDONNELL

AIRCRAFT

BOX

516,

ST.

LOUIS

SUPERVISOR
CORPORATION

3,

MISSOURI

You'll Like Working for M.A.C.!

ZDO
fLLOU111

ELECTRONICS

-

ELL
ozazm
3.110
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AVIATION CORPORATION

lectronic designers

has the following openings for experienced men:

Duties involve design and layout responsibilities in
research and development of U.H.F. equipment, microwave components and subminiaturization techniques.

Mechanical Engineers
Electronic Engineers
Electronic Technicians
Radio -Chemists

adio eng lit eers
3 years' experience in development of
pulse, sweep or multivibrator circuits.

1. Minimum

Physicists

2. Minimum 3 years' experience in development of

These permanent positions will in-

receivers or radio frequency amplifiers.

THE THINGS THAT COUNT

.

.

volve work in all phases of nuclear
technology. Special emphasis will
be on the design and development
of instruments, equipment and com-

.

ponents for measurement of radiation and radioactivity, as well as the
synthesis and application of radio -

Quality Workmanship
Fine Facilities

compounds.
Excellent opportunity for advancement with new, expanding division

Congenial Co-workers

..

ARE AT KOLLSMAN

of one of the country's most progressive corporations.
Please forward resume of educational background and experience

You'll see top -calibre men working as a team to design and manufacture America's finest aircraft instruments. In our modern radio communications group you'll have the finest facilities at your disposal.
You'll see recognition given to individual skills and developments. Come
in and see for yourself, or write for an interview appointment.

to Personnel Manager

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORP.
80-08

45TH AVENUE

CORNELL
AERONAUTICAL
LABORATORY, INC.
We are continually seeking men

of outstanding ability who are
willing and able to add to our
research efforts. Typical fields
include:

COMPUTERS

INSTRUMENTATION
SERVOMECHANISMS

ANALYSIS

For additional information write,

referencing this advertisement.
Due to clearance problems it is
impossible to consider noncitizens.

Employment Manager

Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory
4455 Genesee Street
Buffalo 21, New York
358

N.

Y.

ENGINEERS
AND

PHYSICISTS
BS -

MS - Ph.D:

Responsible positions in mechanical, elec-

trical or electronic engineering, physics
or engineering physics for advanced de-

RADAR

SYSTEMS

ELMHURST, LONG ISLAND,

velopment and design of special equipment and instruments. Prefer men with
minimum of two years' experience in experimental research design and development of equipment, instruments, intricate
mechanisms, electronic apparatus, optical
equipment, servomechanisms, control devices and allied subjects.
Positions are
of immediate and permanent importance
to our operations. Southwestern location
in medium sized community. Excellent employee benefits.
Reply by letter giving
age, experience and other qualifications.
All applications carefully considered and
kept strictly confidential.

Ind. Rel. Manager,
Research & Development Dept.

PHILLIPS
PETROLEUM COMPANY
Bartlesville

BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
203 W. Third Street
Cincinnati 2, Ohio

CML
Project Engineers and Senior Scientists needed to work on the University of Chicago campus in the felds
of Solid State, Electronics, Physical
Chemistry, Physics and Meteorology.

Complete facilities and excellent
associations are available in this
academic atmosphere. Various research projects deal with longrange problems of the Tactical Air
Command.
We offer salaries generally prevailing in industry as well as the
security of a continuing position
with this military laboratory. Applicants must be U. S. citizens.

For information write to:

Director of Scientific Personnel
Chicago Midway laboratories

6040 South Greenwood Avenue

Chicago 37, Illinois

Oklahoma

August, 1952
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ENGINEERS!
PHYSICISTS!
We have openings in research, development and production at our Newark and Livingston, New Jersey plants
for engineers and physicists in the
following fields:

Vacuum Tubes
Gas Tubes

Hydrogen
Computer
Computer
Nucleonic

Thyratrons
Tubes

Circuits
Instruments
Circuits
Pulse
Electronics Equipment

Excellent opportunities for men with
ability and experience. Openings exist
for recent graduates. Write giving
full details to:

Personnel Department

CHATHAM
ELECTRONICS CORP.
475 Washington Street
Newark, New Jersey

ENGINEERS
You GROW

at Melpar!

Our Engineering Department is
organized on a project basis
(not by functional sections, with their tendency to
narrowness of specialization and limitation of professional growth). Here the member of a project
group is in close touch with all phases of the
project -responsible for his own share in
his particular field able to see the whole.
The engineer in charge of the group, instead of being limited to expertness in producing one kind of
unit to be assembled by others, is an executive responsible for ALL phases of the successful corn.
pletion of the project.

SEN IOR

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
HELICOPTER
INSTRUMENTATION
ENGINEER

with Research, Development or
Manufacturing experience in
FLIGHT SIMULATORS
Telemetering
Computers

Guided Missiles
Airborne Radar
Microwave Receivers

Designers and Draftsmen

Instrumentation Engineer to solve
theoretical and practical instrumentation problems involved in
wind tunnel, whirlstand and flight
testing of helicopters and convertiplanes. Desirable background
would include aeronautical or mechanical engineering course (including instrumentation t h e o r y)
and several years of industrial dynamic instrumentation work. Will
you please state training, experience and salary requirements. All
replies will be confidential. Write:
Technical Placement Supervisor

Test Equipment Design
Engineers
able to determine methods of test and develop intricate test equipment to meet
requirements. Knowledge of microwave or
flight simulation equipment desirable.
Send resume to:

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR, Dept.

MELPAR, INC.
Subsidiary Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

452 Swann Ave.

Alexandria, Virginia
or

Id Potter Street

Cambridge, Mass.

McDonnell Aircraft Corporation
Post Office Box 516

Missouri

St. Louis 3

{
ELECTRON ICS

-
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ENGINEERS - PHYSICISTS

MANUFACTURING

Applied Physics Laboratory
The Johns Hopkins University

has a limited number of openings for Senior
in the Guided Missile Field

Salary $12,000

ENGINEERS

Servosystems-theory and practice
including electrical or hydraulic

Microwave theory and practice in
communications or radar using
pulse techniques
Design and modification of radar

experience
Mechanical and aeronautical engineering design

systems
Field testing electronic gear of
all types
Circuit designers of servomechanisms experienced in various

electronic techniques

PHYSICISTS

-

information
Electronic physics
theory background
We have excellent facilities and
opportunities in modern research
laboratories.

For further information write

MR.

E.

M. LANE

Applied Physics Laboratory
The Johns Hopkins University
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND

8621 GEORGIA AVENUE

SUPERINTENDENT

Staff Members

-

$15,000

Well - established, medium - sized company located on Long Island, N. Y. Continually expanding. Products include electronic measurement instruments, industrial
control equipment and electronic business
machine systems.
Ideal opportunity for
industrious and talented manufacturing
superintendent.
Engineering degree required.

Must be qualified
for supervision ofElectronic and Electromechanical
Manufacture
Experimental & Production Machine
Shop

Metal Construction
Quality Control
Sheet

Production Scheduling
Send summary of education

and experience to:

ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

P-1759, Electronics
New York 36, N. Y.

330 W. 42 St.,

Electronic or electrical engineer with at least three years' experience in either development or production of electronic equipment; to act as liaison between development
laboratory and production facilities. Salary commensurate with experience.
Electronic or electrical engineer with at least two years' experience in development
of electronic equipment; to assist product engineers in the analysis and solution of
problems arising when components coming out of a development laboratory are put
into production. Salary commensurate with experience.
Senior electronic engineer for the design and supervision of design of electronic
instrumentation for underwater ordnance. Salary commensurate with experience.

ELECTRONIC AND

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Mechanical design with at least two years' of machine design experience in the
small mechanisms field. Design work on a model basis, with an eye on future production problems. Salary commensurate with experience.

UNUSUAL SALARY

OPPORTUNITIES

Opportunities for graduate study.

Senior Electronic Engineers

For additional details write:

ORDNANCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE
PENNSYLVANIA
STATE COLLEGE

Senior Mechanical Engineers
UHF Engineers

Junior Electronic Engineers
Junior Mechanical Engineers
Experienced Draftsman with

Electronic Background

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
Degree in Electrical Engineering
Plus Maintenance or Repair Ex-

perience on SCR -584 Radar
ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERING COMPANY

CALIFORNIA
ALVARADO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
OF

180

360

SO.

Electronic Engineers
Man with electrical engineering degree and three to
five years' experience (circuits, video, optical) for
position in Reasearch Department. This job offers:

(I)

with expanding organization inin color motion pictures and television..
(2) Employment in Southern California with excellent long-range peace -time prospects.
(3) Excellent employee benefits such as group
Position
terested

Excellent Opportunities for Advancement
our New Research Laboratory Furnished with Finest Equipment.
in

Write Giving Full Details To:
Personnel Director, Dept. A.

insurance. pension, etc.

If interested contact Personnel Department describing educational and industrial background.

TECHNICOLOR MOTION
PICTURE CORPORATION
6311 ROMAINE STREET
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

GIBBS MANUFACTURING AND
RESEARCH

CORPORATION

Janesville, Wisconsin

August, 1952
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Senior Engineers
SEE PAGE 342

AC SPARK PLUG

DIVISION
of
GENERAL MOTORS
CORPORATION

JULY ISSUE ELECTRONICS
FOR OPENINGS IN

CONVAIR'S COMMERCIAL
CHARACTRON PROJECT

PRECISION INSTRUMENT PLANT
Positions now available for highest caliber
personnel in the field of airborne automatic electro -mechanical control equipment.

MECHANICAL

DESIGN

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

ENGINEERS

SERVO ENGINEERS
ELECTRONIC

DESIGNERS

MECHANICAL DESIGNERS
New and expanding division of an established firm with 20 years of successful

experience in the instrument field. Work
involved deals with the manufacture and
development of highly complex equipment
of the most advanced type.

SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR

Write or Apply
AC Spark Plug Division
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
1925 E. Kenilworth Place
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin

KAMAN AIRCRAFT'S
entrance into the field of ELECTRONIC
DEVICES for HELICOPTER use has created an immediate need for

RADIO ENGINEERS
Minimum of 5 years experience in the design and development of high frequency
FM transmitters and receivers. Engineering graduates with advanced degrees
preferred.

RADIO and ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIANS

SENIOR ENGINEERS
Convair in cool, clean, beautiful San Diego invites you to join an "engineers" engineering
department. Interesting, challenging, essential
long-range projects in commercial aircraft, military aircraft, missiles, engineering research and
electronics development. Positions open in these
specialized fields:

Missile Guidance Systems
Radar Systems
Servo -mechanisms
Electronic Circuits
Microwave Components and Systems
Generous travel allowances to those accepted.
For free brochure, write Mr. H. T. Brooks,
Engineering Dept. 900

CONVAIR
IN BEAUTIFUL

SAN DIEGO
3302 PACIFIC HIWAY
SAN DIEGO 12, CALIFORNIA

to 5 years experience in the construction
testing and operation of high frequency
FM transmitters and receivers. Engineering graduates preferred.
3

ELECTRO -MECHANICAL

TECHNICIANS

to 5 years experience in aircraft servo control systems. Engineering graduates
preferred.
3

Please send detailed resume to

W. M. TYNAN
Administrative Engineer

Department

E

KAMAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Windsor Locks, Connecticut
ELECTRONICS

-
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SOUND POWERED TELEPHONES

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS
MFD

VDC

Price

400
400
600
600

2

5-5

s .55

3

600

1.65
.55
.69
.69
1.65
.95

4

600

1.65

1

2

600R'd
600R'd

2

2-2

600R'd

4

600
600

5

6
8

600R'd

8-8

1.65
1.75
1.85
1.85

4-4-4

600
600

1.95
2.50

4 x 3

600

2.50

1

600
1000

2

1000

.90

1000
1000
1000
1000
1200
1200

1.85

10

2

3.5-.5
4

6
8
1

I-I-1

3.25

.65

1000R'd

.95

1.95
2.50
3.25
.85
1.85

MFD
.1

.5

1

3
4

.1-.5
.25
.3
3

12
1

1-1
32

.5
1

2

.03

VDC

Price

2000

.59
1.25
2.50
2.95
.95
1.50

2000

1.30

2000
2000
2000
2500
2500
2500

8.95
2.75
3.85
15.80

3000

2.40

3000
3000

3.40
4.50

4000

1.25

1500

1500

1500
1500
2000

1.95
3.75

2.95

4000
4000
5000
.2
5000
1
5000
5000
2
.01-.03 6000
1
6000
3 x .2
2

6.95

1.60

.1

2.50

4.88

18.50
1.65

9.95

MFD

Price

VDC
7000R'd

.1

.1-.1

1.79
5.95

7000
7500
7500
7500

.1

.5

1-1
.5

2.85
8.95
22.50
6.50
16.50
29.50
8.95
37.50
4.70
4.95
8.95
19.95
54.00

8KV

.075-.075

10

10KV
12KV
15KV
16KV
16KV
16KV
20KV
20KV

1
1

.045
.05
.075
.25
1

MFD

VDC
27KV
50KV
50KV
50KV
50KV
220VAC
330VAC
330VAC
330VAC
330VAC
440VAC
660VAC
660VAC
660VAC

.125
.001
.025
.2
.25
7.5
1-3
10

12.75
15
5

2.9
7
8

Price

37.50
24.50
42.50
85.00
95.00
1.95
1.95
3.95

4.10
4.50
3.10
3.50
4.25
4 50

OILMITES
MFD

600
600
600
600
600
600

.1

.25
.5

1.0

Price

TYPE
0M-6002
0M-6005
0M-610
0M-625
0M-650
OM -601

VDC

.02
.05

S. NAVY TYPE M HEAD AND CHEST SETS
U.S.I. A-260
W.E. D-173013
A.E. GL832BAO
ANY TYPE -514.88 EACH
TS -10 Type Handsets
$9.25
U.

s .45

.48
.51
.55
.60
.85

GENERATORS AND INVERTERS
Eclipse -Pioneer type 716-3A (Navy Model NEA-3A)
Output -AC 115V I0.4A 800 to 1400cy. IA,: DC 30
Eclipse -Pioneer type 1235.1. Output -30 Volts DC
Volts 60 Amps. Brand new
$38.50
15 Amps. Brand New -Original Packing
$15.50
PE -218 Inverters -28 VDC to 115 VAC 400 cy 1500

VA.

Pioneer

(New)

Type 800-IB

$49.50

Inverter-28VDC to 120V 800

cy 7 amp AC (used)
G. E. Inverter -28 VDC to

AIR Inverter 6VDC to

110

$22.65

120

VAC 800 cy 750 VA

VAC 60 ey 75W
522.95
115 VAC 400 cy 2500

PU-7/AP Inverter -28 VDC to

VA (used)
$75.00
Eclipse -Pioneer type 12121A Inverter-Voltage and
frequency regulated-24VDC 18 Amp input -AC
output I15V 3m 400 cy 250VA 0.7 PF
(New)

-

$225.00

TEST EQUIPMENT

COAXIAL CONNECTORS

83-IAC
83 -LAP

s

83-IRTY 5.65 83-22R
.50 83-22SP
83-ISP

.3Ó

83 -IF

83-1SPN

1.20

83-1H
83-1HP
83-1J
83-1R

.56
1.30
1.95
1.40
2.10
1.50

83 -IT

83-2AP
83-22AP
83-22F
83-22J

.25

45

S

83-22T
83-168
83-185
83-765
83-776

.68
.90
1.95
.15
.15
.85

IN STOCK

170-7/AP 88.30
1:10-12/U
.95
170-15/U 1.50

UG-23C/Ui1.90
UG-24/U 1.30
130-25/U 1.35
UG-27/U 1.30
UG-27A/U 2.95
110-28A/U 3.75
UG-29/13 1.55
UG-30/U 2.30
11/G-34/U 16.50
UG-36/U 17.50
1/0-37/U 17.50
UG-57/13 2.30

F-N-PULSE-BN-BNC

UG-58A/U31.15
UG-59A/U 2.25
U0 -83/U 2.25
UG-85/13 1.75
2.50
UG-86/U
UG-87/U 1.60
UG-88/11 1.10
110-89/U 1.35
110-90/U 1.60
UG-98/U 1.85

UG-191 /AP $.80 UG-262/U $1.20

170-106/U s .15
UG-108/U 2.60

11IS-195/U .75
2.60 17G -197/U 2.80
1/G-146/13 2.55 110-201/U 2.25
UG-18/U 1.25
CW-159/U .80 1.1G -203/U .85
130-19/U 1.80
11G -1613/U32 50 UG-206/13 1.80
130-21/U
.95
UG-167/U 5.85 UG-224/13 1.20
UG-21A/U 1.50
1.10-171/U 2.80 UG-236/U 3.85
UG-21B/U 1.35
UG-173/U .40 UG-245/U 2.30
UG-22/U 1.35
UG-175/U .15 UG-254/U 2.75
UG-22ß/U 1.65
.15 UG-255/U 2.45
UG-102/U
.90 130-176/U
UG-22C/11 1.65
.24 UG-260/U 1.20
U0-103/11
.68 17G -177/U
UG-23/13 1.20
.80 130-104/U 1.40 UG-185/13 1.35 UG-261/13 1.20
UG-23B/11 1.90 110-58/U
QUOTATIONS UPON REQUEST ON ANY CONNECTORS NOT LISTED
MC -277
PL -259A
PL-325
M-358
49120
D-163950
93-C
M-359
MC -320
PL -274
SO -239
49121A
D-166132
PL-284
SO -264
93-M
M -359A
PL -258
PL
-259
PL
-293
TM
-201
M-360
11G -109/U

.

110-273/U
1.10-274/U
110-275/U
UG-276/U

UG-290/U
U0-291/11
UG-306/U
UG-414/U

2.25
2.75
5.50
2.75
1.20
1.35
2.95
3.25

UG-625/13 1.35

2

cp

Type Price Per M Ft.
$216.00
RG -13/U
RG -17/13...... 650.00
900.00
RG-18/U
1250.00
RG -19/U
1450.00
RG -20/U
220.00
RG -21/11
150.00
RG -22/13
R0-22A/U.... 285.00
RG -24/U
675.00

ES -685696-5
ES -689172-1

LOW INERTIA SERVO MOTORS

M
KOLLSMAN-45 Volt 60 cycle 4 watts 1500
50
PIONEER -10047-2-A 26 volt 400 cycle with 40:1 reduction gear
$10.50
PIONEER-CK-2 26 volt 400 cycle
$15.00
PIONEER-CK-14 115 volt 400 cycle -includes damp$47.50
ing signal generator (antosyn)
Rnew

HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS
G.E.-Pri. 115V 60 cy. Sec. 6250V 80 MA -12.5 KV
insulation

$18.50
G.E.-Pri. 115V 60 cy. Sec. 6250/3850/2600V 56 MA
12.5 KV Insulation
$18.50

ANTENNAS

AT-4/ARN-I
AT-38A/APT (70 to 400MC)
AT-49/APR-4 (300 to 3300MC)

$8.25

(P/0 SCR -521)
(P/0 SCR -521)
AIA-3CM conical scan
ASB Yagi-5 element 450 to 560MC
ASB Yagi-Double stacked 6 element
ASA Yogi -Double stacked 370 to 430MC
AN -65A
AN -66A

13.70
13.70
1.50
1.75
125.00

7.00
12.70

29.40

....

....

500

METERS

-

$3.0-

-2V?

(0-4KV acale).$5.75
4.30

-Sun

-4' scale

(rem. from equipt)
500 ma. DC 21/2" R.-General Electric
lima. DC Fan type

2
5

4.1

Electric

3.95
6.00

OIL -FILLED 35 KV AND 50 KV
ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS
60 cy. Sec. 115V 200 VA Insulated for 50KV
DC -G. E. Form EIR-36" H x 13' D
$125.00
Pri 115V 60 cy. Sec. 115V 250 VA Insulated for 35
KV DC -G. E. Form El R-29" H x 121/2' D.5125.00
CRYSTAL DIODES
Prl. 460V

11621

1N21A
1N21B
1 N22
1N23
1N23A

1N236

51.19
1.69
3.50
1.09
1.95
3.25
4.25

Reels.
60

100

200
250
500
500
500
500
650

1K
2K

2500

4K

1N27

51.79

1N34

.66

1N31

"J"

SS

1/8'
SS
5/16'
1/2'
5/8'
1/2'
SS

3/8'
SS
SS

.95
1.70

1N38
1N39
1N40

6.25
10.60

1N41

1N4,
/R40

1N/0
1N55

5K

10K
10K
10K
15K
15K

20K
25K
25K
30K
40K
50K

3

/8'

1/2'
SS

3/8'
1/2'
SS
1/2'
SS
SS

1/4'
1
1/8'
SS

1/4'

50K
100K
150K
200K
250K
250K
250K
500K
500K
500K
1

Meg

5

Meg

ARCH
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ST.
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-

MARKET

1/2'
SS
1/2'
3/8'
SS

3/4'
3/8'
SS

1/4"

7/16'
SS

2.5 Meg SS
SS

$1.25 each

LECTRONIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES
19

$11.25
18.75
1.55
.94
1.05
3.15
.55

POTENTIOMETERS
Shaft Resits. Shaft
4'
50K
3/8'

Shaft Reels.
SS
5
9/16'
5K
SS

8.10

IN34A

ntacts

715-

3.95
2.95
3.15

amp. RF 2V,' Sq.-Simpson
amp. AC 4Vz R.-1BT

30 V DC 21" R. -General
3 amp. RF 3V2' R.-Weston

TYPE

RELAYS

Sigma type 4AH-20000 4 ma DC coil-SPDT contacts-hermetically sealed 5 pin plug -In base.$3.30
Sigma type 4R-800051 I ma DC coil -SPOT contacts
-enclosed type 5 pin plug-in base
54.25
Stevens Arnold type 171 Milllsec relay-900 ohm coil
SPST NO contacts
$5.50
Cutler -Hammer and Square D type B -7A contactor
24 VDC coil-SPST NO 200 Amp contacts
54.75
Price Bros. type 161-M-220 VAC contactor-SPST
NO double bk 30A contacts
$3.25
G.E. CR5181-IA6-115 V 60 cy. AC contactor-4PST
30 Amp contacts plus two auxiliary SPDT contacts
$14.50
ROM
115 V 60 cy. AC coil-DPDT 3 amp Con

FT.

I MA DC 31/4" R DeJur Mod 310
round
500 Microamps. DC

$95.00
$225.00

Gen. Radio 757 -PI Power Supply
1-130A Signal Generator
A.W. Barber Labs. VM -25 VTVM

$27.00

'$85.00
'$86.00

and ASVC Radars
$39.95
CRV-I4AAS Phantom Antenna for Transmitters up
to 400 MC
511.75
3 CM Pickup Horn Antenna AT-48/UP
$9.95
I.138A Signal Generator-10 cm
$185.00
BC -221 Frequency meter
'5125.00
BC -221 Freq. Meter (late models)
`$125.00
CW-60ABM Frequency Meter-10 CM
$97.50
Weston

Model

with leather case

All items

Condition.)

New

D.C.

1

Milometer

150/1500 MA
$75.00

Except Where noted

(Exc

Used

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

Type Price Per M Ft. Type Price Per M Ft.
$325.00
RG -26/1
$475.00 RG -57/U
50.00 RG -58/13
60.00
RG -29/17
300.00 RG -58A/17
70.00
RG -34/13
900.00 RG -59/13
60.00
RG -35/13
97.00 RG -62/U
75.00
RG -54A /U
100.00
110.00. 51G-77/13
RG -55/13
ADD 25% TO PRICES SDOWN FOR QUANTITIES
UNDER

$9.00

TS-143/CPN Oscilloscope
Dumont 175A Oscilloscope

1-82F Seisyn Indicator
SCR515 comps. w/dynamotor, control box
Amperex 1698 Gamma Counter

HERE

COAXIAL CABLE
Type Price Per M Ft.
$140.00
RG -5/U
180.00
RG -6/U
85.00
RG-7/1I
100.00
RG -8/7.1
RG-9/U
250.00
275.00
RG-9A/U
240.00
RG-10/U
100.00
RG -11/U
240.00
RG -12/U

20 Amps.

TS-IOA/APN Delay Line Test Set
$45.00
TS-19/APQ-5 Calibrator
$75.00
CWI.600,AG Range Calibrator for ASO. ASE, ASV

FULL LINE OF JAN APPROVED COAXIAL CONNECTORS
UH

Gen. Radio 4756 Frequency Monitor
'$200.00
Gen. Radio 681A Freq. Deviation Meter....587.50
1-72K Signal Generator
$48.50
C -D Quietone Filter Type IF -16 110/220V AC/DC

6, PA.

Powerstat 1226-115/230V Input-0-270V out
(el,

9

amp.

El MAC 35T Ionization Gauge

R-7/APS-2 Receiver
R-78/APS-15 Receiver
FL -8 1020 cycle filter
RM -29 remote control unit
RM -14 remote control unit
RTA-16 12/24 V dynamotor
BC-1206-CM2 Receiver
ASB-4 Radar equip. Complete
RCA AVR-15 Beacon Recvr
Navy DP -I4 Direction Finder complete
CU-24/ART-13 Antenna Loading Cond
T-85/APT-5 300.1600 MC Transmitter
BC -1016 Tape Recorder
A N/A PA -30
BC -910A Oscilloscope
BC -1068 Receiver
ATJ and ATK TV Block Equip

PULSE

UTAH
G.E.
G.E.
G.E.
G.E.
G.E.
G.E.

56.95

69.50
9.87
37.00
5.95
49.50

49.50
2.95
8.95
8.95
40.00
12.95
69.75
16.50
385.00
4.95

175.00
350.00
375.00
147.50

57.50

Quote

TRANSFORMERS

9262
9278

9340
UTAH9318
9350

9280

68G-627
680828
68092901
80013
K -2469A
K-27446

Westinghouse 232-AW2
Westinghouse 232 -BW -2
AN/APN-4 Block Osc.

AN/APN-9
AN/APN-9
AN/APN-9
AN/APN-9

(901756-501)
(901756-502)
(352-7250)
(352-7251)
Westinghouse 132-AW
Westinghouse 139DW2F
Westinghouse 176AW2F
Westinghouse 187AW2F

AN/APA-23

Philco
Philco
Philco
Philco

352-7149
352.7150

352-7071
352.7178
Raytheon UX-7350
W.E. D-161310
W.E. D-163247
W.E. D-163325
W.E. D-164661
W.E. KS -9563

RECORDER

Sweeps any receiver through its tuning range and
permanently records frequency and time of received
signals on paper chart. Power input-(motor) 27V
DC I.5A, and (recorder) 80/115V AC 60-2600 cy
135W.

Originally designed to record pulse or sinewave
modulated signals received by AN -APR -1, AN/APR2. AN/APR-4, AN/APR-5. BC -348,
S-27. SX-28.
BRAND NEW
$147.50

SPRAGUE PULSE NETWORKS
7.5 E3 -I -200-67P, 7.5 KV, "E" Circuit I Mlcrosee.
200 PPS 67 ohms imped, 3 sections
$4.30
7.5 E3.3 -200.67P, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit 3 Micros«.
20C PPS, 67 ohms imped, 3 sections
$6.75
7.5 E4 -16.60.67P. 7.5 KV, "E" Circuit 4 sections.
16 microsec, 60 PPS, 67 ohms imped
$8.25
15 E4 -.91-400-50P, 15 KV, "E" Circuit .91 microsec.
400 PPS. 50 ohms imped. 4 sections
$16.50
15 KV, "A" Circuit. I
15 -A -I -400.50P.
microsec.
400 PPS. 50 ohms imped
537.50

Terms 20% cash with order, balance C. O. D.
unless rated. All prices net F.O.B. our warehouse, Phila., Penna., subject to change with-

out notice.
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GUARANTEED
BRAND
NEW

Receiving

6AG7....
6AH6....
OOA.... 51.50 6AJ5....
O1A
.67 6AK5....
024
.74 WE-6AKS
OZ4A
.90 6AKS W ..
1A3
.71 6AK6....
IASGT
.72 6AL6....
Tubes

.72 6AL5W ..

1A6

IA7GT

.91

1AB5

IB3GT.

.89
.99
1.17
.85
.69
.69
.69
.69
.71

.

164P....

1C5GT. .
106
1C7G....
iDSGP. .

107G....
1D8GT..
E5GP...

71

11F6G....
1G4GT. .
105G...
1 G6GT. .
1114G...
1HSGT.'.
1116G

.

.71
.69
.69
.69
.89
.74
.99
1.01

.

.

1H6GT..

126G....
1L4
1LA4....
1LA6....
1L134....
1LC5....
1LC6....
1LD5....
1LE3 ....
1LH4....
1LN5....

.95
.69
.87
1.10
1.01
.81
.93
.93
.93
.82
.91
.85

1N5GT.:
1N6G....
IP5GT. .
1O5GT..

.69
.99

.89

1S4

.71
.81
.81

1S5

1T4

1U

Ú4GT

. .

6A

5....

6AS5....
6AS6....

6AS7G...
6AT6 ....
6AUSGT

6AU6....
6AV6....
6B4G....
665

67
6138

6B8G

6BA6....
66A7....
6BC5....
6BC7....
6BDSGT
6BD6....
6BE6 ....
6BF5....

66P6....
6BG6G.

.

6BH6...:

6BJ6....

613K7....
6BL7GT.

6BN6....
6BQ6GT
6C4
C5

6....

6C8G...:
6CD6G ..
6D6
6D8G
6E5

6FSGT..
6F6

6F6G....

6G6G

2A3
2A5
2A7

2B7
2E5
2X2

3Á4A....
3A8GT.

1.89

.

3B7
3C6

3L04F4....

5G ..

3ßV4

5AZ4

5R4GY.

.

5T4

51140....
5V4G....
5W4

5X40...

5Y3GT ..
5Y4G....
523
6Á4
6A6
6A7

6AB4
6AB7

6ACSGT.
6AC7
6AC7 W . .
.

.

.57 61(7
1.15 61(7G...
.57 6K8

306
3

628G

6K5GT.
2.25 6K6GT.

3A5

.91

TUBE SPECIALS

1.59 6SK7....
1.39 6SK7CT.
2.50 6SL7GT .
1.35 6SN7GT.

2.85 6SN7WGT
3.05 6SQQ7....
.99 6S07GT.
.69 6SRR7....
2.90 6SS7....
.89 6ST7....
.79 6T7G....
.79 6T8
.99 6U5
3.30 6U7G ....
4.53 6V6
.63 6V6G
1.21 6V6GT. .
.69 6W4GT. .
.63 6 W 6GT
1.60
1.20
.97
.99
.85
.72
1.20
.88
1.10
1.60
.99
.72
1.10
.83
1.92
.99
.99
1.60
1.45
1.59
1.26

6K8GT.
6L5G..

.

.

.

.

.83 6L6
6L6G. .. .
.87 6L6GA . .
.69 6L7
1.59 6L7G
1.91 6N7
.69 6N7GT
1.07 6P5GT . .
.82 607
.87 6Q7G
.59 6R7
.71
.87 6S4
S7
6S7G....
1.35 6SA7....
1.17 6SA7GT.
1.05 6SB7Y. . .
1.08 6SC7....
.99 6SC7GT.
1.05 6SD7GT.
1.19 6SF5....
1.11 6SF5GT .
3.25 63F7....
.98 6SG7....
1.31 6SH7.. . .
.89 6SH7GT.
.89 6S27....
.87 6SJ7GT
.

1.22
.96
1.06
1.87
1.79
1.59
1.08
.95
1.19
1.10
.96
.99

.89
.99
1.86
.99
.84
.74
1.05
1.20
1.05
.94
.83
.80
.69
.91
.89
.89
.89
.89

2.30

.75

.75

.81

6ZYSG

.59
.99
.89
.79
.88

. .

7A4
7A5

A6
7A7
7A8
7AD7

83

.

.83
1.44
1.08
.83
.83
.83
.83
.89
.69
.83

7AH7
7B4
7135
7136

7B7
7B8
7C4
7C5

7EC8

12AT6...
12AT7...
12AU6...
12AU7...
12AV6...
12AW6..
12AX7...
12BA6...
12BA7...
121106...
12BE6...

12C8....
12F5GT.
12H6....
1225GT..
12K8....
1207GT

.

12SSÁ7GT

12SF5...
12SF5GT
12SF7...
12SG7...
12SH7...
12S27...
12SJ7GT
12SK7...

12SL7GT
12SN7GT
12SO7GT
12SR7GT

12X3....
1223....
14A4...:

14A7...1
14B6...1

.97
.93
1.09
1.29
1.15
1.09
1.29
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
.89
1.16
1.16
.79
1.16
.89

1468...:
14C5...:
14C7.

.

14E6..
14E7
14F7
14H7
14J7
14N7
14R7
14W7
14X7

.99
1.25
1.09
1.11
1.19
.88
1.60 19
.89 19T8
.79 22
.72 24A
.99 25A6

6Y6G....

E7
7E6
.75 7F7
7F8
.869 7G7
.96 7117
2.40 727
.88 7K7
.83 7L7
1.10 7N7
.83 707
.99 7R7
.99 7S7
.85 7V7
.91 7W7
1.83 7Z4
.83 10
.75 12A
.64 12A6....
.64 12A6GT .
12A7....
1.09
.99 12A8GT .
.79 12AH7GT
1.28 12AL5...

.99
.69
.83
.88

.89
.89
.96
.89

6XSGT. .

5

.86 6F7
.81 6F80....
.69
1.09
1.28 6H6GT. .
625
.89 625G....
.79 6JSGT. . .
.94 6.16
.89 627
1.85 627GT

1 VX2

6AD6G .
6AD7G
6.1E6G
6AF6G
6AG5

6AR06....

.97 6C6

1R4

1

6AQ5....

STANDARD
BRANDS
ONLY

2.79
25L6GT
2525
27
28D7.
30
30 Spec

.99

.69
1.75
.72
.48

32

.99
.87

32L7GT

.89
.45
.65
.71
.69
1.16
.77
1.32
.89

.59
1.15
.79
.95
.63
1.20
1.08
.72
.95
.99
.70
.77
.79
.69
.69
.83
.67

34

.87
.81

.55

.89
.81
1.03
.99
.79
.89
1.19
.89
.97

76P14... 14.95
?CPI. ... 14.95
9GP7.... 12.85
9LP7.... 9.95
10BP4... 18.50
10FP4... 24.50

37
38

39/44
42
43
45

.89
.89
.89
.79
.81
.99
1.60
1.19
1.41
.91
.88
.88
.79
.92
.95
.99
.40
.32

45Z5GT
46
47
48
49
50
50A5

5065
5 C5
50L6GT
50Y6GT
53
55

569
BK55B
L5513

57
58
59

.89
.89
1.24
.91
.79
.89
.69
.69
.79
.89

70L7GT
71A
75
76
77
78
8079

82
83

1.41
1.19
1.11

85 /624..

1.45
.79

117L7GT

1.89
1.89
.74
.97
1.59

83V

4.45

905

Photo Cella

1P23
.69 1P24.
.59 918
.69 919
.69 923
.69 927
.59 931A
.81

89 117P7GT
.79
.79
.79
.99
.73
.79

4.95
6.95
4.95
4.91
4.75
5.95
4.75
5.75
5.75
4.95
5CP7.... 9.50
5FP7.... 4.95
5HP1.... 5.75
SHP4.... 5.75
52P1.... 26.50
5JP2.... 26.50
SJP4.... 26.50
SLP/.... 19.75
5LP5.... 19.75
SMPI... 10.65
7BPl.... 8.75
7BP7.... 7.95
7BP12... 14.95

3FP7A...
3GP1....
3HP7....
4AP10...
SAP1....
SAP4....
5BP1....
SBP4....
5CP1....

885
1665
1904
2050
2051
5545

1.90
1.80
14.80
1.80
1.15
32.50

Transmitting
& Special

.

$4.10
1.27
1.65
1.95
1.35
1.85
6.95
1.95

.

1645

Thyratrons &
Ignitrons

OA4G
EL-CIA
2A4G
2B4
2C33
2021

$1.32
4.75
1.25
2.10
4.95
1.55
9.95

3C23.
3C31/ELC1B
3.95
3C45 . . . 17.50
4C35
28.75
EL-05B
9.95
5C22
53.45
C6A
6.75
C6J
9.95
FG -17/55575.25
PG -33
17.50
FG -41
122.50
FC -67
14.80
FG -81A
4.95
91
7.85
FG -95/
5560
25.00
FG -104/
5561
24.60
FG -105
19.50
FG -166
95.00
FG -172
39.50
FG -178
14.50
RX-233A 4.95
FG -235A/
5552
94.50
FG -271/
5551
62.50
.

.

393A
394A

8.60
4.77

GL -415/
117Z6GT
39.50
5550
12.50
FM -1000
KU -610
KU-623
39.50
Cathode Ray KU-628 22.25
Tubes
KU -634
39.50
WL -652/
2API... $9.75
5551
62.50
9.75 WL -654/
2AP5..
3AP1... 10.25
659
82.00
3AP4... 10.25 WL -672 22.00
3BP1...
7.95 WL -677
39.50
3CP1...
2.25 WL -681/
3DP1..
4.85
5550
39.50
3.75
3DP1A..
6.75 722A . . .
3EP1 ...
4.95 884
1.85
11723

4B24....

5.75 WE -257A
WE -274A
4B25/
EL -6C1: 8.95 274B . .
4E27. . . . 17.25 WE -275A

OD3

1B21A
1B22
1B23
11324

(West)

1B24

(Syl,l

1826

Iß27

11329

1832
1B35
1836
IB3S
1841
11342
1654

150.00

4136
4138
4150
4152

120.00

375.00
400.00
26.50
24.50
18.50
.

.

1.15
2.85 6C24
3.25 624
9.95 7-7-11
10T1
12.95
13--4

18.95
3.73
19.50
2.90
3.95
12.50
12.50

32.50
47.50
9.80
32.50
.88
9.50
3.75
2.20
.75

3.77
5.50
2.85
6.95
WE -283A 4.25
WE -285A 5.57
WE -286A 7.90
WE -294A 5.75
304TH... 9.75
304TL. . . 9.75
307A . . . 5.50
WE -309A 6.45
WE -310A 7.50
WE -313C 4.15
316A.... .89
327A.... 4.25
WE-33IA 9.75
WE -343A 185.00
WE -346A 2.75
WE -350A 6.95
350B . . . 4.95
WE -356B 5.45
361A
4.75
368A.... 6.95
371A.... .95
371B...: .95
388A.... 2.95
WE -399A 4.70
417A . . . . 16.95
434A...: 17.50
446
1.95
446A...: 1.95
446B . . . . 2.25
450TH
42.50
450Th
42.50
451
1.39
471A/
1B21A. 2.75
SS -501
12.50
503AX
1.65
506AX..
1.47
507AX
1.47
527
12.25
530
17.20
.

Purpose Tubes 5021
0A2
$1.30 5223
0A3
1.51 5129
OB2
1.50 6-813.
0B3
1.29 6AN5
0C3
1.20 6AR6

12DP7... 16.50
.99 12GP7... 16.50
.79 12HP7... 16.50
902P1....
9.95 1H20.:
.89

33

35/51
35A5
35ßS
3SL6GT
38W4
35'14
35Z4GT
1.83
20 3525GT
.58 36
.99
1.59
1.32
.83
1.3
1.32
.97
.97
.83
.94
1.11
1.11
1.11

3FP7.:..

15R

REL-21
24G
HK -24
RK -25

FG -32/
5558..:
RK -34
35T
35T Ion
gauge.
35TG
REL-36
RK -47
EF-50

.85
5.95
3.35
29.50
52.50
7.95
1.19
.88

.81
2.35

2.25
1.85
3.95
3.82
6.75
.49
4.95

.

.

.

....

5.95
1521
4.95
1Z2
.78
2622
4.92
.79
2C21
2C22...: .75 VT-52
.65
5.60
2C26
.49 53A
2C26A
.49 RK -59
2.44
RK
2C34
-60
1.95
.49
2C39
22.00 VT-62(Br) 1.15
2040
16.25 RK -63. . . 22.50
2042
26.50 VT -67
.48
2043
22.50 RK -69
2.25
2C44
1.50 72
1.32 532A
1.32 WL -533
2C46
29.50 73
2C51
5.75 RK -75
3.50 559
2E22
1.85 VR -75/
561
0A3
2E24
4.10
1.51 HY615
2221A
9.95 75T
5.80 WL670A
2222
9.95 VR -78
.64 700A . . .
2226
26.50 VR -90/
70013 . . .
2J27
OB3
1.29 700C . . .
24.50
2.131
39.50 VT -98))
700D . . .
2232
42.50
702A
2233
39.50 C1(0ÓrE
62.30 702B
2234
39.50 IOOR
2.90 703A
2236
85.00 100TH
10.25 704A
13.70 WE -101D 1.65, 705A
2237
17.50 WE -101F 3.62 706AY
2J38
2239
49.50 WE -102F 2.85 706BY. .
39.50 VR -105/
2240
706CY
175.00
0C3
1.20 706FY
2241
2248
27.50 WE -113A 1.32 706GY.
65.00 HY-114
.75 707A
2249
2250
.95 707B . . .
39.50 WE -117A
8.95 708A . . .
2Jß51
2.50 F -123A
2J55
87.50 WE -124A 3.80 709A
150.00 F -127A . . 22.50 710A
2256
2261
45.20 VT -127A. 3.60 713A
12.50 714AY
21(23
37.50 AB-150
33.50 VR -1S0/
21(25
715A
107.15
21(26
OD3.. 1.15 715B
34.50 FG -190
12.15 715C
21(28
21(29
26.00 HF -200
16.50 717A
21(33
295.00 203A . . .
7.40 718AY
145.00 203B . . .
6.33 71813Y
21(45
135.00 204A . . . 49.50 WE-7I9A
21(54
2/(55
135.00 C,206
720CY. . .
311.95
2X2A
1.85
720DY.
WE -211D 12.50 721A
31122/
EL -1C. 2.95 WE -211E 12.50 723A
3B23
4.75 212E
42.50 723A/B
3B24.
5.25 WE -215A
.24 724A . . .
3B24W
8.95 724B
7.95 217C
3B25
4.50 221A
1.95 725A
3826
3.75 227A/
726A
3B27
3.95
5C27
4.60 7266
3C24
1.85 WE -231D 2.25 730A . .
3C27
6.95 232CH . . . 240.00 731A
3D21
1.98 WE -244A 5.20 WL -787
3D21A
2.25 WE-245A 2.35 788Y
3E29
14.50 WE -24913 3.50 800
3231
95.00 WE -249C 3.50 801A
4-125A
29.50 250TH
22.50 803
4A1
1.18 250TL
22.50 804
WE -252A 5.65 805
4B22/
EL -5B. 8.95 WE -254A 5.90 806
.

807

1.

808

2.60
2.40
10.95
3.60
9.50

815
816
826
828
829

2.
1.45
1.45
13.48
9.95
14.50
14.50
3.95
7.95
9.95

809
810
811
813

6

829A...
82913...
830B...
832
832A...

...

837
838

45.00
3.50
1.85
3.25

843
845

.59
5.75

833A

836.....

849W...

296.75

85
860

23.60
4.95

8614

24.39

865

866A...
869B...
872A...

874
876
878
886
954
955
956
957

958A...

959
3.95 991
65.00 1003
2.20 CK-1005
3.50 E-1148
.49 1201
8.70 1203
24.50 1291
24.50 1294
24.50 1299
24.50 1602
2.95
4.25

6.95

.95
2.75
45.00
45.00
45.00

45.00
45.00

9.95
22.50
4.85
4.87
1.70
1.45
6.95
6.75
12.75
26.50
1.47
45.00
45.00
26.50
75.00
75.00
4.90
9.95
18.50
3.22
3.22
8.95
8.50
45.00
25.00
2.45
9.80
1.40
1.88
.48
4.95
8.95
4.50
24.50

1.28
1.48
45.00
3.95
1.45
1.60
1.85
3.50
.39
.70
.49
.49
.69
1.50
.45
.90

1655

.79
.35
1.20
.69
.69
.69
.69
2.25
1.20
2.00
1.07
.39
6.25
2.30
1.95
.45
.39
.39
.95
1.38
.75
3.10
.70
1.95
1.75
1.90

5611
5651

135.00
3.05

1613
1614
1616
1619
1620
1622
1624
1625
1626
1629
1630
1631
1632
1636
1638
1641

1.17
1646442

5654....

UX-6653

8Ó953

8011
8012

8013A .
8016
8020
8025

5.85
.65
5.95
.87

.

2.75
4.90
1.05
1.39

6.95

9002
9003

l61

90045

1.95
.35
3.79
3.79
2.69

9006
189048
189049

199698..:

1.75

SYNCHROS

ARMY ORDNANCE, NAVY ORDNANCE AND COMMERCIAL SIZE 1, 3,
5, 6, 7 and 8 GENERATORS, MOTORS, CONTROL TRANSFORMERS,
DIFFERENTIAL GENERATORS AND DIFFERENTIAL MOTORS IN STOCK
AY -101D
AY -120D
AY -130D

1CT

1G

5F

5B
SCT

5G

5D

6DG
6G

5DG

1F

7DG

X

B

221 G1
211H1

2J1F1

M

SEND FOR COMPLETE LISTING
Terms 20% cash with order, balance C. O
unless rated.

All prices net

out notice.
01311M«01118031r

-August,

1952

C-56776-1
C-69405-2

C-69406-1
C-77610
C-78248
C-78249

C-69406
C-78410
SYNCHRO CAPACITORS IN STOCK

C-78411

C-78415

C-79331
C-78254
C-78670

D.

F.O.B. our ware-

house, Phila., Penna., subject to change with-

ELECTRONICS

C-44968-6
C-56701

N

7G

A

5N

LECTRONIC
715-

19

RESEARCH LABORATORIES

ARCH ST.
Telephones

PHILA. 6, PA.
-

MARKET

7 -

6771

- 2 - 3
363

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
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ELECTRON ICS
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

Be IOP Rado.E ectronic
WESTERN ELECTRIC C-114

Loading coils

TRANSMITTING MICAS

$2.95 ea.

Stock
No.

.01
.02
.006

5494A

5495A

TOGGLE SWITCHES
Stock
No.

Mfg.

Action

Rating

Price

H &H
S.P.D.T. 6A -125V
Carling
S.P.S.T. 10A -125V
5444A C -H, (B6B) S.P.S.T.
5A -125V
OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE
5443A
5281A

350
399e

25Q

6.3 Volts @ 4.9 Amps; 6.3 Volts @ 4.5 Amps; 6.3
Volta @ 1.1 Amps
Stock

PEriach

.004
.001

.0036
.15
.00007
.00005
.0001
.0008
.000025
.00015

d'2.ó5

No.

72 OHM COAX

Each

.350

1445

1000
1000
1200
1500
2500
5000

A 2

1000V

XS

1.90

3000V
5000V
5000V

151.

1.00
1.00

.40/
.40/
.20/

144T

BE 15

5324A

F

A2

2500V

3

83-1

.90/

F2L
F2L
PL -341
PL -315

mica.
Complete lists with prices available upon request

$1.50

PRI: 115 volt

60 cycle. Secondaries 6.5 volt C. T.
@ 8 Amp.; 6.5 Volt @ 4 Amp.: 5 volt @ 2 Amp.;
5.2 volt C. T. @ 5 Amp.; 71 volt C. T. @ 40 MA.

U.T.C. type RC -125 case.
Noock

t6014Á

PEach

$100.00

$3.00

Hy. 280 MA. -50 Ohms D. C.
U. T. C. type RC -125 case.

$2.25

Price

Stock

No. 6002A

Stock
No. 33 9A.

SELENIUM RECTIFIER
TRANSFORMER

Nó 5783A

Each

Each

Can, 2-b4" Diameter z
Stock

Band pass
800 to 1200
cycles input 10000

-

PLATE TRANSFORMER

S672.28304Prise
Erch

$1.50

POWER TRANSFORMERS
Vertical Double Half Shell Type. Prl.:

No. í5969A

Price
Eock

@

$1.25

Mfd. by SOLA.

ock

NSo í5990A

9.75

Each

PRI:

115 volt 60 cycle. Secondaries: 1600-3900-390-1600 volts N 200 MA.; 12 Volt C. T. N

.5 Amp. U.T.C. type RC -175 Case.
Stock
No. 5996A

Price
Each

$0.95

MFD.-1000 VOLT
Price
Ean

$1 95

MFD.-600 VOLT

No. KG3040. Bakelite insulated solder lug
terminals. 2%" x 1-3/16" z 3.44" high can.
C -D

N

rice

o 5994A
4

$l 50

MFD.-4000 VOLT
Price

Each

(*Co

LINE TO GRID XFORMER
PBI. #1 500 ohms tapped N 250. I'Iti.
Ohms tapped N 15. SEC: P. P. Parallel 6L6
grids class AB2. 60 to 8000 CPS. plus or minus
2 DB. Vertical half shell Mtg.
ck

No 60 3A

Each

$1 50

HIGH FIDELITY TRANSFORMER
P.P. 10,000 ohm to 250 ohm Line. Frequency
Response 30 to 20,000 C.P.S. plus or minus 1 DB.
Grey Rectangular Case 3" x 21/2" x 3%" high.
Bottom Solder Lug Terminals. 4 Stud Mtg. Bolts.
Price
Ese

$3.7 5

HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER
21.000 volt 100MA.

Electric Co.
Stock

SPEAKERS

$9.95

No. 5728A

Half Wave oil filled. Ma lone
Price

$300.00

Permo0ux 10" PM Speaker with 2.15 oz. Magnet.
Packed 18 to a carton.
ock
No. í5335A

PEach

$3.00

Carton Lot $50.00

2 VOLT BATTERY
Signal Corps Type BB -54A 2 Volt 27 Ampere Hour
Storage Battery. Non -Spillable Transparent Acid
Proof Plastic Case has Built-in Ball Type Hydrometers. 3" x 4" x 5" High. Shipped Dry with
Acid in Separate Container. Made by Willard.
Carton of 12 N 51.60 Each
ck
No.Sto
5458A

Each

$1.95

ELECTRO -VOICE -602
DIFFERENTIAL DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE
150 Ohm Impedance Dynamic Unit comes complete
with press -to -talk switch and 5 Pt. Shielded Four
Conductor Cable. Brand New. Individually boxed.

Stock

HAND MICROPHONE
Replacement for T-17 Mike. English make.
Single Button. Removable element. Press -to talk switch. Stock No. 5883A. Unshielded
cable.
Price Ea. $3.25

I

TERMS:

Open Account to rated or acceptable reference
accounts. Others Pre -payment of 25% deposit 3

A close talking, noise -cancelling Speech Microphone.

Nö

with order, balance C.O.D. Price F.O.B. Chicago and subject to change without notice.'
Merchandise subject to prior sale.

ORDER TODAY!

1223$15.00

jadio Surplus Corp.
366

$.95

C.D. Type MC888. Bakelite Insulated Solder Lug
Terminals. 23" x 1%" a 434". High Can. figure

Stock
No. 5792A

J-38 KEYS

10" PM
117

PRI; 200-220-240 Volt 50/60 cycle. Sec.: 1400
Volt C. T. @ 350 MA. 5" x 6" x 5%" Sig.
Corps No. 2Z9601.51.

Stock No. T48500A Price to $5.50 ea.
Signal Corps Type J-38 Keys.
Stock
Price
No. 52934
Each

VAC. 80 Cycle. Secondary Delivers 200 VDC.
@ 70Ma., 6.3VAC. @ 1.2A. 3000 Volt Ins.
2%" z 2-9/18" x 3/". 2" Mtg. Centers. Wire

Leads.

Each

Stock

Output

60 Cycle;
Secondary 500 Volts Center Tapped 130 Mils.

Pet95

Price

Figure "C".

ohms

Primary 210-220-230-240-250 Volts

Ternis.

3-W High.

No. 5866A

$5.00

$4 . 95

C.D. Tyne CP70 BIDM 405X. Ceramic. Insulated
Screw Terminals. 4%" x 334" x 85". High Can.

25000 ohms
Level 10DB

No.

Each

No.

4

-

CHT Case. 105 Volt
Made by Thordarson
N .43 A, 25 to 60 Cycle. Secondary 68 Volt N
550 Mils. Mounting Centers 2%" and 2%". Size
3" a 3% x454".
Price
95c
Stock

Secondary 1.25 VAC

Cycle.

Érch

2x. .15 mid 8000 VDC Two Ceramic Ins.
1% a 334 x 43f High Can.
Stock

Stock

No. T64799A

50¢

045 hIFD 16,000 Volt Vitamin "Q". ,One Ceramic
Insulated Screw Terminal 1%" x 3%" x 4%4" Hi,

Can.

No. 5865A

HIGH CURRENT FILAMENT
TRANSFORMER
60

Price
Each

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS

4

4

AUDIO PASS FILTERS

Primary 115 VAC
at 100 AMP.

COAX CONNECTOR

Oil Filled Condensér 10 MFD. 220 V.A.C. Round

SATURABLE REACTOR

15 KVA. #67G469

R

No. 5657A

1.95
7.95

FILTER CHOKES
115 volt 60 cycle. Secondaries: 5 volt @ 3
Amp.: 6.3 volt @ 5 Amp. Open Frame. 2W"x2"x3".

Each

7.00

No. 5658A

PRI:

No. 60084

560.00

Stock

1.00

Pce

Stock

Ft. Spools
Ft. Coils

.6S1.0Ó

5000

Sizes from 10 to 7,000 MMFD in CM20, CM30
CM35 and CM40 case sizes. Tan mica and silver

E.

1000
100

5325A

MICA CAPACITORS

G.

Price

Stock No.

.30/

4

10,000
10,000

RG -59/U Coax.

Mastoid

Price

Supplied with Meter Bracket
D.C. Working Voltage
OTHER TYPES AND SIZES AVAILABLE

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

No. 5254A

.001

5496A
5498A
5499A
5600A
5501A
5602A
5603A
5604A
5605A
5606A

5607A

Primary 115 Volt, 60 Cycle, 1600 Volt Insulation,
Horizontal half shell. Mounting centers. 2-13/18"
z 3-3/8" core size. 2-1/2" above Chassis. Solder
lug terminals -All terminals marked.

Volts

Cap.

5493A

Type

Test

f

Values

e

732 South Sherman Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

Phone: HArrison 7-5923
August, 1952
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
UNITS

AMPLIDYNES

TORQUE UNITS

INVERTERS

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

ELECTRONIC SERVO SYSTEMS

TACHOMETER GENERATORS

FULLY
GUARANTEED

Seivve- 7eg

FL BLOWER

AIRCRAFT MOTOR
G. E. Type

115 v. 400 cy.

5BA25AJ32A

volts at 2.9 amps.
in/lb. torque. 3
lead
with
shunt
minute
b r a k e.
1
rating. Double worm
gear reduction. 4
rpm reversible.
Price $39.50 each.
24
75

Stock #SA-298

1; AY -54; AY -14D; AY 14G and others.

$14.50 ea.

Prices on request.

Int. duty

internal
fan
sq. front

mounting flange.
Stock #SA -312
Price $19.50 each.

115 VOLT D -C MOTOR
G.E. Type SD. 1/20 hp.
4 lead shunt. Reversible.
Double shaft extensions.
Speed 1725 rpm. Large
Special $19.50 each.
LEAR POSITIONING MOTOR
Model 156A. 116 watt
24 v. DC motor. 10,000
rpm. Int. duty. Reversible. Dual rt. angle

output shaft. Release
clutch. 7:1 reduction
to output. 250:1 reto limit
duction
switches. Stock #SÁ343.
Prices on request

G.E. 5AS131NJ3
(PE-118) Input
26 VDC at 100

60 CYCLE AMPLIDYNES
G.E. Types 5AM45DB15 and 5AM73AB95.
Type 45DB15 input 115 v. 60 cy. at 5 amps.
Stock

amps. Output 115
v. 400 cy.
1600 VA.

Output 260 volts DC at 0.6 amps.
=SA -147.
Type 73AB95 input 115 volts 60 cy. at 9
amps. Output 250 volts DC at 1.6 amps.
Stock #SA -257.
PRICES ON REQUEST

W.E.

1

(h

PF

at

0.8

Spec. KS -

Stock

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER

5601L1.
Pioneer Type 12077
Price
#SA -286.
$39.50 each.
116 V. 400 cy. One Tube Servo Amplifier

using saturable reactor type outlet transLimited Quantity
PE-218EInverters former.
Russell Electric
and Leland. Input
SYNCHROS AND
28 VDC at 92
SELSYNS
amp. Output 116
v. 400 cycles at
Navy Types
1500 VA. PF 0.9.
A; M; 1SF; 5G; 6F; 6SDG;
Stock #SA -112A.
Price $69.50 each.
5SG; 5SF; 6HSF 6DG; 7G;

DELCO CONSTANT
SPEED MOTOR

A-7155

1/30 hp. 27.5v d -c 3600
rpm. Cont. duty, 2%"
lg.
%"
shaft extension. 5/32"
x
6%"
diam.
Slam. 4 hole base mounting. Stock #SA 34. Price $19.50 each.

etc.

BLOWER ASSEMBLY
Delco 27 v. DC motor,
6400 rpm. 3" Sirroco impeller. Shunt motor, 4
in/oz. torque. Base Mtg.
Stock #SA -352. Price
-

$9.75 each.

INSTRUMENT INVERTER
oPioneer Type 12128-1B
Post War Model. Input
27.5 volts DC at 1 amp.
Output 26 volts 400 cy.
Single phase. P.F. 0.4.
Stock #SA -295.
Price $39.50 each.

Smteleg

KOLLSMAN TELETORQUE
Kollsman Type 403 self
synchronous units. (Synchro) 115 volt 60 cycle
excitation. Use as either
repeater.
Stock #SA-eonerator
Prices on request.

Quantity.

WinchargerPU -7/AP
Input 28 VDC at 160
amps. Output 115 v.
400 cy. 1 43 at 2500
VA. Voltage and frequency, regulated.
Cont. duty.
Stock
#SA -164.
Price $119.50 each.

31/2"

6.0 VA.

Pioneer Bendix Types AY -

INVERTERS

amps.

4000 rpm.
cooled.

28 v. DC Shunt
wound. 8000 rpm. 0.09
oz./in. torque. Large
Qty. Prices on request.

2B.

Includes capacitor.
Stock #SA -144. Price

Stock #SA -90. Price $12.50
DIEHL PM MOTOR
each.
Type FDG-31-1. 27.5 V. D.C. 10,000 rpm.
Dual Shaft. Shaft
MOTOR GENERATOR SET
ext. %" ea. end.
Diam. 0.120. Motor 1" Navy Type CAJ-21989. For OBE -3 UnderSq. x 2" Lg. Stock water sound equipment. Mfd. by Holtzer
#SA -355. Price $13.25 Cabot. Motor -115 volts DC at 8.3 Amps.
each.
0.75 hp. Generator -116 volts 60 cycles
single phase, 4.0 Amps. 0.88 P.F. SelfG. E. 1/10 HP
excited. Cont. Duty. Stock #SA -505.
DC Motor
Price $195.00 each.
1.2

DC MOTOR

John Oster Type A-l6A-

PIONEER AUTOSYNS

17c.f.m.

Pioneer Servo Motor
Type 10047-2A, 2 e 400 cycle
low inertia. 26 v fixed phase.
45 v. max. variable phase.

G.E. Type 5BN58LA5
125
colts DC at

0

DIEHL DC MOTOR
Type FDE-83-2. 24v @
9.5 Amps. 1/6 hp. 6350
rpm. Cont. duty. Motor
Lg.
41" dlam. x 5"
with 1" shaft ext. x
%" dia. front mtg.
flange 41/a" Sq.
Stock #SA -354. Price
$19.80 ea.

BLOWER ASSEMBLY
Leur frame CO10, 5500
rpm motor with 3" Sirroco
impeller. Motor 28 v. DC
@ 1.2 Amps.
Output 10
watts. Cont. duty. Stock

SYNCHRO CAPACITORS
Production quantity requirements of the
following Synchro "Exciter" Capacitors
are available for immealate delivery.
Type 6C -connected 20-20-20 mfd.
Type 1C-Mk. 12 -connected .6x.6x.6 mfd.
#SA -347 Price $9.75 each. Type 3C -Mk. 1 -connected 10x10x10 mfd.
Type 4C -Mk. 14 -connected 3x3x3 mfd.
Quantity Quotations on Request
Radio Compass Indicator
I -82F. Compass Indicator.
BLOWER ASSEMBLY
0-360"-5 in. dial, 26 v. 400 cy.
8-12 v. 60 cy. Ideal position
indicator. Stock #SA -284.
WESTINGHOUSE
Price $6.50 each

D
C

Army Types
Pioneer 12130-4-B
Input 28 VDC at
II; IV; V; VII; IX; XXI;
14 amps. Output
XV; etc.
120 v. 400 cy.
G.E. Types
single phase at
1.16 amps. (140 2J6F2; 2JD5J2; 2J5A2; 2J5HA1; 2J1H1;
VA.) Voltage and 2J1F1; 2J1G1;2J1F3; 2JD5HB1; 2J5LA1;
frequency regu- 2JD5C2, etc.
lated. Made 1949.
Stock #SA -304.
SERIES MOTOR
Price $99.50 each.
John Oster Type A -21D -7A
Leland SD -93-(10285) -Input 28 volts DC
24 v. DC. 0.005 hp. .6
at 60 amps. Output 115 volts three phase
Amps. 11,000 rpm. Cont.
400 cycles at 750 va. 0.90 P.F. Second
duty. 1-%" diam. x 2-%"
output voltage of 26 volts 400 cycles at
lg. Front flange mtg.
50 V.A. Voltage and frequency regulated.
Shaft 3/16 dia. x %" ext.
Designed for use with various autopilots.
Stock #SA -353. Price
Stock #SA -209.
$8.75 each.
Price $99.50 each

products
4 Godwin Ave.

co.

Paterson, N. J.

WRITE FOR LISTING
Prices F.O.B. Paterson
Phone ARmory 4-3366
Teletype PAT. 199

SPECIALISTS IN FRACTIONAL HORSE POWER MOTOR SPEED CONTROL
ELECTRONICS

-

August, 1952
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COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO.
...: a

Audio
Transformers
Bathtubs
Binding

Coil Forms

Plugs

Condensers

Posts

Insulators
Inverters

Standoffs
Switches
Trimmers

Dynamotors
Fuses

Cable
Ceramicons
Chokes

Tubes
Relays
Shock Mounts

Micas
Networks
Pilot Lights

Breakers

BAND

S

-

3"

UG Connectors

x 1%2"

WAVEGUIDE

CAVITY WAVEMETER, 2700-3400 MC. 8 -Digit Counter Dial Mfg .WE.
Calib. Chart, as shown
5115.00
REACTION WAVEMETER, Mfg. G.E. 3000-8700 MC, Mio. Head 5125.00
LHTR. LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBsLY. Part of RT89 APG 5 & APO 16.
Receiver and Trans. Cavities w/ue.
oe Tr. Cavity and Type
CPLG. To
Ream.. Uses 2C40. 2C43. 1B27 Tunable APX 2400-2700 NMCB
Silver
Plated
$49.50
BEACON LIGHTHOUSE cavity 10 cm. Mfg. Bernard Rice, eaeh 947.50
MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE Coupler with 721A Duplexer Cavil
gold plated
$45.000
RT-39/APG-5 10 cm. lighthouse RF head cio Xmtr.-Roeve.TR cavity.
& 30 MC IF strip using OAKS (2C40, 2C43, 11327 lineup)
compl. recvr.
721A TR BOX complete with tube and tuning plunger.
512.50
M0NALLY KLYSTRON CAVITIES for 707B or 2K20
$4.00
TS 268 CRYSTAL CHECKER
$50
F 29/SPR-2 FILTERS, type "N" Moot and output
$12.50
WAVEGUIDE TO 7/8' RIGID COAX "DOORKNOB" ADAPTER
CHOKE FLANGE, SILVER PLATED BROAD BAND
$32.50
AN-APR5A 10 em antenna equipment consisting of two 10 cm w
ids

.......

sections. each polarised, 45 steer...

par

rage:

380-520 c.o.s..

9;.1 PC. SEC. 18KV 26A. PRR-350-5004 C

5 6u

TPIN

G.E.K.-2745
G.E.K.-2744-A. 11.5
oper. (270 NOV max.

Transformers

Lugs

Circuit

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
U-D0UR8A

539.50

High Voltage. 3.2 KV Low Voltage re 200 KW
$39.50
nirrottec. or 1/microeec. ® SOO PPS
3-5
W.E.-Ks 9800 Input transformer. Winding ratio between terminalº
and 1-2 is 1.1:1. and between terminals 0-7 and 1-2 is 2:1. Free...]

Peralloy
m

16V
I

56.00

core

527.50
Ili Volt input pule. Transformer
G.E. K2450A. Will receive 13KV. 4 micro -second pulse on pri. secondary delivers I4KV. Peak power
$34.50
out 100KW G.E
536.00
G.E. K2748A. Pulse Input Nee to magnetron
57.50
Ray UX 7896 -Pulse Output Pri. 5v. see. 41v
57.50
Ray UX 8442 -Pulse inversion -40v
40v
51.00
Ray UX 7361 5 micre.ee. 00-400 or

W.E. No. 0169271

}

PHILCO No. 352-7250, 352-7251, 352-7287
UTAH Nos. 9262, 9332, 9278. 9341.
RAYTHEON: 0X8093. 0X7428. UX7350.
WEST. ELECT: D-181310. D-106638, D-166173. D-169114, D-161929. KS9948,
U-11716 PRI: 13.2 KV 9 20A.
SEC:3.6 KV@ 72A 2u ea, pulse. RRR-500 PPS
.

.

........

565.0

PULSE EQUIPMENT
12 Amp.) Duty
MIT. MOD. HARD TUBE PULSER. Output Pulse Power 144 KW (12e KV at
Pute. duration: 6. 1.0. 2.0 mlerosee. Input voltage: 115 400 to 2400 CDs. Nees:
Ratio .001
5110.00
1-715B. 4-825-5. 3-'72',, 1-'73. New
Pb.
APQ-13 PULSE MODULATOR. Pulse Width .5 to 1.1 Micro Seo. Rep. rate 624 to 1348 Pos.
149.00
Pwr. out 35 KW Energy (1.018 Joules
TPS-3 PULSE MODULATOR. Pk. power 50 amp. 24 KW (1200 KW ph): pulse rate 200 PPS. 1.5
type.
Geer
DC
Resmonaoe
version
of
series
charging
impedance
50
ohms.
Circuit
pulse line
549.50
two 705 -A's se rectifiera. 116 Y. 400 .yole input. New with all tubes
3

.

sat,$75.00

A514A/AP-10 CM Pick up Dipole with "N" Cables
$4.50
DAJ ECHO BOX, 10 CM, TUNABLE
$22.50
HOMEDELL-TO-TYPE "N" Male Adapters, W.E. No. 0167284
52.75
I. F. AMP. STRIP, 30 MC. 120 d.b. gain. 2 3IC Bandwidth, uses 8AC7'ewith video detector. Less tubes
524.50
POLYROD ANTENNA, AS31/APN-7in Lucite (tall. Type'N"feed 922.50
ANTENNA. AT49A/APR: Broadband Conical. 300-3300 31(' Tope "N"
Feed
512.50
"E" or "H" PLANE BENDS, 90 Dog. lees flange,
$7.50
RG 48/U WAVEGUIDE, 1-1/2' x 8"
per ft., 54.65

7/8" RIGID COAX -1/4" I. C.

RIGHT ANGLE BEND, w:..5 fleible coax output pickup loop ..58.00
SHORT RIGHT ANGLE BEND, with pressurizing nipple
53.00
RIGID COAX to flex coax connector
53.50
STUB -SUPPORTED RIGID COAX, gold ,dated 5' lengths. Por
length
$6.00
RT. ANGLES for above
52.50
RT, ANGLE BEND 15' L. OA..
53.50
FLEXIBLE SECTION. 15' L. Male to female
54.25
7/8' RIGID COAX. BULKHEAD FEED-THRU
... 514.90

PULSE NETWORKS
15A -1-400-60r 16 KV. "A" CKT.
G.E. No. 0E3-5-2000-60P3T. 0KV

1

537.50
mierosee 400 PPS. 50 ohms Imp-.
3 sections .5 microsecond. 2000 PPS 50 ohms imped56.50

"E" circuit,

Unit 1. 3 sections. 0.84
G.E. No. 3E (3-54-815) (8-2.24-405) 50 PST: 3KV "E" CKT Dual405Unit:
56.50
PPS. 50 ohms ìmp
Micros,.. 810 PPS, 50 ohms imp.: Unit 2. 8 Sections. 2.24 micros..
57.50
7.3E3 -1-200-67P. 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit, 1 microsec 200 PPS. 67 ohms impedance 3 elections
7.5E4-16-60, 67P, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit, 4 sections 16 m :ernes c. 60 PPS. 67 ohms impedance.. 515.00
7.5E3-3-200-6FT. 7.5 KV, "E" Circuit, 3 microeec, 200 PPS, 6 ohme imp. 3 eeetions........ 812.50

DELAY LINES
$4.00
116.50
57.50
52.00

D-168184:.5 miaroseo. up to 2000 PPS 1800 ohm term
D-170499:.25/.50/.75 miaroseo. 8KV 50 ohms imp
O -165997r

1/4 microeec
RCA 255686-502. 2.29 rec. 1400 ohme
1

...........

MICROWAVE ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
AS-31/APN-1, 10 on:. Poly rod in 1.0,110 Ball. 'Type N Fitting'
Coax Feed
$22.50
Relay System P1'4bo11c reflectors a r,.o, range 2000 to 6000 Mc.
1/2 x 3'. New (Ae Shoo-o).
$75.00
Dipole for oboe,
512.00
TDY "JAM" Radar rotating antenna.
eon
10 en,
i.
30 deg. bean,. 115 V
Al.' drive. New
.. ...
5150.00
30 CM Horn.
s0 polariz ...rani., RF a vembl ending
...dieRectating
raft
in ho
Ling e+
circularr-toly
cularly Dolariaed Sean,. lea yea n for
with flangeRadiation
$sS.óó
Parabolic
do,. Peel. Redfatioo pattern approx......25 deg. in ...:535.00
33 deg.
..... ...
verna.ical l 125s
535ed. 00
Antenna. AS 125 APIs. 100,1-:3'!00 me. Stub eu pDOrted, with type "N" connector.. .. 114.50
1

.

.......

.

BAND

X

Cro s1G uwid e
R

.

.. ..

LG40

-

Dird.t lion n5a l

..f.... e....
Hang....
.

BAND

S 36 Power Meter, 3 CM
TS 47/APR Test Onc. 50-3000 MC.. $325.00
5385.00 TS 56/AP Slotted Line, 500 MC.... $325.00
U75.130
75.00 TS 127/UP Wavemeter, 300-700 MC $72.50
532.50 TS 69/AP Wavemeter, 340-1000 MC $72.50
TS 268/UP Crystal Test Set
$50.00

-'r4"

.

"1

eCoup..

......

"S" Cur re

Ch Ike to c
to
Feedback toi Parabola Hein with preesurìxen window
90° Twist

Adapter,,round

524.50
h

5R7'I5

$17.50

New57.ÓÓ
ak

$18.50
r
termination attenuating luge.
517.50
Directional Coupler, U0-40 U Take o0 20 db
AB Receiver local oscillator Klystron Mount, complete with
and choke coupling to I R..... .... f 92.50
r Tumount. Iris
12.00
R Duplexer section
rection for above
$12.00
d' log.
Met. w00cr holder
Se
Wave guide Section 12' lone choke to cover 45 doe. twist & 2 1/2' ratline.
$5.75
Twit 90 deS c' choke to cover
nipple
long ch er plated with choler flange .17.50
ide Sections
nt 2 1!2 fw tong
512.00
Rotary )oint choke choke with deck mounting
...S12.05
3
mitered elbow "E" plane
.. ..
.. .5 .50
..l
UG
9039
Flanges...
$12.50$8,0
90
elbows. "E" or "H" plane 2 ]/2' radins
S0.00
90
twist 6' 10.0 '
58.00
45
twist
5375.00
APS-4 Under Belly Assembly, lees tube.

......

.

11/4" x 5/8" WAVEGUIDE
Mitered Elbow H Plane U051-UGS"
CG 986/APQ 13 12 Flex. Sect. 1 1/4' x 5/8' OD
5/8 O.D. 1/16- wall aluminum ....per
X Band Wave GD. 1 1/4'
Gold plated
P lug Tuner Attenuator W.E. guide.
B I -Directional Coupler. Type "N" Takeoff 23 db. coupling
CI -Directional Coupler, 11G-62. Takeoff 25 db. coupling
Wavetuide-to-Type "N" Adaptor, Broadband

Tube

2162
3J31
5130

2J27
549.50
912.00
$12.00
54.00
$4.00
55.00

D167018

51.50

2.131

O 167332
O 167613
O 166228
O 164699

1.50
1.50

2.122
2.126

527.50

D-163903

54.50
55.00

510.00

D-166792

1.50
2.50
1.95
2.15

2J21

Dept

E-8

7100Y

A
:

IC

2J32

'.

720BY
725-A
730-A

512.00
510.00

ft.

75c
56.50
527.95

524.95
$22.50

VARIST.ORS
13171812
O 172155

51.50
1.50

O 167176

j 1.50

Pkg.
QK 62
D168687
K 61
13167208E, D171858
2J49
QK 60
2J61
308A, 3A. 27-B
700 A. B. C,
706 AY, BY, DY EY, FY, GY 13168403
2.138

2.139 Pkg.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled. All Prices F.O.B. New York City. Send M.O. or Check. Only Shipping Sent C.O.D.
All Mdse. Subject to Prior Sale, and Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
Parcels in Excess of 20 Pounds Will Be Shipped Via Cheapest Truck or Railex.

Liberty St., New York 7, N. Y.

on

3C45 and 2-3024.
510.00
Pressure Gauge Section 1516. gauge and press nipple
52.50
Pressure Gauge, 151óe
DUAL Oscillator -Beacon Mount. P/U APS 10 Radar for mounting two
shields
mount, tunable
et(B
to abeck)g w,
with
Dual AOscillator.' Mo

%" WAVEGUIDE

TR-ATR-Section. vChoke to cover
Flexible Section 1' choke to choke

368

dubv

.

MAGNETRONS

x

APS-34 Rotating inlet
Right Angle Bend b. or H Plane. specify combina t,,.n of couplings deafred
45° bend E or H Plane, choke ta cover
Mitered Elbow, co
to cover

131

01% 42

wiihot deck. Pe

n1

TEST SETS

K

G

.with .o

y$6.50

30' SIGNAL CORPS RADIO MASTS

Signal Gen. 20A Microvolter
TS 10A -Altimeter Test Set........
TS 16/AP Altimeter Teat Set

erfo

h.e r.

Tgaekteo-

21(25/723

Complete e t for erection of a full Oct t 00 antenna. 01 rugged ply mold r,n trur.ti,.n telescoping into
3ten -too: ectione fore v stowage and tr0neportation A perfect net -up forgetting out. Supplied
mplet.: 2 r
ploie 0,005,, hardware, shipping crate. Sh,Dpingt wt. approx. 300 lb,. Si,. Corps
No. 2A200'223-.4. New
949.50 per set
AS14A/AP. 10 C51 pick up dipole Remy. complete w/Irnglh of eras and "N" connector, ........53.50
AS46A/APG-4 Vagi Antenna, 5 element array
522.50
30 Parabolic Reflector Spun Aluminum dish
$4.85
AT49A/APR-Broadband Conical, 300-3300 MC. Tyre N Feed
$12.50

50

o

nt

140-310 me cone and 300-600 me cone, each consisting of 2 end
fed half wave conical sections with enclosed matching stub for
reactance changes with changing frequency.
New: complete with mast, guys, cables, carrying chest. ...$49.50

Signal Gen. RCA 710A, 370-560 MC. 5350.00
Signal Gen. Type 605 CS. 9.5RC

10Cou.l

iod

WAVEGUIDE

x %2"

e 71rw min.
2.142 Magnetron Pulse Modulator,14kw
length r
duty cycle. 2.5
I
pulsed5.5kv.6.5
Sower. Requires
Amp. Inclodee magnetron mtg. and eÌ
3mes

Bulkhead

140-600mc Directional Antenna

1"

Chas. Rosen

1.50
1.50
1.50
2.15

Rated Concerns send P.O.

Phone: Dlgby 9-4124
August,

1952-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
POWER TRANSFORMERS

DYNAMOTORS
Input

EIM33A
PE101C

AR

7

12.6

13/26
93

28
27

0.19 pack

112

23350

1.25
6.2

28
14
28

17151416

$13

Amps

Volts

Type

PE86

ZÁ0515

6.3
3.25
1.75

4/2
9.4

4

D104

12

043A

26

10

5043

iá

19

PE73CM

CW21AAX
0':194

12.6
6.3

28

10

Remo

Volts Amps
250
330
54
400
800
375
285
SOO

275
500
225
440
300
150
14.5
250
1000
400
800

1.4

13
26

Output

9

300
150
14.5

Set

RC 36

.060
.170
.250
.135
.020
.150
.075
.0

RU 19

BC 456

SCR 515

APN-1

MARK

110

.050
.100
.200

11

SCR 522

.060
.010
5

APN-I

.060
.350
.135
.020

BC 375
SCR 522

1.12
.200
.101

.5

INVERTERS
Input: 25 28 :ode' 92 amp. 0u
. New
volt -a
Output:
Input: 28 vdc,. 38 .me..
10)5'. New

PIE -218-H:

500 cy 1500

FIE -206:

LI

volt -amps. Dime

400 CY

3

PHASE.

13 x554

EXC. C05í617Á.

eiI112
G

3000-

M
N
K

KC

4525

KC
KC
KC

4000- 6000
5200- 7700
6000- 9050
9050-13.375

H

KC

PRICE: 51.50 EACH

$44.50

SELENIUM
F. W. BRIDGE

-

53.00
4.00

2A

10.00

SA.

14.50
18.00
36.00

IOA

12A
24A

UP TO
UP TO
2A
4A
UP TO
UP TO
2A

-

VAC IN

REMOTE TUNING
B OX TYPE.
C W-23012
51.75
XMTR. CONTROL
BOX. CW-23097
1.69
RCVR. SWITCH
B OX, C W -23090A. 1.75
28V DYNAMOTOR
& FILTER BOX
8.95

Dual

tem

54.59
2.79
4.69
120.00
7.95

Special Fil. Transformers-60 cps

e

Prl. Volts

STF370

220/440tem

Test
3x2.5V/ ASec3KVIes
2.5V/15A

230V
230V

2x5V/27A, 2x5V/9A

$11.00
60.00

A

3.75

16v -SA

3.95
20v/1 0A
HI CAP. FILTER
CONDENSERS
Cap.
WVDC Price
6

200
35

15

51.85
2.00
2.45
1.25

Description

516.86

DCR
MA

5KV DC Test
8.SH/125 MA
Dual: 120H/17 MA
2 e .5H/380 MA 25 Ohms
1.28H/130 MA/ 75 ohms
1.5H/145MA/1200V Test
10NY/15MA-850 ohms OCR
í0M, 450MÁ, 10KV TEST
20H/300MÁ
15HY/15MA-400 ohms DCR
6H/80MA-310 ohms DCR
2s5H/400MA
.. .. .. a. .. ..
SHY 200MA
300H/.02A, 2500V Test
SWING 9 -60H/.4 -.05A, 10KV

........

Price

.511

Special Plate Transformers -60 cps
Secondaries
Pri. Volts
230V
220/440V
240/440, 3ph
230V
137V
50V

210/220/230
210/220/230

2.75

4.69
2.79
2.35
1.79
2.25
2.35
1.75
12.95

6.950
1.9$
2.45
2.79
1.79
1.69
7.95

INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER

Easily converted to an ideal inter-Com OrIrlcations kat for office, home. or factory.
nel

Sl.4!

8.98
í600V 1432MÁ
17.50
22.0
5000V/290MA. 5V/10A
14.66
13,500V/3.5MA.........
0.79
734VCT/.177A, 171OVCT/.l77Ä
700VCT/358M A. 6.3V/0.9A, 6.3V/ 2.5A
0.95
6.3V/ 06A, SV/6A
2X2.%2.5A (2KV TEST) 6.3V/2.25Á 7.454
1200 1000/750V (dl 005A ....
1140 /1.25/7 A, 2.5V/1.75A, 2.5V/ 1.75A
9E00

702724
12033

4540 /250MA

K59584
52J652
K59607

352-7070

352-7196

-5KV Test

352-7170

RA6400-1
901692

901699-501

901698-501

UX8855C
RA6405-1
T-46852
352-7098
KS 9336

KS7895419
52C080
32332
68G631
e0G198
302433A

KS 9445
KS 9685

7OG30G1

M-7474310
95-G-45

320VCT/SOMA. 4.5V/3A, 6.3VCT/20A,
2X6.3VCT/6A
2.5V/1.75A, 6.3V/2A-5KV Test
13V7/9A
2.7 V ® 4.25A

3.95

4.70
2.39
2.49
3.45

4.29
900V/75MÁ IOOV/ 04A
3.79
900VCT/.067A, S 3A
3.69
800VCT/65MA, 5 CT/3A
4.25
700VCT/OOMA, SV/3A. 6V/1.70A
5.95
2500V/6MA. 300 VCT, 135MA
3.95
1100V/SOMA TAPPED 625Vc 2../5SV/5A
25
6.3V/.66A.
.95
9A, 1.78V/.02Á
27V/! 3A
3.75
526VCT/S0MA, 6.31/CT/2A, SVC,T/2A.
3.85
400VCT/35MÁ, 6.4V/2.5A, 6.4V/.SSA
2.75
1150 -0-1150V
1.78
6VCT/.00006 KVA
6.3VCT/6.SA, 2.SV/3.SA.
6.30/9.1A,
4.85
2.5V/3.5A
5.39
592VCT/118MA, 6.3V/8.1A, SV/2A
4.79
6.4/7.5A. 6.4AL3L.8 C,T6.4V/2.5A
2.65
600VCT/36MA
4.95
2100V/.027A
2000V/.002A, 465V/.6A, 44V/1OA, 6.3V/
6.3V/1.6A, SV/9A, 2X2.SV/
12.37.354A,
221A

6.32.7A,

17.95

TRANSTAT IN: 115V, 400 CV.
OUT: 75-120V, 6.0 Amps

12.95

230/.05Á 230V/.05A
136VCT/3.SA
1310V/.67A, 6KV Test

3850V/3.12KVA
222VCT/.3A
2x750V/.001A
5000V/lA
550-0-550V/.3A

POWER INVERTERS
115

VDC-116 VAC

500W Int. and 350W
Conlin. All Brand New. Famous
$75.00 each
Mfr.
Rated

4.49
3.45
3.50
17.59

Price
51.79

5.69
27.50
42.59
2.35
1.79
59.75
5.95

Special Comb. Transformers -60 cps
Price
Secondaries
Pri. Volts
260V/.93A, 100V/1A,
220V
54.69
6.3V/4.2A
6.95
220V/3A
220V
STC-609
700V/80 MA, 110V/80 MA,
200V
STC-847
24V/80 MA 6.3V/.3A,
6.3V/1A, 5V/3A, 5V/
6.95
SA, 2.5V/SA
350-0-350V/.075Á 40VCT/
220V
SCT -807
1.A, 15/10/15V ©100 MA 4.79

Item

STC-í6A

AT201 50L6 output (4000 ohms) to V.C. (3 ohms) ......5.40
hm
AT SUB Subouncer, Multimatch, 200 ohms to ..15 K S.69
C.T. and 100 K ohm Grids..
AT731 H.F. Plate (1500 ohm C.T.) to V.C. (16/4 ohms)
_53.29
20-15KC..
3000 ohms P-P/5ge 4/16/12/50/200
ÁT01 HI-FI Special: PRI,db
.49
SOW
ohms 60-10 000 CY.-1
PP
ÁT
HI-FI Driver Prl: 10,000 ohms See. 40,000 ehm5a3
51.49
db
Gelds 50 -IS KC/1
8000/
SEC:
ohms
14.200
line
PRI,
AT062 Output te H.S. or
51.10
600 ohms
output gelds (4,000
AT449 HI-FI Driver (5000 ohms) to P.P.
52.39
ohms) 100-10.000 CY, 10 W 6V6 te PP 805'
AT666 Intereon Input: Spkr (-1-8 ohms) te . grid (250-000
$0.69
ohms)
17551.95
ohms)
(125
to
Ilse
C.T.)
ohms
ÁT415 Plate (18,000
500-600 CY
(125 ohms) 125135
ÁT858

................

SPECIALS
542.95
GIBSON GIRL, Emer9. Xmtr, 500 tic
56.95
BC 306 ANTENNA TUNING UNIT, NEW......
975.00
R9/APN-4, New, With Tubes
.575.00
106/APN-4, New With Tubes and Crystal
55.50
...
A-62 Phantom Antenna
8151.00
2 Meter Choke, 1000 MA, 20-144
I Head, M-1, 22-27KC HI -2........527.45
le C
Su
924.50
Underwater Mier ophon., Model JR, Z-50.0
03.75
Dvnemle Mike & Headset Combo. B-19, New
53.50 par M
, M-300
HS -30
570.00
AN -ARC -4 VHF Trans-Revr
.....
537.50
IE 36 Test Set. New
..... .....
512.25
SCR 274 Test Set, 1-104 ......
Carbon Pile Revy,. 18V -SV No. 3576025.,
51.29
ART -13 Driver Trans. 606 to P-P 811's
MA out
Dynamotor. 14V3 In.
3PST
91.29
Sens. Relay
.69
Klison Breaker: Thermal, 35A
.89
T-30 Carbon Mikes. New
23 ea. 5/51.00
Tel. Tape. 3/8' s 8 1/2' Rolls
12 ea. 10/31.00
Tel. Tape. 4 Rolls
S .79 ea.
BC366 Interphone Jack Box
1.98 ea.
AN -109-A Antenna
7.3S ea.
C-30/ARC-S Control Box
12.50 ea.
EE -89A Telephone Repeater
50.00 ea.
EE -65-A Telephone Test Set
... ... 6.95 ea.
ID24/ARM-9 Cross Point Indicator
..
4.95 ea.
TU -8 Tuning Unit 6.2-7.7me
BC496-A Dual Rey,Con'I boo, 3-6 & 6-9, Ime.... 1.75 ea.
1.49 ea.
AN/104-A Antenna 150,ne
22.50 ea.
BC 04 Indicator, 5J CR Tube, New
29.50 ea.
BC929 Indicator. 3BPI, all tubes, New
1.39 ea.
Noise Filters, 100 AMP. G.E
.19 ea.
MC211 Right Anale Drives
.69 ea.
IF Transformers. 112 KC Double Slug Tune
.79 ea.
IF Transformers. 1600 KC Double Slug
7.9S ea.
MD/7 Modulator for ARC/5. All tubes
1.49 ea.
ARC -5 Xmttr. Tuning Cond. No. 5032
o. 4990
1.29 q.
Butter orOse. Coil, 160 meters. SOW End -Link,
.79 ea.
5 nr. STD. Socket, OEL-160
.

1

.................

........ ..

.....................

................

Plate F(10,000ohms C.T.) te lise
56.95
W
ohms) HI-FI
ohms) to geld (250,000 ohms
ÁT070 Mike -or -Line
51.20
.. ....
C.T.)..... .....
ÁT765 Mike -or -Line (600 ohms te grid (50,000 ohms
$0.69
.... .........
TJ
3 Watts. BB00 Ohms P -P to
AT-59 1111 -Fl.
51.9
PM 1 db
((1AT4-N, Mikei (35 ohms Carbon) to Lins 600 ohm/200
51.19
Grid (75K ohms)....... $0.05
AT 649, Line (500 ohms)toteV.C.(6
ohms) 17 d.b. Level 51.19
AT -4410 Lin.(600 ohms)
AT 63.1, Mike -or -Line (200 ohms) To Single or P-P Grids
90.05
Ohms)...........
mU te Lln (600/30 Ohm) Resp50.49
ATSOK

.

BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMPS

.

926B-16
926B-10

926C-15
926K-2

926C-19

Oscilloscope Recording Paper, E.K. C
-2S0' Rolls, Herm. Sealed

(A 22e ea.
2, 35MM.

$1.25

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS

oC

BC 605. IN'TÈRCO;M

Pelee

® 250MA, 6.3V/.9A, 6.3V/6A,

56.95

2x 12 5V/1Á,.2x5V/6A

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
Price

MA-10KV

Item

STP-613
STP-409
STP-815
STP-129
STP-823
STP-08B
STP-622
STP-945

640V T
6Á

352-7039

Price

300/150V/.05A, 300/150V/.05A
120-0-120V/350 MA
17,600V/144 MA
62V/3.5A

TF-968
STF-631

4225
CaeedY-2.5
LO -VOLT. XFMRS
Primaries 115v,
60 Cycle
50.98
8Y -1.5A...

0 MA -10 Ohms
7H/75 MA, 11H/60

1

120 VAC 1N
100 VDC OUT

48.00

352-7273

51.10
8.1V/1.5A
2.95
4V/16A, 2.5V/1.75A
9
6V/.25A
14.95
5.25V/21Á 2x7.75V/6.5A
2x26V/2.5A, 16V/1A, 7.2V/7A, 6.4V/10A,
8.95
6.4V/2A
5.49
FT -463 6.3VCT/1A, 5VCT/3A SVCT/3A
8.95
FT -55-2 7.2V/21.5Á 6.5V/6.85A. 5V/6A, SV/3A
3.75
FT -986 16V ® 4.5A or 12V ® 4.5A
4.19
FrFT
-A27 2.SV/2.5/.7V/7Á TAP 2.5V/2.5A, 16KV
18.95
TEST
FT -608 6.3V/3A/750V Test
1.79
FT -873 4.5V/.SA, 7V/7A
24.50
FT -899 2x5V ® SA, 29KV Test

Cycles)

4

Ratinas00

4.95
3.45
4.95
4.95

Filament Transformers -115V/50 -S0 cps input
Each
Rating
Item

60 cps

(All Primaries í15V

Sleek

FT -674
FT -157
FT -101
FT -924
FT -824

Plate Trans. -115V,
Rating

400 CYCLE TRANSFORMER

4.95
2.25
3.25
2.75
4.25

3.85
8.95
6.49
6.49
3.49

24V3A5V/3A,6.3V/SA,
6Vl

FILTER CHOKES
10H/450
//3A
205H/

2.5V/

30
100

220V

-

CH -917
66
CH 322
CH -141
CH -119
CH -69-1
CH -8-28
CH -776
CH -344
CH -43A
CH -917
CH -366
CH -999
CH -511
CH3-501
CH -188M
CH 303
CH 932

2.5V/2.1A,i7J

MA 6.3V/1.3A, 5V/3A
MA 6.3V/1.2Á 5V/3A
86 MA 5V/3A, 6.3V/6A
75 MA 5V/2A 10VCT/2A,
50V/200 MA
CT -720 550-0-550V/250 MA 6.3V/1.8A
CT -43A 600-0-600V/.08A, 2.5VCT/6A, 6.3VCT/1A
CT7-531 650VCT/200 MA, 6.3V/8A, 6.3V/SA
CT -44 230-0-230V/.085A, SV/3A, 6V/2.5A
390VCT
800VCT
585VCT
525VCT

STF-608

COMPLETE RU/OF BET
WITH ALL PLUGS.
MOUNTINGS. XMTR..
RCVR., TUNING UNITS, 2000
DYNAMOTOR: IN500
STRUCTION BOOK
READY TO GO-ALL 4000
500
BRANEW ND,
SPANKING597.0

Stock

SVCT/3A
6.3/1A, 2.SVCT/7A
5V/3A
5V/3A, 6.3V/6A

56.50
8.50

.01

ACCESSORIES

A
A
A
A
A

220V

42 VDC OUT

Special Rectifiers
On Request
Hi -Current Chokes
.1 HY-12 Amp -0.46
514.95
Ohms

SETS
2000-2500 KC
PRICE:
3000-3675 KC
3675-4525 KC
51.79
6000-7350 KC
each
7350-9050 KC

.050
.010
.026
.086
.002

1250

PT -46
PT -699
PT -302
PT -108
PT -671

.

9.95

2.5/12. 30/.100
33/.200,

STF-11A

54

10A
12A

RU/GP XMTR COIL

-

UP TO 18 VAC IN
UP TO 14 VDC OUT
2A
52.50
4.00
4A
6.00
6A
7.50
l0A
9.00
12A
18.00
24A
UP TO 36 VAC IN
UP TO 28 VDC OUT

IA

RCVR. DUAL BAND
COILS
400-600 NC 6000-9050 KC
540-830 KC 5200-7700 KC
290- 435 KC
195-290 NC
540- 830 KC
540-830 KC
PRICE: 52.25 EACH

FOR

115 e. 350

.160A
.200A

580VCT
2x110VCT
350VCT
585VCT

CT-451
CT -163
CT -93L
CT-442

PRI: 115V. 60 Cy., See. 3000V5 MA,

6.4V/8.7A, 6.4V/.6A, 5V/3A, 360-0360V/200 MA, 1.25V/.3A. ..$3.95

.

CT -626 1500V
CT -071 110V
CT -367
CT -99A
CT -403
CT -931
CT-610

O .

SCOPE TRANSFORMERS

Comb. Transformers -115V/50-60 cps Input
C7756 600-0-600V/.6A, 2X5VCT/6.2A, 6.3VCT/
512.95
3A 6.3V/.3A
5.95
6A
6.3V/.6A, 6.3V/1.8A 2.85
0ß5A
CT-15e,b50VCT
CT -164 4200V.002A/12KV Test, SVCT/3A/12KV
Test, 6.3V/0.6A/5400V Test.. .. . .. . .. 12.95
CT -341 1050 10 MA, -625V (a} 5 MA, 26V ® 4.5A
16.95
2x2.5V/3A, 6.3V ® 3A
6.3VCT/3.6,
.340A
CR -825 360VCT
3.95
6.3VCT/3A

800-ey. 500
522.50
OUT: 115V. i570.Ó0
80 e

RECTIFIERS

RU/GF COIL SETS

SINGLEUÑITSD RCVR
FREQUENCY
BAND
600 KC
400L
850 KC
545C
D
850- 1330 KC
1330- 2040 KC
E
2040- 3000 KC
F

:

/

C

-

210-250V PRI
110.220V SEC

'

Watts

Price

250

55.95
7.49
10.95
19.95
24.95

300
500
1000
1500

80710KC P.M. 1 db
Diegram....54.75
Rated Concerns send P.O.
Send M.O. or Check. Only Shipping Sent C.O.D.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled. All Prices F.O.B. New York City. and
Prices Sub¡ect to Change Without Notice.
All Mdse. Subject to Prior Sale,
or
Railer.
Truck
Parcels in Excess of 20 Pounds Will Be Shipped Via Cheapest

New w/eonvereion.
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SURPLUS EQUIPMENT
218 Leland Electric
Output: 115 VAC; Single Phase;
PE

12116-2-A PIONEER

INVERTERS

Output:
amp.

45

90; 380/500 cycle 1500 VA.
Input: 25-28 VDC; 92 amps;
8000 RPM; Exc. Volts 27.5.
BRAND NEW
$39.95 ea.
PF

MG 153 HOLTZER-CABOT
24 V, DC, 52 amps; Output: 115
volts -400 cycles, 3 -phase, 750 VA, and 26
Volt -400 cycle, 250 VA. Voltage and frequency regulated
$95.00 ea.

16486 Leland Electric
115 VAC; 400 Cycle; 3 Phase; 175 VA; 80 PF. Input:

$90.00 ea.

G.

dimension:
$12.95 ea.
$11.95 ea.

METERS

AMMETER: DC; 2" 100-0-100, complete
with external shunt
$5.95 ea.
AC Volt, Westinghouse, Type NA -35 -3 inch round. F.S.-10 MA
$6.95 ea.

MICROPOSITIONER

Barber Colman AYLZ 2133-1 Polarized D.C.
Relay: Double Coil Differential sensitive;
Alnico P.M. Polarized field. 24V contacts;
.5 amps; 28 V. Used for remote positioning,
sychronizing, control, etc

$12.50 ea.

OUTPUT: 115 Volts, 190 V.A., Single
Phase; 400 cyc.; .90 PF, and 26 Volts, 60
V.A., 400 eye., .40 PF. INPUT: 27.5 Volts
DC, 18 amps; Cont. Duty, Voltage and

frequency regulated

HEAD MOTOR

HP, Overall
5%"
Lots of 10

94-32270-A LELAND ELECTRIC

10563 LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycle; 3 -phase;
115 VA; 75 PF. Input: 28.5 VDC; 12
amp.
$80.00 ea.

27.5 DC 12.5 amp; Cont. Duty

Mfg. RAE., Type 7519, 115
Volts AD, DC, Fractional

E.

.

SERVO MOTOR

MODEL S-1

-figure (0-99,999) non -reset
type. Adds ten for each complete revolution of shaft In one
direction. Subtracts ten fur
each revolution in opposite direction. Black
on metal
background. Size: 3/4" highfigures
x s/a"
x
1-5/16" long. Dovetail mounting wide
Lever
arm removable
$1.95 ea.
10 for
$17.50
5

-

POWER RHEOSTATS

10047-2-A: 2 Phase;

Standard Brands: 5 Ohms;
100 Watt; 4.48 amps 100
Ohms; 100 Watt; 1.0 amp.
Boxed, Brand New with
Knob $2.50 each
or
$25.00 per Doz.

400 Cycle; with 40-1 Reduction Gear
$10.00 ea.
PIONEER TORQUE UNITS
TYPE 12601-3-A: Contain CK5 Motor coupled to output shaft through 125:1 gear reduction train. Output shaft coupled to autosyn follow-up (AY43). Ratio of output
shaft to follow-up Autosyn is 15:1 $70.00 ea.
TYPE 12606-1-A: Same as 12604-3-A except it has a 30:1 ratio between output shaft
$70.00 ea.
and follow-up Autosyn
TYPE 12602-1-A: Same as 12606-1-A except it has base mounting type cover for
motor and gear train
$70.00 ea.

--

SMALL DC MOTORS
(Approx. size....4" long x 1%" dia.)
General Electric -Type 5AB1OAJ37; 27 volts.
DC; .5 amps, 8 oz inches torque; 250 RPM;
shunt wound; 4 leads; reversible 512.50 ea.
General Electric. Mod. 5BA10FJ33; 12 oz.
inches torque, 12 V DC, 56 RPM, 1.02 amp.
$15.00 ea.
General Electric -Type 5BA10AJ52C: 27
volts, DC; .5 amps, 8 oz. inches torque;
145 RPM; shunt wound; 4 leads; reversible
$12.50 ea.

BLOWER ASSEMBLY
Volt, 400 Cycle. Westinghouse Type
FL, 17CFM, complete with capacitor.
New
$12,50 ea,
ALNICO FIELD MOTORS
(Approx. size overall) .
33" x 114" diameter)
Delco -Type 5069230: $27.50
volts; DC; 145RPM $19.95 ea.
PIONEER AUTOSYNS
AY -1
26 Volt -400 Cycle
$6.95
AY -5
26 Volt -400 Cycle
$7.93
AY27D
$25,50
AY6-26 Volt -400 eye
$4.95 ea.
AY30D-26 Volt -400 eye
$25.00 ea.
AY

TRANSMISSION
Ideal as hydraulic
torque converters.
Contains hydraulic pump and hydraulic motor; 10
ball bearings; has
reversible controls. High quality precision
workmanship
made to exacting
specifications for use on 2 -ton 40 mm antiaircraft guns. Overall dimensions: 12" long
x 5%" wide x 6%" high. Shipping weight:
20 lbs. Government cost more than $300.
LIKE NEW, UNUSED
$29.95 ea.
.

AC CONTROL MOTOR
Diehl Mfg. Co., FPE-25-7, 20 Volts. 2 phase,
1600 RPM, .85 amps
$15.00 ea.
ALL

EQUIPMENT

FULLY

PIONEER GYRO FLUX GATE AMPLIFIER

Type 12076-1-A, complete with tubes

$27.50 ea.
MOTOR GENERATORS
G.E. Model 5LY77AB1, Input: 115 volts D.C.;
1% H.1'. motor; 13 amp; 3600 RPM; shunt
contact regulated. Output: 115 Volts A.C.
60 cycles; KVA shunt self excited
$129.00 ea.
MG -183, Input: 70 Volts DC, 5.4 amps., 1/3
H.P., 3500 RPM. Output: 60 Volts AC, 2.6
amps., 175 cycles, 3 phase, .225 KVA.
$79.00 ea.

$14.00
$20.00
$12.50 ea.

Volt -don eve

400 CYCLE MOTORS
AIRESEARCH: 115V; 40 CPS; Single
phase; 6500 RPM; 1.4 amp; Torque 4.6 in.
oz.; HP .03
$10.00 ea.
EASTERN AIR DEVICES TYPE JM6B:
200 VAC; 1 amp; 3 phase; 400$12.50
cyclesea;
6000 RPM
.
EASTERN AIR DEVICES, TYPE J31B:
115 V, 400-1200 Cycle, Single Phase.
$12.50 ea.
PIONEER, CK-2, 400 cycle 2 -phase.
$20.00 ea.
AIRESEARCH: AC Induction, 200 V; 3
Phase, 400 Cycle, 2 H.P.; 11,000 RPM; 8
amps.
$79.50 ea.
AIRESEARCH: Al' Induction, 200 V; 3
Phase, 400 Cycle; .12 H.P., 6500 RPM; 1.5
amps.
$25.00
SYNCHROS
IF Special Repeater (115V-400 Cycle)
$15.00 ea.
24IF3 Generator (115V-400 eye). .510.00 ea.
5CT Control Transformer; 90-50 Volt; 60
Cyc.
$50.00 ea.
5F Motor (115/90 volt-60 eye.)
$60.00 ea.
5G Generator (115/90 volt -60 cyc )
$50.00 ea.
5SDO Differential Generator (90/90 volts
-400 cyc.)
$30.00 ea.
5DG Differential Generator (90/90 volts 60
cycle)
$50.00 ea.
TRANSMITTER, BENDIX C-78248; 115
Volt, 60 Cycle
$25.00 ea.

SYNCHRONOUS
SELSYNS

volt, 60 cycle,
brass cased, approx.
4" dia. x 6" long.
Mfg. by Diehl and
Bend ix.
Quantities Available
REPEATERS
TRANSMITTERS
110

C.t2/1i1/11
BOX 356

X EAST

PASADENA

$15.00 ea.
$15.00 en.

SINE -COSINE GENERATORS

.

GUARANTEED

Please enclose full amount with order
All prices net FOB Pasadena, Calif.
Prices subject to change without notice
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34

AY20-26

WESTINGHOUSE HYDRAULIC

SENSITIVE ALTIMETERS
Pioneer Sensitive altimeters,
0-35,000 ft. range
. calibrated in 100's of feet. Barometric setting adjustment. No
hook-up required... $12.95 ea.

.

AY14D

6 RPM GEAR BOX MOTOR
110 Volt,
60 cyc., Single
Phase; Ratio -544:1; Mfg. by
Merkle-Korff Gear Co., Overall dimensions approx. 3%" x
3%"
$9.95 ea.
Lots of 10
$9.50 ea.

$95.00

REPEATER, BENDIX C-78410: 115 Volt,
60 Cycle
$37.50 ea.
1F Synchro Motor 115 V. 60 cycle 550.00 ea.
REPEATER, AC synchronous 115 V.. 60
cycle, C-78861
$15.00 ea.

ALTERNATOR

208 Volts, 400 Cycle, 3 Phase Mod.
2CM97B1
55.5 Amps., PF .75, Speed 8000 KW 15,
Cont. Duty, Limited Quantity .$320.00

115

VEEDER ROOT COUNTER

cyc; single phase;
5 amp...500.00 ea.

Input:

Output:

5 RPM GEAR

115 VAC; 400
Input: 24 VDC

(Resolvers)
Diehl Type FJE-43-9 (Single Phase Rotor).
Two stator windings 90° apart, provides
two outputs equal to the sine and cosine
of the angular rotor displacement. Input
voltage 115 volts, 400 cycle
$25.00 ea.
Diehl Type FPE-43-1 same as FJE-43-9
except it supplies maximum stator voltage
of 220 volts with 115 volts applied to
rotor
$25.00 ea.

Jh

STATION

PASADENA

August,

8,

CALIFORNIA

1952- ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

NEW YORK'S% RADIO TUBE 4ÇEXCHANGE
TYPE
OA 2
0A3
OB2
0C3

-

PRICE

OD3

CIA
COB

18223

1623....
1824
1026
1027
1B32

1838
11343

1861

11356

1Bß0
IN21
N21A

IN2IB
1E22

...

11428
1

N23

IN23A
1N23B
1 N27

1

N43

1821

2B22

2626

51:40
1.75
1.75
1.25
1.25
4.95
6.95
2.75
3.95
9.95
17.95
2.65
19.50
4.10
33.00
19.95
9.95
49.95
69.95
1.35
1.75
4.25
1.75
2.00
2.00
3.75
6.00
5.00
2.50
6.95
1.95
3.75

TYPE

PRICE

2C34
2C40
2C43
2C44

.35
20.00
27.00
.90

2021
2E22
2E30

1.75

3.75
2.75
17.95
17.95
27.75
29.95

2.121

2322

2726
2.127
2331
2.132

29.95

69.95
105.00
17.95
35.00
109.00
69.50
95.00
75.00
75.00
37.50
37.50
37.50
100.00
100.00
2.10
7.50
5.50
7.50
5.95
120.00

22736

2338
2340
2349

2350
2355
2.161

2362
2 K25

21428
21129
.21441
21445

2V30

38 PI...
3824
3B24W
EL3C

3022

TYPE
3C24
3C31

30PIA
30P1ß2

PRICE

..

3E29

30 P1
SN4
4A1

4321
4B20

4C27....
4C28
4E27
4325
4J26

4327...
4331
4332..
4339

4337
4338
4339
4341.
C5B
5BP1

51304

30P1
5021
5701
5JP2
5JP4

W EBA K5

1.95
5.95
10.95
12.00
15.50
5.50
5.50
1.75
2.75
10.95
25.00
35.00
17.50
199.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
89.00
199.00
199.00
3.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
27.50
27.50
19.50
27.50
2.50

TYPE
BC21

PRICE

COA

C63
71307

7DP4

12A P4

15E
15R
NEIG

FG17..
8X21
F033

35T
45 Sneeial

R1139..
00F50

VT52

R1172..
R K73.

F0TH
G 05
F123A
203A
211
217C
242C
244A

2490... ..
2250TL

274A
274R

304TH

29.50
8.95
10.95
7.95
10.00
55.00
1.95
.95
.68
6.95
3.95
12.95
4.95
.35
2.95
1.75
.25
1.95
1.95
9.00
19.00
8.95
8.95
.95
18.00
10.00
12.95
4.95
19.95
3.00
3.00
15.00

PRICE

TYPE

14.50
4.95
7.95
7.95
3.95
25.00
3.95
9.95
7.95
5.95

304TL
307A
310A
3IlA
312A
3230
327A
328A
3500
35013

20

37A365

371B
385A
388A
394A
M X408U
417A
434A
448A

4468
450TH
450TL
474A

1A

527
WL530
WL531
W L533

700A/D.
701 A

703A

26.95
2.95
4.95
2.95
7.95
.75
27.95
29.95
1.95

540

45.00
45.00
9.95
2.75
15.00
3.50
22.50
17.50
25.00
7.50
6.95

TYPE
705A

707A

78

714AY
715A
715B
715C
7170

718AY/E7
7190
72IA
7229
723A tB
7248
72613

726C
728ÁY
801A
802
803
804
805
806
807

810
811A
813
814

PRICE

3.95
17.95
27.00
17.95
7 95
18.00
25.00
1.95
48.50
29.50
3.95
3.95
17.95

19 5
56.00
69.00
27.00
1.00
4.25

7.95
13.50
5.95
25.00

1.69

50

1100

3.15
8.95
3.95

TYPE

PRICE

815

1.453.50

820

12.95
13.95
15.95
7.95
9.95
49.95

829
829A

830133.50
83213

832

833A

8343

7.95

8343

4.95
2.95

837

5.59
52.50
80.50
9.50
39.50
1.79
37.50

845
849
851

881
806

88ßA
ß09B

8098E

3; 95

8783
878
884

1.95

91413

8310
954
955
956

.69
.65
.35

E11148

1280

1011
1613
1618
1619

1622
1824
1626
1851

2050
ß03a.

..

..

8013

80130

1.95
1.95
1.38
2.95
.89
2.75
2.00
.45
1.85
1.85
1.80
4.25
2.95
.758020

8018

8025

P08365

9001

6.90

89.00
1.75
1.75

9002

1.75

9003
9004

1.75
1.75

179.50
5.00

9058

1.;5

1.95

885

PRICE

TYPE
9583

6.95

.55

9005

Minimum Order

.6929

525.00

957

USERS OF SHORAN
SHIP SUPPLIERS
ATTENTION OIL COMPANY ENGINEERS
PERFECT, NEW
AND
GUARANTEED
TESTED
WE HAVE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

4C28 SPECIAL PRICE $35.00

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
TS1481UP
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Field type X Band Spectrum Analyzer, Band 84309580 Megacycles.

Will check Frequency and Operation of various
X Band equipment such as Radar Magnetrons,
Klystrons, TR Boxes. It will also measure pulse
width, c -w spectrum width and Q of resonant cavities. Will also check frequency of signal generators in the X band. Can also be used as frequency
modulated Signal Generator etc. Available new
complete with all accessories, in carrying case.
Also available of new production TS239A Synchroscope and TS147/UP X Band Signal Generator.

Other test equipment, used checked out, surplus.
TS34A/AP Western El. Synchroscope
T535/AP X Band Signal Generator
TS36/AP X Band Power Meter
TS45/AP X Band Power Source
TS47/APR 40-400 MC Signal Generator
TS69/AP Frequency Meter 400-1000 MC

TSK1/SE K Band Spectrum Analyzer
TS3A/AP Frequency and power meter
S Band
RF4A/AP Phantom Target S Band
TS10/APN Altimeter Test Set
TS12/AP VSWR Test Set for X Band
TS13/AP X Band Signal Generator
TS15/AP Flux Meter
TS16/AP Altimeter Test Set
TS33/AP X Band Power and Frequency

TS100 Scope

TS102A/AP Range Calibrator
TS110/AP S Band Echo Box
T5125/AP X Band Power Meter
TS126/AP Synchroscope
T5174/AP Signal Generator

Meter
TS34/AP Western El. Synchroscope

Large quantities of quartz crystals mounted and unmounted.
Crystal Holders: FT243, FT171B others.
Quartz Crystal Comparators.
North American Phillips Fluoroscopes Type 80

SPECIAL
Wide Band S Band Signal Generator
2700/3400MC Using 2K41 or PD 8365
Klystron, Internal Cavity Attenuator,
Precision individually calibrated Frequency measuring Cavity. CW or Pulse
Modulated, externally or internally.

T5175 Signal Generator
TS226 Power Meter
TS251 Range Calibrator APN9
TS270 S Band Echo Box
SURPLUS EQUIPMENT
APA10 Oscilloscope and panoramic
receiver
APA38 Panoramic Receiver
APS 3 and APS 4 Radar
APR5A Microwave Receiver
APT2 Radar Jamming Transmitter
APT5 Radar Jamming Transmitter

i

Large quantity of Polystyrene
beaded coaxial Cable

YOU CAN REACH US
ON TWX NY1-3235
Cables:

.4
ELECTRONICS

MINIMUM

ORDER

TELSERSU P

25 Dollars

-

August, 1952
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SAVE ON
062

0133/1/R90...

0C3/VR105..
003/VR150..
VS -2
lÁ3

1822
1823

1824
1626

1827
1632
1635
1837
1830

1842

1N21B
1N21C..
1N22
1N23

,

1N23Á......
1N23B
1N26

1N40..
1N54
1N55
1N56

....

1N60...

51.29

1.10
1.15
.98
8.50

.98
1.98
7.95
8.50
1.95
12.95
3.10
12.95
14.95
27.50
12.50
2.25
22.50
.98
1.00
2.20
3.65
7.50
7.95
.89
2.75
.89

.60
2.39
24P1
8.95
2C21/1642...
.69
2022/7193...
.29
2C264
.39
2C39
24.50
2C40
8.50
2C43
19.95
2C44
1.19
2C52
3.95
2D21
1.49

1N63

2D21W

TUBES

I

2E30
2121
2J22
2326
2127
2131
2112
2233
2234
2236
2140
2148

2155...,....

2256... ....149.50
2161
2162
21(23
21(28
21(33
21(39
21(55
3AS

3A8GT
3AP1
3824
3626
3628
3BP1

3DP1

30P1
3C22

3C24/24G. ..
3C27
3C33
3E29

3FP7
3GP1
3NP7
3Q4

39.50
32.95
75.00
33.95
219.50
99.50
100.00
1.39
1.39
9.95
4.95
3.50
6.50
6.95
3.95
3.95
99.50
1.50
2.75
9.95
12.95
1.95
3.9S

3.25

2.49 3Q5GT
4.50 4824
2.95 4C22/HF100,

2E25A
2E26

1.98
8.95
7.95
14.95
14.95
27.50
27.50
27.50
27.50
110.00
27.50
32.95
99.50

.59

1.00

6.95

9.95

TUBES

BRAND NEW

4C28

25.00

4C35
4E27
4121
4122

24.50
12.50
129.50
129.50
4123
129.50
4126
129.50
4127
129.50
4J28
129.50
4J29
149.50
4130
249.50
4231
99.50
4132
149.50
4135
99.50
4141
99.50
4152
299.50
4X1504
35.00
5BP1
4.50
5BP4
.
4.50
5D21
19.95
5GP1
4.50
5JP1
17.50
SJP2
17.50
5íP5
17.50
5J23
59.50
5126
189.50
5129
11.95
5130
39.50
5R4GY
1.50
5T4
1.98
641(6
1.10
6AN5
3.95
6A56
2.65
6457G
4.50
6BL7GT.....
.95
6C21
19.50
6F8G
.98
614
6.75
61(4
4.50
6L6G
1.39
6L6GA
1.39
65N7GT.....
.98

Special: VACUUM CAPACITORS
12 mmfd., 20,000 V. $7.50

65N7WGT...

1.98
.79
6.95
59.50
1.29

6V6GT

7BP7
7C23

12AH7GT...
12DP7
12GP7

16.95
25.00

15E
15R

1.98
.69
3.95
3.75
1.50
1.50
6.95
12.95

FG -17
T-20 %1623...

24G/3C24....
28D7

FG -27A
FG -32

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

12/U

13/U
14/U
15/U
16/U
17/U
18'U
18A/U
18B/U
19/U
19A/U
19B/U
UC 20/U

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

20A/U

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

22A/ U

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
VG
UG
UG

UG 57'U
UG 57B/U
UG 58 U
UG 58A/U
UG 59 U
UG 59A/U
UG 601U
UG 60A/U
UG 61/U

21A/p
U

21C'U

UG22Ú

226/U
23 U

23A 'U
23B, U
23C, U

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

27A/U
27B/U
28/U

89/U
90/U

91, U

91A/U
92/U
92A/U
93, U
93A/U
94/U

944/U
95,U

95A/ U
96-U
96A/U

97'U

VG 97A -U

UG 46/U

20B; U
21V U

2IB.

28A/U
29'U
29A/U
29B/U
30/U
32/U
33/U
34/U
35A/U
36/U
37/U
37A/U
38A/U
39'U
40/U
45/Y

98/U
98A/U
100/U
100A//U
101/U

1014/U
102 U
106/U
1074/U
107B/U
UG 108/U
L'G 1084/U
UG 109'U

614/U
83.'U

85/U
86/U
87/U
88/U

UG 109A/U
UG 110/ U
UG 114/U

UG
UG
CW
UG
UG
UG
UG
CW
UG
UG
UG
UG
UC
UG

250TH

706BY

706EY
706F9
706GY

20.00

274B

3.25
29.95

2794Q
VT98-BR....
304TH
304TL
3074/R2(75

707A

7076

8.95
8.95
4.25
4.50
11.50

3274
331A
3494

FG -235A
FG -253A

.

.

.

.

.

35TG

T-40

EF50

RK47
RK60/1641.
RX21
HY69
75TL
FG81A
FG95/5560
83V
98R

100TH
VU111

VT -127A....
FG104

FG105
FG -172

2014
201C
204A

.

.

49.50
49.50
3.25
3.50
.95
4.95
2.25
3.95
4.50
5.95
3.75
22.50
1.10
5.95
8.50
1.25
3.75
32.95
17.00
24.50
.98
3.95

708A

7144Y
7158
7í5C
717A

720Áy

8.50

49.50

350A

772214Y

72í4/B
724A

6.95
3.95

35013

371B
374B
394A
417A
446A
446B

7248
725A

75

...

450TH
471A
GL451

3.95
3.95
8.50
1.19
3.50
35.00
2.75

GLUM

i K512AX. ..
WL469
WL530
WL531
WL532
WL632
WL677
KU676

730

8024
803
004

805

807
808
809
810

Q

813

Q

16.95
5.98
3,10
19.95
29.50

700A/B/C/D

77226613A

4.95
1.93
9.95

551

Los Angeles 46,

115/U
119U/P
123A/U
131, U
146/U
148A/U
149A/U
U

155%U

155/U
156/U
157/U
158/U
159A/U
160A/U

UG 16013iU

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

250R

702A
703A
705A

YOUR SURPLUS WANTED
We Pay Highest Prices!

VG CONNECTORS
9/U
10'U
I1/U

1.69
4.95
1.95
3.50
8.95

RX233A

166/U
167/U
167A/U
173/U
174/U
175U
176,11

1S0A/U
181A/U
1824/U
185/U

MX 95Ú
UG 197/U
UG 201/U
UG 202/U
1G

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
ÚG
UG
VG
UG
UG
UG

39.50
16.50

814
615
828
8296

830B
832

832A

ALL JAN

216%U

PL 259A
UG 259/U
UG 260/U
UG 261/U
UG 262/U

2I7/U

218/U
219/U
220/U
222/U

231/U
233/U
234/U
235/U
236/U
237/U
239
241/U
242/U
243/U
244/U
246%U

249/U
250/U
251/U

UG 271/U
UG 272/U
UG 273/U
UG 274/U
PL 274
UG 275/U
UG 276/U
UC 279/U
UG 286/U
UG 287/U
UG 290/U
ÚG 294%U
UG 299/U
UG 306/U
UG 309/U

MT 412
UG 414/U
UG 421/U
UG 422/U
UG 423/U
UG 478/U
UG 479/U
UG 482/U

UG 483/U
UG 484/U
UG 486/U
UG 487/U
UG 491/U
UG 492/U
UG 493/U
UG 494/IJ
UG 495/U
UG 496/U
UG 499/U
UG 503/U
MX 504
UG 505/U
UG 506/U
UG 507/U
UG 526/U
UG 530/U
UG 531/U
UG 532/U
11G 533/U
UG 535/U
MX 554/U
UG 557/U
MX 564/U
UG 586/U
UG 625/U
MX 913/U

Available for immediate delivery from stock.
Write, wire, phone your requirements.
Complete stock of "AN" Connectors. Send for our bulletins and listings
of all components.

ACORN ELECTRONICS CORP.
76-E Vesey St.

WE BUY AND SELL
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
electronic components, units, wire, etc.
Your Inquiries Invited

LAPIROW BROS.
16 1,

372

Hoffner St.

Kirby

Cincinnati 23, Ohio
1285

WOrth 4-3270

New York 7, N. Y.

K25 Klystrons $22.50 Each
Plus many other equal values

Query us on
type Tubes.

any type

Crystal

Diodes and

ALLIED ELECTRONIC SALES

136

Liberty Street,

Jan

New York 6, N. Y.

Tel. COrtlandt 7.1320

3.95 869B
4.50 872A
8.95 876
19.95 874..
1.10 881
89.50 889RA
89.50 927
1.95 930
1.95 931A

17.95 953B
4.50 9530

5586
5611

953E

3.95
3.75

958A

12.50
3.95
1.59
2.95
2.95
9.95
2.95

980Q

Q

.59
.49
1.50
119.50
1.25
1.25
6.50 5704
Q 5718

954
955
956
957

Q

2.95

5744/

CK619CX

.

5749
5783
5784
5787
5814

.69
1.50
Q
.39
.69
2.75
.89
.90

4.50

5726

.33
.49
.49
.49

980X........

Q
Q
Q

Q
3.50
3.95
19.95
5670
4.30
5672
2.00
5676
3.35
5694
2.60
5702/605CX.. 5.95
5703
1.90

15.00

959

.89
5.9S
249.50

49.50 5635
19.95 5638
4.95 5645
1.10 5646
1.49 5651
59.50 5654
2.75 5656

Q

2.75
6.95
6.50
59.50
25.00

8.50

5528/C6L...

5823

5844.....
5915
6005

....

6653...
8005
8012

5.95
3.95
6.00
5.50
6.00
4.50
3.95
3.95
1.00
4.25
3.95
4.95
2.95

1619

.39

2.95 1624
2.90 1625
12.95 1626

8013

4.95

1.49
.39
.39

8020
8025
9001

1.25
4.95
1.40

11.95
2.95

1629

1630

.39
.95

1631
9.95. 1632

1.50
.69

7.95

9002..
9003

.__.

9004
9006

1.25
1.40

.69
.69

Special: VACUUM CAPACITORS
50 mmfd., 32,000 V. $12.50
Send us

your

417 N. Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena 8, Calif.

SY camore 2-4131
RY an 1-6751

FREE 24 PAGE
SUMMER SURPLUS SALES CATALOG

WANTED new or clean used electronic surplus.
Please state enact description of the condition
and details of modification.
Include lowest
price in first letter.

TS-56A/AP Slotted line complete with Indicator & Carrying Case
Exc.
TS -100 Test Oscilloscope
Exc.
RT-18/ARC-1
Exa
R111/APR-5A

Exc.
Corp. Model 82 Standard Sig.

Measurement
Gen. 20 cy-50mc
Measurement Corp. Model

PUR -

PUR'

PUR'

PUR"

Exc. PUR
80 Standard Sig.
Gen. 2-400mc
Exc. PUR"
General Radio 650A Impedance Bridge
PUR"
Audio Oscillator Hewlett -Pack rd 2001311
20-20,000 c.p.n
Exc. 5110.00
804LX-1 Signal Generator UHF 8-330 mc.
Exc. 400.00
LM & BC-221 Fr eq
Meter with eel.
book crystal and tubes
99.50
Exc.
TS -352/0 Weetou Test Set
Exc. 150.00
TS-173/11R Frequency Meter 90-450 mc.
Complete with crystal, cal, book, &
115 VAC. Power Supply
Like New 600.00
TS-146/UP X -Band Signal Generator...Exa PUR
TS-34/AP Portable Oscilloscope
Exc. 350.00
Industrial Circuit Tester Weston Model 785
Like New 125.00
Electronic Analyser Weston 769....Luke New 225.00
APR -4 Search Receiver
PUR
Tuning Unit for APR -4 Receiver
PUR
T-17 Hand Microphone with cord and
PL -68
4.50
Exc.
TS-13/AP X -Band Signal Generator
PURO
HS -23 8000 ohm.. Used
New
5.95
52.95
IIS-l8 8000 ohm.,Used
1.75
New
2.25
IIS-33 600 ohm...Ueed
3.50
New
6.95
HS-38 600 ohm...Used
1.75
New
2.25
s PUR -Price upon request.

-

NOTE: One of the largest and most complete electronic surplus stocks in the country. We have
thousands of tubes, capacitors, plugs, accessories,
transmitters-receivers, test equipment, etc. Send
us your requirements.

TERMS: Prices F.O.B. Pasadena, California. 25%
on all C.O.D. orders. Californians, add 3% Sales
Tax. Prices subject to change without notice.

WHOLESALE ONLY

AUGUST SPECIAL SALE
2

14.95 866A

991
1005
1006
1007
1616

1644

34.95
3.49
1.45
3.95

PHOTOCON SALES

UG 333/U
UG 334/U
UG 335/U
UG 347/U
UG 348/U
UG 349/U
UG 352/U
M 358
M 359A

UG 266/U
UG 269/U
UG 270/U

2.75 833A
4.95 836
1.50 837
29.50 845
Q 851
39.50 852
39.50 860
7.95 865

1000's of other types in stock.
requirements.

APPROVED

UG 252 /11
UG 253/U
UG 254A/U
UG 255/U
UG 256/U
UG 257/U
PL 258

UG 223/U
UG 224/U

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
SO
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

California

203/U
204A/U
206lU
207/U
208
212A/U
213A/U

TUBES

GUARANTEED

J. Dept.
S. H. SALES CO.
E-15, 7552 Melrose Ave.

All Prices F.O.B. Los Angeles, subject to
change without notice. Minimum order $3.00

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

205F
217C
221A

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

AIRCRART EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULICS
RADIO & ELECTRONIC SURPLUS
13933-9 Brush St.
Detroit 3, Mich.
Phone Townsend 9.3403

August, 1952

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ROTARY'S VAST INVENTORY

DOWN

KEEPS PRICES

SINGLE TYPE

"J"

AND

"JL"-

Explanation of Tapers
-Linear
A -Audio
U

B

-Reverse Log

Explanation of Letters
L.B.-locking Bushing
A.S.-Added Shaft
S.D.-Screw Driver Slot

BUSHING

SHAFT

u

15,000

U

1/4

Ye SD

U

3/e

U

Ye SD

U

20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
30,000

1/2

150

1/2

LB

5/s

Y2

LB

LB

1/4

t/e SD
1/2 SD

U

B

1/4

13/8

U

'h

LB

LB
LB

Ye

Ye

1/4

10,000

3/e

LB

Ye
Ye

3/e

LB

1/9

3/e

3/e

2/ta
12/e

1/2

LB

Ye

LB

YB

U

A
U

U
U

A
U
B

i2

LB

21A
216,

2.95

U

1/4

U

1/2

OHMS

1.95

23A
238
34
34A

2.25
3.75
.95
.95

33
39
47

LOO

1.00
1.00
1.00

LI

1/2

LB

Ye SD

U

1/4

LB

1/2

U

1/2

LB

3

1/2

LB

213/16 AS

U

1/2

LB

Ye SO

U

SD

U

3/e

1/2

Y4
1/2

Ye SD

U
U

LB

Ye SD
1/8 SD
3/e

A
A

LB

t/9 SD

U

LB

213/ió AS

U

Ve SD

U
U

3/e

SD
Ye SD
1/4 SD

1/2 LB

Ye SD

U

LB

'/e SD

U

1/2

3/8
1/2
1/2

1h LB
LB

1/2

Ye

1/4

1/2

1h

3/8

3/e

55/e

3/e

3/2

1/4

Ye SD
Ye SD
Ye SD

LB

1/2

3/9

Ye SD

1/4

3/e

55/e

3/9

1Y15

U

A
A
A
A
A

OHMS

82,000
100,000

3,000

120,000

3,300
3,900
4,700
5,000
5,600
6,800
8,200
10,000
12,000
15,000
18,000
22,000
27,000
33,000
39,000
47,000
56,000
68,000

150,000
180,000
220,000
270,000
330,000
470,000
560,000
680,000
1. Meg.
1.2 Meg.
1.5 Meg.
1.8 Meg.
2.2 Meg.
3.3 Meg.
4.7 Meg.

WATT

5 0/0

100
120
150
220
270
330
390
470
560
680
820
1,000
1,500

1/2±
10
13

16

2,700
3,900
4,700

47
56
68
100

220
270
330
470
1,000
1,500
1,800
1

5,100
7,500
8,200
13,000
15,000
18,000

22,000
43,000
47,000
75,000
100,000
150,000
160,000
220,000
270,000

WATT
330
470

6t0

300,000
390,000
470,000

HB -2

OHMS

22

24
27
30

Y4

U

u

1/2

LB

1/2

U

1/2

LB

Y2

U

1/2

U

2/4

1

1/4

1/4

u

'/4

Ye SD
1/4 SD
Ve SD
1/2 SD

1/4

'At, SD

3/B

3/9

Ye
1/4
1/2

1/2

LB

LB

U
U

U
U
U

u

2/2

U

SD
Y9 SD
s/e SD
Y9 SD

3/e
1/2

U

SD
SD

1/6

1/4

U
.

3/9

LB

3/9
1/2 LB

3/e

U
U
U
U

I

3/e

B

1/2

LB

3/e

A

1/2

LB

5/6

A

1/4

1. Meg,

1/2

LB

3/e

AS

U

1. Meg.

1/2

LB

Ye SD

U

U

1. Meg.

1/4

Ve SD

U

A
A

1. Meg.

1/4

3!B

u

2. Meg.

3/e

3/e

SD

U

1,500
3,300
3,900
4,700
6,800
10,000
12,000

Watts

OHMS

620,000
680,000
1.2 Meg.
1.8 Meg.
2.7 Meg.
3. Meg.
3.3 Meg.
5. Meg.
6.8 Meg.
7.5 Meg.
16. Meg.

± 10%
33,000
39,000
120,000
270,000
470,000
820,000
1. Meg.
2.7 Meg.
4.7 Meg.

'I

WATT

OHMS
22
24

43
47
62
100
130
150
200

330
680
820

22

47
56
82

100
120

220
330
390

± 5%

1,500
2,000
2,200
3,000
7,500
15,000
30,000
62,000

75,000
100,000
150,000
240,000

2 WATT

360,000
430,000
470,000
560,000
750,000
1. Meg.
2.2 Meg.
3. Meg.

56
82

120
270
470
680

5.6 Meg.
Meg.
Meg.

12.
15.

1.2
1.6

± 10%

470
680
1,000
1,800
2,700
3,900
4,700
5,600
6,800

±-5%

OHMS
10
13
39

OHMS

OHMS

2 WATT

2.7

12,000
56,000
150,000
390,000
1.2 Meg.
1.5 Meg.
2.7 Meg.

3.

3.3
3.6
4.7
6.2
6.8
7.5
8.2
9.1
10.

1,500
1,800
2,700
4,300
Meg.
Meg.
Meg.
Meg.
Meg.
Meg.
Meg,
Meg.
Meg.
Meg.
Meg.
Meg.
Meg.

OHMS

5,600
7,500
10,000
15,000
18,000
22,000
27,000
39,000
56,000.
62,000
130,000
180,000
1. Meg.
11. Meg.
12. Meg.
13. Meg.
15. Meg.
16. Meg.
18. Meg.
20. Meg.
22. Meg.

PRICE SCHEDULE

10 Grace Avenue, Great Neck, N.Y.

SALES

Call GReat Neck 2-0902

-

TAPER

t/2
11/2

U

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONICS

$2.50 each
SHAFT

_M._..__

OHMS

OHMS

-

1/2

2,000
3,000
20,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
30,000
40,000
100,000
200,000
250,000
500,000
500,000

U

" JJ"

BUSHING

200
500
500
500
500
600
600
1,500

U

LB

Y4

DUAL TYPE
OHMS

U

2/e

Watt, GB -1 Watt,

EB-1/2

2,200
2,700

82

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

A

Ye SD

2. Meg.
3. Meg.

WATT -± 10%

23

UG CONNECTORS

'/4 SD

yi

RESISTORS

Type

2-0902

NECK

TAPER

1/4

1. Meg.
1. Meg.

U

Slit

10
22
24
27

50

GREAT

CARBON

Price
.95
1.25

ROTARY

SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD

3/e

2/4

12/U
15/U
21/U
29/U
U0 88/U
UG 245/U
UG 260/U
UG 261/U
UG 262/U
UG 290/U
UG 291/U

U

3/9

SYLVANIA DIODES

UG
UG
UG
UG

U

3/e

3/e

1

U

3/e

2/2

27

U

B

3/e

1/2

U

5/6

1/4

t/2

SD
SD
SD
SD
SD

Ye

SHAFT

BUSHING

40,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
150,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
350,000

U

3/e

1/2

$

B

2/4

1/2

21

3/9

U

2,000
2,500
2,500
2,500
5,000
6,000

IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN

U

1/2

1/2

Type

SD

Ye

LB

1/4
1/2

U

2/te

Y4

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
15,000

OHMS

SD

100
150
300
350
350
500
500
500
500
1,000
1,000

TAPER

1/4

2!:

1

Note: Lock Nuts Available for Type "JL" Potentiometers at 10¢ each.

3/e

50
50
50
60

1

O

100,000 Carbon Potentiometers available
for Immediate Delivery.

each
OHMS

....

SA

$.95

POTENTIOMETERS

ELEC

August, 1952

100-499

Wattage

Tol.

Watt 10%
Watt 5%
Watt 10%
t Watt. 5%
2 Watt 10%
2 Watt '5%

500.999

Per Type Per Type

1/2
1/2
1

,

.04
.08

.037
.075

.06
.12
.10
.24

.055
.11

.09
.22

1000 & Up
Per Type

.035
.07
.05
.10
.09
.20

373

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

POWER RHEOSTATS

*e.
r

W

.5

25

.5
.5

5

50
150
50
50
100
300
100
225
225
25
50
100

6

2b

6

50
75

1

2

2
2
3
3

Ea.l r

1.98'75
2.81,75
5.93 80
2.81 80
2.81 100
4.68 100
8.42 100
4.67 125
6.58 150

7.5

25
75
50
25

6.60 175
1.97 185
2.53 200
4.68 200
2.23 200
2.53 225
3.90 250
1.98 250
3.95 300
2.53 300
2.23 300

10

50

2.53 300

10

100
25
50
25
75
100
50
50
25
25
50

350
350
370
378
400
400
500
500
500
1.98 500
2.53500

4
5
5

6

7

8
10

12
12
15
15

15
20
22
25
50
50

4.37
2.23
2.53
1.98
3.90
4.38
2.53
2.53
2.23

Specity:Type Shaft

W
Ea.i r
W
Ea.
25
1.981500 300 9.49
75
3.90 585
150 6.59
50
2.53 750 25 2.23
500 12.46 750
150 5.46
25
1.98 1000 25 2.53
50
2.53 1000 50 2.66
100 4.39 1200 225 7.20
25
2.23 1200 300 8.40
50
2.53 1250 50 2.66
25
2.23 1250 150 6.10
25
2.23,1500 25 2.53
25
2.23 1500 50 2.66
100 4.40 1600 50
2.66
150 5.04 1800 150 6.19
50
2.53 2000 25 2.53
25
2.23 2000 50 2.66
50
2.53 2250 150 6.24
50
2.53 2500 50 2.66
75
3.90 2500 100 4.68
100 4.40 2500 150 6.24
ISO
5.04 3000 25 2.66
8$
2.25 3000 100 4.95
194 4.40 5000 25 2.66
25
2.23 5000 50 2.90
150 6.59 7500 50 2.90
25
2.23 7500 100 5.32
75
3.90 10000 50 2.99
25
2.23 10000 100 5.32
50
2.53 10000 100 5.51
75
3.95 15000 25 3.25
100 4.50 20000 150 8.75
150 5.15
Required "S' or "Knob"

Special Prices to Quantity Users.

LARGEST VARIETIES OF NEW
SURPLUS AT LOWEST PRICES

OIL CAPACITORS
LARGE RECTANGULARS

SMALL RECTANGULARS
BATHTUBS; TUBULAR

MICA

TRIANSM.

G-1-2-3-4

ELECTROLYTIC FP CANS

"PREMIER"
Prime Source

JOBBERS and
EXPORTERS

TUBES
Receiving, Special Purpose
and Picture Tubes

PARTS

POTENTIOMETERS

J';1.

JJ.

CARBON
POTS
WIRE -WOUND
LEVER
SWITCHES
NOISE
FILTERS
GLASS
FERRULE
RESISTORS
PRECISION

OTHER

MOSSMAN
AIRCRAFT

FUSEHOLDERS-MOUNTS
INSTRUMENT KNOBS
MANY OTHER ITEMS
HIGH POWER TRANS. MICA

G-1 Type - G-2 Type
6kv .0001
10kr
5kv .00015 10kv
6kv .0002
10kv
6kv .00025 12kv
.01
4kv .0003
10kv
.032
2kv .000375 10kv
.04
1kv .0004
Skr
.051
1.5kv .0005
10kv
.08
I.5kv .00057 10kv
.09
I.5kv .00065 10kv
.001
10kv
.0001

.00015
.0002
.0008

G-3 Type
20kv
20kv
20kv
15kv

.0001

.00015
.0004
.00045
.00047
.0005
.00095
.001
.0011

.00124
.01

.015
.25
C -D Type f56

.000155
.0004
.000533

Full

30kv
30kv
30kv

.001

.03356

20kr
20kr
Skr

20kv
20kv
151r

-G-4 Type

.00025 30kv
.0006 351r
.0025 ,25kv
.003 ,20kv
.0039 20kv
.0075 ,151v
,12kv
.01
8kv
.03
5kv
.056

Skr
3kv

1.6kv

30kv
2.5kv

.007/1Skv-70A/300kc

ratings and prices upon
Specify your needs.

request.

A. MOGULL CO.
N. Y. 7, N. Y.

50 West Broadway
Phone: WORTH 4-0865

374

All Brands

-

TS-16/APN
TS-33/APN
TS-36/APN
TS-45/APM-3
TS-47/APR
TS-61/AP
TS-69/AP
TS-89/AP
TS-92/AP
TS-100/AP
TS-105/TPM-1
TS-126/AP
TS-131/AP
TS-110/AP
TS-170/ARN

B3GT
1L4

1T4
1U4
1U5
3A4
3Q4

.57
50
48
39
49
48
39
54
54

3S4

51

1

.

1R5

155

3V4
5U4G
5Y3GT
6AG5
6AK5
6AL5
6AQ5
6AT6
6AU6
6AV6
6AX4GT
6BA6

.52
36
25
.46
86
36
.41

6BC5

32
37
37
.54
38
46

6B D6

41

40

613E6

6BG6G

66H6
6BJ6

1

21

.50
41

6S4

..

6SN7GT ..
6T8
6V6GT
6W4GT
6X4
12AT6
12AT7
12AU6
12AU7
..
12AV7
12AX4GT ..
12AX7
12BA6
1213E6

63
.77
.53
.47

70
.40
.40
.29
32
61

.37
.47
.47
.54
53
38
40
.47

....
...

.31

41
5065
6BQ6GT
.77
41
5005
6C4
.32
50L6GT .... .43
6CB6
46
117Z3
.34
6CD6G ....1.58
We Will Be Pleased to Quote Special Prices
Purchases.
for Large Quantity

Write-Wire -Phone TODAY!

PREMIER
RADIO TUBE DIVISION
Continental Corporation
Your Prime Source Since 1926

547 W. Randolph St.

-67

Sig. Gen.

Model 83 CEC
Sig. Gen.

SAVE ON TUBES
.715A
.6J6
4

$5.95
794

.829B
.832

for 3.00

832A
813

9.50
8.95

10.95

8.50
9.50
8.49

Priced for QUICK Sale!

12SN7GT
19T8
70
25BQ6GT .. .77
25L6GT ..
.43
3565
41
35C5
.41
35L6GT
.45
35W4
26

35Z5GT

BE

710A UHF

MISC. EQUIPMENT
41

6S8GT
6SD7GT
6SL7GT

1-56
1-72-J
1-222
BC -376-H

Retard Coil KS -9214
Input Transformer D-166638
Network D-168435

.829

TUBE BUYS!

1E-17
1E-19

SPARE PARTS

.2APl

at these terrific

Look

TS-184/AP
TS-204/AP

Power Transformer KS -9213

.

Electronic components of all descriptions are available including condensers, resistors, transformers, speakers,
coils, wire, antennas, I.F.'s, etc., and
television picture tubes, television
chassis and television cabinets.

TS -183/U

TS -34 SYNCHROSCOPE

Special Lots

Critical tubes are always on hand and
at the right prices
. .
in quantity.

AMPHENOL-CANNON
AN-UG-UHF CONNECTORS
LORD SHOCK MOUNTS
BIRTCHER Tube CLAMPS
JONES
BARRIER STRIPS
POWER RHEOSTATS
SWITCHES MICRO, PUSH -MOM.

TEST EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS

-

"BUYS"!

Drastic Price Reductions on

for

All Types

SURPLUS

Chicago 6, Ill.

AN/PPN-1
AN/PPN-2
TA -21-24
SCR -610 with brand new spare parts
SCR -284

MAB Walkie Talkies
BC -949A Range Calibrators
BC -736-B Interference Reducers
BC -978A Target Transmitters
BC -1202A Coupling Heads
BC -1158A Target Transmitters
C33A/APS15 Control Boxes
JB-87A Radar Junction Box and Cable
Assembly
Wilcox Model 602A VHF Receiver

RA -34

AC SUPPLY
for BC -191
Transmitter
110 V. 60 -cycle in-

put; Output 1,000
V. @ 350 mils.
$235

METER
FREQUENCY

-

round
two
separate dials; One
48 to 52 cycles and
other dial. 58 to 62
3 -Inch

cycles. 125 volts. Excellent condition.
Speciali $7.95

R111/APR-5A

T1II6/APT-SA

RECEIVERS

TRANSMITTERS

WRITE FOR
COMPLETE

WRITE FOR
COMPLETE

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD. Prompt
shipment of all orders. Cash with order.
Minimum order $3.00. 35% deposit on all
C.O.D. orders. Shipments by truck or RR
express collect. Calif. buyers please add state
sales tax. All prices subject to change. All

merchandise subject to prior sale.

4665 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles

Dept. E-10
California

29,

ANdover 3-1590

August, 1952
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ELECTRON ICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
TIME DELAY RELAY

second recycling time spring return
Holds ON as
Micro -switch contact, l0A
Fully Cased
long as power is applied

21

$6.50

ONLY

INCLUDING GEAR DRIVE
ALLEN D. CARDWELL
BRAND
ELLENT
EXCUSED

$49.75

83-lAP
83--1H

$5975

POSTAGE STAMP MICAS
mf
mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf
.001625
120
240 400 750
62
10
39
125 250 430 800
70
20
40
.00227
75
150 270 470 820
22
43
.0033
160 300 500 910
23
47
80
175 330 510 .001
24
82
50
180 380 580 .0012 .0035
51
90
25
26
100 200 370 600 .0013 .004
56
110 220 390 650 .00136
33
60
680 .0015

Ó82

83 2ß

8C

150

200

SILVER MICAS
mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mid
40
50
22
51
23
56
24
60
27 1 62
30 1 66
39
68
75
8

270
380
370
390
400
410

155
170
180
208
225
240

82
100
110
115
120
125
130
135
150

250
255
260

mmf to 800 mfd

430

470
500
510
525
580
570

680
700

.0039
.004
.005
.0051
.0056
.006
.0068
.0082

.0024
.0025
.0027
.0015
.00282
.0016
.001625 .002826
.003
.0018
.0033
.0022
.0023

Price Schedule

I00

20!

.0011 mfd to .002 mfd
.002 mfd to .0082 mfd

500

GEAR ASSORTMENT

TYPE
100 S.S.
150 S.S.
30D

400
500
1.000
1.000

B.S..
S.S.
1/4
3/8
1/4

"J"
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
4,000
5.000
10K

steel or brass.
Only $6.50

POTENTIOMETERS
1/4S.S.

1/4
S.S.

3/8
3/8
3/4*
5/8

Split Locking Bushing

I5K 1/4

25K
70K
80K
100K
100K
200K

S.S.
S.S.
S.B.
7/16

S.S.

200K
250K
250K
500K
1Meg

1.78
1.40
.68

83--188P
83-185-

.15

1.20
1.70
UC -13/U
.95
UG-21/U
UG-21B/U 1.35

300

750

83-1J
83-1AP
1.30
UG-22/11
UG-22A/U 1.65
UG-22B/U 1.65
1.20
UG-23/U
UG-23B/U 1.90
UG-23C/U 1.90
UG-24/U 1.30
1.35
UG-25/U
1.30
UG-27/U
UG-27B/U 3.45

UG-30/U
UG-57/U
UG-57B/U
UG-58/U
UG-58A/U
UG-59A/U
1.10-85/U
UG-87/U
110-88/U
UG-89/U
UG-102/U
1.1G -103/U
UG-104/U

2.30
2.30
2.30
.80
1.15
2.25
1.75
1.60
1.10
1.35
.90
.68
1.40

ALUMINUM

HOOD
SD
.12
170-167/U 5.70
170-175/U .15
UG-176/U .15
UG-185/U 1.35

50-239

UG-201

2.25

UG-224/U 1.20
UG-255/U 2.45
170-260/0 1.20
UG-290/U 1.20
UG-306/13 2.95
110-499/U 1.25
UG-625/U 1.35
CW-123A/U .50
1.30
M-358
M-359
.30
PL-258
.75
PL -259
.50
PL-259A
.55
1.20
PL274
.40
SO -239

NEW COAXIAL CABLES
RG 5/U*
RG 6/U
RG 7/U*
RG 8/U
RG 9/U
RG 9A/U
RG 10/U
RG 11/U*.....
RG 12/U
RG 13/U*.....
RG 17/U
RG 18/13
RG 19/U
RO 20/U
RG 21/U
RG_22/U*

Price per
1,000 Ft.

$140.00
180.00
85.00
100.00
250.00
275.00
240.00
100.00
240.00
216.00
650.00
900.00
1250.00
1450.00
220.00

RG
RG
RG
RO
RG
RG
RG
RG

22A/U....
26/U
29/13*
34/U

35/U
41/U*
54A/U
RG 55/13*
RG 57/U*

RG 62/U
RG 77/U*
Add 25% for orders less than 500 feet.

$285.50
675.00
475.00
50.00
300.00
900.00
295.00
97.00
110.00
325.00
60.00
65.00
55.00
75.00
100.00

00

No minimum order -others 250' minimum.
Vernier Dial or Drum From BC -221 Either Unit

PRECISION RESISTORS
400
75
.25
11.1

.334
.444

13.15 87
97.8
13.3
125
15
178
25
44.73 179.5

.502
.557
.627
.76

180

45
46
52

1.00
1.01
1.53
2.04
3.25
5.26
5.89

200
210
235

55.1
60
61
65

240

85¢

86.6

290.3

260
270

59,148

-I/2
WATT-35¢
6,300 16,000 36,000

37,000
723.1 7,000 16,700
45,000
855
7,300 17,000
47,000
7,500 20,150
970
50.000
21,300
1,500
8,000
2.500 8,500 25,000 56,000
2,850 8,800 30.000 59,000
3,995 10,000 32,700 59,905
4,000 12,000 32,888 68,000
4,285 14,825 33,000 79,012
4,451 15,000 33.300 100,000
5,714 15,750 35,888 180,000
5,900 15,755
15,810

-456
-1425WATT
65,000
7,000

PRECISION RESISTORS

.1
.11
.2
.861

1.01
1,166
2.55

2.58
2.6
2.66
3.1
3.39
4.29

60
125

15
18

28
30
38

45.5
54.25

5.21

56,000
8,250
9,000 85,000
10,000 68,000
12,000
70,000
12,420
84,000
50,000
WATT -606
590,000
348.000
600,000
399,000
645,000
413,000
650,000
520,000
700,000
522,000

1,530
2,250
3,300
5,221

250
270
312
420

-1

PRECISION RESISTORS
270,000
149,500
100,000
296,000
150,000
105,000
310,000
166,100
120,000
240,000
320,000
128.000
130,000
260,000
132,000
MEGOHM 1 WATT -1%-$1.50-5%-606
WATT-756
PRECISION RESISTORS

4,385
85e

414.3

125

6.68

Price per
1,000 Ft.

24/U

RG 58/13°
RG 58A/U....
RG 59/U°

11/a" long

PRECISION RESISTORS -1/4 WATT -30¢
705
2
10.48 12.32 14.98 62.64 147.5
2,193
79.81 220.4
2.5
10.84 13.02 15.8
3,500
3.5 11.25 13.52 18.37 105.8 301.8
366.6
123.8
11.74 13.89
5

Minimum

5,000

6,000

Orders $3........All

-2

10,000

19,917

orders f.o.b. PHILA, PA.

S.S.*

5/8
SA..

S.S.
S.S.

5/8
$1.50 EACH

Arch St. Cor. Croskey

AN Connection -Immediate Service
Phone Write Wire Your Needs

PANEL METERS
LAB AND

83-22AP
83-22R

mid

mfd

.0011
.0013

100 small assorted gears. must are .lain Ie
Experimenter's dream!

.65
.50
.55
1.30
1.95

mfd

Price Schedule

5.42
.30
1.12

83--1RTY
.0044
.006

mmf to 910 mmf
.001 mmf to .001625
.002 mfd to .0032 mfd
.01 mfd

83 -IF

.25
.75

83-1SP
83-1SPN
83-1T
83-2AP

.0068
0082
.01

1.20

83-1HP
83-12

7

10
18

150
UG175/U

83-1AC

FOR BC 221

MAIN TUNING CONDENSER

e

UNIVERSAL
JOINT

COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS

Raytheon CPX 24166
Min. Delay. 115 V., 60 Cycle

I

Philo. 3, Pa.

Telephone Rittenhouse 6-4927

FOR SALE!

39 UNITS BC957A RADAR INDICATOR
UNUSED

PORTABLE STANDARDS

TEST EQUIPMENT AND SHUNTS

Simpson
Weston
Sensitive Research, Etc.
Ledco stocks a complete line of precision
portable and switchboard shunts as well

variety of factory reconditioned lab
test equipment of the General Radio,
Leeds and Northrup, Rubicon and Weston
caliber.
Ledcó s new, modern, U. S. Air Force approved standard laboratory with its highly
skilled personnel hos complete facilities
for designing, calibrating, scaling and
repairing panel meters, lab standards and
special test equipment to your most exacting requirements.
as a

r

Stock panel meters converted
scaled to your specifications.

and

re -

Let Us Know Your Requirements
Send for brochure of facilities on

your company letterhead.

LEDCO, INC.
380 Great Neck Road
Great Neck, L. I., N. Y.
Phones: Great Neck 2-0081, 0082

ELECTRON ICS

-

August, 1952

Manufactured for the
U. S. Army Signal Corps
by Western Electric. Units

contain a 5" scope tube in
addition to 33 various electronics tubes. Dimensions:

IDEAL FOR
RADAR LAB USE!

171/4x35"x101/4re deep.

Available for inspection

WRITE-WIRE -PHONE

COMMERCIAL SURPLUS SALES CO.
4101 Curtis Avenue, Baltimore 26, Maryland
Telephone Curtis 3300

375

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ATTENTION
BUYERS OF

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
Formerly

Here is Your One

COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS LTD.

Complete Dependable
Source for All of Your
Electronics Needs

of N. Hollywood and

ARROW SALES, INC.
of Chicago
PORTABLE RADAR
Model SQ. 12 cm. Used on small ships. Has PPI
ìm Iicator. Maximum range 20 miles. 1 Kw. out pm. Operates from 110 VAC, 60 cps. Price On

RECEIVING TUBES
0Z4
1U4

6AU6
66A6

3S4

613E6

6SN7GT
6T8

5V4G
6AB4
6AC7
6AH6
6AS7G

6066
6BK7

6W4GT
7A4/XXL

6F6
6J6
6L6G

7A6
766

6SC7

12SK7GT
12SQ7GT
25L6GT

7F7
7Y4

12AT7
12AV7
12BA7
12ßF6
12H6
12SH7

7C6

35W4

35Z5GT
60135

50L6GT
75

TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL
PURPOSE TUBES

NEW HEADSETS & HANDSETS

FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
\Ve offer immediate delivery from our vast
stock of more than 25,000 items -all

standard make, carefully inspected and
fully guaranteed. Our prices are below
market.
Always Check Wells' Stock First!
Quotations and quantities available will
be given immediately upon request.

4

-'I

NIT -v/

ADEL CLAMPS

ANTENNAS
Insulators, Mast Sections

BINDING POSTS
BLOWERS
CABLE ASSEMBLIES
CHOKES
COILS
CONDENSERS

Oil Filled, Bathtub, Hearing Aid, Transmitting
Micos, Silver Micas, Ceramic, Variable, Trimmer
CcYSTALS
DYNAMO1ORS & BRUSHES
FILTERS
FUSES & MOUNTINGS

GENERATORS
GROUND RODS

HS -23
HS -33

APS-4
APS-6 Complete
APT -1
APT -2
APT -3
AP"I'-4

TS-13-C
HS -18

RADAR

TEST EQUIPMENT

VHF FREQUENCY METER

Complete, crystal controlled, with 110/220 VAC 60
cycle Dower supply. 5 channels. Freq. range:
100-156 MC. Mounts In standard rack. Willa diagram, less crystals. NEW . . . Price on Request.

Assembly

RA -38 RECTIFIER

High voltage power supply. Used with ground radar
set. New. Price on request.

LUGS

FLUX METER

MOTORS & BRUSHES

For measuring flux density between magnet Doles.
Ras two meters in series with a potentiometer and
battery for power supply. Range: 500-4000 Gauss
in 3 scales. Requires 1 battery which mounts In
case. NEW. Price On Request.

PLUGS
RECTIFIERS

Selenium, Copper Oxide, Meter, Diode

-All

RESISTORS
Types
SELSYNS
SOCKETS
SWITCHES
Aircraft, Micro, Switchettes, Toggle
TIMERS

DIRECTION FINDER KIT

Complete kit to make any receiver (freq. range:
200-1750 Kc.) a complete Direction Finder Set.
This kit consists of: MN -20 Loop, Loop-To-Receiver Transmission Line, MN-52 Loop Control with

300' azimuth dial and shaft. New.

TUBING -Flexible
TUNING SHAFTS
TRANSFORMERS
Types
VIBRATORS
WALKIE TALKIES

$17.50

RECEIVERS -TRANSMITTERS
ID-6/APN-4
R9
MP-LOG
TA/1B
PE-125AX
SCR-522
R-9/APN-4
TA2J-24
R-4/ARR-2
340-580 MC. New
733-D

-All

and contractors only.)
Manufacturers and distributors -write for
Radio -Electronics Catalog No. H 501.
Write, Wire, Phone Your Requirements

SEeley 8-4143

RA -52 RECTIFIER

Transtat controlled to produce high voltage DC

from 110 VAC 60 cycle source. UD to 11,500 VDC
50 W. Metered high voltage (0-15 KV) and
current (0-20 MA). NEW
$74.50

e

MISCELLANEOUS
MINE DETECTOR: SCR -625 for prospecting, mining. etc. NEW
$59.50
LP -21 LOOPS: Mod. LM, AM, A. Excel. cond.
NOTE: WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST,
MOST COMPLETE INVENTORIES OF MILITARY ELECTRONICS IN THE U. S. CALL
OR WRITE TODAY.
SEND FOR FREE
CATALOGUE.

ARROW SALES, INC.

376

Ill.

7460 VARNA AVE.
N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
SUnset 3-7319
STanley 7-6005
Cable address: ARROWSALES
(See Arrow Sales Inc. ad Page 382)

8020
9002
9003

107.90 per M Feet
59.60 per M Feet
Lead
Wire 70 Mil Webbing

RG -11/11
RG -59/U

OHM

300

$19.00 per M Feet
JK26 Jacks
ea. 500 MMFD Volt DCW
TV High Voltage Condensers -365 ea.
Centralab TV1-501-One end threaded, other
end plain stud
32f
Centralab TV3-501-One end threaded, other
end screw terminal
32g

-39c

LET US KNOW ALL YOUR
ELECTRONIC NEEDS
Write - Wire - Phone For Prices

Dept.

225 N. Wabash Avenue
Chicago 1, Illinois
TWX CG1510

EE,

Cable Address "ELEXPEDITE"

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
FULL -WAVE BRIDGE TYPES

Current
Con-

tI
1
2
4
S

6

10
12
20
24
30
36

Amp.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.

18/16

36/28

Volts

Volts

Volts

54/42

130/100

$2.20

$2.10
3.60

$6.50

3.75
5.00
5.95
6.75
8.50
13.25
16.00
18.50
25.50

6.75
8.00
9.95
12.00
16.00
24.00
31.00
36.00
45.00

$8.95
10.50
13.00

Volts

8.75
13.00
16.50
20.00
25.50
36.00
39.50

32.00
36.50
45.00
52.90
90.00
98.00

We manufacture standard as well as special types of
selenium rectifiers. rect. supplies and XFMRS. Low
prices . . . Write. You will like our quick service.
low prices. and good workmanship.

PRI:

New, Selenium Rectifier Transformers

115 V., 60 cycles in.
4 Amps
$ 8.75
Sec: 9, 12, 18, 24, and 36
12 Amps
16.75
volts
24 Amps
35.75
"Made to our specs. for continuous, heavy duty use"
115V. PRI. -36V. 50 amp second XFMR 539.95
I I5V. PRI. -5V.
@ 190 Amp. SEC
$59.95
115/230 V. 60 cy. PRI. SEC.: 1.5. 30.5. 33 5, and
36.5 V @ 4 AMPS. Herm. Sealed
$6.50

PROBLEMS ON TRANSFORMERS AND
CHOKES?
LET US QUOTE YOU ON
YOUR SHORT RUN NEEDS. YOU WILL
LIKE OUR PRICES, PRODUCTS, AND
FAST ACTION!

complete

A complete signal corps stock number
listing of items in our stock. Write for listing No. SG -200. (For government agencies

813

Meeting Jan -C -17A Specifications
RG- 8/U $110.00 per M Feet

APR-4
APR-5
ARC-1
ARC -3

Available Now!

2051
5829

845
954
957
658

BRAND NEW COAXIAL CABLE

255

KNOBS
LAMPS
LORD MOUNTS

832A

8C7

829B

Complete Radar RC-184IFF
Mark 16
RC-214
MD4/APS2
RC -224
MD5/APS3
RC-266
MD22/UPN2
R.T34/APS13
MD38/APQ13
T-85/APT-5

Complete Line!
DuVfont 224-A Oscilloscope
1-77 Hickok Tube Checker
1-208 FM Signal Generator
RPC Model 644 Multimeter
Ferris Mlcrovolter Mod. 18-C
Hewlett Packard #200-C
1-198
TS24A/ARR-21TS159
BC -1255
TS27/TSM
TS170/ARN
IE-36
TS34/APJ
TSI75/UP
I-122
TS36/AP
TS182/UP
I-139
TS6I/AP
TS184A/AP
I-145
TS62/AP
TS204/AP
I-212
TS89
TS251
I-222
TS92
TS311A/UP
TS3/AP
TS100/AP
TS323/UP
TS1OA/APN TSIII/CP
Range Calibrator
TS12/AP
TS126
1-146
TS16/APN
TS127/U
TS-268/U
TS19/APQ
TS131

KEYS, Telegraph

833 W. LtIICAGO AVE., DEPT. SL,CHICAGO 22,

5R4GY
6AN5
00TH
211

Item
5564916
Barometric Switch
565027
4 -Pile Ceramic, Variable Cap.
K7890443 6 -Pile Ceramic, Variable Cap.
564605
4 Centralab-Type 843-003 Cap.

JACKS
JACK BOXES

304TH
723A/ß

3C45

AN/ART-13 PARTS

HEADSETS
IF COILS

all phones:

HF -38
RS-83

LM-13 Mod. Freq. Meter
5150.00
LM -14 Mod. Freq. Meter W/Spare: rid AC
....5199.00
SEE
BACK
ISSUES

Power Supply

TUBES
-A....52.40

.85 6C4

0A2
95 6AJ5
0B2
1.00 6AKS
2C43(GE)...16.95 6AN5
2E24
304

-TH....

VALRITE
LISTED

ONAL T YPES

304 -TL..

1N23
1N54

2.50 7C30
7.75 717-A

U

.. 7.95

NOT

805........ 1.95

807/807-A.. 1.50
813
.. 9.95
872-A(GE). 3.25

.45
1.25
.70
1.75
79.50
.88

2050
5516

1.40
5.50
1.75

5654

FOB -NYC-25% Deposit with order -or
full remittance to save COD charges -Rated
Firms (D.AB.) Net 10 days
All merchandise
guaranteed.

Terms:
send

-

ARR
ELEETROf1IE5
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ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

WIRE -CABLE
CO -122

3

CORDAGE
conductor each #22 AWG neoprene

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
echo box CABV 14ABA-1 of OBU-3,
3170 MCS.
frequency range 2890 MC
Direct reading micrometer head. Ring

prediction scale plus 9% to minus 9%
Type "N" input. Resonance indicator
meter. With accessories, spares and 10
CM directional coupler. Brand New

r

DRIA-23

DHFA-100

TUBES
3824

3C24

7C4/1203A

FRIA -4

Ohm 25 Watt $.90
25

.95

25
50
100

25
25
25
25

200
350
500

25
25
25

1000

25

.95
.95
.95
.95
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.30

15000 Ohm
20000

25
50

/switch
200 w/switch

-50

150

WL -531...
71 SA

80 _A

10000

50
50

15

75

.5 Meg N shaft AB
200,000 1/8 SD AB
AB
200 1/8 SD

"J"
"J"
"J"

$3.75
.95
.40
4.45
.40

.

.

C K -70

.

.

.

.

51.15
4.25
1.15
.35
.20
1.15
.69
4.95
1.95
.70

CIiP-72...
E1148

IIY-fi15

.40 RKIi-72...
.s0 BK -73....

.70 CK1003...
.45 CK1007..
.30 1626
.35 1629
8.00 2051
.65 7191
5.50 8011
.95 9006
.40 C511

CEQ-72.

511P4.....

.90
.40 5FP7
.35 1J6G

1.15 I IS3G'I'...
.50 :S14
1.50 511/G
.40

.89
.65
.57
.65

.

6K6GT...

8.50 12A8

.65

HI VOLTAGE FILTER CHOKES
HY 4.5 Amp DC 3 ohms 1230 RMS to
ground. New.
.25 HY 4 Amp .5 ohm 20,000 Test. New.
I
HY 3.2 Amp DC 3.5 ohm GE69G459.
New.
.4

Watt $1.70

25

6

.75 955.......
.45 957

30

39/44
45 Special.
WE 203A..
31,A

826

5.00 864
1.75 931A

10Y
15R
Special

SINGLE CONDUCTOR
shielded cable with terminal lug each end
100' and 150' lengths
WIRE
AWG 18 copperweld
AWG 29 tinned copper
Resistance wire AWG 32
AWG 22 with nylon core plastic insulation
LINEAR WIRE WOUND
POTENTIOMETERS
20

50.55 803

2C 34

2X2/879....60

AWG 10

10
15

-

10 CM

jacket 550' lengths
CO -127 single #14 AWG braided and tinned
copper braid shield
MULTI -CONDUCTOR
7 conductor AWG 16
2 conductor AWG 12
7 conductor AWG 14 19 conductor AWG 16
14 conductor AWG 16
6 conductor AWG 20
10 conductor AWG 16
11 conductor shielded
22 conductor AWG 16
AWG 20
2 conductor AWG 18
2 conductor shielded AWG 10
ARMOUR

2.00
1.60
2.15
2.15
2.95
2.95
1.45
1.40

1.7-3 HY 2 Amp DC 34,000 VDC GE Y346A.

New.

SPECIALS
80-86 Crystal in Holder $2.50
Balloon with Hydrogen Generator $2.50
300 Feet Aerial Wire $2.00
Box Kite 17" x 17" x 36" $2.25

10 CM ROTATING ANTENNA
29" Parabola in turret 360° span at 12 RPM
DC, motor control and reversing switch New

SWITCHES - BATHTUB - OIL

F

TIME DELAY SWITCHES

Minute 115 VAC 60 cycle Enc. in Waterproof Metal Case New $2.25
Micro Switches Contact at 40-41-42 Second
Time Delay 110 VAC Motor New $4.50
Thermo Switch 50° to 300° F 115 VAC @ SA
1

3

230 VAC @ 5A

Breaks Contact with Increase in Temperature New $1.35
CONTACTORS
DPST 115 VAC 60 cycle 15 Amp De -Ion Line
Starter West'ngholse $6.95
DPST 115 VAC "AB" #700 $5.95
RELAYS
12 VDC DPST Allied Control Box 32
$1.25
24 VDC DPDT Allied Control BJ6D36
81.45

24 VDC 3PDT 8 Amp
$1.50
110 VAC DPST 1 Amp Contacts Struthers
Dunn CKA 1970
$3.65
115 VAC DPST Struthers Dunn CXA 2997 $3.65
220 VDC DPDT Struthers Dunn CK 2122 54.50
230 V 50 cycle DPDT G.E. 12HGA11A2 54.00

ROLLER INDUCTANCE COIL 0-15
MH WITH VERNIER ADJUSTWENT
Coll is wound on ceramic form 31/2" long.
Right angle drive gear with 5/13" shaft.
Three position switch for vernier operation
New-Meissner -C-625

METERS

Portable 0-25 Amps AC Weston #433 Brand
New $37.50
Switch Board Panel 0.100 Amps DC Weston
#269 with 100 Amp Shunt Brand New
$24.95

SPECIAL

Bodine NSHG-12 Motor. Constant Speed. 27
VDC governor controlled 3600 RPM 1/30
HP 5 Amp. Brand New, $13.95.

1.40

PARTS

TUBES

LLED - MICA CONDENSERS -

EQUIPMENT
Walkie-Talkies 2.3-4.6 MC
MN -26Y Bendix Compass Receiver
BC -733 Glide Path Receiver
DAB -3 -Direction Finder
RDF Receiver Equipment 200-550 KC Fixed
Tuned

POTENTIOMETERS.

SEND FOR CATALOG

COMET ELECTRONIC SALES CO.
22 Washington St.

Tel. BEacon 2-7863

-All

RELAY SPECIALISTS

TIME DELAY

-100.000
50

RELAY 115v 60cy adjustable 6 sec. to 2 minutes
Cramer TD2-1285. Also TD805 8 to 80 see..$12.95
$1.95
RELAY 3PDT 24vdc 250 ohm Clare Type K
BLOWER MOTOR 400-1800cy I15v EAD J31C 59.95
SYNCHRO MOTOR IF Special 115/90v400cy..$11.95
FIL XFRMR 6.3 n 1.3A (other sizes v íl.)..5.99
250 WATT OUTPUT XFRMRPP-8ohm KS -9498.512.95
CHOKE 4H 70ma...69e; 2H 70ma 110 ohm...$.49
BIRTCHER CLAMPS 926A, 9268, 926C
$ 25
3-15MMF varlabl No. 11F. .49e; MC -100.5....5.99
MICRO & Aeroewitch pin pl. spat. spdt (otherel.S.S9
ISOLATION XFORMER 15 watts prim 115V see.
115 or 135v & 6.3 tap 21x21/2x3"
$2.45
SUBMINIATURE tube socket 5 pin, 100 for..510.00
POWER XFRMR 760VCT @ 170ma 5 @ 3, 8
©
$4.95
SILV TRMR TS2A 1.5-7, 7.45 @ 35c: MICA 3-30.5.04
AN3106-10S-2S, PL -88, PL -259A, 83-1H, SS..1K33A
CONDENSERS: BATHTUB, MICA, AIR, OIL, NV. CER.
JPOTS, RELAYS, MIKES, 3AG&MDL fuses, SWITCHES
SPARES for: BC -1296A, MK1I Radar, AN/TPN-2
2^76 .002 Silver Mica CM30; many other Items.

RELAYS

s

E

FOR

-

EMERGENCY
ELECTRONIC TUBES

3""---"016i

X

M

4oseteme' I

P

T. R.

L

o

Technical Radio Since 1919
Chicago 26, III.
1205 West Sherwin Ave.
Phone: Rogers Park 4-0784

RADIO DEVELOPMENT & SALES CO.

Brooklynyant
30.9.1N.220
Y.

323 Atlantic Ave. Brooklyn 2, N. Y. ULster 5-0488

BR

CONTACT
LOWENTHAL CO.

electronic components

E
MINIATURE AIRCRAFT TYPE-4 Pole D.T. contacts.
" overall. 280 ohm coll.
I
24 V.D.C...52.95

EMPIRE ELECTRONICS COMPANY

409 Avenue L
CLoverdele 2-2411

Brighton 35, Mass.

-

Mall
TERMS: Minimum order $5.00
orders promptly filled
prices F.O.B.
Boston. Mass.
Se3d M.O. or cheek.
Shipping charges sent C.O.D. 25% de.
tacit required with all C.0.0. orders.

ANNUAL CLEARANCE

ON OUR ENTIRE STOCKS OF BRAND NEW, GUARANTEED TUBES
0A2

.89

0A3/VR75 1.04

C62
1.C5
CB3/VR90 1.C5
CC3/VR105 1.10
CD3/VR150 .85
1622
1826

2.09
2 25

3FP7

2C40

11

.39

29.50
39.50

2.161

29.95

2V3G

.75

2X2

367/1291..
3822
3C24
3C28

3CP1 /S1..

3E81

3C6/1299
3D23

,04

8.49 4828

24.00
4J42/7CCA 17.50 5D21
5AP1
3.49' FEL5...... 45.00
5C30/C5b. 3.75 FG81A.... 3.49
3.95
3.75

5FP7
C56

.

.49
.30

2.49

1.49
4.95
1.49

3.95

.35

4.75
1.75

5.75

6.4 K5

EK7G
7EP5

7(4
7E5

ICY

12A6

..

24G
FK34
45 Special..
FC 17.
CFP72

FK72......
CFP73

.59 8K73
2.95 FK75

V190

.75

331A
35CB

353A
357A

75.00 371B
.65 388A
1.75 394A
.85 VT127....
1.49 41 7A
.45 2056
.65 450TH
14.95 211
.35 211 CE..., 1.75 530

19.50 C6A

2J40

.15

2C34/RK34

19.95

2J39

2J62

2C26A..

.75
7.50
19.95

2J26
2J27

14.50
2.45
7.50
24.50
EL1C
2.49
1 DBGT..
.59
1L4
.59
1R4/1294
.69
1T4
.59
2C21/1642
.44
2C22/7193
.29
11327

1629
1836
1656

14.95

2C43
2C44
2J22

..

.39
.39
.49

VT98
HY114B.

2501H.

.

.

.

2501L

1.49 2576
.39 285A
.29 286A
4.50 3041H
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
3.50

6.95

217C

3041L

307A
316A
328A
329A

.

.

.

.

18.95
16.95
9.95
4.95
6.95
7.50
8.75
3.50
.49

7.95

7.25

6.95
3.95
3.95
14.95
.89
1.29
4.75
14.95
37.50

6 Amp Westinghouse Tungar

708A....

710A,-8011

713A
714AY
715A

.

715B

717A

7.21A
16.95. 722A

6.75
533
45.00
559
2.25
HY615 ...
.15
7CCA
17.50
7C1A
4.95
7G2A
2.49
703A
4.75
7C4A
.89
7C5A
1.95
7C6AY-DY 39.50
7C6EY-GY 59.95
531

707A

723AB....
724B

725A
BCCA

801A
803
505
807
8C8

813
814

$2.95

7.95
3.75
.75
.92
4.95

4.95
6.95
.98

1.75
1.89
19.95
2.49
6.75
1.75
.25
3.25

3.69
1.59
1.75
3.25
9.95
2.69

22.50
12.95
2.75
.39

715C

8296.
8306
841

843
846

.25

49.95
39.50
6.50

851

860
861

21.50
.75

864
865

866A
872A GE..
874
876

879

931 A

954
955
957
E1148

(Kl005..

.

.

1

:5

1.35
3.95
.69
.59

1608
1616
1619
1625
1626
1629
1636
1642
1851
2051
7193
8011
8012

8013A....
8021

.49 8025A....
4.25 9001
.35 9002
.45 9003
.45 9004
.29 9005
.65 9006

3.95
.69
.35
.45
.45

.30
2.95
.59

1.69
.95

.30
.75
2.75
2.25
1.95
5.45
1.25
.95
1.65
.35
1.45
.25

MARITIME INTERNATIONAL
COMPANY
Address "Foxcroft"
Phones: Dlgby 4-3192-3

State Street, New York 4, N. Y.
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TELEMARINE

that

-

we have the largest and finest
stock of Surplus End -Equipment in the country.
This material is in our warehouses, available

We believe

General
Electric

Westinghouse
ELAPSED

Round Case
Smaller
Nmnerals

TIME

for immediate delivery. Listing below indicates material in quantity, mostly NEW or
excellent -condition equipment. Hundreds of
other units, not listed, also available. All
Material Guaranteed and Checked Out Before
Shipment.
AM-2/FRC Amplifier

METERS

$

$15.5°

EMPLOYMENT
(Continued from page 361)

4.50

1

ALL BRAND NEW

Genuine TELECHRON Motors

AN -101 (SCR -534) Antenna

AN-AMQ-I Radiosonde Trans.
AN-FMQ-I Radiosonde Herr, elr.
APN-4 Loran Eqpt.
AS69/APT
ASB-5 Aircraft Radar
AT-49/APR-4
Radar .5maona
ATO Aircraft Yvan:.
BEACH MASTER
BC -197-D Rcvr.
BC -221 Freq. '.it

raw.

Sound w..tent

RPM

3.95

60 RPM

4.30

Will drive anything
$1

Can be used for door opener, window raiser, model Itlt turntable.
Complete with transformer.

0.95

MARKTIME
HOUR SWITCH
A 10 amp. timing device.
Pointer moves back to zero
after time elapses. Ideal tor

CTZ-66AFJ Ant. Assembly
CW-60013 Test Oscillator

DM -28 Dynamotor
DM -32 Dynamotor
DM -35 Dynamotor
DZ -2 Aircraft DF, 15 to 1750 EC: excellent for

Supersonics testing.
FT -154H Mounting
FT -349 Mounting
FT -498 Mounting
GE -BF -IA 1 1 5V FM RF Amplifier
GE -BF -2A 3 KW FM RF Amplifier
GE -BF -3A 10 KW FM RF Amplifier

Also available In

15

shutting on radios and TV
sets when you go to bed.
Limited supply at this special PRICE
$4.90
min., 30 min.. 1 hr at $5.90

similar timer to the above but less calibration and
knob. 10 sec. to 24 min. for Photographic, Electra,
Mixer, Cookers, Time Delay, etc. Biggest BARGAIN
A

We Ever Had

$1.00

Veedor -Root Counter, Rotary

$

Veeder-Root Counter, Ratchet
Guardian. No. 4, 115 v. A.C. Solenoid
Price Bros. No. IA, 115 v. A.C. Solenoid

Transmitter

GP -7 Transmitter

.90
2.25
3.50
1.50

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER $1.95

HLAS 5001V. Sound System
-148A Test Set
-222A Sig. Generator
JEFF. TRAVIS 19W. Radiotelephone
J -70-A Junction Box
KY-3/APN-7 Coding Unit
LINK 1498 VHF Trans -Rear.
LRN-IA Loran Eqpt.

Nat. known ilffgrs.

50 watt 2 windings, 115 V. to
V. 60 cy. Ideal to prevent shocks from small
radios and medical and electronic devices.

115

l

1LUCKY
PU0.CHASE

ALNICO

ENABLES US TO

MACKAY 104B Receiver
MACKAY 117B.Reeeiver
MACKAY I36A Transmitter
MACKAY 149A Transmitter
MACKAY 150AY Transmitter
MACKAY 151AY Transmitter
M -I Radio Range Training Eqpt.
MD-1/FRC Modulator
MP -22A Mast Base Insulator
NAA Underwater Beacon Eqpt.
QBG Driver-Itcsr,
QBE Underwater Sonic Eqpt.
QBF Bear. & Driver Ose.
R-8/ARN-8 Receiver

OFFER you TeESE

ENGINEERS
interested in

`CÖLÓR
TELEVISION!_

for $95.00

10

5

BC-I236A Sig. Generator
BD -72 Switchboard

Sylvania is leading the field in its development of an all -electronic compatible color
television receiver. Your imagination and engineering talent can be used in furthering this
development. Here is your chance to get real
professional recognition.

Sylvania, a sound, well established firm, is
still expanding, still reaching out for new
ideas- If you are interested in challenging assignments and definite opportunity for personal
growth.

Investigate NOW!
be held in strict
Send your personal resume' to

All replies will

William

,::gic,Çi,.

Sylvania

MAGNETS
3 FOR
EACH

39

I.00

ANTENNA ROTATOR or

DOOR OPENER
Geared down 24v. universal motor with
transformer
GE Argon Glow Lamps
100 for $20.00

Eqpt.

RT-3/ARN-1 Altimeter Eqpt.
RT-2I/APN-7 Radar
SB-14GY Console Switchboard
SB-23/GTA Power Supply above
SCR -206 DF Intercept Eqpt.
SCR -211 Freq. Meter
SCR -284 Trans -Rear Eqpt.
SCR -508/528 FM Trans -Rear Eqpt.
SCR -509/510 F3í Trans -Rear Eqpt.
SCR -511 Trans -Rear Eqpt.
SCR -608/628 FM Trans-Rcvr Eqpt.
SCR -609/610 FM Trans -Rear Eqpt.
SCR -624 VHF Trans-Rcvr Eqpt.
TBK Ship Transmitter
TC0 25W. Radiotelephone
TCS Trans-Rcvr Eqpt.
TDE Ship Transmitter
TDQ VHF Transmitter
TE -54 & 55 Cable Vulcanizer Eqpt.
TS-143/CPM-I Syncllroscope
TS-48AP Echo Box
TU -5 to 9 Tuning Units
TU -56 39 to 95 me Timing Unit
TU -57 300 to 1,000 me Tuning Unit
T -4/F RC Transmitter
T-9/APQ-2 Radar Jammer
T-34/ART-7 Jamming Transmitter
T -42/U PT -TI Transmitter
WILCOX 96.200A 2KW RF Unit
WILCOX 36A Rectifier for Above
WILCOX 50A Modulator for Above
Y1 -I IFF Eqpt.
ZB -3 Aircraft Honilng Adapter
WRITE FOR PRICES.
ALL MATERIAL SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.

4

-

COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

540 West 27th Street, New York 1, N. Y.
Cable Address: Telemarine, N. Y.

ALL PRICES F.O.B. N. Y.
EST.

ELAN

64 Dey St.

EST.

1923

New York 7, N. Y.

Portable Instruments
Molded Bakelite case 7"

x 41/2" x

3"

D.C. MICROAMMETERS

5..10..50 microamperes

THERMOCOUPLE MILLIAMMETERS
1,

5..5..10 milliamperes

THERMOCOUPLE VOLTMETERS
5

to 500 volts

Available in multiple range
combinations
Precision Electrical Instrument Co.
146 Grand Street

Electric Products, Inc.

Radio & Television Division

254 Rano Street
Buffalo 7,

New York

for $1.00

10 Amp. Heavy Duty
Silver Contacts.
Contacts can easily
be restacked.
Now
momentary OFF CENTER but
can be changed by user to STAY either side.
from
Removed
unused
Government
Surplus
Equipment.

1923

Seiniger

$7.50

Mossman Lever
Switch $1.50

RM -14 Remote Control Unit
RMCA 8003 Emgcy Transmitter
RMCA 8010 Ship Transmitter
RMCA 8021 25W. Radiotelephone
RMCA 8707 71.F. Eqpt.
RMCA 4U Ship Equipment

B.

confidence.

Supervisor of Employment

1

RBM Receiver
RBS Receiver

378

3.15

Reversing control switch at end of 17 foot cable.
Powerful 4 Itl'11I clutch motor.

CRV-46136 Receiver
CRV-60028 Freq. Meter

TELEMARINE

3.90

3.6 RPM

ZENITH 1951 TV Remote Control
Motor Units

BC -1062A Range Unit
BC -1066A Receiver
BC -1068A 511F Bear.
BC -1149A Transmitter

-

$2.90

RPM

One of each $15.00

BC733A Receiver
BC 745 Trans-llcvr.
BC -969 -TI Receiver
BC -974.T2 Receiver
BC -797A VHF Trans.
BC -793B DF Rcvr., w'loop.

RC -163 Beacon

RPM

3

I

mar

BC -224 11cvr.
BC -322 Transceiver
BC -443 ltrcc,.,r
BC -604 FM
BC -61I llam!y-Talhv
BC -620 bM branv-ile,i.
BC -654 Trans -Bear.
BC -659 FM Trans -hear.
BC -984 Fill Trans.
BC -689 Transmitter
BC -701A Receiver

GO -9

2

New York 13, N. Y.

To

EMPLOYERS

Who Advertise

for MEN:
Frequently, when there are many applicants for a position, only the most
promising letters are acknowledged.
The other applicants never know
whether their letters reached a prospective employer or not. These men
often become discouraged, will not respond to future advertisements and
even question their bona fide character.

Every Advertisement Printed in the
Searchlight Section Is Duly Authorized.
You can help keep our readers interested and get better returns to your advertising in this section if you acknowledge each reply -in plain envelopes, if
you wish.
Classiffed Advertising Division
McGRAW HILL PUBLISHING

CO., INC.

"Put Yourself in his place."

August, 1952
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QUARTZ

C RYSTA LS

NEW LISTING

Made from the finest Brazilian Quartz. Will provide a high degree of activity and frequency stability. All
tested and marked by the manufacturer to a very close tolerance. In the frequencies outlined below the
crystals itemized under the heading "From & To" are mostly in progressive frequencies between the limits shown
(as for example: "From 3300 to 3377," are as follows: 3300KC, 3301 KC, 3302KC-, 3377KC.) are of limited
quantities in each frequency. Those listed singly are in quantities of 50 or more.
FT243
FT241A
XL5 Dual
CR 1A/AR or FT241
Prong centers 1/2", Prong dia.

Prong spacing 1/2", Prong dia t/g"
12 for $9.00

3/32"

Price 79ç ea.
FROM
TO

Price $1.15 ea. (25 for $25.00)

FROM
1915
2030
2125
2300
2320
2420
2604
2605
2750
2880
2940
3110
3215
9652
3729
3805
4014
4104
4244
4300
4305
4400
4600
4735
4800
4913
5065
5100
5200
5300
5320
5630
5633.3
5655.5
5677.7
5700
5706.6
5800
6900
6000
5150
6175

TO

FROM

1995
2065
2155

6100
6200
6250
6275
6206
6300
6400
6500
6506.6
6700
6800
6815
6830
6900
6978.75
7228
7325
7458.75
7425
7500
7606
7625
7650
7675
7700
7725
7728.8
7750
7751.25
7773.75
7775
7716
7800
7825
7850
7875
7900
7925
7950
7925
7906
8000

2390
2490

1689
3799
3823
4100
4150
4290
4397
4480
90
4799

4941
5092
5195
5295
5397.5

5775
5892
5975
6075

TO
6173.3

6292
6375
6498

6675
6775
6875
6975

7281
7375
7475
7597
7673.3

7784

FROM
8025
8050
8075
8100
8200
8300
8385
8400
8500
8600
8786.25
8808.75
8876.25
8921.25
9135.0
9254
9342
9405
9500
9516
9608
10075
12608
12700
12800
12902
13004
13010
13100
13213
13302
13400
13500
13636
13702
13837
13903
14038
14110
14281

(F

2853
3988
4188
4285
4300
4640
4788
5020
5100
5120
5200
5250
5300
5410
5470
5500
5648
5740
5810
5891
5910
5923
6011
6130
6203
6270
6300
6370
6400
6490
6500
6600
6744
6815
6905
1270
7330
7440
7460
7500
7560
7600
7620
7625

TO
8175
8275
8375

8475
8575
8650

9284
9399
9499

9589
9668
12698
12783
12890
12998
13009
13099
13196
13299
13361
13496
13554
13684
13799
13897
13996
14092
14198
14391

7968

rInles
KC)

4374

5090
5180
5295

5396

5780

5960
6080
6195
6275

6375
6499
6590
6685
6877
6980

FROM

3

TO

1

(Frequencies

KC)

In

7650
7738
7740
7750
7760
7770
7775
7778
7780
7790
7800
7810
7825
7830
7850
7851
7900
7910
7925
7930
7940
7950
7970
7975
7990
8000
8001
8002
8008
8007
8012
8010
8205
8308
8300
8407
8412
8405
8506
8645
8630
8985
11677

SPECIAL TYPE WE.
Prong spacing 1" CTS.
Prong Size 3/32" dia.

prongs 1/2" X
19/32" prong
dia.

These are in successive steps of .1
MC variation from 20.0 MC to
38MC.

Price $1.95 ea.
2520
2731
2436
3128
2605

&

5
5
5

5

2698
2891
2276
3153
3153

Suitable for low frequency purposes
(1/72 of Stated Values)

Price $1.15 ea.
7880

XL5 Single
3
1

UNASSEMBLED CRYSTALS

prongs 1/2" X
19/32" prong
dia.

consists of quartz crystal plates
made for FT243 holders. Furnished
complete with holders, electrodes,
springs and all hardware.

Price $1.35 ea.
8010

FROM
2200
2300
2410
2561
2600
2704
2802
2916
3117
3154
3325
3435
3857

8092
8298
8370
8490
8561
8650

TO

Price .29 ea.

2210
2384
2450

Crystal plates available in the following frequencies:-

2698
2787
2891

3371

SURPLUS

LOOKING FOR

MAAC, WESTON 476. 31/2" rd
@
'WESTINGHOUSE NA -35, 3W rd., 5
amp mcL, use with 150:5 QT
@
CURRENT TRANSFORMERS, Donut type.
100
150

1.5 GEN. ELEC. 111--52, 2%" rd., metal case,

black scale
WESTON 425, 31/2" rd...
2.5 McCLINTOCK MD3001,
Stock T 3F311
2.5 WESTON 425, 31" rd
3
GEN. ELEC. DO -44, 31/2" rd
5
GEN. ELEC. DO -44, 31/1" rd
8
WESTON 425, 3" sq
10 WESTON 425, 31/2" rd

What we have to offer.
BC -342's

ART-13's
LM's

ARC-l's
ARC's
SCR -522'a
BC-221
BC -611
VARIOUS TEST EQUIPMENT

'WWII

15

RADIO & AIRCRAFT
EQUIPMENT

MR35WO15ACVV
21,,"
300 BURLINGTON 22A,

case

0-5

0-150
0-150
0-200
0-500

0-500

-

0-800

We want to buy parts or equipment
and
we'll pay top dollar to get it. Just send us
the complete dope on what you have, the type

and condition of your equipment -and your
asking price. You'll get fast, profitable ac-

tion. It's just like taking "Candee" from
baby! Write today)

a

CANDEE-AIRCO
Dept. E-4
3306 Burbank Blvd.
Burbank, California
ROCKWELL 9-1070

rd.,

@

$3.50
8.50
6.50

e

-

August, 1952

8.50
6.50
7.50

@

a

@

rd.,

10.50

D.C. VOLTMETERS
WESTON 301, 31/2" rd., 62 O. per V.@ 59.50
WESTINGHOUSE NX-35, 31/2" rd., 2
6.95
@
ohms per colt
0-50 GRUEN, (RV -815, 21,x" rd..
4.50
@
MR25WO50DCVV
6.00
0-300 SUN 2AU346, 21" rd.. 1)100 O. per V e
MISCELLANEOUS
PORTABLE TACHOMETER, MULTIPLE RANGE.
JONES MOTROLA, 300-1200, 1000-4000. and 3000
to 12,000 RPM and PPM. Complete in case with
accessories. Meets Navy spec. 18-T-22, type B.
O'IY- $37.50
Class A. List Price $75.00
AIRCRAFT METERS
0-30

0-50

`with external shunt

30 AMP
30 AMP
30-0- 30 AMP

30-0- 30 AMP
$5.50

@

6.00

D.C. MILLIAMMETERS
GRUEN, GW-124, 2%" rd.,
MR25WOO5DCMA
@
WESTON 301, 3" sq.
a
SIMPSON 26, 3' rd., AWS type
MR.35WO15DCMA
@
@
WESTON 301, 3" sq.
GRUEN, GW-124, 21/2" rd.,
@
MR25W05ODCMA
e
GEN. ELEC. DO -41, 31" rd
@
GRUEN 508, 2W rd
SIMPSON 26, 31/2' rd., AWS type
MIt35W200DCMA
@
@
GEN. ELEC. DW-51, 21/2" rd
DEJUR 312. 3" so
@
DEJUR 312, 3%" rd., S.C. Stock
P :11.980

10.50

e

metal

$4.50
7.50

@

6.00
7.50

4.50
5.50
3.95
5.95
4.50
5.00
4.50

60 AMP
60 AMP

60 AMP
60-0- 60 AMP
69-0- 60 AMP
120 AMP
120 AMP
120-0-120 AMP
240 AMP
240 AMP
240 AMP
240 AMP
240-0-240 AMP
480 AMP
50 AMP
50-0- 50 AMP
20-0-100 AMP
20-0-100 AMP
150 AMP
300 AMP
30 VOLT
40 VOLT
40 VOLT

(prices on request)
WESTINGHOUSE AX
WESTON 606-T202 P
GENERAL ELECTRIC DW-53
WESTON 606-T203 P
GENERAL ELECTRIC DW-53e
WESTON 806-T205
WESTINGHOUSE Axe
WESTINGHOUSE AX.
WESTON 606-T208 Pe
WESTON 606-T224
WESTINGHOUSE AX"
WESTINGHOUSE AX"
WESTON 606-T223Pe
GENERAL ELECTRIC DW-53
SUTTON-HORSLEY
WESTINGHOUSE AX"
GENERAL ELECTRIC DW-53"
WESTINGHOUSE AX
WESTON 606-T124e
WESTON 606-T23

P
P

HICKOK.
WESTON 506
WESTINGHOUSE F-1
WESTINGHOUSE' E-1
WESTINGHOUSE AX

WESTON 517
WESTINGHOUSE NA -33

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD
338 Canal Street

INSTRUMENTS-ACCESSORIES
WOrth 4-8217

New York

13, N.

Y.

GLASS TUBING

TUBE REBUILDING

PYREX - NONEX - URANIUM

BULBS & CYLINDERS
WRITE FOR FREE MONTHLY LIST

Large Transmitting and Power types
Guaranteed
Economical
FREELAND PRODUCTS CO.
700 DRYADES ST., N. O., LA.

ELECTRON ICS

7.50

S C.
@
@

A.C. VOLTMETERS
WESTINGHOUSE NA-35, 31/2" rd., AWS

type

0-30
0-50

your

CHARLESTON 0-1486

3"

0-10
0-15

Pay

SWEET PRICES
for

6.00

R.F. AMMETERS

Here is just a partial list of

BC -348's

$7.50

a

150.5 or 200:5

2

8475
0758

7873
7950
8275
8325
8400

NEW GUARANTEED

A.C. AMMETERS

SWEET DEALS
from a
SWEET OUTFIT

7775
7800
7825
7850

154 Greenwich Street,
New York, N. Y.
Telephone Dlgby 9-3143

EDLIE ELECTRONICS, Inc.
HARD -TO -FIND
EQUIPMENT

7750

7533
7541
7550
7640
7650
7700

3171

HOUDE SUPPLY COMPANY
PHONE KEYPORT 7.1286

M.

R.

#1 Box 86X

Keyport, N. J.

379

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

SMALL GEARHEAD MOTORS

AUGUST SPECIALS
New Material

-

TOGGLE & MICRO SINS.

-

RELAYS

OIL CONDENSERS
RHEOSTATS
Aircraft type -20A ® 24VDC-10A ® I25VAC-C-H
LEAR -)Left fig.) Stock #GHM-L6. 24 VDC, 5.5
amperes, series wound, reversible. Motor turns
9000 RPM driving a 1500 to 1 gear reduction box
which turns final take-off shaft at 6 RPM. Has
limit switches to control limit of travel. Size
$7.50
4% x 5 x 9". Wt. 4t lbs. l'rice NEW
LEAR -(Right fig.) Stock #GI151-L11C. 24 VDC.
7.6 amperes, series wound, reversible motor with
overload clutch. Motor turns 11,000 RPM driving
through a 10 to 1 gear reduction box which turns
the final take-off shaft 1100 RPM. Unit has adjustable limit switches to control limit of travel.
Take-off shaft is adaptable to flexible or rigid drives.
Size 4% s 5 x 9". Wt. 4% lbs. Price NEW 58.50

3,750 WATT RECTIFIER TUBE
Continental Electric Co. -Type CE202. Half -wave
mercury vapor. Rated up to 250 VDC at 15 amp.
Filament 2.5 volt -20 amps. Mogul base. Price

$9.95

NEW

Circuit
CHI
Govt. Spec.
SPST On -Off
8201K4 B-5A
8211K5 B-65
SPST Off -Mom. On
SPST On -Off -Mom. On
8208K4 B-7A
SPST On -On
8210K5 B-15
SPDT On -Off -On
8200K8 AN3022-1B
lush Mounted-Luminous Tip -Bat. Handle
Price -$.22 ea; $20/100; $170/1000.
To get 1000 qua. disc. you may combine types.

8871K-1

SPST

8905K-514

SP-4Poe.

8905K-526

SPST

2)
3)

5)

15A Push but.
On -Mom. Off 8.59 P.T.
35A (43 24VDC On-Off -Mom.
.79 L.T.
On -Mom. On
5A B -SA -1%" Bat.

3600

4850

7) 3300

CHI

Circuit

INDUCTION VOLTAGE

ELAPSED TIME METER
AFRO INSTRUMENT CO. -Model
1001. Records operating time of
AC electrical and electronic equipment. Registers up to 9,999.11
hours in 1/10 hour steps, then
1/l0the
automatically
resets.
shown in red numerals, others in black. Excellent
for recording running time of tube life, TV equipoverhaul,
schedules,
machinery
ment, maintenance
etc. Totally enclosed in heavy bakelite case. Front
measures 3%" in diameter and has glass covered
face. 120 VAC 60 cycle. Price NEW........$8.50

VDC
MOTORS-24
WHITE -ROGER SERVO
Torque 150 in., lbs. Reversible. Control box on top
has line switches, relays, and selenium rectifiers
supCan
be
motor).
5x5x4".
AC
out
of
(to block
plied in Models 6904-5 RPM. 6904-3% RPM or
$8.90
6905-2% RPM. Price each NEW

OPEN TYPE
TRANSFORMERS

-60 CY.

00692. Input 115/230 V. Output 18
at 100 amps. Secondary leads 18"
Wt. 40 lbs Price
NEW
$16.50

ea.

2.50 ea
2.00
2.08 ea.
1.50 ea.

ea

6 MA

lA

ea

2.50 ea

MA

Other Type

G

Telephon e Relays

lA-1C

24 or 48V.

2A -1C

24),

2.50 ea.
2.50 ea.

Legend

(A) Normally open set of contacts.
(B) Normally closed set of contacts.
(C) Single pole double throw set of
contacts.
MA = Mllliamps.

Chaimmaarrasman

Price
$.42
.50

Electronic Supply Co.
222 Fulton St.

GJ

.'\\j'

New

H011is 4-S033

$1.75

PLM60 Klixon Cir. Breaker -Man. Reset-60 Amps. 5.98
Ant. Change -over Knife Sw. #962 Sq. D. SPDT5.95
32K9503-20

FOR SALE
PLATE TRANSFORMERS

MICRO SWITCHES

Several hundred new 10 K.W. Amertran
oil cooled plate transformers 115 v. 60 cy.,
phase primary, 17,600 volts, .5 amp secondary. Can be furnished center tapped
or two wire 8800 volts, 1.0 amps. Priced
$75.00 each f.o.b. Los Angeles. Special
Quantity discounts available.

Actuator
WLR31
Pin
WZR-31-M MC2711
Plunger
WZ-RS13
Plunger
1103-REll
WZR31
WZ-2YST
Plunger
Plunger
W2R041
YZR31 T-Actuator -LH
Y27RDTC Plunger
Plunger
Y23RDT
Button
YP3
BZRL2
Roller
Roller
BZ3RW2T
MU-SW(15A 125V) Lever

Circuit

Term.

Price

SPST-N.C.

Screw

.49

SPOT-N.C. Screw
SPOT-N.C. Screw

.69
.79
1.95
.89
.89
.79
.69
.69
.49

Number

SPSTJ.C.

Screw
Screw
Screw
Screw

SPST
SPST
SPST
SPST
SPST

N.O.
N.C.
N.O.
N.O.
N.O.
SPST N.O.

Solder
Screw
Solder
Solder
Screw

SPDT
SPDT
DPST N.O. Solder

.95
1.05
1.05

1

SCR 545-A Radar
New RA -38 15 KV

Power

components.

E

1527

E.

Supplies and

PC O

7th St., Los Angeles 21, Calif.

RELAYS & CONTRACTORS
Ohms

Volt
12

Leach

67

Current
8

Action

DPDT

1220-DE

24 Leach
24 Leach

160 %Cont. DPDT
20 SPST95

1222-BF

24 Leach

160

1227-B2A
1254M

24 Leach
24 Leach

140
160

12 Leach
7055
2791 -B100 -C3 24 GE
2791 -B100-G3 24 GE
24 Sq. D
9350-B7A
6041-H81A 24 CH
6046-HIA-C1 24 CH

100
150

1077-BFW

AMPLIDYNE MOTOR GENERATOR. Emerson
Input 27 VDC-44
#5AM31NJ18A.
Electric.
amps. Output 60 VDC-8.8 amps. 530 watts, 8500
RPM. 6x8x12". Wt. 34 lbs. Price NEW....$7.95

-

42.50
2.50

MA

Auto On-OffDecr. RPM Mom. On
Incr. RPM Mom. On
Plain Tip Bat Handle

TypeA
1027

SPECIALS

DPST
DPDT

8894K-1 SP-4 Pos. Cir. Breaker 9110003

REGULATOR
General Electric Spec. #3263300.
Single phase 60 cycle. Primary voltages (0-460 V) applied to regulator
can be varied smoothly and infinitely
78.6% above and below their values
by remote control. Operated by 115
V type KCP control motor. Continuous ratings for typical inputs
are: 120 VOLT -output 26 to 214 V
at 1.85 amp., 240 VOLT -output 52
to 428 V at 1.63 amp., 460 VOLT -output 98 to 822
V at 1.40 amp. Size 8%x11x22". Wt. 122 lbs.
List over $300.00. Price NEW
$29.50

Circuit

AH & H

Price

SPDT 8.60 SA, 123V
.75 6A, 125V
DPDT

8800K4
8824K4

5
5
4

1C

1) 1300 ohms
2)
700 ohms

TOGGLE SWITCHES
$29.50

ohms
ohms
ohms

Price

MA
MA

5

5800

S MA
(None)
ACTUATOR
All above Relays may be used for continuous duty
operation on 110V, D.C.

61

Price

Handle
.32 L.T.
l0A Off -Mom. On
.79 L.T.
8905K-722 3PST
15A Push But. -Off 8911 K-524 DPST
.59 P.T.
Mom. On
l0A 2 Gang B -5A
.32 L.T.
SPST
8202 K-7
10% Dis. in quas. of 100 or more per Type.

MAGNETRON TUBE
RAYTHEON -No. 2J56. Price NEW

-

Cur. ig 125VAC

Will Close At

Coil
Contacts
ohms
2A
ohms
3A
5800 ohms
26-1C
4) 4850 ohms
IC
1) 6500

OTHER AIRCRAFT TYPES
Circuit

RELAYS
Large Stock of
CLARE, TYPES C, D & E
COOKE, AUTOMATIC -ELECTRIC
ALL TYPES of COILS and PILE-UPS
Send U8 Your Specs. for Our Quote

Clare Type G Half Size
Sensitive Telephone Relays

-

Ch,¢

TELEPHONE

132

6046-H1B-Cl 24 CH
6046-H2B-C2 24 CH
B-9 Time Delay Guard. 500
115 WL
106-612
24 Sq. D 500
9340-975
Latching Relay

Price
1.25
1.60

1.25
Double Break
10 SPST1.25
Double Break
1.25
25 SPST
10 2-SPST
1.25
N.O.
50 SPST N.O. 3.50

.95
DPDT
.95
3PST N.O.
250 SPST NA. 4.75
100 SPST NA. 295
9.95
50 DPDT
9.95
50 DPDT
11.95
100 DPDT
.95
SPDT
1.50
6 DPST
8.95
4 Pole

YOU GET 2

ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST CABINET
BUY IN YEARS
101 uses for this

sturdy

handsome

black plastic cabinet. Can be used
for TV booster., remote control units,
A Genuine Bargain
You

2
Size

5/a"

x

No C.O.D.

Can't Afford
To Miss

For$
OoIy

Postpaid Anywhere
3r/z'
in the U.S.A.
Send cheek or money order.

5" x

MANUEL KLEIN CO.

94E Chamber St.

New York 7, N. Y.

OIL CONDENSERS

V

long. 7%x5x6".

Mfd.
Price
Price
Volts
Volts
1.10
$.19
4
600V
400V
1.25
.58
7
600V
500V
1.50
.40
8
600V
1
600V
1.95
12
600V
KV Quote
59
21
225
600V
of Other Types -See July & May Issues
$8.75
Power Supply-Special
5CJP-20ABX for ASB 7/7A/7B equip. 800 cy. 115V.
out.
Contains
6AC7, 5T4
inp. 2.5/56.5/880/2000V.
& 2X2, plus oil conds; chokes, resistors, connectors &
worth
removed
conalone,
easily
switches. Parts
siderably more. Brand new. Individually boxed.
Qua. discount.

Mfd.
.5

COMMERCIAL TUBES

1

PROMPT DELIVERY ON ALL ORDERS
ALL MERCHANDISE FULLY GUARANTEED
Terms: Prices FOB St. Louis. Cash or 25%
with orders. Balance COD. Rated Concerns
(D&B) Net 10 days cash. Prices subject to
change without notice.

McNEAL ELECTRIC &
EQUIPMENT CO.
4736 Olive St.

e
380

St. Louis 8, Mo.

TYPE 8020

5.Thousands

MONMOUTH RADIO
BOX

159

LABS.

OAKHURST, N. J.

$5.00 EACH

PRICE

NEW PRODUCTION
MINIMUM
FS -4618,
330 W. 42

ORDER 50

Electronics

St., New York 36. N. Y.

August, 1952

-

ELECTRON ICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

R.C.A. Model MI -8167

TRANSMITTERS
Point -ta -point communications

Weic,ffleeacie

7ede

ANNOUNCING THE AVAILABILITY
OF NEW
TS -125

S

BAND POWER METERS

This precision instrument, now being produced by Weston Laboratories,
provides for quick visual measurement of CW, modulated or pulsed average
power output from 0-2 MW to more than four watts. Calibrated in two
scales (MW of power and DB above and below one milliwatt). Temperature compensated thermistor construction with 1/4 wave matching stub
RF element. Supplied with complete accessories and instruction book
available now.
A partial list of other test equipment available follows:
TS-1ARR
TS-3A/AP
TS-8A/U
TS-10A/APN-1
TS-11/AP

TS-61/AP
TS-62/AP
TS-63/AP
TS-76/APM-3
TS-87/AP
TS-89/AP
TS-96/TPS-1
TS-98/AP
TS-100/AP
TS-101/AP
TS-102/AP
TS-108/AP
TS-110/AP
TS-111/CP
*TS-117/GP
TS-118/AP
*TS-125/AP
TS -127/U
TS-131/AP
TS-142/APG
TS-143/CPM-1
TS-144/TRC-6

*TS -12
*TS -13
TS -14

TS-15B/AP
TS-16/APN

TS -18
TS -19

TS-23/AP
TS-26/TSM
TS-27/TSM
TS-32A/TRC-1
TS-33/AP
TS-34/AP
TS-34A/AP
TS-35/AP
TS-36/AP
TS-24/APM-3
TS-46/AP
TS-47/APR

TS -146

*TS-147/UP
*TS-148/UP

TS -48

TS -153
TS-51/APG-4
TS -155(*)
TS-55/AP
TS-170/APN-5
TS -60/U
*Of new manufacture.

TS-173/UR
TS -174/U
TS -175/U
TS-184/AP
TS -189/U
TS-192/CPM-4
TS-194/CPM-4
TS-197/CPM-4
TS-198,iCPM-4
TS-203/AP
TS-204/AP
TS-205/AP
TS-210/MPM
TS-218/UP
TS-220/TSM

TS-311/FSM-1
TS -323

TS-233/TPN-2

1-98/A

TS-226A

TS-239A
TS -251
TS -263
TS -268

TS -324,'U
TS -328
TS -338
TS -359A /U
TS -363/U
TS -375
TS -377/U
TS -389 /U
TS -421/U
TS -437
1-56

1-61B

-83A
1-9S/A
I

1-106/A
1-114

I-115

TS-270A/UP
TS-281/TRC-7
TS-285/GP
TS -294/U
TS -297/U
TS -301/U
TS -303A, G

1-122

1-122-B
1-126
1-130A
1-134B

1-137A
1-139A

I-145

BC -1201/A
BC -1203
BC -1236/A
BC -1255/A
BC -1287/A
BC -1177
BE .67

1-147

1-153A
1-167A
1-177
1-178

1-196A
I -198A
1-208/A
1-212

1-222/A
I -223A
1-225
1-233

1

'

!

1E -21/A

IE-36
1F

-12/C

15-185
IS -189

AN-PNS-1

BC -221 (*)
BC -376
BC -438
BC -439
BC -838
BC -906/D
BC -949,/A
BC -1060/A
BC -1066/A

'

LAD
LAF
LAG

LM-(*)
LU -2
LU -3
LZ

OAA-2
OAW
P4E

'

SG/8U
TAA-16EA

TSS-4SE

TSX-3SE
TSX-45E

TTS-46R
TTX-10RH
TUN-9HU
UPM-13

Before selling your idle test equipment, please get our offer

Freq. Range: 2000 to 20,000 I(es.

Output: 350 Watts C.W. 2511 Watts Radio telephone
Input: 190 to 250 Volts AC 50/60 cps.
Size: 60" high, 17" wide, 27" deep.
Tubes: 807s, 813s, 805s, 866s.
Crystal Oscillator unit built-in. fully shielded and
stable. All self contained including antenna network.
Master Oscillator unit (available) fits in
place of Xtal unit. Speech amplifier is only external unit and has 110/220 v. AC input, four
stages, high gain. Total net weight, 625 lbs.
Complete! New! From Stock! Quantities!
Prices on Request.

Tel: Boston: WE 5-4500

Cable: WESLAB

V£J,eciet 4140,taeofte£d,
2rrfzioet

COMMUNICATION DEVICES CO.

93, "lewd.

INCORPORATED

2331 Twelfth Ave.

N. Y. 27, N. Y.

CERAMICON
CONDENSERS
All

sizes and types

bQ

°

DEPENDABILITY IN ELECTRONICS
Attn: Industrial Purchasing Agents
Our new Radio Master Catalogue is available to you at no charge upon receipt
of your request on your letterhead. We are National Distributors of General Electric,
Sylvania, Ohmite, Amphenol, Sprague, Aerovox. Sangamo, Stancor, Merit, A. H. 6 H.,
Simpson and many others. All telegrams, cablegrams, and inquiries acknowledged
and promptly answered.

MORMAN RADIO DISTRIBUTORSINC.
manufacturers price.

94-29MERRICK

BOULEVARD

JAMACIA, N.Y.- REpubiu 9-

i

4651

Large quantities in stock.
Immediate delivery.
GADGETEERS,

Cap

Electronics, Inc.

136 Libertw St.
New York City, N. Y.
Dlgby 9-2797
ELECTRON ICS

-

August, T952

ELECTRONIC

GIMMICKS,

and SPECIALTY MANUFACTURERS
We have thousands of items you can use at lowest

prices.

BELVISION, INC.

265 Greenwich St.,

BArclay

7

New York 7, N. Y.
6063

FOR SALE
AIRCRAFT AUTOMATIC

PILOTS

Brand new, made U.S.A. 1944. Cost a million
dollars to manufacture. Offers invited to:-

DOMINION SALES (London)

6 Finsbury Square

LONDON, E.C. 2

Telegrams: 'DOSALFIN', London.

381
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ANIAPR-4 LABORATORY

RECEIVERS

wideband discone and
Complete with all five Tuning Units, covering the range
other antennas, wavetraps, mobile accessories, 100 page technical manual, etc. Versatile, accu.
rate, compact -the aristocrat of lab receivers in this range. Write for data sheet and quotations.
38 to 4,000 Mc.;

For the limited budget, we can supply AN/APR-1 Receivers (a predecessor to the APR-4), or
even the earlier SCR-587; or individual Tuning Units covering the desired frequencies, for use as a
converter feeding your own 30Mc. L. F. strip or receiver tuned to 30 Mc.
GL -446A Tubes (interchangeable with 2C40), $1.00
SOME SPECIAL ITEMS IN OUR STOCK: 723A/B Tubes, $12.00 postpaid
APA-10 Panadapters
G -R 804, Ferris 16C, Measureeach in lots of ten, postpaid . . . APR -5A Receivers (1,000-6,230Mc.)
BC -221, TS -323, etc.
BC -433 ADF Receivers, new
ARR-5, ARR-7, BC -348 etc. Receivers
ments 78B, etc. Signal Generators
TS -13,
BC -303B A -N Beacon Transmitters
RBL-3 Receivers (16-630Kc.)
BC -1016 Code Recorders
Frequency Meters
R -F Heads (new)
Northern Radio Oscillator -RF Bridge -Detector Equipment . . . Sonar
. . APS-2
TS -14, etc. Microwave Units
ARN-7, APN-1, ARR-1 Spares
Generator & 60 -cycle Power Supply (17-27Kc, 600 Watts) , , , G -R 815 50 Cycle Standard Fork set
ARC -1, ARC -3, ART -13, etc.. , .

...

.

...

...

...

...

.

...

...

...

..

.

...

.

We will buy any Electronic Material at top prices.
SCHOOLS -We will obtain anything you
can use and exchange for your useless surplus.

Buy from us with confidence -Army -Navy Standards are

rigidly maintained. When any irregularities exist, you will
be advised in detail. Write for quotations and data on your
needs; place your name on our mailing list. We also have
production line items -Power Supplies to 800 Amps at 12 to
28 volts DC, and 0-15.000 VDC 500MA, from 60 cycle line, etc.

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
434

E.

Dayton 9, Ohio

Patterson Road

Prompt ANSWERS

WAN TED

to business problems

.

,

.

M ISCELLANEOUS
Look What We'll Pay for This Equipment:
We'll Pay Up to:
We Need
ATC or T-47 type ART -13
$250.00
70.00
RC -312 & BC -348
45.00
BC -221 & R5/ARN-7
175.00
1S-251

FL -30 or F-21/ARA-9 Audio Filters....$6.00 ea.
Plus TS -147, TS -148, lITA-1B, MG -149 or parts.
What have You?
& H RADIO & ELECTRONICS SUPPLY CO.
2033 W. Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.
Telephone: REpublic 3-1127

WANTED

BDI10 Telephone Switchboards, BD100 Telegraph
Switchboards, BD90 Power Boards, EEI01 V -F
Ringers, BE72 Cabinets, FM19 Frames, RA43,
REC30, KS5988, RA87, RA37, RA9I Rectifiers,
BD101

Test

If there

WANTED

Boards,

SB6

Switchboards.

CFIA, CF3A, CF2B Carrier Equipments.
condition and quantity.
W-4212, Electronics
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y.

Type

Any

is anything you want

that other readers can supply

AN/TRC-1 Equipments.

Transmitters.
R19 Receivers.
TS32 Test Oscillators.
Any condition or quantity
IV -3838, 1?levlronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.
T14

OR

...thatsomething

other readers can use

Advertise

-

you don't want

it

-

business problems
are daily being solved quickly and
easily by the use of the Searchlight
(classified advertising) Section of this
and other McGraw-Hill publications.

When you want additional employees,
want to buy or sell used or surplus new
equipment, want additional products to
manufacture, seek additional capital, or
have other business wants
advertise
them in the Searchlight Section for
quick, profitable results

-

in the

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT WANTED!

American Machinist
Aviation Week
Business Week
Bus Transportation
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Week
Coal Age

Sell to

V.
SALES INC.

J

We want to buy all types of new and used surplus electronics equipment. Use coupon
to tell us what you have.
We are the largest purchasers of such equipment.
WRITE TODAY!
Use

following numbers to indicate conditions: N-1, brand new; N-2, used, like new; N-3, used.

ITEM

CONDITION

PRICE WANTED

Construction Methods &
Equipment
Electrical Construction &
Maintenance
Electrical Merchandising
Electrical World
Electronics
Eng. & Mining Journal
E. & M. J. Markets
Engineering News -Record
Factory Mgt. & Maintenance
Fleet Owner
Food Engineering
Nucleonics
Power

Product Engineering

Textile World
Welding Engineer
To: ARROW SALES, INC., 7460 Varna Ave., N. Hollywood, Calif.

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.

Name

330 W. 42nd St., New York City 36, N. Y.

Address
SEE

382

Classified Advertising Division

ARROW SALES, INC. AD ON PAGE 376
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,.fis
yrl

DIFFERENTIALS
Dual 8000 ohm coils, Armature pivoted be t w e n
poles, all contacts normal ly open. High-speed. Suite
able for P.P. bridge or balanced circuits wherd differential action Is required.
COOK 11710/613 DPDT. 6 ma., =R605 $5.95
ALLIED 803476 SPDT, 2.5 ma., =R418 4.95

STEPPING SWITCHES

-

rju';
I

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC TYPE 13
25
Position: Non -Bridging
ing Wipers; Self Interrupter Springs; Norm. Oper Volts: 24VDC;
Max 30VDC; 0.6 Amps; 30 Ohm.
Three Levels with two wipers; #R906

(

- Q.
'I

1

ALLIED DSX3 9500 ohm,

4

ma, 2A, 2B, #11941
$5.95

16.50
Six Levels with two wipers; #R908. 17.75

A.C. RELAYS
GUARDIAN: 24 VAC,
ohms, interlocking Relay Breaks 3 Stakes 2^_

Electrical reset 7íR

SOLENOIDS
GUARDIAN No. 1: 24
VAC, 6 ohms 56 to lib"
stroke, 6 oz. -in. #R

806

$2.49

GUARDIAN 110AC: 119VAC:
800 ohm: 2A. IC; #R94c
$1.95

RELAYS ...WORLD'S

GUARDIAN:
ohm relay,

Breaks

LARGEST STOCK!
Sigma 41FZS7
Ward Leonard

Your requirements of

105

Guardian
Guardian

large or small quantities of relays can be
quickly supplied from our huge stock.
Wide variety of types, all made by
leading manufacturers. Each relay is
brand new, inspected and fully guaranteed by Relay Sales.
¡/STANDARD TELEPHONE RELAYS
SHORT TELEPHONE RELAYS
DUAL TELEPHONE RELAYS I/SLOW
ACTING RELAYS
/SEALED RELAYS
/ROTARY RELAYS /MIDGET RELAYS
VKEYING RELAYS `/DIFFERENTIAL
RELAYS
I/PLATE CURRENT RELAYS
(/ANTENNA SWITCHING RELAYS
"BK"SERIES VSTEPPERS & RATCHET
RELAYS /LATCHING & INTERLOCKING
RELAYS

`/MECHANICAL ACTION RELAYS

VOLTAGE REGULATORS (/OVERLOAD
& CIRCUIT BREAKERS
REVERSE
CURRENT RELAYS
(/AIRCRAFT
CONTACTORS
(/MOTOR & CONTROL
DEVICES (/TIMERS
(/SOLENOIDS

I/ RELAY ASSEMBLIES
RELAY SALES

CATALOG

NOW READY
WRITE FOR YOUR

COPY TODAY

833 W. CHICAGO AVE.
DEPT. 4, CHICAGO 22, ILL.

ELECTRON KS

-

August, 1952

200
200

Clare 619553)
Leach 1154
Potter Brumfield KRIIA

I

IOVAC

2

GUARDIAN No. 4: 115
VAC, 133 ohms ys to 1í/s"

stroke,

24 VAC. 48

Makes

2

#R 808..81.49

IC

220VAC
24VAC lÁT
24VAC lA, IC1
24VAC 2C, IA
5(IVAC 2A1
I2VAC 2A
12-24VAC1 DPDT
or OVUC

F

Prices

0.9. Our

WARD LEONARD N83 CONTACTOR; 110VAC.
Heavy Ditty 5 double make contacts, 3 at 50 Amp.
2 at 30 Amp: S lb -in stroke; #Ií233
$10.95

1.95

R

Plant.
Rated
Firms Net
II

Days:
Others
Remittance
All

with Order.
Orders Und e

r

$

1

WE ALSO HAVE PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
APC Air Trimmers

Binding Posts
Cable
Capacitors
Ceramicons
Ceramics
Adel & Tinnennan
Clamps
Chokes

Plus
Approxi-

mate ShinpingCharges (overage
will be re-

turned.)

t Octal

Base.

t

Type Plug

Heavy Duty

Contacts.

10 Amp

N STOCK OF
Spaghetti
Micro Switches
Potentiometers
Toggle Switches
Pulse Transformers
Relays
Transformers
Resistors
Tubes
Servo Transformers
S hoc k ntou nts
And Other Radio &
Sockets
Electronic Parts
I

Knobs
Sine -Cosine

Controls
Crystals
Fuses
I(ovar Glass Seals
Rubber Grommets
H ardware
Iron Core Slugs

U324 CANAL

Or-

der.

A=Normally Open:
B=Normally Closed:
C=Double Throw.

0

Remittance

With

Coils

Filters

805

$3.50

ALLEN BRADLEY BULLETIN 860, 110VAC, ,A
to 1" stroke. 2 lb inpull; #í1942
53.10

Stepping Relays Guardian Series

All

#R

t"

Three basic types for 24V AC operation:
1. Continuous rotation: In this type the contact finger advances one
step each time the circuit is made and broken.
2. Electrical reset. Itesets when a second coil is energized.
3. Add and subtract. Steps back one or more contacts at a time
instead of resetting completely.
10 Pulses per second. Contacts are rated at 1 ampere at 110 volts,
00 cycles. non -inductive AC. The electrical reset type has up to 36
active contacts n9dte the continuous rotation types each have 40
contact:. SEND CS YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

TERMS:-

14 oz. -In.

GUARDIAN No. 4: 116 VAC, Intermittent
Duty, 49 ohms
to 11/2" Stroke, 2
lb. -in.
$3.511

R909 $2.95
R911
3.25
R274A .98
R273A 1.10
R582 3.49
11431
2.49
R275
.98
11812

$1.95

804

ST., N.Y.C., 13,

niversu

N.Y.

CO

WAlker 5-9642

.

WANTED
WE NEED YOUR SURPLUS

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
OR EQUIPMENT
WE PAY TOP $$$$$$ FOR:
Radio Components
Wire & Cable
Instruments
Selsyns or
Relays
Synchros
Tubes
Autosyns
Signal Corps
Motors
or
Equipment
Generators
Receivers
Transmitters
Transformers,
Television
Air Cooled
Components
Test Equipment
Kindly send us your listing of materials
available with lowest price and conditicn or place our name on your mailing list to receive any listings you
may issue.

TECHNICAL MATERIALS
COMPANY

104 Pearl Street

Boston 10, Mass.

THREE CONDUCTOR WIRE
Three

twisted conductors of 18 gauge.
conductor has 3 strands copper for
conductivity, 4 strands steel for strength.
Ideal for intercoms, telephone or any communication work. Tough. duratle covering
for outdoor or indoor use. Government
surplus .WT-I/U.
525 foot roll $4.75 per roll, f.o.b. Cincinnati ---fated concerns net ten days, others
please mail check or M. O.
Each

LAPIROW BROS.
1649-1657 HOFFNER STREET

CINCINNATI 23, OHIO
383
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ELECTRONIC TUBES
TUBES!!

BRAND NEW! STANDARD BRANDS!

[TUBES!!

We are clearing our tremendous tube stock at the lowest prices ever. Take ad vantage of this opportunity to stock up. Transmitting -Cathode Ray-Mag netrons-Photo Electric -Klystrons -Special Purpose -Receiving.

0A2

0A3/VR75
OA4G
OB2

OB/VR90
0C3 /VR105
OD3 / VR150.
VG -1A
1B21A
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1624'SYL
11326

1827
11329
11332

1836
1838
1641
11342
11350

1651

1854
1N21 xtal

1.25

A

xtal
xtal.

B

.

.

.

.

1N23 xtal
1

N23A

xtal

1N26 xtal.
N34 xtal
1

1

N34A

.95

9.50
2.75
2.25
8.75
10.50
2.95
18.75
2.45
2.50
16.75
28.50
45.00
10.00
27.50
10.50
24.50

1622
1623

1N21
1 N21

$1.20
1.20
1.19
1.40
1.05
1.05

xtal

N35 xtal.
N36 xtal
1 N43 xtal.
1N47 ...
1N58A xtal.
1N60 xtal.
1

.

.

.

.

1.95
3.65
1.45
2.75
6.95
.65
.95
1.85

1

.

1

D21

.

1.65
8.95
1.00
.65
3.25
7.50

.

/SN4.

2AP1

.

.

.

A
2622..

14.50
2.45

2AP1
2C21

.69

.

.

2C22..
2C26.

.

.29
.

2C33/RX233A

.

.

.49
3.45

2C36...

2C39.

.

2C40..

2(43..

2C44. _
2C50.

2C51...
2C52....

.....
....

2D21.
2E22 ....
2E30
2E31

....
2E32....
2E36... .. ..
2E41 .. _
2E42..
2G21
2G22
2.121A
2J22

..

....

2J26...... ...
2J27....
2130

... ...,...
2J32
2J31

2134

2J37A
2K25
2K39

2RA3/CE213.

.

.

.

3AP1
3BP1

3BP4

3B24....
3324W
3827

3829.
3CP1.
3C23.

....

.

28.50
15.95
17.95
1.25
3.75
6.95
6.75
1.35
1.95
2.25
2.25
1.50
4.20
3.25
2.75
2.45
2.45
8.75
10.50
17.50
17.50
69.50
25.00
27.50
27.50
22.75
27.50
69.50
2.00
12.95
5.75
8.75
5.25
5.75
3.75
4.25
9.95
1.75
2.95

$14.75
3C33
3D23...........
14.95
2.95
12.95
69.95

3E29
3FP7

3FP7A
KC4.3

282A

304TH
304TL

13.95
11.95
4.95

9

55.0'308A

307A
CE3

3JP1

5BP1

6.95
7.95
32.50
17.50
95.00
125.00
125.00
225.00
3.95
5.95

5BP4

5.25

5CP1

3.95
12.50
17.50
1.95

4624-'EL3C

4626'2000
4C35
4E27
4J31

4132
4J33
4J52
C5B

5CP7
5D21
5FP7

16.50
22.50

5FP14

5LP1....
5R4GY.

.

.

.

.

.

1.75

.

16.50
110.00
110.00
7.95
22.50
6.95

5UP11

6BL6

6BM6
C61

6C21 Eimac
614

6K4
7BP7
10Y
12DP7
12GP7

10.50
.49
12.50
12.50
17.50
1,45
.79
4.95
9.95
1.75
6.95

12HP7
15E
15R

FG17/GL5557
RK20A

.

24G

FG27A
RK28A

316A
327A
331A/805
S340

349A
350A
368AS
393A
394A
417A
446Aí2C40
4466
450TH

A
464A
GL502A
471

WL532A
WL549

FG57......

.

OK59
OK62
FG67

.

715

715A
7156

715C

717A

RKR72..... ..

65.00
49.95

724B

.

RKR73
RK75

VR75-30....

.

A

V R90-30
FG97

ML100
100TH
100TS

FG104
FG105
VR105-30
1148

.

RX120A
F124A

A

721

.75
.75
.85
.65

723AB
724A

725A
726A
7266
726C

SN729

4.25
1.20
3.45
1.05
89.50
7.95
1.95
22.95
17.95
1.05
.85
8.95

730A
801,'801A
802
803

803A
805
807
807W
808
809
811

812
813

814

V R150-30

.95

24.50
8.25
59.50
.79
2.50
8.25
3.45
79.50
6.50
21.50
18.95

FG172

203A....
204A
211/VT4C
CE213
217C

RX233A
FG235A
249B

250TH
250TL
264C

.

719A

5.95
14.95
65.00

...

37.50

708A
709A
713A
714AY

718BY

53A

1.25
.19

WL672
GL673
705A
706DY

815

826
828
829

829A
8296
8306
832

832A
836
837
838
841

8S6A
874
884
905
926
927
929
930

2.50

559
HY615
W L651 656
F660

854

.65
4.75
3.75
2.50

WL530

27.50
21.95
2.15
39.50
4.25
3.25
1.45
5.95
6.25
6.25
8.50
22.50
1.15
49.50
24.50
2.25
18.95
2.75
3.15
7.50
18.95
49.50
69.95
28.95
.49
4.25
3.75
9.95
3.75
1.59
2.75
2.25
1.65
2.85
2.75
10.50
2.75
2.65
1.35
8.75
8.95
10.95
13.95
2.75
6.95
8.95
4.45
1.35
2.45
.45
.39
24.50

$39.95
25.00
3.25
27.95
.19
1.39

861

858

7.95
6.95
.89
8.95
4.95
11.95
4.95
17.50
50.00
2.75
8.95
1.85

3716

WL851
852
860

4.75

313C

9.50

RK48A

CE072
CRP72....

310A

.75
4.25

RK34
35TIG
RK39

FG81

274B

872A

270A

.

.

.

E LECTRO,
110 PEARL ST. BOSTON 10, MASS.
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to the readers.

a

convenience

3.95
1.15
3.95

1.10
1.20

931A

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

351

5.25

932
954
955
957

.35
.35
.35
.39

991

.89
3.25
.95
.75
3.50
8.50

CK1005

CK1006
CK1089
CK1090
R1111

R1131C
E1148

1203A
1206
1614
1616
1619

2.95
.98
.89
2.75
.49
.39
.39

1622
1625

1626
1629
1630
1632
1633
1634

.89
.79

.79
.79
2.65
.69
1.55
.65
1.75
1.25

1641

1642
1851

1960/S836
2050
2051

4120/SS501
R4410
R4330
5516
5528
5557
5559
5654

12.40
6.70
18.95

5931

X6089
UX6653
7193

.29
1.69
3.95
5.95
2.95
1.95
5.45
1.49
.98
1.65
.98
1.95
.49

8011

8012

8013A
8013
8020
8025
9001

9002
9003
9004
9005
9006

TUNGAR BULBS
199698...
12X825...
206501...
199698...
16X897...
195528...
859483...
189048...
189049

0.5A $2.50

2A

2A
2A
2A
2A
5A

6A
6A

2.75
2.75
2.75
6.00
2.00
3.00
2.50
2.50
8.00
9.00

99X45.... 20A
99.50 843
76X13... 20A
69.50 849
FG271/5551 .
All tubes tested and guaranteed. Standard Brands only.
Prices subject to change without notice.
Let us quote you on any of your tube requirements. We carry a complete line of Receiving,
Special Purpose, Transmitting etc. tubes.
F.O.B. Boston, minimum order $5.00.

3C24
3C31xC1B

INDEX

e.
Phone: LIBERTY 2.1890

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising)
H. E. Hilty, Mgr.

EMPLOYMENT
Positions Vacant
Selling Opportunities Offered
Positions Wanted
Selling Opportunities Wanted
Employment Services

352-361
352
352
352
352

EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
362-388

For Sale

WANTED
Equipment

382

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Acorn Electronics Corp
Allied Electronics Sales
Alvaradio Supply Co
Arrow Sales Inc
Barry Electronics Corp
Belvision Inc
Bendix Aviation Corp
Blan
Candee-Airco
Cap Electronics, Inc
Capehart-Farnsworth Corp
C & H Sales Co
Chase Electronic Supply Co
Chatham Electronics Corp
Chicago Midway Laboratories
Columbia Electronics Sales
Comet Electronic Sales Co
Commercial Surplus Sales Co
Communications Equipment Co
Convair
Cornell -Aeronautical Laboratory Inc
Davies Laboratories Inc, The
Dominion Sales (London)
Drake Personnel
Edlie Electronics Inc
Electro Sales Co
Electronic Engineering Co of Calif
Electronic Expediters
Empire Electronics Co
Engineering Associates

372
372
374

376, 382
376
381

354, 358
378
379
381

352
370

380
359
358
378
377
375
368, 369
361
358
351,

381

352
379
384, 385

360

376
377
382

EPCO

380

Freeland Products Co
General 'Electric Co

379.

August,

356
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SEARC

MINE DETECTOR SCR 625

Detects metallic objects (ferrous or nonferrous) to a depth of approx. 6 ft. Find
outboard motors on the bottom of lakes. locate underground piping, treasure, mefragments in lumber, etc. New,
complete with inst. book, $65.00 Used
hut like new
545.00

ADVERTISERS

in

August, 1952

W.E. Test Set 1.115
$9.50
G.E. VOLTAGE REGULATOR MODEL 3GVD11B6,
for use w/115V 60 cy supply, 23-35KV complete w/10
Tubes
$49.95
OHMITE R.F. CHOKE, Z -O, 2 Millihenrles, 1000

Care is taken to make it accurate but
ELECTRONICS assumes no responsibility
for errors or omissions.

lItA
600
HAMMARLUND R. F. CHOKE, RFC -250, 250 milli henries
956
TANK COIL, miniature, slug tuned 4397 .5 KC 956
HAMMARLUND COIL & PADDER ASS'Y, f/Super
P70 100. 200-400 KC

General Motor Corp, AC Spark Plug Div
Gibbs Manufacturing & Research Corp
Goodyear Aircraft Corp
Harrison Radio Corp
Houde Supply Co
Instruments Associates
364,
Johns Hopkins University
J S H Sales Co
Kaman Aircraft Corp
Kollsman Instrument Corp
Klein, Manuel Co
Laperow Brothers
372,
Lectronic Research Laboratories
362,
Ledco Inc
Liberty Electronics Inc
Lowenthal Co T R
Maritime International Co
Maritime Switchboard
Maxson, W. L
McDonnell Aircraft Corp
357,
McNeal Electric Equipment Co
Melpar Inc
Mogull Co Inc Alexander
Monmouth Radio Laboratories
National Cash Register Co
Norman Radio Distributors Inc
Pennsylvania State College, The
Phillips Petroleum Co
Photocon Sales

....

Potter Instrument Co
Precision Electrical Instrument
Premier Radio Tube Div

Rotary Electronic Sales
Sandia Corp
Servo -Tek Products Inc
Stavid Engineering Inc
Tab
Technical Materials Co
Technicolor Motion Picture Corp
Telemarine Communications Co
Tracerlab Inc
Universal General Corp
V & H Radio & Electrical Supply Co
Wells Sales Inc
Weston Laboratories
Wilcox Electric Co
1952

361

360
353

386
379

'Î

SECTION

SUPERIOR POWERSTAT
Type 1126-3Y, l'rt.: 230V, 3 ph, 60 cy. Output:
0-270 Volts 7 KVA. May he separated and used
as three 0-115V, 1 ph, 60 cy, 2.0 KVA units.
In and New
$100.00

372
361

V

358
380
363

375
371

377
377

379

354

359
380
359
374
380
356
381

360
358
372
378

HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS
#189'269 rated dual 60 Mfd @ 3000 VDC
$65.00
#PFD -40244G Paper rated 7.0 Mfd @ 4000 VDC
$37.50
#19F210 rated 0.1 Mfd @ 6000 VDC, max amps

204

$37.50

#TK -60020 Paper rated 2.0 Mfd @ 6000 VDC $27.50
Inerteen Type FL rated Dual 0.275 Mfd @ 7500
VDC/section
$16.50
#7520, Oil, rated Dual 1.0 Mfd 7500 VDC
$27.50
2145'338 rated 4.5 Mfd @ 7500 VDC
$69.50
#2C -21B1 Paper rated Dual 0.5 Mfd @ 9000
VDC
$32.9'0
Inerteen type FL rated 1.0 Mfd @ 10,000 VDC $37.50
á14F13 rated 5.0 Mfd. e 10,000 VDC
$85.00
#269'68 rated 0.1 Mfd @ 12,000 VDC
$9.95
#A7548, oil filled, rated Dual 0.25 Mfd @ 6000
VDC
$14.50
#TK120065-1 Paper rated 0.65 Mfd @ 12,501
VDC
$19.9
#15020, rated 0.25 Mfd @ 15,000 VDC
$19.50
#20020 rated 0.25 Mfd @ 20,000 VDC
$27.50
2TK20002-2 Paper rated 0.25 Mfd @ 20,000 VDC
$27.50
2-14F64 rated 0.25 Mfd @ 20,000 VDC
$29.95
2TK20005 Paper rated 0.5 Mfd @ 20,000 VDC $45.00
214F22 rated 1.0 Mfd @ 20000 VDC
$72.50
#20020 rated 2.0 Mfd @ 20000 VDC
$97.50
3(26E585 rated 0.06 Mfd @ 25,000 VDC
$27.50
2149'103 rated 0.5 Mfd @ 25,000 VDC
#TK25050 Paper rated 0.5 Mfd @ 25,000 VDC $57.50
$57.50
Inerteen type F1' rated 0.5 Mfd @ 25,000 VDC $57.50
14F88 rated 0.75 Mfd (P 25,000 VDC
$72.50
14E59 rated 1.0 Mfd @ 25,000 VDC
$82.50
=16734 rated 1.0 Mfd @ 25,000 VDC
$82.50
114E112 rated 0.001 Mfd @ 50000 VDC
$42.00
214E98 rated 0.025/0.025 Mfd @ 50000 V'DC $59.50
214E127 rated 0.025 Mfd @ 50000 VDC
$45.00
414E97 rated 0.25 Mfd. (8 50,000 VDC
$79.50
i

374

DAVENSOUNDATTENUATORS

355
377

372
386, 387
366

354
383

375
373
357
367

354
388
383
360
37S

r

Type 350-A, Network, ladder, linear,
imperl. 70/30 ohms. 2DB attenuation. 10
\V dissipation
$3.55
ul1< DELAY RELAY, R. W. Cramer 59C48740.
ney, SPDT, set l'or 2 Sec
$9.25

ELAPSED TIME METERS
Cramer Co. Type ItT-2II. 0-10,000
ew's by tenths. 115 Volts 60 ey
$11.50
\ltd. by G.E. Model 814TYD33, 0-10,000 hrs.
by
tenths. 115V., 60
7" sq
$14.95
Mfd. by G.E. Moil. 'KT8Y60. 0-10,000 hrs. by
tenths. 115 V., 1;0
$14.50
1111. by It. W.

HEAVY DUTY
COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS
Hammett Model 1 SPS-130. Input AC: 208/
230V 60 er 3ph 21A. Output DC: 28 volts @

130A, Cont. Duty. Output voltage variable by
means of power tap switch. Complete with indicating meters on front paneL Self Cooled.

Schematic available.
Packed

Brand New.

Export

$297.50

MOTORS AND GENERATORS
Elec Spec Type IA1, Spec 32139D, 24VDC. 15A, 1/4
$22.50
HP, 3800RPM
Pump Eng Type 1454ME, 24VDC 95A. 4000RPM.
$37.50
2.251íP
Noiteer Cabot Type 680220, 24VDC, 8A. 1/SHP.
$14.95
8000RPM
Mod 25BC21MJ6A, 24VDC. 80A. 380RPM.

$32.50

G./4 E.

Oster Type D-4-2, 24VDC, 118HP, 1800RPM..$9.95
Eicor ML2310-52, 24VDC. 0.37A. I800RPM. -$4.95
$7.95
Oster Type ES.2-1, motor for 7G selysen
$5.95
Universal Model 523, 115VDC, 1-2A. 5000RPM
Westinghouse Style 171391, 27VDC, 1,4(IIP, 6.5A.
$14.95
580ORPM
9W.
Holtzer Cabot Type 2505, 115VAC, 60 cy, 3ph$9.95
1725RPM (LN)
$8.95
Oster Motor. 6VDC, 1.8A, 5000RPM
5000RPM,
0.6A,
W.E. áK55603L01, 24-28VDC,
$4.50
AllianOcee Type 2207, 27.5VDC, 7500RPM. 1/1OHP
$8.95
Oster Type C-2BP-1A, 27.5VDC. 7000RPM. 1/100HP
$8.95
Lear Type C004, 24VDC, 1.5A. SW, 750ORPM.$6.95
59.95
EAD Type J31, 115VAC. 40()Cv 1/501IP
Lear Type 133A, 24VDC, 5.5A. 72W, 9000RPM.
$15.75
Barber Coleman PBYLC2190, 24VDC, IA. Torque
-....$14.95
100 in/lbs. 80 strokes, 6-7
3.5A, 1785
W.E.
26944, S type SD,
5.25
PM
.E. Mod 24517, 230/200. Bury or 4 5/52VDC1
$17.50
'P, 1725RPM
111.E.
Mod SBA10AJ22. 24VDC, 100 oz/in torque.
$14.95
140RPM
G.E. Mod 59Á10'J/O, 24VDC, 10 oz/In torque 140
$15.95
..
RPM ..
Emerson Style 161-0212. 24VDC. 180 oz/ft torque
217.50
I OORPM
Westinghouse Type GN-WL33 Alternator. 12VDC P
$14.95
0.8A and 1.5.ÁC t1.l1 375-870 eye'.es
G.E. Generate,. Tyre BY. Model 5BY9F.8. 14OVDC_
0.025A 1800RPM, Perm Mag Wound
$12.95
of
211E1
Selyse'l
Genera
G.E. It
$9.95
G.E. #2J1G1 Control Trans
$12.95
G.E. 02J 1 I 1 Selysen Generator
$12.95
G.E. #2J1D1 Selysen Generator
$12.95
G.E. á211F3 Selysen Generator.......
$14.95
Bendi% Mk1 Mod. 3 Step by Step Motor
v9.9á
Pioneer Magnesyn PR-51505-1-2320-1A
$14.95
$14.95
Pioneer Autosyn AY -14G
514.95
Pioneer Motor, 10047-2A0......
Holtxer Cahot PM Mtr #B3-RBD0808. 24VDC 5'4.90
$14.95
Pioneer Autosyn AY-2717W
$12.95
Pioneer Autosyn AY-5901
$19.95
G. E. Selsyn 21055181, 80 Cy
$52.50
Diehl Control Mtr, FPE-49-6

sec.......
......,

KVA 50/60 er. Comnmtator range 0-115 V. Max.rm
Amps. 100. Reconnee'
diagram available for `-'::0
V. 50 A operation. BRAND
NEW. Factory Cases.. $225.0^
Transtat .25 KVA. Fixed winding 115/1/60. t'oinmutator range 103-126 V. Max AMPS. 2.17...$9.45.
11.5

360

383

$1.35

Amertran "TRANSTATS"
Ilk"Voltage Regulator

365

354
Co

Radio Corp. of America
Radio Development & Sales Co
Radio & Electronic Surplus
Radio Ham Shack Inc
Radio Surplus Corp
Reeves Instrument Corp
Relay Sales
Reliance Merchandizing Co

-August,

+

EIECTRO-FOR RECTRONIC SURPLUS

TO THE

ELECTRONICS

l'

1

...

$39.50
Diehl Control Mtr, FPE-25-11
$12.50
Modulator MD-7/ARCS w/tubes & dyne..
Rogers Switching Motor, Type 25, Ref á11OFB/S1.
American Blower w/G.E. mtr. 230VAC 50/60c5
49.50
3HP
EAD Blower & Mtr, 115VAC 400cy 110CFM $14.95
Redmond Blower 4, Mtr, 115VAC, 60cy 85CFM $14.95
Redmond Blower 4. Mtr, 24VDC, 1.35A 4750RPM
$12.50
Dual Output 100CFM (LN)
Dynamic Axial Flow Fan & Mtr, Mod 588-SCB4.
H2O
24-28VDC, Vs HP, 8000RPM, 225CFM 0
Westinghouse Blower & Mtr, Type FL. 115VAC
W
.$8.95
400cv, 87 00RPM, SOCFM........
F. A. Smith Model 69C Blower a Mtr, 115VAC.

60,

5OCFM

Elec

Ind Mtr,

59.95

Mtr, Type C-2P -IL, 28 VDC. 1/100
$12.50
..
3800
Delco Motor, A-7155, 27VDC Ceì2.4A 1/3011P. 12.9

Oster Blower
HP 0.8A

&

Type 203, 115VAC. 60eV Iph, $O 455

$14.50
180ORPM 1/75HP
3400
Ohin Elec Type CP35220, 115VAC, 60 ev lob. 13.95
RPDie
Mtr, C 8291 a Delco C78889, 115VAC. 50480
D
$3.95
ry, 3ph, 1/40HP fLNI
Delso Model A7501B Mtr, 24VDC. V41W IAA, 6000
517.5n
RPM
Eicor, ML4620-43, 24VDC, 17A, 1/391P 3000$2R M
.10
Pioneer Type CK-2 Servo Motor, 28V 400e fixed1
40:1 gear
phase,
10047-2A Servo Motor, 2ph, 400er. w/4Ó
$14.95
.eduction gear
W. E. Sine Wave Motor Generator, KS-5013L02.
Mtr. 115V 80cy 1 ph 1/50hp 1725 RPM: Generator
.
$17.95
.
I8V 2ph 1725 RPM..... . .
Pioneer Gen -E-Motor, Input 18V1/C; Output 450 VDC
5
86A
Generator í(C89'-212ß3A, Input 12.6V Óa.
C
Ootont 500VDC @ 0.085A. Power drive speed 2100
.95
Hand
amotrsInpu 6-12VDC @ 21/1A:
0A
$39.95
wicables
above only w/filter
o
Same
D al
E03
529.95
and cables
Bendix Generato- Model 3975-1: Input 28VDC P
0.175A, Output 300 VDC B 0.040A .........$3.95
PU-16/AP Invert'-rs. Input 28VDC 80A, Output 115V
$89.50
400cy 6.5A 8000 RPM 750VA.....
PU-7/AP Inverters. Input 28VDC 180A: Output 115V
$89.50
1.6A 400cy 8000 RPM 2500VA
115V
Output
28VDC
100A;
Inverters,
Input
PE218
4P01Ó9
Inverrterrs. Input 13.5VPC 29A: OutputS3915V
$59.95
400cv 1.53A 8000 RPM..
MGI49F Inverters, Input 28VDC: Output 500VA (4
11áV 400cy 1ph & 250VA @ 28V 400cy Iph.589.95
$29.95
G.E. Ampl,dyne 5 AM 31NJ9A
$19.95
G.E. Amplidyne 5 AM 31NJISA

D.95
PE13anrle or70nt

á4

MOTOR SPARES FOR SO RADAR
West tyne FK. V IIP, 230VDC Armature, I t5VDC
$17.50
fields 1725 RPM
Gear Red
GE Gear Mtr Model 5BC44A81643.
#7G120YY18 250 V Armature/115V Fields t.OHP
$29.95
Gear Speed 95.5 Gear Patio 9 to 1
GE Gear Mir Model 56C44AB1643. Gear Red
á7CW712CY5. 1/4HP, 250VDC. Gear Speed 148,
539.95
Gear Ration 11.7 to I
GE Model SBC48AB35 a/5HP Shunt Wound, 250V
$29.95
Armature 30V Fields, 360ORPM
Jay Elee Frame 145. 1/4HP 230V Armature/30V
523.75
Fields. Shunt. 3450RPM
have in stock over 10,000 Motors of all
types and descriptions. Also a full line of
selsyns, inverters or motor generators. Let n
auote on your requirements.

1

IlWe

I

35i.
383
382

370
381

E LECTROcoinpnee 9ne.
110 PEARL ST. BOSTON 10, MASS.

Phone: LIBERTY 2-7880

f5

352

385

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
S 4.95

Coaxial Relay K-101 SPOT-24v DC5.
Set of 83-15P Coax-Connectors for Above
1000 KC Crystal ET cut

1.35
3.95
6.95
2.49

VS -2 Vacuum Switch
Sigma Plate Relay 8000 ohm SPOT

20-30-40-50
Unguyed

150

ASK FOR DETAILS NOW I

NEW SURPLUS
Dependable ... Money -Saving Values
All in Sealed Boxes
SENSITIVE. 2000 ohm, 3 MA DC. Sealed. 5 prong base. GE K27J853 (Sigma).
$3.45 ea. $275/C.
TELEPHONE TYPE. RBM 452-1041. DPDT.
12,000 ohm
$3.75 each. $275 per C.
AE. 9000 ohm DB28092. DPDT.
$3.25 ea. $225/C.
LATCHING. Kurman. 5000 ohm. 15 MA DC
coil and 115V. 60 cycle coil. SPSF. $2.65 ea.

RELAYS

CAPACITORS
2

mfd, 4000V. 23F47G2.

$6.95 each. $119 per 20.
Mid, 600V. 26F317 _. .... .... each $1.65
mid, 600V. Sprague bathtub. 95q ea. $79/C.

4

2

2 mid, 1000V.

Upright round. $34 box of 40.

0A3/VR75 .51.04
0133780 . 1.19
0C3%VR105 1.19

.95

Each $5.75
)IGl. Sealed containers
Selsyn Assembly Position Transmiter. 24V.
DC. GE 8TJ9-PDN. For SCR717-C. Each $3.50
Remote Indicating Compass AN -5730-2A.

(Attractive Quantity Prices)

Boxed, Guaranteed
3024/24G. H & K..... $1.50 each. $120 per C.
5R4GY
$1.50 each. $120 per C.
4D32 Raytheon
Each $22.40
(Largest Stock of Eimac Tubes in the East!)
00-138. 3-#14, 2-#16, 2-#20; shielded, RC.
$29.95
Original 500 -lt. wrapped coils
CD -307A. 96" with PL55 and JK26. $79 per C.
RG -34/U. Coaxial. Like RG -11/U but handles
more than double the power.
$8.95
50 -It. lengths (List $30.00)

-

RHEOSTATS
6

ohm, 25 watts. Metal enclosed. Standard Brands

12

..
...
.
..
..
..

2.15
9.75
9.75
2.35
14.95
.
2.45
11329
3.75
1B32
19.95
11336
28.75
1838
4.75
1B42
.75
1N21 xtal
1.59
1N21A
3.25
'
1N21B
1.19
1E22
1.25
)-11,123
2.39
N23A
3.69
1N23
6.95
1N26 "
1.59
1N27 i1
.97
N34A.!
37.50
1823
1B24
1826
1827

.
.

ohm, 50 watts.

$1.45 each. $85 per C.
$1.75 ea. $98 per C.

CHOKES
UTC Commercial Grade 1, Class A, potted.
12 hy., 110 MA DC. #81854. Labelled.
$1.75 each. $138 per C.
RF CHOKES. W -L Z -O. 1.7 uh., 1 amp.
.Lugs.
10c ea. $50 per C.
Enamelled
5/16x13/4".

.

'

1

IP23
1P24
1P36

3.95
1.79
2.69

..

6.85
10.95

1521

2AP1
2C21 BK33
2C22/7193

.45
.29
.55

2C34/R1C34

..32.50

2C39
2C40
2C43
2C44
2C46
2C51

...14.95
... 1.19

2E222E24

SELSYNS

I

...

8.95

...

1.92

... 3.15
2E26
... 2.15
2E30
8.95
2321A

...

2J22
2328
2327

..24.80

...87.50

2331
2332
2333

...27.50
...27.50

2334
2J36
2337

..110.00

2338
2339
2340
2J46
2348

...11.95
...11.95
...44.50
...39.50
...39.50
...24.50

2.1548

...32.50

2349

.21.50

...47.50

2362
21(25/

723AB .28.75
2X28 ....32.50
2X29 ... 21.75
2K33A ..310.00
3622/EL1C 2.59
3B23/RK22 4.69
3B24
3

R25W

31326

..

5.25

...
...
...
...

4.39
3.59
3.75
8.39

3B27
3828
5.95
3BP1
..124.50
3C22
.10.95
3C23
1.75
3C24/240
2.75
3C31/C1B
...16.95
3C45
1.95
..
3CP1
3CPIS1 .. 1.95
3DP1 .... 4.45
6.95
3DPIA
3DP1-S2A. 8.95
.

.

.

3D21A
3E29
3FP7
3GP1
3HP7

1.65

...

....13.95

...
....
....

1.65
4.39
3.45

4-854 ...19.95
4-125A ..29.95
4-250A ..39.95

Complete New York Stock

of all Leading Manufacturers

4APIO .. 4.45
4622/EL5B 10.95
4B24/EL3C 7.95
41325/6CF
41326/2000
4B28 ....
.

8.95
8.95
4.95
9.69

4832
4C27/CV92 22.95
27.50
4C35
4E27/257814.95
... 3.45
5API
3.45
5AP4
.

.

I

SAVE TIME
SAVE MONEY
SAVE PA ULCERS
PHONE BArclay 7-7777 FIRST
INDUSTRIAL SALES DEPARTMENT

RADIO CORP

Dependable Service Since 1925
386

5131.4

5CP1
5CP7
5C22

5D21
5FP7
5GP1
3P2
5.JP1

...11.75
...65.00
...24.25
...
...

1.85

4.85
...24.45
...22.50

..12.25

5J29
5330s

..59.55°0

..22.50
5.50

SLP1
5NP1

.... 3.75

6AN5
6C21

..23.25
6.25

834

7BP7
7DP4
9GP7
9JP1
9LP1
9LP7
IOBP4

6.55
....14.50

12GP7
12817

..14.75

7.55

..13.76
..13.75
..14.95
.. 4.95
..17.45
.39
..14.75

10Y
12DP7

..1475

..20.95
1.3S

12LP4
15E
15R
1978

.69
.99

23134

28D7
30

.

.. 2.25
.45

special

3545

53A
75TL
IOOR
100TH
í21A
203A
204A
211

77
5.95
.323.25

7.95

...68.50
.6

...49.50
212E
215A
C
227A/5C27 4.59
... 3.69
249C
9.45
..
250E
250TH ...21.95
250TL ...17.95
5.50
274A
274E
276A
2.69
293A
3.95
294A

...
...
...

304TH ... 8.95
304TL ... 8.95
34.95
3054
307A/RK75 4.45
5.95
310A

23.95

323ÁB

327Á/5C37 4.73
..11.95
331A
8.45
350A
3.95
350B
7.80
3ß8AS
..
.95
371A
.69
..
371E
1.45
388A
..7.95
3.95
..
394A

4174
434A
4464
446B
450TH

..

.

..

559

82

70707B Y

708A

3.75

..38.75

471Aí1821

575A
701A
702A
703A
704A
705A
706BY
706CY
706E7

8.75

..27.50
1.15

42.45
12.45
1.35
97.50

..13.45

..

5.75
3.25

...35.00
1.95

..35.00
,39.50

..39.50
..13.95

.. 4.45

.89
'71ÓA/8011
714ÁY .. 4.95
.. 6.39
715A
.. 8.75
715B
..22.50
715C
.98
.. 2.45
7174
..
721A
. 2.35
722A
.. 9.30
7234
723A/B ..19.95
8.75
725A
..18.95
726A
..49.50
726B
..29.50
730A
..89.50
750TL
1.75
800
.25
801A

..

3.95
3.75
11.75
3.75
24.95
1.59
2.69

802
803
804
805
806
807
808

22.50

toll

1.29
6.95
4,25

$1.69 FG105 ..517.95
9.95 FG146 ... 8.95
2.85 FG172 ...33.50
2.73 FG451 ... 4.95
7.75 FG562 ...97.50
2.69
2.33 GL502A ..21.79
8.95
1.05 8F100
.89 HF300 .22.45
9.95 HY1148 .. .89
10.95 147115 .. .69
12.95 HY615 .
.19
2.75 KC4
37.50
8.93 1NJ610 .. 8.75
9.45 M1.101 ..47.50
42.50 REL21 .. 1.85
3.49 110484. .. 4.59
1.45
2.25 RK80/1841 2.25
.45 RK85
..28.50
.27 RK72
4.25 RK73
27.50 RX21A .. 2.49
47.50 EX120 ..12.98
27.50 TZ40
.... 3.75
3.93 V70D
6.95
22.50 VR78
VR91
.98 VR92
1.35 VT127A .. 2.45
1.29 VT158 ..13.95
.. 2.49
35.00
2.95 W111 .. 1.19
.. 3.95
VX33
1.27 VX411.59 WL468 ..19.95
1.75 WL530 ..12.75
1.39 WL531 .. 5.95
9.95 WL532 .. 2.45
3.25 WL578 .. 1.29
9.95 WL816
.34.50
1.45 WL619
.18.95
2.79 WL897
27.50
1.25 283200 .145.00
.95
.95
1.10 00Á4G
1.15
1.20
1.39
4.50 OB
.59
0Z4

809
810
811
812
813

.

814
15

816
826
828
829
8298
830B

832A
833A
838A
837
838
841

.

845
849
851
852
860
881
884
865
868A
868JR
889B
872A
874

.

.

.

..

.

86
878

.

884

992A
905
08

918
919
922
927923

0

931A

.25
.35
.39
.39
3.95
.35
4.95
.79
2.49
.69
.24

954
958
957
958
959
991/NE18
1603
1613
..
1614
1818
1619
1822
1624
1625
.
1628
1829
1830
.
1631
1632
1633
1634
.
1636
.

2.45
1.45

.35.33

5

.75
1.75
.72
.69
.89
2.75
1838
2.25
1641 BK80
.89
. 2.89
1644
1654
1.50
1655
1.25
1885
1.55
1851
.65
1960
4.95
1961
1.45
2050
1.18
2051
6.95
5670
6.75
8005
5.95
8008
1.59
8011
2.65
8012
2.59
..
8013
.. 28.75
8014
8020
. 5.45
8025
1.50
9001
.98
..
9002
1.63
9003
9004

9005
9008
CIJA
C58
BA
CJ
C100D

.

CK502AX
CK503AX
C%50SAX
CK508AX
CK507AX
CK512AX
CK517AX
CK1005
CK1006
E1148
EFSO
F123A
FI27A
F128Á
F606
F660
FG17
FG27A
FG32
FG57
FG81A

.

.

.

.

.35
1.45

.27

9.9S
8.95
7.45
6.39
1.49
2.49
2.95
1.98
2.2S
2.25
2.95
7.45
.48
3.25
.35
.89
7.75
27.50
89.50
37.50
47.50
4.89
4.95
8.95
14.95
3.49

OlA
1Á4P
1ASOT
1A8
1A7GT

.65
.70
.58
.85

.

.

.82
.79
.82
.75

183/8018.

1B4P

..

.

185/258

.

1B7GTCSG
..

.50.67
.85

5Z3
5Z4

.85

8A3

.95
.95
.82
.89

6A4LA
8A6
6A7

6A8GT
6AC5GT
6AC7
6AD7GT
6AE6G
6AF6G
6AG5
8AG7
6ÁH8
BADS
6ÁK5
BAKE

.95
.98

.

1.05

.95

1.29
.78
.85
.82
1.45
1.29
1.95
1.30
1.09
.59
.57
.85
1.25
.85
.85

.

.
.

.
.
.

.

6ÁL5
8A05
BAQ6
BARS
6AT6

.

.

.

.

6AU5
6AU6
BAVE
6ß4G

.

1.251
.955

887

.75
.83
.75
.85
.72
1.59
.95
.95
1.25
.80
.59
.85
.72
.72

61386

6BA6
6ßC5

.

613E8
613E6

6ßG66

.

66138
613@8

.

.

6C4
6C5
6Cß

6C8G
6Cß6
606
6D8

85

6E5
618
6F7

.75

636

.95

55

6J5GT

.95
.80
.BS
.79

637
8.17G

BKBGT
6K7

.85
2.25
1.50

6L6

1D5GP
1076
1D8GT
1ESGT
1E7G

.65
.65
.65

1F4

1646
1080T
1H4G
1H5GT
106GT

LBG
6L6GA
6L7
6L7G
6N7GT
6Q7GT
6117
6S7G
ß586T
65A7GT
6SC7
6SD7GT
65E5
63F5GT

1.50

.93
.85

.85
.79

85

.

.75
.87

íL4

1LA6
1Lß4
1LC5

..

.75
.90
.79
.79

1LC6

LE3
1LG5
1LR4
1LN5
1

6511
8SG7

184
IR
1S4
155
174

IT SGT

1U4
1V
1X2
243
2A4G
2A5
246
2A7

27

2VV3G
2X2

2A
3A4
3137/1291
3136/1299

3LF4...
..

354
3V4

5R4GY
5040
5V4G ...
5X46 ...
5Y3GT ..
.

.

.69
.65
.69
.85
.65
.68
.67
.85
.96
1.10
.85
.45
.45
.45
.40
1.05
.59
1.55
.65
.83
.42
.43
.89
.63
.79
.74
74
1.95
1.32
.69
.98
.79
.75
.45

.

.85
.75
.72

65.17

6SK7GT
6SL7GT
6SNIGT
6507
8SR7GT

75
.75

.es

88

.

.

6SU7GTY
6577 ..
6T7G ..
678
6U5G
BUBGT
607G
6V6
6V6GT

.

.
.

6W4
6W70
6X4
6X5GT
6760
6770
6ZY5G

787
7C4
7C6
7C7
7E5
7E6
7E7
7F7

7H7

.

.

7A4/XX1
7A5
7A6
7A7
7A8
7AG7
7B4
7B5

2.75
.98

1.ó5l

.

7136

.77
.77
.75

1.19
.85
.55

1.10
.75
.88
.65

.69
.69
.69
.85
.69
.50
.75
.65
.72
.65
.79
.85
.75
.52
.85
.68
.65
.80

.

12C8

12F5GT
1286
1235GT
12J7GT
12K7GT

.

.

.

1207

12SA7GT
125C7
125E5

.

1256712SF7

128H7GT
12SJ7GT
12SK7GT
12SL7GT
12SN7GT
128Q7GT

.75
.85
.72
.72
.75
.89

125117

12Z3

.85
.75
.82
.85
.85
.85
.89
.7S
.82

1437

1497
14117

1.85

19B0ß0
25L6GT

.65
.65
.68
.47
.30
.25

21Z5

.

2825Z60T

27

.35
.47
.78
.57
.65

31
32

32L70T
34

.80
.68
.75
.67
.65
.53
.65
.69
.60
.52
.64
.39

5
35435/51

3585
35C5
35L6GT

35W4
3523
35Z4
35x5
36

.

65117

6557
6577

1N5GT
1P5GT
1Q5GT

92
.65
88

.

1213Eß

14F7
í4F8
1407

635

.95
.99
.59
.65
.59
.65
.90
.68

7X7
7V4
7Z4
124
12Á8 ...
12A7
12A8GT
12AH7GT
12ÁL5
12ÁT8
12ÁT7
12AÚ6
12AÚ7
12ÁV6
12HÁ8

14A7

.85

6H6GT

.85
.85
.75
.85
.95
.89

7W7

.87

.95

6G66H66

$1.10

7X7
7L7
7N7
707
787
7S7
7V7

.79
.85

.85

6F8G

6L58G

1C7G

3Q5GT

5Y4G

.
.

.
.
.

.89
.85
.55
1.39
.65
.65
.85
.65
.65
.95
.75
.85
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
1.00
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75

.52

38
39/44
41
42
43
45

.25
.69
.65
.65
.75

.54
.89
.78
.79
1.25
75

45Z3
4525
48

47
48

49

5045
SOBS ....
SOCS
50L6GT ..
50Y6 ....
.

53
56
57
58
59

70L70T
71A

.99
.75

.67
.65
.72
.68
.55
.62
.85
.85

1.35

80
82

.55
.82
.55
.55
.75
.65
.85

83

1.10

7S
76
77
78

83V

73
.805

84/8Z4
85
89

.65
.55
.75
.75
.75

117L7/M7
117N6
117P7
117Z3
117Z6

.92
.75
.69
.25

1.29
1.29
1.29
.65
.89
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PHONE
DIGBY 9-0347-8-9

CABLE

HAMSHACK NEWYORK

TELETYPE
NY1-771

WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES. Pri eº subject to change without notice. F.O.B. NYC, muumuu, order $10.00.
400/0 deposit required. All merchandise guaranteed.
'

225 GREENWICH STREET
NEW YORK 7, N.Y.

4.45

5ßP1

.324.45
. .12.25

SJP4

SEE

4JARRISON

¡t d

300'

We are clearing our tremendous tube stock at the lowest prices ever. Take advantage of this opportunity to stock up. Transmitting -Cathode Ray -Magnetrons -Photo Electric-Klystrons -Special Purpose -Receiving.

OI13/V8I50

Std. Brand oil filled.

ohm

TUBES!! BRAND NEW! STANDARD BRANDS! TUBES!!

New

IN STOCK!
PRICES SLASHED!
SUPPLY LIMITED

511.95.

roll

3" Scope Shield.
15 HY ® 800 MA Choke
2 mid 3000 V Condenser.

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

Feet

... Brand

Coaxial Cable -75

RG59/U

STEEL TOWERS

RADIO HAM SHACK Inc.
189 GREENWICH STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
August, 1952

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

-lHyS Z

WANTED WANTED

PANEL METERS

Test Sets TS -12, 13, 14, 33, 35, 148, 147,
174, etc. Radio Radar Equip. ARC -1, 8,
ART -13, ATC, APS-10, 15, 33, 34, TPQ-2,
BC -348, 342, BC -1016 Recorders, etc.
41 SPECIALS OF THE MONTH
CALL!
WRITE!
WIRE!

2" SQUARE WESTON-SANGAMO
0-20 Volts D. C...$2.95
0-90 Volts D.l'... 2.95
0-.5 Amp R.I'.. . 2.95
0-100 Ma (0-300 scale)

0-5 Ma
0-500 Microamp

$2.95
4.95
$2.95

RADAR COMMUNICATIONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
FLUXMETER

Portable Gauss Meter with range of 500-4000
Gauss. Used to test Magnetron and other magnets. Probe has a gap of 114". Complete. Brand

We maintain a completely equipped reconditioning
shop and development laboratory. All equipment is
reconditioned and checked out to original specs. Our
laboratory facilities, technical and production knowhow and thirty thousand feet of space is available
for electronic subcontracts.

AN/ARC-1 TRANS/REC.

Provides Radio -'telephone Colnmunleation between
Aircraft or Aircraft and Ground. Complete with
Shock Mount and Control Box. Input: 28V DC.
Excellent condition. Available in either 10 or 20
Crystal Controlled Channel 100-156 MCS. checked

$32.50

New

-.s

TS-34/AP SYNCROSCOPE AND OSCILLOSCOPE.
Used to test and service airborne and ground radars.
Complete in portable carrying case with all probes,
cables and accessories. Input 110v 60-2600 eye.
Excellent condition.
TS -I6 Altimeter Test Set. Used to check various
wavemeter.
accurate
as
an
altimeters
or

$29.95

New

TS-6I/AP S -band Echo Box. Using meter provided.
it is possible to maximize the XMTR adjustment
and determine relative power output. Complete with
$140.00
probe and cable. Very good condition
TS-I3/AP Xa band signal generator, wave meter.
wattmeter. Precision lab microwave. Test set will
provide either pulsed or CW output in Xa band.
Input 115v 60-800 eye.
TS-226/AP used to measure peals power output of
any xmitter in the range of 200-1000 nies. Has provision for oscilloscopic signal observation and built
in calibration. Part of AN/APM-29.
TS-69/AP freq. meter covering range of 400-1000 mes.
complete with calibration charts, antenna & crank.
$72.50
In metal carrying case. Excellent
TS-170/ARN-5 XTAL controlled test ose. with the following freq. ranges: 332.6. 333.8, 335.0 depending on
XTAL in use. This set is used to align glide path
receivers. Batteries and antenna are self contained.

Excellent condition.
TS-89/AP Voltage Divider. 1:10 and 1:100 ratios.
Ride hand for true pulse shaves. Output to acope.
TS-10/APN Altimeter Test Set. Good condition. Complete with cables and dummy antenna
$35.00
TS-12/AP V.S.W.R. Test Set for X -band. Complete
with amplifier, slotted line, termination, adaptors,
etc. In 2 carrying cases. Excellent.
TS-45/APM-3 X -band signal generator. 8900-9600
mes. pulsed & CW output. Used to check APS4
and similar sets.
TS-36/AP X-band Power Meter. Consists of power
measuring circuit. Horn antenna, co -ax to wave
guide adaptor, connecting cable and probe. Will
measure either absolute or relative power. Nominal band of usefulness is approx. 8.5-9.7 KMC.
TS-3/AP S -band Frequency and Power Meter. Portable. Battery operated. Complete with all cables.
TS33/AP X -band Frequency Meter. 8500-9600 mes.
Contains crystal detector and indicating meter. Output to scope will indicate pulse wave shape.
TS-62/AP X -band Echo Box. 8400-9600 mes. tuned
and untuned Input. Will indicate resonance on
meter. Complete with pick up antenna and cable.
1E-19 TEST SET. V.H.F. portable equipment covering 100-156 mes. Used to test SCR -522, ARC -1,
ARC -3. etc. Complete with signal generator, field
strength meter and accessories. In carrying case.
Excellent.
BC -221 PRECISION FREQ. METER. Covers 150ke20,0001tc.
Can he supplied with or without
modulation. Portable. Complete with calibration
hook and crystal. Excellent.
S -BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR. Laboratory test set
using 707 Klystron In McNally Cavity. Has precision
attenuator and wave meter. Complete with cables.
Mfg'r. Western Electric. Input 110v 60-2600 rye.

$400.00
CW-60/ABM wavemeter in portable carrying case with
$97.50
calif). chart & cables. New

OTHER4TEST SETS
LM
TR-189/Il
IE-36
TS-110/AP
TS-59/APN
TS-164/AR
TS-23/APN
TS-19/APQ-5
TS-18/AP
TS-98/AP
TEN -'IIA"'fhermi-ter Bridge

'TS-278/AP

'TS-102/AP
TS-47/APR
TS-189/AP
TS-268/UP
1-1.",0

AN/TPS-3 PORTABLE RADAR

Lightweight Portable Search Radar for detection
of aircraft, in the frequency range of 600 MCS.
power input: 115v 400 cyc. 1330 watts, 28V DC
400W. Complete installation.

our.

AN/APS-15A RADAR

1

1

High resolution X -band Navigation and Blind
Bombing Radar. Can be used for high or low altitude blind bombing, precision navigation and to
home on X -band ground beacons. Can also be
used for ground installations. Available with or
without the flux gate gyro stabilizing system. Presentation is a 5" P.1'. I. a 3" A scope and a 5"
remote P.P.I. Power input is 28v and 110v 400
cyc. Weight is approx. 375 lbs. installed. Electrical characteristics are as follows: freq. X -band,
power output approx. 40 KW, range 5, 30, 50 and
100 mile search and beacon. Antenna beam width
4°. Supplied from stock, reconditioned and checked
out.
SCR -718A, AM, C high altitude altimeter. A complete equipment for installation in aircraft to
determine height above terrain. The range of
SCR-7I8A, AM is 0-5000 ft. SCR -718B, C is
0-56.000 ft. power input 115v 400-2600 eye.
MOBILE POWER PLANT
(GAS DRIVEN)
Output: 220v-3KW-60 eye. One phase. Excellent condition, checked out.

SEE

PHONE: DIGBY 9-0347-8-9
WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES
Prices subject to change without notice.
F.O.B.. NYC minimum order $10.00.
20°6 deposit required. All merchandise
guaranteed.

ELECTRONICS

-

August, 1952

Excellent condition.

SCR -536 Xmitter-Receiver (handy talkie). Freq. range
3885-5500 KC. Complete with coils, tubes, crystals.
Very good condition. Pair
$185.00

AN/APA-10 Panoramic Adaptor for use with any receiver with following IF's: 455KC, 5 mes, 30 mes.
Unit will give panoramic presentation (I me wide for
455KC input) (100KC for 5MC input) (2MC for :In
lises input). Power input 115v 400 cyc. but can be
changed with the addition of a proper power transformer. Excellent condition
$175.00
10 CM R.F. package, 2700 mes.
Consists of BC -1007
modulator and BC -1091 RF head. Power output
approx. 40 KW. Complete with tubes
$125.00
AN/CRT-3 Victory Girl. Dual frequency emergency
lifeboat xmitter.
Complete with xmitter, kit.,
hydrogen generator, etc. New in knapsack. C.A.A.

SCR -555 DIRECTION FINDER

approved.

AN/APR-5

Radar Search Receiver. Freq. range
1000-3100 mes. Will detect signals up to 10.000
mes. with reduced sensitivity. Contains oscillator

and mixer cavity, IF strip, power supply. Input
60-2600 eye. 115v. Excellent condition.
T-50 Radiotelegrash Transmitter complete with rower
supply and all accessories with spares. Portable.
New in cases
$273.00
AN/APT-5 300-1500 mes. xmitter cavity oscillator
using 3C22 lighthouse tube. Power output 30 watt.;.
Noise modulated. Excellent condition. Complete
with all tubes
$169.50
PE -104 Vibrapack for SCR -284. Overseas packed In

AN/UPN

1
& 2 PORTABLE
RADAR BEACONS

beacons that can be interrogated by any
radar in a 45 mile range and will answer
with a coded reply which can be changed as
desired. The UPN-1 is battery operated. The
UPN-2 is 110v 60-2600 cyc. Weight is approx.
S -band
S -band

65

original cartons with spare vibrator. Large quantity

available. New.
SCR -522 VHF Airborne Command Equipment. Freq.
range 100-156 mes. in 4 channels receiver and

lbs. complete.

APR -1 MICROWAVE RECEIVER

We can supply from stock AN/APR-1 receivers and
3 tuning units to cover the freq. range of 38-1000
mes. These receivers are almost identical to the
APR-4 equipment and the tuning units are directly
interchangeable. These sets have outputs for a pan adaptor and pulse analyzer which can be supplied on

request.

AN/APS-4 RADAR

Airborne X -Band Search and Attack Radar housed
in a plastic bomb assembly that can be jettisoned
at will. Presentation is a 3" B -scope. Range 3-75
miles. Freq. approx. 937.5 MCS. Supplied complete with all amplifiers, indicators, junction box;

input 115v 800-2600 cyc and 28v DC.

AN/APS-2 RADAR

Airborne S -Band Search Bombing and Surveying
Radar using 5" PPI and 3"A scope. This equipment is an ideal low cost Radar for commercial or
military aircraft. Using UPN-1 or 2 S -Band portable beacons, very accurate mileage measurements
can be made to over 45 miles between the APS-2
and the beacon. Provides a very rapid surveying
method. Charac. as follows: Range 5, 20, 50, 100
miles; 360° PPI sweep: freq approx 2900 MCS;
power input 28v and 115e 400-2600 eye. Complete,
checked nut ready for installation.
AN/APS-3 Airborne x -band search and Homing radar.
Complete. Contains RF head, modulator. synchronizer,
control boxes, plugs, antenna, etc. 115V 400 eye.
SQ 10 CM PORTABLE R ADAR. This set is a se::
oniplete installa: ilia
cmuuact search radar.
available. New in caro ping cases. Tech. data

as follows:
power Input:

90-130v

ey eye.: pulse rate: 800
ye.; range: 3. 15. 45

miles; pulse width: 1
.:300 s. min.
fing?. OH ranges: I.F.F.

nutnut available:
point.
:
I
Kw': ben,::
width: 84 horiz. 15'
synch.

accuracy-`
output

vrt.
presentation:
Be P.P.1.

A.

Freq. range

200-1750KC.
Complete with BC -433-G receiver.
BC -434, LP -21, 1-81, 1-82, BK22, etc
Very
good condition
$129.95
TCS Marine Radio Telephone and Telegraph Xmitting
and Receiving Equipment. Freq. range 1500 12000KC.
Consists of xmitter, receiver, antenna loading coil,
remote control box, power unit, cables, etc. Power
input is 12 or 32v DC. We can supply an 110v A('
power supply for stationary use at additional cost.

Freq. range 13-65 ors. Complete installations available including the gllonset hut. Bearing indication is
astral -null or left -right bearing on a meter type indicator. Power input is 12v. Weight of complete
installation, approx. 2500 lbs.

I

Marine

Radar
S -Band
Compact Sea Search Radar for small vessels.
P.P.I. indication is provided. Complete in original cases with complete sets of spares. Excellent condition.
SO -13

SCR -269/G Automatic Radio Compass.

transmitter. Crystal controlled. Complete equipment. Consists of trans/ree, control box BC -602.
dynamotor PE -94, ANI04A antenna, plugs, etc.
Power input with PE -94 in 28v. We can supply
PE -90 dynamotor for 12v input at attditinnal en,;.

HEADSETS -MICROPHONES

(CONDITION: EXCELLENT. CHECKED OUT)
Headset 8000 ohm PL -54 Plug
$2.95
HS -23 Headset 8000 ohm PL -54 Plug
4.95
HS -30 Headset 200 ohm
2.95
HS -33 Headset 600 ohm PL-354 Plug
4.95
HS -38 Headset 600 ohm PL -354 Plug
2.95
T-30 Throat Microphone PL -291 Plug
.95
T-17
PL -68 Plug
4.75
HS -18

MISCELLANEOUS

Sound powered

chest and headsets MI -2454-B
type O, mfg. RCA. Brand new. Pair
$ 29.95
R-57/ARN-5 receiver
29.30
AS-32/APX-1 antenna
2.50
AN/CRC-7 V.H.F. Nandi-talkies 112MC CRIB Controlled.
RA -62 power supply for SCR -522
165.00
RA -34 power supply for BC -375
250.00
RC -1206 beacon
. 200-400
KC 28v in. exec.
14.95
MN/26-Y compass receiver. Excellent
24.95
BC -1016 tape recorder. Complete. New
C
receiver
.
29.95
C-3 Navy snooperscope
case, Dees
flashlight batteries
425.00
BC -1284 lighthouse tube preamplifier
69.95
AN/ARC-4 2 meter trans/rec..
22.50
AN/APA-17 radar direction finding antenna, back
to back parabola; freq range 300.1000 mcs
horizontally and vertically polarized
59.00
RC -996 interphone amplifier
9.95
R4-42 motor antenna reel
6.95
.'0 Mc I.F., strips using BAKS
24.95
R0-7/APR-23 recorder for APR
135.00
AS-27/ARN-5 antenna.
4.95
Excellent
C RA -500-1500
KC receiver
24.95
ID/80/RPA-17 indicator. Excellent
129.95
R-28/ARC-5 100-156 me. receiver
34.95
BC -639 receiver
New
RM -29 remote control.
New
17.95
13.95
BC -455 6-9 me receiver
14.95
BC -454 3-6 me receiver
00-800
liter/receiver
39.95
BC -350 100-156 me xmitter
49.50
RA -300 FM exciter (mfg. Tempro).
New
37.50
FL -8 filter
3.95
FL -5 filter. Less cables. Fair........
2.85
case.
with all
3Cacrea GS AP
carrying ca
Excel
19.95
access.
v/
antenna.
Fair.
4.93
We have a large stock of TS-34A/AP spares.
Weh
.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
Infrared Snooperscope

fer 09.49
R SUPPLY
//3MA, thing P Doubler PCkt1{Be
Trae.for mer, Rectifere, Socket. Resistors. Cenecitorn and Diagram
16.98
TAB "SUN -FLASH" LAMPS
$4.98:

v5ESPE

rab"
No.

53GT

Replaces
Ge PT114
AMOLO 5804X
GE FT 210
GE FT 403

T
22ST

FT 214
FT 110

Ul0

No. 1
235T
V
9

3530Te FT
V4X4/X400

200
500
200
250
200

4300

SYLV;

2

W -Sec.
Max. Each
100
100

808

5000
200

trkt.

98.49
9.98
9.98
15.98
9.98
10.98
10.98
54.98
12.98

.

Tra .former, Rectifier.

PHOTOFLASH CAPACITORS

2x.36 MFD, total .72 MFD per unit, 80 unit .21.6
MFD/1800 VDC 38.8 Walt Ber
05.95
30 unite 21.BMFD/3000VDC/84.8 watt eec..57.95
Save on Rey acernents Write for Details
15MFD 330VAC 1500VDC Inter mitteat...S3.90
25MFD 330VAC 11300VDC Intermittent... 6.49
16MFD 800VAC 2800VDC Intermittent... 6.95
18MFD 860VAC 3000VDC Intermittent... 7.95

.........

OIL CAPACITORS
Mfd.

Each

5o wade

4

.49

150wrde
1-1-3-5
.69
250wrde
2x.25

.35

1.2

.39

300wrdc
400wede

2x.1

.49
.59
.09
1.69
2.29
2.49
2.89
.75

2x.5

.94

1

5
1

4
8

8

10

30.1

2

6

.6
.5

6
2
3
4

5
6
7

10
20.1

6

2
3

8

.1

4
2

.2
2
4

800wrde

.2

4000wede
8.98
5000wvde
4.49

10.98
19.98

.1

1.69
1.98
4.98

7600wrde

.03
.05

2.98
3.49

10000wrde

.03
3.49
12000wedc
.02
4.98

.69

.33

2.5
2.8

1.09
1.15
1.19
1.29
1.49
3.49
3.98
6.49

3
4

5
12

15
25
40

.79
.89
.98

9.98

405eex/

.15

1200de

1.29

600rse/

1E00dc
6.98

10

660rae/
2000de

5
6
HT

16

12

4.49
4.98
6.98
7.98

fr010
for

BLOWERS
40CFM 2$ exode
$5.98
250CFM 28 vacdc
9.96
250CFM with 28 to 116
175CFTrans
M 220 vac..

11.95

11.98
6.90
8.98

-

40CFM 24 ade BLI000
70CFM 115V 400 Cycle

PL2595
UHF ANTENNA

UHF ANTENNA 12'/30CM ATO/ARR1 IIeable

Citsn & Hem Band Toe. Coax Term Silo Pl Cont
Mobile Mtg....390: 4 for $1.00
0má H'w.abore
TV CONICAL ANTENNA Sturdy Prefab Incl.
8 elements A 100 ft. Copper Twine: Croee Bar
& Hdwere. Brand New....
56.95
MICROWAVE ANT A3í25 APR. 1000 to
3400Me /U0581J Term In Built HiPass Fltr
Flan
Mt Incl. H'ware
95.98
ANT /ÁÑ13011, 33' Whip
198

Ì

......

SECTIONAL ANTENNAS

M549-52, 1234 ft
$1.69
MS49-53, 16 ft
2.49
BASES. MP22 .3.98. MP48..3.98. MP47 .3.75

DC MILLIAMMETERS
5-1Ma 8' eq. Weston
87.50
0-25Ma, Weston 8' so
6 98
0-100Ma 2 H' Rod
5.98
MISCELLANEOUS TYPES

0-50 Micro Ammeter 3' eq. Weston
VU. Weeton Vol. Level Indict
0-8V A.C. 3' Std Keeton
0-150V A.C. 3' eq. Weston Rent. Type
57-63 Cycles Freq. Mar. 3' RND
0-120MA RF 354 Rnd Weston

-20+3

$16.98
16.98
3.49

8.98

4.98
14.98
12.98

Sn

LINE FILTERS

tOAmp/l3ovacdc

0.1 to
1000 Men
51
30Amp/25ovacde 0.1 to
1000 Mee
3.98
SOAmp800veo/250vac.
Fltre
both sides of line. 9.99

for 51.98
HIGH CURRENT MICA CNDRS
CYLINDRICAL SIMILAR TYPE "G"
AMPS
MFD
KV
MC
EACH
110 vacdc GE

2

.01

l0

SO

3

.004
.0025
.005
.0025
.001
.0012
.002

20
20

22
22
30
20

3

12

20
20

18
22

I5

30

3
1

3
3
3
3

30

BALL BEARINGS
RISS Barden
34KDD Fafnir
391(0D Fafnir
13304 51(F
200 KDD Fafnir
ß12,12R Norma
305 Norma
6304 515F

1

ID

16/64
10/64
20/64
23/64
25/64
24/64
63/64
50/64

OD
40/64
40/64
55/64
1 1/64
1 11/64
2 32/64
2 28/64
2 3/64

549.50

45.00
45.00
48.00
28.95
110.00
35.00
40.00

Thick -

ness Each
13/64 S .78
.75
12/64
17/64
.98
20/64
.90
22/64 1.00
27/64 1.89
42/64 1.80
38/64 1.45

866A KIT AND XFORMER

Tubes, Bette. ern/1'115v 60ers
2.6vot, 10A/Hvinsul
2

388

Ixet, outpt

06.98

Immediate delivery.
to your specificatio
18/14
20/18
38/28
54/40
130/100
Volt. Volts Volts Volts
Volte
2.20
2AMP
3.60
6.50
10.50
4AMP
3.75
6.75
8.75 2.5 Aß13.
5AMP
4.95
7.95 12.95
27.00
10AMP
6.75
9.98 12.00
20.00
45.00
8.50
16.00
25.50
12AMP
52.50
20AMP 13.25 16.20 24.00 36.00
24AMP 16.00
31.00 39.50
30AMP 18.50 24.30 36.00
36AMP 25.50
45.00
C.T. Rant 100 amp 10-0-10V
544.95
80 amp 18-0-18V 29.95; 36-0-36V 80 amp.53,95
Full Wave Selen Rect & Trac.. with Ageing Tape,
In Kit form. All 115V/80ey Input.
to 16VDC at 12 ammo
to 28VDC at 12 ampe
to 28VDC at 48 amps
to 920VDC at tiamps
This 6 amp supply has no ageing tape.

8

O A3/V R75

0132

G 63/ V R90
O C3/V R105

OD3/ V R150
1B3/016
1B21/471A
1822
1823
1826
1B26
1637
1632/532A
1B35
1637
1838
1940
1641
1942

.83

.

1E146

1B53

1856
1658

3C45.......

17.98

3021A
3022
3023
3E29
4-125A

13.95
4.90
14.95
29.95

3D6/í299....

1.23
1.37
1.09
1.19
.98

36VCT-24V-18V/24Amp
END EQUIPMENT BUYS
Reyr Ae

6Á115W
75.00 GANG
33.98 (ALS.......
9.90 6ÁL707....
19.90 6ÁN5.......

JAN.

6.445

2C43

43/464A,
2044

26.75
9.49 6AQ5W

2C5í

6.45
5.98
1.49
2.19
2.39
1.39
2.39
29.75
79.95
59.95
39.39

OARS
6A R6
6Á5S

120.00
12.70
17.75
49.50
250.00
28.50
39.45
27.50
249.50
85.00
199.50

6ßA6
6BÁ7
6ßC5

1.20 6AQ6
3.69 6A Q7G T....

2Cß0

2C52
2E31
2E36
2E41
2E43

2021.....

51

2.131

2136
2137
2238
2J39
2242
2148
2J49
2J50
2252
2255
2156
226
262

.....

6AQ6

6AV5GT.,
6AV6
6AW6

6640
6607

60D5GT....
6881381386

68 F5
6BF6
$6.13F07$.
6ßF7
B

000

4.95 6BG7

49.4S 6BH6
39.95 6616
2K25/723AB 39.00 66117
21428
32.00 66 L7G T....
23.96 6BN6
21429
21425

300.00
398,00

21433
21435
21439

300.00

2K42

145.00
135.09
360.00
460.00
118.00
3622....... 2.70
4.95
3823/ßK22
21443
28646
21447
21448

,

3625
3626
3628

'

4.50
3.70
7.90
125.00
3C22
3C23
13.45
3.45
3C31/C1B
3033
14.98
3034/8 8624
6.49

.79

9

6Á57G......
6ÁT6
6ÁU507....

2.79
4.35
.82
1.49
.69
1.29
.59
1.89
1.59
,79
1.27

THAT'S
A
BUY

3.98
29.98
14.95
3.98
3.98
29.95
129.50
125.00

C'.oudv

CR522A Leee/Xtale /Tubes
.. 69.95
ANTENNA Relay ßC442 -A. Meter. Thrml
Couple, 50 molt vac Cod.r Complt
8.95

831R/50239 Receptacle
831SPN/P1.259A Plug
8'I1SP/PI 259 Plug
83IJ/PL258 Junetton
CORD CD307A W/JK26
PL55 5 It Ions
CORD e
e as above 8

noi

/lite

539.69

1203. t/3b0Ma, 114Ovet/70
7ß8V/200 Ma

VIZ
Tell

50.50
.65
.50

L

ft

.95

1.09

12 ft.........
1.49
CORD 130817COAXIAL
CABLE per ft.. .. ..
.12
CORD R(31113 b foot length.
08
Per ft
CORD CD277 6/CNDT R.
P/O BC312
1.89
RG59U CABLE per ft. .0$;
300 (Twine: 100 ft
41.90
51.29;

.

65ß7Y......

65

K7GT.. ..

5SL7GT....
65 N7GT....
65N7WGT..
6ß07G7....
6ßR7

6557

6577.......
65U7GTY..,
(VG..... ...
(VOGT
6W4GT

í2A H7GT...
í2A145

l2A KSW....
í2A L5 .. .. ..
12ÁT7
12ÁU6
12AU7
12ÁV6
12AV7
12A W

6.....

12AX4GT...
12AX7
12ÁY7
2

126n6
í26E6
12BF6

128117

126Y7
12ßZ7
12507
FG17

1978.......
19V8

ß1120A... ..

....

1.06
1.49
2.55
1.65
1.98
.89
.99

FG27A... ..
HV27

ßK28Á
28117. .....
FG32/5558..
,

35Z5GT....
RK39
RK48
RK49
50L6GT
60

....

81..........
FG8IA.....
62

82V
83

ß3V

84/626
P095/5560..
F090
100TH
F0í04.. ..

F0105......

117L/M7GT,

117N7GT...
117P7GT...
117Z6GT...
117Z7GT...

F123Á......

Xl

F127A

1.19
1.39
.99
.89
.89
1.39
.99

VT127A.
CV148. ..
VT156

...
...

F0í66
FG172

...

NumbersSock
t

2500V for Cet 0.3V/.8A. 3.15V/1.75 red Haine
4/13C412 reyylmat
$7.98
1320V 8. 379 VCT/11ome 5V/3A, 2.ßV/
9.98
3.2óA' B.8V/á.70A Held Hole.

1000VCr'/200MA, 18V/.56A. 0.3V/5A. 5V/
1000VC'

/45MÄ .. lOOvet/{Öm,

Hyaena Core........... .
900V/35MA 2:2.5V/2A :clot 1866'dblr
two 2.3 fil. wiedgs held
840VCT/11OMA, 530vet/21ma. 2:5V/3A.
8.3vet/IA. 6.3vet/.3A..
770VCT/85MÁ 0/3A, 88V8.6Á. Tbeod
75OVCT/200MA, 0.3V/6A, 5V/4amp
72OVCT/115MÁ, 2:6.3V/.6
6.05V/IA,
6.3V I.11Á
700VC /120MA, 2:6.8V/SA. 6.8V/IA
600
0MÁ, Tapped S10vrt, 5.3V/7A,
2.5V/3A l.olatIee Winds 11131/.45A
6.3V/5A
.

CSA3///3

1.65
2.98
2.43

2.98
1.07
.95
11.49
12.45
7.65
9.65
ß33A....... 39.45
834......,,. 5.95
4.75
836
037
1.45
049
29.45
4.90
860
23.95
861
865......... 1.29
1.50
36.95
869.......,
g72Á
3.29
250.00
893A
.85
C K100ß
3.35
Cß1027
9.9e
0141028

MA

.

Q1(10892.98
CK1090

2.98

Xtel Diodes
1N23Á
1N21ß
1N21C
1N22
31123

1N23A
1N23ß

íN25
11126
íN27

1.55
3.00
21.50
1.25
1.35
2.35
3.49
4.98
4.75

1.55
3.50

1N29

16132

1N34
1N34A

íN35
1N3ß

1N43

11144
11445
11146

íN47
íN48
íN51
íN52
íN54
íN55
íN56
íN97
1N58
1N60

1N61.....,.

1N63K63...
1N64

1N67......

,

íN69.......
K34
CK705

011706

CK707

ti

3.49
1,10
3.98
8.95
3.95
3.9E
3.25

5895

2.69
1.98

.79;SL98;

51//604

10.98
1.98
3.89
2.95
16.85

5V/115A

13.981

A19.98
PLATE TRANSFORMERS

750VCT 650MA W ß011V TAP HmeId....016.95
1100VC /212MÁ PRI. 115 or 230V Ced.. 6.80
1500V AS V'dblr WE. SIG 3515629/7500V/

3Ó0V/10MA

Ced WE 101913

5

Hvias......

5500VCT/650MA USN Wet.he Cod

69.95

Dual 30Hy/00m8 Cod..
..$ .98
l5Hy/40ma AC/DC sets.3 for .98
12 Hy/69ma/Ced/ H'Sl d/3 K
V,ne UBN
.. 2.25
10He/B.Sma IS 98'
2 for 1.79
í0H/Sid/1

23.75
.64
.98
1.65
1.43
4.15
9.98
1.69
1.21
1.39
.69
5.49
.59
.45
1.85
.89
2.35
.89
.89
1.19
.60

2.10
2.49
.69
1.95
1.98
1.39
.77
.54
1.80

KVioG/Cad/
s

16!

00Hy/126me/Ced/H'8Id
D UI2Hy/160ma/Ced/

o

2 S9

Vine

2.96
4.95
8.95

12Hy/300ma/Ced/5KVine/H'81d
208 /300me or í6H/y/400me/l2KVine
10H13.5YY 200ma7KVine
Hmeld Jeer..
SHY 225ma Thordaeoa

0

.. 52 95
3.50

MICA CAPACITORS

Brand
NEW
Mode to

2111

Rigid
Gov't

- ilk

Specs.

Flg. 8..001 f, 10e; 006 n I. 23e; .01 to te, 35e.
Fig. C. Solder Lug Terminals & Moe Holes
Mfd.
Each
Mid
Each
608 WV
600 WV
50 29

.0001
.001

.01

Fil.

Mfd.

Each

$0.29
.37
.42
.44
.49
.005
.54
.015
.71
.02
.78
.03
1.19
.039............ 1.29
.000"6

.0008.5
.0012
003

.039............
.04

.05

1200 WV

.001

1.98
2.09
2.39

.61
.66
.71
.75

.002
.0051

.0068

Flo.

Mfd.

E

250 VDC

.0.5

.04
.05

.003
.005
006

1500

VDC

2000 VDC

.01

015

02
.03........

.002b
.000

2500 VDC
3000
...

VDC
._

1200

.002
.004
.005

50.47
2.59
89
3.Oß

1.08
1.19
1.25
1.39
1.68
1.9$
2.35

1.08

65

1

.66
.68
.71
.78

.00047..........

Term & Mta

Mid.

.59

Eaeh

1200 WV

$0.70
.89

.01

.013

1.89

.03

.033........
.0004

.

2500 WV

2.39

.59

.002............ 1.09

.0022...........
.0024
.0035
.0038
.0043
.005
.006
.01

.016............
3880 WV

1.09
1.13
1.15

Lí9

1.29
1.43
1.55
1.89
2.19

005.

1 55

Mfd.

Each

Upright Xmto Micas
Each

50.76
1.19

WV

.01..........
2505 WV

D. Screw

600 WV

.0001

.2

.02
.03

.42
.45
.53
.55
.59
.63
.66

.002
.004
.005.
.006
.008

.0001
.0003
.0007

.0055

51.08
1.15
1.19
1.39

3000 VDC
1.15
.001 ....
1.70
.0 5
3500 VDC
.78
.000033
050 VDC
1.65
.000083
1.79
.0001

.00018
.0003
.00043
.0008
.001
01

.78

2.39
2.75
2.05
3.59
3.09
4.79

Money

CstadnCo
Ml.Oly)
S5 Min. Order
F.O.B. N.Y.C. Add
Shpe. Charles&21%
Dep. Tubes Gtd. via
R-Exp. only. Prises
to Change

THAT'S
A

BUY
.CORNER

4.98

2.95500VT/OM8V4AHel.

6VCT/6A, 6V/5A, 6VCT/8A
6.3vet/4A'(gud 0.SA) 01'81d HVio.
6.3ret/1A
6.3r/.6Á
2.5v/2A
7.Sret/12A
15Kvins
24r/6a esd
4.98; 24v/1.25 sod
2.5vet/10Amp
2a12V/2A
5V/2A 6V/3A... 2.251 4V/6A

Onn65

//

X

8.98

...........

826
829
829B
832
832A

6, N.Y U.S.A.

880vet/

56ma. 9a5V/8A. 8.3vet/IA, 8vet/.3A e.d
Heine can be esed 3e rating Raytheon

816/ß661r...

A

,

0.3V 8A, 6V 2A

45

3.45

$1
815

íN39.......
íM40

DEPT, 8F SIX CHURCH ST. NEW YORK

6.3V/4.55A, 6.3V/.3A
6.3V/1.25A, 3V/1.25A

3.89

250TH
2507E
18.50 811
2.90
8.90 812
2.70
.89 304TH
8.90 8143......... 12.49
.89 3047E ......

4í7A.......

5.98
4.98

.

8.8V6VYA.

3.9E
3.49
1.98
2.98
5.8V/lA E1. 5; 0.3V/.11A.., 1.49
4.95
FREED 6V/10A
WE
5V4A
2.0
F EED 2.5v/et/10A cod
4.9S

Mfgre
Us
Your Needs.
Glue Nitersa
d SI, Corps

3.90

19.98 801A ..
3.90 803.........
1.96 805
14.49 807....
49.00 808.....
31.50' 809.........

1.49
8.95
18.50
29.95
1.05
3.89
44.00
52.00
15.95
13.95
2.69
1.26
1.26
1.79
.59 CK502AX... 1.79
.93 014503ÁX...
1.79
.89 CNSOSAX...
1.79
.74 CK506AX... 1.79
.69 ßH507
9.98
1.35 CK509AX.., 1.26
1.79 C N512A X ... 3.15
1.20 CK522AX... 2.49
.99 CK525AX... 3.15
2.95 CK526AX... 3.95
1.49 CK528AX...
2.39
.79 CK529AX..,
2.98
.79 0Lß28
2.00
1.75 CK531DX.,. 261::9303
1.98
.89 31
6.98
.85 CK032DX... 1.98
1.29 WL532
3.98
1.35 CK533AX... 1.19
1.25 CK534AX...
.89
1.05 CK536AX...
.89
3.95 011ß37A X... 4.98
1.09 CI(S38DX...
.89
1.62 0115390X... 1.98
8.95 CK541DX.,. 1.98
.98
1.90 CKS420X...
1.19 CK5430X...
.9B
.69 CK544DX...
98
.79 CK546DX..,
1.98
.99 CK547DX..,
1.98
8.70 014ß71A X/
10.95
Sß86
4.18
4.89 014573/AX
6029...... 4.45
1.39
10.49
13.85 W L579
.59 W L579ß.... 12.98
2.n9 NU627
18.00
6.85 WL652...... 65.00
7.50 WL676.
39.95
35.00
.69 W 168
.69 707.4
7.90
1.69 7078
17.49
3.90 7í5A
6.4S
1.39 7156....... 6.90
1.39 715C
29.85
3.dß 7í7A
1.49
1.79 73ß6Y
48.40
.99 718CY
48.45
24.85 739.4
49.95
19.95 721A
2.49
8.89 722.4/287.... 2.45
37.98 723.4
11.95
18.98 723A/0
25.00
1.59 72411
3.95
1.79 7240
3.45
1.39 725A
8.90
1.19 726A
8.45
1.49 7266
59.95
7.90 726C
69.95

...

.

FILTER CHOKES

.89

.79 38ßA
2.25
.79 617A/5842...
.69 GL434A
1.12 44BÁ
1.33 446B.......
3.37 450TH
2.25 4ß07L
.69 460/HF200..
.69 WL468
1.45 0L471Á.. ..
1.98 CKSOIX.. ..
2.98 C/4501AX...
1.11 GL502A....

210V/15Ms

S.Ba 7A.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

CONNECTORS CABLE

.69 240/3C24. ..
1.23 258Q6GT...
1.65 25L6GT
.89 25Z5
.79 25Z6GT....

2.15
1.65
1.49
68117
1.69
6BQ6GT,... 1.29
6607
2.15
6BY5G... .. 3.45
6C2í
29.45
6066
.89
2.49
6CD6G
2,70
C62/5C 21 ... 6.95
614
7.85
6150T
.59
.69
66:1454A
6.45
6L6
2.09
6L6G
1.69
6L6GA
1.69
6L6GAY.... 2.29
65A7GT
.89
65A7GTY... 3.37

....

12.98

P. Lees

90221 Sig. Gen. Eno.

21.95
19.98

.

Tubes

S

.90 12AT6

2.98
1.49
.69
1.29
2.90
.59
3.98
1.00
1.29
2.9.78

6Aß6

Less

.e

Tubes. Al Is
B C60S Amp. Lens Tubes, AN le
ßC906 Frey. Mtr. cuy. rond
1222A Sig. (3 n, í15V/60 C

6ßF5
6ßF7
6ßG7
65117
40.95 6517

6AK5

2C39
2C40
2C40

Tubee & Dyne

RM29 Control Unit. BRAND NEW
EE6S Time Interval Signal, Used
1-108 Range Calibrator. Metal Case
1-198 Sie_. Gen. Good Cond., Lees Tubes.,

.69 6507
3.98 65 D7GT....

2.85 4-2ß0A
2.20 4-í000A.....108.50
9.90 4C35
27.25
17.49 ELSBHD..
16.90
2.45 5C21/C6J.., 6.95
14-98 ßC22
49.95
3.90 SC30%C56
3.95
10.98 5021....... 27.45
16.98 5023/ßK65, 36.50
29.95 5229
12.40
4.95 5R4GY
1.80
49.95 S R4WGY... 1.75
18.90 6ÁG5
.69
1.98 6AG7
1.99
49.95 6Á85G
1.49
38.50 6AN6... .. .. 1.99
350.00 6ÁJ5
1.40

1863A

$14.98
16.98
8.75
16.75
35.75

31-32-34-36 Volts/12Amp 2 Kv1ns
18-12-9-CT-9-12-18V/4Amp
13-12-9-CT-9-12-180/12Amp
B C733D

400 CYC XFMRS
3140, 3030. 2920. 2810V/36
Ma...... ..
$4.98

POWER TRANSFORMERS

RECTIFIER XFMRS
18.8-19.2-20.4-21.4 Volts/12Amp

R4/ÁßR2 Revr

RT89 Api & 16. we and
e
Cavities. Type N Coupling. Uses
2C43 3C40, 1627. Tunes 24-2700
MC Lee. Tubes
$29.98
Sem T -Sect. Wara8ulde & Atten
Output. Thermal Comp & Pwr Mesa Thermhtors Xtal Diode Detector Mtg. & C'ling..$lO.95
Lees Xtl Mtg. & Thermietor
$13.95
3CM X -Band Wars, Meter 9285-9465MC $29.95

"TAB" TESTED
& GUARANTEED
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WRITE FOR COMPLETE TUBE LISTING

TUBES
0A2

23.98
31.98
149.50
12.98

up
up
up
up

Corrp lele Outfit for AC & Battery ope. 3nr1 ÁC40&ßP25 utte%.ek & sU sealer.
for KODAK&COMPIIR eh attar..
Complete.. .............................................
AC45F PbetoBeeh 0x11; Features
Delay I1SV/eOCYL Operation
ADOS Intensifier DBL'e Light Outfit of Basic
Unit
9
Write for Complete "TRRIFTLITE" Desa
b., eExt Mites, Unite for Focal plane
shutters
ooeterpa
&

2231A
2232
2233

METER SPECIALS

We specialise in Reetifiert and Power supplies

157 cord

&

eoloriv usable

two

010.95

2

(cont.)

Inel Pwr pct. Lite

daylite

per IIbVAC
Tmens
ype ÁC40............

6

1.25
1.6
1.75

kit.

Not

1/1000a 8éá Ñeehr
1' ue

QUANTITY USERS
WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES

100Arne,...o.e

NEW THRIFT -LITE
LIFETIME
PHOTO-FLASH

630de

2MFD/330VAC 1000VDC "CD" Rd
Can
9MFD/220VAC 600VDC 31

0-800VoIt RC Weeton 3'

TEED KEYS ARE BROKE

65N7GT, 6V6GT,
6116. 6K6GT,
1B3GT
5 for 12.00
12SN17GT-ea 50e
3 for $2.00
6BG6G. 6800. 6L6G-sa 79e

230var/

Ideal for

Current

SCR595

TUBE SPECIALS
ELECTRICALLY PERFECT. & GUARAN.

.69
.89
1.29
225vac/
630de
3.3
.79

2

2

for 59.50
for 4.95

inch Round
$14.95
17.95
inch Round
20.81
inch Rectangular
$2.95
inch Round
23.85
inch Rectangular
24.85
inch Rectangular..
25.50
inch Round.. ...
29.95
inch Rectangular.
Rectancolor
30.45
inch
67.80
inch Metal......
etal....
e for
y,
rt. tube is worth
Your old wet.
trade -in -allowance toward R M A coded and
with
dated tube.
one rear guarantee. Ship your
only.
picture
tubes
prepaid
defective
When ordering metal tube, defective metal tube
le required.

600de

1000de

AY5

$6.96
9.75
29.95
25.00
for 50.00

10
12
14
16
10
17
19
20
21
24

O

330vae/1.29

&

for
for
for

TV PICTURE TUBES

2
4

7000wvde

.002
.0075

1.98

4

2.49
2.98
4.49
6.98
7.98

6

7.49
95.00

AC RATED

220rac/

2.29

3000wvdc

2
3

30.06
31.22
30.25
1.09
700wrde

1

2500wrde

.25

1.19
1.39
3.49
.89
.98

2x8

1.75
1.89
2.98
.52
9.49

9.98

25000wvde

.001.25

1.49

1

.98
98

1x2

2000wrdo

.1

20.1

.79

3...25
20.6
1:1

1.49
1.69
1.79
3.49
3.98

5

.91

1

1500wrde

75

3.69
.52
.09
.61
.65
.75
.92
1.08
1.89
1.98
2.69
2.89
3.29

.0016

1.29
1.39

1

Each

12500wrde
95.00
15000wvde

2

1400wrdc

.25

30.25
.99
600wvde
.034
.1
.2
.26

.90
1.69
2.98
4.98

1

15

Mfd.

Each

1000wrde
.45
.79

Bendlr Auto Ovo AYI

w

for 520.00
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

3.69

SELSYNS

nd DHay Line.
MWen
$2 S
Microwave Lightbooae A,.y-P/O

1

luddee voltage
and center off

''Hreverting
O' locomotives

DM4 12 & 24V out 22SV 100rna, 400V/11.18

2
221H1 GE 8elsyne
221E3 GE Brand New 115V/400 eY a
C78248 Sync. Trenet 115 60cr 15.95..2
12.95..2
80
ey
C78249 Syne. D(0. 115V
2
Syne Trans. C-09405-2 ype I -I
Sync Repeater 115/60 ex, Type 11-4
2
New Indly. Crin $32.50

MICROWAVE

Klystron Mtg Assy (723 AB) 6
Coupling to 2 Type "N" Co-Ac
Fitt.ng. ....................$9.08

battery

control

o

-U..

Socket. Condeneere. Regietore and
d Diagram.
tV/V4X4/X400 Flash Tube
200 W
Boo
531.98

Mfd.

Yi MA/WU Iton.
Inot 28VDC/1.4A out 250V/OSma

del railroad

ro .peed

BUY

A

ti

D.

DA3A 28V/10.5A out 300VDC/300ma
150VDC/10me, 14.6vde/SA..... ... .... 6.75
DA3A (9CR522) ... 8.98
PE94 Plate Sum,
9.98
PE97 Plate Bupp., Lees Tubes......
INPT 6VDC/27.5A Out.590VDC/150MA 29.9$
Motor
Carter Mae

PHOTO FLASH PWR
KIT
Input 115V/60CY Output SUPP
1800VDC/35MA,
Doubler

A B"
"T
THAI'
200ma

Write for Complete
TE" Data
Booeter.packe
lites, Unite forIFoeal plane
h utters
& arcessorie..
WE BUY, SELL &
SWAP.
Ueing

ium Power

ri ble
toe12nVDC/2 Amp. Variable
DC apply, une e1Ì and comPletely bout-iapt. 115v/80 ey
Usable LAB oupply. filament
0

Image-Converter Tube HiSeneitivity
simplified design 2 dia. Willemite
-Resolution up to 850 line/in.
Complete data & tube. ea.

CHURCHROOM
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
A'G'A' Division of Elastic Stop Nut Corp
of America
292
Acheson Colloids Company
157
294
Acme Electronics, Inc.
Adams & Westlake Company
78
345
Advance Electronics Co.
193
Advertising Council
Aeronautical Communications Equipment, Inc.
265
27
Aerovox Corporation
Aircraft -Marine Products, Inc.
243
344
Airmee Laboratories, Ltd.
286
Area: Products Company
47
Alien Products Company
350
Allen Co., Inc., L. B.
184
Allen Manufacturing Company
Allied Control Company, Inc.
205
American Electric Motors
264
216
American Electrical Heater Company
American Lava Corporation
237
55
American Phenolic Corporation
296
American Television & Radio Co
40
American Time Products, Inc.
...Third Cover
Ampere: Electronic Corp

Amperite Co., Inc
Ampex Electric Corporation
Andersen Laboratories, Inc
Andrew Corporation
Apco Mossberg Co.

Arkwright Finishing Co.
Armco Steel Corporation
Arnold Engineering Company
Arrow Electronics, Inc.

309
158
343
224
240
242
211
50
327

274
Ballantine Laboratories, Inc
15
Barry Corp.
293
Bead Chain Manufacturing Co
210
Beekman Instruments, Inc.
349
Bell Aircraft Corporation
249
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Bendix Aviation Corporation
Eclipse -Pioneer Division
284
333
Friez Instrument Division
226
Pacific Division
185
Red Bank Division
169
Bentley, Harris Manufacturing Co.
236
Berkeley Scientific Corp
329
Bird & Co., Inc., Richard H.
320
Bird Electronic Corp
311
Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd
331
Birnbach Radio Co., Inc
307
Blrtcher Corporation
339
Bodnar Industries, Inc.
269
Boeing Airplane Company
66
Bomac Laboratories, Inc.
153
Boonton Radio Corporation
334, 335
Borg Corporation, George W

Bowser, Inc.
Bradley Laboratories, Inc.
Brand & Co., Inc., William
Bridgeport Brass Company
Brush Development Company
Burgess Battery Company
Burnell & Company
Bussmann Mfg. Co.

Cambridge Thermionic Corporation
Cannon Electric Company
Carter Motor Co.
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299
38
323
273
54, 248
192
89
199

32

202
341

Centralab, Div. Globe-Union, Inc..11, 12,
Century Geophysical Corporatiolu
Chester Cable Corp
, .

Chicago Dial Company
Chicago Telephone Supply Corpora72, 73
tion
Chicago Transformer, Div. of Essex Wire
254
Corp.
209
Ciba Company, Inc.
149
Cinch Manufacturing Corporation
41
Clare & Co., C. P.
201
Cleveland Container Co.
180
Clippard Instrument Laboratory, Inc
317
Cohn Corp., Sigmund
292
Collectron Corporation
Communication Products Company, Ine.44, 45
Computer Research Corporation of Cali-

fornia
Condenser Products Company
Consolidated Engineering Corp.
Continental Connectors Corp.
Continental -Diamond Fibre Company
Cornell-Dubilfer Electric Co.
Cornell Electronics Corp.
Cornish Wire Co., Inc
Coto -Coil Company
Cramer Co., Inc., R. W
Crescent Company, Inc.
Crest Laboratories, Inc
Cross Co., II
Crucible Steel Company of America
Cubic Corporation
Curtis Development & Mfg. Co.

Dage Electric Company, Inc
Dale Products, Inc
Daniels, Inc., C. B
Dano Electric Co.
Doyen Co.
DeJur Ammco Corp
Delco Radio, Div. of General Motors
Dial Light Company of America
Doepke Mfg. Co., Inc., Charles Wm
Dolin Metal Products, Inc.
Driver-Harris Company
duPont deNemours & Co., (Inc.) E. I
Polychemicals Dept.

PUCKEISCOPE

13

291
187
59

MODEL
S

Wt.16'/ lbs.
12"x 6"x 7"

77

231
75

318
71
245
319
343
332
178
192
327
335
173
316
342

449
320
327
331
21
318
215
172
277
345
76

A

new concept in multiple trace
oscilloscopy made possible by
Waterman developed RAYONIC
rectangular cathode ray tube, providing for the first time, optional
screen characteristics in each
channel. S-1 5-A is a portable twin
tube, high sensitivity oscilloscope,
with two independent vertical as
well as horizontal channels. A
"must" for investigation of electronic circuits in industry, school,
or laboratory.
Vertical channels: 10mv rms/inch, with response
within -2DB from DC to 200kc, with pulse rise
of 1.8µs. Horizontal channels: 1v rms/inch
within -2DB from DC to 150kc, with pulse rise
of 3µs. Non -frequency discriminating attenuators and gain controls, with internal calibration of traces. Repetitive or trigger time base,
with linearization, from V2cps to 50kc, with
± sync. or trigger. Mu metal shield. Fitter
graph screen. And a host of other features.

,

Durant Manufacturing Co.
Dyna-Labs, Inc.
DX Radio Products Co

161

300
333
298

WATERMAN PRODUCTS CO., INC.
PHILADELPHIA 25, PA.
CABLE ADDRESS: POKETSCOPE

WATERMAN

PRODUCTS

-4-A
S -5-A
S

Eastern Air Devices, Inc.
Eastman Kodak Company, Industrial
Photographic Div.
315,
Eisler Engineering Co., Inc.
Eitel -McCullough, Inc.
Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America

Electra Mfg. Co.
Electron Mfg. Co.
Electrical Industries, Inc.
Electronic Computer Corporation
Electronic Parts Manufacturing
Electro Motive Mfg. Co., Inc.
Electro Products Laboratories
Electro -Tech Equipment Co

Co

15-A

194
159

350
68
251
301
323
257
285
322

S

SAR
LAB
-10-B GENERAL

-11-A INDUSTRIAL
-14-A HIGH GAIN
5-14-B WIDE BAND
S

S

INCLUDE:

PULSESCOPE
PUtSESCOPE
POCKETSCOPE
POCK ETSCOPE
POCKETSCOPE
POCKETSCOPE

Also RAKSCOPES, LINEAR
AMPLIFIERS, RAYONIC' TUBES
and other equipment

17

325
319

Electro -Technical Products, Div. of Sun
266
Chemical Corporation
389

Electroacustic, G. M. B. H.
350
Engineering Research Associates, Inc.329, 339
Erie Resistor Corp
67
Eveready Plating Co.
450

Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp
281
Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp
208
Federal Telephone & Radio Corporation 51
Flitron Co., Inc.
337
Finn & Company, Inc., T. R
307
Fluke Engineering Co., John
347
Ford Instrument Company
70
Freed Transformer Co., Inc
219
Frequency Standards
339
Furst Electronics
340
Fusite Corporation, The
23

JOHNSON Type

L

Capacitors

-32T1%

High frequency capacitors designed to absorb punishment.
Full soldered construction makes JOHNSON "L" variables
virtually impervious to the effects of shock and vibration. No
parts can work loose
capacity can't fluctuate. Ideally
suited for airborne and mobile transmitting, receiving
applications.

.25001Á

-

19

32

Plates are heavy .020" brass with corrosion resistant bright
alloy plating. Rotor and stator assemblies are soldered; split
sleeve bearing, mounting posts, tie rods and stator assembly
are all soldered directly to the heavy ceramic end plates.
Steatite insulators are located outside the most intense RF
fields for lowest possible losses at very high frequencies.
Silver plated beryllium copper rotor contact may be brought
out at any one of four different angles. This, together with
dual stator contacts, insures short, low inductance leads in

1;!
;MIL

oiii;i
M

any application.
Cat. No.

Type No.

Single End Plate
167-101
10L15
167-104
25L15
167-103
50L15
75L15
167-104

SINGLE
SECTION

Double End Plate
167-151
100L15
167-152
200L15

O
DUAL SECTION

O

167-501
167-502
167-503

25LD15
50LD15
100LD15

167-301

10LÁ15
45LÁ15
50LA15

167-303

DIFFERENTIAL

0

167-201

167-203

BUTTERFLY

101815
45L615
50LB15

Cap. per Sect.
Max.
Min.

Plates

*Spacing Per Sec.

75

2.8
3.5
4.6
5.7

.030'
.030'
.030'
.030'

99
202

6.8
11.6

.030'
.030'

4.6
6.8

.030'
.030'
.030'

2.8
3.5
4.6

.030'
.030'
.030'

2.8
4.3
6.8

.030'
.030'
.030'

1

1

27
51

27

5)

99
11

27
51

10.5

26
51

L

164

3
7
13

1s,&
1T

19

1%

25

2T
35s.4

51
7

11%3.5
11

13

2sí4
3%

25
3
7

P.4

13

174

5

P4167.404

12

17.4

23

1154

*.020, .060, .080 spacing also available.

We have produced numerous special "L"
capacitors including those with .020",
.060" and .080" plate spacing. Other
specials have incorporated such features
as; slotted end rotor plates, bearings for
motor driven applications, integral inductors, special shafts, etc.
E.

F.

JOHNSON CO.

Adapting JOHNSON capacitors to difficult applications

is

part of our business.

We'll be more than glad to help. Like to
know more about JOHNSON capacitors? Send for catalog 701. A8 today.

WASECA, MINNESOTA

JOHNSON

Capacitors, Inductors, Sockets, Insulators, Plugs & Jacks,
Knobs & Dials, Pilot Lights.

Gair Company, Inc., Robert
329
Gamewell Company
337
General Electric Company'
Apparatus Dept.
52, 53, 197
Electronics Dept.
60, 61, 87
General Hermetic Sealing Corp.
337
General Industries Co.
182
General Radio Company
190, 191
Giannini & Co., Inc., G. M.
57
Goslin Electric & Manufacturing
248
Grant Pulley & Hardware Co
212
Graphite Metallizing Corporation
300
Grayhill
338
Green Instrument Co.
335
Gries Reproducer Corp.
309
Guthman & Co., Inc., Edwin I.
264

Hammarlund Manufacturing Co., Inc
Hardwick, Hindle, Inc
Hart Manufacturing Company
Haydon Company, A. W
Haydon Manufacturing Co., Inc

233
171
256
192

Heath Company

172

Helland Research Corporation
Heinemann Electric Co.
Hellpot Corporation
155, 290,
Hermaseal Co., Inc
Hermetic Seal Products Co
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hi -Q Div. of Aerovox Corp.
Hughes Research & Development Laboratories
Hycor Company, Inc

276
261
324
348
175
95
29

Improved Seamless Wire Company
Indiana Steel Products Company
Industrial Condenser Corp
Industrial Timer Corporation
Instrument Corp. of America
Instrument Resistors Co.
International Instruments Inc
International Rectifier Corporation
International Resistance
Company
333, 341,
Ippollto & Co., Inc., James
I-T -E Circuit Breaker Company

324
167
221
90
321
325
345

JFD Mfg. Co
Jeffers Electronics Division, Speer Carbon

184
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270

331
340

181

349
294
177

82

Jeliff Manufacturing Corp., C. 0
Johns -Manville
Johnson Co., E. F
Jones Div. Howard B. Cinch Mfg. Corp.

348

Kahle Engineering Co
Karp Metal Products Co., Inc
Kartron
Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc
Kester Solder Company
Keystone Products Company
Kirk & Blum Mfg. Co
Klein & Sons, Mathias
Knights Company, James
Kollsman Instrument Corporation

287

34

390
347

ENGINEERED FLUOROCARBONS
SILICATES

63

350
168
229
275
200
214

94

280
198
223
350
347

Mico Instrument Co..
Micro Switch. Div. of Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co.
42
Miles Reproducer Co., Inc
350

Milford Rivet & Machine Co.
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., James
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co..48,
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co
Mitchell Rand Insulation Company, Inc
Moloney Electric Company
Moseley, Francis L.
Mosinee Paper Mills Company
Muirhead & Co., Ltd.
Mycalex Corporation of America

National Company, Inc.
National Moldite Company
National Plastic Products Company
Natvar Corporation
Neo -Sil Corporation
New Hampshire Ball Bearings, Inc
New Hermes, Inc
ELECTRONICS
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CARBONS

346
151
282
19
246

Memo, Inc.
74
Metal Textile Corporation
290
Metals & Controls Corp., General Plate
Div.

ZERO -PLAST

30

350
279
204
292, 303, 309

Methode Manufacturing Corp.
Metron Instrument Company
Mica Insulator Company
Michel Manufacturing Co.

MICA

28

Laboratory for Electronics, Inc.
83
Lambda Electronics Corporation
347
Lampkin Laboratories, Inc.
350
LaPointe-Plascomold Corp. (Vee-D-X)
180
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc
92
Leach Relay Co.
268
Leeds & Northrup Co
58
Leland Inc.. G. H
220
Lenkurt Electric Sales Company
188
Lewis & Kaufman, Inc
186
Linde Air Products Co., A Div. of Union
Carbide & Carbon Corp.
327
Litton Industries
283

MacDonald Co., Inc., W. S
Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R
96,
Marconi Instruments Ltd
Marion Electrical Instrument Co
Markem Machine Company
Maryland Precision Instrument Co
MB Manufacturing Company, Inc
McGraw-Hill Book Co
176, 188,

ASBESTOS

238
179
49
79
86
241
317
176
3

255

180
250
306
39
33
321

ALNICO

Offer Engineers

a

Whole New Family of Materials

Starting with TEFLON*, United States Gasket Company
engineers have developed a series of "Filled" Fluorocarbon
materials, greatly broadening the scope of usefulness of this
wonder -plastic. For example, United States Gasket Company
"Application Engineering" has already helped solve such
material problems as long -wearing chemical resistant bearings and pump impellers; valve and pump packings,
expansion joints and chambers, gaskets; the metal plating
of Teflon; the hermetic sealing of electronic components;
soldering and cementing to Teflon; etc., etc.
If you have a special materials problem, that one of these
Teflon "alloys" might solve, tell us about it. Our engineering
department will work with yours to determine the Chemelec
Mixture best suited to your requirements.

-

.

UNITED
STATES

FLUOROCARBON
PRODUCTS
FABRICATORS

DIVISION

OF "TEFLON"

"KEL-F"

GASKET

AND OTHER FLUOROCARBON PLASTICS

COMPANY

CAMDEN 1,

NEW

JERSEY

*duPont's trademark for its tetrafuoroethpiene resin.

349
391

New York Transformer Co., Inc

APPLICATION
ENGINEERED
"PRECISION"

Steward Manufacturing Co., D. M.
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co.
Stokes Machine Company, F. J
Stupakoff Ceramic & Mtg. Co
Superior Electric Co
Superior Tube Company
Supreme, Inc.
Switchcraft, Inc.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc

278
208
298
307

North American Aviation, Inc.
Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
Nothelfer Winding Laboratories

Olympic Metal Products Company, Inc... 298
Onan & Sons, Inc., D. W
332
O'Neil -Irwin Mfg. Co.
322

Circuit Tester
20,000

Panoramic Radio Products, Inc.
303
Paramount Paper Tube Corp.
342
Parsons Company, Ralph M
164
Patton-MacGuyer Company
345
Penn Engineering & Manufacturing Corp. 297
Phalo Plastics Corporation
218
Plsaostron Co.
296
Phillips Control Corporation
203
Piz Manufacturing Co., Inc
.. 337
Polarad Electronics Corp.
183
Potter Insrument Company, Inc
314
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc.
392
Precision Paper Tube Co
336
Presto Recording Corporation
65
Production Engineering Corp.
335
Pyroferric Co.
302

Ohms per Volt

Taylor Tubes, Inc
Tech Laboratories
Technology Instrument Corp.
Tektronix, Inc.
Teletronics Laboratory, Inc.
Telewave Laboratories, Inc
Thompson Company, H. I
Thompson Products, Inc.
Tobe Deutschmann Corp.
Transradio Ltd.
Triad Transformer Mfg. Co.
Tung -Sol Electric Co.

304
252

81

253

7

225
43
328
326
80

162

328
196
168

338, 350
164

...

319
64
288, 289
305
172
32 A, 32 B

.

Radio Corporation of America

4/

THE

SERIES

85"

Compact, laboratory style, high sensitivity test set.
"Application Engineered" for production, test, lab-

oratory, school and service -maintenance phases of
modern radio-electronics -communications.
20,000 Ohms per Volt D.C.
1000 Ohms per Volt A.C.
VOLTAGE

206, 217

Fourth Cover
271
Radio Materials Corporation
25
Radio Receptor Company, Inc.
Railway Express Agency, Air Express
Div.
227
46
Rauland Corporation
259
Raytheon Manufacturing Company
184
Reed Research Inc.
336
Bernier Company, Ltd
Resistoflex Corporation
295
196
Rex Corporation
207
Rhode Island Insulated Wire Co., Inc
339
Robinson Inc., Edward E
347
Runzel Cord & Wire Co.

0.3.12.60.300.1200-6000

RANGES:

A.C. & D.C.

0.120 microamps
0.1.2.12.120.1200 MA. -

CURRENT RANGES:

0 -12 Amps D.C.
O.6000.600K Ohms

RESISTANCE RANGES:

0-6-60 Megohms.
From -26 to

DECIBEL RANGES:

Complete with batteries

and test leads

+70

DB.

$3995

PWS superior physical features:
wide angle meter

* 4O4

*

Heavy duty molded bakelite instrument case,

site

*
*
*

5>,h s 71/a

X

3"

Heavy gauge, anodized aluminum panel
Rotary Range and Function Selection
Recessed 6000 volt safety jacks
Only two pin jacks for all standard ranges

*

LC -1

Leather Carrying Case

Custom designed top -grain cowhide case $
with tool and test lead compartment.

9

50

See

this and other "Precision" Application En
gineered instruments on display at leading
radio parts distributors. Wace for latest catalog.

j'Precision.,

Apparatus Co Inc.

ABM

92.27 HORACE HARDING BLVD.
ELMHURST

le

392

10, N. Y.

:44$114rsy, N.Y.C., U.S.A. Cables: M OR HAN EX
Atlas Radio Corp. Ltd., Toronto, Ontario

Carla:

Sangamo Electric Company
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc
Scientific Electric Div of "S" Corrugated
Quenched Gap Co.
Secon Metals Corporation
Servo Corporation of America
Sessions Clock Co., Timer Div
Shalleross Manufacturing Company
Shure Brothers, Inc
Sigma Instruments, Inc
Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co
Simpson Electric Company
Sola Electric Company
Sorensen & Company, Inc
Southwestern Industrial Electronics Co
Specialty Battery Company
Speer Resistor Corp
Spencer-Kennedy Laboratories, Inc
Sprague Electric Company
Stackpole Carbon Company
Standard Electric Time Company
Standard Plezo Company
Standard Transformer Corp.
Star Porcelain Company
Stevens Mfg. Co., Inc., Geo

195
222
323
343
300
232
331
2

262
334
163
239
93

36
Ucinite Co.
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp.,
327
Linde Air Products Div
37
United-Carr Fastener Corp.
330
United Manufacturing & Service Co
391
United States Gasket Company
Second Cover
United Transformer Corp.
189
Universal Winding Company

Vacuum Metals Corporation
Varfex Sales Co., Inc
Varian Associates
Vectron, Inc.
Veeder-Root, Inc.
Victoreen Instrument Company
Vulcan Electric Company

Waldes Hohinoor, Inc.
Ward Leonard Electric Company. -.84,
Warren Wire Company
Waterman Products Co., Inc
Western Gold & Platinum Works
200,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
35,
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.
Wheeler Insulated Wire Co., Inc
174,
White Dental Mfg. Co., S. S.
Whitehead Stamping Co
Whitney Blake Co
Wilkor Div. Aerovox Corporation
Williams & Co., C. H.
Wilton Tool Mfg. Co.
Winchester Electronics, Inc.
Workshop Associates, Div.,
The Gabriel Company

514

165

213
305
23.5

290
341

69
85
326
389
315
313
247
234
344
329
244
31
170

272
166

267

333

315
62

Zophar Mills, Inc.

341

246
9
91

88
296
204
330
308

is published as a convenience to the
Every care is taken to make It accurate, but
ELECTRONICS assumes no responsibility for errors

This index
readers.

or omissions.
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For Highest Power AM Broadcasting or Induction Heating

nothing can compare.
:.

Maximum
plate

Power

Output
to
108KW

Dissipation
45KW

*Long Life and
Efficiency Proved!

Small and

Already operating for
more than 9,000 hours
. . and still going!

Weighing only

66

e

pounds

*

".

. since hey were put into
service they lave been working
.
fo our full soisfaction

..

.

.

.

we have had extremely

goo': experience with these

tubes and shall recommend them
.
very warmly

..

New And
Exclusive

Air Cooling
Principle

AMPEREX

6078/AX-9906R

Filament

17.5 v.
196 a.

Current

---

Available in
Water Cooled
Model

Tho -kited Tungsten

Vol -age

Inter -electrode Capacitances
Plde
Grid
Grid

Filament

_...

Plate

Filament
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APPLICATIONS
in audio and radio
fields up to 175

Mc

Marine Transmitters

mateur Transmitters

Mobile Transmitters

Aircraft Transmitters

Audio & Video Modulators

ACTUAL SIZE

Servo Amplifiers

r
The most widely accepted, beam power tubes
in the field
FEW tubes have won such wide popularity in so short a time as the RCA -developed

6146 and 6159 beam power tubes. Both
types ,are extremely versatile as to application, and offer considerable latitude in
circuit design because of their ability to
operate efficiently over a wide range of
plate voltages and frequencies. Low in
cost, compact, and unusually rugged,
these types are particularly suited to VHF
transmitter designs for fixed and mobile
services.
The RCA -6146, with a 6.3 -volt heater,
is designed for general service. The RCA 6159, with a 26.5 -volt heater, is intended

ethi
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for use in VHF aircraft transmitters. In
all other respects, the two tubes are
identical.
Because of their high power sensitivity
and low plate -voltage requirements, the
RCA -6146 and 6159 permit compact,
economical designs without a sacrifice in
efficiency. A single tube as unmodulated
Class C rf power amplifier will deliver an
output of 69 watts up to 60 Mc with a
plate supply of 600 volts ... and 35 watts
output at 175 Mc with a plate supply of
400 volts. A pair operated Class AB1 will
THE

provide an audio output of 120 watts ..
in Class AB2, 130 watts. A pair of either
type triode connected will deliver an output of 19 watts with a total harmonic
distortion of 4.6%.
For complete technical data on the RCA 6146 and .RCA-6159, write RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section 42HR, Harrison, N. J., or your nearest Field Office.
Humboldt 5-3900, 415 S. 5th
St., Harrison, N. J. (Midwest) Whitehall 4-2900,
589 E. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill. (West) Madison
9-3671, 420 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, .Calif.
FIELD OFFICES: (East)
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